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Getting Involved 
 
The LSDP is a living document, which should be continuously refined to best meet the needs of the people of Manchester.  
Draft 1 (September 2006) was distributed to MPDC’s main collaborators and a number of elected officials, for their 
comments. Draft 2 (July 2007), which included a number of additional inputs, and was subjected to a broad consultation 
process, which involved public meetings in all of the Development Areas of Manchester, in early 2007. At the same time, 
we had meetings with collaborating organisations to garner their input.   

The MPDC welcomes comments and involvement in the LSDP from individuals and organisations at any time.  We are 
located at:  

Manchester Parish Development Committee 
RADA Building, 2B Caledonia Road 
Mandeville, Manchester.  
Tel: (876) 625-9750, Fax: (876) 625-9752  
Email: manchesterpdc@mail.infochan.com  
Website: www.manchesterpdc.org 

Manchester Parish Council 
32 Hargreaves Avenue 
Mandeville, Manchester 
Tel: (876) 962-2278-9, Fax: (876) 962-0611 

The LSDP has been produced through the involvement of a wide variety of stakeholders and has incorporated public input.  
It is a product of the people of Manchester, and involvement in the LSDP planning process is fully welcomed and 
encouraged.  Updated information about our public consultation activities can be found in The Partner, Manchester PDC’s 
monthly newsletter.   

Thank you for taking time to read the Manchester Local Sustainable Development Plan: 2030 and Beyond. We look 
towards the creation of new partnerships and the strengthening of existing ones to help in building a sustainable future for 
Manchester. 
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Foreword  
 

 Chairman’s Message 
 
 
                                   It is with a sense of utmost pride and joy to be able to acknowledge this 
                 awesome achievement …………….the handing over of Manchester    
                 Local Sustainable Development Plan…..2030 and Beyond to the   
                  Manchester Parish Council.   
For us to really appreciate and celebrate this achievement though, it is important that we take 
a few steps back into the past, because of course you have to know where you are coming 
from to really appreciate where you are and where you are going.  
 
How many of us recall the gas riot which crippled the country for days in 1999?  The sitting 
Prime Minister in his 1999 budget presentation said, “The old order, that is, the closed, distant 
and authoritarian systems of governance is being forced to give way to a structure which is 
inclusive, responsive and accountable to the new, proud, informed, assertive Jamaican citizen 
of the 21st century.” 
 
In recognizing that, the challenge was to identify a vehicle powerful enough to transcend 
political divisiveness, personal agendas and the stigma of our past; the Ministry of Local 
Government aspired to address this challenge and in August, 1993, tabled in parliament a 
paper that began the Local Government Reform Process.  This then gave birth to Parish 
Development Committees in three parishes, among them was Manchester.  One major goal of 
this process sought to enhance civil society’s participation in governance. 
Today as we look around most of us can only use our imagination to fill in the blanks between 
the inception of the Manchester Parish Development Committee and this moment.  
 
The many challenges that had to be overcome, the many partnerships that had to be forged 
and the constant knocking on doors that has brought us to this day has scored yet another first 
for the parish.  This is testament to the fact that Manchester is a parish of leaders, not 
followers; after all it was born out of a rebellion. 
 
On reflecting on the writing of the plan, I can recall the team at the Manchester Parish 
Development Committee refusing on many occasions to be daunted when they were told it 
could not be done; they refused to take NO for an answer, they worked sometimes without 
pay, worked long hours and weekends without overtime pay; and they did it because they 
believed in what they were trying to accomplish and had a passion for what they were doing.  
Ladies and gentlemen, they had something to prove to Jamaica…….and that is just what they 
did.  They believed in themselves and most importantly the funding agencies believed in them 
and became our partners, namely Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), 
Canadian Urban Institute (CUI) and The National Housing Trust (NHT); this feat could not 
have been possible without you. 
 
As the first elected Chairman of the Manchester Parish Development Committee, ladies and 
gentlemen, it gives me great pleasure to present to you the Manchester Local Sustainable 
Development Plan….2030 and Beyond, signifying the dawn of a new day in the history of 
the parish of Manchester and the most significant step in moving forward………together. 

 
 
J.O. (Jackie) Minott 
Chairman, MPDC 
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Message of Endorsement from Her Worship the Mayor 
Brenda Ramsay 

 
The adverse effects of unplanned                        
development on the lives of people 
and the environment are evident      
everywhere. If left unbridled, there                       
 will be irreversible damage and 
great harm to all.  It is with this in 
mind that I welcome the final 
Development Plan for Manchester. 

 
Although it has been in the making for a long time, it is an 
excellent document well worth waiting for.  When there 
were financial constraints resulting in uncertainties as to 
whether we would ever see the completion of this project, a 
team of dedicated, hardworking individuals at the Parish 
Development Committee and civil society, pressed on. We 
are grateful to them. 
 
Financial support from the Canadian International 
Development Agency (CIDA), National Housing Trust 
(NHT) and the Government of Jamaica were timely and 
because of their intervention this project has been 
successfully completed. 
 
We at the Manchester Parish Council will benefit 
significantly as the resulting Development Order will guide 
how future planning and development take place in our 
parish. 

 
On behalf of the Manchester Parish Council I offer sincere 
appreciation for a job well done and look forward to the 
implementation phase. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Her Worship the Mayor Brenda Ramsay 
Chairman 
Manchester Parish Council 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

                                              The Planning & Development Division of the                 
                            Office of the Prime Minister (OPM) is proud to         
                            be associated with both the Manchester Parish 
                            Development Committee and the Manchester 
                            Parish Council, in preparing the Manchester               
                             Local Sustainable Development Plan –  
           2030 and Beyond. 
There is an urgent need to formulate sustainable planning strategies and 
development guidelines which encourage compatible land use patterns, 
enhance the historical and architectural features of parishes, address and 
safeguard environmental integrity, while maintaining the unique features of 
each parish. 
 
The solid partnership of the Parish Development Committee and the Parish 
Council of Manchester has successfully addressed these issues through the 
collaboration of private citizens, government agencies, private sector and 
civil society organizations.  
 
It is our hope that the approach adopted in the development of this plan will 
be used as the prototype for other local authorities as they seek to develop 
roadmaps for their respective parishes to achieve their vision. 
 
The Planning and Development Division of the OPM will continue to support 
the Parish leaders of Manchester as they strive to realize the visions of the 
Development Plan.  We are confident that, through their proactive approach 
to development, their goals will be achieved. 
 
Our congratulations on the successful completion of your plan. 
 

 
Sanci Bennett Templer 
Chief Technical Director 
Planning & Development Division 

Message of Endorsement from the Office of the Prime Minister 
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Message of Endorsement from the Canadian Urban Institute 
 

                        The Canadian Urban Institute (CUI) is pleased to 
       have supported the outstanding work of the 
       Manchester Parish Development Committee 
       (MPDC) and the Manchester Parish Council 
       (MPC) in developing a forward thinking local 
       sustainable development plan through a 
participatory, made-in-Jamaica process. CUI’s involvement in 
Manchester and in the broader local government reform program 
of Jamaica was made possible by a generous contribution from 
the Canadian International Development Agency. The 
Manchester Local Sustainable Development Plan is truly a 
blueprint for the future of the Parish that reflects the needs and 
aspirations of its citizens. Manchesterians now have the key tool 
they need to guide the growth and development of their Parish 
through a responsible, sustainable and socially conscious 
approach. 
 
A testament to their success, the partnership of the MPC and 
MPDC is clearly recognized as a model for bringing communities 
together with local authorities to plan and take action for 
sustainable development, not only in Jamaica but now across the 
wider Caribbean region. CUI is looking forward to continuing our 
partnership with Manchester and sharing our technical support 
and advice as the Parish moves from planning into 
implementation. We wish you all the best as you take your next 
step towards sustainable development. 
 
Best regards, 
 
 
 
 
 
Glen Murray 
President and Chief Executive Officer 
Canadian Urban institute  
 

Message of Endorsement from the Canadian High 
Commissioner 
                            

The Government of Canada is pleased to be         
associated with the Manchester Parish 
Development Committee (MPDC) and the 
Manchester Local Sustainable Development 
Plan, which marks yet another major 
achievement of the MPDC in the area of 
good governance. 

 
Sustainable Development Planning and Local Government Reform 
have always been important features of Canada’s governance 
programme in Jamaica and since 2004 CIDA has been working with 
the Manchester Parish Development Committee (MPDC) to 
implement reform activities at the Parish Level through the 
Supporting Local Government Reform Project (SLGR). 
 
Through the SLGR Project, Canada provided support to the 
government of Jamaica’s efforts toward institutional strengthening 
for good governance and local sustainable development planning at 
Parish levels.  Through the activities undertaken by the MDPC, the 
Parish of Manchester has become a national model for good local 
governance and sustainable development planning.  The model is 
emulated by other Parishes and has served to encourage improved 
performance by other Partners.   
 
The participatory manner in which the Manchester Sustainable 
Development Plan was developed is a fine example of what can be 
achieved when stakeholders are allowed to participate meaningfully 
in the governance process. 
 
We congratulate the MPDC for its achievement, in particular in 
being a voice of civil society participation in local governance, in its 
attempts to promote improvements to the quality of services 
provided by government to citizens and in facilitating 
comprehensive and participatory decision making in the Parish of 
Manchester. 
 
On behalf of the Government of Canada, I wish to thank and 
congratulate everyone involved in developing the Local Sustainable 
Development Plan for the Parish of Manchester — a plan which 
balances competing priorities of the economy, the environment and 
the citizenry. 
 
We look forward to continued collaboration with the MPDC in its 
efforts to ensure good governance and local sustainable 
development planning at the Parish level in Jamaica.  
 
 
 
 
 
Denis Kingsley 
High Commissioner for Canada 
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Message of Endorsement from the National Environment and 
Planning Agency  
 
                  Planning for sustainable development requires          
  a team approach. Based on the array of    
  issues affecting development in the parish of   
                  Manchester the identification of the most   
                  appropriate solutions to successfully address  
  these challenges can only be achieved through 
the collective and sustained efforts of a wide cross section of 
stakeholders who are engaged in various activities in the parish. This 
stakeholder involvement was amply demonstrated during the 
preparation of the Manchester Local Sustainable Development Plan. 
The participatory approach was played a significant role in the planning 
process.  Consequently, the views and aspirations of the wide range of 
participants were incorporated in the plan which will guide the 
development of the parish to the year 2030 and beyond. The residents 
of Manchester can therefore state that they have been able to 
influence the parish’s development and growth. 
 
As one of the primary and initial partners in this planning, the National 
Environment and Planning Agency would like to take this opportunity to 
congratulate the Manchester Parish Council and the Manchester 
Parish Development Committee on the successful completion of the 
Manchester Local Sustainable Development Plan in collaboration with 
its partners. This trend setting document produced by Manchester will 
assist greatly in the parish’s effort to achieve sustainable development.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Leary Myers PhD, PE 
Government Town Planner / 
Chief Executive Officer 
NEPA 

 

 

                           Message of Endorsement from the NHT 
                                               

                              We all want to enjoy a good quality of                        
             life but we must ensure that it is not at  
             the expense of future generations. A       
             sustainable development plan will help  
                    
 to ensure that members of a community  meet their basic 
needs and enjoy a good quality of life, while preserving the 
environment for generations to come. 
 
The National Housing Trust is pleased to partner with the 
Manchester Parish Development Committee (MPDC) in the 
creation of the Manchester Local Sustainable Development 
Plan. In keeping with our commitment to national 
development, the Trust supports the objectives of the plan. 
Combining the sustainable use of the parish’s natural 
resources with local development is key to creating a truly 
progressive community. The NHT lauds the MPDC for its 
inclusive approach, which ensured that all stakeholders 
within the parish were involved in framing the plan. We are 
confident that the project will do well and wish the 
committee every success. 

 
Earl Samuels  
Managing Director 
National Housing Trust 
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Jamaica Institute of Planners Endorses the 
Manchester LSDP 
                         
                    The Jamaica Institute of Planners         
              congratulates the Manchester 
              Parish Council and the    
              Manchester Parish Development 
              Committee for its completion of 
              the Manchester Parish Profile and 
the first in the island, the Manchester Local Sustainable 
Development Plan. These documents are vital to 
efficient, effective and sustainable planning of any 
region or country, and the Local Authority in Manchester 
has realized this and for this reason we wholehearted 
endorse their efforts. 
 
We are proud of the Planners whose dedication and 
hard work have contributed to the completion of these 
documents and urge the other parishes with Planners to 
follow suit. It is hoped that this plan will be taken further 
within the next two (2) to five (5) to the next step of 
implementation and that the National Environment and 
Planning Agency will provide the necessary legal 
instrument, the Development Order, to reinforce and 
support the plan. It is also hoped that investors will use 
this guide as a clear path to develop Manchester in the 
areas required for sustainability and growth. 
 
The Jamaica Institute of Planners stands ready to 
support the efforts and once again salutes the Council 
and Committee in its efforts. 
 
Joan Dennis 
President 
Jamaica Institute of Planners 
 

Endorsement Message from the former Mayor of Mandeville 

 
                                          “If anything is certain, it is that change is                        
                        certain. The world we are planning for today will  
                       not exist in this form tomorrow.”  It is on this           
                        premise that Manchester, Jamaica and the rest 
                       of world is strengthening its capacity at the local 
                        levels.  This task, though arduous is one which 
will reinvent and repair the public realms as they try to respond 
individually and collectively to constantly evolving issues that affect us.  
   
Manchester’s Local Sustainable Development Plan seeks to address this 
in a number of ways; it sets the land use framework for economic 
development, encourages economic, social and environmental 
regeneration and promotes investment and job creation at the local level. 

 
The Manchester Parish Council in collaboration with the MPDC has 
embarked on a multiplicity of strategies that will undoubtedly actively 
circumvent centralized planning practices in Jamaica.   The result of these 
strategies is entrenched in locally driven sustainable development 
planning with special emphasis on public involvement.  We have 
recognized that the people at the local level are the most pertinent part of 
this plan as they are the ones who are most affected.  Therefore, they 
should be given the opportunity to exercise their democratic right to 
participate in their own development.   

 
These dreams have been made real through funding from International 
Agencies namely, CIDA & CUI, as well as through partnerships with 
national agencies such as the NHT. The support of local government 
counterparts and the MPDC has been critical in harnessing the support 
from civil society in the region that has occurred in multiple stages of the 
planning process. The journey has just begun; we have planned but 
without continued action and commitment being made, the end result will 
be less than desirable. 

 
As the former Mayor of Mandeville and Councillor for the Christiana 
Division, I therefore unreservedly commit to continue fully lending my 
support in whatever way possible to ensure that this dynamic, 
participatory, “bottom-up” approach to local sustainable development 
planning, as is now occurring, continues to be a feature of the present 
and the future. 

 
Never again to return to the dark & backward days of the ‘Top-Down” 
approach. 
 
Councillor Desmond Harrison, JP 
Christiana Division 
Former Mayor of Mandeville 
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Preface 
 

The parish of Manchester had its beginnings as a place reputed for its exceptional climate, and clean, and serene 

environs that once were the home to early English settlers. Blessed with majestic hills, flora and fauna and an abundance 
of natural resources (with bauxite and limestone being two of the most predominant), Manchester has seen its economy 
evolve from one that was driven by the agricultural sector, to one flourishing through the earnings and employment 
opportunities from the bauxite companies that have been established within the Parish for the past several decades. 
Additionally, with the intensified commercial developments in majority of the Parish’s major town centres, the economy 
continues to change and grow.  

 
As Manchester moves toward the future, its longevity will depend on increase in wealth and the strengthening of its 
existing centres and the ability to properly and effectively utilise and manage its forests, farmlands, open space and natural 
resources. With the Parish of Manchester and its capital Mandeville becoming one of Jamaica’s fastest growing Parish and 
urban centre respectively, the successful maintenance of its character and natural and man-made features will rely 
tremendously on the timing and the exploration of new and adaptable planning methods and approaches.  

With the advent of the ‘rapid urbanisation’ phenomenon, the result of intensified residential, commercial, industrial (bauxite 
mining operations) and other physical developments, coupled with population growth the result of steady birth rates and in-

MPDC Sustainable Development Plan Inputs and Drafts  
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migration (largely due to returning and seasonal residents), there emerges a need for a plan that will promote the 
sustainability of the Parish. 

The Manchester Local Sustainable Development Plan: 2030 and Beyond was therefore written to provide the Parish of 
Manchester, Jamaica with proposed goals, objectives, actions, policy recommendations and implementation strategies 
inspired by the local residents’ visions that were garnered from a series of stakeholder meetings, community workshops 
and builds upon findings revealed by the Manchester Parish Sustainable Development Profile.  This Local Sustainable 
Development Plan aims for a twenty year multi-sectoral approach or collaboration between a myriad of sectors that will 
help to guide and achieve sustainable development and long-term planning in the Parish.  

The Plan is a tool that seeks to address the challenges experienced by the Parish as a whole in pertinent areas that 
includes housing provision, traffic congestion, waste generation, water shortage, education, and the creation of economic 
opportunities. It has also developed specific plans for each Development Area (DA) within Manchester that face, in some 
instances, unique problems.  The plan therefore explores relevant issues such as Land Use Designations, Housing, 
Transportation, Waste Management, The Natural Environment, Energy, Water, Mining, Tourism, Agriculture, Social 
Services and Community participation and Local Governance, with regard to the principles of sustainability.  

The plan recognises that in order to achieve sustainable development in the Parish of Manchester, it will be heavily 
dependent on the close examination and maximisation of the socio-cultural, built, economic and natural environmental 
sectors thus striking a balance and the identification of the inter-connections shared between them. It therefore aims for a 
holistic approach where all four areas are deeply integrated. 

Manchester’s plan begins with a comprehensive vision for the future that clearly expresses that “the citizens of the 
parish imagine a future in which Manchester is known as a great place to live, work, play and learn, with lively and 
attractive towns, strong communities, and a scenic countryside”.  The planning process is the culmination of defining 
Centres for shaping growth; outlining how we will move forward together; emphasising the importance of making choices, 
that all adds up to creating a successful Manchester with the potential for replication translating into a sustainable future for 
Jamaica. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Manchester’s Planning Process 
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Executive Summary 
 

The Manchester Parish Council and the Manchester Parish Development Committee 

have taken on responsibility for preparing the Manchester Sustainable Development 
Plan, in partnership with the Government of Jamaica (GOJ).  They are doing so under 
the provisions of the Local Government Reform initiative of the Department of Local 
Government, the GOJ’s expressed intent to decentralise local planning and certain 
planning approvals and with the financial assistance of the National Housing Trust 
under its Township Development Assistance Programme and the Canadian Urban 
Institute with funding garnered from the Canadian International Development Agency.  

As the acknowledged pioneer in mobilising citizens to participate in local governance 
and planning, Manchester has striven to prepare a Local Sustainable Development 
Plan which, like the Manchester Sustainable Development Profile, can offer guidance 
to other Parishes as they continue or embark on local planning processes. 

The citizens of Manchester are also aware that the nature and magnitude of 
environmental, economic and developmental trends are changing and will continue to 
change the face of the Parish in unprecedented ways.   They have responded by: 

� Formulating a long-term vision for the Parish—cool, clean, green, with a 
diversified, growing economy, strong and vibrant communities and space used 
responsibly and creatively; 

� Approaching the plan from a long-term and global perspective as well as a local, twenty year perspective; and 

� Selecting among possible courses of action that will allow them to realise the vision by managing and profiting from 
the forces of change.    

Many of the planning proposals are unique to Manchester’s circumstances.  However, the overall imperative to use land, 
water and other resources with care, caution and creativity in order to achieve sustainable economic and social well-being 
applies equally to all of Jamaica. 

Manchester faces stark choices.  It can continue to permit—or countenance—low density sprawling development or it can 
actively promote more efficient development, ranging from low to very high densities. 

The former choice carries numerous, significant costs: 

� Loss of productive farm land and a critical element of the historic and future economic base of the Parish 

� Growing scarcity of affordable housing 

� Increasing costs to provide and maintain roads, water and power lines and community services 

� Loss of amenity and unique features upon which tourism can be revived as another pillar of the future economy 

Manchester is growing at an unprecedented rate.  It is clear that the landscape is changing—the continuing spread of new 
houses across the hillsides is visible evidence of an increasing population and uncontrolled urban development.  Other 
consequences of growth are readily apparent:  disappearing forests, crowded town centres, unmanageable traffic 
congestion, and frequent water shortages.  Still more are less visible: loss of farmland, degradation of ecosystems, scarcity 
of affordable housing, rising cost of providing services, destruction of cultural heritage, and fragmentation of communities.   

Growth does not have to result in these problems; when well managed, growth can bring economic prosperity, cultural 
vibrancy, and social advancement.  Manchester is at a crossroads: we can continue to allow development to ravage our 
natural and social resources, or we can guide development to build upon our assets and secure a sustainable future.   

In resolving to protect its future, Manchester is taking a bold step.  It is making a decision to mobilise citizens, to undertake 
a pioneering planning process, and to take action in realising a vision for the future.  

Signing of the Memorandum of 
Understanding between the 
MPDC, MPC and the NHT  back in 
December 2006. 
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Creating a way forward… 
 

The Manchester Local Sustainable Development Plan represents a ground-breaking attempt to establish planning at the 

local level.  Prepared by the Manchester Parish Council and the Manchester Parish Development Committee, in 
partnership with the Government of Jamaica, the plan is part of the Local Government Reform initiative, a national effort 
that seeks to decentralise certain government functions.  The local planning approach follows in line with the tenets of 
Local Agenda 21, the global initiative to improve governance and quality of life at the community level.  The plan also 
recognises the United Nations’ Millennium Development Goals, which Jamaica has joined the world’s nations in pledging 
to achieve.  The preparation of the plan has involved collaboration with many other government agencies and has received 
financial support from the National Housing Trust and Canadian International Development Agency.  

The key concept in the Manchester Local Sustainable Development Plan is local.  Manchester citizens realise that they 
are the ones with the best knowledge of their communities, they are the ones with the highest stake in the future of their 
communities, and they are the ones best equipped to plan for their communities.  As a result, the plan is a strategy for 
Manchester, created by the citizens of Manchester.  In preparing the plan, the MPC and MPDC have sought participation 
from communities and stakeholders at every step, from gathering information to shaping the vision to formulating 
recommendations.  Partnerships with key agencies, planning workshops with communities, research studies, and sector 
working groups have all been part of the process.   

 

Finding common ground 
 

Manchester’s residents and stakeholders, from Christiana to Cross Keys, are a diverse group, but they agree on a 

common set of principles.  Manchester’s approach to the plan is based on these fundamental principles: 

� The ultimate goal is sustainability.  Manchester must provide for the present while ensuring a better quality of life 
for the future through proper management of its resources. This requires considering the connections between 
environmental, social, and economic forces.   

� The plan must belong to the citizens.  The intent of the plan is to improve the lives of residents.  The plan will only 
be effective if citizens are central in its creation and implementation.    

� The plan should take a long-term and global perspective as well as a twenty-year, local perspective.   The 
Parish must consider the entire range of relevant issues, from global trends to local realities.  Likewise, the Parish 
must aim for short-term improvement while also looking much further into the future.   

� Manchester can use growth and change to its advantage.  The citizens of Manchester welcome the wealth 
brought by development, but they realise that growth can present challenges.  The Parish must therefore learn to take 
advantage of the opportunities created by change.  

The resulting plan follows these principles while responding to the changing environmental, economic, and developmental 
forces that continue to shape the Parish. 
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Manchester’s approach 
 

The preparation of the plan has followed a systematic process.  Each stage of planning, from building partnerships to 

evaluation, builds upon the previous.  Yet, because the plan must be updated, the process is also cyclical.  As the plan is 
implemented, changing political priorities and local realities could mean that the Parish must adjust its course in order to 
achieve its vision.  For this reason, the plan must be updated periodically, following the same process.   

� Building and strengthening partnerships.  The PDC began by forming relationships with key agencies and 
individuals.  Strengthening these partnerships has continued throughout the planning process.   

� Gathering community information.  Community workshops engaged residents in collecting information on local 
geography, history, culture, and economy.   

� Parish Profile.  The Sustainable Development Parish Profile, completed and published in April 2004, is a 
comprehensive compilation of information containing almost everything one would need to know about the Parish.   

� Community Planning Workshops.  Interactive workshops were held in communities across the Parish, in which 
citizens discussed issues concerning their communities and formulated visions for the future.   

� Sector Work Groups.  Work groups were comprised of experts and policy makers in specific fields like agriculture, 
infrastructure, mining, and environment.  Through a series of meetings, these groups discussed possible solutions for 
the challenges facing their sector.   

� Draft 1 of the Plan.  The first draft of Manchester’s plan was released in 2006 and is based on information from the 
community workshops and sector work groups.   

� Stakeholder Meetings.  Conversations with stakeholders further refined the direction of the plan.   

� Draft 2.  The second draft of the plan presents a comprehensive vision and complete set of recommendations. 

� Land Use Survey. The data was used to analyse the current pattern of land use and provided assistance for policy 
development and land use proposals in the Manchester LSDP.   

� Community and Stakeholder Engagement.  Workshops with communities and stakeholders will give everyone a 
chance to review Draft 2 and influence the final draft.   

� Final Plan.  Responding to community and stakeholder input, the final draft will be the one to be implemented by all 
the various actors.   

� Monitoring and Evaluation.  The Parish will need to monitor and evaluate its progress toward its vision.  The plan 
should be updated every five years or so.   

 

The vision 
 

Manchester’s plan begins with a vision for the future.  The citizens of the Parish imagine a future in which Manchester is 

known as a great place to live, work, play and learn, with lively and attractive towns, strong communities, and a scenic 
countryside.   

In this vision, the Parish will live up to its reputation for being cool, clean, and green.  The economy will grow and diversify, 
creating opportunities for new and innovative industries.  Tourists will recognise the Parish’s natural beauty and fascinating 
heritage.  Residents too will once again appreciate local resources; they will support their communities, be proud of local 
products and culture, and respect the land which provides sustenance.  These changes will combine to reverse the “brain-
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drain” (or emigration of well-educated, high-income, and qualified adults), attracting Jamaicans from other Parishes and 
native Manchesterians, as well as residents returning from abroad.  Residents will participate in their government and the 
government will recognise the value of their involvement.   

 
Manchester’s vision encompasses four main themes, which form the framework for the plan.   

1. Cool, Clean, and Green.  The Parish will preserve its natural resources while building upon its cool climate, attractive 
environment and green vistas. 

2. Growing and Diversifying the Economy.  The Parish will grow by taking advantage of new economic opportunities 
in creative ways. 

3. Creating Strong and Vibrant Communities.  The Parish’s communities will be desirable places to live, where civic 
pride and community spirit is sustained for generations to come. 

4. Responsible and Creative Use of Space.  The Parish will promote sustainable development and good design that 
leads to wise use of land. 

 

Shaping growth 
 

In following its vision, Manchester must decide how the Parish will 

look in the future.  The Parish is forecasted to grow by an additional 
130,000 people by 2030.  Manchester needs this growth to 
strengthen its economy, but it must find a sustainable way to 
accommodate these extra people.  In order to visualise the 
possibilities, we can imagine two different scenarios.   

Scenario 1: The Status Quo 

In the first scenario, Manchester allows prevailing trends to continue.  
Population growth will force low density development to consume 
more and more land, spreading across the hillsides.  Greater 
Mandeville will expand its boundaries and new housing will replace 
agriculture and forests.   The new growth is largely unplanned, 
without controls that encourage good design or efficient 
development.  Services like roads, water, police, and schools must 
struggle to keep pace with the growth.   

While this scenario requires less effort, it carries significant costs:   

� Loss of productive farm land and a critical element of the historic and future economic base of the Parish. 

� Growing scarcity of affordable housing. 

� Rising costs to provide needed infrastructure and maintenance of roads, water and power lines and community 
services. 

� Increasing traffic congestion. 

� Loss of amenity and unique features upon which tourism can be revived as another pillar of the future economy. 

� Degradation of the natural environment, resulting in loss of biodiversity, natural resources, and scenic views.   

 

 

…development around Mandeville will spread, 
consuming valuable farmland and forest.  

If current trends continue…  
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Scenario 2: Strengthened Centres 

The second option also allows for population growth, but instead of consuming more and more land, development is 
focused in existing communities where there is existing infrastructure.  In this scenario, residential and commercial growth 
is steered toward existing communities and away from farmland and forests.  Town centres and community nodes will be 
strengthened by the incoming growth.  Some new communities are created, but since they are planned, they have access 
to all the amenities and services needed.  Densities range from very low in rural areas to very high in city centres.   

Although this choice requires a much more significant planning effort, it greatly reduces costs and confers benefits: 

� Preservation of the most productive agricultural land 

� Increased housing options, with a wide range of densities, styles, and affordability 

� Stabilised costs in providing and maintaining infrastructure 

� Greater choice in transportation modes 

� Preservation of heritage and natural resources, which may be valuable for tourism 

� Conservation of the natural environment 

It is the second scenario that is consistent with Manchester’s vision and goals.  The plan therefore promotes a strategy of 
efficient growth with compact, diverse development at specified growth centres buffered by low density development that 
preserves farmland, forests, and green space.   

Each type of place in Manchester has its own set of functions that distinguishes it from other centres.  As these places 
develop, they will continue to grow into their role while cultivating their own individual characteristics.   

 

Regional Centre 

The regional centre is the economic, 
institutional, and cultural focal point of 
the region.  People travel here from 
across the Parish and from 
neighbouring Parishes to work, go to 
school, access services, shop, and 
have fun.  The importance of the 
regional centre lies in its provision of 
government offices and financial 
services, its role as a transportation 
hub, and its prominence in the public 
consciousness as the region’s major 
urban centre.  
 

Emerging Centres 

The Parish’s emerging urban areas are 
economic and social centres on a more 
local scale.  They cater to nearby 
residents in providing jobs, services, 
and education.  In addition to these 
roles, each emerging centre has unique 
characteristics that set it apart from 
other centres.  Emerging centres have 
elements of urbanism but retain a 
strong sense of community. 

The inter-connectivity shared between the various C entres throughout 
Manchester . 
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Local Centres 

Local centres are the focal point for residents in the surrounding area.  For these residents, the local centre is the closest 
place to obtain goods and services, or the closest place to attend school.  As a social centre, it provides gathering places 
for community events.  Local centres are not large in scale, but they have a sense of place which sets them apart from 
surrounding rural areas.   
 

Eco-centre 

Manchester’s sole Eco-centre, Alligator Pond, is distinctive in that its fragile coastal 
ecosystem is unusually sensitive to development. This features sand dunes, coral 
reefs, seagrasses, mangroves and fauna such as crocodiles, manatees, turtles, ducks, 
fish, shellfish, etc. In addition to providing the functions of a Local Centre, the Eco-
centre is a hub for fishing and recreation and additionally has the potential to become a 
booming tourist/travellers’ destination with its unique offerings in scenic vistas 
(mountains, rivers, and sea).  Any development in the area must be sure not to destroy 
what makes the eco-centre unique. 

  

Strengthening places  
 

Manchester’s future will be one where each place has its own character and every community is strong, vibrant and 

sustainable.  By directing growth to defined centres, Manchester can strengthen its places, encouraging them to build upon 
existing resources and attract new ones.  Focusing development on these centres will allow the Parish to conserve its 
most valuable farmland, forests, and open space.   

In this vision, every place will be different, with its own individual character that builds upon its strengths.  Already, Porus is 
defined by its rich heritage, Williamsfield is home to the Parish’s industrial base, and Christiana is a bustling commercial 
hub.  In the future, Porus could become known as a quaint historic town and tourism attraction, Cross Keys can cultivate 
itself as a laid-back trading centre, and Newport can follow through with its ambitions to become a well-planned, livable 
small town.  It is up to each community to imagine and shape its own future.   

At the same time, Manchester’s centres will have one thing in common: they will all be places to live, work, learn, and 
play.  That is, each place will have a balance of residences and jobs, with schools and other educational facilities as well 
as opportunities for recreation and entertainment.  As Manchester grows, it will create complete communities where people 
have a sense of belonging.   

This can only be done by focusing development and resources on the defined places.  By concentrating growth in this way, 
Manchester can preserve farmland and green space, improve transportation options, minimise the cost of providing 
services, and strengthen the sense of community.   

 
The Regional Centre 

In the next twenty years, Mandeville will need to accommodate an additional 50,000 residents while avoiding the loss of 
green space, the traffic congestion and the many other costs that accompany unrestrained growth.  Instead of allowing 
development to expand unchecked into the countryside, Manchester will have to focus development in existing and new 
centres in the Parish.  In Mandeville, the focus will be on combining efficient densities with protection and expansion of 
usable green areas. The city will still expand its boundaries, but it will do so in a way that creates new communities, not 
just new houses.   

Boats beached up along the 
shores of Alligator Pond. 
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Growth in the Mandeville area should be prioritised as follows: 

1. Central Mandeville 

As the functional and symbolic centre of the city, it is important that Central Mandeville remain vibrant and maintain its role 
as the commercial, institutional, and transportation centre of the region.  To do so, it must retain its current establishments 
while attracting new businesses, residents, and institutions.  Infill development and increased density can accommodate 
additional growth, while investment of resources can be used for beautification and infrastructure improvement.  

2. Existing centres 

Development can also be intensified in existing centres, places where economic, social, or institutional activity is 
concentrated, which exist as a distinct “place” in the minds of residents.  As these places are already provided with 
infrastructure and services, development here is more efficient than development in new areas.   

3. New centres 

As existing centres become developed, new ones can be created south of the town.  Located at intersections of main 
roads and the southern bypass route, they are natural places for new growth.  With high-density development, these nodes 
will be able to support light rail or another form of mass transit along the bypass route.  Development here will expand the 
southern boundary of Mandeville, but growth should not go beyond this ring road.   

Just like other places in the Parish, each new centre will have: 

� Places for people to live, work, learn, and play; 
� Compact, high-density development to encourage walking and support transit alternatives; 
� Its own unique role and sense of place. 
 

 

The Greater Mandeville Area 
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Achieving sustainability 
 

Manchester’s plan for the future is about promoting sustainability not just in the use of land, but in every aspect of the 

Parish’s activities.  The plan suggests a multitude of ways in which the Parish can move toward its vision, based on the 
four planning themes.  The following summarises the most important aspects of each theme: 

 

Cool, clean, green:  
ecosystems   ����  open space  ����  natural resources  ����  water quality  

� We need to preserve and manage ecologically important areas and restore areas which have already been damaged. 
� Our communities should be planned and designed with nature.   
� Individuals, communities and businesses need to have the knowledge, determination and means to act “green”. 
 

Creating strong and vibrant communities:   
housing  ����  education  ����  safety  ����  health  ����  employment  ����  heritage 

� We need to nurture social capital in our communities.  
� Communities should be places where residents can live, work, learn and play in a safe, attractive, supportive 

environment. 
� We need to cultivate a sense of community and civic pride among the populace.   
 

Growing and diversifying the economy:  
agriculture  ����  tourism  ����  local business  ����  education  ����  new industries 

� Our economy needs to make a smooth transition to life after bauxite. 
� We need to strengthen existing industries—like agriculture—and encourage new ones—like tourism, manufacturing, 

education, and research.    
� We need to support green industries to move toward a sustainable economy and an economy for a sustainable world. 

 

Responsible and creative use of space:   
transportation  ����  infrastructure  ����  water supply  ����  waste management  ����  urban design 

� We need to set high standards for development and design.   
� Our communities need access to the services and infrastructure that support progress.   
� Our transportation system must be efficient, safe, and sustainable.   
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Realising the vision 
 

The Manchester Local Sustainable Development Plan 

presents a roadmap for how the Parish can achieve its 
vision.   Each planning theme—Cool, Clean and Green, 
Growing and Diversifying the Economy, Creating Strong 
and Vibrant Communities, and Responsible and Creative 
Use of Space—encompasses several issues that have 
been identified by residents and stakeholders.  The plan 
discusses each issue in detail and explores practical 
solutions.  For each issue, the plan presents broad goals 
and measurable objectives, followed by recommended 
policies and actions intended to achieve the goals.   

Some of the proposed measures are short-term solutions, 
while others are meant to come into effect over a period 
of many years.  Some recommendations are specific to a 
certain place, while others can apply to the entire Parish.   

Many of the plan’s proposals are unique to Manchester’s 
circumstances.  However, the overall imperative to use 
land, water and other resources with care, caution and 
creativity in order to achieve sustainable economic and 
social well-being applies equally to all of Jamaica. 

The information and recommendations in Manchester’s 
plan are the result of a sustained and comprehensive planning process.  The final document will bring together a wide 
variety of inputs, ensuring that it represents the knowledge and views of as many sources as possible.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vision 

 

Goals 

Objectives 

Policies + Actions 

   
4 Themes 

Realising the Manchester's vision 
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Putting it into action 
 

Realising the vision will require a collaborative effort between everyone who has a stake in the Parish’s future.  Citizens, 

government agencies, community-based organisations, and actors in the private sector all have a role to play in the 
implementation of the plan.  Many of the recommended policies will need to be adopted by the Manchester Parish Council, 
while others fall under the authority of national agencies.  The proposed actions are intended to be undertaken by various 
entities, including government agencies, citizen 
groups, non-governmental organisations, the 
private sector, and individual residents.   

When the plan is complete, citizens and 
stakeholders will help prioritise the 
recommendations according to their importance 
and the ease with which they can be accomplished.  
Various actors can then formulate a strategy for 
implementing their actions.   

The PDC and Parish Council will monitor the plan’s 
implementation by using a “report card” to evaluate 
various actors in their progress toward the plan’s 
goals and objectives.  While the PDC undertakes a 
formal evaluation, residents themselves can also 
ensure that progress is made by holding 
government agencies accountable for their actions.   

The citizens of Manchester have made it clear that 
a change is needed; they have decided that the 
Parish must take control of its future.  Manchester 
now has a vision and a way forward.  It will be the 
responsibility of all the stakeholders—politicians 
and citizens alike—to put the plan into action.  

It will take a collaborative effort to get Manchest er to its vision.  
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1 Introduction to the Plan 

1.1 Purpose and Authority  

This Local Sustainable Development Plan (LSDP) provides a multi-sectoral blueprint for sustainable 

development in the Parish of Manchester, Jamaica over the next twenty-plus (20+) years, within a framework of 
guidelines for long-term wise use of resources.  It was prepared by Manchester Parish Council (MPC) and 
Manchester Parish Development Committee (MPDC) in partnership with the Department of Local Government 
(formerly the Ministry of Local Government and Environment), the National Environment and Planning Agency 
(NEPA), Social Development Commission (SDC), and the National Housing Trust (NHT). 

1.2 The Planning Context 

The LSDP was prepared in the context of existing and emerging legislation, policies and regulations governing 

conservation and development at the national and Parish levels. 

1.2.1 The Legislative Framework 

The Natural Resources Conservation Authority (NRCA) Act 1991 is the overriding legislation governing 
environmental management in Jamaica. The Act establishes the Natural Resources Conservation Authority, a 
body appointed by the Minister of the Environment. The functions of the Authority include taking such steps as 
are necessary to ensure the effective management of the physical environment of Jamaica and the management 
of protected areas. 

The Town and Country Planning (TCP) Act 1958 is the principal legislation governing land use. It is administered 
by the Town and Country Planning Authority through NEPA. The overall purpose of the Act is to ensure orderly 
development and to avoid illegal and unsuitable use of land. The Act requires preparation and implementation of 
Development Orders (DOs) to manage and control of land use decisions (see Section 2.2.2).   
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1.2.2 National Plans 

The most comprehensive national planning effort in Jamaica to date was The National Physical Plan 1978-1998.  
A majority of its recommendations and strategies remain relevant and necessary today.  Unfortunately, however, 
the will and the mechanisms for implementation have failed to match the quality of the vision expressed in the 
plan. 

Following the National Physical Plan, the Government produced a series of Five-Year Development Plans, the 
last one being for the period 1990–1995. Since then, priority policies of government have been embodied in: 

� The National Industrial Policy (NIP, 1996); 

� The National Land Policy, 1996; 

� Three-year Medium Term Policy Frameworks (MTSEPFs) which articulate GOJ socio-economic policies;   

� The Jamaica National Environmental Action Plan (JANEAP); and 

� Jamaica’s Report on the Progress of the [United Nations] Millennium Development Goals.1   

The GOJ has developed several other policies addressing planning and the environment, including the Protected 
Areas Policy, 1997 and Ocean and Coastal Zone Management Policy, 2000 (adopted as White Papers) and the 
Watersheds, Forest and Beach policies (Green Papers).  The GOJ is preparing new policies for Watersheds and 
Mineral Resources and a new JANEAP for the period 2007-2009.  In addition, at the request of the Government 
of Jamaica, the Planning Institute of Jamaica (PIOJ) has begun leading and facilitating preparation of a long-term 
National Development Plan with the aim of achieving developed country status by the year 2030.   

1.2.3 Development Plans, Development Orders and Zoning 

For many decades, land use planning in Jamaica has been a centralised government function.  Through the 
National Environment and Planning Agency, The Town and Country Planning Act provides for the creation of 
“development orders” to regulate the development of land.  A Development Order (DO) can address all matters 
related to land use in a community or region including: 

� The reservation of lands for roads, the construction of roads and the closing or diversion of existing roads; 

� In relation to buildings and structures, regulating and controlling their design, the purpose for which they may 
be used and the class or classes of structure which may be built on any land; 

� In relation to community planning, the control of zoning for specific uses, regulating the layout of housing 
areas and the siting of community facilities such as shops, schools, meeting halls and play centers; 

� The provision of amenities by preserving land as open spaces, for burial grounds, communal parks, bird 
sanctuaries and the protection of marine 
life, the preservation of buildings, sites and 
objects of archaeological or historical 
interest, the preservation of forests, woods 
and trees, shrubs, plants and flowers; 

� Prohibiting or regulating the deposit of 
waste materials, the disposal of sewage 
and the pollution of rivers, lakes, ponds and 
the seashore; 

� Provisions to facilitate establishment, 
extension or improvement of works by 
statutory undertakers in relation to power, 
lighting, water supply, sewage, drainage, 

                                                   
1 Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger; 2: Achieve universal primary education; 3: Promote gender equality and empower women; 4: Reduce 

child mortality; 5:  Improve maternal health; 6: Combat HIV/AIDs, malaria, and other diseases; 7: Achieve environmental sustainability;        
8: Develop a global partnership for development.. 

Figure 1 The linkages between national and local planning 
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sewage disposal, refuse disposal or other public service. 

The approved Parish of Manchester DO dates from the 1960s.  The Town Planning Department (TPD) was 
assisted by the United Nations Development Programme with preparation of a Development Plan for Mandeville 
in 1994.  The TPD prepared a new draft DO for the Parish in 1995.  The unpublished draft was updated in 2000 
and will be further revised and completed by NEPA as the responsible agency in coordination with completion of 
the LSDP.        

With the emergence of a focus on sustainable development, policymaking is adopting a more integrated and 
participatory approach, giving attention to a sustainable and growing economy of protection and enhancement of 
the natural and cultural environment.  It is becoming clear that national plans and policies should not only guide 
development in the regions and Parishes but should themselves be informed by the more detailed and immediate 
knowledge of conditions and plans available at the local level.   

In this context, the value of preparing a comprehensive development plan at the local level is gaining acceptance, 
together with acknowledgement that the regulations contained in a DO need to emerge clearly and logically from 
the goals, objectives, policies and proposals of the development plan.  

As this new planning process emerges, several principles must guide its evolution: 

� It is essential to initiate the process with the identification of the common goals and objectives of the broad 
groups of stakeholders, national and local, public and private; 

� The progress made at the local/Parish level, especially in Manchester, as described below, should provide 
important insights and input into the national process; 

� The absence of data should not impede the process, nor should a focus on data supersede policy 
recommendations; 

� Without the political will to achieve equitable and balanced growth and to enforce regulations fairly and 
thoroughly, no plan can succeed. 

1.2.4 The Emergence of Local Planning 

The LSDP is being prepared in the context of an ongoing national effort to reform local government in Jamaica 
and to devolve authority for local planning to local governments.  Both efforts are in keeping with the 
requirements of the international governance reform effort known as Local Agenda 21.  Local Agenda 21 is 
fundamental to achieving sustainable development2 in the 21st century, to which states, including Jamaica, 
committed themselves at The United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) at Rio de 
Janeiro in 1992.   

Key requirements of Local Agenda 21 are full community participation, assessment of current conditions, target 
setting for achieving specific goals and monitoring and reporting.  Local Agenda 21 aims to empower local 
governments and communities to establish a comprehensive, participatory action strategy for environmental 
protection, economic prosperity, and community well-being.3   

The process of local sustainable development planning which emerged from Local Agenda 21 has been 
promoted in Jamaica by the CIDA ENACT Programme.  The LSDP process requires the integration of planning 
and action across economic, social and environmental spheres and commitment to:  

 
1. Transparency and accountability 6. Sustainable livelihoods 

2. Long-term planning 7. Social equity 
3. Local and national partnerships 8. Concern for the future 
4. Participation 9. Subsidiarity 
5. Environmental stewardship 10. Inter-disciplinary decision 

making. 

                                                   
2  Defined as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their needs.” 
3  International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives, Local Agenda 21 Planning Guide. 
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The LSDP process has been seen as providing technical support for the Local Government Reform Program 
(LGRP) initiated by the Government of Jamaica in 1990 (see Parish Profile Annex B).  The LGRP has had 
varying levels of support over nearly two decades.  However, the effort culminated recently with the 
recommendations of The National Advisory Committee, which strongly endorsed “the new paradigm of local 
governance [… and] the centrality of the principle that citizens ought to have a direct say in the management of 
their own affairs and to actively participate in the governance process.”4    

The details of how a system of national planning and policy-making and decentralised local planning should work 
have yet to be determined.  Among the options considered is A National Environment and Planning System 
(NEPS), prepared in draft form in 2002 at the request of the GOJ and NEPA.5   

1.3 The Manchester Planning Process 

In an effort to help Jamaica move forward with 

implementation of Local Agenda 21, local government 
reform, and the decentralisation of planning, the citizens of 
Manchester have encouraged the MPC and MPDC to take 
the lead, in partnership with NEPA, in participatory local 
governance and planning.   

In 1999, citizens established a non-partisan partnership, 
where the MPDC organised and represented Manchester’s 
citizens and communities and worked with MPC, the Local 
Planning Authority (LPA).    

Since that time, Manchester has followed the principles and 
procedures of LSDP.  In doing so, the Parish of Manchester 
is in tune with modern-day planning systems, which typically 
embrace LSDP principles and develop policy-based plans 
based on a strong citizen participation foundation.   

The steps in Manchester’s LSDP process are shown in Figure 1-2.  Steps in the iterative planning process that 
have been completed or are ongoing are shown in green on the diagram and 
are summarised below.   

1.3.1 Building the Partnership 

The Manchester process began with establishment of a partnership among 
public, private and civil society stakeholders in the sustainable development 
of the Parish. An initial visioning workshop guided the structuring of the 
MPDC and the detailed work plan for the planning process. 

MPC and MPDC went on to divide the Parish into nine (9) Development 
Areas (DAs) to facilitate planning, management and local representation in 
local governance. Defined as groupings of communities around towns to 
which residents are predominantly oriented for services and economic 
activity, the DAs are Mandeville, Christiana, Williamsfield, Mile Gully, Porus, 
Alligator Pond, Newport, Cross Keys, and Asia (see Figure 1-3).  With SDC 
assistance, the MPDC organised Development Area Committees (DACs), 
which represent community organisations and are in turn represented on the 

                                                   
4  Department of Local Government, Report of the National Advisory Council  on Local Government Reform,  November 2006 
5  Russell, David, Draft Discussion Paper: A Planning Framework for Jamaica, KPMG, March 2002  

Figure 3 Manchester's nine (9) 
Development Areas 

Figure 2 The Manchester LSDP Process, showing 
stages completed in the iterative process 
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MPDC.    

The National Environment and Planning Agency has been a key contributor to the planning process, as it was 
important to ensure ongoing consultations to establish and maintain an alignment with the LSDP and the new 
Development Order to promote coherence. More recently, there were several joint consultations held throughout 
mid 2007 on both the Development Order and the LSDP and Ms Khalice Bradshaw (the NEPA planner and 
officer assigned to Manchester) has been actively involved in Manchester’s process from the beginning, ensuring 
that the two planning processes were complementary. Through Ms Bradshaw, NEPA’s involvement was also a 
major component in our nine (9) Community Engagement Workshops hosted between June to August 2007 
throughout all the Development Areas; where citizens were given the chance to get a better understanding of the 
role of the Development Order and how it was a prospective tool to ensure development was done in accordance 
to its guidelines.   

1.3.2 Auditing the Parish    

The MPDC, with SDC assistance used Participatory Learning 
and Action (PLA) methods in sixty percent (60%) of 
communities and all nine DAs across the Parish to facilitate the 
recording of local resources, cultural heritage, knowledge, 
concerns and dreams. The input was added to the information 
available from secondary sources and compiled in a 
comprehensive profile (or audit) of the Parish.   

This document recorded the current social, economic, cultural 
and environmental conditions in the Parish through intensive 
research and community workshops.  Its preparation was not 
an end in itself but a means of engaging citizens and 
integrating them into the planning process as well as providing 
reference material, information and strategic guidance for the 
LSDP.  The document is an invaluable resource in assessing 
priority issues that need to be addressed, and provides statistics, narratives, and figures to guide the decision-
making process. 

In the process of developing the profile, the DACs formulated early action plans for local improvements to be 
carried out primarily by local citizens.  The priority areas for planning identified by participants in the profile 
process have contributed to the array of issues addressed in the LSDP and are summarised in Appendix 1.   

1.3.3 Visioning   

Following completion of the Parish Profile, the MPDC held a series of eight community planning workshops in 
the Development Areas.  These workshops consisted of presentations from the MPDC, SDC, and collaborating 
organisations about the LSDP, and visioning and mapping exercises.  The community planning workshops were 
intended to serve four main purposes: 

� Allow residents to formulate broad visions for the future of their community and discuss changes needed to 
achieve those visions.  These visions will serve as the basis for action plans in the LSDP. 

� Inform workshop participants about the sustainable development plan and the efforts of the MPDC.   

� Actively engage community members in the planning process and promote ownership of the plan.   

� Re-energise the DACs. 

As well as eliciting information for the plan, the workshops aimed to reinforce previous efforts to promote citizen 
participation and strengthen interaction among community members.   

In a larger context, the workshops were meant to demonstrate to residents the value of their opinions and their 
ability to affect change in their community.  Additionally, with respect to the goals of local government reform, the 

Ms Khalice Bradshaw demonstrates the role of 
a Development Order with the assistance of 
the residents of the Christiana DA.  
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workshops were expected to give both citizens and planners at the PDC and Parish Council experience in the 
community planning process.  In fact, a non-tangible goal of the entire LSDP planning process is to sensitise 
local stakeholders and civil society about the importance of their involvement in the planning process.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Workshops in the DAs are an effective way to facilitate community representation and collaboration in planning 
and problem solving.  However, each DA consists of many smaller communities that sometimes face special 
challenges, so caution must be used in generalising some issues across DAs.  While there were also differences 
between DAs, the workshops have provided a basic outline of what civil society would like to see addressed in 
the LSDP (see Table 1-1). 
 

Table 1-1 Summary of Development Area Workshop Visi ons  

 
 

Sector Visions 
Agriculture � Development of agro-processing 

� Better access to markets through farmers’ co-ops 
� Cold storage facilities 

Transportation 
/Roads 

� Better access to rural areas through road upgrading and maintenance 
� Alleviation of traffic congestion in Mandeville through better enforcement of traffic and parking laws 
� Alleviation of congestion in Christiana by building of a bypass 
� Safe, accessible roads with crosswalks and sidewalks 
� Proper drainage for all roads 

Water � Adequate, reliable piped water supply for all households and farmers 
Physical 
Infrastructure 

� Provision of basic infrastructure (street lights, phone lines, proper drainage) in every community 
� Internet access for all community members 

Education � Access to all levels of education for all community members 
� Adequate, modern facilities at all schools 
� Better preparation for employment through effective skills training programmes available to all communities 

Health � Improved accessibility of health care, especially for elderly and immobile persons 
Social 
Services 

� Access to basic social services (community centres, schools, police station, fire station, library) for all 
residents 

� More multi-purpose community centres 
� Development of programmes to keep older people active 

Recreation � Adequate recreational facilities and green space for all neighbourhoods 
Civic 
Engagement 

� Increased civic involvement by members of the community 

Environment � Preservation of Canoe Valley as a protected natural area 
Mining � More dialogue between bauxite companies and communities through formation of a mining advocacy group 

� Proper rehabilitation of mined-out land for agriculture and housing 
� Provision of community infrastructure by bauxite companies 

Tourism/ 
Heritage 

� Development of small-scale eco- and community tourism opportunities, especially on the south coast 
� Preservation and/or restoration of significant historical sites, which may be developed as tourist attractions 

Land Use � Proper designation of land for agriculture and housing 

(L-R) Presentation at the Alligator Pond DA Workshop; Mapping Exercise at the Christiana Community Worksh op; 
A Group Map, Mapping Exercise, Alligator Pond 
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� More land for public cemeteries 
Mandeville 
Town Centre 

� Better planning and design of the uptown area 
� Alleviation of traffic congestion 
� Redesign or relocation of the market 

Disaster 
Management 

� Solution to the flooding problem in Porus 
� Proper planning to avoid building in areas at risk for natural disasters 
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1.3.4 Engaging Parish Expertise 

The issues highlighted at the DA visioning workshops were categorised and further explored by working groups 
in the following specific sectors: Environment, Agriculture, Mining, Physical and Social Infrastructure, Business 
and Local Government.   

Based on the communities’ concerns and recommendations, the sectoral working groups formulated goals and 
actions and identified the stakeholders who should be responsible for undertaking the actions.      

1.3.5 Capacity Building 

Through the Manchester Parish Development and Manchester Parish Council’s partnership with the Canadian 
Urban Institute and the Canadian International Development Agency done over the years, it was a significant 
catalyst that helped to propel the planning process to where it is today.  

This capacity building involved countless areas such as: 

• Building institutional capacity for long-range planning within the Manchester Parish Council’s Planning 
Department. This also meant the on board introduction of Geographic Information System capabilities in 
2002. 

• Analysis of best practices from around the world, including from Canada through their study tours to 
Peterborough and Sudbury. 

• Visiting International experts in the areas of Urban and Regional Planning, chief among them, Mr. 
Hubert Morgan (Principal Planner with the Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning and a native of 
Manchester, Jamaica) who offered excellent guidance, vast knowledge, a wealth of experience and a 
high-level of energy to the process. 

• Building capacity within the MPDC for civic engagement, project/financial management and leadership 
training. 

1.3.6 Surveying Existing Land Use  

In partnership with Manchester Parish Council, MPDC has been conducting a land use survey of the Parish of 
Manchester since July 2005.   

The survey entails the use 
of satellite images, maps of 
individual parcels and a 
field verified land use 
classification guide in order 
to pprovide basic data on 
the activities and structures 
that characterise land 
throughout the Parish.  The 
data are being used to 
analyse patterns of land 
use, plan future land use 
and formulate development 
policy in the LSDP.  For 
more information, see 
Appendix 2. 

Land Use surveyors in the field collecting land use data via GPS Units and Land use classification 
guide

Data entrants inputting the Land Use data collected in the field by the Land use surveyors
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1.3.7 Conducting Research 

The MPC/MPDC Planning Team have conducted research in many sectors to support and supplement the 
recommendations of the Sector Working Groups.  One critical special study has been completed for the Water 
Sector by a team from the Sir Arthur Lewis Institute for Social and Economic Studies (SALISES) at the University 
of the West Indies (UWI). 

1.3.8 Preparing and Reviewing Plan Drafts 

This planning process was iterative and allowed for additional inputs to be incorporated into the plan as it 
became available.  Additionally, the process allowed for community review of Drafts two (2) and three (3) after 
they were released. 
 

1.4 Overarching National and Global Challenges 

The citizens of Manchester recognise that the nature and magnitude of environmental, economic and 

developmental trends are changing and will continue to change the face of the Parish in unprecedented ways.   
National and global challenges include:  

� The continuing high growth rate of Manchester’s population and development; 

� The contribution of internal migration to Manchester’s accelerating rate of population and housing growth; 

� The influence of major infrastructure decisions and the increasing interdependence of Parishes in central 
Jamaica; 

� The loss of productive land to mining and sprawl, threatening medium and long-term economic 
sustainability; 

� A chronic and worsening shortage of affordable water supply; and   

� The potential for global climate change to exacerbate the effects of these national, regional and local 
trends. 

Manchester is at a crossroads.  Through the LSDP the Parish intends to meet these challenges.  It can ensure its 
future vitality through effective and integrated plans for land use, water, agriculture, mining, infrastructure and 
social services that empower and guide the Local Authority, national agencies and civil society appropriately.   

1.4.1 Growth and Growth Management 

The LSDP is being written at an important and arguably a critical time for Manchester.  In 2001, Manchester had 
a population of 185,269, 7.1% of the national population. This figure represented a growth rate of 16.6% since 
1991 (156,700, 6.9% of the national population). The rate was almost twice the national rate (9.1%) and one of 
the highest in Jamaica, second only to St. Catherine.   

The high rate appears to be continuing, accounted for in significant part by in-migration from other Parishes and 
by returning residents and persons employed through the bauxite mining industry.    However, Manchester also 
has a relatively young population, with persons under 15 years accounting for 33.9% of the population in 2002.  
Thus, while the fertility rate is declining, the Parish must anticipate a high rate of natural increase over the next 
twenty years.   

Of particular concern is Manchester’s population density, which increased from 189 persons per square kilometer 
(km2) in 1991 to 210 persons per km2 by 2001.  This was still below the national average, 236 persons/km2.  
However, Jamaica’s density is exceeded only by Trinidad & Tobago within the Caribbean.  At Manchester’s 
recent rate of population growth, density will increase rapidly.   
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The Parish is still classified as predominantly rural although it is becoming more urban.  Between 1991 and 2001, 
the Parish recorded a 34 percent urbanisation rate.  A majority of the urban growth occurred in Christiana, Porus 
and Williamsfield as well as in Mandeville, the second fastest growing Parish capital after May Pen.   However, a 
high percentage of growth continues to occur in rural areas, contributing to the wide range of costs associated 
with sprawl. 

1.4.2 Mining Impacts 

Manchester’s extensive limestone and bauxite deposits mean that mining and quarrying are one the Parish’s 
most important economic sectors and one of the largest users of 
land.  Bauxite alumina companies hold leases on lands in the 
Parish, and sections of these lands are scheduled to be mined in the 
next 20 years.   While mining must be allowed to contribute to the 
economy over its remaining lifetime, bauxite is a finite resource and 
the Parish must plan for its economic future after reserves are 
depleted.   

Mining has altered and will continue to alter extensive areas of 
Manchester’s agricultural land for long into the future, if not 
permanently.  This requires innovative approaches to restoring and 
raising productivity in the agriculture sector--all-important to 
sustainability in terms both of future food security and exports.  
Bauxite mining also threatens biodiversity, through the loss of caves 

and forests, and elements of cultural heritage.  All these impacts diminish opportunities for establishing a more 
extensive tourism industry 

With such a large amount of land in question, sustainable future development in the Parish also demands 
thoughtful planning of mined-out land for developed uses and more strategic advance planning in partnership 
with the bauxite industry. Similar actions are required to prepare for the anticipated expansion of limestone 
mining in the future.  

1.4.3 Water Availability 

Manchester’s natural conditions mean that readily available surface and ground water sources are scarce.  The 
water study undertaken for this plan has identified plentiful sources of water below the Manchester plateau, which 
can supply the future needs of the Parish.  However, transportation and pumping costs are high.   

Human activities worsen the shortage of clean water.  These activities include the effects of deforestation and 
pollution on overall rainfall amounts as well as volumes available in streams and aquifers.  Other factors include 
drainage changes caused by mining, contamination associated with bauxite processing, and competition from 
increasing per capita domestic consumption, irrigation and other uses associated with rising living standards.   

Traditional rainwater harvesting is essential to managing the volume and cost of supply in future.  However, a 
major challenge for Manchester is to apply imagination, discipline and other appropriate technologies to 
conserving and reusing supply.  This will be especially critical as, with the addition of three persons to the global 
population every second, strains on global food and water supply will demand the optimal use of all Manchester’s 
cultivable land to assure food security and take advantage of expanding global markets. 

1.4.4 Climate Change 

This Parish sustainable development plan is being formulated at a time both when the planet faces the 
consequences of unprecedented climate change.  Since the dawn of the Industrial Revolution, man’s activities 
have significantly increased the amounts of carbon dioxide and monoxide and other greenhouse gases emitted 
into the atmosphere. As a consequence, continuing increases in global temperatures are triggering more frequent 
and severe storms and droughts, and a chain of related effects, including warmer and more acidic seas, 

Bauxite mining in the Williamsfield DA 
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destruction of protective and productive coral ecosystems, loss of beaches and ,ultimately and most significantly 
to rising sea level.   

Globally, nations and communities are being called on to: 

� Change habits and lifestyles to minimise further change; and 

� Plan for adaptation to changes already and irrevocably set in motion. 

For Jamaica, the anticipated change in sea level means the loss of substantial areas of low-lying coastal land 
over the course of the century. Figure 1-4 shows land below the 42m (140ft) contour.  Consequently, 
development contemplated for the long-term in many yet-undeveloped coastal areas will not be feasible, while 
choices will have to be made regarding relocation of people and infrastructure endangered by sea-level rise.  
Both requirements will place further strain on a small island which in 2001 already had a population density of 
only slightly lower than that of the United Kingdom (242 persons/km2).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In Manchester signs of climate change are believed to be evident already and include: 

� More frequent and more prolonged droughts; 
� More intense storms; 
� Less regular rainfall;  
� And increases in temperature. 

These changes, which affect farmers and other residents, will exacerbate and complicate the challenges facing 
Manchester over the course of the century. The latter will include accommodating an increasing rate of 
population growth existing while balanced equally pressing requirements for: 

� Protecting agricultural land for purposes of: 

Figure 4 The potential impact of sea level rise on the coastal regions of Jamaica 

Our climate is changing …  
Adaptation is essential if we want to minimise the impacts and take advantage 
of the opportunities 
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- Food security (increasingly urgent as transportation costs rise and pressure on land and water increase 
worldwide) and 

- Export crops (the market for which will expand in response to climate change and population growth).  

� Protecting and expanding forests for purposes of: 

- Carbon sequestration (as a responsible service and for revenue generation), 
- Watershed management, 
- Building and furniture materials, 
- Heat island dissipation, 
- Recreation, 
- Wild-crafted and cultivated fruit, nut and herbal/nutraceutical products,  
- Wildlife habitat. 

� Increasing the compactness, convenience, efficiency and choices provided by communities to: 

- Reduce vehicle miles traveled and greenhouse gas emissions, 
- Support alternatives to private vehicle travel, 
- Assure a continuing supply of land for affordable housing and discourage further sprawl, 
- Encourage energy conservation and generation from renewable sources. 

1.5 The Comprehensive Vision 

This LSDP responds to the work undertaken by the many Manchester stakeholders to identify and 

recommended solutions to existing and short term challenges and to the imperative to take action to avoid 
exacerbating climate change while adapting to unavoidable change. 

The comprehensive vision can be expressed as follows: The citizens of the Parish imagine a future in which 
Manchester is known as a great place to live, work, play and learn, with lively and attractive towns, 
strong communities, and a scenic countryside.   

In this vision, the Parish will live up to its reputation for being cool, clean, and green.  The economy will grow and 
diversify, creating opportunities for new and innovative industries.  Tourists will recognise the Parish’s natural 
beauty and fascinating heritage.  Residents too will once again appreciate local resources; they will support their 
communities, be proud of local products and culture, and respect the land which provides sustenance.  These 
changes will combine to reverse the “brain-drain,” attracting Jamaicans from other Parishes and native 
Manchesterians, as well as residents returning from abroad.  Residents will participate in their government and 
the government will recognise the value of their involvement.   

 To achieve the vision, the LSDP has established the following goals in each of the four principal themes that 
describe the desired outcome: 

� A Cool, Clean and Green Parish; 

� The Creation of Strong and Vibrant Communities; 

� A Diversified and Growing Economy; and 

� A Responsibly used and creatively designed Built Environment.  
 

1.6 How the Plan is Organised 

The plan is organised to facilitate systematic, defensible and replicable decisions. It also aims to encourage 

examination of competing demands for resources, in the long as well as the short term.  By making connections, 
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for example, between water and its use for sustaining ecosystems, supplying consumers and supporting 
agriculture and other economic activities, the intent is to support the search for balanced solutions.   

Use of the LSDP should facilitate more coordinated and effective planning interventions on the part of the MPC, 
government agencies, private sector developers and investors, civil society organisations and private citizens.    

1.6.1 The Integrated Approach  

The Manchester Sustainable Development Plan takes a holistic approach to the interrelated sectors of 
environment and development and the broad range of issues that affect the quality of life in Manchester.  The 
achievement of ‘sustainability’ is dependent on using an integrated and balanced approach to planning that 
places three distinctive components in a logical, ground-up, sequence: 

� Environmental/ecological resource use and conservation; 

� Social and community enhancement; and 

� Economic development. 

Building on the needs and opportunities presented by the three fundamental components, the process must 
result in plans for land use, development and the built environment in three dimensions: 

� Conceptual (purpose – the principal themes); 

� Spatial (land); and 

� Temporal (time).  

The LSDP process, especially as adapted and interpreted in the Manchester draft LSDP, represents an important 
step forward in the evolution of urban and rural 
planning documents.  The latter began with the English 
tradition of town and country planning and its heavy 
emphasis on land use designations and standards.  
Later thinking, particularly in California, a pioneer 
among state governments in the United States, gave 
equal consideration to other aspects of the environment 
and development.    

The Canadian Urban Institute, who has over the years 
of steadily partnering with the Manchester PDC in its 
planning process, has allowed young planners the 
opportunity for an eye-opening experience. Notably, 
visiting the City of Greater Sudbury, Ontario, in 2005 on 
a study tour accompanied by CUI representatives Mr. 
Andrew Farncombe and Mr. Jamil Bundalli, allowed for 
the chance of witnessing firsthand, the tremendous 
potential and the benefits that stood to be garnered in 

the short, medium and long-term from utilising integrated approaches towards developing a comprehensive 
sustainable development plan that addressed the natural, built, social and economic environments.   

1.6.2 The Timeframe 

The Manchester LSDP takes both a short and a long-term view of the challenges it faces: 

� It provides definitive guidance for development and activities anticipated over the next twenty years, in 
accordance with the requirements of the Town & Country Planning Act, but   

� Places the short term recommendations within a framework that addresses the long-term conservation of 
resources needed to meet continuing challenges to sustainability. 

Mr. Hubert Morgan, consultant to the PDC, shares hi s 
creativity and expertise with some of the PDC's you ng 
Planners. 
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It therefore:  

� Identifies areas with lasting value for non-developed land and resource uses; 

� Suggests mechanisms for their permanent conservation; and 

� Uses the resulting pattern as the framework for developed uses, to be planned and phased over time, 
beginning with the first twenty year phase.  

 

1.6.3 The Plan Elements 

The draft LSDP arranges the principal themes (which echo the four pillars of LSDP) in a logical sequence, as 
follows: 

The Natural Environment-- Cool, Clean, Green:  Chapter 2 recognises that the natural environment 
provides the foundation for the plan: the natural conditions and resources which Manchester has to work 
with.  Conserving the natural environment, including land, water and mineral resources, protecting eco-
tourism areas and greening rural and urban communities; 

 

The Social and Cultural Environment– Creating Strong and Vibrant Communities: This chapter 
addresses the needs of Manchester’s existing and projected future population for housing, education, 
health, safety and other social and community needs and a protected and enhanced cultural heritage; 

 

The Economic Development Element-- Growing and Diversifying the Economy: The fourth chapter 
focuses on improving the productivity of traditional industries (Agriculture, Mining, Tourism) and building 
new industries that capitalise on opportunities such as Manchester’s strength in education and 
responses to climate change;   

 

The Built Environment— Responsible and Creative Use of Space:  Within the framework provided 
by the natural environment, the Built Environment chapter aims to accommodate and achieve the social 
and economic requirements presented in the second and third chapters.  It covers land use; 
transportation; housing and urban design; water, waste management, energy, security and other 
aspects of infrastructure and utilities. 

 
The four principal chapters are supplemented by:  

 
Implementation Recommendations: The sixth chapter will set forth Infrastructure, development and 
programme criteria and priorities; a guide to programme planning and budgeting; LSDP monitoring and 
revision; community participation and continuing enhancement of local governance, with a focus on how 
local government reform can empower sustainability. 

 
 Appendices:  including detailed background material on selected aspects of the plan, a glossary of 

planning terms, and references. 

 

  Development Areas:  A separate volume will provide area-specific recommendations and policies for 
the nine Development Areas. 

 
 

The sequence of each of the main chapters generally follows the same logical sequence of steps:  

� Vision; 
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� Goals and Objectives; 

� Conditions and Challenges: 

� Policies and Standards: both voluntary and mandatory; 

� Geographic Recommendations; 

� Procedures and Programs; 

� Action Plans.  

The policy and action recommendations identify actors (stakeholders) to undertake those actions.  Because the 
LSDP process is not complete, these sections also contain suggested policies or actions which have been briefly 
mentioned in meetings, but have not been widely deliberated and discussed.     

1.6.4 Functions of the Plan 

The draft LSDP is a living document and is being prepared to meet the needs of Manchester’s stakeholders and 
communities and to reflect the findings of surveys, studies and national and global changes. Each draft is 
submitted for public consultation.  Input will continue to be used to edit the plan before it is submitted to NEPA. 

The completed Manchester LSDP will:  

� Enable NEPA to draft the new Development Order for Manchester; 

� Guide the MPC in land use policy and development control (functions of the Development Order); 

� Guide specific local actions by Community Based Organisations (CBOs); 

� Alert to prospective developers and investors to opportunities and preferred directions for development. 

1.7 How to Use the Plan 

The ongoing process of preparing, implementing, monitoring and revising the plan also constitutes a tool for 

engaging civil society and stakeholders in the idea of local sustainability planning and the practice of lobbying for 
change at the local and central government levels.    

Once approved, the LSDP process aims to achieve orchestrated action by national and local government, the 
private sector, academia, NGOs, CBOs and civil society sensitised the need to implement sustainable 
development planning.  

1.7.1 Advancing the Partnership with NEPA 

Based on current legislation, for the Manchester LSDP to have legal authority, the land use planning 
recommendations set out in the plan should be incorporated into the Development Order for the Parish.  In 
addition, the GoJ’s intention to devolve local planning to local planning authorities calls for development of a 
national planning framework informed by and guiding Parish sustainable development plans. A strong partnership 
with the NEPA is therefore crucial and has been promoted at every step of Manchester’s planning process.     

The LSDP contains policy recommendations that will guide local planning decisions and the development order 
which NEPA is responsible for writing, as well as a wide variety of other laws and regulations written by other 
national agencies.   The LSDP also contains recommendations for local area actions for sustainability, which do 
not necessarily require statutory authority to be done.   

1.7.2 The Roles of Citizens and Other Stakeholders 

For several decades citizens have come to rely on centralised authorities to address issues, while at the national 
level conventional wisdom has suggested that the knowledge and capacity to manage local affairs is the preserve 
of national agencies and politicians.  Changing that mindset takes time and effort but will bear fruit in terms of 
Jamaica’s economic and social well-being.    
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The following table shows that all stakeholders, from agency staff and elected officials to communities and 
individuals, have both needs and responsibilities to participate in preparing, reviewing and implementing the plan. 

 

Table 1-2 The potential breakdown of responsibility  to prospective actors 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.7.3 Refining and Implementing the Plan 

Once approved, the Manchester Sustainable Development Plan should be monitored regularly, subject to five-
yearly review and revised every ten years.   It will also be desirable to augment or refine the LSDP with special 
topical plans and detailed guidance --Specific Plans-- for critical areas where large mixed development is 
proposed and may be phased over extended time periods. 

1.7.4 Replicating the Plan 

Manchester’s process of participatory planning has raised awareness among the partners of the importance of 
local sustainability planning.  Its benefits in terms of personal, agency and corporate self-interest and of the 
global, national and community good will become ever more evident as the process continues.   

In preparing the LSDP Manchester has consciously aimed to provide guidance to Jamaica’s other Local Planning 
Authorities as they take on local planning.  The MPC and MPDC hope that their LSDP planning process will be 
replicated by other Parishes in Jamaica.  However, each Parish is urged to tailor its approach to its unique 
conditions, challenges and opportunities.  The MPDC welcomes questions on the LSDP and hopes to share 
lessons learned exchange insights from other Parishes that are engaging in similar processes. 

The Users  
 
Key Decision Points 
and Types of Use  

Relevant 
Government 
Ministries/ 
NEPA 

Other 
GOJ 
Agencies  

Manchester 
Parish 
Council 

MPDC Investors, 
Developers 

EIA 
Preparers 

The Public 

Preparing/Updating the Profile   � �    
Preparing/implementing DA Plans    �   � 
Preparing the SD Plan   � �    
Reviewing the Plan �      � 
Approving the Plan �       
Implementing Actions 

�  �     
Applying Policies        

Identifying/Developing Projects     �   
Designing Development Plans        
Reviewing Applications �  �     
Approving Applications �  �     
Assessing Projects      �  
Monitoring Progress/Change   �   � � 
Refining/Updating the LSDP    �    

Key: �  Primary Responsibility 
�   Secondary Responsibility 
�   Recommended Involvement -- ongoing   
�   Recommended Involvement -- occasional 
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1.8 Conclusion 

The momentum of Manchester’s Local Sustainable Development Plan planning process and the ultimate 

success of the plan will rely heavily on the partners involved and continued strengthening of the national and 
local partnerships forged by the MPC and MPDC.   

In particular, momentum and success will demand: 

� Growing national and local political understanding of the critical importance of comprehensive sustainable 
development planning to future environmental, economic and social well-being;  

� Strengthening national resolve to achieve local government reform and appropriately decentralised and fully 
participatory planning decision-making,  

� Continuing energetic support, active participation and self help on the part of citizens and their communities; 
and 

� Maintaining a high collective level of enthusiasm towards achieving the goal at hand, sustainable 
development.
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2 The Natural Environment: Cool, 
Clean, Green 

2.1 The Vision  

Over the next two decades and beyond, Manchester will continue to be distinguished as the Parish that 

maintains its cool climate and keeps its environment clean and green.  The natural environment will boast 
pristine rivers, streams and wetlands, a dense and revived forest system and a growing biodiversity of flora and 
fauna. The wind will rustle through woodlands, parks and the shade trees lining roads and streets.  Breathtaking 
vistas of rolling hills and valleys dotted with trees, crops and livestock will continue to offer Manchesterians the 
opportunity to meditate on the natural beauty and bounty of the Parish and on their part in preserving all its 
natural resources for the generations to come. 

Residents of Manchester recognise that the natural resources of the Parish are not only valuable but essential to 
their social and economic well-being. They believe that economic development should not come at the expense 
of the environment but should make the Parish cooler, cleaner and greener, through:   

� Declaring and effectively managing protected areas of high ecological significance and recreational value;   

� Repairing damaged areas through ecosystem restoration or creation of vibrant, sustainable urban centres;  

� Planning and designing future towns, communities and other land uses hand in hand with nature; and 

� Thinking and acting “green,” as communities, individuals and business people. 

2.2 Goals and Objectives 

2.2.1 Goals 

1. Manchester will be at the forefront of promoting a ‘GREEN AGENDA’ to accomplish best practices in ensuring 
the preservation of our natural environmental assets, the reclamation of lands impacted by mining and the proper 
disposal of waste. 

2. Promote the best planning and development procedures to ensure the sustainable preservation, conservation 
and management of the Parish’s natural environment. 

3. Increased awareness and stewardship to achieve the protection of our environmentally sensitive lands against 
soil/wind erosion, deforestation, etc. 

4. Preserve and protect our existing parks, open space, forested areas and greenbelts that surround our Parish. 

5. Work with current residents on best reclamation practices to achieve the best and highest use of mined lands for 
future uses. 

6. Promote the best environmental practices to effectively manage the Canoe Valley area.  
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7. Enforce environmental laws and regulations to protect the Alligator Pond dunes and mangroves. 

8. Promote and sustain an aggressive tree planting/reforestation program across Manchester to account for the lost 
due to disasters or deforestation.  

9. Create an adequate amount of park and open space in our urban areas to maintain the cool, clean and green 
environment the Parish is known for. 

10. Achieve a commitment to planning and development procedures that ensure the sustainable preservation, 
conservation and management of the natural environment and the beneficial control of development. 

2.2.2 Objectives 

1. To ensure the sustainable preservation, conservation and management of the natural and cultural environment.   

2. To establish a closer working relationship with the bauxite industry to develop strategies that ensure that mining 
proceeds in a manner that sustains the environment to the maximum extent feasible.   

3. To develop a strategy and standards for creating a linked system of urban and rural open space and parks;  

4. To introduce and reinforce environmental awareness among citizens to encourage environmental stewardship, 
and specifically to increase knowledge of existing regulations and the benefits of compliance.  

5. To advocate for transparency and citizen participation in the formulation and dissemination of environmental 
policies and regulations at all levels of government. 

6. To develop an adequate range of policies and programs to address uncontrolled development. 

7. To ensure consistent enforcement of environmental laws and regulations.     

8. To initiate a widely publicised tree-planting program and plan events to educate residents about the benefits, and 
provide momentum for the program.   

9. To integrate teaching on environmental threats and sustainability principles into school curricula at all levels.     

2.3 A Coordinated Approach to Environmental Management  

The next two sections summarise Manchester’s environmental resources and the threats they face.  The 

remaining sections recommend policies and actions for realising the cooler, cleaner, greener vision, as follows: 

� Preserving Eco-sensitive Areas (Section 2.6); 

� Restoring the Environment (Section 2.7); 

� Managing Water, Energy and Wastes(Section 2.8 – cross-referenced to Chapter 5); 

� Establishing an Environmental Framework for Open Space and Development (Section 2.9); and 

� Taking Environmentally Responsible Actions (Section 2.10).  

2.4 Environmental Character, Resources and Conditions  

Manchester’s natural resources and processes perform “ecosystem services” and support economic activities 

that are vital to the present and future well-being of the Parish.  However, human activity has severely degraded 
the natural environment and continues to do so.  Deforestation, soil depletion, overuse of scarce water and 
unwise development have made the ecosystem services less effective and the Parish more vulnerable to 
disasters. (For more detailed information see the Manchester SD Profile.)  
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2.4.1 Topography  

The Parish consists largely of a limestone plateau, 380 to 915 metres (1,250 to 3,000 feet) above sea level, with 
shale mountains in the north, wetlands and beach on the coast and a sliver of the alluvial plain in the southeast. 

2.4.2 Climate 

Manchester’s elevation gives it a relatively cool climate year round, 
especially in the mountains.  Annual rainfall exceeds 60 inches in the 
higher regions, with spring and autumn rainy seasons in normal 
years.  Local daily amounts vary widely as precipitation is mainly 
from storms.  It may be too early to discern how climate change will 
affect the Parish. 

2.4.3 Geology  

Manchester is underlain almost entirely by a large block of White 
Limestone.  The pure, hard and massively bedded limestone 
displays typical karst weathering with abundant sinkholes, caves and 
dry valleys.  Bauxite of the terra-rossa type fills solution pockets, 
depressions and glades.  A northwest to southeast fault has 
produced a steep escarpment along the west-facing edge of the 
plateau.  The plateau has a gentle dip slope from west to east, where 
a smaller NW-SE trending fault has formed a scarp overlooking the 
Vere Plain of Clarendon.  A third major NW-SE fault, including the 
Sixteen-Mile Gully, traverses the plateau from Spur Tree to Round 
Hill. 

2.4.4 Minerals 

Roughly 90 percent of Manchester is covered with bauxite deposits 
of which only 10 percent of such deposits have been mined.  
Bauxite mining activities are therefore expected to continue for a 
long period.  Quarrying for marl and other aggregates takes place at 
Somerset and Chudleigh and other licensed quarries. Demand for 
limestone is expected to increase in future. 

2.4.5 Soils 

Bauxitic soil of varying thickness of covers the surface of the 
plateau.  In the central and southern parts of the Parish, soils are 
mainly clay loams of varying fertility (in Classes II and IV). Small 
areas of very fertile alluvial clay loams are found in the Essex Valey 
near Alligator Pond and in the Hector’s and Cave river valleys in the 
north.  The stony loam soils in the northern half of the Parish are 
moderately to highly erodible.     

2.4.6 Hydrology and Drainage  

The limestone bedrock of the plateau is characterised sub-surface 
drainage.  Surface water is limited to streams surrounding or 
emanating from the base of the plateau.  Large volumes of ground 

Figure 6 Hydrology and hazardous areas 

Figure 5 Manchester’s topography 
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water exist at great depth below the plateau and near the surface in the surrounding plains. 

2.4.7 Caves 

Manchester has a significant share of Jamaica's 1,000 known caves, 
including some of the deepest and longest cave systems. A few 
prominent caves have been disturbed and even vandalised but very few 
in less accessible and populated locations have been examined.  Caves 
provide habitat for several common birds, bats and rarer animals. Bats 
are of ecological and practical importance as dispersers of tree seeds.  

2.4.8 Hazards  

Manchester’s coast is protected from storm surge to some degree by 
Portland Ridge. Nonetheless, the low-lying coastal plain is vulnerable to 
hurricanes, tsunamis and sea level rise.  

The western and southern edges of the plateau show moderate to moderately high susceptibility to landsliding.  
The western scarp has recorded a large number of landslide events and is subject to flash flooding.  Flooding is 
also experienced in the Porus and Harmons area and in Christiana.  Profile Figure 4-9 shows other areas subject 
to natural hazards including floods, landslides and earthquakes.    

2.4.9 Upland Ecology and Ecosystems  

Forests.  Manchester was almost certainly once covered by 
forest. Human activity (residential development, mining, farming 
and clearing for yamsticks, furniture and charcoal burning) has 
left only remnants of secondary forest. The 1,030 hectares of 
forested Crown land and scattered forest reserves form a 
roughly continuous ring around the steep edges of the plateau.  
Figure 2-3 shows that the most extensive area is located in the 
north and that the largest gap in the ring is south of Christiana.  
(For detail of recorded vegetation cover, see Profile Figures 4-
14 to 4-16.)   

Forests perform many ecosystem services, including prevention 
of erosion, retention of water in the soil, reduction of flooding, 
improvement of air quality and absorption of greenhouse gases. 
Forests and tree belts also act as windbreaks, reducing dust 
generation and soil loss, provide wood for a range of economic 
uses and offer valued natural areas and scenic views.   

The three main types of forest in Manchester, described below,  
provide food and shelter for numerous species of plants and 
wildlife and thus have important habitat value. 

� Dry Limestone Forest. This is a rare and diminishing 
habitat world-wide. In Jamaica it remains only as isolated 
areas on high ground.  In south Manchester, bauxite mining has left islands of degraded forest, removed 
bird habitat and altered microclimates.  

� Wet Limestone Forest. Found especially in the Cockpit Country of central and south Trelawny, wet 
limestone forest has the highest levels of biodiversity in Jamaica.  The remnants in the Northern Manchester 
highlands have been severely damaged by clearing.  

Figure 7 The Remnant Forest Ring 

At the mouth of a cave in Mile Gully  
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� Intermediate Limestone Forest. The Don Figueroa Mountains forest is intermediate between the moist 
Cockpit Country forests and the dry southern forests. 

It is not only the trees in the remnant forest ring that have ecological and economic value.  Manchester’s towns and 
rural communities contain rich urban forests that contribute to water supply and quality, energy conservation, soil 
capacity and fertility, food security, noise attenuation and general amenity and aesthetic values.   Urban forests also 
significantly reduce the need for costly drainage infrastructure, extend the life of paved road surfaces, encourage 
pedestrian movement and provide recreational opportunities. (For further discussion of the value of trees in urban and 
suburban settings, see Section 5.__.) 

Depressions and Sinkholes.  Located throughout the plateau, these features are critical to maintaining the 
functions of Manchester’s mainly underground river system and provide natural conduits for storm water.  The 
increasingly frequent filling of sinkholes leads to both localised and widespread flooding.  Depressions provide 
opportunities for the creation of wetlands to polish wastewater before discharge to the ground.   Their protection 
is thus critical to increasing the density of development.  The woodlands that typically cover the sides of 
depressions and ridges between them provide an important landscape element and help to moderate the 
climate. 

Rivers and Wetlands. Wetlands are important ton the equilibrium of river systems and the provision, generation 
and preservation of a biodiversity of animals and plants. Healthy wetlands provide flood mitigation, water 
purification, groundwater replenishment, control of agricultural pests, fisheries and grazing opportunities.  

2.5 Principal Challenges   

The biggest threats to the environment include deforestation, bauxite mining and alumina processing, limestone 

quarrying, poor farming practices and resulting soil erosion and degradation, uncontrolled and unwise 
development for housing and other urban uses, destructive fishing practices, illegal dumping of solid waste and 
construction debris and inadequate management of hazardous waste.   

Perhaps the greatest threat of all is the resignation of many citizens to what they perceive as the inevitability of 
environmental damage and destructive change to the surroundings and resources they value and depend on. 

2.5.1 Deforestation 

Manchester’s residents recognise deforestation as one of the most pressing environmental issues.  Hillside 
agriculture, bauxite mining, housing and the removal of trees for pot and yam sticks, lumber and furniture are 
causing continuing depletion of the remnant forests throughout Manchester, while pressure is also building on 
the globally critical Cockpit Country. 

Deforestation diminishes watershed effectiveness.  This means reduced water percolation, soil moisture and 
fertility and increased surface runoff, soil erosion, flash flooding and land slippages.   In addition to reducing 
replenishment of aquifers, the continuing incremental loss of trees throughout Manchester leads to reduced 
amounts of rainfall.   

Other impacts include continuing reduction in plant and wildlife species diversity in forests and in streams, 
wetlands, seagrass beds and reefs damaged by sedimentation, loss of amenity and diminished environmental 
capacity to counteract air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.   Moreover, slash and burn agriculture adds 
to the release of tones of stored carbon dioxide to the atmosphere.  Throughout the Parish there are still farmers 
who continue this practice, whose damaging effects far outweigh its benefits.   

Other causes of tree loss and greenhouse gas emissions are the inappropriate clearing and burning of roadside 
vegetation and forest fires, set by lightning, by arsonists or by slash and burn fires that go out of control.  With 
the sometimes-extended dry and hot periods of summers that are experienced here in Manchester there is 
always the susceptibility of fire outbreaks as fallen branches, leaves, and other material dry out and become 
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highly flammable. The incidence of both roadside burning and forest fires appears to be increasing as the 
population and vehicles increase and urban areas expand.   

In urban and urbanising areas, the unacceptable but common practice of total site clearance for construction 
removes vegetation that was often decades old.  The Local Planning Authority lacks the resources to address 
improper site clearance and tree cutting, while current penalties under the Town & Country Planning Act pose no 
deterrent.   

Most homeowners have also opted for more impervious surfaces (which include lawns as well as concrete) as a 
solution to home maintenance. They alter micro-climates by creating heat islands as these surfaces retain the 
sun’s heat.  Residential and other urban developments that replace natural cover with paved surfaces also 
impede the process of recharging aquifers, accelerate runoff and increase flooding in lower-lying areas. 

2.5.2 Alteration of Vegetation and Neglect of Life below the Forest Canopy 

All the world’s natural forests possess three main layers or stages: an understory of grasses, ground-covering 
plants and shrubs, smaller trees and bushes, and tall trees (see Figure 2-4 below).  The understory vegetation 
helps to bind the soil and retain soil moisture, provides berries and seeds for birds and animals and regulates the 
microclimate required for the establishment of young plants and trees, thus replenishing the forest’s biodiversity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The importance of the understory or undergrowth of most forests is an area that has been neglected in terms of 
forest and woodland regeneration. Manchester, where bauxite/alumina is the main driver of the economy, has 
witnessed the loss of acres and acres of natural forests and woodlands.  The bauxite companies are obligated to 
reclaim and revegetate these lands after mining.  However, among the shortcomings of rehabilitation efforts to 
date is the lack of emphasis on replanting the understory plants and shrubs along with seedling trees. 

Unwise reafforestation policies and programmes have also contributed to the problem by replacing native forest 
with pine plantations, especially in the north of Manchester.  Pine trees have less resistance to hurricane 
damage than native trees, while single age, single species plantations are more vulnerable to disease than 
native trees in mixed forests.  The plantations also tend to lack the understory or undergrowth of ground-covering 
plants and bushes present in healthy forests.  The understory vegetation helps to bind the soil and retain soil 
moisture, provides berries and seeds for birds and animals and regulates the microclimate required for the 
establishment of young plants and trees, thus replenishing the forest’s biodiversity.  

By contrast, agriculture, as opposed to agro-forestry, focuses only the ground-level vegetation layer.  The typical 
removal of trees in and around fields deprives crops of natural shade, moisture and pest management.   Slash 

Figure 8  Diagram showing the three stages or layers of a typical forest and its benefits 
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and burn agriculture and widespread clearance for yam cultivation leave land vulnerable to invasion by non-
native species and are thus of particular concern.  

In other parts of Jamaica, notably in the Port Royal and southern Blue Mountains, clearance for timber 
harvesting and agriculture has left land open to invasion by the common bamboo. This introduced, or exotic, 
species, Bambusa vulgaris, is expanding rapidly.  It is described as a big problem in the Cockpit Country that has 
taken over a number of cockpit bottoms. Once established, bamboo allows less low-level vegetation cover than 
under the typical wet limestone forest canopy.    

Manchester, fortunately, has not yet been significantly affected.  However, as the box indicates, it is present in 
the area of the Cave River system northeast of the Parish.  By contributing to the collapse of cave entrances and 
the accumulation of silt and litter, the presence of bamboo is restricting the capacity of underground channels.   

2.5.3 Scarce and Diminishing Water Supplies 

Many human activities are exacerbating Manchester’s naturally dry conditions. Mandeville and a number of 
other urban and rural communities experience frequent water lock-offs, aimed at conserving supply,  or loss of 
pressure, reflecting inadequate supply.   

Factors contributing to declining water supply include: climate change, deforestation, modification of hydrologic 
regimes by mining, alumina processing, irrigation, unwise development, increasing demand for piped water and 
rising per capita consumption levels and water contamination from agricultural run-off, urban run0ff and 
household and industrial chemicals. 

It is essential to protect the various components of Manchester’s natural hydrologic regime (springs, surface and 
underground streams and aquifers) and the ecosystems linked with them, which are essential to the 
sustainability of the Parish.  In addition, in order to sustain and conserve water resources a number of 
technological approaches steps must be explored and carried out to conserve and reuse water.  These 
techniques are presented in Chapter 5, The Built Environment.   

2.5.4 Soil Degradation and the Potential for Desertification 

Signs that soils are becoming dry and less productive are already evident in parts of Manchester.  Extensive soil 
loss results from the prevalent slash and burn method of cultivation, together with the cutting of forests for other 
purposes.  Erosion, altered rainfall and drainage patterns and over-cultivation further reduce soil fertility and crop 
yields.  Large areas of cultivated soils have also been altered by mining operations, while others will be altered in 
future, putting further pressure on cultivable land.   

Please make reference to the Section: 5.14- Disaster Mitigation and Management for further reading. 

2.5.5 Uncontrolled and Unwise Urban 
Development 

Urban areas are growing with insufficient 
attention to minimising harm to the natural 
environment.   Illegal construction in low-lying 
areas with a history of flooding or in the path of a 
natural but periodic drainage system risk being 
flooded;  although the law forbids new 
development in areas susceptible to flooding or 
other natural disasters, building in such areas is 
a continuing problem.  Construction over 
sinkholes blocks natural drainage, concentrates 
and redirects runoff and causes flooding.    

“Bamboo … is a major problem with some river caves, as it does 
not seem to keep topsoil in place well. The shade underneath is 
thorough enough that little else grows - there’s just a thin layer 
of leaf-litter above bare soil.  

“Centuries ago, before bamboo was introduced and cultivation 
began, the system would have had a much greater cross-
section and carried much more water in severe weather than it 
does today (one can speculate that flooding of the Cave River 
district never happened in pre-colonial times). Caves that have 
retained good cover upstream of the entrances generally have a 
clean rocky floor (e.g. Pool Cave in Rock Spring), and a full 
cross-section, with development continuing at the passage-
bottom.” 

Stefan Stewart, Jamaican Caves Organization, May 2007,  
admin@jamaicancaves.org. 
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Sprawling rural development requires more road improvement and encourages greater car use.  The spread of 
concrete removes vegetation, increases temperatures, prevents natural infiltration into the ground, often 
diminishes visual quality and raises the cost of managing the Parish.  Many urban areas lack “green 
infrastructure” -- linked areas or corridors of open space, natural drainage features and tree-lined streets.  These 
elements offer shade, lower temperatures, help manage storm-water, enhance aesthetics and improve the urban 
environment.  However, their value is not yet widely acknowledged.   

2.5.6 Inappropriate Coastal Development and Resource Overuse 

Manchester’s coast, which represents its principal opportunity for developing a world-renowned eco-tourism 
industry, is threatened by numerous uncontrolled activities.   

Degradation of the protective offshore coral barrier has been occurring across the Caribbean through much of 
the 20th century and is very much prevalent in the 21st century. Much of the degradation of coral reefs is related 
to man’s dependency on the coastal environment for various economic activities. Negative factors affecting coral 
reef ecosystems in the Alligator Pond area have included: dynamiting, which has had catastrophic effects on the 
coral reefs to the point of total destruction, improper sewage disposal from residential areas and agricultural 
runoff. 

The Alligator Pond has and is still facing all these negative impacts and is left with the scars to prove it (empty 
seafloors that once had coral reefs and lack of fisheries). It is therefore in everyone’s interest to ensure that 
these precious and fragile ecosystems are preserved for future generations. 

Coastal development east of Alligator Pond is blocking sea views, introducing uncontrolled human presence to 
the proposed park and may be adversely impacting beach habitats and coastal water quality.  The Parish has 
successfully prevented limestone prospecting in the valley. However, the threat of future mining remains.  
Increased groundwater withdrawal could alter ecosystems, worsening the problem of saltwater intrusion.  
Construction on and further mining of the ancient and unique Alligator Pond dunes could destabilise them and 
leave the community exposed and vulnerable.   

Coastal spear fishing together with high nutrient levels from farm runoff and leaching on-plot sanitation systems 
contributes to overgrowth of algae, reef decline and loss of inshore fish.  Increasing use of Alligator Reef for 
diving, fishing and picnicking is stressing the important habitats associated with the reef.    

2.5.7 Environment and Health 

The health of the environment has direct links with the health of Manchester’s residents and their capacity to 
lead satisfying and economically productive lives.  

Many communities are concerned about the effects on their health of mining dust, emissions from smelting 
operations, water contamination from red mud lakes, other forms of water pollution, the dangers of pesticides 
and emissions to the air and groundwater from improper management of solid waste.  However, few 
communities take a more holistic view of the links between the environment, healthy lifestyles and their personal 
and community health and well-being.     

2.5.8 Environmental Awareness 

Among students and the general public, awareness of environmental issues and the concept of sustainability 
are limited.  Some people are highly aware of the importance of sustainability but many more do not yet know 
what it means.  If Manchester is to strive for a more sustainable future, today’s young people need to understand 
and become committed to the concept of sustainability.  
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2.6 A Parish System of Eco-sensitive Areas 

The first component of the recommended strategy to achieve the vision of a cooler, cleaner, greener 

Manchester is to strengthen and expand a system of eco-sensitive or protected areas.  Protected Areas may 
emphasise ecosystem protection, which might mean that people have extremely limited access to the lands, or 
sustainable use, allowing greater accessibility.  Several areas already have a measure of protection or have 
been proposed for protection.  

2.6.1 Canoe Valley   

Canoe Valley (Figure 2-5) is one of the largest undeveloped green spaces in the Parish and one of the most 
ecologically significant areas of undeveloped land in Jamaica.  It was selected to become Jamaica’s first 
protected area because of its rich biological diversity but has not yet been declared.   Canoe Valley has received 
various prospective designations but Habitat/Species Management Area appears currently to be preferred.6    

Canoe Valley needs to be legally protected from harmful development but has significant potential for forms of 
tourism that are careful to preserve the area’s assets.  

The proposed reserve covers some 1,300 ha (3,000 acres).  It is made up of a unique mix of habitats including 
limestone and herbaceous forests, caves and streams, fresh and brackish water wetlands, mangrove swamps, 
beaches, seagrass beds and coral reefs. It is home to rare, protected and endemic animals including seven bat 
species, four amphibian species (sea turtles), 23 reptile species and 93 species of birds, many of which are 
found no where else in the world, and, in the Alligator Hole River, three manatees.    

The area is also rich in Taino artifacts and settlement sites and offers dramatic views and opportunities for 
extensive hiking trails and boardwalks.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   
6
  The Nature Conservancy, Jamaica’s Protected Area System Plan, Biodiversity Report, Working Paper 1: Categorization of Protected Areas, 

November 2004.  

Figure 9  The Manchester Heritage Coast: Alligator Pond, Canoe Valley and Round Hill: Environmental Conditions and 
Resources 
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2.6.2 Alligator Pond and Alligator Reef 

The Alligator Pond area is designated a Conservation Area on the existing Manchester and St. Elizabeth 
Development Orders.  In accordance with the wishes of residents, an action plan is required to make the 
designation a reality.    

Alligator Reef is also proposed as a Marine Species/Habitat Management Area, to protect the valuable coral 
habitat, fish and shellfish. This area is one of the best sites for snorkeling on the South Coast.  

2.6.3 Essex Valley 

This largely undeveloped piece of land extending north from Alligator Pond is one of the Parish’s ecologically 
valuable areas.  While it is known that it is home to many endemic species of birds and butterflies, more 
research is needed to fully define the ecological assets of the area and to determine the appropriate approach to 
environmental protection.    

Management of the area is being proposed by the Manchester Environmental Protection Association and the 
New Forest Sustainable Development Agency. 

2.6.4 Forest Reserves 

The Parish has eleven Forest Reserves that need to be brought formally into Manchester’s Protected Areas 
System.  The largest is on the plateau’s eastern scarp in the Asia DA.  Three are in the Mile Gully DA, four, 
including Gourie, in the Christiana DA, one in the Porus DA, one in the Canoe Valley (Cross Keys DA) and two in 
Alligator Pond, along the coast  and above New Forest.   

2.6.5 Other Candidates for Protected Status 

A number of sites have also been identified or are areas proposed by citizens after reviewing the 1997 
Protected Areas Green Paper as possible candidates for Protected Area Status and should carefully be 
reconsidered.  They include:  
 

1. Marshall’s Pen;  4. Round Hill (Clarendon);  
2. Martin’s Hill (now site of the solid waste dump);  5. Spice Grove; and  
3. Shooters Hill;  6. Spur Tree.   

 
The two latter should be examined in the context of strengthening the existing Forest Ring along the western 
plateau edge, with its potential for reactivating the Maroon trail linking the Heritage Coast with the 
Medina/Mayfield/Maidstone cluster of communities.  Viewpoints, picnic areas and simple accommodation would 
be desirable accompaniments.   

Further reserves of existing and replanted forest may be added over time. 

In light of concern about the effect of mining on the deepest cave in Jamaica, Smokey Hole Cave at Newport, 
this and other significant caves in Manchester may also be considered to be candidate sites.  

2.6.6 Advisory Policies 

1. Manchester will pursue the declaration of, management plan preparation for and delegation of authority to 
manage the proposed Canoe Valley National Park. 

2. The Parish will continue its efforts to guide decisions regarding the exploitation of resources in or associated with 
Canoe Valley, opposing limestone mining and port construction but supporting a sustainably sited, designed, 
constructed and managed hotel (see Section 4.6.1 Ecotourism). 
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3. Through this LSDP and other appropriate channels, the Parish will make known its intention to add to the Parish 
protected areas system, following successful experience with Canoe Valley. 

2.6.7 Actions 

1. Continue to lobby for the declaration of Canoe Valley National Park, from Alligator Pond to Round Hill and 
extending inland seven (7) miles, as a protected area, with its exact boundaries clearly delineated. 

2. Request NEPA (NRCA) to develop and implement a management plan in consultation with local stakeholders. 
Management in conjunction with the Canoe Valley National Park is likely to be feasible. This designation aims to 
secure the effective and integrated planning of this long stretch of the South Coast.  

3. Conduct a research study on Essex Valley for the purposes of identifying areas that should be protected.  The 
study will include a literature review, examination of land use plans, identification of environmental assets, and 
review of potential protecting agencies. 

2.7 Environmental Restoration: Resource Plans  

The second component of the Cool, Clean, Green 

Vision is the restoration of past damage to the 
environment.  The following plans provide further 
information and guidance for taking needed action. 

2.7.1 Forest Protection and Reafforestation 

Manchester needs to preserve its natural vegetation 
and facilitate the growth of trees, woodlands and forests 
in as many areas as practical. Past tree planting 
initiatives have failed or been ineffective for a variety of 
reasons.  Future efforts need better design based on 
lessons learned, more publicity and greater coordination 
and sharing of knowledge.   

Manchester also needs to publicise the direct and 
indirect economic benefits of tree planting, prioritise 
public tree planting initiatives and encourage private 
reafforestation efforts.  

Several economic opportunities are emerging to 
encourage private tree planting.  The Forestry 
Department is proposing a large-scale programme of 
reafforestation, principally on private land, calculating a 
favourable return on investment, based on current and 
projected demand for hardwood and softwood.  The 
Christiana Potato Growers Cooperative Association is 
promoting agro-forestry in association with greenhouse 
cultivation (See Chapter 4, Section 4.5.6). 

Figure 2-6 shows both priority areas for restoration of 
the Remnant Forest Ring (cross-hatched) and areas most suitable for tree farming (hatched).  

2.7.1.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Maintain trees on highly erodible steep slopes to protect landowners against soil erosion and water runoff 
problems. 

Hurricane -resistant Trees for Roads 
and Highways   

 
1. West Indian Mahogany* (NOT Honduras 

Mahogany or hybrids) 
2. West Indian Cedar*  
3. Blue Mahoe*  
4. Santa Maria*  
5. White Cedar (White Poui)*  
6. French Oak (Yoke Wood)*  
7. Red Birch (Bird feeder)  
8. Lignum Vitae (for dual carriage median and 

urban use)*  
9. Cuban Royal Palm  
10. Jamaican Royal Palm (Swamp Cabbage, for wet 

lowland areas)  
11. Bull Thatch Palm (commonly used in DR, even 

the capital)  
12. Sea Grape  
13. Red Cordia  
14. Black Olive   
 
*  Usually available at Forestry Department; most 

others are easily grown from seed (Red Birch from 
cuttings).  Do not remove mature trees, palms from 
the wild.  Other sources: King’s House, Tulloch 
Estate.  

Generally, native, endemic and some Caribbean 
trees are best, since, over thousands of years, they 
have adapted to hurricanes.   

Pine, Eucalyptus, Yellow Poui, Jacaranda, African 
Tulip Tree, Neem, Leuceana, Ficus and other fruit 
trees are not suited for roadsides.   

Plant closely together for best protection. 
 
Source: Andreas Oberli, National Arboretum Foundation, & 
Jamaica Environmental Action Network, May 2007 
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2. All land related activities (mining and agriculture) and developments (residential, commercial, institutional and 
industrial) should be carried out to minimise land disturbance and erosion through best practices.  

3. Encourage the bauxite mining companies to provide and maintain corridors that offer protection, habitat, and 
food for a variety of wildlife species to counteract loss of habitat and habitat fragmentation. 

2.7.1.2 Actions 

1. Target degraded watershed areas in tree planting initiatives to help in retarding runoff, reducing erosion, 
increasing rainfall and improving water quality. The trees selected will be a variety (West Indian Mahogany, West 
Indian Cedar, Blue Mahoe, etc.) and will be indigenous to the area. 

2. Start a thatch palm-replanting program should be started to help with rebuilding the numbers that have been 
destroyed and removed from the Canoe Valley area. 

3. Monitor and analyse the effects of deforestation to discover the short and long-term negative impacts on the 
natural and built environments. 

4. Create or encourage reafforestation programmes: 

� In areas targeted for forest regeneration or expansion (Figure 2-7); 

� In the windiest areas of the Parish to act as windbreaks and reduce dust generation and soil erosion;  

� As part of mined land reclamation/ restoration programmes; 

� Along rural and urban roadways, for  

- beautification,  

- sound attenuation,  

- shade to increase the life of road  surfaces by reducing temperature and expansion in hot weather and 
by buffering heavy rainfall. 

 Select trees that are hurricane-resistant (see box above).  Along urban roadways select trees with mature 
heights of less than 6m (20ft) to avoid conflict with existing utility lines. 

5. Create a non-profit environmental organisation that takes donations and issue certificates in return for monetary 
contributions that goes directly towards the purchasing of and the planting or replanting of trees. An example is 
the ‘Trees for the Future’ organisation in Silver Spring, Maryland, USA. 

6. Develop a programme to teach how to care and plant seedlings and trees. 

2.7.2 Firebreaks (fire-roads) 

A firebreak or fire road is a gap in vegetation or other combustible material 
that is expected to slow or stop the progress of a wildfire. A firebreak can be a 
road from an off-road jeep trail to a freeway or simply a path of removed 
vegetation along a ridge that is intended to serve no other purpose. This 
method would be beneficial in safeguarding large expansions of natural and 
manmade forests and additionally help to ensure the devastation of 
agricultural crop loss; in some cases firebreaks aid in the protection of real 
estate located along forest fringes. The need for this kind of protection will 
become apparent as population continues to increase and urban areas 
expand.  

2.7.2.1 Actions 

1. All reforested areas should be laid out with firebreaks (20 ft.) in between them to mitigate and control the event of 
forest fires. 

2. Firebreaks should be encouraged between adjoining farming properties. 

3. Real estate located along forest fringes should create their own miniature control lines or firebreaks. 

Firebreak through Pine 
forest   
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2.7.3 Tree Preservation 

The conservation of trees presents a myriad of short and long-term benefits to any area. It requires the interests 
and efforts of all stakeholders who recognise the positives they stand to reap. Manchester is an area noted for its 
lush vegetation and but in recent years has seen developmental trends in residential and commercial sectors 
that have fallen short to strive to ensure that a balance is struck between the natural and the built environment 
and this is way tree preservation is such an interesting and rewarding venture that should not be taken lightly. 

2.7.3.1 Actions  

1. Encourage the Manchester Parish Council to undertake site evaluations by noting the location of valuable trees 
and other natural landscape features on a site plan or schematic drawing for their preservation. 

2. The Manchester Parish Council should explore the possibility of developing a Private Tree by-law in an effort to 
ensure their environmental and aesthetical values are sustained in any area. The City of Toronto has already 
developed and implemented its own set of by-laws to protect healthy trees. 

3. The Manchester Parish Council should make it a requirement as part of the current building approval process 
that site plans showing existing trees and plants be clearly drawn and outlined and submitted prior to the 
proposed building plans to enable the technical building officers to make predeterminations of the location of 
proposed roads, buildings, or other structures. 

4. Recommend that the Manchester Parish Council amend and increase the one hundred dollars ($100) fine and 
the additional fee of four dollars ($4) for every day the breach is continued for any person who breaches a tree 
preservation order for any site or area. 

5. Promote the marking of trees under the tree preservation order on sites or in woodland areas to make them 
easily identifiable by the Local Authority, developers, farmers, homeowners, and other interested parties/entities 
by using signs, tags, spray paints, ribbons, etc. 

6. Encourage the designation of groups of trees and individual trees to 
be saved in specific developments that will be geared towards 
supplementing the creation of an Erosion and Sedimentation Control 
Plan in these areas.  

7. Encourage tree crops such as coffee, cocoa or fruit (citrus for 
example) to prevent the destruction of forested areas by planting them 
under tree canopies. This will not only provide environmental benefits 
(shade, wind breaks, etc.), but also give farmers a continuous and 
long-term cash income from fruit harvesting. 

8. Develop a Comprehensive Tree Plan that helps to change 
development planning in the urban and rural areas of Manchester that 
will stipulate the standards for the planting and maintenance of trees, 
plants and shrubs. 

9. Create programmes in arboriculture to train individuals for the care 
and maintenance of preserved trees. This will include planting, 
properly pruning and treating trees for any disease. 

In order to find solutions to sustainable living, mining and farming, we 
must find solutions that enable us to work with the forces of the 
environment, rather than working against them; as this will enable 
forests and man-made forests to have a longer lifespan, one that 
supports the growth of biodiversity in flora and fauna while at the 
same time allows the farmer to continue his agricultural productivity.  

2.7.3.2 Actions  

1. Promote the planting of shrubs, minute algae, delicate fungi and herbal plants in a specific zone. 

Figure 10 Major Forested Areas in 
Manchester and areas particularly 
suitable for tree farming 
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2. Encourage the planting and growth of weeds and shrubs of stage one, as their characteristics of ruggedness and 
dynamism will allow them to take over exposed lands with poor soil conditions to build up its potential until the 
fertility level of the area is once again sufficient. 

3. Promote the practice of substituting weeds and smaller trees with specific species of edible plants with similar 
growth habits that will still enhance farming and safeguard forest systems and soil availability and conditions 
(see also Figure 2-5). 

� Leafy green weeds can be substituted for corn, cabbages, callaloo and so forth. 

� Leguminous crops such as beans, peas and groundnuts.  

� Irish and sweet potatoes can be used to substitute tuberous weeds. 

� Substituting smaller trees with fruit crops, namely oranges, mangoes, ackee, coffee and so on. 

� Highlight the significance of specific plants (medicinal properties, etc.) by displaying a native plant collection 
in specific areas of a reafforested area that may have been dismissed as weed. 

4. Encourage the reintroduction of native reptiles, animals and insects such as lizards, birds, snails, worms, etc to 
help to enhance the fauna and raise biodiversity. 

2.7.4 Carbon Credits and other Incentives to Tree Planting 

In Manchester, one of the biggest contributors to the emission of carbon has been through the bauxite mining 
plants, vehicular emissions, burning of dumpsites and or domestic waste and the traditional coal burning. The 
continuous loss of the natural vegetation, common throughout the Parish has also been a key factor to the slow 
removal of carbon in the air. Deforestation and lack of reforestation programmes are two of Manchester’s biggest 
problems and therefore new ways to address the excess carbon amounts in the depleting air quality needs to be 
addressed. 

The idea or concept of introducing ‘carbon credits’ is one that could be examined; not only does it improve an 
area’s air quality, but it can also be a way of earning revenue for a country. The exploration of more sustainable 
and clean renewable energy systems such as hybrid solar/wind electric generators can be options used to 
eliminate or reduce carbon dioxide emissions by replacing the traditional power generators that produce and 
emit greenhouse gases that contributes to global warming. The idea behind carbon sequestration credits or 
offsets are calculated by the amount of carbon emissions that would have been emitted with the assumption that 
a diesel or other traditional polluting electric generator was used to produce the same amount of electricity. 

There are a number of companies and electric utilities worldwide that are able to purchase these emission 
reduction carbon credits to replace the emissions from their coal burning electric power plants to meet regulatory 
requirements. It is recommended though, that carbon credits are verified, monitored and certified according to 
specific prerequisites for example The Kyoto Protocol to be purchased, traded or sold. The current price of a 
metric ton of carbon sequestered is estimates at roughly US$5 to $10. So for example a company that generates 
on average one million tonne of carbon annually and one year manages to reduce that emission amount to 
800,000 metric tonnes could sell the 200,000 metric tonnes that was reduced for a total of US$1-2 million. 

2.7.4.1 Actions 

1. Create afforestation programmes in areas closer to the urban centres and 
those areas in close proximity to major thoroughfares that will be geared 
towards the removal of carbon dioxide (CO2) from the atmosphere. Each 
tree planted would have the capacity to remove 50 pounds (22 kg) of 
carbon dioxide every year for at least 40 years, absorbing 1 ton of CO2 over 
its lifetime. 

2. Establishing more forested areas to be utilised as ‘carbon sinks’ to store 
carbon in living (branches, roots, and leaves) and dead biomass (leaf litter, 

Benefits of Carbon Credits  

� Provide carbon funds for 
renewable energy (RE) 
project implementation. 

� Reduce poverty and provide 
off-grid electricity. 

� Provide employment for 
carbon sequestration. 

� Boost economic 
development in rural 
communities. 

Source: http://www.ctrade.org 
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debris, and forest products) that can later be sold or traded to other countries. 

3. Promote the collection and storage of carbon in the atmosphere that can be used to generate funds for the 
development of projects geared towards exploring and implementing renewable energy systems (solar/wind). 
(See also Chapter 5, section on Energy: Renewable Energy Sources) 

2.8 Coastal and Marine Eco-systems  

2.8.1 Coastal Wetlands 

There are two types of wetlands found along the South Coast of 

Manchester. These are herbaceous swaps in fresh and brackish (salty) 
waters; and mangrove woodland in marine conditions. In the Canoe 
Valley area, both species can be primarily found along a lengthy narrow 
strip of wetland situated between the hill and the sea in Southern 
Manchester.  

The wetlands along the Manchester Southern coast supports ducks (and 
other bird species), crocodiles, fishes, and crustaceans. It is also home 
to mangroves and other plant life. Mangroves play the role of nursery 
and breeding grounds for a variety of marine life. It offers shelter and 
much needed nutrients to many species, as well as young fish 
populations. Mangroves help to hold excessive amounts of sediments 

and other pollutants/impurities with its extensive root systems thus protecting reefs from destruction. In this 
symbiotic (close) relationship, corals in return protect mangroves from damage by breaking the full force of 
waves. 

However, in recent decades, these environmentally sensitive areas have been threatened by human activities 
namely poor fishing practices by local fishermen, poor agricultural practices, improper sewage disposal, illegal 
housing developments, cutting down for coal burning and making fish pots, and so forth. Canoe Valley is home 
to several rare (manatees), endangered (turtles for example) and endemic species, the need has therefore 
emerged to tackle all these issues and find sustainable approaches to ensure the longevity of Manchester’s 
Southern coast wetlands.  

2.8.1.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Designate the area of the South Coast from Alligator Pond to Alligator Hole extending inland seven miles as a 
protected area, with its exact boundaries clearly delineated. 

2. Create a Sustainable Wetlands Zoning plan that will clearly delineate five main zones/areas of   activity. The 
proposed zones will include the following: 

� Educational zone: where instructional activities will be permitted for the benefit of students, general public 
and tourists. 

� Scientific zone: where non-destructive scientific research will be allowed in relatively undisturbed areas.  

� Recreational and tourism zone: where recreational activity will be allowed consistent with an area’s 
carrying capacity. 

� Nurseries and fisheries zone: where specific fish and crustacean stocks are properly monitored. 

� A Cultural and Heritage zone: where cultural activities and or monuments will be preserved. 

See, Chapter Six: Implementation: Putting it into Action, 6.4.3 Wetland Zoning Plan  

 

 

Mangroves along a section of the 
Alligator River, Manchester 
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2.8.1.2 Actions 

1. Review and update the South Coast Sustainable Development plan.  Evaluate progress of the plan and make 
changes where needed in order to achieve original goals.   

2. Conduct a research study on Alligator Pond for the purposes of identifying areas that should be protected.  The 
study will include a literature review, examination of land use plans, identification of environmental assets, and 
review of potential protecting agencies. 

3. Farmers should be helped with river basin management educational programmes that will enhance conservation 
efforts. 

4. Educate farmers on proper monitoring and effective use of artificial fertilisers, pesticides, herbicides and other 
chemicals to reduce the amount of pollutant that enters surface and underground water sources. 

5. Promote the usage of more organic fertilisers and methods of pest control on lands upstream in order to reduce 
artificial chemical use and nitrate runoff (no eutrophication in rivers and wetlands). Ladybugs or ladybirds should 
be used to do the job of pesticides to control aphids7. 

6. Encourage farmers to substitute herbicides with mulch to control weed growth. 

7. Wetlands should be promoted as educational sites for primary, secondary and tertiary institutions to visit to 
experience first hand the importance of these ecosystems. 

8. Promote tourism in these areas as an additional avenue towards public education on preservation of these 
areas. Guided tours can be done by foot and or by boat/canoe. 

9. Establish a mangrove replanting initiative through the efforts of voluntary groups at the public and private levels 
to help replace the lost mangrove vegetation in affected areas along the coastline. 

10. Launch a Manatee rehabilitation programme to help with the declining numbers. This will involve the breeding of 
manatees in captivity. 

11. Design and implement in strategic locations in the Canoe Valley area both above and underwater viewing areas 
that will be open to the local public and tourists to observe marine animals, birds, fish, insects, and plant life in 
their natural environment. Acrylic panels can be used to provide optical clarity and lightweight enclosures or 
partitions ideal for the underwater viewing areas. 

12. Ensure the protection of turtle nesting areas against sand mining activities by erecting proper signage to highlight 
these areas. 

2.8.2 Coral Reefs 

The coral reef ecosystems are the largest biological construction on earth 
and some of the most beautiful sights to behold. It holds a myriad of diverse 
marine life and provides part of the world’s food supply. They influence the 
preservation of coastal ecosystems such as mangroves, wetlands, sea 
grasses, and so on. Coral erosion helps in the construction of white sand 
beaches that attract tourists from all over the globe and is an economic asset 
to any country, Jamaica being no exception. 

Coral reefs are fragile and highly sensitive organisms, which require stable 
and controlled environmental conditions. Their degradation is evident today 
due to man’s dependency on the coastal environment for various economic 
activities; among the negative factors that coral reef ecosystems in the 
Alligator Pond area are faced with include: poor fishing practices especially 
dynamiting, improper sewage disposal from residential areas, increased 
sedimentation from uphill deforested areas, and agricultural runoff which has 
had catastrophic effects on the patch and fringe reefs found off the South 

                                                   
7 Insects infesting plants or crops. 

Damaged coral reefs    
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Coast. In many instances, coral reefs have been totally destroyed. 

The Alligator Pond has and is still facing all these negative impacts and is left with the scars to prove it (empty 
seafloors that once had coral reefs and lack of fisheries). It is therefore in everyone’s interest to ensure that 
these precious and fragile ecosystems be preserved for future generations through an effective sustainable coral 
reef management systems.  

2.8.2.1 Actions 

1. A pilot project for the development of artificial reefs8 (patch reefs9) could be established. This would be directed 
to increasing the productivity of corals in the Alligator Pond area.  

2. Explore and implement Eco-Reefs® to be used as artificial coral reefs. This technology is available and the 
company provides regional specialists to assist with reef rehabilitation projects. This type of technology provides 
a myriad of benefits. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. A workshop will be set up in the area to teach persons (local fishermen especially) these skills with the 
assistance of outside experts. 

4. Training programmes should be initiated to strengthen the effectiveness and efficiency of a body of voluntary 
taskforce members that will be given introductions to diving, water sampling, species monitoring and so on. The 
Discovery Bay Marine Laboratory can be a prospective provider for this type of training.  

5. Employ GIS technology as a management tool to monitor reef resources and to generate maps of corals located 
in the Alligator Pond area. 

6. A public awareness initiative should be set up to educate the general public on the coral reefs of Alligator Pond, 
the functions they serve, the negative impacts they face and how each individual can help to combat coral reef 
degradation. This could be done with the assistance of the Government and with the cooperation of local NGOs 
(Environmental and Nature/Wildlife NGOs). 

7. Promote the development of the coral reef ecosystems as a major tourist attraction in the area. Coral reefs will 
offer coexistent recreational opportunities such as glass bottom boat sightseeing, scuba diving, snorkeling. 

8. Create a Reef-Care Clean-up Programme that will be held on an annual basis. This will involve voluntary scuba 
divers picking up garbage and other foreign debris off the coral reefs and bringing it to the surface to be dumped 
or disposed of properly. This could be given exclusive media endorsement and coverage and popular figures in 
society could also be utilised in television commercials to promote the programme. 

 

                                                   
8An artificial reef is defined as natural or man-made objects, submerged in aquatic ecosystems 
9 Small, isolated reefs that grow up from the open bottom of the island platform or continental shelf 

EcoReefs® technology applied to reef rehabilitation  project in Bunaken National Park, North Sulawesi, 
Indonesia                

(Source: © 2004 www.ecoreefs.com) 
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2.8.3 Beaches, Dunes and Seagrass Beds 

2.8.3.1 Beaches 

Beach processes can vary dramatically from one end of a particular beach to the other. There are several site-
specific factors such as extent and health of coral reefs, alterations to dune systems, sediment runoff from 
upland areas, and other human activities also affect coastal processes. Beaches of coral sand fringing the 
Alligator Cay and parts of the Manchester coast are vital and act as supporting systems to turtle nesting sites for 
four species of endangered turtles that are found within Jamaica, and it is also home to some American 
crocodiles; this displays the eco-sensitivity of the beaches.  

The beaches also support the activities of the local fishermen who store their boats and trade with fishmongers 
and consumers especially within the Alligator Pond fishing community. Beaches are built up by coral sand and 
dunes. With widespread damage to coral reefs (fringing and patch) there is the existing threat to beaches as they 
are heavily dependent on the wave erosion of reefs for deposits. Healthy coral reefs are allowed to grow or 
regenerate and it therefore necessitates an action plan to ensure their rejuvenation and sustainability to continue 
supplying building materials for beaches. 

Sand dunes are another important source of sand deposit and when dunes are disturbed by man-made 
developments this presents additional problems for the future regeneration and maintenance of Manchester’s 
beaches.  

There is therefore the need for a more holistic approach to coastal management through sustainable approaches 
that involve increased enforcement, proper fishing practices and greater public involvement and education on the 
importance of coastal preservation.  

2.8.3.2 Dunes 

Dunes are a buildup of wind-blown sand and although some 
sand dunes along the South Coast are devoid of vegetation, 
for the most part they are heavily covered with native coastal 
plants. These plants help to add stability to the dunes, as the 
root systems of the plants hold the sand together. The 
Alligator Pond area for instance has the largest sand dunes 
in the Caribbean and this is due to heavy winds which blow 
the sand that is then trapped by the vegetation. When this 
process is repeated, dunes become larger and larger.  

Like many other coastal and environmental systems, dunes 
are very sensitive and should always be protected. Dunes 
also play a dual role, and not only serve as an ecosystem for 
flora and fauna, but it helps to protect settlements and inland 
areas from storm surges or large swells as it absorbs the 
force of waves and this reduces the occurrence of flooding. Sand that is 
eroded by waves ends up adding to the beaches. The coral beaches are made 
up of clean sand and therefore dunes when eroded are in no way harmful to 
coral reefs or water quality. 

In recent years, the South Coast dunes have been eroded by informal 
developments and the area has since experienced increases in flooding. The 
natural vegetation that covers the dunes has oftentimes too many been 
removed to accommodate these developments that include both housing and 
commercial establishments. Exposed dunes are then left vulnerable to the 

 
“We have a moral obligation 
toward the preservation of our 
seas and oceans and must 
make the effort to hold on to 
one of the great masterpieces 
of creation.  It is through that 
commitment that an effective 
coastal management system 
will emerge”. 
 
Jacques Yves Cousteau  

Along the shoreline of the Canoe Valley 
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elements such as wind, rain and wave erosion. It will be important for these dunes to be declared no build zones 
and more enforcement are implemented. Replanting of native vegetation will also be essential to ensure that 
sand is consistently trapped for continued building of these systems.  

 
2.8.3.2.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Declare sand dunes in areas of South Manchester ‘No Build Zones’ to protect them from man-made induced 
erosion. 

Please refer to The Built Environment: Disaster Mitigation and Management: Flooding  

2.8.3.3 Seagrass Beds 

Seagrasses are plants found below the water along much of Manchester’s coastline and have evolved to 
become adapted to marine conditions. They possess leaves, roots, flowers and seeds and have the capacity to 
produce their own food through photosynthesis. The absence of strong supportive stems and trunks when 
compared to plants found on land (terrestrial) enables the blades of the seagrass to remain flexible against the 
waves and currents in its underwater environment presenting the perfect habitat and refuge for young fishes and 
crustaceans that are commercially and recreationally important to the Alligator Pond fishermen.  

A sole acre of seagrass can support as many as 40,000 fishes; seagrass beds therefore represent one of the 
most significant and highly productive habitats in the marine systems closer to shore. These areas are highly 
susceptible to human activities and are especially affected by increases in population growth or an area’s overall 
carrying capacity. Due to their sensitivity to water quality, they are recognised for being great indicators for the 
health of coastal ecosystems. 

Maintaining seagrasses in Manchester’s coastal waters is often threatened by increases in pollution (sewage 
especially), sedimentation caused by run-off, and artificial chemicals used by farmers in areas such as Cross 
Keys and Asia. It will be important to ensure that seagrass beds are cared for in order to retain their ecological 
and economical value to the Parish.  

 
2.8.3.3.1 Actions 

1. Ensure the protection of seagrass beds through public education that examines and highlights their importance 
and functions. 

2. Explore seagrass replanting programs for areas that are depleted to help in replenishing fish numbers. 

2.9 Water, Energy and Waste Management 

Critical aspects of Manchester’s cool, clean, green vision have to do with the supply and use of water and 

energy and the management of pollutants and wastes.  This chapter addresses the protection of natural 
ecosystems which, within limits, perform these services.  

Other solutions to water and energy shortages and to waste management involve changes in behaviour and the 
use of sustainable technologies.  Both are more appropriately dealt with as part of the built environment and are 
therefore addressed in Chapter 5.   

2.10 An Environmental Framework for Open Space and Development 

Manchester’s protected areas, ecosystem restoration and environmental improvement initiatives must be 

coordinated within a coherent framework of land and resource use decisions.  That framework needs to be 
based on an assessment of the suitability of various areas for development.   
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2.10.1 The Approach to Preparing a Framework 

Typically, the steps in an assessment of land use suitability include:   

1. Identifying the values that stakeholders place on local natural resources and their “ecosystem 
services;” 

2. Identifying areas affected by natural hazards and man-induced disasters;  

3. Overlaying maps of those natural resources and hazards, weighted according to relative value or 
severity; 

4. Treating the resulting coloured areas as the permanently undeveloped open space frame; and 

5. Phasing development and infrastructure investment in the “suitable” (white or light-coloured) areas.   

Factors typically addressed in assessing overall suitability for development are shown in Figure 2-8. 

The term “open space” is often used to refer to lands containing non-urban activities.  However, it can and 
should have a broader meaning, covering: 

� Protected Areas; 

� Areas suitable for forest protection and reafforestation (see Section: 2.7); 

� Lands with a range of recreational uses, including hiking, birding, swimming, caving, hunting and similar 
activities that have both economic and environmental effects; 

� Private productive lands, including farms and some extractive industries, termed “working landscapes;” 

� Areas which people wish to see preserved to provide visual relief and/or to promote efficient urban patterns;  

� Urban and community parks;  

� Transportation and utility rights of way;  

� Areas suitable for water storage, solid waste management sites, wind farms and future solar farms; and  

� Unbuildable areas, such as steep slopes, floodplains, areas with a history of flooding, sinkholes and gullies. 

If these elements are included, it becomes easier to identify a framework that links large open spaces for 
purposes of wildlife movement, recreation, tourism and visual relief.  Plans that focus on the locality’s most 
immediate concerns may miss the opportunity to develop a coherent framework.   

2.10.2 The Recommended Elements of Manchester’s Framework 

The challenge for Manchester is to develop a framework adapted to local conditions, protecting unique features, 
such as caves and sinkholes, and restoring deforested areas wherever feasible.  As described above (see 
Sections 2.4 and 2.5): 

� A majority of the Parish has in some way been degraded, at least once.  The natural forest which once covered 
the Parish was reduced dramatically in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries by the coffee, pimento and other 
plantations.  The remnant forest left by the plantations has been and continues to be lost to hillside farming. 

� Compounding these changes, bauxite mining has removed much of the agricultural land cover, further 
reduced the tree cover, degraded soils and altered drainage and will continue to do so for several decades. 

Figures 2-7, 2-8, 2-9 and 2-10 suggest an approach that captures the concerns of Sector Working Group 
participants and other stakeholders and will help to guide more coordinated and defensible decisions. 
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Figure 11 Diagram showing how to overlay maps of conditions (or “factors”) typically considered unsuitable for 
development. 

The range of factors present in a given locality will vary from none to all and may include some not shown in this 
diagram. By mapping the conditions and superimposing (overlaying) the maps, a basic, multi-use open space 
system emerges, which provides the framework within which development can take place. 
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Remaining secondary forest, disturbed and undisturbed 

Fragile, highly erodible soils 

High quality agricultural land 

Areas with high drainage risk / floodplains 

Fault and earthquake caution zones  

Natural depressions, sinkholes and caves 

Designated / proposed Protected Areas 

Wetlands 
 

Preserve as Open Space (restrict to non-developed  uses) 

Beaches and sand dunes 

River / riparian corridors (Need Milk River at Scott’s Pass) 

Figure 12 Factors comprising Manchester’s recommended Open Space/Development Framework. 
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High quality views and vistas 

Areas suitable for reforestation to reinforce the forest ring 

Forested ridgelines visible from critical viewpoints 

River / riparian corridors (Need Milk River at Scott’s Pass) 

Relocation farmstead areas 

Areas suitable for large parks and active recreation 

Cultural heritage sites 

Evaluation Factors 

Figure 13  Factors to be evaluated for Development or Open Space Use on a case by case basis 

A 

B 

C

C2 

Figure 14  Components of the recommended approach to an Open Space and Development Framework for Manchester 

A: Restriction factors; B: Evaluation factors; C: The combined product – 1.Open Space and 2. Development Framework 

Areas Suitable for Development -- according to land use and 
density designations / criteria 

Restricted areas + some evaluation areas 

Open Space Framework 
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2.10.3 Geographic Recommendations and Policies 

As the Parish geographic data base becomes more refined, it will be possible to overlay the restriction and 

evaluation factors listed in Figures 2-10 to produce a composite framework for open space and development.   

2.10.3.1 Priority Targets 

Table 2.1 and Figure 2-11 represent a preliminary and coarse-scale version of the framework based upon 
already identified target areas and features and suggested criteria for judging significance.   
 

Table 2.1   Priority Target Areas for Open Space (Non-Developed Land Uses / No-build Areas) 
 

RESTRICTION FACTORS GENERAL LOCATIONS 
1. Remaining secondary forest, disturbed and undisturbed  

2. High quality agricultural land  

3. Fragile, highly erodible soils  

4. Natural depressions, sinkholes and caves  

5. Wetlands  

6. Areas with high drainage risk / floodplains  

7. River / riparian corridors Milk River at Scott’s Pass)  

8. Beaches and sand dunes  

9. Fault and earthquake caution zones  

10. Designated / proposed Protected Areas Canoe Valley; Alligator Pond; Essex Valley; Forest Reserves; … 

EVALUATION FACTORS  

1. High quality views and vistas  

2. Areas suitable for reforestation to reinforce the forest ring Walderston- Chudleigh; Melrose-Shooter’s Hill; Harmons-Content 

3. Forested ridgelines visible from critical viewpoints  

4. River / riparian corridors  (Milk River at Scott’s Pass)  

5. Relocation farmsteads  

6.  Areas suitable for large parks and active recreation  

7. Cultural Heritage Sites  

2.10.3.2 Advisory Policies 

1. The existing Forest Ring is to be protected from further incursion and reinforced by reforestation for multi-use 
agro-forestry.  A priority target for reafforestation lies between Williamsfield and Christiana. 

2. Manchester will apply current legislation forbidding new development in areas susceptible to flooding or other 
natural disasters, giving particular attention to the south-west edge of the plateau. 

3. Manchester will pursue the recommendations of the 1964 Soil Survey10 (together with any updated advice from 
relevant ministries) and as further discussed in Section 4.5, Agriculture, as follows:  

� The Mountains should be in tree crops, timber, food trees, with coffee and cocoa in suitable sheltered 
areas.  Food crops on gentle slopes could be incorporated … provided the necessary conservation 
methods are carried out. Timber planting on badly degraded lands would have a beneficial effect.  

� Cultivation on steep, bare, rocky slopes of the Limestone Plateau should be strongly discouraged. The 
reestablishment of forest and the prevention of the destruction of existing woodland are the only 
solutions for good land-use. 

                                                   
10 Soil and Land Use Surveys, No 17, Parish of Manchester.  Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture, July 1964 
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4. The Parish of Manchester will promote the expansion of greenhouse production combined with hillside replanting 

with fruit and timber trees. 

5. Manchester will also support controlled plantations of non-invasive fast-growing wood to be coppiced for 
yamsticks, fishpots and fuelwood.11  

6. Manchester will continue to pursue the conservation of Alligator Pond River, Canoe Valley and its rivers, Alligator 
Reef, the offshore banks and the Alligator Pond Dunes as a priority for the welfare and safety of local fishing 
communities and residents.  

7. Manchester will promote the protection of caves, which are of ecological importance and the basis for expanding 
caving visits.  

8. The Parish will encourage respect for the protection of and open access to vistas, viewpoints and heritage 
landscapes. 

9. Research and designate other areas of Manchester, in addition to those areas currently being considered for 
protection, as protected areas or areas with restricted activities.  Certain areas of the Parish are garnering 
significant attention, but attention needs to be given to lesser known areas. This could be done in conjunction 
with efforts to identify/protect no-mining areas. 

2.10.3.3 Actions 

1. Manchester will continue its efforts to complete the disaster mapping for the entire Parish, including landslide 
and flood events and landslide and flood-prone areas. 

2. Manchester will encourage study of its wet limestone forests to establish a monitoring baseline.  

3. The Parish will support the efforts of the Christiana Potato Growers’ Cooperative Association in seek funding to 
finance the expansion of a program of greenhouse production and tree-planting.  

                                                   
11  The Forestry Department recommends Leucaena rather than Calliandra for Manchester’s relatively dry climate.   
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2.11 The Benefits of Environmentally Responsible Actions and Services 

Achievement of this component of the Cool, Clean Green Vision has two principal aspects: 

� Personal and community awareness and responsibility – addressed below; and 
� Government and private sector awareness and responsibility in the provision of infrastructure and public 

services – addressed as part of developing and improving the Built Environment in Chapter 5. 

Taking personal and community responsibility for sustainable action requires: 

� Awareness and knowledge; and 

� Commitment and a belief in the possibility of change. 

While the need for heightened awareness and deepened knowledge is a real and continuing concern, these 
efforts are often undermined by feelings of powerlessness and hopelessness and by the lack of leadership and 
capacity to take effective action.  

Even when overwhelmed by fear, as many are, for example, in face of the sudden changes that accompany 
mining, many people become resigned to the disruption of their lives and productivity.  Their focus on short-term 
survival is reinforced by the experience.  In the circumstances, it is hard to expect a growth in a commitment to 
“live green.” 

The present social environment places great responsibility on schools.  However, if schools are to teach 
environmental principles, they will need additional resources and information on the topic.  One cost-effective 
way to provide resources is to create website about environmental issues specific to Jamaica and Manchester. 
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3 The Social & Cultural Environment: 
Creating Strong and Vibrant Communities  

 

3.1 The Vision 

Manchester’s communities will be attractive, comfortable and safe places to live in.  Set in a clean, green 

environment--natural and built, the range of housing will assure choices for all, with shopping and services close 
by.  The diverse employment opportunities, reduced traffic congestion and established mass transit networks will 
make finding and getting to work easier. Parks and sports facilities will offer places to play, enriching daily life 
and improving the health of citizens of all ages.  

The Parish will be known for its educational institutions and school designs providing the perfect environment in 
which to learn, from early childhood to tertiary and adult levels. The health care system will adjust to meet the 
needs of the dynamic population, ensuring access to professional care for all.   

Citizens will respect the past, exploring, embracing and protecting their cultural heritage. As they look toward a 
sustainable future, renewed civic spirit and pride will meet the challenges of change, ensuring stronger, safer and 
more vibrant communities.  

3.2 Goals and Objectives 

3.2.1 Goals 

3.2.1.1 Housing  

1. Promote mixed developments that allow people to work, play and carry out other daily activities close to where 
they live. 

2. Plan for a choice of housing to fit all needs and lifestyles and facilitate social inclusion. 

3.2.1.2 Social Services 

3. Strengthen both urban and rural communities with the best delivery of all social services (health care, education, 
skill training) to all age groups throughout the Parish. 

4. Provide the Police and Fire Departments with the best training, and the most advanced tools to serve and protect 
the Parish’s population. 

5. Improved access to health care to the rural population, especially children, the elderly, and the immobile 
population. 
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6. Promote and protect local (Manchester) and national (Jamaica) knowledge of cultural heritage and current social 
issues through public education programs/initiatives/campaigns cultivating positive self-concept and identity [in 
society/for younger generations]. 

7. Identify suitable lands and provide incentives for the building of public cemeteries. 

3.2.1.3 Education 

8. Promote the importance of having the most skilled workforce to support all job sectors from manufacturing in 
Williamsfield, eco-tourism in South Manchester, agriculture in Asia and Mile Gully, and a diversified economy in 
Mandeville. 

9. Achieve the highest level of literacy, to provide the trained workforce needed to retain and attract the best jobs 
and people to the Parish. 

10. Strengthen the Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Educational facilities and resources to continue Manchester’s 
reputation as a center of educational excellence. 

11. Library facilities will be enhanced by good sustainable architectural and landscaping designs that encourage full 
accessibility, mobility, reading and additionally reflecting the importance of renewable energy by creating a 
comfortable environment for its users. 

3.2.2 Objectives 

3.2.2.1 Housing 

1. To develop housing strategy that assesses, addresses and provides housing for special needs groups: single-
parent households, women, disabled, homeless, poor/low income, etc. 

2. To determine the type of mixed development suitable for urban and rural areas in the Parish that reflects a variety 
of architectural housing designs options. 

3.2.2.2 Social Services 

1. To enhance the delivery of social services equally across Manchester to all its citizens. 

2. To promote the importance of cultural preservation, celebration and appreciation amongst the citizens of 
Manchester. 

3.2.2.3 Education  

3. To promote, provide and support innovative training programmes that will address both the opportunities in 
various sectors, offering persons a myriad of options within the Parish. 

4. To make education accessible to all through affordability and financial schemes ensuring the population is 
educated up to at least the secondary level. 

5. To ensure the consistent maintenance and modernisation of existing and prospective (short and long-term) 
educational facilities. 

6. To ensure full and equal access to all library facilities for all social groups of the local communities throughout 
Manchester. 
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3.3 A Coordinated Approach to Social and Cultural Well-being  

The purpose of this plan is to improve the quality of life for the residents of Manchester.  This chapter addresses 

the needs of the current and future population for housing, education, employment, social services, community 
development, security, recreation, entertainment and culture. 

The next section summarises Manchester’s social and cultural conditions and resources and the threats they 
face.  Section 3.5 examines the potential demographic changes in the Parish. The remaining sections 
recommend policies and actions for realising the vision of stronger and more vibrant communities, as follows: 

� Housing Existing and Future Residents (Section 3.8); 

� Educating and Training Manchesterians for the Future (Section 3.9); 

� Improving Health Service Provision (Section 3.13); 

� Increasing the Safety of Citizens and Communities (Section 3.14);  

� Strengthening Families and Communities (Section 3.14); and 

� Preserving and Expanding Manchester’s Cultural Heritage (Section 3.15).  

3.4 Conditions and Challenges  

Residents of Manchester understand that improving the social environment in Manchester means more than just 

providing basic services; it also means building on and making use of the Parish’s human capital and seeking 
equity in the provision of services.  The planning workshops revealed that most communities feel the need for 
greater civic involvement among residents.  It is therefore important that new policies foster a sense of cultural 
identity and social responsibility, in addition to improving the provision of social services throughout the Parish.   

Many of the problems facing the Parish, from unemployment to weak environmental stewardship, stem from poor 
parenting and unstable families.  It is recognised that responsible citizenship starts at home.  However, many 
mothers and fathers are not well-versed in good parenting skills because they themselves were not raised by 
well-informed parents.  If Manchester is to meet its goal of increased civic involvement, and indeed, any of the 
goals in this plan, children must be raised in homes that cultivate and reinforce positive values and relationships.   

Government agencies can use the information collected in the previous action in deciding how to distribute 
resources and where to provide new facilities.  This information will give decision-makers a more complete 
picture of the current situation than would their own inventories, resulting in more efficient service provision.   

To achieve the goal of providing access to social services for all residents, it is first necessary to determine the 
current state of access to services.  The Manchester SD Profile provides a comprehensive, if not a statistical, 
inventory of all social service and facility needs.  An updated survey is necessary to further define needs and 
opportunities.   

3.5 Population Trends and Projections 

The LSDP is being written at a time of rapid growth in Manchester.  The Parish has one of the highest population 

growth rates in the country.  Its 16.4% rate of growth between 1991 and 2001 was second only to St. Catherine 
and almost twice the national rate (9.1%).12   The growth the Parish experienced during the decade of the 1990s 
was nearly double the 8.8% rate of the previous decade. 

                                                   
12 The Statistical Institute of Jamaica (STATIN), Census of Population, 1991 and 2001 
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3.5.1 National Population Projections 

The PIOJ has prepared population projections for Jamaica, the Parishes and main towns (Table 3.1).  According 
to these projections, the national population will reach almost 3.3 million by 2030, at an average annual rate 
(AAR) of 0.98%. The projection is considerably higher than the target rate of the National Population Policy, 
which aims for growth below 0.8%, in line with the United Nations Low Projection for Jamaica.   
 

 

Table 3-1 Population Projections for Jamaica, Selected Parishes, Urban Areas and Main Towns, 1991-2030 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Source: Parish and Main Town Projections, prepared by: Population Unit, Planning Institute of Jamaica, November 200413 

 
In making the national and Parish projections, PIOJ used the following assumptions:  

(i)   In general, population growth rates for the 1991-2001 inter-censal period were used for areas which did not 
reflect abnormal growth.   

(ii)   Growth rates were modified for areas which reflected abnormal growth. 

(iii)   Growth rates for areas such as Old Harbour Bay, Old Harbour and Portmore were modified to reflect plans 
for major housing settlements under the Highway 2000 Project.   

The projections also assume that migration, mainly away from Jamaica but somewhat offset by in-migration and 
the return of former migrants will continue to average about 20,000 per year.  Without the net outward migration 
of 192,000, Jamaica’s population would have grown by 17.25% during the 1990s, rather than the actual 9.2%.14  

3.5.2 Projected Population Growth in Manchester  

For Manchester, the PIOJ projection shows that the rate of growth during the current decade is likely to have 
slowed slightly from 16.4% to 14.31%, or an annual average rate (AAR) of 1.43%.   PIOJ projects a further 
slowing in the rate of growth in the next two decades: 11.74% from 2010 to 2020 and 6.81% from 2020 to 2030. 
 

                                                   
13 Existing population figures are taken from Population Census 2001 Vol. 2 STATIN and may differ from those published in the Demographic 

Statistics, STATIN.  The projections may differ marginally from those done previously but the variations are not considered significant.  
14 Note: It is not known to what extent the projection accounts for increasing life expectancy and declining fertility.  
 

 1991 2001 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 
91-30 % 
change 

          
Jamaica 2,380,666 2,607,632 2,710,054 2,846,326 2,997,850 3,105,862 3,197,570 3,289,910 38.19 

          

Manchester 159,605 185,801 197,446 212,403 225,805 237,339 245,291 253,510 58.84 
 Manchester 

Urban 53,422 62,265 66,176 70,376 74,282 78,261 81,843 85,595 60.22 
Mandeville 40,278 47,467 50,689 53,952 56,861 59,779 62,226 64,774 60.82 
Christiana 7,368 8,276 8,669 9,188 9,738 10,320 10,938 11,592 57.33 
Porus 5,189 5,924 6,246 6,674 7,131 7,619 8,141 8,696 67.59 
Spalding 587 580 572 562 552 543 538 533 -9.20 
          
KMA  577,117 579,137 587,286 597,637 608,170 618,888 629,796 640,895 11.05 

          
St. Catherine 381,972 482,308 529,463 594,952 684,431 732,244 769,964 809,627 111.96 
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These rates of growth will nevertheless be significantly higher than those for the nation as a whole.  Although 
they will again be exceeded by St. Catherine, they will produce an increase of approximately 50,000 over the 
present estimated population of Manchester by 2030.   

If we look even more closely at the trends that have affected Manchester in the recent past and at a number of 
changes facing the Parish in the near and longer term future it becomes apparent that alternative projections 
need to be constructed using modified or additional assumptions. 

3.5.3 Growth Stimulants 

PIOJ considered the rapid growth in Manchester from 1991 to 2001 to be abnormal and thus, as previously 
noted, anticipated that the rate would slow in subsequent decades.   However, several factors that led to the 
rapid growth still exist and are likely to have a continuing and perhaps more intense effect on growth rates.   

� In-migration is believed to have contributed significantly to Manchester’s growth in past decades by 
offsetting much of the out-migration from the Parish.15  Since 2001, the rate of returning residents has shown 
no tendency to decline, while the bauxite industry continues to bring foreign nationals and persons from 
other Parishes seeking employment.   In addition, the more recent and continuing expansion of tertiary 
education in Mandeville is drawing students from elsewhere in Jamaica and from overseas.   

� Manchester’s climate, amenities, schools and social environment all exert a pull effect, especially on 
professional workers.  The Parish Profile noted the growing trend among Kingston residents to move to and 
commute from Mandeville. At least one neighboring Parish, Clarendon, has seen a growing trend among 
workers employed in Clarendon to live in Manchester.16  

� Highway 2000, the first leg of which accelerated the long-distance commuting trend and contributed to 
Manchester’s current boom in housing construction; extension to Williamsfield is scheduled to begin in early 
2008 and can be expected to reinforce these effects. 

During the LSDP time-frame and beyond 2030, several additional factors can be expected to induce growth.   

� Depending on the success of Manchester’s efforts to grow and diversify its economy (see Chapter 4), a 
number of new opportunities may attract in-migrants, whether from other Parishes or returning residents of 
working age. 

� Similarly, new industries and efforts to raise the profitability and attractiveness of agriculture may stem the 
rate of out-migration. 

� Emerging plans for research and development in connection with NCU could be another growth magnet.  

� Most significantly, when the effects of global warming on temperatures become more noticeable in Jamaica, 
Manchester is likely to seem even more attractive to those able to move or commute.  

3.5.4 Alternative Population Projections for Manchester 

Trend Projection.  Taking all these factors into account, it is reasonable to assume the continuation of the 
recent trend and apply the 1991-2001 rate of growth to the next three decades.  This trend projection would add 
nearly 120,000 to the estimated 2005 Parish population (Table 3-2 and Figure 3.1).  

Accelerated Trend Projection.  If worst case climate changes occur over the next two to three decades, an 
even greater impact on Manchester’s population could well result, with people and businesses moving from low-
lying areas in Jamaica to higher ground and increased in-migration from foreign countries.   Such a scenario 
could see the Parish population reaching nearly 360,000, or almost twice the 2001 figure.  This Accelerated 

                                                   
15 Internal migration to Manchester rose from 28,349 recorded in 1991 to 36,378 in 2001, while the foreign-born population rose from 1,534 to 

2,188. Given the migration of 45,822 to other Parishes, Manchester experienced a net loss of at least 7,256 during the 1990s.   As Census 
of Population data cover intra-Parish movement and foreign-born residents but not international migration from Manchester, the net effect of 
in- and out-migration cannot be calculated precisely. 

16 Clarendon Planning Department staff, personal communication,  March 2007  
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Trend projection might not be realised until further into the century.  However, it is presented as a necessary part 
of the context within which Manchester needs to consider its future.     

Reduced Trend Projection.   One important demographic trend is slowing the rate of Jamaica’s natural 
population increase.  The average number of children born to women in the 15-49 age group (known as the Total 
Fertility Rate or TFR) has declined from 4.0 in 1980 to an estimated 2.5 in 2005.  The TFR is projected to reach 
2.1, approximately replacement level, in 2015.  This decline is in line with global trends as countries become 
more developed.  Whether the Jamaican TFR will fall below replacement after 2015, as the United Nations 
projections indicate,17 is uncertain.  Nevertheless, the possibility needs to be considered.   

A Reduced Trend Projection produces a 2030 population slightly below PIOJ’s projection, assuming:  

� Continuing decline in fertility rate; 

� Continuing high but declining birth rate as the large young cohorts move into child-bearing years; 

� Gradual aging of the population; 

� No change in the rate of in- or out-migration; and 

� No major impact from climate change.   

 

Table 3-2 Alternative Population Projections to 2030 for Manchester 

 
Source: PIOJ 2004 and Manchester PDC 2007.   
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   
17 Source: UN Common Database.  http://globalis.gvu.unu.edu/indicator_detail.cfm?IndicatorID=18&Country=JM 

 

Figure 15  Alternative Population Projections, Manchester, 2001-2030, Prepared 
by Manchester PDC, 2007 
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Recommended Projection.  It seems most reasonable to select the Trend Projection for Manchester’s planning 
purposes. The projection reflects the probability of continued high growth fueled by in-migration, increasing life 
expectancy and some slowing of outward migration, tempered by a continued decline in the fertility rate.   

3.5.5 Manchester’s Demographic Conditions and Trends 

Age and Sex Composition.   Although Manchester has a relatively young population, the proportion of the 
population under 29 in 2001 was significantly lower than in Jamaica as a whole, 57.29% compared with 64%. In 
2001, the under 15 years age group accounted for 34.9% of the population, the 15-65 age group for 55.1%, 
57.71 and the over 65 age group for only 11.0%. 7.4% 

 

Table 3-3 Manchester Population Projection – Trend Growth, Male and Female 

  2001 1991 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 

  Census Census 

Growth 
Rate Projection Projection Projection Projection Projection Projection 

Male 93,210 77,954 1.957  102,331  112,344  123,336  135,405  148,654  163,200 

Female 92,571 78,769 1.752  100,680  109,500  119,092  129,524  140,871  153,211 

Total 185,781 156,723 1.854  203,011  221,843  242,428  264,929  289,525  316,411 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Household Size and Composition. Household size fell over the 1992-1998 period, reflecting a significant drop 
in the number of children and an increase in single-headed households (although households headed by males 
declined).    

3.5.6 Manchester’s Urban and Rural Population 

The population is typically characterised for statistical and planning purposes as urban or rural. The urban 
population represents settlements of 2,000 or more (a significant change from 1970 when the definition was an 
area of 5,000 persons or more).  There are three urban areas in the Parish, Mandeville, Christiana and Porus 
(see Table 3-1). 
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Figure 16 Population pyramid for Manchester: Year 2030 
census data (in thousands) based on current trends 

 
Population of Manchester Year 2001
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Population of Manchester Year 2001
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Figure 17 Population pyramid for Manchester: Year 2001 
census data (in thousands) 
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Table 3-4 1991-2001 Population of Manchester's Urban Centres: 1991-2001 

 Population 2001 
(within newly 

defined boundaries) 

Population 1991  
(within defined 

boundaries)  

% Change 
1991-2001 

% Share of 
Total Parish 
Population 

% Share of 
Parish Urban 
Population 

Mandeville 47,469 40,278 17.85 25.55 76.23 
Christiana 8,276 7,368 12.32 4.45 13.29 
Porus 5,924 5,189 14.16 3.19 9.51 
Total 61,669 52,835 16.72 33.19  

 
Manchester’s population is still predominantly rural.  The 2001 Census of Population shows that the percentage 
of Manchester’s population considered urban rose only slightly over the inter-censal decade from 33.7% to 35%. 
This was a smaller increase than the national shift (from 50.1% to 52.1%).  Kingston and St. Andrew, St. 
Catherine and St. James exceeded Manchester in terms of the percentage of Parish population classed as urban 
in 2001.  However, among Parish capitals, Mandeville’s annual average growth rate for the past decade was 
exceeded only by May Pen, while Christiana, Porus and Williamsfield also showed rapid growth.  

The relative rates of total population and urban population growth indicate that a large majority of growth during 
the 1990s occurred in rural areas.  In fact, the rural population of Manchester, which was 105,818 or 66.30% of the 
total Parish population in 1991, rose to 123,536 or 66.49% of the total by 2001.   Assuming continuation of recent 
trends and conditions, the estimated rural population in 2006 was in the region of 131,789, or 8,253 more than in 
2001. 

Social Indicators.  The foregoing trends suggest a number of social and economic conditions and needs.   

With a population mostly made up of young persons, actions that address the needs of youth and young adults 
will remain a priority during the immediate planning period.  A need for more secondary and tertiary institutions 
for the 2001 0-14 age group can be anticipated in the first decade of the plan.   

There also emerges a need to create more job opportunities for those who fall within the 8-15 age groups, 
amounting to an estimated 31,161 young individuals. The establishment of steady employment will also address 
the problem of migration of people from towns and communities throughout Manchester to the urban areas of 
Kingston and St. Andrew. If recent trends continue, the result in the next 20 years could be a declining and aging 
population, placing additional stress on the independent group (14-65), creating the need for adequate schools 
and affordable child care. 

Dependency Ratios.  The child dependency ratio for Manchester in 
2001 was 53% (approximately 52.99%); this means that for every 100 
persons in the independent age groups (15-64) 53 children are 
dependent on them for economic support. Logically this age group 
would be too young for employment and would mostly comprise school 
students at the early childhood, primary and secondary educational 
levels. 

The aged dependency ratio, age group 65 and older, reveals that 
17,212 persons or 15.71% are reliant on the independent or working 
group for financial support and benefits as a result of aging, declining 
health and other factors.  Therefore, for every 100 individuals in the 
independent category, 16 persons (15.71%) would be dependent on 
them. 

The total dependency ratio when calculated shows that 76,258 
persons constitute this category. This means that 69.61% is the total that makes up the dependency group 
(children 0-14 and people aged 65 years and older), translating to a ratio of 70 persons to 100 independent 
persons. 

Dependency Ratio Definitions  

� Child dependency ratio: Number of 
children aged 0-14 relative to the 
total number of people aged 15-64 
years. 

� Aged dependency ratio: Number of 
people aged 65 years and older 
relative to the total number of 
people aged 15-64 years. 

� Total dependency ratio: Number of 
children aged 0-14 and people 
aged 65 years and older relative to 
the total number of people aged 15-
64 years. 
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Economic Indicators.  Dependency ratios are used as social and economic indicators. In examining the 
dependency ratios extrapolated for Manchester, it can be stated that the area is economically capable of 
providing and taking caring of the needs of the groups 0-14 and 65 and older. The independent group (15-64) 
amounts for 58.96% (109,544 persons) of Manchester's total population and would likely be those employed or 
earning a wage. This indicator however, does not consider the unemployed or those on social assistance who 
would also be defined as economically dependent. Assuming the current trend that exists continues for another 
ten years, Manchester will continue to be in a position that will allow it to support the dependency groups.  

3.6 Growth Trends 

3.6.1 Population Density and Growth Patterns 

Manchester’s population density increased from 189 persons per square kilometer in 1991 to 210 persons/km2 

by 2001 but remained below the overall density of Jamaica (236 persons/km2).  Jamaica’s overall density is very 
high for the Caribbean region and is similar to that of many European countries, such as the United Kingdom 
(242/km2).18 This puts great stress on the country’s natural resources and opportunities for national sustainable 
economic development.  With not quite 11,000 km2, Jamaica is less able than a large majority of countries to 
afford mistakes in the use of land and resources.  These statements are equally true of Manchester.  Just as 
densities in Jamaica range from 3,500 persons/km2 in the Kingston & St. Andrew Urban Area to 82km2 in 
Trelawny, so Manchester needs to maintain and reinforce a distinction between urban and rural areas.   

The highest densities in Manchester are in the northeast, where topography dictates concentration, and in 
Mandeville. However, at 909 persons/km2 (9.09 persons per hectare), Mandeville has an extremely low density 
for a major urban area.  The principal reason for Mandeville’s low density is the absence of sewage treatment 
facilities.  Unsewered development on the limestone of the Manchester plateau requires a large minimum lot size.   

Figure 3-4 show both gradually increasing density of urban areas and the way that rural areas continue to be 
characterised by linear housing developments of predominantly single-family dwellings. However, as examined in 
Sections 5.3 and 5.4, there are opportunities within the existing urban fabric of Mandeville for selective infill at 
higher densities served by small semi-autonomous sewage treatment plants.  There are also large areas of 
undeveloped lands and post-bauxite mined-out lands offering opportunities for small and large-scale housing and 
mixed-use projects.   

Most significantly, a large expanse of mined-out bauxite land to the south of the town is available for development 
with pre-planned wastewater facilities and can therefore accommodate a much greater variety of densities than 
has been common to date.  The provision of adequate social services and infrastructure such as water supply, 
electricity, health care, and schools is more efficient with clustered, rather than sprawling development.   

A comparison of Mandeville’s density with that of another highly livable city, San Francisco, provides a useful 
perspective.   San Francisco provides for a wide range of land uses, incomes and recreational opportunities in a 
very confined space. With 5,543 persons per km2 in 2002 and well over that today, San Francisco functions well, 
houses a majority of its population in single and two family dwellings and continues to find attractive ways to 
accommodate more people, more business and industry and more recreational facilities. It is one of the world’s 
great cities in part because its confined location, surrounded by water on three sides and protected watershed 
lands on the fourth, has demanded care and creativity in the use of land and the protection of open space. 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
18 United Nations Information, 2003 
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3.6.2 Growth Scenarios 

The great challenge facing planners, developers and decision-makers in Manchester and Jamaica is to make the 
most efficient use possible of the land and infrastructure that already exist in urban areas and to protect the 
productive resources of existing rural areas. 

Although housing preferences are for low densities, many local and Parish-wide factors argue for accommodating 
a majority of future growth in Mandeville and the growth centers. This may require moving to higher densities in 
parts of Mandeville and other towns.  Indeed, a survey conducted by MPDC in 2006 revealed that over 80% of 
respondents wish to see new growth accommodated through higher density infill in Mandeville and the 
development of surrounding towns rather than spread out through the Parish. 

Clearly, the existing and future Mandeville urban area has huge scope for intensification. It can accommodate a 
majority of Manchester’s future growth without needing to substitute houses for crops, forest and watershed.  

If the opportunity is used well, increased development and population provide larger markets for excellent public 
transportation, educational and recreational facilities, a larger tax base to support civic services and 
improvements, and a more diverse pool of employment. All of these are prerequisites for stimulation of 
investment and economic development. 

3.7 Income, Poverty and Employment 

Nationally around 30% of the Jamaican population is classed as poor (i.e., per capita income less than 

$23,200). There are concentrations of poverty in much of Manchester. Some southern hilly areas have no 
sources of work besides farming. The effects of mining, drought, limited land availability, poor roads and ad hoc 
marketing severely limit earnings. Nevertheless, the Parish of Manchester had the fifth lowest percentage of 

households in poverty in 1998. In Alligator Pond, a 1996 survey
1 

found that mean weekly household income was 
$2,330, somewhat above the poverty threshold. Non-work related income such as remittances appear to 
supplement low and sporadic incomes, providing a buffer against poverty and unemployment.  

Nationally, as the cities have grown, unemployment rates have risen. There was a 4.4 percent increase from 
1992 to 1993, bringing the official national average to 16.3 percent. Unemployment is even more pronounced in 
the inner city areas of Kingston. The 1990 survey of the inner city of Kingston reported that unemployment and 
under employment was 60 percent: 60.3 percent were males and 39.7 percent were females. Policy initiatives 
therefore need to focus on the development of rural areas to control rural/urban migration. 

3.8 Housing 

3.8.1 Existing Housing Stock  

Manchester’s total housing stock grew by 42% between 1991 and 2001, compared with just over 27% for 
Jamaica as a whole (Table 3.5).  Dwelling units grew from 35,684 (in 32,082 housing units) to 50,629 (in 45,386 
housing units) in 2001.   Households grew from 36,700 in 1991 to 51,425 in 2001, indicating a decline in the 
number of dwellings shared by more than one household.    

3.8.2 Trends by Location and District 

A majority of the units constructed during the 1980s and 1990s were in Porus, Williamsfield and Mandeville 
(Table 3.5). Since 2001, these three towns have continued to lead residential growth.  In Mandeville itself, the 
districts experiencing most residential activity during both decades were Greenvale, and land settlement, and 
Caledonia, Brumalia, and Waltham, all former estates.  Recently, the focus of private residential construction has 
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shifted from the northwest (Greenvale and Kingsland) to the northeastern districts such as of Clifton/Mt. Nelson, 
while mined-out lands are beginning to open up in the southwest.  

3.8.3 Housing Quality 

Manchester residents and community groups have identified several ways to improve the state of housing:   

� Provisions to increase home ownership, including more affordable housing, more accessible home financing 
schemes and low-income housing; 

� Housing for groups with special needs or marginalised groups; 

� Security of land tenure; 

� Mechanisms to address rising land costs;  

� Higher density housing and infill development; and  

� Better or improved housing design and quality. 

 
Manchester UDA 

Fair Good Poor 
Under 
Construction 

Williamsfield 48 996 35 54 
Porus 619 488 65 28 
Newport 159 487 28 22 
Mile Gully 364 148 22 17 
Mandeville 1320 9855 162 134 
Cross Keys 358 359 42 6 
Christiana 1111 1359 89 123 
Asia 212 205 27 0 
Alligator Pond 124 304 20 5 
Total 4315 14201 490 389 

 
 
 
 

MANCHESTER URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA HOUSING CONDITION

Fair 22%

Good 73%

Poor 3%

Under Construction 2%

Fair

Good

Poor

Under Construction

Pie chart showing the housing conditions found in t he Urban Development Areas of Manchester. 
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Table 3-5 Population, Dwellings and Persons per Dwelling, Manchester and Jamaica, 1991 and 2001 

 
Source: STATIN, Census of Population, 2001 

 2001  1991  % Change 1991-2001  
 Population No. of 

Dwgs  
Persons 
/ Dwg.  

Population No. of 
Dwgs  

Persons 
/ Dwg.  

Population No. of 
Dwgs  

Persons 
/ Dwg.  

Jamaica  2,599,334 723,343 3.6 2,380,567 568,569 4.2 9.19 27.22 -14.29 

Manchester  185,267 50,667 3.7 159,606 35,684 4.5 16.08 41.99 -17.78 

Mandeville SA 47,886 13,937 3.4 39,546 9,250 4.3 21.09 50.67 -20.93 

New Green  2,260  587  3.9  1,866 413 4.5 21.11 42.13 -13.33 

Clarks Town  1,259  382  3.3  1,094 265 4.1 15.08 44.15 -19.51 

Marshalls Pen  1,792  587  3.1  1,643 411 4.0 9.07 42.82 -22.50 

Greenvale 7,576 1,952 3.9 5,381 1,143 4.7 40.79 70.78 -17.02 

Hatfield /Dunsinaine  2,620  741  3.5 1,636. 336 4.9 60.15 120.54 -28.57 

Hopeton 571 152 3.8 500 115 4.3 14.20 32.17 -11.63 

Balvenie 1,871 604 3.1 1,252 303 4.1 49.44 99.34 -24.39 

Heartease 2,392 583 4.1 1,903 409 4.7 25.70 42.54 -12.77 

Urban Royal Flat  471  131  3.6 303 74 4.1 55.45 77.03 -12.20 

Clifton Mt. Nelson  1,575  557  2.8  1,326 329 4.0 18.78 69.30 -30.00 

Battersea /Ingleside  1,409  447  3.2 1,367 323 4.2 3.07 38.39 -23.81 

Hanbury 1,729 452 3.8 880 183 4.8 96.48 146.99 -20.83 

Caledonia 3,533 1,157 3.1 3,399 898 3.8 3.94 28.84 -18.42 

Brumalia 3,071 1,061 2.9 2,936 810 3.6 4.60 30.99 -19.44 

Dunrobin 863 253 3.4 763 177 4.3 13.11 42.94 -20.93 

Mandeville Central  1,615  470  3.4 1,472 310 4.7 9.71 51.61 -27.66 

Newleigh 1,030 384 2.7 1,141 348 3.3 -9.73 10.34 -18.18 

Georges Valley/Richmond  3,012  827  3.6 2,378 553 4.3 26.66 49.55 -16.28 

Newlands / May Day  3,012  827  3.6 791 179 4.4 280.78 362.01 -18.18 

Woodland / Barnstaple  2,066  627  3.3 1,153 295 3.9 79.18 112.54 -15.38 

Albion 989 285 3.5 1,342 300 4.5 -26.30 -5.00 -22.22 

Waltham 3,488 964 3.6 3,759 780 4.8 -7.21 23.59 -25.00 

Hillside /Knockpatrick  1,543  425  3.6 1,261 296 4.3 22.36 43.58 -16.28 

Christiana SA 8,243 2,142 3.8 7,235 1,606 4.5 13.93 33.37 -15.56 

Porus Special Area 6,549 1,923 3.4 5,095 1,224 4.2 28.54 57.11 -19.05 

Spalding SA 578 160 3.6 5716 145 4.0 -89.89 10.34 -10.00 

Coleyville SA 2,178 584 3.7 1,740 401 4.3 25.17 45.64 -13.95 

Mile Gully SA 2,126 568 3.7 1,935 422 4.6 9.87 34.60 -19.57 

Williamsfield SA 4,237 1,178 3.6 3,374 722 4.7 25.58 63.16 -23.40 

Newport SA 2,435 666 3.7 2,038 457 4.5 19.48 45.73 -17.78 

Pratville SA 1,343 412 3.3 1,209 302 4.0 11.08 36.42 -17.50 

Cross Keys SA 1,648 453 3.6 1,660 360 4.6 -0.72 25.83 -21.74 

Alligator Pond SA 1,878 523 3.6 1,542 376 4.1 21.79 39.10 -12.20 
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3.8.4 Current and Future Requirements 

In addition to meeting existing needs, Manchester must also plan ahead to meet the needs of a growing 
population, taking as the framework for developing housing targets, the Accelerated Trend Growth projection, 
presented in Section 3.5.4. 

 
 

Table 3-6  Parish-wide Housing Demand under the Trend Projection 

 Housing 
Stock 

Est. 
Shortfall 

AA % 
Growth 

New 
Demand 

Total 
Demand 

Cum. Total 

1982 26,150     26,150 
1991 32,082 1,016 2.27%   35,684 
2001 45,386 796 4.15%   50,667 
2011    21,280 22,296 72,963 
2021      30,644 103,607 
2031     43,515 147,122 

 
 

Table 3.7   Housing Needs by Manchester Development Areas under the Trend Growth Projection 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
*Data not currently available, but will be added later after a proper Housing Study is undertaken for Manchester. 

Manchester DAs 2001 2010 2020 2030 
Mandeville DA     
Christiana DA     
Porus DA     
Mile Gully DA     
Williamsfield DA     
Newport DA     
Pratville DA     
Cross Keys DA     
Alligator Pond DA     
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3.8.5 Affordability 

The issue of housing encompasses many sub-themes that must be considered if sustainable housing is to occur 
and succeed in Manchester.  Housing is addressed through social, economic and physical factors that in some 
cases must be achieved for our actions to be truly sustainable.  

 Some important key [points] that have been identified by local communities in Manchester include overall better 
or improved housing, affordability (social); higher density housing (physical); and the rising cost of land 
(economic).  In addition to these factors, others factors need to be considered: social housing equity, housing for 
marginalised groups, land tenure/security of land tenure, home financing incentives/schemes, low-income 
housing, home ownership, infill development opportunities, and housing design. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There is a need to address housing in Manchester, thus we must [properly/adequately] plan for housing. This 
plan provides the Parish with the opportunity to highlight this issue and recommend policies and programs that 
reflect sustainable guidelines, principles and the needs of the citizens. This means that it must take into 
consideration demographic patterns, trends and forecasts to effectively and efficiently allocate lands for 
residential development/housing. This is not limited to the physical portion, but also includes social, socio-
economic, and environmental aspects regarding housing such as affordable housing, identifying and planning for 
marginalised groups, building/supporting community-complete or institutionally-complete communities that offer 
housing, retail and work options in one central walking-distance, and housing settlements in environmentally 
sensitive and hazardous areas. 

According to the data collected for the Number of Housing Units, Dwelling Units and Households and Ratios in 
Manchester 1991 and 2001, the number of units and households increased from 1991 to 2001. Housing units 
grew from 32,082 in 1991 to 45,386 in 2001; Dwelling units from 35,684 in 1991 to 50,629 in 2001; and for 
Households from 36,700 in 1991 to 51,425 in 2001.  It is interesting to note that the number of households was 
higher than the number of dwelling units, suggesting that in some cases, there is more than one household living 
in a dwelling unit. Further analysis may reveal factors/reasons that warrant investigation/examination such as 
affordability, price of land, land/home ownership, access to services (i.e. health, transportation, childcare). 

The analysis/ Similar findings from housing data can assist housing policy development because it provides 
insight into the most current housing trends/patterns. Thus, we can use this analysis to create appropriate 
policies that will respond to housing issues found/suggested by the data. 

Definition for Affordable Housing  
1. Housing that is safe, appropriate and accessible and where rent or mortgage plus taxes are 30 percent or less of 
the household’s gross annual income. 
(“West Coast Environmental Law” website: www.wcel.org/issues/urban/sbg/glossary/)  

2. Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC), the Federal Government’s housing agency defines  
affordable housing as, that which is of appropriate size and having adequate facilities where no more than 30% of the 
individual’s or family’s household income is required to manage its housing costs. This definition is the benchmark 
used by academics, government and industry. 
(“City of London” website http://housing.london.ca/Overview/Affordable.htm) 

3. "Affordable housing is housing of an adequate standard which is cheaper than that which is generally available in 
the local housing market. This can comprise a combination of subsidised rented housing, subsidised low cost home 
ownership including shared ownership, and in some market situations cheap housing for sale. Local planning policies 
can provide for the provision of appropriate quantities of affordable housing in this sense". 

 "Social housing is housing of an adequate standard which is provided to rent (or on a shared ownership basis) at 
below market cost for households in need by Local Authorities or Registered Social Landlords operating on a basis of 
accepted and regulated standards of good practice in relation to physical conditions, management, allocation, equal 
opportunities and accountability to tenants and other stakeholders".  
(“Communities and Local Government” website: http://www.communities.gov.uk/index.asp?id=1155990#P82_11901)  
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It is important to first provide a definition of affordable housing so that it is consistently followed through the policy 
actions in this plan. Key elements that must be considered include the provision for safety, appropriateness, and 
accessibility to services and facilities.  

For the Parish of Manchester, affordable housing is an issue because of the increasing cost of land, availability 
(of housing and land for housing), affordable construction materials, better construction technologies, and 
squatting, making housing options more limited and difficult for citizens with specific needs.  

With regards to affordable housing material, it must be affordable to construct and offer a variety of options that 
factors cost and choice of quality materials.  Given that it is a common practice in Jamaica for homeowners to 
construct their homes through independent contractors and build their homes incrementally as they obtain 
finances, by making affordable construction housing material available it can allow people to build and complete 
their own homes faster and with less financial burden/debt. Thus, it is appropriate that through this plan, actions 
are presented that will help people in the Parish do so. 

By employing better construction practices and making construction costs transparent, homeowners may enjoy 
the benefits of building houses that are more efficient and cost-effective. In using good/better construction 
practices that utilises a mixture of factors such as housing technologies like pre-fabricated components and non-
traditional materials like styrofoam, citizens can begin to look toward having homes that are affordable. 

In addition to [the physical consideration of affordable housing, social and economic considerations OR 
construction best practices,] other considerations of affordable housing like land ownership (cost of land), offer a 
variety of affordable housing options] must also be explored. This includes addressing financial factors for 
affordable housing. Financial factors for affordable housing such as housing subsidies, government assistance 
for constructing and buying house through tax incentives, relaxing/changing criteria to allow mortgage approval 
(i.e., maybe only requiring less % down on a house for those who qualify under certain income level.) 

It is important that affordable housing be equitably allocated. – This means that affordable housing is fairly 
distributed throughout Manchester in a process that is transparent and unbiased. 

There are currently no housing studies available for the Parish. Past/existing studies for Manchester reveal that 
the supply of and options for affordable housing are lacking.  

-Consideration of wider housing priorities- also need to consider that Manchester’s Housing Plan must coincide 
and complement/support the regional and/or national housing policies and strategies. 

3.8.5.1 Actions 

1. Perform research and studies – literature review, reports and studies on housing for Manchester, gathering 
reports from the relevant agencies (i.e. NHT, National Housing Development Corp., PIOJ, UWI, UTECH, NLA, 
Real Estate sector.) Special attention is needed regarding studies on economic options/feasibility and housing. 

2. Create workshops and organise Public education initiatives to increase the general awareness of the local 
citizenry.  

3. Encourage housing development organisations and companies (i.e. NHDC) to explore examples of affordable 
housing projects that are of high quality and attractive, and maintain community character. 

4. Explore alternative methods of construction through examining best practices for construction technology. This 
will be done using case studies and cost impact (assessments?). 

5. Engage the University of Technology to utilise architecture, planning and construction students through 
charrettes, competitions and studio projects, to explore new and innovative affordable and energy-efficient 
housing design and building technology. 

6. Encourage prefabricated components and sub-assemblies to better meet the housing demand. This will involve 
the utilisation of alternative building materials. 

7. Promote/mobilise/organise Self-Help community groups/organisations within Manchester to advocate, assist with, 
and monitor affordable housing programmes.  
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8. Develop housing benchmarks and standards that are supported by housing policies and programmes.  (i.e. 
Define affordable housing for Manchester – no more than 30% of one’s income should go towards rent/mortgage 
costs.) 

9. Achieve the minimum percentage (%) of the future housing starts/construction must be classified as affordable 
housing to satisfy the need/demand. 

10. Promote and educate the use of recycled material in the construction of housing and in the housing sector 
(manufacturers, retailers, engineers, designers).  

11. Organise an affordable construction housing technology symposium, where participants from sectors such as 
construction, government (Ministry of Housing and Water, NHT, NHDC), manufacturers, financial institutions, 
architects, engineers, etc. meet to present and discuss practical and relevant ideas and actions for Jamaica. – 
pinpoint or target examination of specific Parishes, towns in Jamaica so that it covers the different housing needs 
found here. (i.e. flood areas, urban areas, rural, mountainous areas) 

3.8.6 Mixed Housing Developments 

The planning for mixed housing developments in Manchester is important in making a range of housing options 
for people available and may include an appropriate combination of single-family, two-family, and multi-family 
(apartments and townhouses).  This will help ensure that planning for housing developments in the Parish is 
sustainable and prevents homogeneous ‘cookie-cutter’ type pattern from occurring and also encourage 
unique/different land use designs that make for interesting and dynamic/exciting communities. 

Mixed housing developments also address the sprawl that is occurring in Manchester, where urban development 
is encroaching on the outer, less developed, rural areas. This has many impacts and namely: adds burden on the 
existing infrastructure by trying to service areas outside urban areas, is an inefficient use of energy needed to 
service water and electricity to outlying areas where sprawl occurs, and it encroaches upon valuable arable land 
that could be put to more productive use. It also impacts other infrastructure which results in poorly-planned road 
networks, limited access to commercial areas, and social services (hospitals, clinics, fire, police and emergency 
medical responses). 

There are other benefits beyond the physical development aspect in allowing for mixed housing such as financial 
and social aspects.  By having a mixture of housing types in an urban area, it attracts people from a range of 
economic levels, who are able to support themselves. Additionally, when people can afford their housing, they 
can also contribute more/back to their communities in other ways such as volunteering and community work.  
This has social and cultural benefits that extend far beyond the physical aspect of housing alone, and we can 
begin to see the connection of housing that people can afford (financial), appropriate dwellings (physical) and 
enjoyable/appropriate to their lifestyle (social/cultural). This is the kind of sustainable housing that will positively 
impact the Parish in the short and long term. 

3.8.6.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Mitigate/prevent further sprawl in Manchester by increasing housing density in appropriate areas where new 
large housing developments (subdivisions over an established number of lots) will have a mixture of at least two 
housing types (single-family and multi-family units). 

3.8.6.2 Actions 

1. Encourage medium and high density developments that are affordable, safe, and innovative and adapted to the 
prospective sites existing natural and man-made environment. 
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2. A Housing Needs Assessment for Manchester Parish: This is needed to identify the current housing situation in 
Manchester and provide useful analysis by identifying gaps and recommendations/ opportunities/ strategies on 
improvements that can be made in the housing sector.19 

3. Set clear development boundaries for housing developments to ensure that services and infrastructure can be 
efficiently provided and accessed and those future housing developments are sustainable. (For example, no 
more than 5 km radius outside the nearest commercial development area for urban areas and 15 km for rural 
areas.) *distance needs to be determined. 

4. Designation of residential land for housing developments of a specific size for a 10 or 20-year supply to ensure 
adequate supply of housing for long term. This allocation/reserve can be determined according to demographics, 
socio-economic and market trends, [service/infrastructure] availability (i.e. water infrastructure), housing 
projections, etc. 

3.8.7 Mixed Social Housing Portfolio  

Currently there is no housing portfolio available for the Parish of Manchester. A social housing portfolio would be 
beneficial to improve the housing situation of the Parish because it takes record/ survey of housing types which 
can be organised into community housing units for service, monitoring and maintenance.  The purpose of a 
mixed housing portfolio is to ensure communities are comprised of mixed income units that include affordable 
housing and a variety of housing options, suitable for Manchester.   

A housing portfolio involves the management of property – both land and housing, and keeps track of financial 
aspects such as a budget, assets, and tenants. A successful housing organisation/agency manages the 
income/capital from its assets and properties to build, maintain/improve, and monitor its holdings. It also 
promotes multiple partnerships with public, non-profit, co-operatives, and private sectors to maintain a high level 
of service.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For the Parish of Manchester, creating a mixed social housing portfolio is key to properly managing social 
housing over the long-term and planning for housing in the long term.  Since this plan will provide direction for 
long-term planning and development, the creation of a mixed social housing portfolio will serve to provide another 
way Manchester can plan for vibrant and organised neighbourhoods in urban areas with the supporting services 
(social and physical) it requires. [It is the hope that] by having a variety of housing options that includes affordable 
housing and is integrated with other uses such as commercial and retail development, the Parish can achieve 
whole/complete and self-sustainable communities or urban areas.  

                                                   
19

Vermont Housing Needs Assessment Guide.  Accessed January 23, 2007 from: 
http://www.housingdata.org/assessment/assessment_guide.pdf  
 

The Ministry of Housing, Transport, Water and Works 
The Ministry of Housing, Transport, Water and Works was formed on March 31, 2006, when the former Ministries of Water & 
Housing, and Transport & Works were joined to form one Ministry. 
 
Housing  
Develop and implement a national human settlement strategy to facilitate the provision of shelter by devising resource 
management measures to enhance the social and economic well being of the nation. The Ministry is assigned responsibility for 
the programme concerned with the provision of housing for the nation. 
Subjects covered 
Land Acquisition/Housing  
Landlord and Tenants Act  
National Urban Upgrading  
Rent Control (Restriction)  
Shelter Solutions 
(Source: http://www.jis.gov.jm/water_housing/index.asp ) 
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3.8.7.1 Actions  

1. Ensure ongoing maintenance/monitoring of the existing housing stock in Manchester over the next twenty years. 

2. Evaluation required for any existing housing programmes in Manchester and evaluation for new housing 
programmes. 

3. Use the MPDC and Development Area representatives to communicate with Council and citizens to determine 
the [type/proportion/composition] of mixed development that is suitable for the urban areas in the Parish. 

4. Search out interested groups/agencies/organisations to participate in the management of a housing portfolio and 
create a Housing Committee that will convene over social housing matters in the Parish. This housing committee 
will also work in partnership with the Council to discuss housing opportunities and options for the Parish. 

5. Develop a housing strategy that uses information from sources like the housing needs assessment and housing 
studies to develop targets, standards and benchmarks for the provision of quality housing in Manchester, while 
ensuring that housing needs are addressed. 

3.8.8 Materials and Sustainability 

Although housing preferences are for low densities, many local and Parish-wide factors argue for 
accommodating a majority of future growth in Mandeville and the growth centers. This may require moving to 
higher densities in parts of Mandeville and other towns.  

The existing draft Development Plan proposes standards for apartments and townhouses that would result in 
extremely low net and gross densities. With care and 
adequate sewage and drainage management, many 
areas can accommodate substantially higher 
densities.  

Standards addressing lot coverage might allow 
increased densities through higher buildings in order 
to restrict the amount of non-permeable site coverage.   

3.8.9 Range of Housing Styles 

Using urban design guidelines, citizens should be 
encouraged to build new homes and renovate their 
existing homes in a way that is architecturally 
interesting and structurally appropriate for the area. 
For instance, plans for houses with garages could be 
designed so that it does not detract from the front 
view of the house, placing an emphasis on 
landscaping and encouraging design with an open 
design. This maintains the integrity of structure and 
safety for the homeowners and promotes the 
attractiveness of the overall streetscape / 
neighbourhood. Another example is to encourage the 
use of different construction materials for perimeter 
walls/fences, rather than solid cement walls which 
closes/blocks the house-to-street view. This acts like 
a barrier for pedestrians walking along the road thus 
[raising issues of safety/increasing unsafe conditions 
for pedestrians and the neighbourhood at large]. 
Guidelines may suggest the use of shrub vegetation 
in combination with a wrought iron fencing that 

Urban housing following rural patterns  
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maintains a view from home to the street while 
providing privacy and security for the homeowner. 

It is also important to promote a range of housing 
types that includes a variety of appropriate, 
affordable and sustainable construction materials. 
This will help to ensure that housing remains 
affordable. 

3.8.9.1 Actions 

1. Undertake a survey of the various housing styles 
(including any distinct styles) in both the rural and 
urban areas of Manchester.  

2. Begin dialogues/discussions with 
Heritage/Preservation agency regarding existing 
and/or opportunities for preserving local 
architectural designs/styles. 

3. Begin dialogue with construction companies and 
developers to examine affordable material options 
and sustainable building opportunities. 

4. Encourage current and prospective home owners to 
build new and renovate existing homes in a way 
that is architecturally interesting and structurally 
appropriate for its location or neighbourhood 
character. For instance, plans for houses with garages could be designed so that it does not detract from the 
front view of the house. 

3.8.10 Appropriate Housing 

By addressing the need for short and long-term housing situations in Manchester, we can strive to provide 
citizens of all income levels a choice of housing types and costs. This includes the use of options to facilitate a 
person seeking a home by way of ownership, leasing, or rental, and according to single-family, two-family, multi-
family, and apartment housing types.   

In addition, not only is the choice for housing type and cost important, but so is providing housing in a way that is 
socially inclusive, and in doing this, accurately identifying persons who are in need of housing – the targeted 
groups, such as students, returning residents, low income, seniors, female-headed households, and persons with 
disabilities. For example, with a number of post-secondary (college and university) institutions in the Parish the 
need for affordable student housing should be examined. 

Planning for housing over the short and long-term is the key to forming and promoting safe, organised, and 
vibrant communities which can then be more readily supported by services and infrastructure like efficient 
transportation, [strong] commercial development, and adequate health and emergency response services. 
Planning in this way will be beneficial to the Parish because it is sustainable planning, which takes into 
consideration future population and settlement patterns and provides local government with direction that will 
assist in decision-making.  

For appropriate housing to be successful, it must be applicable and replicable throughout the Parish. To do this 
dialogues/communication, support, and participation from relevant housing-related agencies such as the NHT, 
NHDC, and the PIOJ will be beneficial in creating good planning policies. When there is a transparent exchange 
of information between these agencies and the Parish council and development committee, housing issues can 
be thoroughly and thoughtfully addressed. 

Rural Housing: old to 
new; small to large 
Left: sweat equity 
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By identifying persons in need of housing and key players/agencies’ involvement to make planning and the 
provision for appropriate housing a success, the Parish can begin to plan for housing both in the short and long-
term. So, increasing the availability of housing incrementally, as required, over the long-term, Manchester can 
thus plan for housing that is affordable and appropriate regardless of income level.  

3.8.10.1 Actions 

1. Prepare a housing study for Manchester, which identifies persons and/or special groups in need of housing. 

2. Develop dialogue between and support from all related agencies (housing, local government, health, etc.) 
through financial assistance, programme support and institutional/policy support. 

3. Investigate mechanisms to facilitate home tenure such as the use of financial housing mechanisms for assistance 
with mortgages, land tenure/ownership. 

4. Incorporate/devise short-term action plans to implement/work towards long-term housing plan goals in the LSDP. 
These short-term action plans should be implemented in an established timeframe spanning over the next 20 
years. 
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Helzer Courts Apartments San Jose, CA. 155 
two- and three-bedroom units of moderate 
income family housing, creating a hillside 
neighbourhood that is safe and secluded yet 
adjacent to major thoroughfares, employment 
and services.  Each unit contains a two car 
tandem garage w/ washer & dryer hook-ups, 
enclosed balcony or patio.  Community facilities 
include: landscaped private, common open 
space, including 3 separate lush courtyards 
where children can play near home, plus 20 
acres of natural open space; community room w/ 
kitchen; computer room; BBQs & picnic tables. 
Awards: 2000 NAHRO National Award of Merit - 
Program Innovation (Financing); Project 
Design/New Project 

John Burns Gardens Santa Clara, CA.  100 units of i ndependent senior housing in a development of more 
than 1,800 homes, a new park, elementary school, re tail and commercial center, supermarket, restaurant s and 
more.  Density 90 dwelling units/ha.  
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3.9 Education and Skills Training 

3.9.1 Education 

Education will always remain high priority in the survival and 

advancement of any modern society and Manchester is no 
different as its residents recognise its importance in shaping all 
sectors. In order for a society to be competitive whether 
nationally or globally, it must invest in educating its people. 
Manchester over the past several decades achieved a reputation 
for producing some of the island’s leading secondary and tertiary 
institutions, and education continues to receive generally first-
class community support. Despite their lauded support, the 
future of the Parish will be heavily dependent on the continuous 
improvements in the educational system that will have to be 
flexible enough to respond and adjust to the every changing 
realities of Jamaica as a whole.  

It is vital that the basic education of all citizens of Manchester be at the primary level, as at this stage students 
are ingrained with the ability and desire to learn and even take their educational pursuits to the tertiary level. 
However, student access to quality education, referring to the standards established by the Ministry of Education, 
has been on the decline mainly as a result of increasing monetary pressures on heads of households caused by 
dictating economics (possibly due to unemployment or low wages).  

Quality education and its accessibility for all its population does not put major emphasis on the disabled persons 
of our Parish who are as equally important as the man characterised as being normal. All facets of education 
must be improved and every single person must have the opportunity to receive primary schooling. In the 
Jamaican school system, girls outnumber boys from the primary to the tertiary level and outperform boys in the 
primary and secondary schools. This trend needs to be addressed and strategies found to renew the interest of 
the young male student populace. 

We heard from the residents through the Parish Development Committee’s planning workshops that were held in 
2006 and the existing Parish Profile that there remain a number of areas in the education sector that is in need of 
improvement. Communities throughout Manchester have identified schools that require immediate infrastructural 
repairs for one reason or the other and the need for expansion efforts to combat occurrences of overcrowding. 
Facilities require consistent maintenance and monitoring or the likely outcome will be dilapidated components, 
resulting in potentially unnecessary expenditures to correct the problems. With the constant changes in 
technology, there is the need for school facilities to remain up-to-date with these technological advancements, 
but the available resources from central government (7% of GDP20) creates a limitation on fulfilling this aspect of 
modern education. 

In recent times, schools have been targeted by criminal activity in a variety of means, predominantly as it regards 
looting. This is one of the factors in the delay some schools to install computer systems in the schools’ facilities. 
From a local and national perspective there has also emerged an increasing trend in school violence and it 
speaks to the need to improve security, but more importantly attempt to renew the teaching of morals and the 
significance of civic responsibility.  

Currently Manchester has a relatively young population where 92,450 persons fall within the age groups of 0-24 
years (Census, 2001), amounting for roughly half of the Parish’s total population. These figures give a good 
indication of the infrastructure that will be necessary for the future assuming that this young population continues 

                                                   
20 GDP refers to the Gross Domestic Product. 

A primary school in Manchester with the 
structure constructed mostly from wood.  
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to steadily grow over the next two decades. Good education encourages greater workforce development and is 
responsible for steering an area’s economy and job market competitiveness. Education overall is the only avenue 
for one to recognise his or her own unlimited potential in a constantly evolving nation and must be treated as the 
fundamental idea behind sustainable development. 

3.9.2 Educational Institutions 

3.9.2.1 Institutions by Type and Location 

There are over seventy three (73) public educational 
institutions across the rural and urban communities of 
Manchester, complemented by several private 
institutions. Central government is the major provider of 
education in the country, with a recorded 96% of 
students accessing education from the four formal 
systems of early childhood, primary, secondary and 
tertiary.  

3.9.2.2 Enrolment 

From the 2001 census courtesy of the Statistical Institute 
of Jamaica (STATIN), approximately 49.75% of 
Manchester’s total population is found to be between the 
ages of 0-24 years old. The school enrollment rates also 
for 2001 revealed that Manchester’s student enrollment 
figures were on par with that of the overall country. In the 
area of early childhood, the Parish had an average of 
79.1% in comparison to the national figure of 84.2%. 
Primary schools had an average of 95.8% locally, below 
the national estimated enrollment of 99.1%. However, the 
enrollment in Manchester’s secondary institutions was 
1.6% higher than the national figure of 78.8%.  
 

 

Table 3-7 School Enrolment rates for Manchester and Jamaica, 2001 (STATIN). 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The early childhood department receives excellent support from the government and local communities with the 
provision of infant schools and community funded basic schools. An increasing volume of privately operated 
kindergartens, nurseries and pre-schools also supplements this level of education in the Parish. There are over 
sixty-six (66) primary and private preparatory schools in Manchester. The average enrollment in primary level 
schools is estimated at about 94 percent (%), though there have been recent trends in decline evident in daily 
attendance that is roughly 80.4 percent. The argument for this decline has been the lack of money for traveling, 
meals or for school uniforms and supplies and a general lack of student interest in school (drop-outs). Although 
primary school education is free, the quality of the education provided is not satisfactory and falls below set 
standards. Manchester has three of the oldest secondary schools in Jamaica, all centrally located in the capital of 

Manchester Jamaica Enrollment 
Male Female Total Male Female Total 

Early Childhood 76.5 82.0 79.1 83.2 85.1 84.2 
Primary 95.2 96.6 95.8 99.0 99.2 99.1 
Secondary 78.8 81.8 80.4 76.2 81.2 78.8 

Map showing the type of schools found in the 
Parish.  
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Mandeville, namely: Manchester High School, DeCarteret College and the Bishop Gibson High School. There 
have been significant declines in the number of students who make the transition from primary to secondary level 
education; this further contributes to a rising negative trend in the Jamaican education system.  

3.9.2.3 Quality Education 

A number of emerging factors affect the quality of education in both the primary and secondary schools. The 
ratio of one teacher assigned to 34 students (1:34) as set by the Ministry of Education is often exceeded and this 
makes it more difficult for the learning material to be effectively related to the entire classroom population. 
Overcrowding of the existing classrooms then becomes another factor and concerns of maintenance and 
upgrading then becomes a necessity. Schools have been making recent attempts to keep pace with changes in 
technology and since the mid 1990s Information Technology has become an important part of the average school 
curriculum. Throughout the majority of the primary and secondary institutions however, there is still the 
predominant usage of what is classified as the “talk and chalk” method and this limits the use of more interactive 
and participatory learning.  

3.9.2.4 Migrant Teachers and School Infrastructure 

Another cause for concern is the recent migration of qualified teachers to 
foreign countries such as the United Kingdom and the United States of 
America due to claims of low salary packages and the conditions of 
classrooms.  Although there has been considerable effort to improve school 
facilities over the last decade in Jamaica, there is still the need for greater 
improvements. For instance, classroom designs should cater to maximising on 
natural and artificial lighting, ventilation, space (total floor area) and furniture 
choices. The environment of the school needs to upgrade its recreational 
spaces (fields, courts, playground sets) and landscaping efforts, and not be 
limited by the total area of the campus or school grounds. Sanitary facilities 
also need immediate attention; as in some rural community schools pit latrines 
are still utilised and associated with this is the fear for students’ health and 
safety.  

3.9.2.5 Tertiary Education 

As it relates to tertiary education and institutions, Manchester is 
fortunate to have at the helm, the Northern Caribbean University 
(NCU), Jamaica’s oldest private tertiary institution that enrolls over 
4,500 students (from over 35 countries). There are several other 
vocational and tertiary institutions in the Parish, including the Church 
Teachers’ College, the Knox Community College and the HEART 
Trust National Training Agency. These facilities accommodate the 
students aged 17 and older. The student populations in most tertiary 
establishments are predominantly female, evident through the years 
1991 to 2001; this is argued from the perspective of the lack of interest 
shown in their male counterparts. Of course, there are additional 
deep-rooted justifications for the amount of students that make it to 
this level. An average of eleven percent (11 %) of students in Jamaica 
receives a tertiary level education on an annual basis.   

Accessibility to tertiary level education has forever been dictated by economics and the disparity in rural and 
urban economies has resulted in the lack of educational opportunities for the majority. Although statistics over a 
six-year period reveals growths in the amount of students that have attended tertiary and university institutions, 
the comparison between those who are local and those who are foreign students is however unknown.  The 

Students moving about the Northern 
Caribbean University campus in 
Mandeville. 

Pit latrine facilities are common 
in most rural primary schools in 
Manchester.  
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small number of available institutions and the high cost of private education restrict accessing higher education. 
Most of the financial support to students who have attended or wish to attend these existing tertiary institutions is 
provided through private financing (family, relatives and personal savings), student loans (the Students’ Loan 
Bureau and financial institutions), scholarships, targeted bursaries and educational grants.  

3.9.2.6 Disabled Students 

On the flipside, there is an estimated 6,000 local students nationally 
suffering from severe disabilities and many others who possess mild 
learning difficulties and disabilities. Despite recent efforts such as 
creating 160 new teaching positions to cater to students with 
disabilities enough is not being done to enhance this area of sensitivity 
and specialisation. At present, only the Sam Sharpe Teachers’ College 
(St. James) and the Mico University College (St. Andrew) offer 
certification for special educators. In Manchester, there are several 
special schools and institutions that provide for children with various 
disabilities. The Caribbean Christian Centre for the Deaf (privately run) 
in Knockpatrick facilitates the hearing impaired, The Woodlawn School 
of Special Education in Mandeville looks after the mentally retarded, 
and the St. John Bosco Boys’ Home in Hatfield is a school that also 

caters to the blind. There is the need to address not only continually improving the learning facilities for the 
students with disabilities, but simultaneously examining the employment opportunities and industry creation that 
can take place here in Manchester to ensure that their own personal and financial needs are met as well.  

In order for Manchester to comprehensively tackle education, it must examine the needs for the future of its 
population. Education and access to education is fundamental to the sustenance of any locality and as such 
potential and recurring trends such as the brain-drain phenomenon must also be closely investigated. School 
infrastructure needs to be carefully looked at from a functional as well as an aesthetical standpoint, as the 
environment in which a student works influences the level at which that student will maximise his/her potential. 
An educated population is a competitive population, especially as it relates to the economic advancement of an 
area and Manchester has the potential to be a Parish that can create a sustainable economy.  

3.9.2.7 Advisory Policies  

1. Ensure that the learning facilities for students with both physical and learning disabilities are continually improved 
and modernised, to guarantee that this population is not left behind, especially with the changes in technology. 

2. Conduct an annual audit to determine which schools fail to meet the set national standards. This will help to 
identify their areas of shortfalls and the ways in which these areas can be rectified or upgraded. This can be 
carried out based on Development Areas. 

3. Enhance existing physical school facilities through consistent rehabilitation schemes. School designs should be 
site-specific and must not be limited by the shape and slope of a proposed site. Schools constructed on a slope 
with a split-level design and terraced or tiered playing fields for the students. 

4. Enhance all levels of education through their alignment with anticipated demands of the CARICOM (Caribbean) 
Single Market and Economy (CSME)21, globalisation and a technology-driven world. 

5. Explore ways to better match up skills development with labour market needs through the introduction and 
promotion of mechanisms such as networking and affinity groups22 to share ideas, best and worst practices and 
interests. 

 
                                                   
21 CSME is an integrated development strategy envisioned at the 10th Meeting of the Conference of Heads of Government of the Caribbean 
Community which took place in July 1989 in Grand Anse, Grenada. 
22 See Association of Canadian Community Colleges website for definition and further reading:  
http://www.accc.ca/english/services/networking.htm 

Students at the Caribbean Christian 
Centre for the Deaf in Manchester.  
Source: http://www.cccdjamaica.net/default.aspx 
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3.9.2.8 Actions 

1. Promote ‘lifelong learning’ for students of every age and at all stages of their lives by supporting initiatives that 
provide greater access to education. Scholarships and grants are good ways to encourage the continuing of 
learning and at different points in an individual’s life. 

2. Utilise information technology to properly evaluate changing methodologies for various programs in schools. 

3. Develop and update secondary education systems that are more flexible, applicable, and reactive to both local 
needs of the Parish and the global environment in the twenty-first (21st) century. 

4. Explore new approaches/methods of enforcing compulsory education within the Parish of Manchester. 

5. Support programmes such as the Caribbean Knowledge and Learning Network (CKLN) that focus on diversifying 
the Caribbean economies by promoting institutional innovation, new technologies and regional cooperation.  

6. Support organisations like the Abilities Foundation that offer learning opportunities for persons with disabilities to 
enable them to become creative and productive citizens of society. 

7. Primary and secondary teachers must examine the existing strategies, techniques and approaches that are used 
and enhance or adopt or create new ways to facilitate creative learning and thinking. 

8. Promote the importance of the development of more private higher educational facilities. This will eventually 
assist in the affordability education. 

9. Promote the inclusion of moral and civic education in all levels (basic, primary, secondary and tertiary) of existing 
school curriculums. This will aid in student personal development and emphasising their roles and responsibilities 
as citizens of this Parish. 

10. Support the teaching of entrepreneurship in secondary and tertiary institutions. This will help to make more 
persons confident in pursuing their own business ideas and create a basis for more self-employment 
opportunities in Manchester. It will additionally address the ‘brain-drain’ problem, resulting in more educated 
young professionals choosing to stay in the Parish. 

11. Ensure that schools have access to information on the benefits to be gained from existing national and 
international funding programs to purchase equipment (especially computer hardware and software) and 
supplies. This will need sensitisation efforts and creation and maintenance of a list of funding programs. 

12. Create a public education program to raise the awareness of security for educational facilities. This will help to 
renew respect for education, literacy and the recognition that our schools are important public properties. 

13. Coordinate efforts with the Ministry of Education to emphasise the importance of skills training in education 
curriculums. This will involve removing the stigma attached to specific skills and highlight their importance to the 
overall advancement of any society. The job potential and spin-offs will assist in making these definitive career 
options for students.  

14. Examine the employment opportunities and industry creation that can be developed in Manchester to encourage 
the personal and financial independence of the physically and mentally disabled population. This can be 
accomplished through the private business sector, the public sector and various international funding initiatives.  

15. Promote the importance of Jamaican Teachers’ Colleges, especially our own Church Teachers’ College and 
additionally universities offering certification for special educators. This will enhance this area of sensitivity and 
specialisation and help with capacity building that may be a necessity for the future. 

3.9.3 Library Service and Infrastructure  

The Jamaica Library Service under the Ministry of Education & Youth 
provides a Public Library Network and a Schools Library Network. One 
Parish library located in the town of Mandeville, eight (8) full-time 
branch libraries and a total of four (4) part-time branch libraries service 
the Parish of Manchester. The Library Service also offers bookmobile 
libraries that go into the communities that lack a branch library. Efforts 
have been made to close the digital divide, referring to the number of 

The Manchester Parish Library. 
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persons with or without computer access.  Some schools 
throughout the Parish also offer a library service to not only its 
own students, but also local community members in the area.  

One of the major challenges affecting this service is addressing 
the problem of illiteracy and embarking on an extensive public 
educational program is seen as the solution. The irregularity or 
the lack of this library service in many of the communities is a 
constant issue that is voiced by the local residents and through 
the Development workshops that were held in 2006, a number of 
communities highlighted exactly where they would like to see the 
facility placed. A total of eighteen (18) areas were identified by the 
community representatives, namely: Newport, Rose Hill, Victoria 
Town, Asia, Walderston, Pike, Bryce, Plowden, Marlie Hill, Albion, 
Pear Tree, Kendal, Royal Flat, Banana Ground, Comfort Hall, 
Medina, Trinity and finally, Alligator Pond.  

The Newport and the Marlie Hill areas already have a full-time and a part-time branch library respectively, but 
were identified as being in need of upgrading of the existing facilities. For the other fifteen areas that were 
pinpointed for implementing a library facility, these proposed facilities were to be adequate in floor space for 
instance and offer computer facilities that could potentially double as an Information Technology center to teach 
basic computer skills to all age groups (children, teenagers, adults and seniors). The computers were to also be 
fitted with Internet access to afford locals the opportunity to acquire more research resources. Library facilities 
should also ensure that the disabled users are served as well and that their special needs are met, speaking 
mostly to accessibility and usability. 

Running a library facility takes into account utility bills such as electricity. To offset these potential charges, new 
and existing libraries can be run in part by renewable energy. Greater emphasis must be placed on the general 
design of the local library buildings, exploring ways to take advantage of all that the prospective location might 
have to offer. These considerations should include natural lighting and ventilation and planting trees to act as 
natural sound, wind and dust barriers.  

The importance of the public library cannot be echoed enough, as it offers knowledge, provides the basis for 
lifelong learning, it inspires freethinking and the cultural advancement of an individual and or social group. The 
local communities recognise its importance as a civic, cultural and learning space and therefore should be 
granted this much needed infrastructure in the rural communities of Manchester that will see it as a source of 
supplementary education for all groups and guarantee assistance in promoting student centered learning. 

3.9.3.1 Advisory Policies  

1. Expand library infrastructure and facilities in response to a demand in the services offered to accommodate an 
increase in a general local population or in a specific age group or social group of users. 

2. Ensure that libraries have adequate natural and artificial lighting, proper ventilation, space saving, wheelchair 
accessible (ramps and wide doors) and properly landscaped and buffered against surrounding noise sources. 
This means that the design component or refurbishing aspects will be the most vital to encourage a comfortable 
reading and learning environment.  

3. Develop new and some existing library facilities with renewable energy (solar, wind, bio-gas, etc.) to offset 
electricity costs and additionally to educate local residents on their potential. This can also be used as a 
promotional tool for acceptance of these alternative sources of energy. 

3.9.3.2 Actions 

1. Develop library services in new and exciting ways. This should be done to keep pace with the constant change in 
technology for example, especially in the area of electronics (computers, projectors, televisions, etc.). A section 

Library Facilities in Manchester  
 
Parish Library   Mandeville 

 
Full-time Branch Libraries  Bellefield 

   Bombay 
   Broadleaf 
   Christiana 
   Huntley 
   Mile Gully 
   Newport 
   Porus 
 

Part-time Branch Libraries  Cross Keys 
Lancaster 
Maidstone 
Marlie Hill 
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or room of the proposed libraries can be designated for the viewing of multi-media presentations and or 
educational films. 

2. Provide information technology for public access for all social groups. This will involve the tutoring of basic 
computer skills and encouraging local residents to participate in programmes designed to combat illiteracy. 

3. Support public access for all groups through the maintenance of traditional services that provides information in a 
variety of ways including print and oral delivery. A Storytelling session remains an exciting method to get children 
enthusiastic about developing reading habits. 

4. Ensure that special provision will be made for newly literate people and for those with disabilities (visually 
impaired) to have easy access to appropriate reading materials to enhance and maintain their individual skills. 
Library workshops can be held for this set of persons on how to use library technologies and searching for 
various reading materials. 

5. Adopt assistive technologies that are designed for persons with specific disabilities (ranging from visual problems 
to cognitive impairments23) to help in enhancing the library experience for these potential users. Some 
technologies allow the disabled to use the Internet.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.9.4 Training Programmes 

Training programmes are one aspect of education that occurs outside of conventional classroom learning. It 
includes learning geared towards achieving and developing skills that prepare persons for employment. It 
involves active learning that is measured by what one can do to improve one’s job performance. These can 

                                                   
23 Limitations of the ability to perceive, recognise, understand, interpret, and/or respond to information. 

A proposed design for Community Libraries .  
Design by: © Phil Rodriques/MPDC 
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include skills training programmes for trade (construction, masonry, carpentry, etc.), artisan work, 
cosmetology/beautician, and specialised work in sectors (i.e. hospitality and tourism). For Manchester there are 
training programmes and certification offered by HEART (Human Employment and Resource Training) Trust/NTA 
(National Training Agency)24 and privately-run programmes offered in-house to employees. (i.e. Countrystyle and 
its Community Institute for Sustainable Tourism).   

Communities across the Parish have identified the need for more and improved 
training programmes in Manchester. Discussions in community workshops revealed 
the need for improved programmes relating to agriculture, tourism, and construction 
sectors. However there are instances where training programmes are underutilised 
due to low interest and it may seem that this does not necessitate any more 
programmes. This directs us to then look to ways that can make programmes more 
beneficial to people and especially encourage attendance in programmes where 
there is a demand by sectors like construction and employment opportunities are 
good. These have extending benefits to the Parish such as addressing 
unemployment, supporting business/economy in the Parish by providing skilled 
workers, and examining opportunities for growth and development in the economy 
and the highlighted sectors. 

There are communities in the Parish experiencing high levels of unemployment, and 
especially young persons out of high school and/or unemployed.25 Thus it would be 
useful for training programmes to be targeted towards groups of the population that 
would benefit the most (i.e. unemployed youth). These programmes should be creative and exciting and use a 
range of resources to help students attain skills. For instance, a shop in Kingston uses welding as an art form. 
Creative ways to practice trade skills such as this should be encouraged as opportunities within the Parish and 
also serves to keeping trade alive and thriving. This kind of approach to skills training would be helpful in keeping 
students engaged, interested, 
and aiding in their success to 
completion and gaining 
employment and developing a 
trade. Discussion in 
community workshops in 
Christiana and Cross Keys 
revealed that more and 
increased access to training 
programmes targeted for 
youth was important. 

Rural communities in the 
Parish voiced the need for 
local skills training 
programmes that would 
encourage people to stay in 
their communities for 
education and find 
employment. Providing 
programmes in a local setting is beneficial because it is easier for persons to attend classes and costs less in 
transportation. In addition, programmes offered in a local context, offering training for trade opportunities in the 
immediate area is useful, as it would satisfy job openings with skilled persons from the community. However 
coordination with programme providers (HEART/NTA) and further examination will be required to evaluate the 
feasibility of offering programmes in rural locations. 

                                                   
24 Profile. Ch. 6.5.4: Literary and Skills Training. 
25 Profile. 

Combining welding and carpentry can produce creativ e 
and attractive outdoor and indoor furnishings.  
Source: www.metalgardendesigns.com, www.wiplwood.com/ww/pp/artist.php and 
www.glenhunter.ca/archives/category/furniture/ 

 

A welder has interesting 
and rewarding career 
opportunities.  
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Also important to highlight is the critical link between literacy and training. At the basic level of education it is 
important that persons are able to read and write at a functioning level that will help them succeed in securing 
employment. This challenge exists in parts of Manchester so it is important to aid persons in improving their 
literacy level through continuing education like JAMAL (Jamaica Movement for the Advancement of Literacy) 
classes so that they can qualify for training programmes.26 A solid foundation in primary and secondary education 
is vital to improve literacy and fully take advantage of training programmes. 

Training programmes provide opportunities for individuals and the Parish. For individuals, it increases their 
opportunity for employment; and for sectors in the Parish, it provides skilled workers. When persons graduate 
from these programmes for specific sector jobs, (i.e., tourism) these qualified persons when hired can serve to fill 
the skill and employment gaps in the industry. Applying this to Manchester, given the great opportunity and 
potential for eco-tourism and community tourism in the South Coast, (Alligator Pond) training programmes can in 
part satisfy the need for qualified workers the tourism sector will require in the near future. However these training 
programmes will only be successful if there is enough interest shown in the sector and support by the sector. 
Other opportunities include27:  

The Tourism Product Development Co. Ltd. (TPDCo.) provides technical, training and funding/financing 
assistance for tourism and hospitality.  Countrystyle in Mandeville, through its Community Institute for 
Sustainable Tourism (CIST), also provides high quality training in these areas.  Countrystyle and its Sustainable 
Communities Foundation (SCF) have considerable expertise in the areas of heritage sites and local culture, 
supporting the mobilisation of communities for community tourism, and marketing the alternative product. 

The HEART Ebony Park Academy has responded to the increase in demand for training in hospitality skills on 
the South Coast, which stand to be of great benefit to southern Manchester in particular.  It has also upgraded its 
agricultural training courses and standards.  

ALPART initiated a Goat Herd Improvement Project in which selected farmers are given upgraded female 
animals and bucks. In addition, they have access to company established or supported Breeding Stations where 
their females can be serviced by purebred Anglo-Nubian bucks. The farmers receive training in goat 
management and health care. In return, they give back an agreed number of offspring to the program. These are 
then issued to other farmers in the community.  

3.9.4.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Manchester will monitor sector growth that occurs both inside and 
outside the Parish to recommend the most effective and efficient way to 
allocate and distribute programmes. 

2. The Parish will examine current and future employment trends to 
become better informed in recommending training programmes 
appropriate for sector opportunities within Manchester. 

3. The Parish will encourage training programmes that are diverse that will 
feature online, intense courses, distance-learning, in-field and 
apprenticeships and will include the youth, adults, and those currently in 
workforce. 

4. Training programmes targeted at specific sectors that display a need for 
trained and qualified workers should be supported and funded through 
government and sector agencies.  For instance, training and certificate 
programmes for contractors that are mandatory to obtain contracting 
project approvals and execute a project. This begins to address the need 
for more trained and qualified contractors, and establishing standards 

                                                   
26 Profile. Ch. 6.5.4: Literacy and Skill Training. 
27 Profile. p. 8-24,Ch. 8.6.2: Organizational Needs and Available Assistance 

Some Benefits of Skills 
Training Programmes 
 
� Provides a way to upgrade 

current skill level to meet existing 
sector skills standards. 

� Training programmes offer 
flexibility such as part-time and 
evening classes. 

� Available to those with varying 
levels of education from high 
school to those out of school, and 
those currently in the workforce. 

� Training and certification are 
desirable by both government 
and private sectors like 
construction, agriculture and 
tourism. 
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regarding quality and certification in the construction industry and providing standards enforced by the relevant 
government agency (i.e. National Works Agency or Local Authority). 

3.9.4.2 Actions 

1. Use agriculture training programs offered by bauxite companies in post-mining rehabilitation practices as an 
opportunity to provide training opportunities for non-traditional crops and farming techniques. This will expand 
farmers’ opportunities to compete in the niche crop market (i.e. to sell to hotel industry), utilise sustainable 
farming practices (i.e. greenhouse technology), and foster the re-emergence of entrepreneurial farmers. This can 
be performed through mandatory closure plans approved by Commissioner of Mines and thus incorporated into 
the existing Mining legislation by JBI. 

2. Ensure that programmes are effectively and appropriately situated in the Parish by monitoring and evaluating 
programmes to examine criteria such as effectiveness, interest from citizens, enrolment, hiring rate of graduates, 
and demand from industry sectors.  

3. Establish more life-long learning and skills training centres strategically located in each Development Area. 

4. Dialogue with the Ministry of Education to include the business aspect of farming in the existing school curriculum 
to highlight the potential financial gain in the Agricultural sector.  

5. Ensure the continued communication with citizens of Manchester to support local training programmes and 
citizen access to these kinds of programmes through workshops and the dissemination of public education 
materials (pamphlets, flyers and so on). 

 

3.9.5 Public Education 

Public education is oftentimes viewed as a partial solution to 
many local issues and problems facing a locality. The role of 
the existing local government is integral to the success of 
any public education initiative, but the reality is that the 
embrace required to fulfil their obligations fails to have a 
significant impact on a specific issue of major concern and 
additionally, fewer public education programs get executed. It 
would be misleading to state that public education was not a 
huge undertaking. To truly make public education successful 
there must be the commitment of resources (human, capital, 
and or material), sustained effort, and equity of responsibility 
among multiple partners or collaborators (stakeholders). 
Coordination and relentless attempts in different formats 
encourages the overall enhancement of a community’s 
understanding of an issue.  

Learning the art of conveying information to a segment of a 
community is the foundation of any public education programme and therefore identifying the target audience and 
the way the information is brought across to them is essential. There are a number of methods that are available 
and practical to enhance better public education in Manchester, keeping in mind that the flow of information is 
generally one-way from the decision makers and experts to an external audience that includes local residents, 
local businessmen or entrepreneurs and technocrats.  

Public presentations are an effective way to communicate a great deal of information to a varied audience 
(groups, organisations, meetings, etc.) in a limited amount of time. Using the electronic media (radio and 
television) to conduct interviews can highlight the major issues of an area and can reach a larger audience in its 
viewership. Newsletters have the potential of being an informative and functional avenue of communication, 
assuming they are well-written, appropriate and significant to the intended reader. The Manchester Parish 

A Forest Department representative addresses 
students from the Alligator Pond Primary and 
Basic schools. 
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Development Committee has been using this technique for years in its quarterly newsletters in an effort to update 
stakeholders and to eliminate misinformation and potential rumours developing in the various communities 
throughout the Parish. To target an audience that is particularly interested in a topic, information brochures are 
oftentimes effective in general conveyance of the subject matter.  

Local access television such as the Northern Caribbean University’s radio and television stations offer the 
opportunity for in-depth forums of complex topics, but its effectiveness in reaching a target audience is debatable. 
The advent of the Internet and World Wide Web pages has made it possible for information to be shared globally; 
the only drawback of this method is that only persons with internet access and know how, can use it. The 
utilisation of displays (tabletop or freestanding) has tremendous public use, especially at public events and 
gatherings. In order for displays to be effective they have to be able to highlight a few key points and graphically 
put across the message in an attractive light. Finally, newspaper columns, letters to the editor and news releases 
can also reach a fairly large portion of a community, but not necessarily the stakeholder, nonetheless, other local 
news media may read the newspaper and decide to pick up the story. 

In Manchester there are a large number of local issues that need immediate and continued public attention. The 
natural environment is threatened everyday by the habits and activities of each and everyone and the 
repercussions must be clearly highlighted. The local agricultural sector drives much of the Parish’s economy and 
has seen a decline in the number of persons wanting to become future farmers. This has much to do with the 
image of farming (“a man in a field under the hot sun with a machete and hoe”) and lack of knowledge about the 
financial returns to be gained. The Christiana Potato Growers’ Cooperative Association (CPGCA) has made 
recent efforts to educate local Manchester farmers on the technological advancements that exists (tissue culture), 
their application to any potential site (green houses) and the money that it brings through optimising crop 
productivity (see the Agriculture section). Another issue that more community residents should be informed about 
are those surrounding bauxite mining and quarrying activities. Many local residents know too well the effects 
these operations have on local settlements, livelihoods and the natural environment, but are not familiar with the 
existing environmental and mining laws, especially as it relates to property rights. Emphasising the importance of 
Family Planning education is essential to the sustained and planned growth of a population and ways to bring 
across the information must be dynamic.  

One of the biggest challenges in Manchester is attempting to 
encourage more reading. Transforming the local culture is a 
daunting task, but is necessary for the improvement of a people 
and the further enhancement of the society they inhabit. 
Manchester currently has an estimated 106,455 persons 
(57.39% of the total population) falling within the age group of 0-
29 years. And over the next 20 years this age group will be 
integral in helping to make a change in this Parish and 
ultimately end up reaping the benefits of the visions and 
strategies outlined in the Manchester Local Sustainable 
Development Plan and other plans to come. Not to be 
overlooked are the diverse ethnicities found in the Parish, 
especially in the urban centre of Mandeville and it must be 
overly emphasised of the equal stake they also have in the 
decision-making process. With this being said, it is therefore 
important that appropriate public education reading material be translated in Chinese for instance to have the 
support and involvement of this section of the local community whose first language may not be English. With the 
potential of more emigrants residing and investing their money in Manchester, it is crucial that every step be 
taken to integrate them in the efforts to educate the general populace.  

In general, education is a powerful tool for advancing the quality of public choices. Creative thinking must be 
harnessed through trial and error, improvisation, investigation, ingenuity, and continuous learning in order to 
promote more informed decisions. Citizens of Manchester can make and will make better decisions about public 

MDPC Planner explains the LSDP process to a 
group of High School students at the 2007 
World Town Planning Day 
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matters by increasing their own capacity through learning about those issues and the way the public can arrive at 
decisions.  

3.9.5.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Promote the development of reading and literacy programmes in Manchester. The promotion of literary reading 
among children, teenagers and adults will encourage life-long learning and enhance local citizen civic 
involvement.  

3.9.5.2 Actions 

1. Promote the identification of resources needed to undertake the various education programs. This will include 
financial and human resources and a time frame in which the efforts must be carried out. 

2. Utilise existing educational outreach techniques that include the electronic media (national and local), print 
(newspapers, news releases, etc.), information brochures, public displays, public presentations and the Internet. 

3. Ensure that changes and advancements in technology are monitored so as to continually enhance public 
education programs. The growing affordability and popularity of both computers and the Internet infrastructure for 
example will be an important avenue in the not so distant future to make public information more widely available 
to local citizens. 

4. Design and support public education campaigns/programs/initiatives that focus on new ideas to promote 
sustainability in environmental, economic and socio-cultural areas. 

5. Hold ongoing community forums across the Parish on parenting, family life, and civic responsibility.   

6. Provide information on community needs and priorities, as determined in the above action, to relevant 
government agencies to inform decision-making.  Disseminate information to the public through libraries, website, 
public forums, etc. 

7. Review existing SDC information on community needs and priorities with respect to social services to obtain 
baseline data on the availability of social services throughout Manchester.  If necessary, conduct a Parish-wide 
survey on available and needed social and community services through community group consultations.  This 
study should sufficiently capture the availability of and need for social services throughout the Parish as a whole, 
and in each development area specifically.   

8. Educate residents about the law that requires developers to allocate a lot in subdivisions for public land.  Inform 
residents in those neighbourhoods that this certain piece of land is yours, and you can use it.  Provide tools and 
advice for how to maintain it.   

 

3.10 Priority Communities/Neighbourhoods 

With emerging community needs on an almost daily basis, it will be essential that in carrying out the 

implementation of actions, that specific communities are identified throughout the process for priority needs. This 
will necessitate the creation of characteristics that define a priority community/neighbourhood. In an effort to 
eradicate any semblance of poverty in Manchester and ensuring that increasing populations are adequately 
provided with the basic social amenities a ‘Community/Neighbourhood Strategy’ must therefore be developed 
that is geared towards the strengthening of these individual areas which help to get the Parish to one its vision of 
creating strong and vibrant places.    

The reports generated from the Community Engagement Workshops held over the last two years, coupled with 
the Community Aspirations and the Development Area Sustainable Development Plans provide an excellent 
starting point for the identification of priority communities and highlights current issues that they face.  

Each Community/Neighbourhood Strategy will address shaping a sustainable future for its existing and future 
population by effecting change through the following: 
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• TACKLING SOCIAL NEEDS- such as unemployment, crime, teenage pregnancy, illiteracy, youth 
development), 

• BUILDING CREATIVELY DESIGNED PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE- libraries, community centres, 
parks, and so on and,  

• ATTRACTING INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES- to facilitate implementation of ideas. 

3.11 Community Infrastructure 

Manchester’s endeavour to create livable and sustainable communities means that the necessary community 

infrastructure must be in place to foster this type of ambition. It will be important to find ways to overcome tight 
and often inadequate budgets and prioritise the immediate needs and requirements of a majority of the 
communities in the Parish. Community infrastructure includes community centres, parks, playfields, libraries, 
health centres, police stations, and fire stations. Physical infrastructure, namely transportation, 
telecommunications and water go hand in hand with these social resources ensuring a fulfilled standard of living 
in any place. 

Based on what was expressed by the community members of all nine (9) Development Areas across the Parish 
there were a number of needs identified regarding community infrastructure. These varied from community 
centres to sports facilities such as football fields and hard courts (netball and basketball) to police and fire 
services.  

The communities throughout the Development Areas highlighted the lack thereof as it related to specific 
community infrastructure namely community centres and recreational facilities with an emphasis on the youth. 
The table below illustrates the visions and contributions of the participants in the Vision and Mapping Exercises 
held in 2006 throughout all nine Development Areas highlighting the community or social infrastructure existing, 
those that need to be upgraded and others that are proposed.  
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Table 3-8 illustrates the community infrastructure proposed by citizens in the Visioning and Mapping Workshops held 
between January and April 2006. 

Community Infrastructure  
 
Community 
Centre 

Park/Playfield Library  Health Centre Police Station Fire Station 

Albion  Alligator Pond Albion Alligator Pond Albion Alligator Pond 
Banana Ground Ayr Pen Asia Banana Ground Ellen Street Asia 
Bellefield Banana Ground Banana Ground Christiana Enfield Craighead 
Bushy Park Bethel Bryce Coleyville Huntley Cross Keys 
Christiana Broughton Comfort Hall Comfort Hall Newport Enfield 
Coleyville Cocoa Walk Kendal Craighead Pear Tree May Day 
Ellen Street Craighead Marlie Hill Cross Keys  Mile Gully 
Elliston  Cross Keys Medina Downs  Newport 
Farenough Farenough Newport Ellen Street  Porus 
Georges Valley Great Valley Pear Tree Elliston  Somerset 
Harmons Harmons Pike Georges Valley  Troy 
Inverness Iverness Plowden Heathfield  Upper Lincoln 
Lititz Lititz Rose Hill Kendal  Williamsfield 
Marlie Hill Mandeville Royal Flat Marlie Hill   
Medina Marlie Hill Trinity Mile Gully   
Newport Medina Victoria Town Montpelier   
Old England Mulatto en Walderston Newport   
Oxford Estate New Forest  Old England   
Pike Newport  Pear Tree   
Plowden Old England  Port Mahon   
Reeveswood Pike  Rose Hill   
Rose Hill Plowden  Somerset   
Sedburgh Pratville  Spalding   
Silent Hill Rose Hill  St. Toolis   
Somerset Russell Place  Walderston   
St. Toolis  Ryde  Williamsfield   
Three Chain Snowdon  Wind Hill   
Victoria Town Somerset     
Walderston St. Toolis     
Wind Hill Victoria Town     
Woodstock Wales     
 Warwick     
 Woodlands     
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3.11.1 Community & Backyard Gardens as part of Community Infrastructure  

In many countries around the world, 
perhaps most prominent in Cuba, small-
scale community gardens are regarded as 
key components of community 
infrastructure. A shift towards supporting 
small-scale community-based gardening is 
also evident in Jamaica.  The Ministry of 
Agriculture has been implementing Urban 
Backyard Garden Programmes, aimed at 
assisting residents of urban centres to 
grow fruit, vegetables and herbs in their 
backyards and community spaces.  
Support for small-scale gardens has also 
been brought forward by Jamaica’s Rural 
Agricultural Development Authority 
(RADA).  Encouraging Backyard 
Gardening, a standardised programme 
overseen by its Social Services/Home 
Economics Unit, it is hoped that household 
pressures due to recent increase in food 
costs will be alleviated. 

Whether in densely populated urban cores or more rural areas, in greenhouses, rooftops or in the ground, 
community and backyard gardens present numerous benefits to its caretakers. 

While generating a deep sense of community in the area, community gardens are also regarded as catalysts for 
crime prevention.  In bringing people of all ages together, gardens increase a feeling of community ownership 
and stewardship, as well as foster the development of community identity and spirit.  Community gardens, 
particularly school-based gardens, also (re-) connect youth to nature. While learning about food and where it 
comes from, youth also learn the vital importance of farming and may be encouraged to pursue farming as a 
career. 

Gardens undoubtedly have numerous positive community and social benefits.  Yet, with the recent ever-rising 
costs of food and the tightening of global food supplies, gardens also have economic impacts. Caretakers of the 
gardens have the opportunity to supplement their diet with foods grown in their backyards, alleviating household 
financial pressures for footing the bill. Excess produce may also be sold, providing additional household income. 
Hence, establishing local food sources increases community food security, while also promoting community self-
reliance.  

As part of public spaces, community gardens may also contribute to 
maintaining biodiversity within an urban fabric. Not only do gardens 
promote the preservation of open green space, they also encourage 
productive park space and edible landscapes.   

The benefits of community and backyard gardening are great. Yet, for 
them to be effective and viable, they need to be incorporated in both 
city and rural land use plans as a desirable civic activity that improves 
the quality of life, food security, neighbourhood safety and 
environmental stewardship.  Zoning bylaws need to enable rather than 
prohibit the development of appropriate gardening in residential, 
industrial, business, and open space zones.  

Benefits of comm unity 
gardens  
 
� Catalyst for crime prevention 
� Increase feeling of community 

ownership and stewardship 
� (Re-) Connect youth to nature 
� Alleviate household financial 

pressures 
� Increase community food 

security and promote 
community self-reliance 

� Encourage productive park 
space and edible landscape 

MEDIUM 
HOUSING 

DEVELOPMENT 

MEDIUM 
HOUSING 

DEVELOPMENT 

MEDIUM 
HOUSING 

DEVELOPMENT 
*Features green roof 

MEDIUM 
HOUSING 

DEVELOPMENT 

COMMUNAL 
GARDEN 

*Features green    
houses 

 

COMMUNAL 
GARDEN 

RECREATION SPACE 

RECREATION SPACE 

ROADWAY 

A new and sustainable approach to traditional bauxi te resettlement 
programmes  
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With the recent global food crisis that has seen an increase in the cost of food and a tightening of supply, 
community gardens are a viable and formidable response.  While promoting local food security, community self-
reliance, and productive urban landscapes, gardens may ultimately assist in developing a more just and 
sustainable food system.  Community and backyard gardens, then, are central components of community 
infrastructures and hence complete communities. 
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3.12 Fostering Community Integration through Parks and Open Spaces   

3.12.1 Parks  

An open space is not simply an amenity and its significance is 

oftentimes overlooked especially within developed or urban areas. 
The conservation of public lands is important to enhancing the 
physiological and psychological benefits to people, to improve the 
quality of life in our communities and the preservation of the natural 
and historical resource for future generations. Despite the fact of 
open space being a requirement in housing developments, there 
has been a lack of emphasis placed on the importance of 
developing urban parks and recreational systems due to a lack of 
enforcement to ensure subdivision developers invest in their 
creation and the lobbying for these spaces by citizens. Some 
recreational spaces have fallen into disrepair; overgrown with 
vegetation due to improper maintenance and in some cases a 
shortage or lack of funds to supplement these facilities.  

In many cases, a large number of properties dedicated or designated for open space have yet to be developed, 
owing to a number of factors. The first is that majority of these lands are usually the worst lot in an entire 
subdivision, with characteristics such as steep or hilly terrain, rocky, undulating, situated near sinkholes and in 
most instances not strategically or centrally located. Urban parks and open spaces offer the relief to unwind and 
appreciate the beauty and functionality of a scenic landscape. The lack thereof presents a number of problems, 
such as the need of a contained and safe area for children to play and exercise area to encourage walking, 
jogging and or running. Oftentimes children can be seen playing (cricket, football, basketball, etc.) in 
neighbourhood streets, dodging oncoming traffic and in some cases blatantly refusing to move to the road 
reserves or sidewalks for their individual security. Adults and senior citizens are usually observed in the early 
mornings or evenings exercising along major thoroughfares that lack buffers and sidewalks to ensure their 
protection from vehicular movement. Citizens have also expressed the interconnection between a lack of 
recreational spaces and its contribution to young people liming or idling on the streets and who later end up in 
trouble as a result of committing petty crimes. This is a major concern as the population of Manchester can be 
described or characterised as a ‘young’ populace as the 2001 census (STATIN) showed that approximately 
106,455 persons or 57.29% of the total population falls within the age range of 0-29 years old.  

Mandeville’s most renowned parks and open spaces are the Mandeville 
Park, Brooks’ Park and the Manchester Golf Club, all centrally located within 
the town centre but under-utilised by the majority of those who reside in and 
visit the town for various reasons. For a town of its magnitude, Mandeville 
clearly has an inadequacy of recreational facilities and there is an immediate 
need to foster this development as growth in other areas namely residential 
developments continue to rise. Manchester on a whole requires organised 
open spaces to enhance the health of its citizens and in majority of the 
Development Areas there has been the desire to acquire funding and 
property to influence this cultural and social change in the Parish. A growing 
trend in most new housing developments is the unfriendliness of residents 
towards each other. This inability to socialise is a negative spin-off from the 
lack of public and private space. The layout and designs of neighbourhoods 
additionally contributes to individuals’ unwillingness to make an effort to get 
to know the people around them. It is partly due to this deficiency in 

View through a park.   
Source: http://www.chelmsford.gov.uk  

Woodland public open space. 
Source: http://www.tbridgea.co.uk/images  
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community cohesiveness that has lent to increases in crimes and the breakdown of society at large. 

Based on the population data from the Statistical Institute of Jamaica (STATIN) the total population for 
Manchester in the year 2001, was 185,801 persons. Presently, the population of Manchester has increased by an 
estimated 12,489 individuals, making today’s population roughly 198,290 persons. Manchester’s urban and rural 
areas are usually characterised by linear housing developments of predominantly single-family dwellings. Amid 
the large areas of undeveloped lands and post-bauxite mined out lands there is still the great prospect for small 
and large-scale housing projects. With these new developments it is hoped that more parks will be created. Over 
the next twenty years the Parish’s population is expected to increase by a minimum of 40% with the assumption 
that the existing trends continue. Clearly with such an increase, there emerges the need to satisfy all aspects of a 
society’s social needs, this means both public and private investment in social facilities or infrastructure. 

Vital to the sustainable economic development in any urban and rural areas of Manchester, are parks and open 
space systems. The acquisition of recreational areas and green spaces has the potential to improve and increase 
public health, reduce crime, and increase property values and serves as low-cost alternatives to investing in flood 
control mechanisms and provides a potential home for wildlife. Parks and recreational areas in the rural and 
urban areas have the potential to promote safety by providing positive alternatives to violence and crime, 
particularly amongst the youth. Parks allow an individual to break away from the routines of daily living and create 
and facilitate the desire for a feeling of solitude or an escape from the rigours of civilised society. In Manchester’s 
own pursuit of sustainability and building better community spirit, the construction of satisfactory open spaces in 
every housing development and or community for public enjoyment and for encouraging the unification of 
persons of different races, age groups, socio-economic backgrounds, cultures, and religions is of utmost 
importance to focus on achieving this one common goal. 

3.12.1.1 Actions 

1. Encourage the proper conversion and development of lands reserved as open space in existing housing 
developments and or subdivisions in the urban and rural communities of Manchester. 

2. Promote the creation of parks and the development of open spaces that are safe, relaxing, fun, and accessible to 
all citizens including youth, seniors and the disabled. This will help to promote community integration. 

3. Provide a network of diverse, attractive and artistically inspiring parks that will be connected by thoroughfares or 
by walkways within communities of close proximity to one another. This will help to enhance the rural and urban 
natural environment. 

4. Create a long-range green space plan for individual communities in Manchester through a collaborative effort 
with the assistance of the citizens, private and government investors, international funding organisations, and 
design experts (urban and regional planners, urban designers, architects, landscape artists, quantity surveyors, 
etc.). 

5. Acquire the assistance of design experts to undertake the creation of a variety and range of designs that can be 
replicated throughout the various communities. Designs will be aesthetically pleasing and will ensure 
functionality. Parks will be customised where necessary to meet the needs of the local residents and adapted to 
the site’s layout, relief and size. Sloping lands can be terraced for example to accommodate tiers that can 
facilitate seating and scented gardens. Aspects of the parks or leisure spaces should ensure the inclusion of the 
following areas: 

• Gardens and a water feature (fountain or bird bath) 

• Children’s play area 

• Fitness stations 

• Sitting areas 

• Jogging and walking trails 

• Hard courts (basketball, netball and scrimmage)  

• Amphitheatre 
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6. Designs should reflect the potential carrying capacity to prevent the occurrence of overcrowding and ensuring the 
longevity of the space and the facilities. This will include exploring the range of the open space desired. For 
instance, a small concrete or grassy area with trees, a water feature and seats and or benches to accommodate 
daily lunch-goers. 

7. Launch public campaigns and initiatives to build, encourage and coordinate grassroots support for open space 
and parks, their importance and benefits to be gained through their creation. This campaign will emphasise the 
local residents’ role in getting involved in projects geared towards the development of walking and jogging trails, 
open space projects, and maintenance and cleanup activities on an ongoing basis. 

8. Encourage the use of a myriad of methods that will reflect low-maintenance of the parks after their completion. 
This will involve using a combination of hardscapes (for example: concrete or stone walkways) and softscapes 
(for example: plants and trees), solar-powered lighting systems and equipment, mulching to reduce the growth of 
weeds in garden areas, rotating the lawn mowing and watering duties, the use of locally made seating that is 
durable, comfortable and safe (natural materials such as timber, concrete and metal) and fencing to keep out 
stray animals. 

9. Create a program involving public agencies and private sector that will ensure existing parks will continuously be 
upgraded and renovated to meet the current recreational needs of its users. This will ensure longevity of parks, 
whilst satisfying residents. 

10. Communities should approach financial institutions for grants dedicated to the development of park and open 
space projects in individual communities or undertake joint community efforts into the construction of one space 
to service multiple communities.  

11. Utilise population data and population projections for Manchester to identify potential sites to develop parks. This 
will be done with the assistance of the Local Authority and land acquisition policies where possible.  

12. Develop a database of all the existing, new and proposed open spaces and parks available in Manchester over 
the next twenty-year period.  This database will include maps created by GIS and will be available to the general 
public. 

 

3.12.2 Park Components 

3.12.2.1 Children’s Play Area  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Secure playground for children with play-set.   
Source: http://www.plymouthgov.com  

A lush open space properly landscaped.  
Source: http://www.miamidade.gov  
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3.12.2.2 Seating Areas 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.12.2.3 Jogging and Walking Trails 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
3.12.2.4 Water Features: Ponds and Fountains 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A lone bench built for solitude and an escape 
overlooking a town.  
Source: http://www.fortlewis.edu  

Park bench constructed from natural materials: 
stone base and wooden seating and back. 

Park designed to take advantage of the natural 
slope and rocky terrain of the land. 

Jogging and walking trail outlined by 
hardscape.  

An Example of a Pond-less Water Feature. 
Source: http://www.mastamariner.com/millstone_water _feature.jpg 

Fountains 
make 
wonderful 
attractions to 
any park 
space. The 
tranquil sound 
of water 
drowns the 
noise 
especially 
from vehicular 
movement. 
Source: 
http://www.davidharber
sundials.co.uk 
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3.12.2.5 Amphitheatre 

A contemporary amphitheatre is a curved, acoustically vibrant performance space, particularly one located outdoors. 
Contemporary amphitheatres often include standing structures, sometimes curved or "bowl" shaped, both behind the stage 
and behind the audience, creating an area which echoes or amplifies sound, making the amphitheatre ideal for musical or 
theatrical performances. 

A natural amphitheatre is a performance space located in a spot where a steep mountain or a particular rock formation 
naturally amplifies or echoes sound, making it ideal for musical and theatrical performances. The term amphitheatre can 
also be used to describe naturally occurring formations which would be ideal for this purpose, even if no theatre has been 
constructed there. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Education Amphitheatre that 
can be used on weekends and 
during school holidays. It is a 
sunny, tiered, paved area with 
timber/stone/concrete seating. The 
outlook is down a gently sloping 
lawn. This venue is suitable for 
more formal occasions. 
Source: http://www.anbg.gov.au 

This amphitheatre can 
accommodate theatrical or 
musical performances, concerts, 
art workshops, story telling or 
even corporate events and private 
launches. 
Source: http://www.neath-porttalbot.gov.uk 

An amphitheatre design that can 
be constructed within a 
depression, with seating built on 
the natural grade of the land. 
Source: http://www.canadacollege.edu/construction 
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3.13 Parks and Open Spaces 

In both urban and rural areas people need open space, 

whether it is for sporting events or casual recreation, public 
events or incidental meetings with neighbours.  
Historically, communities in Manchester would set aside 
space for these purposes, usually fields near schools, 
churches or community centres.  But as the traditional 
community form has given way to subdivisions and large 
urban centres, the need for parks and open spaces has 
often been forgotten.  Similarly, town centres in Jamaica 
were originally planned with generous public squares and 
open spaces.  In Mandeville, much of this space has been 
lost to encroaching automobile parking needs, while newer 
towns like Christiana have designated public space.  
Communities have made it clear that it is time to renew the 
attention that was once given to public spaces.   

Parks and public spaces are important not only to meet 
recreational, environmental, and aesthetic needs; they also 
serve to strengthen communities.  Common areas provide 
a place for community meetings, sporting events, concerts, 
as well as casual interaction between residents, all 
activities which create a greater sense of community.  
Stronger communities are safer and are better able to 
manage problems and improve their residents’ quality of 
life.  In urban areas, public squares help to create a sense 
of social inclusion and civic pride.  Studies have shown 
that green spaces even tend to reduce violence and 
improve people’s ability to cope with adversity.   

3.13.1 Preserving Eco-sensitive Areas 

Nature reserves and preservation areas are an important category of open space.  Areas which are especially 
sensitive to environmental damage or significant for biodiversity should be preserved, with limited, if any, 
recreational usage.  A more detailed discussion of eco-sensitive areas is included in The Natural Environment: 
Cool, Clean, Green.   

3.13.2 Urban Spaces 

Public spaces are particularly important in urban areas, where 
intense development leaves little provision for green space.  
Parks are necessary for both passive and active recreation, 
while public squares and plazas encourage a sense of civic-
mindedness and provide a place for people to rest, observe, and 
meet with friends.  Specific recommendations for Manchester’s 
largest urban area, Mandeville, are outlined in the section for 
that DA.   

Getting the terms straight  
We tend to use words like open space and 
green space interchangeably, but in fact they 
have specific meanings.   
 
Public space :  Space that is available for use 
by the general public; no one is excluded 
from use.   
Open space :  Land, private or public, that is 
not intensively developed for commercial, 
residential, industrial, or institutional use.  It 
can include farmland, forests, undeveloped 
shoreline, parks, and preservation areas.   
Green space :  Any space that is 
characterized by greenery and vegetation, 
landscaped or natural.  It may be parks, golf 
courses, forests, agricultural land, etc.  It can 
be public or private.   
Park:   Land designated for recreational use 
by citizens and/or for preservation.  Parks are 
usually public but can also be private.   
Active recreation:   Use that includes 
structured activities that require the use the 
special facilities or equipment.  Football fields, 
golf courses, netball courts, racing courses, 
and playgrounds fall into this category. 
Passive recreation :  Use that does not 
require specific facilities such as camping and 
wildlife viewing.  It can include indoor facilities 
like community centres and theatres.   

 

The gazebo in the eastern section of the 
Mandeville Park used by patrons to laze and 
escape the sun.  
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3.13.3 Mini-parks 

With limited opportunity in Mandeville and Christiana for the 
development of large parks, smaller “mini-parks” can help meet 
the need for urban public space.  Common throughout Kingston 
and in some of Jamaica’s older towns, such spaces include 
squares, plazas, and landscaped corners.  These spaces serve 
as “urban oases,” providing a comfortable place for pedestrians to 
rest or meet, often the only green space in an otherwise concrete 
environment.  A number of sites could be readily transformed into 
such spaces, thus providing small green areas where they are 
most needed.  As in Kingston, beautification and maintenance of 
these spaces could be funded by the private sector or other 
willing organisations.  

3.13.4 Rural Spaces 

In rural areas where open space and green space is plentiful, the emphasis should be on providing public spaces 
and areas for recreation.  Most rural communities have a playfield of some kind, but support should be provided 
for communities who want to establish new recreation areas or expand existing ones.  

3.13.5 Neighbourhood Parks 

Throughout the visioning workshops, communities have agreed that, as a goal, every child should be able to 
walk to a park from his or her house.  However, many residential areas, especially newer ones, have little or no 
public park space.  The Parish currently requires new subdivisions to set aside land for common use and 
ownership, but usually only the least desirable lot is reserved and is not appropriate for parkland.  As a result, 
these spaces are rarely used as parks.  Part of the problem is that residents of these developments often do not 
know that the community has the right to this public space.  If the public were better informed, residents could 
demand this land from developers.  Indeed, if potential homebuyers expect subdivisions to include parks, market 
forces will provide an incentive for developers to create attractive and useable park spaces.  In neighbourhoods 
that are not privately developed, parks should be part of the land use plan.   

3.13.6 Parking Lots 

In Manchester’s larger urban areas, where parking lots 
outnumber parks, parking areas can actually function as 
public space.  While not a substitute for true green space, 
parking lots can still be a place for incidental meetings or 
organised public gatherings.  During times when parking 
demand is low, parking lots can be used for a variety of public 
events.  Even when used normally for parking, attractively 
designed and well-landscaped lots can add to the urban public 
realm.   

3.13.7 Health 

Beyond aesthetic and social benefits, parks and open spaces 
also bring benefits for residents’ overall health and well-being.  
Providing space for recreation enables and encourages 
people to exercise and participate in sports, bringing the 
associated benefits for mental and physical health.  

 Park spaces do not have to be large to be 
effective.  

 
Benefits of parks and open spaces 
 

• Mitigate air and water pollution 
• Control stormwater runoff 
• Reduce crime 
• Create a stronger sense of community 
• Attract and retain residents and 

investment 
• Increase property values 
• Maintain a cooler climate by reducing 

the urban heat island effect 
• Engage and empower youth through 

recreation opportunities 
• Improve physical and mental health 

through physical activity and exposure 
to greenery 

• Reduce violence 
• Keep the Parish beautiful 
• Make life better! 
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Furthermore, access to green spaces and natural areas tends to reduce stress and have a positive effect on 
psychological health.  An initiative to provide recreation space can be paired with an effort to encourage exercise, 
no small issue in a place with rapidly rising rates of obesity and diabetes.  Of course, different people prefer 
different modes of exercise, so it is important to provide a variety of recreation options: fields and courts for 
organised sports, paths for jogging and biking, and open spaces for improvised activities.   

3.13.7.1 Actions 

1. The Mandeville Green should allow vending and commercial activity only in designated areas.  A commercial 
license should be required from vendors; fees from this license should be used for park maintenance.  Larger 
commercial ventures like food venues or cafes should be considered as additional ways to generate revenue.   

2. Consider outsourcing the management and maintenance of Brooks Park.  One option:  instead of concessions to 
a private company, try a church or community organisation.   

3. Consider corporate sponsorship of facilities in parks, but be careful to put limits on signage and other displays of 
commercialisation.   

4. Introduce an element of security by assigning a security firm, gardener or maintenance person to the area to curb 
crime and “undesirable” activities in parks (especially the Brooks Park).   

5. Require new parking lots to include attractive landscaping with native vegetation.  This landscaping plan may be 
part of the stormwater management plan.   

6. Encourage the creation of “mini-parks” and small public spaces in urban areas.   

7. In their initial plans, require developers to include a plan showing how the area reserved for open space in 
subdivisions will be developed.  The developer will be responsible for bringing the space to the condition shown 
in the plans.  The residents will be responsible for management and maintenance of the space thereafter.   

8. The space reserved for recreation in subdivisions should be readily accessible by all residents in the subdivision.  
The space should be useable for recreation; acceptable elements include walking trails, playfields, playground 
equipment, flower gardens, etc.  If the land includes sinkholes or slopes with a grade greater than 10%, these 
parts will not be included in the total area.   

9. Supply homebuyers with a brochure outlining their rights and what to expect from the seller or developer.  This 
information should highlight the law that guarantees recreational space in subdivisions and explain the role of 
residents in maintaining these spaces.  Parish Council can give brochure to homebuyers when they purchase 
their property.   

10. Provide support for neighbourhood associations and CBOs that wish to improve green space in their community.  
Ideas for support: 

a. Offer a guide for how to improve green space.   

b. Create a fund for CBOs that want to take over management for their neighbourhood or community’s 
public space.  The fund would cover initial development, landscaping, and (maybe) equipment costs, 
but the CBO would have to outline a plan for how the space will be maintained. 
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A new approach to the design and cr eation of  parks out of lands that have slopes  or steep gradien ts. 
Design: Phil Rodriques, MPDC 
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3.14 Health  

Manchester’s population is ‘young’ with 106,455 persons or 57.29% in the 0-29 age range in 2001.28 In addition, 

there are other factors that affect population and worth noting such as the urban and rural population, female 
population of childbearing age, and returning residents.  

These population groups are making an impact on the way Manchester grows and develops. In the case of 
health care, it is important that there are both long and short-term plans developed to account for changes that 
will occur regarding the need for specific types of health services like family planning, senior care, maternal and 
child health, nutrition education, etc. The Parish must be capable of delivering/providing adequate health care to 
its citizens and also meeting the needs of its citizens. Thus we must look to demographic projections and trends 
analysis to help plan for the provision of future health care in the Parish. 

Manchester is served by the Southern Regional Health Authority and has two public hospitals, Mandeville (Type 
B) and Spalding (Type C), and one private hospital, Hargreaves in central Mandeville.29  These are 
supplemented by 25 health centres. The five types are described in the box below.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Not all people in the Parish are aware of the national health fund, which provides medication for elderly people 
and addresses other social needs.  There is a need to make people aware of health initiatives, because there is 
currently a lack of information dissemination. 

What are demands on health care (services, hospitals/clinics, personnel) as a result of the above factors? 

Given the composition of the urban/rural population for the Parish, we will have to monitor and respond to the 
need for an adequate number of clinics and services for rural areas. Since the urban areas are currently serviced 
by 3 hospitals and a type 3 clinic in each urban area, health care (facilities, services and personnel) seems 
adequately provided. Thus the focus shifts to the provision of health care in rural areas for the Parish. 
Considering the decentralised health care system and that the majority (approx. two-thirds) of the Parish is rural, 
the provision and quality of clinics and personnel are important.  We need to ensure that the provision of services 
is adequate and relevant to local communities, staffed according to services provided and the needs of the 
community, and centres are well-managed. The rural areas of the Parish are serviced by Type 1, 2, or 3 health 
centres.30 

                                                   
28 Population Analysis Document: Demography of Manchester (October 2006) 
29 Profile pp 6-8. 
30 Refer to appendix for description of clinic types. 

Description of Health Centre Types 1 – 5 
 
Type 5  Located near to the hospital compound in Mandeville, this clinic services 25,000 people and offers all services 

such as medical, dental, maternal and child health, family planning and post-natal. This clinic type is fully 
staffed with medical and dental doctors, operating on a daily basis. 

Type 4  Serves 15,000 to 20,000 people with varying staff according to service provided operating on a daily basis. 
Services and staff include curative clinic, dental clinic and nurses, medical. 

Type 3  Serves 10,000 to 15,000 people. Offer the same services and operate on a daily basis as Type 4, but have 
less staff.  

Type 2  Serves 5,000 to 10,000 people. Services include maternal and child health, family planning, post-natal, 
medical and some dental service. There is a visiting doctors operating at this clinic type once a week. 

Type 1  Serves up to 5,000 people. Services include maternal and child health planning. Staff includes a visiting 
doctor once a month, midwife, and visiting public health nurse (i.e. child health nurse visits 6 times a month). 

Source:  Manchester Health Department, January 29, 2007. 
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Another consideration for health care in the Parish is population growth. In the next five years, approximately 
fifteen percent (15%) of the female population will approach childbearing age. This means that the population will 
continue to steadily increase for the next 15-20 years because of the amount of forthcoming mothers.31 To 
address this increase of population a long-term health-care plan for the Parish is needed. However, 
positive/progressive efforts include the Ministry of Health currently undertaking a five-year plan for Manchester 
that involves the siting and upgrading of land and facilities, provision for green spaces near Mandeville facilities, 
and [upgrading/improving the capacity of] facilities and services with new equipment. 

An issue regarding health centres includes whether services provided are appropriately meeting the needs of the 
communities they are located in. For Manchester this means we must collect and understand information on the 
nature of services offered (which will vary in communities depending on their needs), the number and frequency 
of health professionals visiting clinics, and determine if additional clinics are required for areas according to a 
criteria of needs (i.e. experiencing high demand/volume, areas absence of health care centres).   

Another issue identified is the acquisition of land during the siting process to locate new heath centres and re-
locate existing ones. The Ministry of Health is currently undertaking a five-year plan to address this issue. 
Cooperation between local government and the ministry will allow for greater efficiency and effectiveness in 
planning for these centres. This includes siting for new and the relocation of existing centres, renovations or 
upgrading, allocating lands for future centres that will meet the needs of future populations (addressing 
population growth and change), and managing lands and centres according existing and anticipating future 
demands. 

It is the intent that this plan will assist in solving these issues by presenting ways to ensure that there is a 
provision for an adequate supply of land for health centres. Planning for the long term allows zoning and 
reservation of land for such purposes to occur so that we can get a clearer picture of the types of changes/growth 
to expect and address/anticipate future health services needed in the Parish. Also The MOH and MPC can work 
together to devise criteria for siting such facilities in rural and urban areas so that planning of [complementary / 
supporting] social services can be [considered simultaneously/also factored] into the planning and development 
of an area to increase efficiency in the delivery of services to citizens. 

Lastly, health centres also have the opportunity to provide special services for specific needs in a community. 
Identified health-related issues include mental health and shelters for street persons/homeless.  

3.14.1.1 Advisory Policies 

1. ‘Site criteria’ for facilities in rural and urban areas will be devised in cooperation with the Ministry of Health. 

2. Health facilities will be expanded and or modified to accommodate any occurrences of population growth in 
Manchester. 

3.14.1.2 Actions 

1. Create a 20 year plan with the Ministry of Health for provision of health services, considering factors such as 
population growth, residential patterns, and socio-economic trends and changing needs of citizens. 

2. Ensure the zoning and reservation of land for the allocation of health centres in the Parish over a 20 year period. 

3. In cooperation with the Ministry of Health, explore the opportunity for the creation of specific centres or clinics for 
health-related issues such as mental health and shelters for street persons/homeless. 

4. Design a public education program to promote the types of health care services available to the public.  The 
campaign will include information about subsidies (the National Health Fund in particular), accessibility, and the 
need for persons to pay minimal fees. 

                                                   
31 Population Analysis Document: Demography of Manchester (October 2006) 
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3.14.2 Upgrading of Facilities and Services & Human Resources 

The upgrading of health facilities and services in the Parish is an important issue because it requires the 
government to keep abreast of the needs of citizens as well and improvements to technology. This means that 
the responsible agencies (such as the Ministry of Health and local government) must continually monitor and 
evaluate the provision and delivery of services and ensure the maintenance of facilities.  

This section covers two aspects of upgrading: (1) upgrading facilities and services; and (2) upgrading human 
resources/personnel (through skills improvement, re-training, and certification) for those working in health care 
sector. 

In the past, communities have cited the poor conditions of health facilities and the need for improvement through 
upgrading services offered and the expansion of buildings. In response, there have been some improvements 
including the expansion of Mandeville Hospital and upgrading services for the Bombay Health Centre from Type 
1 to Type 3.32 The upgrading of human resources through training and certification improves the quality of health 
care and also increases the capacity within the health care system. However, actions to address the shortage of 
health care personnel remain. 

It is the intention of this plan to provide allocations for future health clinics through zoning and assist with the 
improving services and quality of clinics [by working/in cooperation] with the ministry and communities to identify 
health needs at the local level. Through efforts such as these, we can in effect improve the quality of health care 
for our citizens and also serve to increase the capacity of services offered in the system as well as building and 
improving the capacity of professionals/workers in the system.  

To achieve high quality health care and provide high quality health facilities, we must address ways to: increase 
and improve access, have efficient and enhanced maintenance and management of facilities, and provide 
adequate financial support to address demand for medical personnel and provision of health services. 

It is also important to address improving and building the capacity of the health care system in Manchester. Ways 
to increase capacity involve the upgrading of services and skills of health care personnel. Upgrading services and 
personnel contributes to building capacity by harnessing and reinforcing a stable and skilled health workforce and 
providing appropriate and adequate health services that satisfy the needs of our citizens. 

The move to decentralise the planning unit from Kingston to Mandeville provides an opportunity to improve heath 
care in Manchester in a number of ways. This includes more effective and appropriate planning since the 
planning will be performed where changes/development is made; thus upgrades will be relevant to the local 
conditions. Decentralisation also offers the opportunity for better management, accountability (decision-making 
nearer the point of delivery) and community involvement.33 With regards to upgrading health care in Manchester, 
it is the hope that decentralising health care to the local level will realise the above benefits/improvements.  

3.14.2.1 Actions 

1. Identify sources for additional funding for services and personnel and expansion of facilities. 

2. Explore ways to provide informal or non-government health services/programs that do not rely on financial 
assistance from government. Support/promote increased local involvement in health through self-help groups for 
education, women’s networks for education re: pre/post –natal, child development, and sex education, parent 
support groups, youth health groups, etc. 

3. Address the need for a faster response to local needs, organise/create a local watchdog health organisation that 
engages the citizens and serves to assess the effectiveness and quality of the health care system in Manchester. 

                                                   
32 Profile pp 6-9. 
33 SRHA website http://www.srha.gov.jm/ (updated June 2006) Accessed January 30, 2007. 
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4. Use existing grant and funding programmes from existing agencies and organisations to assist in improvement to 
access for health care in Manchester. (i.e. National Health Fund uses grants to improve institutional benefits in 
the health system such as equipment, facilities, infrastructure, public health promotion, and training.34) 

3.14.3 Recommendations for Future Health Centre Additions and/or Upgrades 

Based on what was heard from citizens who participated in the series of Visioning and Mapping Community 
Workshops held across all nine (9) Development Areas in Manchester along with a series of SWOT Analyses, we 
were then able to determine the health centres that were required and identify those that needed to be modified 
or upgraded. These were arrived at using existing and future population projections for each Development Area. 
There are some Development Areas that are currently being mined and therefore some facilities will have to be 
relocated to other areas or placed in an entire new centre. Furthermore, a Health Centre helps to contribute to 
making each Development Area a desirable place in which to live.  

Health Centres required: 

1. Williamsfield Town Centre  

2. Cross Keys DA 

3. Newport DA 

4. Asia DA 

Health Centres identified for modification or upgrading: 

1. Christiana Town Centre. 

2. Alligator Pond DA 

3. Mile Gully DA 

Health Centres requiring upgrading in the long-term: 

1. Mandeville DA 

2. Porus DA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
34 National Health Fund website http://www.nhf.org.jm/application/Annual1.pdf, page 15. Accessed February 15, 2007. 
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Health Centres that will be required in each Development Area based on projected population growth35. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
For more detailed discussions and recommendations on Health Centres please make reference to the individual 
Development Area Specific Plans. 

                                                   
35 *1.8 hospital beds per 1,000 population in the year 2005. Source: Health in the Americas 2007, Jamaica 
 

Year 1991 2001 2011 2021 2030 

Health Centre 
Types 1-5 
 

Type Type Type Type Type 

Alligator Pond NA NA 3 3 4 

Asia NA NA 2 2 2 

Christiana NA NA 5 5 5- (x 2) 

Cross Keys NA NA 2 3 3 

Mandeville NA NA 5 5 5- (x 2) 

Mile Gully NA NA 4 4 5 

Newport NA NA 4 5 5 

Porus NA NA 3 4 4 

Williamsfield NA NA 4 4 5 

Total number of 
patients that can be 
served 
 

_ _ 160,000 175,000 240,000 

Beds   272- 288 1,639 2,032 
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3.14.4 Access to Health Care 

Dialogue surrounding this issue has identified that there are different kinds of access to health care that must be 
examined and addressed. These are access to services and access limited by the cost associated with receiving 
services and getting to facilities.  

A consideration that arose regarding this issue of access was the overarching need for citizens to be [educated 
on or informed of] their rights and ways they can access health care. It was found through communication with 
citizens that persons experience limited access because they are unaware of available services and financial 
assistance to help get the care they require. For instance, there is the opportunity for citizens in need to access 
the National Health Fund, which provides medication for elderly people and addresses other social needs (i.e. 
welfare, temporary financial assistance).   

This plan aims to encourage ways to improve and increase citizens’ access to services. Access to services 
means the ease of travel or trip persons have to a health facility, as well as access with regards to being able to 
receive health care. When persons experience limited access due to transportation and road conditions, they are 
hindered from getting the attention they require. As a result, despite the provision of good/quality services and 
facilities, if people cannot gain access, then the problem of getting the help they need remains improperly 
addressed. When there is difficulty accessing services due to limited space in facilities (i.e. overcrowding) and the 
inadequate provision of decentralised services, it is detrimental to citizens because the ability to provide services 
is hampered by the physical capacity of the building. This means that even though people are aware of services 
offered and can afford to access these services at a facility; the space limitation prevents them from accessing 
health care. For instance, one simple solution would be expanding a hospital, which will serve to alleviate the 
issue of overcrowding, thus allowing people to get medical assistance. However, we must realise that there are 
other more complex issues which will also be dealt with in the plan that require long term consideration/attention 
and multi-faceted approaches. 

When exploring ways to improve access to services, we must realise that there are associated issues 
surrounding road infrastructure and costs of transportation that must be addressed and have unforeseen impacts, 
like in this case, where people need to get to facilities safely in a timely manner and at a reasonable cost (*the 
idea that facilities are at a distance where it costs more than people are willing to pay to get there). 

Access limited because of costs include challenges citizens [encounter] when trying to get health services and 
also the transportation costs incurred to get to facilities especially from more remote areas. The costs borne by 
citizens for health care services limits access to health care because these services then become available to 
only those who can afford it. This makes the health care system inequitably tiered according to costs associated 
with services needed by all, but accessible by few. 

This plan aims to improve accessibility related to costs by addressing ways we can assist citizens experiencing 
financial difficulties with paying for health services and getting to health facilities. In looking over the long term, 
strategies can be developed and implemented that will react to and alleviate these kinds of challenges across the 
Parish.  

3.14.4.1 Actions 

1. Devise ‘upgrading criteria’ needed for upgrades to facilities, services, and professional staff. This would help to 
ensure that upgrades are done appropriately, are an efficient use of resources, and can be easily monitored by 
the health sector and local government in the Parish. To accompany this, quality standards or benchmarks 
should be devised in cooperation with the health sector/agencies to support these criteria. 

2. Offer pick-up and drop-off delivery for services such as prescriptions and health visits for elderly, pregnant 
mothers, and those located in remote areas/with difficulty accessing facilities. For a nominal fee these kinds of 
services can respond to this issue of access. There is also the opportunity for fees to be offset by assistance from 
the NHF for those who qualify. 
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3. Design a public education program to promote the types of health care services available to the public. The 
campaign will include information about subsidies (the National Health Fund in particular), accessibility, and the 
need for persons to pay minimal fees.36  

4. Explore the feasibility of offsetting medical expenditures burdened by those unable to afford health care-related 
costs through subsidies on the part of the Jamaican Government.  

5. Increase public education initiatives to assist in raising the general awareness of citizens of Manchester 
regarding the availability of current and prospective Public Health services and programs. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.15 Public Safety 

Security is not just a concern for schools, but for communities in general. Neighbourhood Watch groups 

encourage surveillance by the community, who can watch the neighbourhood more closely than the police can.   

3.15.1 Police and Fire Services  

Manchester is known as a safe Parish enjoying a low crime activity rate. However, the Parish remains 
confronted with challenges to deal with pressures of increasing crime attributed by socio-economic factors such 
as migration to urban centres like Mandeville and the decline of rural centres37. In facing these challenges, 

                                                   
36 LSDP Draft 1. 
37 Profile. Chapter 6, Section 6.5, 6.5.1 Crime Management p 6-12. 

(L) Map showing the Social and Economic Infrastruct ure in Manchester (R) The Needs and Visions 
proposed by the communities in the Parish. 
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Manchester’s plan provides a vision for the Parish and goals that are guided by our citizens to assist in 
addressing issues of safety. A common goal for Manchester is to have a safe Parish where people can work, live, 
visit and enjoy a lifestyle in communities and towns that are safe and strive to keep it that way. This calls for the 
efforts of all Manchesterians to come together and help to achieve and maintain this goal both in the present and 
over the long term. To achieve this goal and others provided above, we must address issues that will increase 
the safety for all in the Parish. Within the context of this plan, the issues highlighted by citizens pertain to fire and 
police services and neighbourhood watch groups that serve the Parish. Thus we (planning at the local level) are 
charged with the duty/responsibility of working in cooperation with these departments and neighbourhood 
members to find ways to increase safety across the Parish.  

Police and fire services provide invaluable assistance to our citizens, offering protection and safety for the Parish. 
Through effective and good planning practices, and with guidance from this plan, we can work with the police and 
fire departments in fulfilling/realising our vision for a safe Parish, which will in turn benefit these departments. For 
instance, providing better police services through increased support for resources and technology and through 
good planning for development, the Parish can reduce the likelihood of creating and continuing unsafe 
conditions.  

3.15.1.1 Police Services: Manchester Division 

Community workshops held in Mandeville, Christiana, 
Cross Keys and Alligator Pond, revealed the following 
needs regarding police services: improved response times, 
better facilities for the police, and more police personnel 
and vehicles.38 From the community perspective, we hear 
that more police personnel will contribute to increased 
police presence, which will make persons feel safer.  

For instance, good response times can make a critical 
difference in a life-threatening situation. If a goal in this 
plan is to enhance safety across the Parish, then it must 
address ways to improve the emergency responses of fire, 
police and medical services to ensure the safety and 
protection of persons and property. Factors such as traffic, 
drivers not yielding to emergency vehicles, poor road conditions, and access to property can impact/impede rapid 
and effective emergency response. Given the multiple impacts affecting safety, it will involve the combined efforts 
of local government, fire and police to plan and explore ways to improve safety. 

Needs identified by communities echo the kinds of needs expressed by the Police department, who also 
communicated the need to see increased policing of illegal activities such as illegal fishing methods in Alligator 
Pond and speeding vehicles - notably on Spur Tree Hill and Shooter’s Hill, and more community policing and 
patrols.39 Additionally, information shared at the Inter-agency workshop revealed the need to address issues such 
as effective use of personnel and technical resources, effective control of crime, enforcement, and traffic.40 
Discussions with the Traffic and Parking Division were carried out and solutions for these issues are being 
explored. These discussions are important to have because it begins to address safety issues impacted by traffic. 
This plan will then prompt ways to improve safety for pedestrians and drivers through guidelines and actions. For 
instance implementing appropriate traffic-calming measures in key pedestrian areas identified in the plan 
addresses a number of safety concerns such as pedestrian safety, speed, accidents and traffic volume. The 
guidance provided in the plan, in conjunction with police enforcement is beneficial on multiple levels: roads are 
safer overall, pedestrians feel safer, police can focus more attention and resources to other issues like 
enforcement, fire and emergency services benefit through faster response times. 

                                                   
38 IAW. January 17, 2007. 
39 Profile. Chapter 6, Section 6.5, 6.5.1 Crime Management p 6-12. 
40 IAW. January 17, 2007. 

The Kendal Police Station  
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The Manchester Division has shared its vision to improve safety across the Parish: “To have a highly trained, 
motivated and professional Criminal Investigating Branch (CIB) possessing the needed resources and delivering 
quality services at the highest level.” Progress undertaken by the division include the presence of a Criminal 
Investigation Branch, trained and experience divisional inspector and sub officers providing assistance and 
guidance, increasing citizen cooperation to police, and a criminal investigator at all  eleven stations.41 These 
actions begin to address issues of effective use of personnel, effective crime management and enforcement. 
Now, with this plan we must further these actions by helping the police increase their capacity, which will in turn 
enhance safety across the Parish. 

3.15.1.2 Fire Services: Manchester Fire Brigade 

Similar to the Police department, the Manchester Fire 
Brigade with stations in Christiana and Mandeville, 
faces challenges regarding safety that include the 
conducting and enforcement of fire safety inspections 
for buildings and subdivisions, installation of fire 
prevention and fire-fighting devices, and educating the 
public on fire safety. With the continued cooperation 
of Manchester Council and the Manchester Parish 
Development Committee, the Fire Brigade has an 
excellent opportunity to strengthen its partnership and 
use the plan in finding ways to address the above 
concerns. As a result, a reciprocal strengthening 
exists to increase capacity for all agencies, and this 
will see many benefits for the plan through improved 
effectiveness and efficiency to get actions realised, 
transparency of planning and decision-making 
process. 

The fire department has expressed the need for a law 
that will grant the department the responsibility to 
enforce the adherence of building and subdivision 
plans, through inspections and make it mandatory that 
applications follow recommendations made by the 
department regarding fire safety protection. For 
planning in Manchester this would mean that by 
increasing the Fire Brigade’s capacity it would enable 
them to more effectively enforce and practice fire 
management. Since this capacity would be increased 
at the local level, this plan will serve to integrate and 
support good fire management practices that we know 
is appropriate and applicable for the Parish. 

We also heard that buildings should include some water supply collection system to contend with the water 
shortage in Manchester. Given the water issues in the Parish, namely supply and distribution, including this as a 
criterion in building approval requirements would relieve water resources needed to fight fires and also provide a 
fast fire suppression response thus decreasing the event of property damage to the owner. By regulating that 
certain buildings such as businesses have water supply collection systems, it would ensure a reliable supply of 
water used solely for purpose of extinguishing fires. Also, we should encourage the implementation of these 
systems in private homes, which will serve the same purpose and increase safety this way. This also presents an 
opportunity to examine alternative fire extinguishing and suppression methods to conventional methods using 

                                                   
41 Profile. Chapter 6, Section 6.5, 6.5.1 Crime Management p 6-12. 

Remember When…  
 
� Communities where more close-knit – If you saw 

an unfamiliar face, you could tell if they were new 
persons in the community because you knew 
everyone who lived there. 

� Being a good neighbour - People looked out for 
one another and your things (out of common 
concern for safety and well-being); neighbours 
watched each other’s yard so you could go out to 
market and not worry about people troubling you. – 
Now people have to lock up and put grills on their 
windows. 

� Children could play outside in the streets and not 
worry about safety concerns we have today like 
speeding cars, predators, etc. 

� People used to leave doors unlocked; bars were 
for decoration. 

� Children were raised by the community - Adults 
would watch out for kids on the street and be 
concerned for their well-being; neighbours were 
concerned about other neighbours’ children. 

� There were no safety issues before the seventies. 
- Before political uprising (referring to Tivoli re-
location housing development that became 
politically-run/-charged by one political party.) 

� You could walk 10/11 o’clock at night and no one 
would trouble you. 

� Children could get rides from adults to school and 
not worry about being kidnapped. 

� When I was a child in Kingston, I used to see the 
midnight show at the cinema with my older 
brothers and sisters and we used to walk home 
afterwards with no thought of feeling unsafe. 
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water alone. For instance, foam is a common alternative used in fire fighting response worldwide. It can be used 
in a foam tank system with compressed air or nitrogen gas.42 This alternative to water addresses concerns 
related to water supply: Compressed air foam systems (CAFS) use approximately 20 gallons of foam for each 
gallon of water. This conserves the amount of water needed to fight a fire, thus making it an efficient and effective 
opportunity for water and associated costs compared to conventional fire fighting methods using water alone. 
There is an opportunity for this kind of fire suppression device in commercial buildings/businesses and rural 
households, where water supply and fire response is an issue. In addition, the technology is available where this 
kind of system can be integrated into existing fire trucks, so that only minor retrofitting and low maintenance are 
required instead of the costly expense of purchasing new fire equipment.  

This need for enforcement is raised again with the concern to find ways to enhance safety. We heard the Fire 
Brigade communicate that enforcement can be enhanced if emphasis is placed on owners and private operators 
of business and homes to install smoke alarms, water sprinkler systems, fire extinguishers, and proper fire 
escape routes. Educating the public on fire safety has benefits that touch upon all the identified needs and is a 
powerful tool to increase safety awareness and change attitudes about fire safety in the workplace, at home and 
for the Parish. This requires an aggressive and progressive public education campaign that can focus on target 
groups such as school-aged children, business owners and homeowners to promote and highlight the importance 
of practicing fire safety in the home and business place. Combined efforts with the public/citizens are crucial in a 
proactive approach to prevent and reduce the likelihood of fire incidences and fire-related damage to property.  

Thus for this plan the community concerns serve to highlight existing challenges that we are confronted within the 
Parish. They are important to be identified because by addressing them in the Development Plan and in 
cooperation with the police and fire departments, we recognise the input of the citizenry and are working toward 
solutions to make them feel more secure. We have heard the above needs regarding safety and must now 
respond through this plan and working towards achieving the goals and addressing issues now and over the next 
thirty years and beyond. This plan also hopes to further enhance the existing relationships between local 
government and the Manchester Police Division and Fire Brigade, so that actions can be realised in the short and 
long-term vision for Manchester.  

3.15.1.3 Advisory Policies 

1. Require all residential and commercial and institutional buildings of a minimum size (total floor area) to have a 
water collection and storage system to ensure reliable water supply to contend with any event of an on-site fire 
emergency. This can be implemented by making this a criterion in building approval requirements. 

3.15.1.4 Actions  

1. Develop a fire response system accompanied by ambulance and police escorts to help with coordination of 
efforts, on-site medical treatment and care, and protection of the firemen. 

2. Extend the Fire Brigade’s responsibilities of building inspections to include residential developments to ensure 
proper and comprehensive fire safety protection. 

3. Organise and implement a proactive public education campaign on fire safety targeting groups such as school-
aged children, business owners and homeowners to highlight the importance of, and encourage practicing fire 
safety in the home and business place. 

4. Find alternative fire extinguishing and suppression methods to water: Since water is in short supply to service all 
of the hydrants in the Parish, the Fire Brigade, with assistance of local government, should investigate/examine 
the option of using alternatives to water that can be transported on fire trucks to extinguish fires where there is an 
insufficient supply of water from hydrants. Additionally, a cost-benefit analysis should be performed on the 
associated costs of using this kind of fire extinguishing technology/method versus the costs associated with 
servicing the hydrant system with water and maintenance for the Parish. 

                                                   
42 Accessed March 6, 2007 from Fire Solutions Online website: http://firefighting.blogs.com/fire_fighting_equipment/  
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3.15.2 Neighbourhood Watch Groups 

The idea behind neighbourhood watch groups is not new - it evolves from the concern for a common good and 
well-being for individuals, property and the community at large. Establishing and maintaining neighbourhood 
watch groups is a useful way to address safety as it prevents crime, protects people and property, reduces the 
fear of crime by improving home security, increases vigilance, encourages the cooperation with police in 
reporting suspicious behaviour and fosters community spirit. The need comes from a widespread realisation that 
communities are becoming less personal than years past: families are busier and spending less time at home, 
children are involved in more activities away from home, and more families have both parents working. Thus this 
move away from personal connections in our neighbourhoods and spending less time at home increases the 
likelihood for crimes of opportunity.  

Neighbourhood Watch groups provide many benefits to the community, as well as the greater town and Parish. 
These include giving citizens a greater sense of security and increased cooperation with the Police, promotes self 
sustainability, strengthens civic pride and provides informal surveillance of public spaces.  

Manchester has thirty four (34) neighbourhood watch groups with the majority of them located in Mandeville; 
other group locations include Williamsfield, Spalding and Alligator Pond. It is important that the groups are 
tailored to each neighbourhood to reflect the specific safety concerns for their area such as crime spots, illegal 
activities (narcotics dealing, theft, vandalism, dumping, etc.), child safety, elderly/senior persons, women, etc. 
Neighbourhood Watch Groups are an important adjunct to ‘community policing,’ a strategy practiced in 
communities to involve persons in policing their communities.  Both initiatives attempt to revive the pride people 
used to have in their communities and to encourage proactive involvement in local issues. 

Mandeville residents confirm that the nature of crimes is usually non-violent. Violent crimes are usually reflected 
in the hospital statistics and they are not seen in Mandeville. However, injuries are often related to domestic 
violence. On a weekly basis up to four women beaten by men pass through the hospital system. These offences 
are often not reported and so do not appear in crime statistics and court records. In some areas break-ins are 
prevalent but were at a level where this could be dealt with through increased police patrolling and strengthened 
Neighbourhood Watches.  
 
Please refer to the Manchester Parish Profile: Chapter 6, Section 6.5, 6.5.1 Crime Management p 6-12. 

3.15.2.1 Actions 

1. Promote the reviltalisation of Neighbourhood Watch Groups to tackle the fear of crime within the communities 
and across the wider Manchester through integration programmes and activities in an effort to unify communities. 
These integration programmes and activities will include small social gatherings (barbeques, community sports’ 
day, fairs, etc.) and the creation of park and recreational spaces. 

2. Capitalise on the existing groups such as churches, service clubs, educational institutions and community 
organisations to strengthen and support the efforts/activities of Neighbourhood Watch Groups to foster 
participation and renew ‘community spirit’. 

3. Launch a massive campaign titled ‘Break the Silence’ that will be geared towards educating communities on the 
important role they play in community policing. This initiative will help to transform community behaviour towards 
sharing information/intelligence with the local Police. 

3.15.3 Future Needs for Police and Fire Stations 

With a growing population and developments constantly being undertaken in Manchester this will necessitate the 
development of additional police stations and posts to ensure security of people and property. From the Visioning 
and Mapping Community Workshops there were a total of six (6) communities that highlighted the need for Police 
Stations in their areas. These are outlined as follows: 

1. Albion 
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2. Ellen Street 

3. Enfield 

4. Huntley 

5. Newport 

6. Pear Tree 

The feasibility of the following proposed locations will need to be explored by the relevant authorities (Ministry of 
National Security and the Jamaica Constabulary Force). 

For more detailed discussions and recommendations on Police Stations please make reference to the individual 
Development Area Specific Plans. 
 

3.16 Cultural Heritage  

The Parish of Manchester has a rich cultural heritage, represented tangibly in a wide range of heritage sites and 

structures and intangibly in the music, dance, art, stories, crafts and foods of folk culture.  Manchester’s culture is 
predominantly Afro-Jamaican but also strongly influenced in its architecture and folkways by the English and 
other groups.43    

Identifying and preserving cultural heritage is vital to preserving history, strengthening community pride, imparting 
past knowledge and traditions for future generations and providing opportunities for heritage tourism. It is also 
important that all actions happen in the local context, reflecting what is important and valued by those in the 
Parish and across the island. 

Manchester’s tangible or built heritage provides a physical reminder of history and culture. It includes sites, such 
as monuments, buildings of architectural significance, already declared by the JNHT and much more still 
requiring attention.  Historic and cultural sites range from Taino middens, ritual caves and petroglyphs; to 
buildings dating from the 17th century which includes great houses, barracks, churches, cemeteries, and pens, 
and military sites.   

In 1998 the Jamaica National Heritage Trust, the designated agency responsible for identification, research, and 
preservation, identified thirty-two (32) sites of cultural significance. Unfortunately nine (9) of these sites have 
been categorised by the Trust as half- to three-
quarters degraded, some of which are dated 
prehistoric. None of the 32 sites is protected or 
listed as a national monument by law.44  

While these tangible heritage sites are important, 
there are also equally significant intangible heritage 
assets that are not found in the built environment, 
rather are passed down through traditions and oral 
history. Areas/assets identified for its intangible 
heritage can be assembled and recorded in one 
shared and public building where people can visit 
and serves to record cultural traditions, preserve 
oral tradition, educate, and a source of tourism for 
the Parish. (See Living History museum action 
below) 

                                                   
43 Parish of Manchester Sustainable Development Profile, “The Cultural and Historical Environment.” (2004). Manchester Parish Development Committee. 
Manchester: Jamaica, W.I. Manchester Parish Development Committee Ltd.  
44 South Coast Sustainable Development Study, “Annex A: South Coast Cultural Heritage Inventory.” (1999). Sir William Halcrow and Partners Limited. Kingston: 
Jamaica, W.I. 

Marlborough Great House built in 1795 and designed 
by Scottish architect named Forsyth. 
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3.16.1.1 Actions  

1. Highlight Manchester’s unique characteristics (historic structures, sites, agricultural history folklore) by creating a 
cultural venue that promotes tourism. This includes creation of an interactive museum that records a “living 
history” or narration of Manchester’s history. There is an opportunity to convert the old Court house into a 
museum to serve this purpose. 

2. Increase the number of free public shows and cultural events that occur in Manchester, by using occasions 
such as Homecoming, Grand Market Day, and other well-known Parish events. There is a great opportunity to 
showcase local cultural heritage through art, literature, music and food.  By making these shows free to the public 
to view throughout the day/week, it allows for public education and increased public interest.  This also promotes 
community involvement and civic pride in local events that occur. There are also local economic benefits to 
having free public shows that are apparent through local eating establishments, shopping centres, and overall 
business to the area. 

3. Encourage the educational institutions (primary, secondary and tertiary) to integrate authentic cultural education 
that is Manchester-centric into their curricula. An aspect of this will include field trips to historical buildings and 
monuments across the length and breadth of Manchester. This will help to increase the importance of the proper 
preservation of these historical assets to the Parish. 

4. Create and publish on the MPDC/MPC’s website45, an inventory of heritage sites and properties. This will allow 
the whole world to see what the Parish of Manchester has to offer in terms of tourist attractions.  

3.16.2 Historical Monuments 

Historical monuments in Manchester are at risk of 
being lost due to deterioration from the elements 
and time, vandalism, and disrepair. While some 
monuments such as the Bloomfield Great House, 
Mandeville Court House, and other great houses 
are protected and or listed by the Trust, there is 
interest to repair and conserve churches, schools 
and cemeteries that are not on the list. 

Sites identified by the Jamaica National Heritage 
Trust in Manchester include: Bloomfield Great 
House, Marlborough Great House, Roxborough 
Great House, Northern Caribbean University 
buildings, and Marshall’s Pen Great House. Seven sites are declared as “Buildings of Architectural and Historic 
Interest”, with one site – the group of four buildings on NCU Campus, listed as protected.  

Since there is interest to conserve and protect other historical monuments, this plan must address and provide 
ways to help maintain monuments that are culturally significant and worth protecting, as identified by citizens and 
council. It is also important that there is a thorough and updated list of historical and cultural heritage sites and 
monuments accessible for public viewing. By continually collecting and cataloguing records, council and citizens 
will have a clear idea of preservation efforts and actions needed for the future. 

These actions will have a wide range of benefits for the Parish that includes educational-school curriculum, 
public, tourism, and preservation. However, there must be greater effort [done] to put monuments identified by 
citizens/communities on the JNHT list and include and faster/more efficient process and execution by the JNHT 
to perform their process and declare these sites. There also needs to be greater enthusiasm on the part of the 
Manchester Chamber of Commerce to encourage the exploration of cultural tourism options and other 
venues/ways to protect monuments that are unique to Manchester. 

 

                                                   
45 Manchester Parish Development Committee and Manchester Parish Council website: www.manchesterpdc.org 

Marshall Pen Great House was originally a coffee an d 
pimento property. In 1755, the property was purchas ed 
by the Earl of Balcarres who was then Governor of 
Jamaica.  
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3.16.2.1 Actions 

1. Liaise with historical heritage and preservation organisations and societies to develop ways to protect sites in 
Manchester. – Jamaica National Heritage Trust, Archaeological Society of Jamaica, National Library of Jamaica, 
Jamaican Historical Society, International Council on Monuments and Sites, The Jamaica Tourist Board, National 
Resources Conservation Authority. Ways of protecting sites could be in done through the creation of maps – 
artistic historically-accurate maps of Manchester for sale to tourists, tour guides. 

2. Create heritage tours that highlight the visitation and education/stories of historical monument 
destinations/locations. For example, A Plantation Guide, which would include self-guided tours that narrate the 
history of plantations and trade in the area, tying in cultural history. It may also include plantation sites, great 
houses, manufacturing/refining/processing buildings and the docks where products were shipped. Also, this could 
be tied into events, festivals, and holidays and include special discounts or promotions for participants taking the 
tour such as the © Air Jamaica Jazz and Blues Festival, and © Jamaica Carnival. 

3. Create a ‘Self-guided Tour Guide and Map’ package available at Parish Council and key tourist locations –
National Airports, Montego Bay, Negril areas- for free or minimal cost (cost recovery by Parish) to tourists. This 
could be in cooperation with activities and efforts from tourism associations, and the Ministry of Tourism. 

4. Renovate the St George’s Anglican Church (popularly known as the ‘Duppy Church’) to be included in a historic 
churches tour. This will be worth the attention because of the age of church (18th century structure) headstones, 
and stone markers. In the event that this structure is beyond restoration, then explore the possibility of a 
compatible or another similar use. For instance; it could be the location for the starting point of church tours in 
Parish, whilst recognising the history of the building and site and the remaining stones. 

5. Collaborate with JNHT to create a map showing historical points of interest or monuments, sites (for e.g. Medina 
House), and groups of buildings. These would be posted at locations easily accessed and or frequented by 
visitors such as the Manchester Shopping Centre and the Manchester Parish Council. 

6. Market the concept of Jamaicans abroad tracing their family lineage to Jamaica through church records, 
cemeteries and so on, can be an opportunity for attracting visitors to the Parish and additionally providing tours of 
churches. 

3.16.3 Archaeological Sites   

The South Coast Sustainable Development Study (SCSDS) identified 84 Taino sites, thirteen (13) found in the 
Alligator Pond and Canoe Valley areas.46 The Taino sites are significant because of their historical and 
archaeological value and concentration in a central location. There has been strong concern in surveying and 
preserving these sites for many years. In addition, not only has there been interest in getting these sites 
preserved, but there is also interest in connecting the Taino sites’ natural physical and archaeological value to the 
intangible cultural history of Taino traditions. This includes the display and education of Taino heritage such as 
bammy-making, tobacco cultivation and hammock-making alongside its tangible physical remnants.47 

The caves and petroglyphs located in southern Manchester are other important cultural features that have been 
identified for their significance. It is also vital to protect these sites for their natural and archaeological value. 
Vandalism of caves with petroglyphs is a prominent concern and a serious detriment to their conservation. If 
proper precautions/measures are not taken for caves of interest then there is a real possibility that they will 
become degraded and their cultural and historical value compromised. Theft of artifacts found in caves is another 
pervasive problem that is difficult to control since there is no security for caves. For instance, damage has been 
recorded to the extent that there are large slabs of rock face missing. 

Current efforts to highlight natural and historical attributes while exploring sustainable economic opportunities 
include the development of trails in the Canoe Valley by Canoe Valley committee and a proposal for a museum. 
The JNHT and the forestry department have been involved in this project which is still in its development phase. 
This includes trails from Marlie Hill offering scenic views, and trails in a second phase, leading from Alligator 

                                                   
46 South Coast Sustainable Development Study, 1999. 
47 Ibid. Section 4.3.3, p. 4-77. 
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Pond to caves and turtle nesting sites. At Canoe Valley there is also a proposal for a museum to store cave 
artifacts like Arawak remnants. 

Sites located in Alligator Pond and Canoe Valley, such as Taino sites and caves can be used for multiple 
functions/purposes: preserving cultural heritage, eco-tourist attractions and a source of generating revenue for 
the Parish from tourism. These types of attractions have the opportunity to work well as small-scale operations, 
and are thus appropriate as sustainable eco-tourism practices in sensitive and historically significant areas. 
These would also serve as sustainable means of generating income for local people, while preserving natural 
and culturally-significant areas/sites. 

It is important that uses for these areas are clearly defined to preserve their cultural value and also so that they 
will be available for future generations to enjoy and learn from. 

3.16.3.1 Actions 

1. Create maps and other educational/information packages for prospective local and international tourists. 

2. Offer and organise with the tourism industry themed tours:  

� Heritage/arts and culture tours of caves with paintings and Taino sites. 

� Sustainable, small-scale eco-tours that include light-impact trips with boat rides, cave visits/exploration, 
manatee watching, and hiking. 

� Create an artistic tour that highlights and documents artwork through various significant periods in 
history. Caves with Arawak paintings and artwork by local artists. 

� Coordinate tours/activities with big-themed events that extend across the island. (i.e. arts and culture 
tours with the Jazz and Blues Festival in Montego Bay, where tickets from festival can offer discounts 
for tours. This would involve partnerships between tourism industry, private event organisers, 
government, and local tourism operators). 

*Note: To be truly sustainable, tours should be owned and operated by local people. 

3. Create heritage trails that combine natural physical attraction of caves and outdoor activities like light hiking with 
eco-tourism, leading to caves and boat tours in the Alligator Pond area. 

4. Reserve specific areas surrounding the caves and Taino sites for eco-tourism purposes. These allocated areas 
may only be used if they directly support the use of caves as tourism attractions. This may include small gift 
shops with local items and small food stands, which will provide desirable destination stops. Using the theme of 
sustainable eco-tourism, these amenities should also be locally owned and operated and use products made on 
the island. 

5. Install hidden surveillance cameras along the cave perimeter to help protect and monitor them against any acts of 
vandalism and theft of artifacts. 

3.16.4 Groups of buildings 

Identifying and preserving historically significant groups of buildings is important in maintaining large protected 
sites that can serve to provide educational, cultural, and economic benefits. Protecting groups of buildings like 
the four buildings on the Northern Caribbean University Campus in Mandeville is one good approach to 
preserving cultural heritage. In addition, it has the added benefits of attracting visitors to learn about the history of 
the buildings, which earns revenue and promotes education. 

However, preserving larger sites is not without its challenges: there is the need for continual upkeep and 
maintenance - this requires financial and human resources. In addition, for stewards of larger historical sites to 
attract visitors, they must also be creative in their approach to generate revenue and management of the site to 
ensure its prolonged state. Larger historical sites include buildings not protected by the JNHT such as forts, 
Kirkvine Works, etc. 
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3.16.4.1 Actions 

1. Coordinate Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) so that groups of buildings with historical significance are 
preserved and maintained. This will help to reduce the burden of cost on the public sector, with the allowance for 
small business opportunities. In other words, private business owners leasing a building from government will 
contribute slightly higher property tax, based on the maintenance of building’s facade (based on its historical 
value, uniqueness and potential to attract more business). 

2. Tenants occupying a historical building must comply with a heritage preservation design guidelines to preserve 
the historical integrity of the building, externally and in some cases internally and exhibit commemorative 
plaques, etc.  
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4 The Economic Environment: 
Growing & Diversifying the 
Economy 

4.1 The Vision 

Manchester will grow and diversify by capitalising creatively on the economic opportunities that will emerge 

from its commitment to sustainable development for the advancement of existing industries and the 
establishment of new ones that will work harmoniously with the environment.  

The agriculture sector will become an increasingly important mainstay of the economy as both the need for local 
food security and global demand for specialty products expand.  It needs to recognise the innumerable marketing 
opportunities for all farmers and embrace the latest technology with the promise of maximising crop production 
and ensuring quality and safety. Greenhouses will be more affordable and the conventional farmers will realise 
the many benefits of organic farming for not only themselves and potential buyers, but for the environment on 
which they will continue to farm. Agro-industries will add value to locally grown crops and will contribute to the 
local economy in both the short and long-term. The local fishing industry will be replenished by sustainable 
fishing practices and environmentally conscious fishermen who respect the marine ecosystems.  

The Parish will produce and brand a tourism experience that allows visitors of Manchester the chance to interact 
with nature and local people through packages that will include hiking trails, river tours and biking to the 
exploration of its many caves, heritage sites and unique communities. Local businesses will flourish with growing 
support from citizens and increased local and international visitors.  

New industries will include the high-tech industry providing jobs for new Information Technology and engineering 
graduates and also facilitating a job transitional phase for worker of bauxite companies. Renewable energy 
exploration and implementation will be a key component of every business and industry in Manchester all going 
‘green’ to help in the continued preservation of the natural environment.  

4.2 Goals and Objectives 

4.2.1 Goals for the Agriculture Sector  

1. Develop new agricultural technologies to maximise the quantity and quality of products for the expanding 
population. 
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2. Facilitate co-op among farming stakeholders to better represent the Agricultural sector in the Parish’s strategic 
decision-making. 

3. Explore and educate our farmers with the best farming techniques to maximise year round production. 

4. Encourage residents of the Parish to support locally grown agricultural products. 

5. Develop and expand the agro-processing industry with improved production and marketing strategies to provide 
better access to markets for local farmers across the Parish. 

6. Provide a “real time” distribution network for the export of the Parish’s agricultural products taking full advantage 
of the Internet.  

4.2.2 Goals for Tourism 

1. Achieve a sustainable tourism industry from community tourism, eco-tourism and heritage tourism to maximise 
the Parish’s economic development potential.  

2. Educate and train residents of the Parish to gain jobs and achieve full economic benefits from Manchester being 
a national and international travellers’ or visitors’ destination. 

3. Protect Manchester’s cultural and heritage assets for future generations (first “free town”, historic landmarks…). 

4. Promote the South Coast as the environmental destination and the Mile Gully area as the heritage destination.  

4.2.3 Goals for Supporting Local Businesses 

1. Create an economic climate conducive to entrepreneurialism, innovation, and growth of local businesses.  

2. Sustain a diverse economy that allows participation by all segments of the population.   

3. Become a nation and region-wide leader in sustainable technology industries.   

4.3 A Coordinated Approach to Achieving Economic Prosperity 

Following a summary of Manchester’s economic challenges in the next section, the chapter covers: 

� Agriculture (Section 4.5); 

� Tourism (Section 4.6); 

� Supporting the Growth of Local Businesses (Section 4.7); 

� New Economic Opportunities (Section 4.8); 

� Education and Research (Section 4.9); and 

� Opportunities for New Industries (Section 4.10). 

 
Despite the sectoral focus of each section, the chapter stresses the importance for attracting new industries of 
nurturing mutually supportive relationships among sectors, together with wise locational guidance, reliable 
services and efficient decisions.  

In the future, and looking to “life after bauxite,” Manchester intends to take an integrated approach to the growth 
and diversification of its economy. Rather than shifting focus to a single “replacement” industry, as often happens 
with tourism, for example, it recognises the importance of linkages between and among industries. The 
interdependence of agriculture, agro-forestry, agro-processing and tourism is one instance.   

It also recognises that in order to grow and diversify the broad agricultural sector, it will be necessary to 
orchestrate the support of schools, training colleges, the financial sector, transportation, wholesale and retail 
trade and other related services.  Conversely, a revitalised, more professional and diversified agricultural sector 
will have spin-off benefits for private businesses and industries of many kinds.   
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Manchester also seeks to emulate, and exceed, the local economic, technical and creative vitality stimulated on 
the early days of the bauxite industry.  Overdependence on bauxite gradually led to the abandonment of such 
entrepreneurship.  The new challenge of climate change and the value placed on sustainability can be the spur to 
a new era of initiative, creativity, experimentation and the acquisition of new skills.  

4.4 Conditions and Challenges 

Bauxite mining has driven Manchester’s economy for the past half-century, but bauxite is a finite resource and 

will not sustain the economy indefinitely.  Mining of bauxite is expected to come to an end in twenty to forty years, 
when reserves would have been depleted.  The end of mining will present a challenge for Manchester and the 
Parish will need to find other ways of generation wealth.  At the same time, gradual end of mining can also be an 
opportunity, and even a stimulus for the growth of other sectors.  With land released from mining, the agriculture 
and tourism sectors will have a greater chance to expand.  Agro-processing operations can benefit from skilled 
workers and infrastructure left by the bauxite industry.  In addition, the Parish will have to look toward more 
technology-based industries to take advantage of the relatively highly educated populace.   

Efforts will be needed to make a smooth transition from mining to other industries.  Residents have looked to 
agriculture and agro-processing as the economic future of the Parish, but the success of agriculture depends on 
the proper reclamation of mined-out land.  Similarly, tourism will only be successful if mining activities preserve 
natural and culture resources.  Workers currently employed in mining are assets to the Parish; training programs 
designed to ease the transition to new jobs could encourage them to remain in Manchester.  For these reasons, it 
is paramount that the Parish continues to work closely with bauxite companies to ensure that land and resources 
left by mining will support the Parish’s economic vision for the future.  

Today, Manchester’s primary industries are bauxite mining and agriculture, while smaller industries and wealth 
brought by returning residents also contribute to the economy.  Mandeville’s position as a commercial and 
institutional centre is a great economic asset, and the service sector in Mandeville and other town centres is 
strong.  However, in the coming decades, the region will be subject to a number of forces that will change the 
economic picture.  Among these factors are the depletion of bauxite reserves, population growth and migration, 
changing demographics, increased access with Highway 2000 and a possible airport, a worldwide increase in 
tourism, climate change, and global trends away from an oil-based economic and toward “green” business.  
Manchester’s economic strategy needs to build on its existing strengths while anticipating future changes.   

The Parish faces a number of challenges in terms of its economy.  Unemployment continues to be an endemic 
problem, especially in rural areas and among young people.  The Parish has many strong educational 
institutions, but most graduates are forced to go elsewhere to find jobs.  Bauxite mining has been a short-term 
boon to the economy, but has taken its toll on the land and natural environment, leaving the Parish less able to 
provide for itself in the long run.  Growth centres like Mandeville and Christiana have strong urban economies, 
but other parts of the Parish have been slow to benefit from development.  Macroeconomic policies make the 
region less competitive in the global market when compared with other middle-income countries.   

Despite the challenges, there are many opportunities for Manchester’s economy to expand and diversify.  
Manchester is blessed with many assets that set it apart from other regions in Jamaica.  Compared with other 
rural Parishes, Manchester has a relatively highly educated population, and the proportion with a tertiary 
education is growing.  The population is relatively young, meaning that a large workforce is available.  The Parish 
continues to attract returning residents, who in turn bring wealth to support the local economy.  Even though 
mining has compromised much prime agricultural land, the Parish remains ideal for growing a wide range of 
crops.  In its wealth of cultural heritage sites and natural attractions, the Parish has potential for tourism.  It has 
reasonably good access to Kingston, which will improve with the completion of Highway 2000.  Additionally, 
Manchester’s cool climate and exceptional views are a significant advantage; many businesses and potential 
residents would be glad to locate here.   
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The public has identified agriculture and tourism as the industries with the most potential for growth; agriculture 
can play a larger role by increasing production and expanding to new markets, while a nascent tourism industry 
can be built around the Parish’s natural and cultural attractions.  There are also opportunities for new industries, 
especially ventures that take advantage of the educated workforce and businesses which promote sustainable 
technology.   

This plan proposes a number of general ways for Manchester to plan for economic growth, but there is still a 
need to develop a more focused economic strategy for the Parish.  Such a strategy should come from an in-
depth, quantitative study of the region’s current economic situation and possibilities for the future.   

4.5 Agriculture 

As one of the Parish’s most important economic contributors, the advancement of agriculture is central to the 

development of the Parish.  The agriculture sector is Manchester’s largest source of employment and boasts 
some of Jamaica’s most significant development projects.  With the end of bauxite mining nearing, residents 
have identified agriculture as the way to sustain Manchester’s economy.  The agriculture sector must therefore 
look to new ways to not only maintain, but expand its economic role.   

Agriculture has been and continues to be Manchester’s largest source of employment and one of the main 
contributors to its economy.  The Parish boasts some of Jamaica’s most significant agricultural research and 
development projects and is the third largest grower of domestic produce.   Advancement of the sector is central 
to the sustainable development of the Parish.   

Average farm size is small, even for Jamaica, and combined with the challenges listed below has made it hard to 
compete with large specialised farms practicing conventional agriculture.  However, many opportunities exist to 
offset or outweigh the challenges. 

The expansion of agriculture faces several challenges.  Mostly significantly, crop production in the Parish has 
fallen dramatically in recent years, mainly due to the appropriation of farmland for other uses, but also because of 
low profits, competition from imported produce, lack of access to markets, and declining interest in farming.   

The Rural Agricultural Development 
Agency (RADA), the major authority for 
agriculture in the Parish, is focusing on 
the most immediate problem: loss of 
agricultural land.  Specifically, by 
increasing the amount of land under 
cultivation, it hopes to restore crop 
production to 1996 levels by 2009.  
Addressing the issue of land will 
undoubtedly help, but in light of the 
numerous challenges facing the sector, 
other efforts are needed as well.  A 
number of approaches can help the 
agriculture economy grow, including the 
development of value-added products, 
adoption of new technology to increase 
efficiency, expansion to new and more 
profitable markets, and targeted 
promotion to boost demand.   

As agriculture sector grows into a new 
role in the economy, it must also ensure its own sustainability.  By its very nature, farming places stress on the 
land and environment; high water consumption, soil erosion and depletion, and water pollution from pesticides 

The amount of land under cultivation has fallen sig nificantly since 
1996. 

Source: RADA 
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and fertilisers are common problems.  To sustain profits in the long term, the industry must adopt sustainable 
practices whenever possible.  Furthermore, it must also ensure continued interest in agriculture among the 
younger generation.  This can only be done by moving beyond current practices and attitudes to new ways of 
approaching agriculture. 

Parish farmers and outside experts believe the future of the sector will depend on sustainable farming practices, 
the adoption of more suitable advanced technology (i.e., embracing the principles of low tillage organic 
cultivation), development of value-added products through agro-processing, and targeting more lucrative 
markets, including the hotel, tourism and restaurant sectors, fast-food franchises and overseas buyers of fresh 
and processed organic produce.   

 
 

Critical Challenges include:  Key Opportunities include: 
Lack of surface water  Parish has a tradition of conservation 
Hilly terrain and shallow soils  Soil and climate suitable for high value crops 
Access to land and farm ownership limited  Potential for divestment after mining 
Incompletely restored mined-out bauxite lands  Ongoing research to improve productivity 
Uncertain mining schedule in mining reserves Forward strategic planning through LSDP 
Conflicts with sprawling development Planning and enforcement of LSDP standards 
Poor road access and/or conditions in rural 
areas 

Knowledge exists for lasting improvements 

Produce often goes to waste Storage facilities and agro-processing 
Limited market and technical advice Information technology 
Limited access to credit and affordable inputs More profitable local and export markets 
Macro-economic policies favouring imports Stronger lobbying groups/local markets 
Increased competition due to globalisation Increasing need for food security in future 
Drier and hotter conditions as climate changes  Knowledge exists to plan adaptation now 
Farming not attractive to young people Farming needs to become more professional 

 
 

Manchester could work towards making itself the organic agriculture and 
community tourism centre of Jamaica.  To support this effort, Alvey Food Farm 
in Resource, Manchester, could be used as a prototype for organic farming 
since infrastructure and reservoirs exist on-site. The Christina Potato Growers’ 
Cooperative Association (CPGCA) would be asked to assist in 
sensitise/educate local farmers about forming themselves into a farmers’ 
cooperative, and selling their organic products in a proposed Farmers’ Market. 
The intention of using Alvey Food Farm as a prototype is to provide a pilot 
project of organic farming, and to strengthen the organic farming and wellness 
industries in the Parish.  The potential for using the organic crops produced in 
value-added products and developing agro-industry should also be considered.   

Greenhouses have proven to efficiently boost quality and production, while also 
making farming cleaner and less physically demanding and therefore more 
attractive as a career. They also represent n intelligent response to climatic 
challenges. While greenhouses are cost-effective, they require a substantial 
capital investment that is beyond the means of many farmers.  However, 
preparation for greenhouses can be part of the reclamation process for bauxite 
land, thereby making it easier for farmers to establish greenhouses.   

Crops grown inside the 
greenhouses of Devon, 
Manchester. 
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If crops are grown organically, employing tissue culture to supply a local source of certified seeds, high value 
markets can be served, increasing the feasibility of the initial investment.   

4.5.1 Agricultural Land 

If the primary goal for the agricultural sector is to increase production, then it is important to ensure that an 
adequate amount of productive land is available for cultivation.  Production volumes in the Parish have been 
decreasing over the years as more and more formerly productive land is lost to bauxite mining.  The area of land 
given to mining outpaces the area of mined-out land that is rehabilitated for farming, and this reclaimed land is 
rarely restored to pre-mining levels of productivity.  Furthermore, as urbanisation of the Parish continues, 
increasing amounts of arable land are converted to housing developments.  These trends threaten to erode the 
Parish’s agricultural base, weakening the economy and bringing food security into question.   

For these reasons, land use policies need to recognise the value of agricultural land.  RADA’s efforts to increase 
the amount of land under production will be successful only if arable land is available for farming.  Therefore, the 
Parish’s most agriculturally valuable land should be reserved for farming, while less fertile land can be designated 
for housing and other development.  In addition, greater effort must be taken to restore mined-out land for 
agricultural purposes.  Specifically, the standards for soil productivity on reclaimed land should be raised, and the 
possibility of establishing greenhouses on less productive land should be examined.   

While it is important to preserve farmland from encroaching housing developments, it is not necessary to 
completely segregate agricultural and residential uses.  Like anyone else, farmers should be able to live near 
their place of work.  Therefore, single-family residences should be allowed on land designated for agriculture, as 
long as the land remains predominantly agricultural.   

The vast majority of farming in the Parish occurs in rural areas, but some land in urbanised areas remains under 
cultivation as well.  Whether in the form of a household garden or a larger plot generating produce for sale, urban 
agriculture has economic, environmental, and health benefits for residents and cities as a whole.  Land use 
policies should encourage gardens and urban agriculture as long as it remains small in scale.   

4.5.1.1 Advisory Policies  

1. Preserve agricultural land for agricultural purposes by preventing the development or subdivision of commercially 
productive agricultural land outside of designated growth areas.   

2. Single-family residential developments should be encouraged on lands predominantly used for agriculture in 
cases where farmers need to provide housing for themselves and their family.  

3. Allow small agricultural plots in residential, commercial, and mixed-use areas as long as they do not significantly 
disturb the surrounding environment.   

4.5.1.2 Actions 

1. Designate one hundred (100) acres of protected agricultural land for the next five years. This will be a step 
forward to ensure the Parish’s agricultural sector and food security. 

2. Identify lands that are less suitable for agriculture, particularly those with low soil fertility levels and slightly steep 
or rocky terrain and designate these lands for residential, commercial, industrial or open space uses.  

3. Promote the redistribution of reclaimed agricultural lands following mining operations. This will increase the land 
holdings of small farmers and enable them to maximise production efforts. 

4. Re-evaluate bauxite land reclamation policies with regard to agricultural development.  Policies should define and 
establish appropriate land uses in reclaimed lands.  The Commissioner of mines should review the policies, while 
JBI should determine how land is to be reclaimed.  CBOs should represent communities in the process.   
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4.5.2 Farming Methods and Technology 

The advancement of agriculture in Manchester requires transitioning to practices that are more sustainable and 
efficient.  With methods and technologies that are continuously changing, farmers must be kept up-to-date and 
encouraged to adopt practices that will help their business.  For instance, farmers have conventionally relied on 
artificial fertilisers that help crops grow more quickly but also pollute water sources.  However, more recent 
research suggests that natural compost can produce similar results with much less environmental impact.  When 
well-managed, composting projects are a win-win-win: they dispose of waste, provide farmers with inexpensive 
natural fertiliser, and reduce pollution.  Farmers should be encouraged to implement such projects.   

Another technology with potential to boost production is plant tissue culture.  Tissue culture is a way to reproduce 
plants in order to protect them from disease, to propagate plants with particularly desirable traits, and to quickly 
generate mature plants.  Multiple seedlings can be produced in a laboratory then transferred to a greenhouse or 
plot of land.  The Christiana Potato Growers’ Cooperative Association (CPGCA) is currently implementing a pilot 
project that will explore the extent of feasible applications in Manchester.   If successful, tissue culture could help 
increase the quality and volume of local crops.   

Although the technology is not new, farmers would also benefit from increased availability of refrigerated storage 
units.  These public facilities can be used to store excess produce, preventing gluts in the market and stabilising 
prices.  Produce stored in this way can also help supply agro-processing operations.  A cold storage unit 
currently serves Christiana, but South Manchester and other areas are in need of similar facilities.  Mass 
refrigeration can pose an environmental threat, however: cooling units require large amounts of energy.  In the 
interest of sustainability, the possibility of using solar power or other alternative energy for cold storage should be 
strongly considered.   

4.5.2.1 Actions 

1. Develop an ongoing education program to inform farmers about good agricultural practices and new techniques.  
This should be done through a number of channels, including school curriculum, Jamaica 4-H Clubs, workshops, 
skills training programs, and pilot projects and site examples 

2. Encourage farmers to replace artificial fertilisers with natural compost.  This could be done through the public 
education program and a demonstration program.   

3. Ensure that more organic-based cultivation is developed and practiced to reduce and eventually substitute agro-
chemically intensive agriculture so as to encourage soil conservation efforts in Manchester. 

4. Once the CPGCA’s tissue culture pilot project has produced conclusive results, explore the possibilities of 
establishing more tissue culture labs in the Parish.   

5. Conduct a feasibility study and cost analysis for cold storage units in southern Manchester.  This study should 
identify potential locations, funding sources, management arrangements, and technical issues for the facility or 
facilities.  It should also consider using alternative energy sources to power the operation.  NCU could contribute 
to the research, while JBI and/or JAS could provide financial support.   

4.5.3 Greenhouses 

With a wide array of associated benefits, greenhouse technology shows 
tremendous promise in advancing agriculture in Manchester.  Greenhouses 
can increase production and quality while reducing the need for pesticides 
and fertiliser and protecting crops from weather and disease.  Farming in 
greenhouses is cleaner and requires less intensive labour than conventional 
methods.  With greenhouses, crops can thrive on land that is less suitable for 
traditional farming.  The demonstration greenhouse run by the Christiana 
Potato Growers’ Cooperative Association (CPGCA) has proven that the 
method works extremely well in Manchester, leading many observers to label 
greenhouse technology as the future of agriculture in the Parish.  Because 

Benefits of greenhouses  

� Greatly increase crop yield 
and rate of growth 

� Increase quality 

� Reduce the need for 
pesticides and fertiliser 

� Reduce labour input 

� Crops are less susceptible 
to weather and disease 

� Good for poorer quality 
soils.   
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they are especially well suited to reclaimed bauxite land, where soils are 
often of poorer quality, greenhouses have great potential to help restore 
mined-out land to economic productivity.   

Although greenhouses are relatively simple to construct, the initial cost is 
still outside the means of most farmers.  The CPGCA greenhouse has 
shown that this cost can be recouped within a few years, but this 
evidence is not yet thoroughly documented and creditors remain reluctant 
to invest in such a perceived risk.  Likewise, because the technology is 
not yet well established, it is difficult to obtain insurance for greenhouses.   

These problems should be resolved once greenhouses become more 
widespread and their effectiveness is proven.  In the meantime, financial 
assistance must come from the government, farmers’ cooperatives, or 
outside funding.  The government could help with providing loans and insurance.  Cooperatives (as the CPGCA 
is already doing) can help farmers to pool resources to provide individuals with assistance, or help persuade 
private banks and insurers to invest in greenhouses.  Co-ops can also appeal to organisations like JAMPRO to 
promote investment in greenhouses.   

4.5.3.1 Advisory Policies 

1. In selected areas based on certain criteria, a portion of the funds used to reclaim bauxite lands should be used to 
simultaneously prepare sites for greenhouse development. 

4.5.3.2 Actions 

1. In selected areas based on certain criteria, a portion of the funds used to reclaim bauxite lands should be used to 
simultaneously prepare sites for greenhouse development. 

2. Establish a revolving fund to help finance greenhouse start-ups.  Small farmers should be given priority in this 
program.   

3. Support programs that make it easier for 
farmers and small businesses to access 
credit, as well as efforts to help farmers 
obtain insurance for greenhouses.   

4. Support the CPGCA’s efforts to document 
the financial benefits of greenhouses.   

5. Support the CPGCA’s efforts to provide 
technical information on greenhouse 
construction and operation to interested 
investors.   

6. Work with JAMPRO and other 
organisations to increase interest in 
greenhouse technology among potential 
investors.   

4.5.4 Possibilities for New Crops 

Increasing production of established crops may be the strategy for Manchester in the short term, but in the 
medium- to long-term, there are numerous possibilities for expansion into new crops.  The inclusion of non-
traditional crops brings the potential for higher profit margins and an opportunity for Manchester to distinguish 
itself from surrounding Parishes.   
 

The CPGCA demonstration 
greenhouse has produced sweet 
peppers of exceptional quality.   

Tomato plants raised in a greenhouse grow much more  quickly 
than their conventional counterparts. 
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The organic food movement and the related trend toward healthier eating represent an opportunity for crop 
diversification.  The organic movement has grown rapidly in recent years and will continue to do so.  Organic 
farming methods by definition place less demand on the land and generate less pollution, ensuring sustainable 
farming for the long term.  While usually more expensive at the outset, higher prices for products make organic 
farming profitable.  In addition, the societal shift toward healthier food can be an opportunity for farmers to 
benefit.  Following the call of nutrition experts, more and more consumers are demanding more fresh fruits and 
vegetables.  Some farmers will have to respond to this movement by replacing starch-based ground provisions 
with vegetables and fruit trees.  Considering the public health benefits, an initiative to promote healthy food would 
help both farmers and society as a whole.   
   

Other products with high potential in 
Manchester also respond to wider trends in the 
world economy.  With an increasingly 
important focus on the use of sustainable 
materials, especially in building (see the 
section on Green Building), bamboo can 
become a major industry in Manchester.  
Bamboo is an excellent and versatile building 
material, light weight but with the strength of 
steel, and can be used for many other products 

as well.  Moreover, because it grows quickly, it is a renewable resource—more sustainable than concrete and 
even wood.  It could be cultivated commercially in Manchester.   
 

Corresponding manufacturing and distribution 
operations can also be established locally, making 
bamboo production into a complete industry for 
Manchester.  This of course would have to occur in 
tandem with promotion of bamboo as a sustainable 
material.  Moreover, because of its invasive nature 
(see Section 2.5.2) cultivation would have to be very 
strictly controlled.  North-east Manchester, which is 
already experiencing invasion by bamboo, could 
provide a source of material through an approach 
known as “conservation by utilisation,” the removal 
of bamboo (in a manner that prevents springing 
back) and replacement with native hardwood 
seedlings.  Such an industry could be developed in 
concert with the Forestry Department’s proposed 
reforestation programme (Section 4.5.6).   

4.5.4.1 Actions  

1. Support efforts to increase organic farming in the Parish. This brings with it both economic and environmental 
benefits for the future.   

2. Conduct a feasibility study on the possibility of bamboo cultivation and manufacture in Manchester.  The study 
should determine whether the industry could be economically profitable and should explore the related social and 
environmental impacts.  

3. Conduct feasibility studies for other potential new crops to reduce the risk factor for farmers considering 
transitioning to these crops.   

4. Create a public campaign to promote healthy lifestyles and healthy foods.  The program should have a 
component encouraging farmers to replant land with vegetable crops.  The initiative could also be tied to the 
campaign to promote locally-grown food.   

As a quickly 
renewable 
resource, wider 
use of bamboo as 
a building 
material will help 
move the building 
sector toward 
sustainability.  At 
the same time, 
bamboo can be a 
great growth 
industry.  
However, because 
of its invasive 
nature, cultivation 
would have to be 
very strictly 
controlled.  

Fresh fruits and vegetables grown in greenhouses. 
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4.5.5 Irrigation 

In the drier parts of the Parish, namely South Manchester, farming relies on irrigation.  Water-efficient drip 
irrigation systems have recently been installed in parts of South Manchester, and there are modest plans for 
more small systems.  But lack of water is still a major obstacle to crop expansion—much more land could come 
under cultivation with more irrigation projects.  With the possibility of more frequent droughts brought by global 
climate change, irrigation is even more important.  At the same time, good water management must be practiced 
to ensure that the limited water supply in these areas is not wasted.  Drip irrigation has proven successful in 
using water efficiently and should be employed as the main irrigation strategy.  Additionally, rainwater catchments 
can be revived as a sustainable supplement to the piped water supply.  Even with better irrigation, it would be 
prudent to explore options for more drought-resistant crops.   

4.5.5.1 Advisory Policies  

1. Designate less fertile areas of agricultural lands to the construction of catchment tanks and man-made ponds 
(plastic or concrete lined). These will help farmers to effectively irrigate crops, ensure food security and alleviate 
the problem of water shortage and drought conditions. 

4.5.5.2 Actions 

1. Create irrigation channels parallel to agricultural property boundaries and roadways to store surface runoff to be 
utilised for the watering of crops. 

2. Create and provide training programmes for farmers focusing on water management and irrigation. 

 

4.5.6 Agro-Forestry and Mined Land Reclamation 

The importance of agro-forestry can never be overly emphasised as it is also a land use method that allows for 
the growing of both trees and agricultural/horticultural crops on the same plot of land. Agro-forestry is aimed at 
providing trees and other crop products whilst simultaneously offering protection, conservation, diversification and 
sustainability to the economic, environmental, and human and natural resources of any place. Its holistic design 
fosters a closer examination of the shared relationships between all the components involved as oppose to 
focusing on individual components themselves. 

Over a period of two decades, research has concluded how much more biologically productive, economically 
profitable and more sustainable agro-forestry can be in comparison to the traditional forestry and or the 
agricultural monocultures. Essentially, with one of Manchester’s focus being the natural environment and all that 
it brings with it, investing and exploring all the possibilities of agro-forestry can be an impetus to the conservation 
of the Parish’s rich biodiversity (e.g. the Canoe Valley Area), ensuring water retention in soil, production of fruit, 
fuel-wood and trimmings to be transformed into mulch to control weed growth. It is critical that emphasis be 
placed on the integration of the forest system and the agricultural sector to guarantee they work in a harmonious 
relationship to promote more growth. 

This noble venture can be supported through the provision and identification of potential lands within Manchester 
to promote this land use as one that spells economic contribution to the overall economic sector of the Parish. 
Therefore, the post-mined lands that have been reclaimed should be looked at as a viable option to help with the 
establishment of this multi-purpose sector; it will then be vital for the farming sector and the mining sector to enter 
into dialogue about the lands that will be seen as suitable for this undertaking. This potential partnership has 
tremendous potential in repairing a damaged physical landscape and farming industry and can only result in 
positive environmental and economic expansion. Simply put, the bauxite companies get lands reclaimed with the 
reafforestation of a mixing of trees (fruit and timber) and pasture lands and the farmers rediscover lost income 
and Manchester drives economic diversification for its future. 
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4.5.7 Markets and Marketing Strategies 

The strategy of increasing crop production will be successful 
only if there is a sufficient market for products.  Local demand for 
basic foodstuffs is relatively strong and reliable, but in community 
workshops farmers explained that periodic excesses in supply 
bring down prices and profit margins for farmers remains slim.  
The hoped-for increases in production will only exacerbate these 
problems unless new outlets for products are found.  The 
growing restaurant and tourism industry represents an 
opportunity; restaurants and resorts island-wide can be a reliable 
and lucrative market for both traditional and non-traditional 
crops.  Additionally, the demand for exports is growing in certain 
areas, especially for organic food and other niche crops; 
Manchester should move to take advantage of this trend.   

With some effort, local markets can also be expanded.  In terms of sustainability, local consumption of products is 
preferable to exporting them, since transport of produce requires energy and space, therefore placing economic 
and environmental demands on society.  Alternatively, when food is grown and consumed locally, little transport 
cost is incurred.  This logic is distorted when macroeconomic policies sometimes make imports into Jamaica 
cheaper than crops that are grown domestically.  Until foreign priorities change, this unfortunate fact makes it 
even more important to promote locally grown food.  For the sake of both sustainability and local farmers, people 
in Manchester should be encouraged to buy food that is produced in Manchester.   

Farmers’ markets are also important in distributing crops locally.  Not only do they provide an outlet for buying 
and selling produce, they also serve as a public space that can strengthen communities.  Furthermore, markets 
encourage local consumption of food, whereas in supermarkets it is often hard to distinguish local produce from 
imports.  Once renovated, the markets in Mandeville, Porus, and Christiana should enjoy an increase in 
customers, including tourists and residents who did not previously shop at the market.  Farmers’ markets in new 
areas have potential to be successful as well; a market would benefit Newport, while mini-markets can be 
established at decentralised locations around Mandeville.   

4.5.7.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Establish a farmers’ market in the Town Centres of all nine Development Areas of Manchester. 

4.5.7.2 Actions 

1. Hold forums to establish links between farmers or cooperatives and the restaurant and tourism industries. This 
mutual networking of producers and purchasers translates into the creation of markets and the opportunity to buy 
produce of the highest quality.  

2. Create a marketing campaign to educate the public about the benefits of buying local produce.   

3. Support the renovation of the markets in Mandeville, Porus, and Christiana.   

4. Establish “mini-markets” at the Melrose/Williamsfield roundabout, near NCU, and on Ward Avenue.  These 
should include a place for cars to safely pull off the road and basic sanitation facilities for vendors.   

4.5.8 Selling Agriculture 

One of the biggest obstacles facing the sector is the persistence of outdated perceptions and stereotypes 
regarding agriculture.  About half of farmers in the Parish are over 55 years of age and, as it is, few young people 
aspire to one day take their place.  Agriculture does not command the respect it once did and interest in farming 
as a career continues to decline.  But these attitudes ignore the fact that agriculture is changing: with new 
technologies like greenhouses, farming is not the back-breaking labour it once was.  New practices and 

Fresh fruits and vegetables on display in 
one of the local public markets. 
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organisational structures can ensure that raising crops is profitable.  And far from being stodgy and immutable, 
modern agriculture can be exciting and varied, with options like hydroponics, organic cultivation, and tissue 
culture bringing diversity to the field.  It is this image of agriculture that needs to be promoted to the public, 
especially young people.   

It is also important to promote agriculture as a business, to move its image beyond that of subsistence farming or 
farming to supplement other incomes.  As in any industry, higher investments in agriculture bring higher returns.  
Potential investors need to see agriculture as a business opportunity.  Likewise, promoting the business aspect of 
farming among young people could help to attract more talented and motivated entrepreneurs to the field.   
Agriculture in Manchester cannot be sustainable if there are no agriculturalists:  public promotion is critical.   

4.5.8.1 Actions 

1. Initiate a campaign to change the image of agriculture.  The campaign should portray agriculture as an exciting 
and viable field and should highlight the business aspects of farming, as well as new technologies and methods.  
Promotion methods can include school tours the CPGCA greenhouse and new demonstration projects, outreach 
in schools and Jamaica 4-H Clubs, and representation at events such as career fairs.   

 

4.5.9 Agro-Industry 

The agro-industry creates a linkage between agriculture and industry. Local communities are well aware of the 
potential benefits of developing the agro-processing industry. With existing unemployment in rural areas across 
Manchester this type of industry present the opportunities for expanded job creation especially as with the 
changing economy farmers cannot continue to solely be dependent on agriculture alone.  

Agro-processing has the potential to increase the supply of specific crops and simultaneously creating an 
atmosphere for a higher and more stable demand for local crops, as well as a number of other associated 
economic effects.  With a diverse supply of crops and relatively good transportation access to distribution 
centres, agro-processing has great economic potential in Manchester.   

The agro-processing industry has the prospective to make good on financial investments. Local production of 
high quality food products can help to offset annual foreign imports. Possibilities for value-added products include 
sauces and spice mixes, jams and preserves, canned vegetables, and juices.  But despite the potential, growth in 
the industry has been slow, due to lack of capital for initial investments and lack of coordination in supply chains.   

One way to address both the problems of capital and coordination is with farmers’ cooperatives.  Cooperatives 
can help investors pool their resources and coordinate crop production to ensure a supply of raw materials for 
processing.  Alternatively, programs to help finance small- and medium businesses, as well as programs to 
coordinate between farmers and investors, can also help to address these problems.  

4.5.9.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Encourage agro-processing operations to locate in towns and communities with less land under cultivation and 
on lands that are less suitable for farming.  This will help to spread economic growth and protect prime 
agricultural land.  These locations should also have good access to both raw materials and markets.   

4.5.9.2 Actions 

1. Support farmers’ cooperatives that want to establish agro-processing operations.   

2. Encourage the establishment of agro-processing businesses by supporting efforts to coordinate between farmers 
and potential investors.   

3. Support credit programs to help finance small and medium enterprises, especially in agro-processing.   

4. Explore food processing techniques that reduce waste, especially methods that use parts of raw materials that 
are otherwise wasted.   
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4.5.10 Marine Fisheries 

Marine fisheries contribute to the Parish’s economy, and are 
especially important to Alligator Pond.  The Alligator Pond 
fishing beach is the second largest in the island, supports 
perhaps the largest number of fishermen and fish vendors and 
is the main source of local income.  However, over-fishing and 
degradation of the marine ecosystem are major threats for the 
fishing economy.   

The SCSDS recognised the significance of local fisheries and 
made several observations and recommendations that 
regarded addressing declining numbers, new industries, and 
fishery rehabilitation, amongst others. 

First, with marked reductions in local fish catches, it is evident 
that the resources are being over exploited. Most fishing 
beaches have simple or negligible facilities and there is the 

immediate need for safeguarding the remaining resources through avenues such as: designation of protected 
areas and effective monitoring of fishing activities.   

Secondly, fishermen have put forward recommendations to avert large numbers of fishermen heading to sea 
simultaneously and see the creation of alternative industries as a solution to utilise a specific number of 
fishermen at various time periods. Rowe's Corner for instance has identified two realistic opportunities for 
seasonal income generation through the creation of a seasoning factory and community tourism.  

Thirdly, on the ground, community-based management is viewed as the approach to take to ensure that the reef 
resources are no longer over-exploited as opposed to the centralised approach that has failed in the past and 
inevitably if continued will fail as well in the future. The Portland Bight Sustainable Development Area is a working 
example of how much local management can accomplish and the government should acknowledge this and turn 
their energies and resources to implementing this approach in other areas across Jamaica.  

Finally, the overall conservation of marine habitats that includes wetlands, seagrasses and reefs ought to be 
maintained as this will ultimately dictate the increases in fisheries productivity and secure the main income 
generating sources for local fishermen along the South Coast of Manchester. 

4.5.11 Aquaculture 

The depletion of marine fish stocks mean that fish farms are growing in importance, a worldwide trend that is 
mirrored in Manchester.  Although the terrain in most of the Parish is not well suited for aquaculture, some areas 
in the south of the Parish or in the Porus area are ideal.  South Manchester already supports at least one fish 
farm and more are possible.  The best land is that which is slightly hilly, where natural depressions can form 
holding ponds, and has a good supply of water.  Fish farms create large amounts of wastewater, which must be 
properly handled, and they should not be sited upstream of freshwater sources.   

4.5.11.1 Actions 

1. Support efforts to protect the marine ecosystem (see Section 2.8, Coastal and Marine Eco-systems). 

2. Support adoption of the recommendations outlined in the South Coast Sustainable Development Study. 

3. Strengthen the fishermen’s cooperation in Alligator Pond.   

4. Educate fishermen and fishing communities about avoiding over-fishing and protecting the marine environment.   

5. Continue to support the establishment of a Coast Guard substation in Alligator Pond. 

6. Identify areas that would be suitable for aquaculture. 

 

Local fishing boats beached along the 
Alligator Pond Coastline, Manchester. 
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4.5.12 Fair Trade: A Global Niche Market Opportunity  

In the global market, Fair Trade labelled commodities have been emerging as strong niche market opportunities. 
The assumption had always been that shoppers demand basic foodstuffs at the cheapest possible price.  Yet, it 
appears that some will happily pay a premium price (25%-50% higher) for Fair Trade commodities such as sugar, 
coffee, tea, cocoa, and bananas. 

The Fair Trade scheme is based on creating more equitable and environmentally friendly conditions for industries 
and its workers.  By establishing standards to eliminate unnecessary middlemen and overhead costs, Fair Trade 
Organisations (FTOs) ensure the maximisation of profits which are then returned to farmers. Farmers’ incomes 
are based on high fixed prices for goods and a social premium which must go back into community development.   

Switching from conventional to Fair Trade is also being promoted in Jamaica.  Having recognised the strong 
niche market potential for equitably traded bananas, the Ministry of Agriculture is moving to reposition the island 
as a Fair Trade banana producer.  If the necessary certification is gained, the export potential of equitable 
bananas to Europe in particular is immense.  The Fair Trade scheme has also been adopted by The Blue 
Mountain Coffee Cooperative in the Parish of St. Thomas.  Having established a partnership with the Growers 
Direct Coffee Company, close to seven (7) million pounds of rare Blue Mountain green bean coffee are produced 
and traded annually. 

Perhaps with the guidance of Jamaica’s Fair Trading Commission, Manchester can capitalise on its immense 
agricultural capacities and position itself as a leader in an emerging global niche market that pays premium prices 
for Fair Trade commodities, while also prioritising equitable labour conditions and high environmental standards.  

4.5.12.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands affirm its commitment to strengthening Jamaica’s agricultural sector, as part of 
the Agricultural Development Strategy, by pursuing Fair Trade niche markets. 

2. Ministry of Agriculture and Lands continue its pursuit and efforts to expand Jamaica’s Fair Trade banana export 
industry. 

3. Rural Agricultural Development Authority (RADA) adopts Fair Trade as a possible extension of its general 
mandate to strengthen Jamaica’s agricultural sector. 

4. RADA, via its Manchester parish office, informs farmers of opportunities and challenges of Fair Trade.  

4.5.12.2 Actions 

1. Establish a Fair Trade Organisation (FTO) in Jamaica (and eventually in Manchester and the other parishes) to 
assist in the formation of farm cooperatives; in the attainment of membership with the International Fair Trade 
Association; in the establishment of strategic partnerships with Fair Trade distributors and marketers (for example 
Growers Direct Coffee Company); in the attainment of Fair Trade Certification. 

2. Jamaica’s Fair Trading Commission should expand its scope to include Fair Trade provisions as part of its 
mandate.  

3. Analyse market capacities and global demands for Fair Trade commodities from Jamaica. 

4. Conduct research analysis to determine most feasible and profitable commodities (banana, sugar, coffee, cocoa 
chocolate, tea, etc). 

5. Determine the extent to which Manchester can partake in the emerging (government supported) Fair Trade 
banana industry. 

6. Set up connections with currently operating Fair Trade establishments (such as Blue Mountain Coffee 
Cooperative in St. Thomas parish) to discuss best practices, operational framework, etc. 
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4.6 Tourism 

Tourism was historically important to Manchester’s economy but declined due to competition from north coast 

hotel development.  As the largest industry in Jamaica, tourism can again be a major contributor to Manchester’s 
economy.  Indeed, its role in the Parish’s economy will be even more important after bauxite mining in the area 
comes to an end. 

Manchester needs and intends to take an approach to tourism that is entirely different from that on the North 
Coast.  Since the 1960s, tourism in Jamaica has focused on “sand, sea, and sun,” but ongoing shifts in visitor 
preferences present broadened possibilities in the sector.   

The South Coast region has established a reputation for being “off the beaten path,” with its relaxed atmosphere 
and uncrowded spots like Treasure Beach and YS (Yates and Scott) Falls. Since the early 1990s, South Coast 
tourism interests have expressed their intention to retain that character and reputation. The South Coast 
Sustainable Development Study/Plan makes clear recommendations (see Box):   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Some other parts of Jamaica’s conventional tourism industry are beginning to focus on offering a diversity of 
experiences for the tourist, with heritage tours, hiking trails, and cultural events as alternatives to the typical 
beach vacation, and more visitors are interested in meeting “real” Jamaican people and seeing “real” Jamaican 

Gut’s River, Canoe Valley, 1995, 
2000 and 2007.  

Tourism:  Steady growth in tourism is the goal...  
 
The region should complement the Jamaican tourism product by providing 
an 'off the beaten track' experience - a harmonious rural 
lifestyle in a pristine natural environment, free of harassment. Long 
lengths of developed coastline will be avoided, but the sector is open to 
the creative entrepreneur who can work with the overall vision 
for the south coast. New accommodation should be designed to appeal 
to the green, nature-loving visitor - low density, well landscaped, built 
from natural materials, and in an unspoilt location with few other 
tourists around. 

A network of natural resource-based and historic attractions should be 
accessible in a variety of ways, in addition to conventional tours - on foot, 
on horseback, on a mountain bike or from a small boat. Many visitors 
would arrive on the reopened rail route from Montego Bay, linked to a 
choice of tours into the coastal region running from the stations at 
Maggotty or Appleton. The rich cultural heritage should become a 
well-managed resource. Highlights could be a Taino museum, at the 
gateway to the remote Canoe Valley National Park, and the Black River 
Waterfront Heritage Area - with a historic townscape restored to its 
former glory. The South Coast Heritage Coastline would become known 
internationally as a leading destination for a nature-based Caribbean 
holiday. 

Growth in tourism activity is proposed in the Alligator Pond area and 
through implementation of the Canoe Valley National Park as a visitor 
attraction. Small-scale tourism accommodation can be accepted in 
selected areas within the Park, but great caution is necessary to avoid 
loss of the remote, tranquil character of this narrow coastal strip. 

There is potential for spectacular coastal trails within the Park, 
providing access, in turn, to the beach and the upland ridges. Specific 
attractions include the numerous Taino s ites and caves within 
the Park. A Taino museum is proposed in this location. 

South Coast Sustainable Development Study, Final Report Sections 
2.3.2 and 9.5.2.  Halcrow, 1999 
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places.   Manchester’s great natural and cultural resources, still relatively undiscovered by tourists, represent the 
Parish’s potential for filling such a niche market.    

The Parish cannot compete with the large resort tourism on the extensive beaches of the North Coast, nor does it 
wish to try.  Conventional large resort tourism provides few lasting benefits for local residents to offset its high 
construction and operating costs and inevitable alteration of natural and cultural environments. 

While Manchester desires to capitalise on its tourism potential, it must be careful not to destroy the assets which 
make the area attractive to tourists in the first place.  Tourism in Manchester means promoting the Parish as a 
network of “off the beaten path” routes and locations filled with unique cultural and natural attractions and well-
kept communities.   This strategy creates an inherent dilemma: as tourism begins to develop, the increase in 
related infrastructure will make the area more tourist-friendly and boost the sector.  However, if tourism develops 
too much, the region will begin to lose the “undiscovered” appeal that initially attracted visitors.  Too much 
development will also threaten to degrade the environmental resources that make excellent tourist attractions.  
Therefore it is important that tourism development remains small in scale and appropriate to the context of 
community tourism and ecotourism.   

The approach adopted by Treasure Beach is a good model: guest houses, cottages, and villas maintain the 
character of the area much more successfully than large hotels.  With no single outsized attraction to draw 
visitors, Manchester will have to pursue a strategy of offering many small-scale attractions to culturally curious 
and environmentally- and socially-conscious visitors.   

4.6.1 Ecotourism 

The concept of ecotourism has received 
much attention in Manchester in recent 
years and there is considerable potential 
to make the Parish an ecotourism 
destination.  Yet ecotourism is about more 
than hiking in wild areas and appreciating 
trees; it also means observing principles 
of sustainability.  Since the term 
“ecotourism” can mean many different 
things, for clarity this plan will adopt the 
definition suggested by the Nature 
Conservancy and World Conservation 
Union:  

“[Ecotourism is] environmentally responsible 
travel to natural areas, in order to enjoy and 
appreciate nature (and accompanying 
cultural features, both past and present) that 
promote conservation, have a low visitor 
impact and provide for beneficially active 
socio-economic involvement of local 
peoples."   

Ecotourism initiatives can be tied to 
conservation efforts.   Canoe Valley’s 
long-overdue designation as a protected 
area must be accompanied by a local 
management plan and paired with an eco-
sensitive tourism program.  In the north of 
the Parish, Gourie Forest and Caves are 
already protected as a Forest Reserve but represent underused ecotourism resources.   These and many other 

Opportunities for ecotourism include the mangroves hiking trails in 
Canoe Valley, tours on the Alligator Pond River alo ng the South 
Coast, and hiking and caving in Gourie Forest in th e northeast near 
Christiana.   
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unique features need to be linked by 
scenic roads, hiking, biking and riding 
trails into a network of activities, 
attractions and accommodations that 
encourage longer stays in the Parish and 
widely distributed expenditures. 

For the protection of Manchester’s natural 
resources, it is important that tourism 
projects adopt best practices to minimise 
their impact on the environment; in fact, 

when natural features themselves are the attraction, it is in the projects’ best 
interest to protect the environment.  Special guidelines for environmental 
protection should be mandated for projects in these and all other sensitive 
areas.  It is especially important for the local planning authority to ensure that 
such projects comply with its development regulations and review procedures.   
An exceptionally valuable guide for designing ecotourism activities is the 
Sustainable Coastal Tourism Handbook for the Philippines,48 relevant despite 
its Southeast Asian focus. 

The cabins at Gourie provide one suitable model for ecotourism 
accommodations.  For the south coast, an appropriate model is provided by 
Stanley Selengut’s tent and boardwalk ecotourism resort in a national park at 
Maho Bay, St.John’s, BVI. The resort was constructed and is operated with 
extreme attention to principles of sustainability.  As a result it has produced a 
very high return on investment and enjoys full occupancy year round.  Nothing 
of the sort yet exists in Jamaica.  

When any hotel or attraction can label itself as eco-friendly, it can be difficult to 
know whether an attraction actually is.  One way to distinguish projects which 
make genuine attempts at sustainability is with certification programs.  There 
exist several voluntary certification programs worldwide, with varying standards 
and applicability, which can help establishments stand out to consumers.   

Certification brings recognition in brochures, guidebooks, and websites, and 
projects a positive image of the business or project.  Measures to achieve 
certification also reduce operating costs (costs for energy, water use, etc.).  
Relevant programs for Jamaica and Manchester include the Blue Flag Beach 
Certification, Green Globe 21, and ECOTEL.  Tourist-related projects should 
consider becoming certified by one of these programs.   

Certification can also disguise poorly-located and/or poorly-designed resorts 
because certification schemes largely support the retrofitting of existing 
facilities.  Manchester therefore needs to take extreme care with the review of 
residential, commercial and hotel proposals, examining siting, scale, materials, 
visual impact and appeal, response to environmental conditions, respect for 
Jamaican vernacular styles and compatibility with neighboring developments, 
uses or natural areas (see Chapter 5, The Built Environment) 

4.6.2 Community Tourism 

Community tourism is a broad term that refers to travel that benefits the local 

                                                   
48 Huttche, Carsten, A..White and M .Flores, Department of Environment and Natural Resources,  
Department of Tourism and USAID, Cebu City, Philippines, 2002 

Where private development has occurred along the co ast, 
development should be restricted to day use only wi th minimum 
site alteration  

Tent accommodation and 
boardwalks at Maho Bay, St. 
John’s, USVI        
Source: Vogue 
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Community tourism should...   

1. Be run with the involvement and consent of local communities. 
2. Give a fair share of profits back to the local community.   
3. (Ideally this will include community projects like civic centres, 

schools, etc.) 
4. Involve whole communities rather than individuals. 
5. Be environmentally sustainable. 
6. Respect traditional culture and social structures. 
7. Have mechanisms to help communities cope with the impact of 

tourists. 
8. Keep groups small to minimise cultural and environmental impact. 
9. Brief tourists before the trip on appropriate behaviour. 
10. Not make local people perform inappropriate ceremonies, etc. 
11. Leave communities alone if they don't want tourism.  
12. (People should have the right to say 'no' to tourism.) 
 
Adapted from http://www.tourismconcern.org.uk/resources/community_what_is.htm 

community.  Like ecotourism, it appeals to socially responsible travelers looking for an alternative to traditional 
large resorts; indeed, ecotourism and community tourism are closely related and can overlap.  Countrystyle49 has 
successfully pioneered and promoted the concept of community tourism in Jamaica. With its numerous heritage 
sites and unique communities, Manchester can strengthen its hold in this niche market.  Already, grassroots 
initiatives are underway to launch tourism projects in the Mile Gully and Canoe Valley areas.  In each 
Development Area, citizens have identified initial targets for improvement, repair, guided tours, and other 
sustainable development activities.  The Parish can support these efforts by assisting communities with 
infrastructure, marketing, and organisational needs.   

For tourism to benefit local communities, tourist operations should employ local people, buy from local producers 
(this includes food, furnishings, 
supplies, and services), and respect 
the local environment.  In 
Manchester, the possibility of linking 
the tourism industry with agriculture 
shows much promise; promotion of 
local foods can greatly benefit local 
farmers.   In particular, food 
festivals, as well as heritage 
festivals, can draw visitors while 
also spreading enthusiasm for local 
culture.  

4.6.3 Tourism and the Urban 
Environment 

While nature preserves and historical sites make good tourist attractions, a well-designed and attractive town 
can also draw visitors.  One should not underestimate the tourism appeal of clean and lively streets or an 
outstanding open-air market.  Coupled with their cool climate and amenities like unique shops or notable 
restaurants, the towns of Mandeville and Christiana can be a welcome retreat for both Kingston residents and 
tourists seeking a break from the beach.  In this way, the enhancement of town centres can also advance tourism 
goals—for example, the renovation of the markets in Mandeville, Porus, and Christiana and improvements to the 
pedestrian environment can help make these towns more accommodating to tourists.   

                                                   
49 For further information on Countrystyle visit their website: http://www.countrystylecommunitytourism.com/index.html 

The “duppy” church at Weir, the Nazareth church   i n Maidstone and Skull Point in Mile Gully represent  a little 
of the potential for heritage   and community-orien ted tourism.   
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The Historic Town of Porus  
 
Before Mandeville grew to be the Parish capital, Porus was Manchester’s most important town.  For the first part of the 
20th century, the town flourished as the region’s centre of trade and social activity.  Farmers from across the Parish sold 
produce here and people came from all over to attend renowned cultural events and learn trades.  However, the past 
few decades have seen economic development move on to Mandeville and elsewhere, leaving Porus struggling to 
envision a future.   

Yet despite its economic troubles, Porus is rich in heritage resources.  When Norman Manley built the community 
centre here in 1939, it was known as the best centre in Jamaica.  The district is dotted with historic churches and 
houses—including the Wesley Methodist Church built in 1885—and buildings along the main street almost seem frozen 
in time.  Most of these historic buildings are still in use, and just need a little attention to restore them to their original 
beauty.   

Today, one of Porus’ defining features is the highway that runs through it.  As the main route from Kingston to the 
western Parishes, the road has been both a blessing and a curse:  access to Kingston and elsewhere is good, but the 
heavy volume of passing traffic dominates the town, making the main street noisy, dangerous, and generally 
unpleasant.  However, this situation is soon set to change.  When completed, Highway 2000 will bypass the town, 
leaving only local traffic on the main street.  As a result, Porus will become much quieter, and some business on the 
main road will likely lose customers.   

This unavoidable change also represents a tremendous opportunity:  Porus can remake itself as the destination for 
heritage tourism.  With a newly quiet and quaint main street, the entire town centre can be a historic district with the 
significant buildings renovated and preserved.  Without the interruption of speeding traffic, the town centre will be a 
pleasant place for visitors to walk and explore the local heritage.  The craft market can be revived, perhaps holding 
demonstrations of craft-making.  A historic house could be transformed into a museum highlighting local traditions, with 
events like storytelling and cooking demonstrations.  Business along the main street would cater to visitors, offering 
restaurants, gift shops, and bed and breakfasts.  The proximity to Highway 2000 it will make it easily accessible to 
visitors from across the island.   

Porus is too rich in history to be forgotten, and its assets have been ignored for far too long.  While the Parish has many 
great heritage sites, Porus is the only town (with the exception of Maidstone and Newport) that can become a heritage 
site and tourist landmark in its own right.  With the inevitable construction of the new highway, Porus can either be left 
behind to fade away, or it can be revived and reborn as Jamaica’s best historic town.   

      
 

       
 
At top (L-R): Porus Community Centre (the oldest in  Jamaica) and the Porus Police Station 
At Bottom (L-R): Rail lines used by the bauxite com panies to freight to the ports: The Porus Craft Mar ket: 
Commercial activity along the Porus Main Road. 
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4.6.4 Organisation and Marketing 

Community-based tourism represents great economic potential for Manchester, but its success will depend on 
cooperation and organisation between individuals and communities throughout the Parish and the region.  Unlike 
conventional tourism, which relies on large corporations for organisation and marketing, community tourism 
depends on a collective approach, which requires a much greater level of coordination.  Furthermore, since 
communities usually have much less capital available for initial investments than large corporations, outside 
funding is needed for projects to get off the ground.  Organisational structures are needed to create necessary 
links in the supply chain and to help communities access funding.  These structures will also have to coordinate 
between tourist operations, for example, by linking a hiking tour with a transportation service.   

Most importantly, the Parish will have to be marketed as a cohesive brand; a place distinct from Negril and the 
North Coast.  The South Coast has successfully promoted a unique image, and Manchester fits well into this 
strategy.  In its marketing approach, Manchester will have to target the type of tourist most likely to visit sites in 
the Parish: the independent, adventurous traveler who is concerned about environmental and social issues, who 
wants more than a typical beach vacation.  Marketing efforts should focus on creating a presence on the internet, 
with a general website for the region that links to individual sites.   

4.6.5 Advisory Policies 

1. Limit the size of hotels in the Parish to an accepted number (consider 50 rooms), except in the Central 
Mandeville area.   

2. Allow small-scale tourist-related establishments, such as hotels, restaurants, and shops in areas zoned for 
residential and commercial development.  These buildings would have to conform to the regulations designated 
for that area, including building codes.   

3. Tourist activities that operate in protected areas should abide by guidelines designed to minimise impact on the 
environment.  These activities or attractions would include hiking trails, interpretive centres, and business 
establishments catering to tourists.   

4. Restrict the expansion of Alligator Pond to development on improvement of community services, employment-
generating projects and small-scale tourist-related accommodation. 

5. Provide incentives for protection of natural features and improvement of existing structures in Alligator Pond, 
Newport, Porus and other potential tourism centres. 

6. Prohibit further development along the Canoe Valley coast road and prohibit expansion or rebuilding of any 
existing unapproved structure along the road to the east of Alligator Pond. 

7. Require the removal of walls around existing unapproved structures on the seaward side of the coast road to 
minimise obstruction of views. 

8. Consider impacts on views and visual quality in all development decisions. 

4.6.6 Actions  

1. Create a comprehensive Tourism Marketing Strategy for Manchester. This will also include developing a 
distinctive brand and logo. This will ensure that the products developed within the region are authenticated and 
protected.  

2. Hold Parish-wide or region-wide forums to stimulate communication between tourist operations (or potential 
operations) and local suppliers.  The purpose is to encourage and enable tourist establishments to use primarily 
local products and services.   

3. Support small businesses in product development, business planning, quality standards, etc.  This can include 
workshops, training sessions, or business advising.   

4. Support credit systems that lend to small businesses.   

5. Create a training program for service workers (or potential workers) such as tour guides, wait staff, and 
housekeepers on the principles of sustainable tourism as well as basic hospitality skills.   
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6. Establish a tourism information centre in downtown Mandeville and Alligator Pond to facilitate the provision of 
information on the following:  

� Hotels, cottages, inns 

� Restaurants and bars 

� Shopping districts 

� Local attractions 

� Guided tours 

� Respecting local communities and the environment 

� Maps  

� Tickets to local and other events in the island 

� Crash course in Patois 101 or the Jamaican dialect 

7. Enable an organisational structure (ideally under the aegis of the MPDC) that coordinates tourism in the Parish 
(or the region).  This entity would be responsible for helping communities obtain funding, networking between 
tourism operations and stakeholders, coordinating between tourism operators and suppliers, linking with other 
tourism organisations, and marketing tourism in the area.   

8. Create a tourism website and pamphlets to provide this organisational entity with support for website 
development that outlines information on sustainable tourism practices to owners and managers of tourists 
operations.   

9. Create a Tourism Operators Network for collaboration on product design and tourism services delivery. 

10. Encourage communities to create linked tours (from and along the Heritage Coast, through Spur Tree to 
Maidstone and Medina, along Hector’s River to Christiana and from Mile Gully to Porus, Victoria Town and Milk 
River). 

11. Establish tourism driving routes with recognisable road signage that meanders through scenic vistas (hills, 
valleys, sea) across Manchester. For instance; from Christiana to Mandeville to Alligator Pond. 

12. Support eco-tourism initiatives in the Canoe Valley area to ensure its preservation.   

13. Support infrastructure projects that benefit community, heritage and eco-tourism throughout Manchester’s 
Development Areas.  

14. Redesign the Central Mandeville and Mandeville Market to make it more attractive and convenient to Manchester 
residents and tourists alike. Central Mandeville has the potential to position itself as a Historic Town in the long-
term.    

15. Develop unique beautification initiatives and make improvements to the pedestrian environment within each 
Regional, Emerging and Local centre.   

 

4.7 Supporting Growth of Local Businesses 

4.7.1 Overcoming Obstacles in Local Commerce 

The success of Manchester’s economy depends on the growth of new and established local businesses, not just 
in agriculture and tourism, but in trade, services, manufacturing, and many other sectors.  There are many 
opportunities for business growth and for the development of new industries, but to take advantage of these 
opportunities, Manchester must provide a climate that encourages entrepreneurialism and supports business 
growth, especially the growth of small and medium enterprises.  Current obstacles to business development 
include an overburdened transportation system, unreliability of services like water and electricity, a lengthy and 
complicated development approval process, and difficulty in accessing capital and associated high interest rates.   
Business owners in some sectors—particularly construction— cite a shortage of qualified workers, while in urban 
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areas crime and vandalism are seen as major hindrances.  Perhaps the most fundamental problem is simply that 
established segments—supermarkets, restaurants, office services—are crowded and over-competitive, while 
barriers to new industries are still too high.   

Improving the business climate will involve addressing all of the above obstacles.  Some issues will be resolved 
as other sections of the plan take shape—for example, improving access to education will upgrade and diversify 
the labour pool; solving the water supply problem will help businesses.  The movement of goods and services is 
hugely important—Highway 2000 and a local airport could change the business environment immensely by 
improving access to Kingston, Montego Bay, and the rest of the world.  Relieving traffic congestion in Mandeville 
and the other town centres (see the Transportation Section) will benefit businesses in those areas.  Designating 
land for development in new growth nodes will also provide opportunities for businesses.  Reduction in crime will 
allow businesses to spend less on security and make investments in property less risky.  Improving the quality of 
the urban environment will attract more potential customers for all businesses.   

4.7.2 Stimulating and Supporting New and Growing Enterprises 

Even though other parts of the plan will also benefit the business environment, specific initiatives are also 
needed to stimulate and support new and growing enterprises.  One approach is to help entrepreneurs overcome 
the barriers associated with exploring new industries.  Since such ventures are normally comparatively high-risk, 
helping new businesses to secure financing at reasonable rates is a good measure.  Networking with others in 
the industry is also important; in Manchester this will involve connecting with businesses globally and elsewhere 
on the island.  One way to help small businesses overcome the stresses of start up is managed workspaces.  In 
this arrangement, the Parish would provide flexible, affordable, temporary workspace for start-ups and offer basic 
office resources and equipment (i.e. receptionist, IT help, and photocopiers).  Alternatively, the Parish could 
provide start-ups with businesses management advice and, for certain target sectors, possibly technical advice.  
Additionally, certain areas new Mandeville and Williamsfield would be suitable for the development of a research 
or business park, where small businesses would be provided with infrastructure and receive certain financial 
incentives.   

4.7.3 Shaping the Ideal Business Environment 

It is also crucial for businesses to be able to operate in an environment that allows development and encourages 
flexibility and fosters the unique character of each urban center.  As discussed in the Development Control 
Section of this plan, the Parish must ensure that development benefits society as a whole and not just short-term 
profit, but at the same time, local regulations must not be so restrictive as to prevent growth and change.  A long 
and burdensome development approval process often prevents businesses from keeping pace with and 
responding to changes in the marketplace.  For this reason, the development approval process should be 
streamlined so that it achieves the same end result in a shorter time period.  New development regulations must 
be well integrated into the existing framework so the approval process is not lengthened.  Moreover, all 
regulations and guidelines should be clear and readily available to developers.   

4.7.4 Facilitating the Informal Sector 

The informal economy receives less attention than other sectors, but it is vital in providing employment for a 
significant portion of the population.  In fact, it is where much of the economy’s entrepreneurship and creativity 
flourishes.  From a social point of view, the informal sector cannot be ignored, as many of the people who rely on 
the informal economy would have no other means of securing income.  Yet informal vendors have been criticised 
for loitering in front of businesses and contributing to traffic congestion in urban areas.  These are indeed 
problems, but, as an important part of the economy, vending must be allowed to continue.  Instead of forcing the 
removal of vendors with no accompanying measures, which merely causes them to locate elsewhere, the Parish 
should provide comfortable, well-designed spaces for vendors to operate.  These spaces should be in locations 
accessible by customers and should be supplied with basic sanitation.  Vendors should be licensed and pay a 
small fee for the space, which would go toward the maintenance of the space.   
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4.7.4.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Provide spaces for vendors in designated areas.  These areas should be located in areas of high customer traffic, 
and should be well-designed and well-maintained with basic sanitation amenities. 

4.7.4.2 Actions 

1. Support the development of a local large-scale airport (see Transportation Section). 

2. Develop employment training programs that are driven by demand for skills, instead of supply of labour.   

3. Ensure that the school curriculum accurately responds to the needs of the economy (see Education Section). 

4. Assist new businesses in non-established sectors (sustainable technology, renewable energy, etc.—see New 
Economic Opportunities) in finding and securing financing.   

5. Support the Chamber of Commerce and other organisations which aid in business promotion and networking 

6. Develop a website to help entrepreneurs network within their industries worldwide. 

7. Provide assistance with businesses management to small businesses.   

8. Offer managed workspaces by providing flexible, affordable workspace to small business start-ups.  These 
facilities would include basic office resources and equipment.  Tenants should be selected according to their 
potential for growth and benefiting the Parish, based on the business plan, type of business, and need for 
support.  A two- or three-year tenancy limit would be necessary.   

9. Conduct a critical examination of the Local Authority’s development approval process to determine how the 
process can be made more efficient and less complicated.  The study should also consider how new regulations 
can be integrated without lengthening the process.  Following this study, implement the recommended changes.   

10. Ensure that development regulations are easy to understand and readily available to the public.  

 

4.8 New Economic Opportunities 

Changing technology, population growth, and overall 

development in Manchester mean that the potential for new 
industries is growing.  As Manchester grows and moves 
away from a bauxite economy toward one that is more 
diverse, more opportunities will continuously emerge.  This 
plan highlights some areas for investment, particularly those 
involving issues discussed in the plan, but it is intended to 
stimulate discussion, not as a complete list.  As new 
technology develops, other, better business ideas will 
surface.  Thus the key is not just to support and promote the 
industries suggested below, but to create an environment 
conducive to innovation and adaptation.   

Illegal collection of butterflies for sale is a threat to the 
survival of some species. Butterfly ranching has potential as 
a source of revenue for local communities and for protected 

areas, but should be organised centrally to maximise revenues for protected areas, ensure equitable profit-
sharing and to prevent illegal activities.  

4.8.1 Sustainable Technology  

Many of the sustainable solutions recommended in this plan, from energy-efficient appliances to constructed 
wetlands, require residents, businesses, and government to adopt new technology and equipment.  Making this 

Greenroof enhances the building visually and 
also adds additional livable spaces. 
 
Source: www.euroclad.com/images 
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transition will incur an initial cost to those parties, but it can also be an opportunity for new businesses to grow.  
For example, as more and more homes are equipped to reuse greywater (see Water Section), someone will have 
to supply and install greywater systems—this can be a business opportunity.  When greenroofs become more 
commonplace, an industry for the production, distribution and/or installation of greenroof components can 
develop.  Virtually all of the technological best practices proposed in this plan represent new business 
opportunities that can bring investment and create jobs.  Instead of seeing the adoption of sustainable practices 
as prohibitively expensive, we should view it as a way to create economic opportunities.    

4.8.1.1 Advisory Policies 

1. All new public construction projects should be required to follow certain green building practices and use certain 
technologies.  (see Chapter 5, sections on Green Buildings, Energy, Water, etc.) 

4.8.1.2 Actions 

1. Offer economic incentives, such as a property tax break, for businesses that produce, supply, install, or otherwise 
deal in sustainable technologies. Guidelines for what qualifies as a “sustainable technology” will need to be 
developed; these guidelines will need to be flexible as technologies change.   

2. Provide technical assistance to small businesses dealing in sustainable technology.  Where assistance cannot be 
provided directly, establish a system to connect businesses with organisations which do have the applicable 
knowledge base.   

3. Assist small businesses focusing on sustainable technology in locating relevant suppliers and markets.  

4. Economic incentives for businesses focused on sustainable technologies 

5. Offer tax incentives to business efforts in renewable energy.   

6. Explore a partnership with NCU to develop the biofuel industry in Manchester.  

4.9 Education and Research 

Tertiary institutions are recognised as a driving force for any regional economies that encompasses financial 

services, health care, high technology and higher education. With a changing world comes increased global 
competition. Businesses will need to be dynamic in order to survive. These changing times will require us to last 
by our intelligence rather than the tradition of mere power and natural resources. Manchester and Jamaica at 
large has to ensure that persons will possess the skill and creativity to continue producing new ideas, advancing 
science and technology and exploring all the possible areas for in-depth research. 

Manchester has several tertiary institutions with the Northern Caribbean University being at the helm presently 
and there exists the potential to utilise these institutions in new industries that will be developed in Manchester in 
the not so distant future. It is pertinent that these noble education outlets explore their potential as not only an 
academia, but also facilities that can be used to pull increased numbers of foreign students to the Parish, along 
with foreign direct investments.  With the many opportunities and possible new industries outlined in this section 
of the Development Plan, there is enough pull to generate foreign investor interest into the Parish.  

Creating the ideal environment or scenario for new investments can foster growth in the area of Research and 
Development (R&D). This industry will provide the way forward for continued exploration and advancement of 
specific industries such as renewable energy and will possibly create patents in a myriad of areas. Established 
companies or entities will need to realise the importance of investing in higher education and research, as this 
can generate a substantial amount of financial returns to these companies.  

Manchester must establish higher education and research as one of its greatest assets presently and for the 
future economic development of the Parish. It should therefore be an institution that can be in partnership with 
the business and industry sectors locally, nationally and globally.  
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4.10 Opportunities for New Industries 

4.10.1 High-tech industry  

High technology industries are those that have been established within the last two decade and a half, 

characterised by processing techniques that includes micro-electronics, and may however involve medical 
instruments, biotechnology and pharmaceuticals. Industries of this nature usually require great amounts of 
information, high levels of expertise and present the opportunity for research and development (see also, 
Education and Research).  

With the relatively large number of educated, computer-literate young people, budding scientists and engineers, 
technology-based industries could be quite viable in Manchester.  Rehabilitated post-mined out bauxite lands 
also present an opportunity to facilitate these industries as hi-tech companies are generally described as being 
‘footloose’, referring to their ability of not being fixed to raw materials and or limited by a specific location.  

Companies—or branches of larger companies—that focus on data entry or website development would find a 
capable workforce in Manchester.  Such high-skilled jobs would allow recent graduates to remain in the area 
instead of migrating to find work.  High-tech businesses could be grouped in an industrial park, or zone, with 
possible economic incentives, as locating in clusters creates a number of advantages for these companies 
including the exchange of ideas and information. More importantly, hi-tech companies in close proximity of each 
other can share basic amenities such as connecting roadways. With plans to continually improve and expand the 
transportation system in Manchester and with the haulage roads already in place, these areas would make great 
candidates to locate these industries in the future. Additionally, the establishment of an airport nearby will 
improve access for overseas businesses and make this idea even more viable (see also, Transportation Section).   

4.10.2 Medium Industrial Operations 

Many sites on mined-out bauxite land would be ideal for medium-impact manufacturing or other industrial 
operations. Some of these medium-impact manufacturing operations would include the collection of scrap metal 
and dismantling, compacting and shipping them overseas to companies interested in buying them for smelting 
and reforging of metal products in the automotive industries of China and Japan for instance.  This would be 
advantageous for Manchester and its environs as a solution for ridding of these materials would be available.  

The construction industry is one of the biggest industries in Jamaica. Manchester has seen thousands of 
developments in the last decade ranging from housing to commercial buildings. This industry not only produces 
excellent infrastructure, but it puts out tonnes of building waste on an annual basis. This waste of building 
materials has the potential to be recycled and reused. Agro-processing has exceptional potential; this subject is 
discussed in more detail in the Agriculture section.  Recycling Plants can eventually be established in 
Manchester, but would have to be on a lesser scale, as recycling processes generally requires large amounts of 
energy. The exploration of renewable energy sources may however assist in offsetting some of the possible costs 
that would be incurred by potential investors.  

4.10.3 Waste into Resource 

Besides bauxite and farmland, Manchester has another potentially valuable resource in ample supply: waste.  
Much of the “waste” material normally discarded by residents and businesses can be recycled or reused, 
providing a business opportunity for recycling plants.  There is already a market for scrap metal.  Demand for 
other recycled materials—glass, paper, and plastic as well as less traditional materials like plant waste, 
chemicals, and electronic parts—exists locally and in the global marketplace, although the feasibility of accessing 
these markets needs to be explored.  Sources of waste can be varied, from household garbage to industrial 
waste.  Further discussion of the benefits and challenges of recycling is available in the Waste Management 
Section.   
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The key to realising the economic potential of turning waste into usable material is good coordination in “closing 
the loop”—completing the link between waste sources and businesses that can use the material.  Because the 
work of coordination is complicated and costly, it is unlikely that a recycling industry will develop on its own.  An 
initiative by the government, or other similarly positioned entity, is needed to do the initial groundwork of 
organising waste collection and identifying potential customers of recycled material.  With the barrier of 
coordination overcome, however, recycling could become a profitable business, one that also reduces waste and 
conserves raw materials.   

4.10.4 Renewable Energy 

The shift away from a carbon-based economy represents both the need and the opportunity to develop 
renewable energy industries.  Manchester has the conditions and resources to support several kinds of 
renewable energy generation.   

Power is already being generated by the Wigton wind farm.  This facility is to be expanded and opportunities for 
additional farms abound.  As discussed in the Energy Section of Chapter 5, solar power also has potential to and 
indeed must contribute to Manchester’s energy sources.  

As discussed in the Agriculture Section, biodiesel could become a significant industry in the Parish.  However, 
concerns about health effects, pressure on food prices and general price volatility suggest that a focus on other 
forms of biofuels is unwise at present. 

In the short-term (i.e., over the remaining life of bauxite in the Parish) the availability of waste super-heated 
steam from the Kirkvine Alumina Works offers a source of energy that could be harnessed, for example, by agro-
processing plants.  
 

4.10.5 Green Support and Service Industries 
Manchester’s commitment to sustainable 
development and green building will generate 
many opportunities for new businesses, 
industries and careers.  Examples include 
distribution and installation (and later production) 
of equipment for many of the best practices 
recommended in this plan, including greywater 
systems, constructed wetlands and green roofs.  
Public works will also provide opportunities for 
enterprises.  Examples include mass transit, 
water distribution and park design and 
maintenance.  

4.10.6 Apiculture – The Potential and 
Importance of Beekeeping 

Apiculture, or beekeeping, provides unique opportunities for diversifying agriculture, both on the small and large-
scale.  The latest census data account that Manchester beekeepers make up just a little over five percent of total 
national apicultural production. This is even though the economic potential for apiculture is great, and benefits in 
terms of the environment and agriculture are immense.  

For some time now, the Jamaican Ministry of Agriculture s has supported beekeeping projects as part of poverty 
eradication efforts.  It was identified that beekeeping would add to farm incomes through enhancing crop and 
livestock production as well as increasing employment. Importantly also, the Ministry has promoted beekeeping 
as part of a sustainable development agenda.  The Apiculture Unit of the Ministry provides training and 
monitoring of beekeeping operations island-wide. 

The potential of green roofing illustrated atop the  RADA 
Building, Mandeville  
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Since small beekeeping operations (1-200 hives) are not labour intensive and start-up costs are generally quite 
low, apiculture provides great opportunities for diversifying farm income and activities.  While primarily considered 
a subsidiary activity, beekeeping may be highly profitable.  Demand for Jamaican honey is growing steadily both 
locally and internationally; current production is thought to be far below the level of demand.  In response to this, 
the All-Island Bee Farmers Association has established a honey bottling plant in Linstead, St. Catherine.  They 
purchase honey from member farmers at approximately $1,200 per gallon.  

Bee keepers can also benefit economically from hive by-
products. Value-added products such as Royal jelly, pollen 
and propolis are used as health food and beeswax in 
cosmetics.  Hence, these products may provide significant 
earnings in the local and export markets.  

There are also environmental benefits to setting up 
beekeeping operations.  Research has established that the 
honey bee population in Jamaica is slowly but surely 
disappearing. Suggested causes include pollution and 
heightened exposure to mobile phones and power lines.   
The decline in bee colonies is extremely alarming, since 
most of the world’s crops depend on bee pollination.   

Taking into account the decline in bee population, it is 
important to establish bee operations for agricultural 
purposes as well.  An abundance of bees ensures an 
improvement in the quality of fruits and vegetables, as well 

as yields of seed crops.  This is not only important for the context of Jamaica.  Maintaining healthy and plentiful 
bee colonies is vital for ensuring productive food capacities around the world.  And with the recent realities of 
global food shortages and global food insecurity, the urgency for apicultural operations becomes even more 
significant.  The future of our food supply depends on it.  

4.10.7 Other Opportunities for Industries 

With the relatively large number of educated, computer-literate young people, technology-based industries could 
be quite viable.  Companies—or branches of larger companies—that focus on data entry or website development 
would find a capable workforce in Manchester.  Such high-skilled jobs would allow recent graduates to remain in 
the area instead of migrating to find work.  High-tech businesses could be grouped in an industrial park, or zone, 
with possible economic incentives.  The establishment of an airport nearby will improve access for overseas 
businesses and make this idea even more viable.   

Many sites on mined-out bauxite land would be ideal for medium-impact manufacturing or other industrial 
operations.  In particular, there are 120 - 200 acres of land adjacent to WINDALCO’s Kirkvine Plant that could 
become an industrial park, making use of the plant’s waste superheated steam and benefiting from proximity to 
Highway 2000.  Agro-processing has exceptional potential, as discussed in the Agriculture Section.  Recycling 
plants would be ideal for such land as well.  Manufacturing and finishing of building materials, particularly 
bamboo (see Green Building Section), are other potential uses.   

While it is by no means a new industry, the construction sector is likely to see tremendous growth in the coming 
decades as a result of population growth, migration, and economic development.  Not only will the demand for 
private and civic buildings grow, but many of the public works suggested in this plan—such as water distribution 
systems and mass transit infrastructure—could create large numbers of new jobs.  The construction sector can 
use this growth as an opportunity to adopt new; more sustainable building practices (see the Green Building 
Section).  Indeed, if the public education campaigns suggested in this plan are successful, the demand for 
sustainable building will rise dramatically—businesses that anticipate this change will profit most.  In particular, 
the need for good design will likely mean more business for qualified architects, while at the same time; the need 
for good construction could raise standards for skilled workers.  

Bees collect pollen in the pollen basket and carry 
it back to the hive.  
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4.10.7.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Designate land for an Industrial Research Park.  This land should be located near Mandeville with good access to 
the highway and the planned local airport (see Transportation Section, Chapter 5).  Property tax breaks should 
be offered for companies and small businesses focusing on technology, research and development, and 
sustainable technology industries as described above.   

2. Designate areas on reclaimed bauxite land for medium-impact industry.  These areas should not be adjacent to 
residences, should not be prime agricultural land, and should not be ecologically important.  They should also 
have good access to transportation routes.   

3. Designate the area adjacent to WINDALCO’s Kirkvine plant for industry.  Encourage any industry locating here to 
take advantage of the alumina plant’s steam as an energy source.   
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5 The Built Environment: Responsible 
and Creative Use of Space  

 

5.1 The Vision 

Manchester Parish Council will achieve the wise use of land and building space through the clarity of its 

planning decisions based on a commitment to shared objectives and standards for sustainable development and 
a focus on responsible site planning and creative design.  

Growth will be accommodated in ways that expand choice, conserve land and resources for other productive 
purposes, reduce the daily cost of living and realise public cost savings.   Transportation networks will be 
accessible and safe.  Town centres will have free flowing traffic, adequate parking and comfortable provision for 
pedestrians and cyclists.  

Manchester’s residents, businesses and emergency services will have reliable water supply, pumped from the 
source by stations powered by renewable energy, but will routinely conserve and reuse water and harvest water 
in storage tanks. Citizens will reduce, reuse and recycle all potential waste materials, considering sanitary 
landfills as a last resort.  

The Parish will be the home of renewable energy, with new construction incorporating power-generating features 
and becoming net suppliers of power to older urban areas and to rural homes, where lifestyles were once limited 
by location. New development will create great spaces that promote human interaction and stimulate imagination, 
buildings that embody the principles of sustainability and site designs that respect and are guided by the natural 
environment.  

5.2 Goals and Objectives 

5.2.1 Land Use 

5.2.1.1 Goals 

1. Preserve the historic character of the Mandeville Town Centre through redesigned/designating stricter building 
codes, signage, parking, architectural design, etc. 

2. Redesign the Mandeville Market keeping its vibrant character but providing better retail space, pedestrian flow, 
parking and other complementary commercial uses. 

3. Strengthen the expanding neighbourhoods - Perth, Knockpatrick, Greenvale with retail and commercial uses to 
better support communities needs and to relieve congestion in Mandeville. 
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4. Strengthen existing Town Centres across the Parish with commercial and retail land uses for existing residents 
and to attract new residents and jobs - Porus, Asia, Newport, etc. 

5. Provide financial incentives for developers to build mixed-use developments that land use decisions can 
complement transportation investments. 

6. Provide incentives for private investors to match land use decisions to transportation options. 

7. Enforce the highest development and construction practices for building both residential and non-residential 
buildings. 

8. Provide Town Centres with strong infrastructure inclusive of water, sewage, energy, and telecommunications to 
retain and attract residents. 

5.2.1.2 Objectives 

1. To ensure the historic preservation of Mandeville Town Centre through redesign, restoration and enforcement.  

2. To reduce congestion on Mandeville through the establishment of commercial areas within expanding 
neighbourhoods. 

3. To create more employment opportunities and attract new residents to the Development Areas across the Parish. 

4. To promote mixed-use developments by the use of an introduction of financial incentive schemes for prospective 
developers interested in Manchester. 

5. To support the Manchester Parish Council in a drive to effectively enforce construction standards and practices. 

6. To guarantee the adequacy of physical infrastructure (water, sewage, energy, telecommunications) for residents 
of the Parish. 

5.2.2 Transportation 

5.2.2.1 Goals  

1. Reintroduce air and railway service that efficiently transports Manchester’s people and goods to the rest of the 
island to maximise its central location. 

2. Ensure adequate funding for both the maintenance of our current road network and for future road, rail and 
aviation needs. 

3. Provide law enforcement with the resources to ensure the highest level of safety and efficiency on Manchester’s 
transportation system. 

4. Undertake/produce comprehensive Transportation Plans that addresses the congestion to Manchester’s Town 
Centres (Mandeville and Christiana). 

5. Ensure adequate funding for an efficient and reliable public transportation system to support the movement of 
people to their jobs across the Parish. 

6. Provide better access to and from rural areas for the most efficient movement of people, distribution of goods, 
and services. 

5.2.2.2 Objectives   

1. To use the planning and improvement of its transportation system to encourage more efficient land and resource 
use. 

2. To ensure effective road and traffic management, maintenance and upgrading to facilitate quick movement and 
access to goods and services. 

3. To design and develop an alternative transportation system. 

4. To foster positive attitudes and behaviors amongst all road users to complement enforcement activities.  

5. To encourage compliance and conformity with all regulations to the highest possible standards and ensure 
enforcement. 
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6. To ensure appropriate institutional structures and coordination to achieve the transportation goal. 

7. To employ a transportation planning process which emphasises accessibility (needs of people) over mobility 
(needs of vehicles). 

8. To accommodate growth with minimum feasible construction of new roads. 

9. To make maximum feasible provision for non-motorised transportation. 

10. To lobby for Parish representation in decisions regarding the future of regional transportation facilities. 

5.2.3 Development Control 

5.2.3.1 Goals  

1. Increased development control over all developments in Manchester.  

2. Build the Manchester Parish Council’s capacity of planners and building officers to serve Manchester.  

3. Updated fines for development non-compliance.  

4. Increased involvement of the citizenry in the planning enforcement for all development in Manchester. 

5.2.3.2 Objectives 

1. To effectively monitor developments in Manchester to reduce illegal construction activities. 

2. To reduce illegal developments in Manchester. 

3. To make developers and investors in Manchester operate within accordance to the existing legislations. 

4. To educate the citizens of Manchester on the planning processes of the Manchester Parish Council. 

5.2.4 Disaster Mitigation and Management 

5.2.4.1 Goals 

1. Improved spatial planning and land management in Manchester. 

2. Decreased man-made disasters in Manchester. 

3. Reduced impacts of flooding on citizens and infrastructure in Manchester. 

4. Protected lives and property against fire damage in Manchester.  

5.2.4.2 Objectives  

1. To increase the usage of Geographic Information System in specific government agencies that deal with lands. 

2. To design structurally sound buildings built in disaster prone areas of Manchester.   

3. To practice preventative methods and follow through with their implementation to reduce flooding in Manchester.  

4. To reduce fire damage in Manchester through fire prevention and control. 

5.2.5 Energy 

5.2.5.1 Goals 

1. Transform Manchester’s energy reliance by maximising the use of alternative and renewable energy generation 
(solar and wind). 

2. Increase energy efficiency in Manchester.  

3. Improve energy supply in all urban and rural areas of Manchester.  

4. Make Manchester the Research and Development centre for renewable energy sources.  
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5. Produce a public awareness campaign to reduce the dependence on traditional energy sources through 
education and energy conservation. 

5.2.5.2 Objectives 

1. To develop solar fields on selective post-mined-out bauxite lands to offset energy output.  

2. To capture and utilise biogas and animal waste from existing and future sanitary landfill sites and farms. 

3. To support small-scale demonstration facilities for ethanol production and stand-alone photovoltaic systems in 
Manchester. 

4. To produce well trained local professionals in the field of biogas systems to carryout installation, repair, and 
maintenance.  

5. To become the Parish that utilises renewable energy for a myriad of purposes at any available opportunity 
especially in large-scale housing developments.  

6. To power major distribution water pumps by solar and wind energy. 

7. To improve community lifestyle in the rural areas of Manchester through off-grid solar photovoltaic power 
systems and solar street lighting. 

8. To promote research and development of renewable energy sources in Manchester.  

5.2.6 Waste Management  

5.2.6.1 Goals 

1. Increase citizens’ awareness of solid waste management and the changing of daily habits to keep Manchester 
clean. 

2. Extend the life of Manchester’s existing and future landfill sites.  

3. Establish recycling in the everyday routine of Manchesterians. 

4. Utilise environmentally sound low-waste technologies in new and existing manufacturing industries in 
Manchester. . 

5. Have more businesses go ‘green’.  

6. Develop energy-efficient landfills in Manchester.     

7. Transform Manchester’s former sanitary landfill sites into recreation space. 

8. Increase the collection of specific waste products within the town centers of Manchester.  

9. Create composting sites and or programmes in every home, school and public market in Manchester. 

10. Reduce hazardous waste in Manchester.  

11. Implement a ban on electronic wastes disposal in all landfill sites in Manchester.  

5.2.6.2  Objectives 

1. To promote responsible garbage disposal and waste reduction methods using campaign launches in the 
businesses, homes, schools and public markets.  

2. To increase landfill space by implementing collection drop-off points to reuse clothing and electronics.   

3. To encourage businesses to explore the use of more biodegradable and recyclable products that will have a 
lesser negative impact on Manchester’s environment. 

4. To reduce daily output to landfill sites by having companies’ properly manage and effectively monitor office 
waste.  

5. To award companies for reductions in significant waste amounts.  

6. To garner more participants through public education that showcases the benefits of composting. 

7. To demonstrate composting bin construction and distribute composting bins to increase support for this venture. 
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8. To recycle all paper and cardboard waste to divert potential wastes to landfills. 

9. To promote volunteerism of public and private premises to become drop-off centers for the collection of various 
waste products.  

10. To research and analyse and reuse hazardous waste as an alternative fuel source for specific industries to solve 
local disposal challenges. 

11. To influence companies to develop and implement technologies in Manchester that reduces hazardous waste on 
the environment. 

12. To systematically collect methane gas when released in landfill sites to increase onsite energy supply in 
Manchester. 

13. To increase recreational spaces by proper rehabilitation of landfills post-closure of facilities.  

 

5.3 Existing Parish Land Use  

5.3.1 Existing Regional Land Use for the Parish of Manchester  

Manchester’s future will undeniably be affected by its steady growth in population. Therefore, it is important to 

recognise that healthy populations need strong economies, as well as social, physical, and environmental 
spaces. Manchester can prosper from successful strategies that attract more residents and jobs into its 
communities. 

It is important to steer growth and propose change in certain parts of Manchester, while protecting other areas, 
such as vulnerable woodlands and green spaces. As such, a well integrated land use plan with planning and 
development policies are central to achieving many objectives set out for the sustainable development of 
Manchester’s present and future.  

Manchester has the potential to become the role model for sustainable development with regards to influencing 
the other Parishes of Jamaica. Therefore, it is important to recognise that Manchester’s development plays an 
important part not only in the lives of its residents, but also in the lives of Jamaicans outside of the Parish.  

This section looks at the existing land use within Manchester as a whole, encompassing all nine Development 
Areas and Urban Development Areas of Alligator Pond, Asia, Christiana, Cross Keys, Mandeville, Mile Gully, 
Newport, Porus, and Williamsfield. For further details and discussion on land uses, please refer to the specific 
Development Area Existing and Proposed Land Use Plans.  

The term “Existing Land Use” looks at the way lands within Manchester are being used/consumed. The Land Use 
information is vital for studying three elements of land settlement which are: character, pattern and distribution. 
After understanding the three land settlement elements of an area, recommendations can then be made to 
govern and preserve the “existing and future” uses of land of that settlement or region. The land use information 
for the Manchester Local Sustainable Development Plan was formulated using two methods: 

A. A Land Use Survey50 

B. Manchester General Land Use Map51 

In Manchester there are five major land use categories. They are as follows: 

                                                   
50 A detailed land use survey done in the field by land use surveyors who recorded the existing uses on each property in a community. However, this process 
was done only for the Township area in Manchester (Urban Development Areas). 

51 The Manchester Land Utilisation Map information is a generalised  land use data map that is based on a collection of major land use data such as Bauxite 
Mining, Township Areas, Power Utility Corridor, Agriculture, Forestry (proposed and existing) and  a generalised land settlement to cover the remaining 
Development Areas (rural areas) that was not covered by the Land Use Survey. The importance of this information is to give a general idea of how the lands in 
the remaining area are being used. 
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1. Prime Agriculture Area 

2. Power Utility Corridor 

3. Urban Centre 

4. Settlement Area, Shrub & Woodland Area 

5. Undisturbed Woodland Area 

5.3.2 Prime Agriculture 

A vast amount of Manchester’s lands are ideal for farmstead usage. Nonetheless, agricultural lands are mainly 
controlled by the bauxite companies who often leave behind depleted soil and damaged crops after mining. 
Therefore, in order to promote an agricultural economy in Manchester more lands need to be preserved for 
current and future use. At the moment, prime agricultural lands are dominantly found in the south-west, and 
northern regions of Manchester. Communities that are found on Prime Agricultural lands include but are not 
limited to (see Manchester General Land Utilisation Map): 

� Samuel Mason 

� Dobson 

� Tyne Town 

� Halifax 

� Evergreen 

� Petersfield 

� Endeavour 

� Lundhurst 

� Walderston 

� Harmons 

� Milk Pen 

� Blakes Pen 

� Prospect 

� Baalbec 

The most extensive soil types that are found in the Parish are loam and clay loam. If managed well, these soils 
can produce high yields, due to the abundance of nutrients that are found in these soils. However, these soils are 
also susceptible to erosion, particularly in the north. Overall, soil erosion, rainfall patterns, slope and drainage 
affect the outcomes of crop production. As such, not all agricultural uses in the Parish are used particularly for 
crop farming. Other types of agricultural practices found in the Parish also include livestock (i.e. goats, pigs, 
cows), and agro-processing.  

5.3.3 Power Utility Corridor 

Power Utility Corridors are dispersed throughout the Parish. They are mainly telecommunication networks, water 
systems, transportation hubs and power substations. The most dominant utility corridor can be found starting at 
the north, near Samuel Mason, moving south towards Kendal. As Manchester continues to grow, measures 
should be put in place to ensure that the current infrastructure is improved to support the growing population and 
that land is reserved for the expansion of transportation centres. Therefore, many of the roads in the Parish need 
to be improved in order to cater to the growth and infrastructural expansions, and to alleviate increasing 
congestion in and around the Urban Development Areas.  

Furthermore, citizens of Manchester should lobby with the Central government to get the railway system back in 
operation. With the re-emergence of railway transportation, Manchester can boost its tourism potential, attract 
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more people to live within its communities, and also decrease the amount of vehicles on the roads, which 
effectively benefits the environment, the conditions of the roadways, and the traffic congestion problems.  

5.3.4 Urban Centre 

The Urban Centres or Town Centres of the Parish play an important role in shaping the future of Manchester, by 
providing services to cater to the citizens’ needs. They are found in the respective towns of each Development 
Area. However, it is recognised that several, if not all of the service infrastructures need to be upgraded and 
expanded in order to provide for the increasing demands of the growing population. It is also important to 
recognise that focus should not only be placed on the town centres of the Urban Development Areas, but also on 
the towns that are designated to be emerging growth centres. For instance, though attention needs to be placed 
on improving the services found in the Central Business District Towns, i.e. Newport, surrounding communities 
such as Spur Tree should also be developed in order to alleviate pressure and traffic congestion from the main 
towns.  

In recognising that the Parish’s prosperity depends on several factors, including an excellent integrated regional 
transportation system, people, goods, and services therefore need to be able to move efficiently in and around 
the Parish. With the future passage of Highway 2000, Manchester needs to position itself to take advantage of 
the economic potential that this project will bring to the Parish. Manchester has great potential to become a 
regional tourist destination; with Highway 2000 bringing in potential tourists from places all across the island.  

5.3.5 Settlement Area, Shrub & Woodland Area 

Settlement areas, shrubs and woodlands are dominant across the Parish, except in the south coast, where the 
Canoe Valley Conservation Region is located. Most settlement patterns follow main roadways, but are rarely 
linear. Roadways throughout Manchester are often meandering and have web-like patterns, which are conducive 
to the hilly terrain of the Parish. In addition, factors such as steep gradients, sinkholes, depressions, and 
accessibility to sewage facilities and water sources have also shaped the settlement patterns of the Parish. 
However, it is undeniable that much of the development in the Parish is influenced by bauxite mining. 

Mandeville has by far the highest population and development activity in Manchester, with regards to it being the 
number one destination for returning residents, as well as being the home of Northern Caribbean University 
(NCU). On the other end of the spectrum, Mille Gully is the least developed centre of Manchester. Like many 
other communities, much of the momentum was lost in Mile Gully after the closure of the railway.  

Therefore, when planning for the development of Manchester’s communities there is a need to look at the Parish 
as a whole, and recognise the interconnectivity that each area serves to one another. It is important to create 
communities that provide services for its citizens within the Parish, so that people are not forced to leave the 
Parish in search of housing, work, and other services. As such, town centres and surrounding communities need 
to coordinate the delivery of human services across the Parish, and be able to provide a broad range of housing 
types, tenure and affordability.  

5.3.6 Undisturbed Woodland and Hazard Land 

Undisturbed Woodlands are important aspects of conserving the cool, clean, and green nature of Manchester. 
This land use is dominantly found in the southern conservation region, as well as near the northern and western 
boundaries of the Parish. Areas that can be found on undisturbed woodland areas include, but are not limited to: 

� Canoe Valley 

� Victoria Town 

� Saint Jago 

� Saint Tooles 

� Mount Forest 
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� Kershire 

� Lucky Valley 

� Spice Grove 

� Bombay 

� Green Hill 

� Norway 

� Craig Head 

� Barry Run 

Woodland areas should be preserved under the Forestry Act, where development of any kind should not be 
allowed, particularly in areas that are considered to be hazard lands (i.e. land slide areas, and flood prone areas). 
Reforestation should also be encouraged to counteract the effects of mining, and to help prevent soil erosion and 
increase soil quality. 

With mountainous terrain, and much of the Parish being located on a limestone plateau that is 1000 ft to 3000 ft 
above sea level, several areas of Manchester are susceptible to natural disasters such as flooding and 
landslides. Therefore, future deforestation and development should be prohibited from hazard lands. Areas that 
are in danger from landslides can be found along the south and south-east coasts near Hudsons Bottom all the 
way to Roberts Run and upwards to Scotts Pass (see Manchester Disaster Map). Another landslide area can 
also be found just west of Fairfield and Lincoln, as well as along the northern border of the Parish, starting from 
Carters working south-eastward to Spring Grounds. In addition, several flood-prone areas can be found near 
Alligator Pond, Rowes Corner, Downs, Mulatto Pen, Harmons, Ramble, Kendall, Evergreen, Green Hill, and 
Carters.  

5.3.7 Mining 

Though not a dominant land use, mining has the potential to affect the social, physical, environmental, and 
economic growth of the other major land uses. As such, it is important to not only reclaim land uses for 
continuation of the major land uses, but also to ensure that the natural environment is also protected and 
reserved. 

According to the Manchester Mining Lease Areas: Mining Operation Status Map, the northern and southern 
regions of the Parish are not under a mining lease, while areas in and around communities like Stones Hope, 
Coffee Grove, Old Bury, Marlborough, Broad Leaf, and Martin Hill are already mined out and certified. Also, there 
are only limited portions of the Parish that are under a mining lease but have no interest in mining, such as 
Chantilly, Walderston, Pear Tree, Edgeware, Brussells, Montpelier, Woodside, and Plowden. At the moment, only 
a minimum amount of land is currently being mined (including Shooters Hill, Bellefield, Stricklands, Greenvale, 
Butterwick, Oakland, Green Pond, Robinsons Run, Digby, and north of Hermitage), while the remaining 
communities and environs are slated as future mining reserves, or having only small sections being mined out 
(see Development Area Specific  Plans for further details and discussions).  

5.3.8 Cemetery 

Currently, there are several public and private cemeteries found throughout Manchester. They can be found in 
the Mandeville Development Area near Mandeville, Fairfield, Lincoln, as well as in the Mile Gully Development 
Area near Maidstone, and also in the Christiana Development Area near Shooters Hill, Sedbury, Brice, and Pike. 
However, as the population continues to increase and as the amount of developable land is being consumed, 
there is a need to provide more cemeteries in the Parish, specifically in places that do not hinder the growth and 
development of the major land uses. Burial areas often cause environmental and social concern, therefore it is 
necessary to locate new cemeteries on lands that are not environmentally sensitive (i.e. agricultural prime lands), 
and areas that are not in or near hazard lands. It is also important to respect the existing settlement, and to not 
put cemeteries near developments that will cause social concern and stigmatisation. Another criterion that needs 
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to be met is that cemeteries need to be easily accessible by the public, making use of existing roadways and 
transit systems.  

For further advisory policies on cemeteries and proposed future locations, refer to the Proposed Land Use 
section, as well as the Proposed Regional Land Use Map.  

5.3.9 Commercial, Institutional, and Social Service 

There is no doubt that a variety of commercial, institutional, and social services are made available in the Parish 
(see Manchester Parish Services map and individual DA Plans for detailed discussions). However, there is a 
need to increase, improve, and update the existing infrastructure and employees that provide the services that 
cater to Manchester’s communities, as well as the surrounding Parishes. Services range from fish markets, post 
offices, health centres, community centres, recreational facilities, hospitals, libraries, schools, etc.  

However, these facilities are often underserviced, or unevenly distributed throughout the Parish; creating 
pressure on major town centres to not only provide for their community members, but also for the members of the 
Parish who commute to certain areas to acquire services that are not available in their home towns. This in turn 
causes inefficiencies in services, and increases productions costs. For instance, members of Somerset, 
Knockpatrick, and Pear Tree often travel to Mandeville to pay their bills, since there are no payment services 
available in the communities surrounding the town centre. Also, though there are libraries located in Cross Keys, 
Comfort Hall, Walderston and Christiana, the Regional Library is located in Mandeville, which has a greater 
selection of books and computers that have internet access. Residents throughout the Parish often find 
themselves commuting to outside areas, therefore putting a strain on their daily routines and monetary savings. 

Furthermore, people also travel outside of their respective Development Areas in order to go to school, or acquire 
health services. This effectively increases the amount of traffic on the roads, and hinders the sustainable 
development of each DA and the Parish as a whole. Also, with limited police stations and fire stations made 
available in Manchester, response time and the capacity to send out a number of police patrol are impeded. This 
is a great cause for concern of the people’s health and safety.  

It is necessary to recognise the inequalities and the increasing demand for automobile travel (as opposed to 
pedestrian travel) that the Manchester communities are currently facing. Because of these disparities, there is a 
great need to maximise the full potential of existing land spaces, and ensure the harmony between land uses so 
that healthy and sustainable lifestyles can be ensured for the citizens of Manchester. By creating communities 
that are environmentally, socially, physically, and economically aware, not only will the residents of Manchester 
reap the benefits, but also the rest of Jamaica as a whole.  
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5.4 Proposed Parish Land Use  

5.4.1 Proposed Land Use 

The Proposed Land Use for all nine (9) Development Areas of Manchester seeks to provide the spatial 

framework for all future development. Coinciding with the National Settlement Strategy, the Proposed Land Use 
aims to concentrate people, social and infrastructural services and economic activities using an approach that 
places basic services within the reach of most people at a minimum cost, while making for efficient land use. 

 

5.4.2 Proposed Land Use Designations: 

1. Agriculture 
2. Residential 
3. Commercial 
4. Industrial 
5. Institutional 
6. Commercial/ Residential 
7. Agricultural/ Residential 
8. Cemetery 
9. Recreational 
10. Forestry & Conservation Area 
11. Heritage Site 
12. Water Body 
13. Utility Corridor 

5.4.3 Policies & Standards 

The Proposed Land Use Designations are one of the key implementation tools for achieving the sustainable 
planning goals that are set out in Manchester’s 2030 Local Sustainable Development Plan. Each land use 
designation establishes the general uses, policies, and standards that are applicable for each designation. 
Together, they describe where housing is required and where it needs to be intensified, where commercial uses 
can locate, where agricultural practices can continue, and where other types of uses are desired and are most 
practical. The following policies and standards are in alignment with the existing policies and guidelines that are 
set out in the National Environment & Planning Agency’s Manual for Development. This document should also be 
referred to with regards to specific site planning details, such as setbacks, accessibility, and parking standards.  

5.4.4 Agriculture 

Manchester is one of the major agricultural sources in all of Jamaica, placing third after the largest producer- St. 
Elizabeth, and the second largest- Trelawny. This is considered to be a remarkable feat seeing as how there are 
many factors that work against Manchester’s agricultural potential, such as: lack of irrigation water, harsh terrain, 
land ownership, incompletely restored mined land, and uncertainty regarding the mining schedule. There is a 
need to conserve existing agricultural areas, and to promote more in order to help recreate the entrepreneurial 
farmers who characterised the Parish until the early 1900s. Mining brings about huge uncertainties and 
insecurities with regards to agricultural practices, therefore, it is essential that these lands are preserved and 
restored in order to take full advantage of Manchester’s potential to act as a bread-basket for its own 
communities, but also for the rest of Jamaica.  
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5.4.4.1 Advisory Policies 

1.  ‘A’: prime agricultural lands. 
2. Agricultural lands may be used for but is not limited to livestock, agro-processing and crop farming.  

3. Agricultural lands should be protected to conserve the economic and employment opportunities for the residents 
of Manchester.  

4. Appropriate drainage and irrigation systems should be made available to agricultural lands.  
5. Terrain with slopes greater than 5% should not be cultivated, leaving natural vegetation and woodlands in tact, to 

help prevent natural disasters such as landslides. 

5.4.5 Residential 

Manchester is currently home to many diverse communities that act as market centres for farmers, dormitory 
towns for Alumina Companies, such as JAMALCO and WINDALCO, and is an ideal location for returning 
residents of Jamaica. It is a magnet to those who seek the cool and peaceful climate of rural areas, but require 
the services and infrastructure that urban areas offer. As the population is projected to increase over the years, 
there is a need to analyse the implications of the population shift, and how this will affect the existing sprawled 
out settlement patterns of Manchester. There is a need to promote residential settlement that is within close 
proximity to services and institutions, and to control the density growth of housing in order to keep in line with the 
goals set out in the 2030 Local Sustainable Development Plan for Manchester. Currently the development 
standard under the Parish Council is 30 habitable rooms per acre. It is necessary to recognise the need to 
increase densities in certain communities by encouraging more apartments and town houses in residential areas. 

5.4.5.1 Advisory Policies 

1.  ‘R1’: Low density 
a. Low density refers to Single-family housing settlements, consisting of up to 4 dwelling units/ acre. 

2. ‘R2’: Medium to High density 

a. Medium to High density refers to Multi-family housing settlements, often consisting of town houses and 
apartment complexes, consisting of at least 5 to 20 dwelling units/ acre. 

b. Town Houses and apartment complexes can range from 2 to 5 storeys. 

c. In existing settlement areas, however, height shall be consistent with existing development, for instance 
2 storeys, to preserve the character of the area.  

3. The standard should be increased to at least 40 habitable rooms per acre (from 30 habitable rooms per acre) to 
increase density and utilise more land space.  

4. Infill development is promoted in existing housing settlements, where it is possible to increase density. 
a. For instance, one house on a quarter (¼) acre lot can be converted into two separate (semi-detached), 

two-bedroom town house units; with the same setbacks that were used for the existing single-family 
unit. 

b. This requires rezoning of Single-family residential areas to Multi-family residential areas. 

5. In rural communities, small-scale retail, such as community shops are permitted in residential areas to help serve 
the needs of the residents, and to reduce local automobile trips. For urban areas, community shops are 
encouraged to be located along major arterial roadways to avoid traffic congestion along smaller residential 
roads. 

6. Adequate fire safety installations, such as fire escapes and smoke detectors should be made available in new 
developments, particularly in higher storey buildings. 

7. Communal spaces should be provided in new housing developments, to store and collect sorted garbage and 
recyclable materials. 

8. Parking should be provided on site or in a shared parking area that is visible from the residential properties. 
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9. Residential developments should take accessibility planning into consideration for the disabled and elderly (i.e. 
Priority parking spaces for the disabled, elderly, and those with children; as well as entrance ramps for 
wheelchairs and strollers).  

10. All residential properties are required to dispose of storm water runoff from roofs and buildings on their property 
or under the sidewalk. Storm water runoff is not permitted to be disposed of onto the surface of the sidewalk.  

11. A full range of housing, in terms of form, tenure, and affordability (i.e. rental housing, affordable housing, mixed 
income developments, low to high density developments, etc.) should be provided across the Parish and its 
Development Areas to meet the current and future needs of residents.  

12. Existing housing stock should be upgraded and maintained, while new housing stock is encouraged through 
intensification and infill where possible.  

13. Roadways should be widened to support taxis and buses to be able to access residential areas to promote public 
transportation usage, as well as to support sidewalks in order to encourage pedestrian-friendly neighbourhoods.  

14. Adequate transportation facilities (i.e. taxi stands and bus parks) should be located in close proximity to 
residential areas.  

5.4.6 Commercial 

Commercial areas will absorb most of the typical uses such as retail and office. Commercial land use 
designation should be done in such a way that is convenient for both shoppers and traders. As Manchester’s 
population continues to grow, it is important to provide shops and shopping centres that can cater to the 
Development Areas’ needs, so that they do not have to look elsewhere, often outside of their own Development 
Area, or the Parish itself, to acquire the necessary goods and services.  

5.4.6.1 Advisory Policies 

1.  ‘C1’: Low Density 
a. Low density commercial refers to but is not limited to offices, small retail shops, and small cottages. 

b. Low density commercial areas are meant to act as transition zones between residential and medium to 
high density commercial areas. 

2. ‘C2’: Medium to High Density 

a. Medium to High density refers to but is not limited to large offices, hotels, shopping centres, commercial 
banks, and markets. 

b. Offices are encouraged to be located adjacent to existing commercial areas. 
3. The height of the building will depend on the nature and size of the activity or shopping centre. However, general 

commercial activity in low density commercial areas should not exceed two (2) storeys, while medium to high 
density areas should not exceed five (5) storeys. 

4. Commercial areas in growth nodes should be strengthened to alleviate pressure from major town centres, and to 
avoid residential properties being converted into commercial uses. 

5. Adequate fire safety installations, such as fire escapes and smoke detectors should be made available in new 
developments, particularly in higher storey buildings. 

6. Communal spaces should be provided in new commercial developments, to store and collect sorted garbage and 
recyclable materials. 

7. Parking should be provided on site or in a shared parking area that is within short walking distance from 
commercial facilities. 

8. Commercial developments should take accessibility planning into consideration for the disabled and elderly (i.e. 
Priority parking spaces for the disabled, elderly, and those with children; as well as entrance ramps for 
wheelchairs and strollers).  
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9. Roadways should be widened to support taxis and buses to be able to access commercial areas to promote 
public transportation usage, as well as to support sidewalks in order to encourage pedestrian-friendly commercial 
areas.  

10. Adequate transportation facilities (i.e. taxi stands and bus parks) should be located in close proximity to 
commercial areas.  

5.4.7 Industrial 

Development of industrial sites or industrial estates is often dependent on its location, existing zoning, and the 
effect of the product on the surrounding area, traffic implications and other considerations. Industrial uses are 
often associated with negative connotations, such as disturbance of the surrounding environment and pollution. 
However, it must be noted that industrial uses also generate income and employment for the communities of 
Manchester, and the Parish as a whole. Though it is important to promote the economic potential of these uses, it 
is even more so important to locate these uses in areas that do not impede the growth and potential of other land 
uses. 

5.4.7.1 Advisory Policies 

1. ‘LI’: Light Industrial 

a. Light industrial use refers to industries that are not detrimental to the surrounding land uses by reason 
of noise, fumes, smell, traffic generation, etc. 

b. Light industrial can involve, but is not limited to food & beverage manufacturing, printing & publishing, 
as well as the manufacturing of electronic equipment, optical equipment, watches, clocks and jewellery. 

c. Light industrial designations act as transition zones between commercial and residential areas, heavy 
industrial and residential areas, and heavy industrial and commercial areas. 

2. ‘HI’: Heavy Industrial 
a. These types of industries refer to those that emit odours, noise, or where vibration or fumes are 

problematic to residences and other institutions. 
b. Heavy industrial refers to but is not limited to mining, automotive mechanic shops, etc.  
c. Generally, these will not be placed near residential or institutional facilities. 

3. Adequate buffer zones (i.e. trees and/or walls) should be placed surrounding the industrial sites in order to filter 
out noise, dust, and fumes that are emitted.  

4. Service roads should not be placed near residential or institutional areas, in order to avoid noise and 
environmental pollution that is produced from heavy trucks.  

5. Adequate fire safety installations, such as fire escapes and smoke detectors should be made available in new 
developments, particularly in higher storey buildings. 

6. Communal spaces should be provided in new commercial developments, to store and collect sorted garbage and 
recyclable materials. 

7. Parking should be provided on site or in a shared parking area that is within short walking distance from industrial 
facilities. 

8. Roadways should be widened to support taxis and buses to be able to access industrial areas to promote public 
transportation usage, as well as to support sidewalks in order to encourage pedestrian-friendly industrial areas.  

9. Adequate improvements such as implementation of sidewalks and appropriate landscaping should be done once 
haulage roads are turned over. 

10. Industrial uses are encouraged in the outskirts of the urban development areas to encourage easy access and 
discourage consumption of woodlands and green spaces in the rural areas.  However, industries which serve the 
needs of agricultural uses may be acceptable in rural areas. 
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5.4.8 Institutional 

Citizens of Manchester rely on quality institutions at every stage of their lives. Therefore, there is a need to 
recognise the potential that schools, universities, health care facilities, and other public facilities can contribute to 
the quality of life of Manchester’s residents. Manchester is home to some of Jamaica’s finest institutions such as 
Northern Caribbean University. As the population of Manchester grows, there will be a growing demand for 
expansion and upgrading of these institutions, so that this type of land use can continue to act as one of the 
major employers in Manchester, and attract hundreds of patients, students and visitors in and around Mandeville. 

5.4.8.1 Advisory Policies 

1. ‘IG’: Government Offices, Health Care Facilities (i.e. Hospitals, clinics, doctor’s office), Nursing Homes, Religious 
Facilities, Post Offices/ Postal Agencies, Libraries 

a. Clinics, health centres, and nursing homes should be single storey buildings, while hospitals can reach 
a maximum of four storeys. 

b. Religious facilities, libraries, and post offices/ postal agencies should not exceed two storeys. 

c. Religious facilities should be located along major thoroughfares, near main roads or first class roads in 
order to alleviate traffic and noise from residential areas; adequate parking should be made available to 
accommodate the size of the congregation. 

d. Libraries need to be located in a noise free environment. 
2. ‘IS’: Basic, Primary, and Secondary Schools 

a. Buildings for basic schools should be one storey, while primary and secondary schools can reach a 
maximum of three storeys.  

3. ‘IU’: Universities, and Community Colleges 
a. Universities and Community Colleges can also encompass their own commercial uses that are often 

needed to service the students and the educational community; for instance book stores, food courts, 
etc. 

4. Adequate fire safety installations, such as fire escapes and smoke detectors should be made available in new 
and existing developments, particularly in higher storey buildings. 

5. Communal spaces should be provided in new commercial developments, to store and collect sorted garbage and 
recyclable materials. 

6. Parking should be provided on site or in a shared parking area that is within short walking distance from 
institutional facilities. 

7. Institutional developments should take accessibility planning into consideration for the disabled and elderly (i.e. 
Priority parking spaces for the disabled, elderly, and those with children; as well as entrance ramps for 
wheelchairs and strollers).  

8. Roadways should be widened to support taxis and buses to be able to access institutional areas to promote 
public transportation usage, as well as to support sidewalks in order to encourage pedestrian-friendly industrial 
areas.  

9. Adequate transportation facilities (i.e. taxi stands and bus parks) should be located in close proximity to 
institutions.  

5.4.9 Commercial/ Residential 

Commercial/ Residential areas apply the concept of mixed use developments, wherein any commercial use is 
intended to be compatible with the neighbourhood, and to service the needs of the residents. Since the 
characteristic of many industries and commerce are changing, many businesses can be carried out in residential 
areas where they do not cause disturbance through adverse effects, such as noise, and increased traffic. This 
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land use designation achieves several of the goals of the Land Use Plan by offering areas where residents of 
Manchester can live, work, and play within close proximity to their homes.  

5.4.9.1 Advisory Policies 

1. ‘C1/R1’: Low density commercial and residential 
2. ‘C1/R2’: Low density commercial and medium to high residential 
3. Buildings should not exceed the height of the existing uses in the area. 

4. Site development standards for commercial/ residential uses will be calculated on the basis of a given ratio of 
uses expressed as a percentage in multiples of five percent. For instance, residential 90% and commercial ten 
(10%); or residential 65% and commercial 35%. 

5. Commercial/ residential uses will be located in areas that take advantage of transit services. 

6. High-rise buildings should encourage a mix of commercial and residential uses; with commercial uses on the 
lower floors.  

a. Light Industrial uses are also permitted on the lower floors, to mix in with the commercial and residential 
uses; as long as the light industries do not cause concern (noise, pollution, increased traffic congestion, 
etc.) for the residential and commercial uses.  

b. Mixed use buildings are encouraged to be located in 
concentrated commercial areas, for instance in down 
town locations.  

7. Policies regarding fire safety, parking and transportation as 
stipulated in the residential and commercial land use designation 
sections are also applied for mixed use commercial/ residential 
areas.  

5.4.10 Agricultural/ Residential 

Agricultural/ Residential areas are also considered as another 
type of mixed use developments. Residential use is intended to 
be compatible with existing and future farm lands, in order to 
create areas where farmers can live on the land that they work, 
or in close proximity to it. Promoting farmers to live within the 
plots of farmland, also helps to increase density within certain 
sprawled out areas of Manchester. 

5.4.10.1 Advisory Policies 

1. ‘R1/A’: Low density residential and agricultural 

a. The residential density is intended to remain low, 
particularly in certain areas where residential/ 
agricultural mixed uses are intended to act as a 
transition zone. 

2. ‘R2/A’: Medium to high density residential and agricultural 

a. For this mixture of agricultural and residential uses, the 
residential density is intended to remain within the 
medium to high density range (i.e. apartment 
complexes), in order to prevent the majority of 
agricultural lands from being consumed.  

A New Approach 
Multi-level Burial Chambers 

As access to public and private 
cemeteries continues to become 
limited, the competition between 
agricultural use and cemeteries grows. 
Manchester has a unique opportunity to 
respond to the increasing need for 
cemetery space by using mined-out 
bauxite sites.   

A highly inventive yet unconventional 
method perfectly suited for these sites 
are multilevel burial chambers.  Various 
versions of these underground 
cemeteries are currently being 
promoted in areas of Israel and the 
Philippines.  Depending on design, 
multilevel burial chambers can 
accommodate 20 to 40 times more 
plots than conventional cemeteries of 
the same size. A prominent design for 
these underground cemeteries includes 
circular rooms that extend down any 
number of floors; the rooms are 
accessible by elevator shafts and 
walkways around the perimeter. 
Another design is based on long 
corridors with burial plots in the walls. 
Both versions ensure that areas are 
well-lit and visually appealing.   

As cemetery land is becoming scarce, 
Manchester has the opportunity to 
become innovative in terms of its land 
use. While underground burial 
arrangements are surely 
unconventional, they are also a highly 
inventive approach for reusing bauxite 
lands, lands that are of limited use for 
farming and difficult to restore.  
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3. Appropriate drainage systems should be ensured within these areas, along with other services such as electricity, 
garbage collection, etc.  

4. Policies regarding fire safety, parking and transportation as stipulated in the residential land use section are also 
applied for mixed use agricultural/ residential areas.  

5.4.11 Cemetery 

There is an increasing need to provide lands for cemeteries and to provide guidelines for their development. The 
competition between agricultural use and cemeteries has grown as access to public and private cemeteries 
continues to become limited. However, there is a need for careful site selection criteria since cemeteries often 
cause environmental and public concerns. Also, traditional cemeteries often utilise large tracts of land. Therefore, 
there is a need to efficiently use the available land sources and not to commit large amounts of land to cemetery 
expansion at a rapid rate.  

5.4.11.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Cemeteries should not be located on lands with high agricultural potential or environmentally sensitive areas 
(conservation areas). 

2. Cemetery sites should avoid the sterilisation of good agricultural lands; away from environmentally unsafe areas 
(i.e. land slide or flood prone areas), and sites that are considered to be part of passive open spaces. 

3. New cemeteries for urban areas should be located in the fringe areas of the urban development area, with 
adequate land space to accommodate future expansion, if needed. 

4. Required setbacks (at least 3.5 metres from any dwelling house or one (1) metre from any adjoining property 
boundary) are needed for future development in order to address community concerns of neighbourhoods being 
located too close to burial grounds, as well as for environmental protection reasons.  

5. No burial should take place within 61 metres of streams or other water sources. 

6. Cemeteries should be located downstream of wells and other intake points; particularly in areas with high water 
tables in order to avoid pollution of water sources being used for domestic purposes. Hence, no burial should 
take place within 61 metres of any stream contributing to a public water supply, or any well, tank, cistern or pond.  

7. Cemetery sites should be easily accessible by private or public transportation.  

8. Cemetery sites should have the capacity to be drained; where surface run-off is channelled into pits and excess 
run-off is disposed of in the nearest storm water channel or gully.  

9. Where feasible, cemetery sites should be landscaped in such a way to obstruct sight lines from other land uses.  

10. Forty (40) hectares of land should be designated for every 100, 000 persons- for current and future cemetery 
use. 

5.4.12 Recreational 

Recreational facilities and spaces are vital to the welfare of Manchester’s residents. Adequate parks, open 
spaces, and recreational centres should be provided in order to offer places where community members can take 
a break from their daily routines, get some exercise, meet friends, and get acquainted with new people. 
Manchester has ample amounts of green areas and underused plots of lands. The potential of such sites should 
be recognised in order to provide spaces where communities can learn and play, particularly since the population 
of Manchester is projected to grow in the near future.  

5.4.12.1 Advisory Policies 

1. ‘RS’: Sport complexes (i.e. football fields), community and cultural centres, entertainment facilities (i.e. night 
clubs, cinemas, theatres, amusement arcades) 
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a. The height of these buildings should compliment the existing nature of surrounding buildings, and/or 
should not exceed three storeys. 

b. Where there is a need for a community or cultural centre but the building cannot be provided then 
selected school halls can be used on a temporary basis.  

c. Community centres should be constructed in such a way that they can provide temporary shelter and 
relief for people in need during emergency situations and natural disasters, such as hurricanes.  

2. ‘RP’: Parks, open spaces, beaches, and botanical gardens 

a. Parks, open spaces, beaches, and botanical gardens should protect and enhance the natural 
vegetation and heritage features of the site. 

b. This land use should provide comfortable and safe pedestrian conditions.  

3. Adequate fire safety installations, such as fire escapes and smoke detectors should be made available in new 
developments, particularly in higher storey buildings. 

4. Parking should be provided on site or in a shared parking area that is within short walking distance from 
recreational facilities. 

5. Roadways should be widened to support taxis and buses to be able to access industrial areas to promote public 
transportation usage, as well as to support sidewalks in order to encourage pedestrian-friendly industrial areas.  

6. Adequate improvements such as implementation of sidewalks and appropriate landscaping should be done once 
haulage roads are turned over. 

7. Adequate transportation facilities (i.e. taxi stands and bus parks) should be located in close proximity to 
recreational sites.  

5.4.13 Forestry & Conservation Area 

Clean air, soil and water are all important in shaping the strength of Manchester’s communities, and increasing 
their competitiveness in the national and international economy. Environmental considerations need to be part of 
each decision making process because interaction with the environment is inevitable; wherein well conserved 
natural environments attract people to live, work, play, and invest in communities that can provide cool, clean, 
and green surroundings that are highly sought after. Therefore, there is a need to protect and conserve many of 
Manchester’s natural and environmentally sensitive areas, in order to ensure a future that is bio-diverse and well 
balanced. Proposals for new development should always take into account their impact on the natural 
environment.  

5.4.13.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Forestry and Conservation areas include, but are not limited to: woodland areas, shrubs and woodland, marsh 
lands, wet lands, sand domes, and coral reefs. 

2. Planning decisions should always take into consideration the maintenance and improvement of the health and 
integrity of natural environments. 

5.4.14 Heritage Site 

Recognising the cultural potential of many of Manchester’s heritage sites is important in creating vibrant and 
educated communities. Conserving and enhancing heritage sites will benefit Manchester’s growth, in that it can 
promote cultural tourism, and create a competitive edge for Manchester in attracting business that is interested in 
the history and culture that Manchester and its communities have to offer. Also, it is important to educate the 
public about the importance of heritage sites, so that they can learn and feel connected to their roots and culture. 
In turn, this can create a sense of pride and ownership, which can then influence people to want to see a brighter 
and better future for Manchester and its development areas.  
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5.4.14.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Local communities should be encouraged to maintain and beautify recognised and potential heritage sites.  

2. Adequate transportation facilities (i.e. taxi stands and bus parks) should be located in close proximity to heritage 
sites, in order to promote accessibility to cultural and educational learning that heritage sites offer.  

5.4.15 Water Body 

Water sources in Manchester have multiple purposes, whether it is to provide potable water for domestic use, 
irrigation water for farmers, or act as recreational spots for water sports, such as fishing and swimming. It is very 
important to recognise these sites and protect them from pollution, so that they may be enjoyed by all bodies of 
life (see Water section of LSDP). 

5.4.15.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Water bodies refer to but are not limited to rivers, streams, and ponds.  

2. Required setbacks (at least 61 metres from any dwelling house or from any adjoining property boundary) are 
needed for future development in order to avoid pollution of water sources. 

3. Planning decisions should always take into consideration the maintenance and improvement of the health and 
integrity of water bodies.  

5.4.16 Utility Corridor 

Utility corridors are an important piece of the landscape fabric of Manchester. They contribute to the growth of 
Manchester, since they serve as corridors for energy transmission, communication and the movement of people 
and goods. Therefore, these corridors should be maintained to connect the communities of Manchester with each 
other to the rest of Jamaica, and the world.  

5.4.16.1 Advisory Policies 

1. ‘TC’: Transportation hub 

2. ‘UPL’: Power line 

3. ‘UWW’: Water works 

4. ‘USOL’: Solar Field 

5. ‘UWF’: Wind Farm 

6. ‘USLF’: Sanitary Landfill 

7. Utility corridors refer to but are not limited to telecommunication networks (i.e. telephone, mobile base station, 
cable/ satellite television, and transmission station), water systems, power substations, wind farms, solar fields, 
transportation hubs (including existing railways, taxi stands, bus parks), sanitary land fills, mining conveyor belts, 
etc. 

8. Utility corridors should not be located to run directly through residential communities, so as to avoid creating 
unattractive visual impacts. 

9. Redevelopment on lands adjacent to existing utility corridors will ensure measures are taken to secure 
surrounding properties, such as appropriate setbacks (at least 3 metres from any boundary fence adjoining 
residential development), fencing, and landscaping (i.e. trees and shrubs). 

10. Where possible, utility corridors may be used for secondary purposes, such as linear parks, parking lots, 
community gardens, agricultural lands, and storm water management ponds/ sites.  

11. Designate existing rail line(s) as a protected corridor.  
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5.5 Challenges, Opportunities and Proposals  

Manchester is a Parish that has been significantly modified by human activities several times and in a variety of 

ways. As noted in Chapter 2, it lost much of its forest cover to plantation agriculture and has been further 
transformed by hillside farming and by bauxite mining.  It is on the verge of a further transformation as mined-out 
land is rehabilitated, restored or developed. 

The challenge is to undertake the latter is ways that are most likely to regain productivity for farmers at all scales, 
to attract investment in new industries and to develop the most efficient, attractive and convenient new centres 
and communities. 

Manchester is one of the fastest growing Parishes in Jamaica.   In the last ten years, it has seen tremendous 
physical growth particularly in residential and commercial construction. The continuous development of housing, 
predominantly of single-family units, has resulted from a large influx of returning residents, the National Housing 
Development Corporation (National Housing Trust) schemes and financing and bauxite resettlement programmes 
by WINDALCO and ALPART. 

The Manchester Parish Council, the Local Planning Authority, receives several hundred building and subdivision 
applications annually. Currently, only approximately fifty percent of all new developments in the Parish receive 
formal development MPC approval.  The percentage is increasing but is still far too low, for reasons discussed in 
Section 5.13, Development Control.  

As a result of the dated nature of the Manchester Development Order and many laws and regulations, the 
absence of a Parish development plan and the high incidence of illegal construction, the Parish continue to 
experience the loss of important resources, increasing threats to health and safety and foregone opportunities for 
greater efficiency, improved services and sustainable economic development. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

There are vast amounts of vacant properties within some sections of Mandeville 
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5.6 Circulation and Transportation 

5.6.1 Challenges and Opportunities 

The movement of people and goods in Manchester is 

almost exclusively by motor vehicle and the Parish has an 
extraordinarily dense road network.  The railroads are now 
used exclusively by the bauxite mining companies.  Three 
sites for a local intra-island airport and use of Clarendon’s 
Vernam Field as a cargo center continue to receive 
consideration.  (For additional background, see Parish 
Profile Section 7.2) 

The Parish has relatively good road access to Kingston and 
St. Elizabeth via the A2 main road.  Completion of Highway 
2000 will improve inter-Parish travel but will significantly 
influence growth patterns.  Road conditions in rural areas 
are often poor, leading to long and expensive journeys to 
Mandeville and other service centers as well as high 
accident and fatality rates.  In suburban areas, the lack of a 
clear road hierarchy and increased development without 
road upgrading are leading to commuting bottlenecks.   

In both cases, the scattered nature of development makes 
it hard to support an efficient system of high occupancy 
transport.  Thus, Central Mandeville and central Christiana 
suffer from heavy traffic congestion, disorderly parking and 
discomfort for pedestrians 

All these problems will worsen as population, dispersed 
growth, private vehicle ownership and oil prices continue to 
increase.   Rising energy prices will disproportionately 
affect poorer residents, who already struggle with high 
transportation costs.  Worsening traffic congestion will affect Manchester’s capacity to attract investment in new 
job-creating enterprises, directly through increased transportation costs and indirectly by degrading the 
environmental and aesthetic quality of the Parish.  By failing to reduce air pollution and contributions to 
greenhouse gases, Manchester will not live up to its reputation and future vision as “cool, clean, green.” 

5.6.2 Transportation Issues 

The principal transportation issues identified by the Infrastructure Sector Group are: 

� The Rural Road Network and Transportation 

� The Urban Road Network and Transportation 

� Road Construction and Maintenance Standards 

� Public Transportation 

� Parking 

� Non-motorised Transportation 

� Transportation Safety 

� Regional Transportation (freight and passenger) 

  

An illustration of the most congested areas in the 
town of Mandeville highlighted in red.  
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Many stakeholders in the transportation sector have expressed the view that policy and planning should 
emphasise accessibility over mobility, placing the needs of people above the needs of vehicles.  In addition to 
managing future demand, transportation solutions must therefore consider interactions with land use, economic 
development, the natural environment, and social equity.   

First, to set the framework in which to examine and propose solutions to these interrelated issues, it is necessary 
to examine the concept of sustainable transportation and the linkages between transportation and land use. 

5.6.2.1 Transportation and Sustainability 

It is easy to set sustainable transportation as a goal, but much more difficult to determine exactly what is 
sustainable.  In simple terms, the most sustainable transport systems is the one in which all costs—economic, 
environmental, and social—are minimised and benefits are maximised.  However, this definition is sometimes 
hard to apply.   

One place to start is to realise that, given a particular situation, some travel modes are more sustainable than 
others.  Walking and bicycling are often the most sustainable because they consume little energy, are affordable, 
create almost no pollution, require very little infrastructure, generate little traffic, and have health and social 
benefits for the user.  However, traveling long distances requires time and traveling in unsafe places involves a 
good deal of risk.  Thus, for these situations a motor vehicle is usually associated with a lower overall cost.   

Public transportation operates with more passengers per vehicle.  Thus, overall per person costs are less than 
with a private vehicle.  On the other hand, taxis and buses are arguably less safe than private cars.  Because 
different modes are best for different situations, it is important for residents to have a choice between a diversity 
of options.  For example, walking is the most sustainable mode for short distances, but for longer trips it usually 
requires too much time.  Similarly, one who lives in a remote area might find it best to drive, but would need an 
alternative if his or her car were to break down.  With increased options, the entire system is more efficient, 
serves more of the population, and is more adaptable to change.   

Building a sustainable transportation system requires more than just making available the most sustainable 
modes for travel; it is also involves providing good conditions for their use and making sound land use choices, 
as the following examples illustrate: 

� bicycling might be dangerous along high-speed roads, but if more road space for bicycles is reserved, biking 
may become a better choice;  

� a child who has to take a taxi to school might have had the choice of walking to school if a school been built 
closer to his or her home;  

� re-opening and improving markets for wholesale produce in the Development Area growth centers could 
reduce the need for farmers to make costly trips to Mandeville.  

Thus seemingly separate issues like urban design, growth management and land use become factors in 
transportation as well and important to resolving the main transportation issues facing Manchester addressed in 
later sections.   

5.6.2.2 Transportation and Land Use Strategies 

Land use and transport are intimately connected; decisions that impact one also affect the other.  Land use is 
one of the largest factors affecting how much people travel and where they go.  At the same time, decisions 
about where to locate or improve roads or other transportation facilities strongly influence the direction of growth. 
Therefore, one of the best ways to address transportation problems is to implement smarter land use policies.   

Raising densities helps to achieve compact rather than dispersed towns and cities, which in turn reduces journey 
lengths and increases access to employment, shops and social and recreational facilities by foot, cycle or public 
transport.  Increasing densities is thus not just a matter of using scarce land more efficiently. Higher densities can 
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make existing public transport (taxis) more commercially viable and affordable and are essential to justify an 
upgraded and expanded bus system.52   

In Manchester’s case, with a long list of challenges and limited options for road expansion, good land use policy 
will have to be a central element in the transportation strategy.  There are several levels at which land use policy 
affects transportation efficiency and Manchester has existing opportunities or the capacity to create opportunities 
at each level.  For example the Parish can: 

� take advantage of the extensive haul road networks put in place by bauxite companies (see Parish Profile, 
7.2.2); 

� build on and infill its existing land use patterns to create communities suited for efficient transit; 

� improve on its already viable public transportation system, while expanding options by enabling new modes; 
and 

� make its currently walkable town centres even more amenable to pedestrians.   

With smart decisions, Manchester can accomplish its goal of providing mobility to all residents in a sustainable 
way.   

 
Growth Centres:  Manchester is fortunate to have a number of growth centres which are compact and support a 
diversity of uses.  The central areas of Mandeville and Christiana, for instance, have many shops and services 
concentrated within a small area.  It is possible to travel to the town centre, do all the necessary errands by foot, 
and return to the car or taxi without walking too far.  By keeping trips short and avoiding the need for driving 
between each destination, this arrangement helps to reduce the need for travel.  It is important to ensure that 
future development is focused to keep growth centres compact and walkable.   
 
The Design of New Developments: 

Conventional subdivision regulations 
specify a minimum permitted lot size in a 
zoning district and exclude non-residential 
uses.  Deviations from the minimum reduced 
density impose an economic penalty on the 
developer.  Minimum lot size requirements 
therefore discourage attention to the 
principles of good design, result in long 
lengths of street per dwelling unit and 
discourage non-vehicular movement.   

The effects are even more pronounced on 
small sites, which are more difficult to layout 
according to minimum standards.  The 
smaller the site, the greater the probability that the road length per dwelling unit will increase and the density will 
drop.  

By contrast, the denser, mixed use developments illustrated in the second set of plans minimise the length of 
street per dwelling unit, minimise the need for lengthy trips to a number of services and even to work, while 
maximising opportunities for safe and convenient walking and biking.  

 

 
                                                   

52 The UK’s Urban Task Force (in ‘Towards an Urban Renaissance’) suggests that an efficient, commercially viable bus service needs a density of 
40 to 60 dwellings per hectare (roughly equivalent to 100 people per hectare), similar to the figure it suggests is required to promote communal 
facilities.   

 

Cookie-cutter 
subdivision layout 
Source: Lane Kendig 
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The Expansion of Mandeville:  The way in which Manchester guides the anticipated growth of Mandeville will 
heavily influence whether or not future developments support efficient transportation alternatives.  It can either:   
� Allow continued intensification of density and activities in central Mandeville and continued expansion of low 

density subdivisions on the periphery;  or 

� Use the opportunity presented by a future southern ring road (linking certain haul roads, which the bauxite 
companies have committed to dedicating to the Parish) to create new high density, mixed use centers at the 
nodes created at the intersections with major radial routes (see illustration below). 

The first option will exacerbate the cost, inefficiency and inconvenience of existing problems of traffic and parking 
congestion by reinforcing central Mandeville as the primary trip destination and further dispersing trip origins.   

The second option can create new employment centers of residence, commercial activity, employment and public 
assembly, encouraging two-way traffic in and out of central Mandeville, supporting efficient public transportation 
and short, non-motorised trips for work, shopping, services, school and entertainment.  

The Manchester Sustainable Development Plan’s overall goal and measurable objectives for transportation and 
the analysis, policy recommendations and proposed actions presented in later sections, issue by issue, support 
adoption of the second option.  

 
 

Peter Calthorpe and Sim Van Der Ryn 
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5.6.3 Rural Road Network 

With nearly all travel dependent upon automobiles, Manchester’s road network is the foundation of 
transportation in the Parish.  Manchester’s network consists of road ranging from highways and major two-lane 
roads, which are maintained by the National Works Agency (NWA), to parochial roads and rural tracks, which are 
maintained by the Parish Council.  With both population and the number of automobiles expected to increase 
dramatically over the next forty years, many of these roads will be overburdened unless a solution is found.  
Some of these roads can be easily widened, but others are constrained by steep slopes and existing 
development, making expansion exceedingly difficult.  Indeed, many of the major routes into Mandeville cannot 
be easily widened, a situation which will create bottlenecks going into the town centre.  A set of strategies will be 
needed to address this challenge, including smart land use policies, the construction of new roads, and increased 
alternatives to driving.   

Topography and existing development patterns make the simple expansion and extension of roads difficult, if not 
impossible, in many parts of the Parish.  Unless alternative solutions are found, the increase in automobiles will 
create even more traffic congestion, worsen air quality, and demand even larger amounts of land space.  
Meanwhile, the Parish cannot afford to ignore transport’s effect on the environment, both ecological and 
aesthetic.   

In improving its transportation system, Manchester can take advantage of the extensive haul road network left by 
the bauxite industry.  As mined-out lands are reclaimed and developed, haulage roads can become new 
thoroughfares, which would certainly be more cost-efficient than building new roads.  But, as with all new 

The Greater Mandeville Area with Central Mandeville, Existing Growth Centres an d Proposed New 
Growth Centres. 
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development, the new routes must be carefully planned in coordination with land use policies and integrated into 
the existing road network. Moorlands is a useful example, where the haulage roads are superior to the public 
roadway.    

5.6.3.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Ensure high priority is given to upgrading existing roads linking Development Area growth centres. 

2. Give lowest priority to the construction of new roads. 

5.6.3.2 Actions 

1. Undertake a systematic analysis, in coordination with NWA, to prioritise road improvement, including upgrading 
parochial roads to main roads, addressing: existing and projected traffic volumes and level of service (LOS), 
population served and road condition and potential for intensified land use in accordance with the Manchester 
LSDP plans and policies.   

2. Prioritise road maintenance according to the same analysis.   

3. Conduct further research to establish criteria and thresholds that would require installation of pavements 
(sidewalks) and bicycle lanes or paths when roads are upgraded or reconstructed.    

5.6.4 Urban Road Network and Transportation 

Manchester’s urbanised areas must accommodate a heavy 
volume of movement in a wide range of forms; taxis and 
buses, delivery vehicles, pedestrians, vendors, automobiles, 
and parking all vie for a limited amount of space.  In 
Mandeville and Christiana in particular, the competition for 
transport space causes unacceptable levels of traffic 
congestion, especially at peak times.  In Porus, through traffic 
on the highway often clashes with local traffic to cause long 
back-ups.   

The traffic problems in the Parish’s town centres can be 
attributed to two main factors: disorder caused by the 
competing uses of parking, motorised traffic, and non-
motorised traffic; and an increasing volume of traffic 
constrained by a finite amount of road space.  Any solution 
must therefore address both causes.   

In Christiana and Mandeville, the amount of road space has lagged behind the growth of the towns.  The 
Christiana town centre is served by only a two-lane road, while Mandeville also struggles with a small number of 
narrow roads.  The problem is not only lack of road space but lack of connectivity; ad hoc growth has led to too 
many streets which do not connect.  In Mandeville and Christiana, the problem can be addressed in part by 
adding short stretches to connect existing roads.  In areas that anticipate high-density growth—namely, Mile 
Gully, Porus, Williamsfield, Newport, Cross Keys, and Asia, traffic problems can be avoided by planning for 
connected street networks now.  The plans for each of these growth nodes will include provisions for road 
networks 

5.6.4.1 Solutions 

With limited space, traffic problems cannot be solved only by building roads; efforts also need to reduce the 
need for automobile travel in the town centres.  Encouraging people to switch to alternative modes like walking, 
bicycling, and public transportation is one way to alleviate traffic.  Another way is to eliminate the need to travel to 
the larger town centres by building self-sufficient communities in small growth areas.  Much of the traffic 

Traffic and pedestrian movement along a 
section of Manchester Road.  
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congestion in town centres is caused by a chaotic parking situation.  Enforced taxi parking areas would prevent 
taxis from inhibiting traffic, while a rationalised parking system for private vehicles would help prevent people 
from driving around looking for a parking space. 

5.6.4.2 Advisory Policies 

1. Encourage compact, mixed-use development around growth centres to facilitate efficient transportation solutions. 

2. Provide a range of transport options and encourage alternatives to driving.   

3. Create an organised parking system that enables activity within town centres while minimising traffic congestion.   

4. Create town centres that are pedestrian-friendly and accessible to all citizens. 

5. Make most efficient use of resources to maintain a safe road network that provides access to all communities.   

5.6.4.3 Actions 

1. Create a Plan for an Airport to accommodate an increase in population and economic activity. 

2. Prohibit vehicles from making deliveries in the centres of Mandeville, Christiana, and Porus between the hours of 
7am and 7pm.   

3. Prohibit heavy-duty vehicles from driving in the centre of Mandeville between 7am and 7pm.   

4. Construct a bypass in Christiana, and consider options for additional roads in the future.   

5. Consider constructing a road between Manchester High School and Church Teachers College in Mandeville to 
connect Perth Road with Manchester Road.  This would help relieve traffic congestion along Manchester Road 
uptown.   

6. In the detailed plan for each development area, include provisions for new streets that would increase 
connectivity.   

5.6.5 Road Construction and Maintenance  

Road maintenance is an ongoing concern for the 
Parish and, as the road network expands, 
maintenance will become more expensive.  
Currently, most of the main roads are in relatively 
good condition, but residents have complained that 
many less-used roads are at times barely passable.  
Furthermore, low expectations for road construction 
and poor maintenance practices mean that costs 
for upkeep are higher than necessary.  Roads that 
are poorly constructed or poorly repaired require 
more frequent maintenance, and thus cost more in 
the long run.  Higher standards for construction will 
help address this problem.  Another possible 
solution is performance-based contracts for road 
maintenance, in which the contractor is paid for the 
results achieved rather than the specific work done.  
Since these contracts are long-term, the contractor 
has an incentive to do high-quality work the first time to avoid future costs.   

Considering the limited resources of the Parish and the NWA, the priority must be on maintaining the existing 
system rather than building new roads.  It is also important that decisions to build new roads or upgrade existing 
are made efficiently.  Residents and stakeholders have expressed the need for transparency and objectivity in 
the decision process, so that priorities are based on the best interest of the public and not political motivations.  
There is a need for an objective way to prioritise road construction and maintenance projects.  One way is to use 

Flooding along most major roads is a frequent occur rence 
after a heavy downpour.  
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a cost-benefit analysis that considers factors like construction cost, future maintenance costs, benefit to 
communities, and costs to the environment.  An objective formula could be developed to ensure that decisions 
are both cost-effective and transparent.53   

The construction of roads also has a large impact on where development happens.  If a road is built in an 
undeveloped area, the new access often stimulates new development there; likewise, areas with no road access 
tend to remain undeveloped.  For these reasons, road access can be used as a tool to direct growth to desired 
areas.  New roads should be built only in areas designated for growth, while roads should be kept out of areas to 
be preserved.   

5.6.5.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Raise standards for road construction and maintenance to increase the endurance of road surfaces.  

2. Raise standards for contractor qualifications. 

3. Explore the practicality of performance-based contracts for road maintenance.   

5.6.5.2 Actions 

1. Undertake research into road construction and maintenance methods (traditional and state of the art) to establish 
new standards.  

2. Prioritise road maintenance according to a systematic cost-benefit analysis.  The measure should include the 
following factors:  traffic volumes and LOS, population serves by the road, and current road condition.   

3. Road upgrades (parochial to main) will be prioritised according to the same analysis.     

4. New roads should receive last priority and should not be constructed outside of growth areas or in lands 
designated for preservation.   

5. Land use policies should enforce the concept of growth nodes by encouraging high-density mixed use within the 
growth area and allowing only low density uses between growth areas.   

6. Convert the bauxite haul roads south of Mandeville into a southern route across the Parish.   

7. Establish new growth nodes at strategic locations along the south route across the Parish that will be formed by 
the former bauxite haul road.   

8. Convert other bauxite haul roads to public roads only after a thorough study which will look at how much the road 
will be used; environmental, social, and economic impact on the surrounding area; cost of taking over and 
maintaining the road; and how the road will fit in with the Parish’s overall growth strategy.  Land use zoning 
should be in place in the area before the road is opened.   

5.6.6 Public Transportation 

As public transportation is, on the whole, more efficient, more 
affordable, and less harmful to the environment than driving alone, it 
is important that it remains a viable option for residents.  
Manchester’s system of route taxis and buses serves most residents 
with a good level of service.  However, the abundance and 
disorderliness of vehicles in town centres creates noise and traffic 
congestion, and generally degrades the urban environment.  Efforts 
must be made to rationalise the taxi system, and especially taxi 
parking, in town centres.  

                                                   
53 For more information on cost-benefit analysis methods, see “World Bank Road Software Tools,” specifically the Road Economic Decision Model (RED), 

available at www.worldbank.org/transport/roads/tools.htm#rttools; and Lebo and Schelling, available at www.worldbank.org/transport/publicat/twu-45.pdf.   

 

Route taxis provide an essential 
transport service in Manchester. 
Public transportation must remain a 
viable option for residents.   
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The very real threats of global warming and oil scarcity mean that Manchester must plan for alternatives to the 
standard motor vehicle.  Even though topography and low population density make mass transit unrealistic now, 
in the event of higher fuel prices, public transit and more fuel-efficient options will become viable, even 
necessary.   

The Parish can plan now for future transit by creating high-density growth nodes that can function as transit 
terminals.  These nodes should be planned along potential transport routes that take into account existing land 
uses, infrastructure and topography.  In addition to converting bauxite haul roads into thoroughfares that can 
support public transportation, the mining beltways can become transit routes.  Development can be focused 
around points on these routes, at densities high enough to support efficient public transit.   Public transit: is 
feasible at densities above 12dph.  However, efficient, commercially viable bus service requires higher 
densities.54  : 40-60 dph.   

                                                   
54 The City of Birmingham, England, uses 40-60 dwelling units per hectare as the threshold.  
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Proposed Mass Transit Route along the Southern Ring  Road just outside of Mandeville 

Curitiba’s Bus Rapid Transit, Brasil  

“Curitiba’s bus system with it’s express lanes and b us expediency, essentially works… ”  

• 70% of commuters use BRT 

• Reduces 27,000,000 car trips a year 

• Saves 27,000,000 L of fuel annually 

• Citizens only need to spend 10% of income on travel 

Success story 

• Congestion free streets 

• Pollution free air 

• Happier place 

• Happier people  
Source: http://design-for-india.blogspot.com/2008/01/tata-nano-and-indian-cities-in-creative.html 
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5.6.6.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Endorse land use policies that concentrate development at growth centres, so that 
future mass transit can be supported. The proposed ‘Southern Ring Road’ will be 
the prime route that will be able to accommodate a mass transit system. This also 
presents the opportunity to explore to economic feasibility of a light rail system 
along this outlined route.  

2. Introduce initiatives to have existing rail line(s) designated as a protected corridor. 
This ensures that Manchester will be in an advantageous position to revitalise this 
mode of mass transit in the future to transport people and goods. 

5.6.6.2 Actions 

1. Develop a planned, effective and cost-efficient public transportation system for 
Manchester. This will include regularising the number of taxis and buses on 
specific routes/thoroughfares.  

2. Rationalise the taxi and bus parking system. The system necessitates an established order in the parking of 
vehicles in the designated parks provided and the manner in which they proceed to load potential passengers at 
these facilities for departure. The proposed parking system must ensure that public passenger vehicles load in an 
orderly manner at a pre-determined interval.  

3. Continue to support the existing public transportation system in Manchester.   

4. Encourage walking by improving the pedestrian environment throughout town centres and communities. This will 
involve building sidewalks where appropriate and or with adequate road reservation and painting in pedestrian 
crossings and crosswalks. 

5. Develop and implement a practical paid parking system that will cater to all potential motorists. This system can 
be coupled with a ‘Park and Ride’ project that can be operated jointly with the Local Authority and private 
stakeholders (businessmen).  

6. Explore the concept of ‘pedestrian-only zones’ in the Town Centres of the Parish. It is expected that this will 
encourage some motorists to take public transportation to these specified areas. These pedestrian-only zones 
can be limited to only weekends (Fridays and Saturdays) and Public Holidays (Emancipation and Independence 
Day as well as Christmas and New Year’s Eve).  

7. Develop and launch a public education drive on the many benefits of walking. This project will be geared towards 
traffic reduction and trip generation to help reduce traffic congestion with an emphasis on the major 
thoroughfares within the major Town Centres of Mandeville and Christiana.   

 

 

 

 

 

Clockwise (L-R): Mass transit systems- bus, light r ail and street cars 
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5.6.7 Parking 

5.6.7.1 Private Vehicle Parking  

Further development and population growth will create an even greater challenge for the already chaotic parking 
situations in Manchester’s town centres.  The problems in Mandeville show what can happen when parking is not 
properly managed.  In Mandeville, parking uptown is all but impossible at peak times, adding to traffic and hurting 
businesses.  At the same time, an oversupply of parking in other places represents a poor use of land and 
encourages the “drive everywhere” phenomenon.  Lack of response to the increasing demand for parking has 
allowed cars to take over areas once used as public space or green space.  These problems, highly evident in 
Mandeville, are also present in Christiana and will emerge in other town centres unless parking is properly 
planned.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
With further growth, more parking spaces will almost certainly be needed in all of Manchester’s town centres.   
However, it is important to remember that parking involves more than just providing space to store cars—
decisions about parking have major consequences for the town’s urban fabric, people’s individual travel 
behaviour, and the environment.  Parking lots consume large amounts of valuable land, they degrade the visual 
environment, and they usually involve large paved surfaces which create drainage problems, degrade water 
quality, and intensify the urban heat island effect.  An oversupply of parking can actually increase demand by 
encouraging users to park separately at each destination.  However, by taking these effects into account, a 
parking strategy can be proactive in promoting preferred modes of transportation and in shaping an area’s 
character.   

5.6.7.2 Taxi and bus parking 

Poorly regulated taxi parking is a major cause of debilitating traffic congestion, and delivery vehicles that park in 
the street add to the problem.  If Manchester intends to support public transportation, then it should place a 
priority on providing parking for taxis and buses.  Bringing order to the taxi parking situation is also the single 
most effective way to alleviate traffic congestion in town centres.  Unfortunately, public transportation requires a 
large amount of space for parking, space which must be well-designed and regulated.  As it is, taxi parking has 
taken over former public space, at great cost to the urban fabric.  Instead of allowing parking in space that should 
be open public space, the larger towns should construct transportation centres to provide more organised 
parking.   

5.6.7.3 Solutions 

A comprehensive approach to parking is needed to solve Mandeville’s problems and to prevent similar situations 
as other town centres grow.  The Central Mandeville Study, conducted by the MPDC, looked at the parking 
situation in Mandeville and recommended solutions, some of which can be applied to other towns as well.  Still, a 

While parking is scarce in some immediate areas upt own, plenty of space is 
available relatively close by. 
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quantitative survey of parking supply and demand is necessary to assess the current and future needs for 
parking in town centres. 
 

One way to address the shortage is to provide a majority of 
parking along streets, in common facilities that are either 
publicly or privately operated, instead of requiring each 
business to supply its own parking spaces.  With this strategy, 
parking lots and structures can be located for maximum public 
benefit and designed to fit with the surrounding environment.  
This would encourage people to park once and walk, rather 
than driving separately to each destination.  Also, employees 
could park in municipal lots, freeing the most convenient 
spaces for customers.  This can be accomplished by allowing 
developers to reduce the number of on-site parking spaces by 
paying into a fund for the construction of municipal facilities.   

 
Another way to tackle parking problems is to price parking accurately.  Free parking tends to encourage a “drive 
everywhere” attitude and leads to inefficient use of parking facilities.  Parking that is free of charge to the driver is 

not free to provide, especially in urban areas where land is 
valuable and demand is high.   

 
When drivers pay for parking, space is used more efficiently and 
traffic congestion is reduced.  It can also be a source of revenue 
for the Parish.  In fact, according to the Central Mandeville Study 
survey, most drivers in Mandeville would be willing to pay for 
parking, provided that secure parking facilities are available.  
This suggests that paid parking in municipal lots or along streets 
is feasible, assuming that parking laws are well enforced.  
Revenue from parking fees can contribute to enforcement.   

 
Enforcement of parking laws is one of the most critical elements 

of any parking strategy.  Efforts to improve the town centres will be futile if cars are allowed to park on sidewalks, 
in public spaces, or in other no-parking zones.  If the Parish is serious about improving its urban areas, it must 
put a greater priority on enforcement of traffic and parking regulations.  Funds raised from parking fees can 
contribute to the cost of enforcement.  As a goal, the police should be as proud of its accomplishments in 
improving conditions in Manchester as it is in fighting crime. 
 
If Manchester intends to support public transportation, then it 
should place a priority on providing parking for taxis and 
buses.  Bringing order to the taxi parking situation is also the 
single most effective way to alleviate traffic congestion in 
town centres.  Unfortunately, public transportation requires a 
large amount of space for parking, space which must be well-
designed and regulated.  As it is, taxi parking has taken over 
former public space, at great cost to the urban fabric.  
Instead of allowing parking in space that should be open 
public space, the larger towns should construct 
transportation centres to provide more organised parking.   

A strategy of providing parking space for taxis and buses 
must be paired with a strong effort to enforce the use of 
these parking lots.  Presently, instead of using the official 

Most drivers in Mandeville say they would be 
willing to pay for parking, if it meant secure 
parking spaces were available.    

From the Central Mandeville Study conducted by the MPDC, 
2006. 

Of those who travel primarily by private 
vehicle, percent who would be willing to pay 

for parking

yes
70%

no
15%

not sure
15%

Of those who travel primarily by private 
vehicle, percent who would be willing to pay 

for parking

yes
70%

no
15%

not sure
15%

Locating the required parking spaces for 
customers behind the business can make the 
streetscape more attractive and convenient. 

Parking garages or underground parking, with 
their efficient use of land, will become more 
economical as urban areas grow.   
Source: www.nibbi.com 
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lots, many taxis park illegally on the street; with frequent backing in and out of spots, this exacerbates an already 
strained traffic situation.  Such parking also greatly interrupts pedestrian traffic and even poses a threat to 
pedestrian safety.  Interviews with taxi operators reveal that most drivers would happily use the designated 
parks—as long as their competitor does too. Discussions with drivers suggest that fair and consistent 
enforcement of parking would likely end the practice of haphazard street parking and therefore greatly reduce 
traffic congestion and free up street space for pedestrians or parking for private vehicles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The first map below highlights the current situation in Mandeville’s Town Centre where there are a total of (5) 
designated parking areas for taxis and buses, but there is still the issue of illegally parked taxis along certain 
roads including sections of Manchester Road, Park Crescent, Mandeville Plaza, and Bally Hooly Road. 

The second map illustrates the existing bus park at 
Nashville, and taxi parking at a section of Park 
Crescent and Lane (see map below). The map further 
presents solutions to implementing additional taxi 
parking on a property owned by the Manchester Parish 
Council on Perth Road in the vicinity of the Jamaica 
Money Market Brokers® office. There is also a 
proposed long-term solution for the designation of a 
creatively and aesthetically pleasing designed major 
transportation centre on the property that facilitates the 
Mandeville Primary and Junior High School on 
Caledonia Road in the event of changes in land use 
trends where the area becomes dominated by 
commercial and office developments or a possible 
relocation of said educational institution.  

The implementation of a major transportation centre in 
Mandeville will allow for the existing bus and taxi park that facilitates the Christiana and Spalding and Clarendon 
and St. Elizabeth public passenger vehicles to be transformed or reclaimed as an expansion of the current 
Mandeville Park. This green space will help to soften the surrounding concrete structures and hard surfaces with 
carefully selected ornamental trees and grass. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

If accompanied with the construction of municipal c ar parks, certain parking lots can be reclaimed as public 
plazas and green spaces.  Mandeville Plaza, Manchester    

The Half -Way-Tree Transportation Centre, St. Andrew  
Photo: Jordan Poole 
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The current public passenger parking situation in M andeville’s Town Centre. 

New solutions for public passenger parking and the existing taxi/bus parks. 
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5.6.7.4 Advisory Policies 

1. In consultation with taxi drivers, residents, and 
other stakeholders, identify and designate land 
for transportation centres in each town centre.  
Transportation centres should have good access 
to major routes, be well-designed, and have 
enough space for future expansion.   

2. Former public park space that has been taken 
over by taxi parking should be reverted to public 
space.  Parking functions should be relocated to 
a transportation centre.   

3. Place a priority on enforcing taxi parking.   

4. Organise meetings between the police and taxi 
and bus drivers with the goal of agreeing to use 
designated parking areas.    

5. Place a priority on enforcement of parking 
regulations.   

6. Each growth area should have a parking 
management plan, based on a survey of parking 
demand and supply.  Plans should identify where 
parking facilities will be provided, how it will be 
regulated and priced, and how regulations will be 
enforced.   

7. Include plans for multi-story car parks in the detailed plans for Mandeville and Christiana.  

8. Allow developers to pay into a fund for the construction of municipal parking facilities in lieu of providing on-site 
parking.   

9. Allow parallel parking along designated streets in town centres.  Where demand for parking is high, these parking 
spaces should incur a fee.   

10. Designate land for park-and-ride lots at the perimeter of Mandeville.  Establish shuttle services to connect the lots 
with the town centre.  These lots can remain free while parking in the town centre should incur a fee.   

11. Redevelop surface parking lots into public spaces such as plazas, squares, parks, and green spaces.  This would 
have to be paired with the construction of parking structures.  A good pilot project would be Mandeville plaza, 
followed by other parking lots in shopping plazas.  The Parish Council would have to work with private developers 
to make this happen, since the properties are privately owned.  Council may have to establish a fund to help 
finance such projects.   

12. Areas where parking is not permitted (i.e. loading zones, certain streets, driveways, and public spaces) should be 
properly marked as no-parking zones and properly enforced.   

5.6.8 Non-motorised Transportation  

As the most sustainable modes of transport, walking and bicycling deserve attention and investment.  Compared 
with motor vehicles, these modes use much less space, consume almost no energy, create almost no pollution, 
generate less traffic, require less public expenditure, and are much more affordable.  Walking and cycling have 
the additional benefits of promoting health and fitness.  Of course, not all trips can be made by non-motorised 
modes, but if most short trips are, many problems arising from transportation can be avoided.   

Parking Best Practices     

• Have a parking management plan 

• Ensure parking requirements accurately reflect need—
requirements that are too high lead to wasted space and 
increased demand 

• Avoid using public space for parking 

• Manage parking to favour priority uses (e.g. visitors, 
people with disabilities, business customers)  

• Use existing parking facilities as efficiently as possible.   

• Impose parking fees—free parking encourages driving 
and inefficient use of facilities 

• Encourage shared parking 

• Place parking behind buildings or underground rather 
than in public view 

• Design parking facilities with security and aesthetics in 
mind 

• Use park-and-ride lots to avoid building parking facilities 
in the town centre 

 

Adapted from Litman 2003. 
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Furthermore, Manchester must support walking and bicycling in consideration of the large percentage of the 
population that cannot afford to own a vehicle, and taxi fares are a financial burden for many.  Just as we spend 
public funds on roads and highways for cars and trucks, we must also invest in infrastructure for pedestrians and 
bicyclists.   

Pedestrians.  Research suggests that most people are willing to walk five to fifteen minutes, provided that 
conditions are conducive to walking.  But many Manchester residents drive these short distances, in large part 
because most parts of the Parish are not good for walking.  Factors like intermittent sidewalks, poorly maintained 
sidewalks, aggressive drivers, exposure to sun; poor road drainage, unsafe intersections, roadside obstacles and 
drivers’ lack of regard for pedestrians all discourage people from walking.  However, improving the pedestrian 
environment will induce some people to substitute walking for short car trips, helping to alleviate problems of 
traffic congestion, pollution, and energy consumption, while saving people money.  Furthermore, areas that are 
pedestrian-friendly are also more appealing to tourists.  Manchester’s success in the tourism industry will hinge in 
part on creating walkable environments.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A good pedestrian environment encourages people to walk.  Left: Consistent sidewalks give pedestrians space to 
walk without disrupting traffic.  Right: parked car s separate traffic from pedestrians and trees provi de shade. 
   
Source: www.pedbikeimages.org/ Dan Burden  

Inconsistent, neglected and non-existent pedestrian  amenities and streetscapes dominated by cars 
discourage walking.   
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A good pedestrian environment starts with basic infrastructure like sidewalks and crosswalks, but also involves 
many other factors: a safe environment, protection from sun and rain, destinations that are within walking 
distance, pleasant and interesting views, and minimised conflict with elements like noise, vehicular traffic, and 
structural hazards.  All road users must respect the rights of pedestrians, while pedestrians must also obey traffic 
regulations.   

Bicycles.  The bicycle is one of the most sustainable modes of transport.  Cycling produces almost no pollution, 
consumes no fuel, uses little road space, creates little traffic, costs the user very little, and provides exercise.  
Much more distance can be covered by bicycle than by foot.  Although Manchester’s difficult terrain makes 
cycling challenging in many places, flatter areas like Alligator Pond and Porus are ideal for cycling.  Still, 
mountains and narrow roads are not necessarily a deterrent; even in hilly Mandeville a significant number of trips 
are made by bike.  Just as not everyone will own a car, not everyone will ride a bicycle, but cycling should be one 
of several transport options available to Manchester residents.   

In order for bicycling to be a viable travel option, it must be made safer and more convenient.  At present, 
bicyclists must confront very narrow roads, poor drainage, potholes, uneven pavement, high-speed traffic and 
drivers who do not respect cyclists.  Proper maintenance of the road surface and drainage conditions is a 
necessary first step.  Beyond that, roads should be widened where possible, with designated bicycle lanes or 
paths in selected places.  Secure bicycle parking facilities should be provided in commercial facilities.  Through 
public education, drivers and bicyclists can become familiar with traffic regulations and learn to respect each 
other on the road.   

5.6.8.1 Advisory Policies 

1. All roads with a traffic count over a certain number should have a sidewalk on at least one side and on both sides 
if possible.  This can be accomplished by including sidewalks 
in all new road construction and all road upgrades.  For 
existing roads not slated for reconstruction, sidewalks should 
be added according to a prioritised list.  Priorities for retrofitted 
sidewalks should follow these criteria: roads in growth 
centres, routes to schools, routes to other public buildings, 
roads with a high rate of accidents, and roads with high traffic 
counts.  Sidewalks should be at least three feet (3 ft.) wide, 
with greater widths in urban areas. In new developments 
sidewalks should be continuous and continuous to help 
improve the pedestrian environment in urban and rural areas.   

5.6.8.2 Actions 

1. Conduct a Non-motorised Transport (NMT) Study to 
determine how conditions for pedestrians and bicyclists can 
be improved.  The study should identify the following: 

� Roads that should be widened 

� Places where sidewalks should be improved 

� Intersections in need of NMT improvements 

� Places where crosswalks are needed 

� Potential routes for bicycle lanes or separate bike paths 

� Potential locations for bicycle parking 

2. Following the NMT Study, create a plan to implement its recommendations.  In conjunction with this plan, create 
a public campaign to promote the benefits of walking and bicycling and to educate all road users about traffic 
regulations and how to behave on the road.   

Benefits of Non-motorised 
Transportation 
Personal Benefits 
� Mobility, especially for non-drivers 
� Financial savings 
� Exercise, leading to increased health and 

well-being. 
� Increased social interaction 
� Enjoyment 

Community Benefits 
� Reduced traffic congestion 
� Road and parking facility savings 
� Reduced air, water and noise pollution 
� Improved public health 
� More livable communities 
� Increased social interaction, leading to 

stronger communities 
� Increased appeal for tourists 
� More efficient land use 

Adapted from Litman et al. 2002 
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3. Consider both permanent and temporary pedestrian-only zones in Town Centres. The temporary pedestrian-only 
zones will be specific days outlined by the relevant authorities in charge of roads (Manchester Parish Council and 
the National Works Agency).  

4. Urban design standards should encourage the creation of a pedestrian-friendly environment. 

5. Encourage the planting of street trees along roadways with sidewalks to provide shade for pedestrians. This will 
create conditions that promote walking for short distances within a minimum half-mile radius.  

6. Support urban beautification programs to enhance the aesthetics of an area.  

7. Construct a separate bicycle path next to the South Coast Road.  With the development of tourism in Alligator 
Pond and the South Coast, the bicycling along the path can become a popular activity for tourists.  

8. Ensure regular and proper maintenance of road surfaces and drainage conditions. Maintenance ensures 
longevity of roadways and also clean drains ensures a clear path for water to run-off and helps in the reduction of 
flooding occurrences.  

5.6.9 Transportation Accessibility and Safety 

Accessibility.  It is important for the Parish to consider accessibility for all its residents, including those who are 
physically disabled.  The needs of disabled people have long been neglected—at present, a person in a 
wheelchair or someone with sight impairment would have a very hard time moving around most places in 
Manchester.  It is easy to dismiss the disabled as a very small minority, but we must remember that any one of us 
could someday fall into that category.  The Parish has a responsibility to provide all residents with the opportunity 
for independent movement as far as possible.   

Making Manchester accessible to everyone requires only relatively simple changes.  In urban areas, sidewalks 
should be maintained, with curb cuts at crosswalks to facilitate wheelchairs.  All public businesses and institutions 
should be wheelchair-accessible, with entrance ramps and appropriate restroom facilities.   

Traffic Safety.  Traffic accidents are one of the top causes of death in Jamaica with each year seeing more than 
40% of all traffic/road fatalities being men (between the ages of 20 to 39). In 2005 alone, statistics obtained from 
the Ministry of Health revealed 13,000 traffic accident-related injuries which resulted in five hospital admissions 
daily. This is not just a matter of losing friends and family; if Jamaica is comparable to other developing countries, 
the economic cost of accidents is estimated at 1 to 2 percent of the GDP (Cities on the Move, p. 65.). Many 
people unquestioningly accept the notion that automobiles are dangerous and do not wish to address the 
problem, but while we cannot prevent all accidents, many simple measures can be taken to make transport safer.   

5.6.9.1 Advisory Policies 

1. All new sidewalks and walkways should be designed with curb cuts at intersections and regular intervals.  
Existing sidewalks should be retrofitted with curb cuts according to a prioritised list.   

2. Sidewalks and walkways should be maintained, free of cracks and potholes, so that they are accessible to 
wheelchairs.   

3. All public institutions and ground-level businesses should be wheelchair-accessible, with entrance ramps and 
accessible restrooms.  

4. Speed humps (bumps/ramps) should be installed at all ingress (entrance) and egress (exit) of various 
developments (commercial, institutional, large residential subdivisions, etc.) that are within close proximity of 
roadways and major intersections.  

5. Speed tables should be installed within large housing developments and commercial subdivisions to enhance 
safety of both pedestrians and motorists in neighbourhoods and communities. 

5.6.9.2 Actions 

1. Conduct a survey of current conditions to identify specific places where access needs to be improved.  Use this 
survey to prioritise improvements.   
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2. Provide standard sidewalks that will have adequate space for a modern wheelchair. Sidewalks will be wheelchair 
accessible to further cater to the disabled population. 

3. Prepare a bicycle land plan, including modest road widening and striping as well as dedicated cycle and 
pedestrian paths in new high density developments.  

4. Install traffic calming measures on an area-wide scale to promote pedestrian safety and livability and improve 
vehicular travel. This will involve the following: 

� Cosmetic 

o streetscaping and textured pavements 

� Physical infrastructure 

o street closures  

o curb bulb-outs 

o speed humps and tables 

o or other horizontal or vertical shifts 

� Behaviour modification 

o through signage or law enforcement 

5. Enforce speed limits along all major thoroughfares (main 
roads). Special attention must be given to the roads within 
the Town Centres that accommodate heavy pedestrian 
traffic.  

6. Examine financial incentives or penalties for good or bad driving records.  Drivers with particularly bad records 
should be required to take a refresher driving class, for a specified fee.   

5.6.10 Regional Transportation 

Air Transportation. There is already a demand for a small, mainly intra-island airport in Manchester, and that 
demand will only grow with the expected population increases over the next 20 to 50 years.  Furthermore, with 
global warming causing sea levels to rise, it is possible that Jamaica’s center of gravity will shift towards the 
center, making local air accessibility even more important.     

Manchester should reserve land for an airport and plan surrounding development with this use in mind.  Three 
potential sites have been identified:  

• Albion, a site in a mined-out area to the South of Mandeville, 

• The WINDALCO airstrip near Williamsfield, and  

• A former airstrip near Newport (Marlborough).   

The WINDALCO airstrip is said to be affected by strong and 
variable winds and may not be available for some years.  
However, the condition, existing facilities and proximity to both 
Williamsfield and Mandeville appear to offer significant 
advantages.  Some concern has been expressed about the 
proximity of the Albion site to existing development. In addition, 
the cost to level the land would be high. While the option on the 
site has expired, it is renewable.  A site further west or south 
could require substantial road improvements and could thus 
have growth-inducing effects that might be hard to manage in 
the present regulatory climate.   

With respect to international air traffic, the potential for Vernamfield to be reopened as a major freight port and 
even as a potential National Airport in the long-term, the likes of the Norman Manley International Airport in 

Example of a speed table being used in a 
neighbourhood to improve safety and slowing 
vehicle speeds. 

An Air Jamaica Airbus A340 prepares itself for 
landing.  

. 
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Kingston. With predictions of rises in sea level, Vernamfield could potentially become a support/back-up to the 
aforementioned Airport with the assumption that climatic trends persist.  The implications for economic 
development in Manchester are significant and the siting and design of a local airport must facilitate connections 
with Vernamfield. 

5.6.10.1 Advisory Policies 

1. Ensure that any lands surrounding a future airport should be designated for industry or any other uses compatible 
with an airport.  Airports generate high levels of noise on a daily basis and as such land uses of the same nature 
should be encouraged. 

5.6.10.2 Actions 

1. Utilise established airport site selection criteria to designate land for a future airport in Manchester.  This will 
involve the relevant experts in this field (Airports Authority of Jamaica) to identify for example an area large 
enough to support air traffic. Any area proposed and or selected should also be accessible from a major 
thoroughfare (highway).   

2. Encourage the stakeholders of Manchester to approach the Airports Authority of Jamaica to undertake a 
feasibility study into the siting and construction of an airport in the Parish in the medium or long-term. 

 

Highway 2000.  The portion of Highway 2000 passing through Manchester is slated for completion in the next 
several years.  By improving access to Kingston and eventually Montego Bay, the project will open up economic 
opportunities and could increase migration to the Parish.  It will likely accelerate growth in Mandeville and in other 
areas where there is access to the highway.  At the same time, it will likely reduce the volume of traffic along the 
Winston Jones Highway, and especially the main road through Porus.   

The highway will roughly follow the existing railroad, 
and the precise route and the locations of access and 
exit points have been determined.  This presents a 
myriad of opportunities for the communities within 
close proximity of the proposed transportation 
infrastructure and Manchester on a wider scale to 
explore planning ways to generate economic benefits.   

Highway 2000 will bring with it the potential to develop 
community tourism in areas such as Mile Gully. There 
will need to be an examination of Central Porus to 
analyse the future viability of business and 
employment in this area for instance.  The second leg 
of the highway will foster the potential industrial 
expansion in and around Williamsfield. Additionally, 
the second leg of Highway 2000 will optimise the 
interface between itself and the Winston Jones 
Highway; Melrose Bypass and a future (haul road) 
southern Mandeville by-pass.  

It will be important to recognise that such an infrastructure can make or break any area, but Manchester’s goal 
should be to use it to its gain in creating and promoting livable communities and growing and diversifying the 
existing economy for the sustainability of the Parish. The individual Development Area (DA) Specific Plans offer 
several recommendations/implementation strategies on ways to capitalise on this anticipated road 
infrastructure in order to assist in the further advancement of Manchester’s economy (please see 
Recommendation/Implementation sections for the DA Plans of Mandeville, Porus, Williamsfield and Mile Gully).  

 

Motorists travel toward the Vineyard Toll Plaza, Bu shy 
Park, St. Catherine. 
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5.7 Water Supply 

The phrase “water is life” has been overused and over-emphasised for all the right 

reasons, as there exists no greater precious resource to preserve; Manchester is an 
area that is no exception to the rule. Water’s importance extends throughout various 
activities such as maintaining fresh water ecosystems, domestic tasks, agricultural 
production, cooling industrial equipment, recreational activities and so on.  

Statistical studies by the Inter-American Development Bank show that there is a strong 
association between water, well-being and health, and the eradication measures to 
improve the status of people living in poverty. Improving access to water, drainage and 
sanitation facilities reduces the incidence of diseases, such as diarrhea by 20%. By 
increasing access to piped water and sanitation, child mortality and exposure to water-
borne diseases can be decreased, therefore increasing people’s chances of survival. In 
developing regions, such as Manchester, Jamaica, there are several environmental 
vulnerabilities often brought on by poor drainage maintenance, and poor physical infrastructure brought on by 
inadequate institutional capacity, and financing.  

Stakeholders in all sectors identify water supply as one of the most pressing planning issues facing Manchester.  
The Parish has a limited supply of surface water sources and access to groundwater sources is difficult and 
expensive as depth to water in some areas may be over 300 metres.  Central and southern Manchester have the 
most costly public water systems in Jamaica due to the extensive pumping required for the water to reach such 
high elevations. 

There are approximately 13 springs that are operated by the Manchester Parish Council, which primarily supply 
water to North Manchester. During the dry season, however, these spring sources often prove inadequate, as the 
yields of the springs and surface systems decline significantly. Inadequate infrastructure and an increasing 
demand due to population growth compound the water supply problem.  

Communities in South Manchester, including Asia, Cross Keys, and Grove Town receive water pumped from 
wells near Victoria Town. The Queen and Victoria Town wells are the only two productive wells that exploit the 
limestone aquifer. 

The underground river in the Banana Ground/ Melrose Hill areas provide an abundant supply of water for the 
Porus pumping station at the foot of Melrose Hill. Meager to moderate amounts of water are seasonally available 
from the upper reaches of the Milk River and from numerous small or intermittent streams in the eastern part of 
the basin. 

The Porus water system consists of 3 deep wells (installed), 2 deep wells (operating), and 4 lift pumps (installed) 
for the Mandeville water system. Among the lift pumps, only one lift pump is operating, while two lift pumps have 
been removed. Only a fifth lift pump supplies water to Porus and Scotts Pass area. The discharge of the only 
operating lift pump to Mandeville is 977 gallons/m, which goes via Broadleaf and Comfort. Locations of the wells 
are demonstrated on the map featured below. 

In total, existing sources produce an average of over 8 million gallons of water daily, but it is estimated that over 
22 million gallons are needed to meet current demand, which will only continue to rise as the population of 
Manchester grows.  The projected population of Manchester for the next twenty-years is an estimated at being 
over 300,000 persons. Planning for water supply must address several challenges, including low water pressure, 
inadequate water infrastructure, limited sources, lingering reliance on standpipes, a large percentage of 
unaccounted for water, and a frequent excess of supply over demand (leading to illegal activities).   

Among citizens, there is a clear preference for piped water, while other potential solutions, such as rainwater 
catchments or conservation, are seen as less attractive.  It will also require a large number of traditional and 
practical ideas to harness water, its collection and proper storage. Clearly, a range of actions at the local and 

Clean and efficient 
water supply  
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national level is needed that will not only address the needs of citizens, but also change their perceptions on the 
various methods of water collection. 

 
 
 

The existing water infrastructure owned by the Nati onal Water Commission (NWC).  
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5.7.1 Potable Water Supply  

Ecosystems such as rivers, streams, wetlands, and other freshwater bodies provide a myriad of services that are 
essential to human well-being. Therefore it is essential to protect these natural resources for the sustainability of 
any society. Waste reduction in the form of domestic waste, agricultural run-off and pollutants such as oil and 
other artificial chemicals from urban and rural settings are some of the main contributors to the reduction of water 
quality and leads to an insufficiency in supply.  

The current reality is that in a number of urban and rural communities throughout Manchester there is an 
increasing demand on the water supply provided and maintained by the National Water Commission, the result of 
this has been frequent irregularities in supply (water lock-offs) and distribution. This is usually in an attempt to 
conserve on the amount of water that is exhausted on a daily basis. 

Based on site visits and Quality Reports for inspection and water sample collection of 106 Parish Council owned 
and operated sources (by Sir Arthur Lewis Institute of Social Economic Studies [SALISES]), it was found that 
there is an issue with the consistency of water treatment This problem is part of a general problem pertaining to 
the lack of a well-established treatment and measurement schedule, along with poor record keeping of residual 
chlorine in most sources. The implication of these discrepancies is that these water supply sources do not 
provide potable water for the population, and this has serious public health implications.  

There are two identifiable characteristics of this water problem. The first is administrative and the second is 
financial. The Parish Council’s Roads and Works department is in charge of maintaining the Council’s water 
infrastructure. Efforts need to be put in place to ensure that the Roads and Works department establish a better 
regime for the chlorination and recording of residual chlorine in the water. In order to address administrative 
issues, it is recommended that scheduled maintenances, spring cleaning, perimeter fencing, and covering tanks 
all be implemented so as to safeguard the water quality of the Parish Council owned and operated sources.  

Community groups can play a huge role in ensuring that water sources are kept clean and that chlorination is 
administered according to approved schedules and standards. The community groups can act as a check on the 
Council against non-performance, to ensure a regular schedule treatment, based on regularly scheduled visits.  

The financial element of the problem is related to the availability of money or lack thereof to do the following: 
purchase chlorine and ensure a regular and standard treatment regime, as well as make sure that the tank 
keepers are properly trained. It is recommended that the Parish Council adequately train a person to act as a 
public health inspector and/or water quality officer. With regard to training in water quality, the Water Quality 
Officer at the Manchester Health Department noted that the University of Technology runs a short course in water 
quality and waste water between July and August every year. This course could benefit Parish Council 
employees who need training in this area. 

In order to sustain and conserve water resources steps must be taken and methods and ideas explored to tackle 
such a mammoth undertaking. Ideas of water reuse must be areas in which time and money must be invested, as 
no water is seen as wastewater (see other water related issues discussed further in this section). 

5.7.1.1 Actions 

1. Examine the overall state of groundwater quality in the event of a heavy dependence on the available sources for 
any intended development in that specific area. 

2. Monitor the water quality of surface, underground water and storage such as catchment and reservoirs on a 
specific time interval. 

3. Schedule maintenance and chlorination, spring cleaning. Also, implement perimeter fencing to ensure safety of 
the water and covering of water tanks to prevent water contamination from dust and so on. 

4. Adequately train persons to act as a public health inspector and/ or water quality officer to ensure that water 
tanks are properly kept. 
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5. Create community groups that can act as a ‘checking system’ to ensure transparency of the Parish Council to 
perform regular water treatment, based on scheduled visits. 

6. Practice water reduction methods by installing water saving plumbing and fixtures in residencies, institutions, 
commercial complexes and other developments with public bathroom facilities. 

5.7.2 Distribution  

At the moment, demand for water is estimated at 9.80 million imperial gallons per Day (mpgd) in Manchester. 
However, the current supply is 8.5mpgd, not taking into account the dry seasons, which more likely produce 
outputs of more or less than 7mpgd. Therefore the shortfall is approximately 3mpgd. With the projected 
population needing an estimated 21.4 mpgd by the year 2031, it is of grave importance to find new sources for 
water in order to serve the ever growing population.  

Finding available water supply sources is often an easy task; the difficult task is usually delivering the water to 
places that are in need. Manchester’s hilly terrain is both a blessing and a curse. It can be manipulated to assist 
in gravity feeding of water flow, but at the same time can be the underlying hindrance to supply communities on 
higher elevations with this same precious commodity. 

There are a number of communities in Manchester that do not have a clean and effective water supply. This is 
often due to the location of aquifers and drilling wells, the cost of putting in main piped water infrastructure and 
the residents’ lack of finances to pay for this service.  

According to the water study conducted by the SALISES there are three more wells near Mile Gully at Inglewood, 
where drilling is currently in progress for two out of the three wells; unfortunately, the third well is already dried 
out. At Inglewood, drilling is going on but water has not been struck even at 610ft. below the drilling surface. This 
can be accounted to the elevation of Mile Gully, which lowers the water table. The water at Harmons, however 
has water at 290 ft. Harmons is located between Reeveswood and Warwick where the broadest portion of 
limestone aquifer can be found. Field survey also showed presence of another well having water at shallow 
depths of 50ft, though currently not operational. Based on these findings, there is a likely chance of drilling 
another well near Reeveswood and Warwick, adjacent to Harmons. 

The Mile Gully area obtains water supply by harvesting rainfall. During dry periods, storage is supplemented by 
trucked water, purchased from the National Water Commission, or from private truckers. JAMALCO plans to drill 
a new well at Mile Gully to supply water to a processed bauxite loading facility at Skull Point. The NWC has 
entered into an agreement with JAMALCO, whereby if the well is successful, JAMALCO will provide water to Mile 
Gully and its Environs.  

Further south, there are two more wells in an abandoned state near Alligator Pond and in Cross Keys. Alligator 
Pond and Cross Keys are located near the estuary. This site can be a possible location for future wells, as the 
area is at a lower elevation level. However, there is a problem of saline water intrusion. As such, desalination of 
the water must be done prior to distribution, in order to make it potable.  

Also, the area of Cross Keys and its environs does not have access to piped water. The area is located at 
elevations ranging from 400m to 685m (1312 ft to 1968 ft) above sea level. Groundwater is the only reliable 
source that can be developed to meet the needs of this area, since there is no surface water available. It is 
recommended for a suitable well site to be located in South Manchester to supply water to this area. It must be 
noted though that this venture may prove to be costly, given the lift that might be necessary to supply water to 
elevations in excess of 685m (1968 ft) above mean sea level. 

Cost has been perhaps the biggest factor that has left rural and isolated communities without water.  Both 
housing and agricultural lands are affected by the lack of water. Manchester therefore needs modern technology 
to aid in the alleviation of this dilemma so that living standards can be enhanced and crops can be properly 
irrigated to maximise crop production. 

The high cost of providing social water in Manchester is not sustainable. It needs to be gradually reduced, and 
eventually eliminated. This must be complemented by a connection program, which moves from targeting 
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communities and ultimately targets households. This will ultimately recoup the cost of services. Another equally 
important factor to consider is a household’s ability to pay for the service. Though comparatively lower than other 
Parishes, household expenditure on water (including acquisition and storage of water) in Manchester has 
increased substantially between 1992 and 2004. There needs to be an expansion of the NWC capacity to cater to 
the water needs of the Parish, particularly in the dry season. There are household savings to be had from relying 
primarily on water supplied by the NWC, even in cases where households are equipped with storage tanks. 

Households in Manchester rely heavily on rainwater (tanks) as their source. Households face both fixed and 
current costs in constructing and maintaining storage tanks, along with maintaining storage tanks that pump 
water into their homes. There have been voiced complaints of the costs of electricity in running their pumps, 
along with the preference for water to be piped directly into their households. Another cost factor is the time spent 
on collecting and storing water. However, there is no current estimate of these costs. And so, a representative 
sample of Manchester ought to be taken to estimate the costs of pumping water from private and NWC sources 
directly into household premises. This may provide information of how much households are willing to pay for 
these services. By providing households with piped water, harnessed from both private and NWC wells, savings 
can be made through a reduction in the cost of entombing springs, building catchment tanks, and trucking water. 
The methods of getting water to households in ways apart from piped networks may prove to be less costly over 
time.  

Based on the production dataset of the National Water Commission and WINDALCO wells (for further reading 
see, Water Study Report), it is apparent that production is greater than consumption. However, it was also found 
that inadequate amounts of water are being supplied to many areas throughout Manchester. Hence, the disparity 
between production and actual consumption may be attributed to massive amounts of leakage from the pipelines. 
Also, pumping water up-hill (against gravity) from Trinity, Porus to Mandeville and other zones continues to be a 
problem for the inefficient pumping systems that are in place. As a result, even though water production is high, 
the entire amount cannot reach the upland areas- causing the misbalance in the production and actual 
consumption of water in Manchester.  

Another common problem is that the increase in consumption during the drier months effectively lowers the water 
table, due to falling water pressure during this time. This causes the depth of the water to decrease in the 
production wells. Therefore, many efforts need to be put in place in order to pump up the water during the dry 
months (March-June), where serious water crises often occur.  

Improved technology is needed to pump the water from the wells in lowland areas against gravity, up-hill. The 
water from the operational wells of Porus, Trinity could be pumped up and stored in reservoirs, which could be 
built in elevated areas in Mandeville. From these reservoirs, water can be supplied downhill to the Mandeville 
town via a proper network of pipelines. Also, more wells could be constructed near Harmons where the aquifer 
broadens, since the South Coast has a minimal amount of wells. However, the major problem of having wells in 
this area is salt water intrusion, making the water undrinkable. Investment and infrastructures need to be put in 
place in order to properly desalinate the water, if wells are to be constructed on the South Coast, at Alligator 
Pond, Grove Town, and Cross Keys. 

5.7.2.1 Actions 

1. Explore innovative and cost-saving ways to pump water to communities that lack an effective and proper water 
supply (see Energy section: Energy use in action). 

2. Locate possible sites for future wells in order to meet the growing demand from the increasing population. A 
possible location is in South Manchester near Cross Keys or Alligator Pond. 

3. Explore the possibility of extracting water from the operational wells of Trinity, Porus; which could be pumped up 
and stored in reservoirs (which could be built in elevated areas in Mandeville). 

4. From the reservoirs in Recommendation 3, water can be supplied downhill to the town of Mandeville proper, 
using a proper network of pipelines. 

5. Expand the capacity of the National Water Commission to supply water to the Parish; this includes installing new 
pumps and wells, and assessing their reliability and ensuring long-term sustainability. 
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6. Build community partnerships to manage new and existing pumps and wells, as well as catchment tanks, springs, 
and storage tanks, in order to introduce a co-management partnership between supplier and consumer.  

7. Encourage a partnership between the Manchester Parish Council and the National Water Commission to ensure 
a better maintenance of both National Water Commission and Parish Council water sources in Manchester, by 
implementing a regular schedule for the maintenance of pumps, and finding the sources of water losses (i.e. 
leaks in pipes) or unaccounted-for water. 

8. Conduct a study of Manchester residences, to estimate the costs of pumping water directly into households from 
private and National Water Commission sources, versus the costs of constructing and maintaining storage tanks, 
and then pumping water into households. This study can provide insight to possible savings in the future, based 
on estimated costs and how much households are willing to pay for particular services. 

 

5.7.3 Rainwater Harvesting:  Storage Catchments and 
Reservoirs  

New developments are becoming an increasingly popular trend 
throughout Manchester and this in itself brings about an increase in 
demand on various resources, both natural and man-made. But 
with the emergence of every new development there exists the 
insufficiency of water supply to serve these areas. In the case of 
housing and commercial land uses for instance, water supply is 
heavily dependent on the National Water Commission. This results 
in over-pumping of aquifers that lowers water tables and 
subsequently increases pumping costs.  

Over the years the Parish has experienced the effects of a lack of a 
sustainable water supply plan for approved developments and this then impacts and jeopardises community 
investments. In South Manchester this has been a prevalent problem and there has been little effort to protect the 
interests of homeowners for example that suffer during long drought periods and are left with no choice but to 
purchase hauled water or tolerate the inconvenience of water lock-offs for days at a time. 

The creation of storage facilities can and have improved water 
supply systems in the past and are still a viable alternative for the 
future. Manchester throughout history was traditionally an area that 
saw the necessity to have adequate water storage to meet the daily 
domestic and sometimes subsistent farming needs for irrigation 
purposes. This was a practice that was compromised as the 
dependency on main piped water distribution grew, influenced 
strongly by ‘modern convenience’. More and more the numbers of 
developments continue to increase and therefore it is important to 
have and implement proper and effective sustainable and practical 
planning that will enhance rainwater collection, storage and 
treatment where necessary to fulfil the daily requirements of those 
who demand this precious resource for their survival. 

5.7.3.1 Actions 

1. Identify, reserve and establish a specific acreage of the post-mined out bauxite lands in strategic locations across 
the Parish for use as water catchment and reservoir facilities. 

2. Convert, engineer and utilise where practical the craters left by post-bauxite mining activities for water catchment 
facilities to provide added supply and distribution towards some domestic, commercial, institutional and 
agricultural uses. This will be an ideal rehabilitation solution for these mined-out areas than back filling and it also 

Proposed concrete or clay catchments 
reservoirs for mined out lands . 

Reservoir integrated into a park and open 
space system.  
Source: http://bojack.org/images/taborres.jpg 
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presents the opportunity for an alternative land use. The gold mine of Baguio City, Philippines is an example of 
such an application. 

3. Acquire the assistance of the bauxite companies’ engineers and available data on open pit locations and their 
depths to calculate the cubic meter capacity of each crater.  

4. Require that applicants for development or building approval include detailed drawings for the construction of 
water tanks (surface and underground) and catchments in their blueprints for application proposals to the 
Manchester Parish Council.  

5. Require developers of large-scale housing developments to demonstrate the availability and or creation of a 
sustainable water supply plan for the area that will be scrutinised by the Manchester Parish Council and the 
National Water Commission. This may include the proposed layout and capacity of a series of storage tanks that 
may or may not be inter-connected and or should be done on a specific housing ratio dependent on the total 
number of housing units in the development. 

5.7.4 Water Storage and Conservation 

The collection and use of rainwater would seem one of the likely ways 
forward in reducing the demand on the National Water Commission’s mains 
water and the amount of surface water runoff. Rainwater is clean, free, and 
requires no transportation. Water is easily becoming one of Manchester’s 
increasingly precious natural resources and currently in great demand. 
There is also the issue of decreasing water quality as a result of man-made 
factors such as the removal of trees, increased sedimentation, soil erosion, 
and pollution caused by pesticides, oil seepage, and other chemicals.  

Surface water, (a large body of unwanted water to be disposed of quickly) is 
currently a factor contributing to occurrence of flooding in some areas of the 
Parish. A little known fact is that for every 10% development of an area, 
‘surface water runoff’ increases by 50%. Therefore the collection of these considerable amounts of water on a 
daily basis would in fact reduce that which is channelled into the storm water systems.  

With the compounding problem of supply, demand and distribution of such an already limited resource there then 
needs immediate attention to examine water conservation methods and practices. These water conservation 
methods should be employed and developed to tackle water availability problems. Water shortage presents both 
short and long-term problems for the future of any area. The collection and use of rainwater reduces surface 
water by 60% per house plot, which means only about 40% would go into storm water drainage systems. Using 
rainwater for garden watering, toilet flushing and washing machines could save up to an estimated 50% of 
household water use. If properly collected and stored, rainwater can meet all these requirements without further 
treatment. 

Therefore, it is with this in mind that ‘Rainwater Harvesting’ could be employed to help alleviate these challenges.  

5.7.4.1 Actions 

1. Promote the collection of rain water from roofs, sites and/or hard standings 55to re-use for varied applications 
such as irrigation, laundry/dishwasher water supply, wash hand basins/showers, toilet flushing etc.  

2. Implement rainwater-harvesting systems on non-domestic premises (schools, commercial units and 
industries) to help in satisfying the potentially greater demand on main water supply. Rainwater collection in 
larger buildings will be more effective due to their larger roof area. 

3. Encourage the construction of storage tanks that can extract water by gravity. 

                                                   
55 A concrete, tarmac, asphalt or other hard surface on which cars, trucks,  
aircraft, etc, may be parked. 

Rainwater recycling system  
Source: http://  w.3ptechnik.com.au  
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4. Endorse the construction of cistern (underground water storage) systems that will provide total or partial 
supply to housing developments. 

5. Introduce the idea of ‘first flush’ systems that will divert the debris, dirt, dust, droppings and any other 
contaminants on the roof into a smaller container thus protecting the quality of the water in the storage tank.  

 

5.7.5 Grey Water Collection and Recycling 

In Manchester, water supply, usage and management are 
debatable issues. Additionally, the disposal of wastewater 
generated from basins, baths, showers and laundry used for 
domestic purposes and directed to various septic systems and 
absorption pits is just one of the trends that is a major concern for 
the future of the Parish. This wastewater is known commonly as 
‘grey water’, which accounts for about 50-80% of the total 
residential wastewater. The conventional plumbing systems 
dispose of water by way of septic tanks, absorption pit or public 
sewers, which presents the disadvantage of overloading existing 
systems, contaminating natural surface and underground waters 
with poorly treated effluent, and this comes at a high ecological 
and or economic price.   Hence, in attempting to address this immediate problem in a systematic manner, new 
methods and technologies need to be examined. 

One of the many advantages and key to water protection and management is that of simple reuse. Grey water 
systems have less negative factors associated with them in comparison to the traditional septic systems and a 
myriad of benefits to the householder and more importantly the natural environment. Grey water usage reduces 
the dependence on drinking water, saves money and enhances the water supply for irrigation purposes. It also 
supplements plant growth in areas where there is a lack of adequate water to facilitate irrigation. The grey water 
can also be utilised to flush toilets; this would also be saving large amounts of water on a day-to-day basis, as 
toilet flushing alone accumulates to a 
third of the daily domestic water use. An 
average household can recover 50 to 
100 gallons of water per day using a 
grey water system. 

Grey water use can be one of the 
solutions to many of the ecological 
problems that the Parish faces and 
does present a number of short and 
long-term benefits. Saving fresh water 
is chief among these, ground water 
recharge and relieving strain on septic 
systems. As waste is seen as 
misplaced resources, grey water 
systems can then transform this waste 
into valuable resources for Manchester.  

5.7.5.1 Actions 

1. Grey water systems should be used for some existing and future residential, commercial and industrial sites that 
are unsuitable for septic tank systems with conditions such as slow soil percolation, high water table, porous rock 
type (limestone) or other problems. A grey water system can partially or completely substitute for an expensive, 

The diagram shows a tipping gutter first flush syst em 
Illustration by: MPDC 

 

Exterior grey water collection and eaves 
tanks  
Source: http://www.bunburyecohome.com/images 
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over-engineered septic system. This implementation in new developments must be taken into account at the 
planning or construction stage. 

2. Grey water systems should be promoted in areas where the development of lots was seen as impossible to be 
built on.  

3. Grey water collection from basins, baths, showers and laundry should be re-used for toilet flushing and irrigation 
of lawns, plants and gardens within the households, recreational centres, hotels, apartment buildings, town 
houses, laundry water recycling, hospitals, housing developments, automotive garages etc. 

4. For grey water systems used within a building, a separate water supply piping system should be implemented. 
This system should be painted a different colour from the potable water supply piping system prevent future 
plumbing modifications from being accidentally tied into the grey water system. 

5. Create a Grey water Educational Program to help citizens of Manchester with the adoption of grey water as an 
alternative source of water supply for specific aspects of domestic use. This program will highlight all the potential 
benefits of wastewater recovery, protecting potable water supply and the savings on water utility bills. (see also 
Socio-Cultural section: Education: Public Education) 

 

5.7.6 Protecting Underground Water Supplies  

Water is an essential part of everyday living and is one of the most vital resources that any area can possess. It 
allows us to have fresh and clean water for drinking and a number of other domestic, industrial, commercial, and 
agricultural purposes. The supply of this precious commodity is always a concern and protecting these sources 
determines the sustainability of this natural resource. Underground water supply is dependent on the amount of 
rainfall that an area experiences.  Surface run-off also contributes to underground water recharge (revitalisation). 
This water then soaks in the ground and goes into an aquifer56. These aquifers are usually connected to surface 
water sources such as rivers, streams, springs and wetlands.  

Manchester’s underground water supply has been under threat for decades, with man-made developments 
comes the task of attempting to create balance with the natural environment. Housing developments have been 
one of the biggest contributors to the reduction of the underground water quality and also the amount of water 
these aquifers contain. With the construction of septic and absorption pit systems and pit latrines for sewage 
disposal, the removal of the natural vegetation from lots and the creation of hard surfaces (driveways, sidewalks, 
etc.), the water quality and its supply has slowly been diminishing. The domestic waste that escapes from 
sanitary facilities, seep underground to enter the sub-surface water systems and makes it unsafe to drink. The 
removal of vegetation namely large expanse of trees reduces the amount of rainfall to a specific area.  

The rural areas in the Parish have traditionally practiced the growing of crops by using chemicals such as 
pesticides, insecticides and fertilisers. These practices in most cases are not properly monitored in terms of 
application and consequently there are numerous cases of chemical overuse. This excess of chemicals ends up 
in the underground water systems whenever rain falls or during irrigation periods. Excessive use of fertilisers 
causes nitrate contamination of groundwater, the nitrate levels in drinking water then becomes way above the 
recommended safety levels. There is also the rearing of cattle and goats, which creates manure that ends up in 
run-off. Both the chemicals and the manure causes an increase in the nutrient levels in the rivers and streams 
that causes the occurrence of eutrophication 57; it is usually evident by the increase in algae growth. 

With most of the Parish’s urban centres quickly becoming developed there has been evident increases in surface 
run off from commercial lots due to the construction of hard surfaces that do not allow for percolation of excess 
water into the ground. As more and more commercial lots are developed there is the need for customer parking 
which is usually made from tarmac or asphalt surfaces and therefore in times of rainfall the water is directed to 
the roadways and the storm water drainage systems. This water is usually contaminated with oils, garbage, 
pesticides (in some areas), insecticides, and other chemicals. A quart of motor oil can pollute 250,000 gallons of 

                                                   
56 an area of underground permeable rock and sand, where it is stored. 
57 A process where water bodies receive excess nutrients that stimulate excessive plant growth. 
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water. All this pollutants end up in the underground aquifers and decreases the water quality and also the surface 
water systems in the Parish. 

It is therefore important to find solutions that will safeguard our underground water supplies and the surface water 
systems connected to them. This will involve becoming more environmentally aware and changing our daily 
lifestyles that have negative impacts on the natural environment. We can individually play our part in changing 
the situation and making Manchester’s water resources more sustainable. 

5.7.6.1 Actions 

1. Encourage the construction of site-specific sewerage systems that promote and protect its natural environment 
and underground water sources. 

2. All sewerage facilities should have leak detection systems to identify any occurrence of residential, commercial 
and industrial sanitary waste seepage into the ground. 

3. The construction of grey water systems should be encouraged in areas with high water tables. 

4. Automotive garages should be lined with synthetic or plastic liners under hard surfaces to prevent oil seepage to 
the underground. 

5. Ensure that more organic-based cultivation is developed and practiced to reduce and eventually substitute agro-
chemically intensive agriculture so as to encourage the protection of underground and surface water sources in 
Manchester. 

6. Promote the collection of manure from livestock rearing to be stored and dried properly and used as organic 
fertilisers to supplement crop/plant growth. 

7. Encourage farmers to use organic pesticides derived from natural sources as opposed to synthetically 
manufactured products. 

8. Explore the introduction of biological controls by utilising predator insects and other beneficial micro-organisms to 
manage crop pests. 

5.7.7 Storm Drainage and Stormwater Management 

A sustainable approach to stormwater management must solve the dual challenges of providing adequate 
drainage and protecting water quality.  However, for decades policy in Manchester has addressed only the former 
problem.  In many cases, the issue has not been addressed at all, resulting in poor drainage on many roads, and 
even flooding in some places.  In urban areas, the problem is worsened by development that increases the 
surface area of roofs and paved parking lots.  This proliferation of impervious surfaces results in increased runoff 
and degraded water quality, as runoff collects pollutants on paved surfaces.  Where drainage solutions are 
provided, they are mainly in the form of concrete channels designed to carry water efficiently, but such artificial 
structures only add to impervious surfaces, increase peak flows, and further degrade water quality.   

5.7.7.1 Solutions 

A more effective and 
environmentally sound 
solution is for development to 
learn from natural hydrology.  
Trees and vegetation actually 
capture a large amount of 
rainfall before it even reaches 
the ground, and for this 
reason, vegetation should be 
encouraged.  Natural 
infiltration of water is the best way to protect water quality and to avoid flooding; this can be accomplished by 

Stormwater Management Best Practices  

Structural: Non-structural: 
• Rainwater collection • Minimise impervious area for parking lots,   

streets, and other paved areas 
• Infiltration basin • Minimise building footprint 
• Rainwater gardens  • Design site to utilise natural flow pathways 
• Vegetated swales • Cluster development 
• Vegetated filter strips • Preserve natural vegetation 
• Greenroofs • Landscaping 
• Wet ponds/retention 

basins 
• Pervious pavement and parking areas 
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reducing impervious surfaces.  Proper site planning that takes advantage of natural hydraulic patterns can reduce 
the need for drainage structures.   

For many areas, grass swales (low vegetated areas where water can infiltrate into the ground) can handle a site’s 
stormwater.  Parking lots and other paved areas can benefit from rainwater gardens (landscaped areas designed 
for stormwater infiltration), which have the added advantage of aesthetic attractiveness.   Where runoff cannot be 
avoided, excess water can be collected, stored, and used as grey water.  All of these methods are relatively 
simple and economically efficient.   

Dry wells can be utilised to capture runoff from impervious surfaces like roofs, and to treat stormwater with 
respect to reduction of particulate pollutants and erosion in downstream environments. This will be directed to an 
underground trench.  

A cross -section of a vegetated swale  
(Source: http://www.ci.sandy.or.us/pw/Storm/veg_swale_files/image002.jpg) 
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5.7.7.2 Advisory Policies 

1. Cul-de-sacs in subdivisions should not be encouraged, but when topography dictates their necessity, the 
maximum radius should be 40 feet, or a landscaped island should be provided.    

2. Vegetated swales should be used as an environmentally sensitive alternative to conventional storm sewers in 
common areas of residential subdivisions and along property boundaries. They will also be used within 
landscaping islands within commercial and industrial parking lots. 

5.7.7.3 Actions  

1. New developments, including subdivisions, will be required to minimise impervious surface area, including 
streets, parking lots, walkways, building and other paved surfaces. Grasscrete58 is an ideal option in providing a 
good surface that at the same time allows for effective 
infiltration thus reducing run-off.   

2. Create an informational guide for developers on site planning, 
including stormwater management.  Parish Council will make 
this manual easily available and free of cost.   

3. New developments should be required to manage stormwater 
on the site so that no runoff flows onto a public roadway or to 
an adjacent property.  Best management practices should be 
used wherever possible.   

4. Encourage new developments to preserve natural vegetation 
wherever possible.  Where not possible, landscaping should 
be recommended.   

   

5.8 Sanitation: Sewage Disposal 

5.8.1 Central Sewage Systems 

In Jamaica, central sewage systems often start as 

private systems, operated by housing developers, and 
later taken over by the National Water Commission 
(NWC). Only about 20% of the Jamaican population 
has access to sewage systems- which are limited 
across the Island. As demonstrated in the diagram 
above, they exist only in the major urban areas and 
tourist centres of Kingston, Montego Bay, Ocho Rios, 
and Negril. Therefore, this leaves approximately 50% 
of the population with access to pit latrines as a form 
of sewage disposal; while only 28% have access to 
individual septic tanks and absorption systems.  

It is important to recognise that if water is not properly 
treated and disinfected, there are higher chances of 
community members catching bacterial diseases such 

                                                   
58 Grasscrete is a cast-in-place concrete system, cast into plastic form with the forms removed as the concrete is setting; leaving voids in the concrete to be filled 
with soils and seeded (sod not an option) with various grass species. 
Source: http://www.invisiblestructures.com 

Grasscrete is ideal for general parking  areas. 
Source: http://www.enviroconcrete.com.au 

Central sewage treatment facility in the Melrose Me ws 
development. 
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as cholera and typhoid. Untreated water can also spread diseases such as hepatitis and amoebic dysentery. 

Numerous amounts of homes in Manchester depend on “on-site” septic systems to treat wastewater. These 
septic systems dispose of sewage or grey water produced from toilet use, bathing, laundry, and kitchen activities. 
However, not all homes are equipped with “on-site” sewage treatment facilities. Therefore, Parish-wide access to 
reliable water supply and efficient sewage treatment are essential to ensuring the health of the residents in 
Manchester. However, there are several problems that need to be addressed when looking for central sewage 
solutions in Manchester, such as the undulating terrain, and karst topography.   

In general, wastewater systems are separated into two types: decentralised and centralised. Decentralised 
systems are often private, and are small “on-site” systems; whereas, centralised systems are public sewer 
systems, often considered as municipal wastewater treatment plants.  

Decentralised systems in Jamaica can consist of individual septic systems which usually serve only one or two 
homes at a time. Typically, these “on-site” wastewater systems discharge effluent (wastewater) into a tank where 
solids and water are separated. Bacteria then break down the organic matter, and the remaining wastewater 
flows into a pipe-system. These pipes release water into the gravel and soil which filters the remaining 
contaminants before the water reaches ground water. Residual matter in the tanks must be pumped out from 
time to time. 

However, as population densities increase, particularly in Manchester, community leaders must explore 
alternatives to the individual septic tank. Also, with the karst-topography of Manchester, there are possibilities of 
high percentages of ground water and soil contamination because of the limestone terrain, which does very little 
to clear the water and soil of contaminants. Therefore underground and ground water sources are at risk of being 
polluted. Manchester needs to consider other solutions for treating wastewater outside of the commonly used 
decentralised, “on-site” system. For instance, efficient and environmental alternatives include: biodigester septic 
tanks, reed bed systems, constructed wetlands, and tile fields. Further studies need to be conducted in order to 
assess which alternative is best suited for the conditions found throughout Manchester. 

 
 

 

Map illustrating the available sewerage systems ass ociated with various housing developments 
across Jamaica serving 30% of the population. 
Source: http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/sdissues/water/workshop_lac/presentations/hunter.pdf 

SEWERAGE 

Constructed by NWC (1980 - 1997) – Ocho Rios, Montego Bay & Negril 
 
Inherited sewerage systems associated with various 

housing developments         30 % served 
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5.8.1.1 Actions 

1. Create site selection criterion for choosing the most appropriate areas of Manchester for the installation of central 
sewage systems. These criterions will involve adequate size, soil types; surrounding land uses and so forth and 
will be developed through a collaborative effort with the Manchester Parish Council, the National Environment 
and Planning Agency, experts in the field and other stakeholders. 

2. New large-scale housing developments can explore the idea of utilising a central sewage system that has been 
tailored to overcome the challenges of a particular site.   

 

5.8.2 Bio-digester Septic Tanks 

The Scientific Research Council (SRC) has recognised that the use of on site facilities such as septic tanks 
needs to be reduced, particularly in Jamaica, because of the potential of dire impacts on public health and ground 
water quality. As an alternative, SRC is a major proponent for a more eco-friendly solution such as the bio-
digester septic tank.  

The bio-digester septic tank disposes of wastewater and bio-organically decomposes the matter to produce 
biogas and a liquid effluent.  The digestion process consists of putrefactive bacteria- one which breaks down 
organic matter without the presence of air. The “anaerobic digestion” (no air) process consists of two phases: 
acid formation and methane formation. Protein, carbohydrate and fat create fatty acids, amino acids and 
alcohols. Afterwards, methane, carbon dioxide and ammonia are formed. The digestion process is shortened 
when the two phases are better able to merge into one another.  

The gas created from the tanks can be accumulated and eventually transported using PVC piping as gas line 
consumption points for kitchen use, i.e. a modified gas stove, water heater, or a modified gas refrigerator. The 
effluent from the bio-digester septic tank needs further treatment to remove the nutrients. Eventually, the 
discharged waste can be used for sub-surface irrigation or disposed of using a tile field or ‘soak-away’ pit. 
Another alternative is that the effluent can be treated using reed beds or pond and then discharged. 

The key differences between a bio-digester septic tank and a regular septic tank are: 

 
Bio-digester Septic Tank Regular Septic Tank 
� The tank is gas tight � The tank requires ventilation (under law) 
� Main purpose is to stabilise sewage, making it 

environmentally friendly 
� Main purpose is to separate solids from liquid waste 

� Produces biogas under anaerobic conditions (i.e. 
No oxygen) 

� Functions under semi-anaerobic conditions 

� A large amount of biogas can be stored for other 
purposes: cooking, refrigeration, and lighting 

� Does not allow for efficient biogas storage 

� Has a longer retention time, and breaks down 
organic matter more intensely 

� Does not break down organic matter as easily 

� Produces less polluted effluent � Relies on gravel and soil to filter out the remaining 
effluent 

� Wastewater is discharged at grass root level, and 
can therefore be used for irrigation since it is rich 
in nutrients 

� Wastewater is normally discharged to a sewage 
treatment plant or a ‘soak-away’ pit; which does not 
prevent the contamination of underground water 
sources 

� A secondary inlet can be attached to the Bio-
digester Septic Tank system to receive organic 
kitchen and garden waste; therefore increasing 
biogas production 

� Does not allow for a secondary inlet to be attached 
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Source: http://www.johnstonsmith.co.uk/fact17.html 

Benefits of the Bio-digester Septic Tank 
 
The benefits of utilising a bio-digester septic tank are: 

1. Better treatment of sewage (based on longer retention time) 

2. Long life-span of system 

3. Low maintenance required 

4. Discharge is odourless; creates a healthier environment 

5. Effluent discharged from the tank is full of nutrition that can be used as irrigation water 

6. Gas can be produced for some basic cooking 

 

5.8.3 Reed Bed Sewage Treatment Systems 

A natural approach to dealing with pollution in waste waters can be carried out by various types of plant life. A 
prime example of this is the Reed Bed Sewage Treatment Systems. This treatment system has been used in 
Europe for over 30 years, and has successfully treated sewage and many other pollutants in waste waters. 

The concept of sewage treatment via Reed Beds is quite simple. The ‘Common Reed’ has the ability to transfer 
oxygen from its leaves into the root system. With waste water moving very slowly through reed roots, the liquid 
can be treated in a way that is similar to the conventional biological filter bed systems of sewage treatment. It has 
been studied that Reed Bed Sewage Treatment Systems may be used to treat many pollutants in water. 
However, caution must always be practiced in designing and implementing them. Reed plants need to be partially 
pre-grown, but the maturity of sewage treatment should be kept at a minimum. After implementation, reed beds 
are self sustaining and need little to no management.  

The following are examples of varying kinds of Reed Bed Sewage Treatment systems, which provide an effective 
form of treatment, and help to reduce maintenance costs in the future.  

 
Vertical and Horizontal Reed Bed System 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sloping Reed Bed System 
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Key   
• A Existing Septic Tank • F Humus Tank 

• B Pumping Station (if 
required.) 

• G Balancing Tank 

• C Vertical Reed Bed • H Horizontal Reed Bed 

• D Pumping Station • J Flow 

• E Vertical Reed Bed  

 

When designed properly, as demonstrated in the picture on the left, a reed bed system can compliment other 
amenities such as ponds or water systems and can also reduce the odours emitted from the waste water. Proper 
designs also allow for liquids to easily flow through the reed beds to where the roots are, and never accumulate 
on the top. Like any system, it is necessary to have a stand-by system readily available, in the event of a 
breakdown; thereby ensuring continuity of sewage treatment. Therefore, in order to back up the plant system, it is 
recommended that a temporary mechanical system also be put in place. Though this may increase the costs 
during implementation, in the long run however, maintenance costs will be reduced. Correctly designed reed 
beds have demonstrated less operational costs over a long period of time.  

One of the few constraints of a Reed Bed Sewage System is that the discharge of chemicals must be restricted- 
which is a constraint for any sewage system. Also, reed beds require large plots of land in comparison to 
conventional sewage treatment systems. However, given this land, it is important to note that since these 
systems are self sufficient, they tend to produce far less problems than other systems. They also provide visual 
amenities and natural features for the surrounding communities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.8.3.1 Actions  

1. Explore economic feasibility of implementing reed bed sewage treatment systems. 

2. Create site selection criterion for choosing which areas of Manchester are appropriate for installing reed bed 
sewage treatment systems (ex. adequate size, appropriate soil types, surrounding land uses, etc.). 

3. Start public education campaigns about the benefits of reed bed sewage treatment systems, and the impacts of 
utilising hazardous waste and pouring it down the drains.  

 

An unobtrusive complete horizontal  
and vertical reed bed sewage  
treatment system installed at a hotel 
and serving a population of 24. 

An attractive horizontal and vertical  
reed bed sewage treatment system  
followed by a pond (foreground). 

A horizontal reed bed sewage 
treatment system serving a 
population of approximately 15 
persons. 

Source: http://www.johnstonsmith.co.uk/fact18.html 
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5.8.4 Constructed Wetlands    

Wastewater generation and disposal is a daily issue. It results in 
serious environmental and human health problems, especially in 
coastal areas. There is no single solution to solve such problems, 
because of the large variation in economic, social, cultural, and 
physical characteristics in an area. Wastewater is an issue of 
importance that has to be constantly examined in order to reduce its 
impact on Manchester’s existing potable surface and underground 
water sources. 

In areas throughout the Parish such as Christiana, there are reports of 
pollution causing increases in nutrient content generating the growth of 
a water crested plant known as the water hyacinth. In the south of the 
Parish in areas of the Alligator Pond River there are also high levels of bacteriological contamination, this can be 
attributed to the absence of or the inadequacy of sewage treatment facilities that threatens the life of existing 
wetlands and coastal areas. These coastal zones are of remarkable importance for life in Manchester, because 
of their fragile ecosystems and are very vulnerable to pollution such as 
uncontrolled wastewater discharges. 

The protection of public health is at the forefront of wastewater control 
and treatment; secondly, is the protection of the natural environment. 
Constructed wetlands have the positive characteristics of natural 
wetlands and can be controlled to eliminate the negative conditions of 
natural wetlands, such as flooding and odour. They are either free water 
surface systems (FWS) with shallow water depths or subsurface flow 
systems (SFS) with water flowing laterally through the sand or gravel. 
For an engineer, the constructed wetlands offers greater hydraulic 
control and its flexibility allows it the option of being built anywhere 
including on lands with limited alternative uses with the scope for design 
and management that results in superior performance and reliability. 

Comparatively speaking, the cost to construct and operate the 
conventional wastewater treatment facilities are significantly lower and 
uses less electrical energy and labour to operate and maintain. ‘Natural’ 
systems such as that of constructed wetlands are influenced more by 
natural environmental conditions of temperature, rainfall, sunlight, and 
wind action; all these factors help in the polishing of effluent and nutrient 
removal that cuts down on eutrophication in surface water systems 
(rivers and streams).  

From the standpoints of environmental and public health, constructed wetlands would definitely be a viable option 
to explore, especially for an area such as Manchester with its limestone and high water tables. It could impact 
prospective housing and commercial developments, but more importantly create a balance between the built and 
the natural surroundings. 

5.8.4.1 Actions 

1. Develop a programme that explores the construction of subsurface-flow and surface-flow wetlands to serve the 
following purposes: 

� To treat wastewater from a myriad of sources and improve quality through the extraction of nutrients 
and the elimination of pathogenic life forms thus protecting public health. 

� As a habitat for fishes, birds and mammals (surface-flow wetlands). 

A small container c onstructed wetland .  
Source: http://globalcovillage.com/articles/IMG 
03.htm  

Constructed wetlands can 
be used to treat the 
following: 

� Sewage for single households 
and small communities  

� Residential and municipal 
effluent  

� Industrial wastewater tertiary 
treatment  

� Agricultural wastewater (milk 
house wash water, nutrient-
rich runoff)  

� Aquaculture waste  
� Storm water runoff  
� Acid mine drainage  
� Landfill leachate  

Source: 
http://www.flemingc.on.ca/CAWT/pages/c
onwet/overview.html 
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The diagram shows the typical layout for a subsurfa ce 
tile field system.  
Source: 
http://www.tpub.com/content/construction/14265/css/14265_52.htm 

� As a tourist attraction to specific area, helping to promote eco-tourism in Manchester.  

� Enhance the landscape with colour, texture, and variation in plant materials. 

2. Design constructed wetlands that will be site specific, taking into consideration such factors as topography, water 
supply, soil types, rock types, etc.  

3. Utilise surface-flow constructed wetlands to more rapidly develop the desired diversity of plants and associated 
organisms for a specific ecosystem. 

4. Encourage the establishment of constructed wetlands in satisfactory and site-specific areas for land reclamation 
purposes after bauxite mining (refer to Growing and Diversifying the Economy).  

5. Propose that an area be selected as a demonstration site for the introduction of wastewater treatment 
technology. The facility should be at least at the secondary level of treatment. For example a primary or 
secondary and or tertiary institution (Northern Caribbean 
University).  

6. Assess urban and rural runoff (both quantity and quality) and the 
frequency with which runoff drains into the wastewater collection 
system to determine the size and design of constructed wetlands 
for specific areas. 

7. Involve experts, local communities and other local stakeholders in 
the assessment to raise the level of public awareness and the 
stimulation of participation. 

8. Establish and implement rules of compliance accepted by the 
local communities that are enforceable to address maintaining 
specific standards and water quality in operational management. 

5.8.5 Tile Fields 

Tile fields are another form of waste water treatment that can be considered. The tiles fields work together with a 
septic tank system. The implementation of tile fields in Manchester is a good opportunity to partner this system 
with biodigester septic tanks, as opposed to ordinary septic tanks (see Biodigester Septic Tank section). In 
general, the tile field is a series of shallow trenches carefully constructed to assure the proper slopes for each 
drain pipe. Tile fields are made of concrete, clay or PVC with open joints and perforations that are laid in the 
ground.  The perforated aspect of the tile material allows for settled sewage (which come from septic tanks) to be 
disposed of into the ground. The soil acts as the final 
filter in the treatment of waste water received from the 
septic system. The abundance of limestone in the 
Parish needs to be considered when choosing 
locations for tile field systems. As such, further 
studies need to be done to ensure that tile fields do 
not harmfully impact the surrounding environment. 
For instance, tile fields are unsuited for areas which 
have high water tables, because there is a greater 
risk of contamination.  

In order for the tile fields to properly function, it 
requires large spaces. Also, it is necessary for 
groundwater to be below the level of the field. Also 
soil types with leaching characteristics ought to be 
within a few feet of the surface, yet several feet below 
the tiles. There should also be freedom from the 
possibility of polluting drinking water supplies. As 
such, there should be adequate distance between tile 
fields and domestic water sources. Therefore, site 

Cross -section of subsurface -flow wetland .  
Source: 
http://www.unep.org/geo/yearbook/yb2003/images 
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screening criteria needs to be set out in order to identify which sites in Manchester are suitable. Also, land on 
which the project is to be located should comply with NEPA’s zoning requirements and any other local planning 
legislation. The local Parish Council has an important role to play, since they are expected to assist in the 
maintenance and operation of community facilities and infrastructure.  

Once constructed, tile fields need to be fenced off or need to be a traffic free zone in order to prevent the 
crushing of the tiles. Also, it is important that the area remain clear from shrubs and trees in order to avoid roots 
from clogging the tile lines. It is, however, helpful to have grass over the tile lines in order to help remove 
moisture by keeping the soil open above the tile fields. The requirements of a successful tile field compliment the 
idea of houses surrounding large park spaces. The tile fields can be located in these park spaces away from 
automobile traffic. However, the areas need to be landscaped carefully to ensure that tree roots do not invade the 
tile field area. 

5.8.5.1 Actions 

1. Establish and promote an incentives scheme through the Manchester Parish Council that will encourage 
applicants to consider tile field construction especially for multi-family (town house and apartment) developments.  

2. Encourage the use of communal tile fields in large scale housing developments.  

5.8.6 Vacuum Plumbing System 

The typical everyday home, commercial complex or institutional building 
toilet utilises a bowl filled with water and when this toilet is flushed it 
starts a siphon that drains the bowl. Gravity then takes the water into an 
existing septic tank or sewer system. Most toilets can use up to 5 gallons 
(19 litres) of water per flush and even water-saving toilets have the 
potential of using up to 1.6 gallons (6 litres) with every flush.  

In a vacuum plumbing system, the technology relies on suction 
created by a combination of PVC piping, valves and pumps. The first 
practical vacuum waste system was developed by a Swedish engineer to 
solve the challenges posed by climate and terrain of a residential district. 
It then appeared logical to consider a collection system that employed 
varying degrees of air pressure to move the waste to a final disposal 
point by pumping a partial vacuum at one central point. This was the 
inspiration to pursue the development of vacuum sewer systems.  

Chiefly, a vacuum plumbing system is filled with wastewater and effluent on one side at air pressure and on the 
opposite side of the system, the waste pipe is kept at roughly one-half air pressure by the vacuum pumps. 
Between the wastewater (and effluent) and the waste pipe sits an extraction valve and as the waste fills up in an 
accumulator located in a low spot in the system, it increases the air pressure in that section of the waste pipe. 
The increase in air pressure then activates the extraction valve pneumatically (use of pressurized gas to do 
work), mechanically or electrically. The extraction valve releases, thus exposing the built-up effluent in the pipe to 
a partial vacuum and with a hiss, out it goes, uphill in majority of the instances. The waste can go straight up as 
much as 25 ft. before it gets to a horizontal run (or levelled pipe in plumbing system). The vacuum-piping network 
is connected to fixtures such as toilets, urinals, hand-wash basins, showers, mop sinks and floor drains by means 
of interface valves. 

Vacuum plumbing systems have a number of advantages. These include the following: 

� Flexibility in design & layout of fixtures and equipment 

Vacuum drainage piping is not limited by route (overhead or through open spaces in ceilings) and removes 
the need for under slab piping giving owners and designers the freedom to locate fixtures or equipment 
throughout the entire facility.  

Vacuum toilet system.  
Source: http://www.jets.no 
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� Reduced water usage and sewer output 

Vacuum toilets utilises ½ gallon (2 litres) of water per flush. This makes a significant reduction in annual 
water in comparison to conventional toilets (5 gallons per flush). This becomes ideal for places with water 
shortages or consistent daily water supply. 

� Reduced piping requirements 

The pipe sizes in vacuum plumbing systems are generally smaller 
than the traditional plumbing. Pipe size can be as small as 1-½ 
inches in diameter. Because the system is a closed waste-piping 
system, it eliminates the need for venting and associated roof 
penetrations. In contrast to the conventional slope requirements 
of gravity drainage systems, vacuum system drainage piping only 
needs a minimal slope. 

� Reduced construction costs 
Smaller diameter piping and the elimination of vent piping reduce 
material and labour costs. As a result, project completion 
schedules can be accelerated. The minimisation of drain line 
depth in site arranged systems potentially reduce trenching costs.  

Manchester currently has a water shortage and supply problem and 
many rural communities still utilise pit latrine systems because of these 
factors. Water consumption levels continue to increase as more and 
more demand is placed on this resource mainly due to population growth. In the construction industry, septic 
systems have always been seen as a threat to existing underground water sources due to potential leakage 
through the limestone and then into the high water tables found in some areas throughout the Parish. Manchester 
is also looking at the possibility of marketing itself as a tourist destination and sees its remaining historic buildings 
as tourist attractions.  

With vacuum plumbing systems comes reduction in the amounts of water needed for flushing (0.5 gallons), 
networking of a system in large-scale developments (such as malls, housing schemes, schools and so on), the 
rehabilitation or upgrading of historic buildings that would have otherwise required drilling into stone walls or 
concrete floors or in an area where trenching of the bedrock may be close to impossible (Key Largo, Florida and 
the big island of Hawaii). The initial cost of such a system is not a major hindrance as it consists of pipes, valves 
and pumps, similar to other commercial/institutional plumbing system. 

5.8.6.1 Actions 

1. Explore the economic practicability of incorporating Vacuum Plumbing Technology into prospective medium and 
long-term large-scale developments (housing, commercial, institutional and so forth) in Manchester. 

5.8.7 Composting Toilets 

Throughout the Parish of Manchester there is the prevalent problem of improper 
sewage disposal. Traditionally, the methods of domestic sewage disposal have 
been through septic tanks and absorption pits and in a lot of the more rural areas, 
pit latrines. In recent years however, there has been a few small scale initiatives to 
implement ventilated improved pit latrines to avert the issue of potential leakage 
into underground water systems (rivers and aquifers). The surface rivers of South 
Manchester reflect obvious indications of increased pollution the resultant of 
predominantly sewage and artificial chemicals from surrounding farms (run-off). 

The predominance of pit latrines throughout the various Development Areas of 
Porus, Newport, Asia, and Pratville for instance has been mainly due to one 
important factor, the inadequacy of water supply or lack thereof. Majority of the 

Vacuum toilets have a number 
of advantages: 
� They use very minimal water 

per flush. 
� They can use smaller diameter 

sewer pipes 
� They can flush in any direction, 

even upward. Because a 
vacuum system does not 
require gravity to transfer water, 
there is no limitation in turning 
the pipe straight up. 

� The pipes does not need to go 
downward allows for easy toilet 
installation anywhere in a 
building. 

 

Composting toilet built on 
a farm for a project in 
Ecological Agriculture.  
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Development Areas in the Parish, including Mandeville are heavily dependent on rainfall to offset most of its daily 
water demands. Newport in 1991, recorded 86 per cent of its households as being dependent on catchment 

tanks for domestic usage with the remainder of the 
population relying on standpipes to meet their needs. With 
these aforementioned factors in mind, in order to 
discontinue the usage of pit latrines, it will necessitate a 
more sustainable and practical solution that achieves 
greater efficiency in the disposal of domestic sewage in 
the average home without requiring large amounts of 
water or none at all and additionally through volume 
reduction over time. 

One such approach that meets all the above requirements 
is a composting toilet popularly called the biological, dry 
or waterless toilets. This is any system involving the 
conversion of human waste (excrement, toilet paper, 
carbon additive and sometimes food wastes) into an 

organic compost (fertiliser) and usable soil, through the natural breakdown of organic matter into its essential 
minerals (crucial to the growth and production of bones, teeth, hair, etc.). Aerobic microbes59 do this in the 
presence of moisture and air, by the oxidization of carbon in the organic material to carbon dioxide gas, and 
through the conversion of hydrogen atoms to water vapour.  

There are several types of composting toilets and these include the following: self-contained and central unit. 
Others utilise electricity and some electrical systems use fans to exhaust air, thus increasing microbial activity. 

Composting toilets are usually larger than the conventional 
toilets and some possess a large compartment below the 
toilets. The one thing all composting toilets have in common 
is that eventually the end-product requires removal. In the 
instance that the active tank volume is at least threes times 
the annually addition, then a full-size composting toilet will 
not need to have solids removed for at least several 
decades owing to the significant reduction in the volume of 
waste after 5 years. Smaller systems on the contrary may 
require the removal of the remaining solids at least several 
times annually. 

Composting toilets are now becoming more and more 
competitive reflective globally in both developed and 
developing regions and seem likely to replace the 
conventional toilets that consume large volumes of clean 
water and discharges equally large amounts of sewage. 
Commercial compost-toilets are available and are excellent 
for high-use public bathrooms found in shopping malls and 
complexes. The toilets have the potential to become 
common place in the average home, as it becomes an 
economical and environmental alternative that is odour-free 
and discharges no pollutants into the natural and built 
environment. It is important to note that composting toilets 

have the flexibility of being installed anywhere, from the indoors to the outdoors. The key selling feature of 
composting toilets and the benefit they could potentially bring to Manchester is that it ensures that houses can 
remain occupied in drought areas due to lack of rainfall or water lock-offs for extended periods of time. This 
technology is ideal for Development Areas such as Asia, Cross Keys, Newport and Porus. In Alligator Pond with 

                                                   
59 An organism that has an oxygen based metabolism. 

Diagram of a typical composting toilet process. 

Rate of decomposition in a large composting toilet 
facility 
Diagram by: Carl Lindstrom 
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the plans to develop the area into a tourism hub, any developments approved in this area in close proximity to the 
coastal ecosystems (especially along the beachfront) will need to seriously examine its options in sewage 
disposal and select composting toilets that are safe for the overall environment.  

The implementation of this technology to not only the Parish, but the country of Jamaica will require a massive 
public education drive to make this idea appealing to the citizenry and more importantly the developers of 
residences, commercial developments and proposed park/recreational spaces and community centres. The 
Ministry of Education will have the opportunity to implement composting toilets in its bid to replace the traditional 
pit latrines across the country. Effectively designed composting toilets can become an alternative to septic tanks 
and absorption pits in Manchester’s not so distant future as it will improve the living standards of the average 
householder and increase water savings over the long-term by thirty three 
per cent (33%). 

5.8.7.1 Actions 

1. Explore the economic feasibility of implementing composting toilets in 
areas that lack an adequate and consistent daily water supply. 

2. Implement composting toilets in the medium to long-term on a wider scale 
across Manchester. 

3. Encourage the Manchester Parish Council or Local Planning Authority to 
add composting toilets as one of the permitted methods of sewage 
disposal.  

 

5.9 Urban Forest 

The preservation of urban forest presents a number of important benefits 

similar to any other healthy forest ecosystem. They provide aesthetic 
benefits, psychological benefits, and economic advantages, reduce air 
pollution, lower temperatures, and enhance recreational spaces. Within a 
number of towns throughout the Parish of Manchester, there exist a 
number of forest areas, some extensive and others dot the landscape. 
Urban forests help to create a sense of place and also increase 
neighbourhood pride. Trees have proven themselves to be a factor in 
business districts revitalisation as it improves and promotes pedestrian 
movement due to the atmosphere created with the provision of shade for 
instance. The urban forest includes tree-lined or greenbelts along 
roadways, open green spaces, undeveloped forests, and park spaces, 
additionally with other public and private spaces (backyard garden) found 
within various urban areas, Mandeville being an ideal case study.  

Urban forestry includes tree planting, care and protection and the careful management of trees not as single 
entities, but as a group resource in an urban environment. As urban areas such as Mandeville and Christiana 
become more and more built up, various challenges emerge that threaten the planting of more trees and plants, 
the biggest being the lessening of space and sites for future trees to be planted, rising heat, increased pollution, 
and the constant cutting down of trees. The whole objective of encouraging urban forestry is in an attempt to add 
to the surroundings of Mandeville and Christiana and other smaller town centers like Newport by downplaying the 
appearance of sheer concrete. It is also to add to the stock of existing trees and plant life found within these 
areas. 

Deciding on the type of trees to plant will lie solely in the overall purpose for the planting of the trees, whether to 
add to the visual appeal of the place, to provide shade for motorists and pedestrians, attract animal life (birds, 

Urban trees in Mandeville Park. 

The interior of a public composting 
toilet facility on E6 highway in 
Sweden. 
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butterflies and so on), amongst other considerations. The plants that will be selected should also be plants that 
are suitable for the localised climatic and site conditions. Care must be taken in the carrying out of planting trees, 
as their mature height and the spread of their canopy must be known before they can even be planted in 
particular areas. Trees have the potential of being damaging to infrastructure (buildings, sidewalks, roads, car 
parks, etc.) if not properly selected and assessed.  

The centrally located Mandeville Park has space to 
accommodate more trees around the periphery of the 
grounds and can be an ideal starting point for an urban 
forestry project that can be publicly noticed by the 
thousands of persons commuting in and out of the Parish’s 
capital. Along roads within the town center, namely 
Caledonia Road, the median strip running between Main 
Street and Hargreaves Avenue and some other pockets 
along other major thoroughfares there exists the 
opportunity to plant more trees that in the long-term will 
add to the vibrancy of the spaces, create the ideal walking 
and cycling environment, control dust, lengthen the life-
span of roads and sidewalks by reducing exposure of 
surfaces to the weather elements, and cleaning. the air we 
breath by consuming the carbon dioxide we exhale. There 
is also the need for replacing trees that do not fulfil the 
needs of the space they inhabit. For instance, palm trees 

are commonly used in commercial and some residential landscaping, and there are several properties within 
Mandeville that have these plants running parallel to existing sidewalks and roadways, but they fail to provide 
shade for the many pedestrians who use these pathways on a day to day basis. There effectiveness is also 
minimal in the car parks in which they are found.  

There are several woodland areas that are located close to the 
boundary of the Mandeville Urban Planning Development Area and 
are some of the most expansive of the existing woodlands. The 
Marshall’s Pen Area has the largest undisturbed woodland 
identified out of the other areas that were found in sections of 
Hatfield, Greenvale, Berwick, New Hall, Hanbury, and Russell 
Place. Within the Mandeville Urban Planning Area, there is the 
potential to make a connection between all the existing green 
spaces that can be used to support neighbourhoods for purposes 
ideally suited for recreational activities for example. This same 
principle can be carried over into smaller towns like Christiana and 
Newport. 

An Urban Forest: Oasis Plan such as this will require the full 
cooperation of a host of private and public entities. Communities 
have to be recognised as being instrumental to the overall success 
of a venture of this importance, as they will be the ones who will 
lend a lot of their support to the cause. This also allows the citizens 
to feel involved, sharing an equal stake in this investment, so it will 
be less likely that they will stand by and watch plants being 
destroyed or vandalised after their hard work in planting them in 
the first place. The Forestry Department has seen the importance 
of increasing forest cover in urban areas and has the capacity and 

expertise to offer guidance and recommendations on the types of trees that can be selected for a specific space, 
additionally they also give seedlings for both a variety of timber and ornamental trees.  

Urban forestry opportunities along Hargreaves 
Avenue, Mandeville. 
Photo by: MPDC Staff 

There are several urban trees along the 
Caledonia Road that are worth preserving. 
Photo by: MPDC Staff 
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The importance of promoting urban forestry must be emphasised in an attempt to live sustainably with the hard 
structures and surfaces that continue to be created. Building designers and engineers must make every effort to 
incorporate green spaces and areas for plants and trees into the structures they construct occasionally. With 
infrastructural growth expected to continue over the upcoming years in Manchester, it remains vital that the 
Parish maintains a goal of natural and built harmony between spaces. More attention should be given to the 
benefits of planting new and caring for existing flora. As Manchester strives to uphold its vision to be cool, clean 
and green, every step needs to be taken and implemented to facilitate this green future.   
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Heavy earthmover being used in 
landfill site. 

5.10 Solid Waste Management 

5.10.1 Waste Reduction 

The term 'waste reduction' includes every available waste management 

process, that includes source reduction, recycling and composting, which 
result in a reduction of waste going to landfills or other disposal facilities. 
Waste reduction is better than recycling as it results in saving natural 
resources, energy, and disposal space and costs, and the reduction of 
pollution risks. With the continued increase in Manchester’s population 
due to high birth rates and migration, the introduction of synthetic 
materials such as plastics, the nationwide marketing of disposables for 
modern convenience and the breakdown of civic pride in our 
surroundings garbage from residences, businesses, schools, 
restaurants, offices, hospitals and so on continues to become 
insurmountable to control. 

The National Solid Waste Management Authority (NSWMA) has assumed the responsibility of managing solid 
waste across the island; this power was granted through the National Solid Waste Management Act of 2001. The 
collection of garbage in Manchester is predominantly undertaken by trucks in the more central areas and emptied 
at the Martin’s Hill Disposal Site, now a sanitary landfill.  

Reducing waste created on a daily basis will 
greatly depend on changing the cultural and 
behavioural outlook of the residents of 
Manchester. Transforming our social 
consciousness is perhaps the biggest challenge 
facing the nation as a whole and effective 
change is usually accomplished through 
instituting and enforcing fines or penalties. It is 
therefore important for us as a society to break 
our habits and examine the consequences our 
short-term actions will have in the long-term on 
the environment in which we live. Practical and 
sustainable ideas that any individual can offer 
must be explored, as the reduction in waste 
from one person can be replicated and add up 
overtime in making a dent in the elimination and 
or diversion of waste that potentially would have 
ended up in the dumps.    

5.10.1.1 Actions 

1. Embark on a No Plastic and Paper Bag 
Shopping Day (Fridays) that will have 
customers carry a canvas or net tote bag (with 
the supermarkets’ logo) when doing grocery shopping. This will be a safe and convenient way to carry 
purchases. It will also eliminate the amount and need for the dealers' disposable paper or plastic bags. 

2. Design a system to charge a small fee ($5.00 for e.g.) to customers for each plastic bag. A small discount could 
also be given to those customers who carry their own shopping bags. 

Ways to Reduce Your Daily Impact 

Homes 

� Buy durable products  instead of those that are 
disposable or cheaply made.  

� Repair/restore used items  before replacing them.  
� Buy items you can re-use.  Re-using margarine tubs to 

freeze foods or pack lunches, for instance, reduces the 
need for foil or plastic wrap.  

� Avoid excess packaging  when choosing product brands.  
� Buy products in bulk.  
� Buy just the amount you need: larger sizes reduce the 

amount of packaging, but smaller sizes reduce leftover 
waste. 

Source:www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/airwaste/wm/recycle/facts/r
educe.htm 

Offices 

� Refurbish  and buy refurbished  office equipment.  
� Reuse  and refill  toner cartridges and ribbons.  
� Print on both sides of the paper.  
� Buy in bulk .  
� Buy products that are reusable , returnable  or refillable .  
� Choose durable  materials and furnishings to reduce the 

costs and waste associated with replacement.  
Source: http://www.moea.state.mn.us/campaign/workplace/ 
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3. Create a campaign that educates school children from the kindergarten to 
the secondary level on ways to improve their daily impact on the 
environment. This will include saving some disposable items to use late in 
class craft and science projects. 

4. Schools (kindergarten, primary and secondary) should create and initiate 
programmes and or competitions that encourage litterless lunches and 
garbage reduction days. Prizes that stimulate environmental consciousness 
(e.g. plastic food and drink containers) can be given to the class that 
produces the least amount of garbage at the end of a specific time period 
(daily, weekly or monthly). This can be undertaken with the assistance of 
the Ministry of Education, Southern Parks and Markets, the Manchester 
Chamber of Commerce and local environmental groups. 

5. Create several drop-off points in the Development Areas of Manchester with the help of charitable organisations 
such as Food for the Poor, Salvation Army and Lions Club to collect donated clothing, shoes, appliances (that 
can be restored and or in working condition) and toys. This will help to increase the space at the dumpsite 
through reuse. 

6. Encourage manufacturers and fast food restaurants to invest and explore more ergonomic designs60 that 
maximise on the space available in their food containers (paper boxes). This can be done through the use of 
partitions. This could eliminate the need for a separate bag to put foods such as fries and other side orders. 
Take-away or take-out bags should be made of organic or biodegradable materials (paper). 

7. Companies should take steps to reduce waste by managing inventories of office stationary and other supplies. 
This will be done by practicing various methods of reuse; for instance making photocopies and printouts double-
sided (this is one sheet less for every document over 2 pages); and reusing the clean side of a used paper for 
memos, reports and faxes. Ensure that employees’ efforts to reduce waste in the work environment is recognised 
and rewarded to create positive effects on the entire workforce. 

8. Launch a bin program that will give fruit vendors in Manchester proper waste receptacles to house the unwanted 
fruit peels and spoils that will be emptied daily and transported to a larger container to be picked up. This can 
later be used in compost sites or given to livestock farmers to add to the feed of cattle and pigs. See also 
Composting section 

5.10.2 Recycling 

Manchester disposes of tonnes of recyclable materials on a daily basis and therein 
reduces the amount or the capacity of a landfill or dumpsite over a shorter time period. 
Recycling is one method that strives to extend the life of landfills by collecting, 
separating and or processing solid waste in the form of raw materials or finished goods 
that can be returned to the economic mainstream or the marketplace. Recyclable waste 
mainly includes paper, glass, aluminium, metal and plastic.  

The failure of recycling programs in Jamaica over the years has been mainly attributed 
to several factors. The most difficult task is to change the outlook of the larger society, 
as no matter the programs that may be implemented aimed at solid waste generation; they will consistently fail if 
they are no accepted as a part of all our daily habits. Changing or transforming public environmental 
consciousness is vital to the sustainability of any plan to manage solid waste and its disposal. The construction 
and the expense of operating recycling facilities have proven so far to be an additional obstacle to investing in 
this method of solid waste management. Recent initiatives such as that of the Caribbean Paper Recycling (CPR) 
Jamaica Company has proven to be making some strides in helping to divert waste from landfills and extend their 
life. 

                                                   
60 Is an approach to design that entails the scientific study of the relationship between users and their environment. 

Recycle for Life 

Canvas bags are stronger and 
better looking than plastic bags.  
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Recycling in Manchester has the potential to generate a surplus of economic benefits for local communities. With 
the prospect of a recycling facility requiring worker skill at all levels (low, medium and high) and the creation of a 
variety of jobs that range from sorting or material handling, processing to manufacturing high-end goods, it is 
evident that it presents another avenue towards diversifying our economy.  

Social and environmental benefits are also derived from recycling efforts and are equally important to the 
development of any area. It promotes community growth and integration. The sustainable usage of our natural 
resources is kept in check, whilst not only reducing waste, but the need for more landfill sites, the decrease or 
total elimination of greenhouse emissions and the energy savings we stand to reap. 

Manchester needs to adopt sustainable solid waste disposal 
practices, residents need to be made aware of the negative 
impact a simple action of tossing a plastic bottle on the 
streets can contribute to have an accumulating effect in the 
short or long-run. The success of any new idea requires 
opening the eyes of the wider society and attempting to be a 
catalyst for social and more importantly cultural change. The 
precedence should be set to promote a moral obligation to 
keeping the environment clean and striving to strike a long-
lasting balance with our need for modern convenience. 
Decrease our daily impact on the surroundings that we 
inhabit and pass on a cleaner and greener Manchester to 
the future generations.        

5.10.2.1 Actions 

1. Promote a Curbside Recycling Program in Manchester. This 
will involve homes, businesses, offices, schools and other 
sources that generate paper and cardboard waste to sort 
prior to disposal and store them away properly for drop-off 
or pick up. 

2. Seek the assistance of the Caribbean Paper Recycling 
(CPR) Jamaica Company to institute a program to collect 
separated waste paper from various entities. This effort will 
divert waste from the Martin’s Hill Disposal Site. 

3. Establish drop-off centers within the town centres of 
Manchester to facilitate waste paper collection. These drop-
off centers will be located outside the premises of public and 
private buildings that voluntarily accept this role.  
Supermarkets, Post Offices, Utility companies and so on. A 
listing of Drop-off centers or depots should be created and 
made available to the viewing public and should be 
constantly updated (on a monthly basis). 

4. Create and organise a PET61 bottle project that will promote the collection and reuse of PET bottles in primary 
and secondary institutions. These bottles could be transported to established depots such as the storage facility 
located at Earth House in Kingston. 

5. Challenge each class to compete against each other, or challenge another school to see who can collect the 
most bottles. 

6. Containers can be strategically positioned around the school compound to hold the bottles and at the end of each 
day the number of bottles can be recorded. 

                                                   
61 PolyEthylene Terephthalate: a plastic material used to make bottles, containers, etc. versatile and recyclable.  

Things YOU should KNOW 

Aluminium 

- Aluminium ‘can recycling’ saves 95% of the 
energy needed to make aluminium from 
bauxite ore. 

- A recycled six-pack of aluminium cans 
could save enough energy to drive a car 
five miles. 

Paper 

- Recycling half the world’s paper would free 
20 million acres of forestland. 

- Recycling one stack of newspapers about 
six feet tall saves the life of one tree 35 feet 
tall.  

- Recycling approximately one tonne saves 
17 trees. 

Plastics 

- If you lined up all the polystyrene foam 
cups made in just one day, they would 
circle the earth. 

- When buried, some plastic materials may 
last for 700 years. 

Glass 

- Recycling one tonne of glass saves the 
equivalent of 10 gallons of oil. 

- Most bottles and jars contain at least 25% 
recycled glass. Glass never wears out and 
it can be recycled forever. 

- Recycling a glass bottle saves enough 
energy to light a 100-watt bulb for four 
hours. 

Source: http://www.bringrecycling.org/benefits.html  
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7. Encourage simple re-use of PET bottles: 

� Have an adult (teacher) cut off the top of the bottles and utilise them for storing brushes, crayons, 
pencils, rulers, etc. 

8. Create a scrap metal collection programme to reuse products such as car parts, machine parts, large appliances 
and other metal-based products. This will be a source for secondary material to create local products, for 
example the traditional Jamaican “Dutch pot.” 

5.10.3 Composting 

Recycling decomposed organic materials into a 
rich soil (compost) is one of nature’s processes 
known as composting. Any organism or material 
that was once living will eventually decompose. The 
concept of composting is therefore an acceleration 
of this same process that is utilised by nature. 
Composting allows for the return of nutrient back to 
the soil as a result of the disintegrated organic 
waste material. This breakdown of matter can take 
hours to years, this is all dependent on the type of 
material and the method of composting that is 
employed. In essence, bacteria and other 
organisms feed on carbon-rich matter62 (such as 
grass, leaves, pine needles) and digest it, thus 
producing humus (a rich, stable medium in which 
roots thrive). When blended with soils, humus can 
build soil structure and provide a productive setting 
for plants and essential soil organisms. Although in 
this instance the sole purpose of composting will be 
to assist in the reduction and diversion from 
biodegradable waste landfill sites.  

There are several composting systems that are all 
dependent on two factors. These involve needs and 
resources. Composting can be as effortless as 
mulching, making a pile in your backyard, or 
making or purchasing a bin. The reduction of waste 
at the source is integral to the amount of 
biodegradable material that would have otherwise 
ended up at a dumpsite or sanitary landfill. The 
production of methane63 and leachate64 formulation 
in the landfills is ultimately avoided by composting 
organic materials that have been redirected from landfills. Composting is an inexpensive option to standard 
landfill cover and artificial soil amendments. It also lengthens sanitary landfill life by diverting organic materials 
from landfills, thus creating more space for other types of waste such as metals and plastics. 

The idea of transforming this garbage into a valuable source of organic fertiliser that can nourish backyard 
gardens, lawns and farms is a sustainable practice that can also generate job and economic opportunities. 
Packaging plants can be created to turn everyday garbage into cash. Manchester is traditionally a farming Parish 

                                                   
62 Energy food for microorganisms 
63 Methane is a colourless, explosive greenhouse gas that is released as bacteria decompose organic materials in landfills 
64 Leachate is formed when water passes through the waste in the landfill cell 

Composting bin tucked away in a 
side yard.  
Source: http://www.fermanagh.gov.uk 

The Three Bin System can be made easily and inexpensively by using 
wooden pallets. Other materials such as concrete blocks can also be 
used. Source: http://www.dep.state.pa.us 

This composter is made from 
recycled plastic. The plastic 
used in this bin comes from 
plastics collected in local 
recycling programs Source: 

http://www.dep.state.pa.us 

This compost system is 
constructed of concrete 
blocks. 
Source: 
www.keepaustinbeautiful.org 
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and therefore has unlimited sources of organic waste not only from homes, but also public market places and 
farms. 

5.10.3.1 Actions 

1. Promote a public education drive on the aspects of backyard or 
onsite composting. Local communities can organise composting 
demonstrations and seminars to encourage homeowners and or 
businesses to compost on their own properties. The goal is to 
bring about a cultural change towards sustainable waste 
management methods. 

2. Initiate pilots to encourage voluntary primary and secondary 
schools to collect organic waste for composting using 
standardized bins. The bins will be strategically positioned on 
the school grounds and will be made from durable materials 
(metals and plastics). 

3. Establish Compost programmes in the public markets in 
Manchester. This will help to alleviate a percentage of the 
collected organic waste generated on a daily basis. Special 
monitoring will be required to ensure that the disposal is kept at 
a manageable amount.  

4. Create composting facilities and small packaging companies 
that compost on a larger scale. These companies could be 
established in the rural areas of Manchester and will be geared 
towards redirecting biodegradable materials from landfill sites, 
economic generation and job creation. Collection drives and 
drop-off sites will then be initiated and earmarked for sorted 
organic household waste. The bauxite companies could also 
utilise this available compost by adding it to rehabilitated mined-
out lands to help increase soil fertility levels.  

 
 
 

10 good reasons why you should compost:  
 
1. Yard and food waste make up 30% of the 

waste stream. Composting your kitchen 
and yard trimmings helps divert that 
waste from the landfill, waterways and 
water treatment facilities.  

2. You will significantly reduce pest 
problems–and your use of pesticides.  

3. Healthy plants from healthy soil look 
better, produce better and have a much 
greater ability to fight off pests and 
diseases.  

4. Adding organic materials to the soil 
improves moisture retention.  

5. Adding decomposed organic material to 
the soil feeds beneficial organisms.  

6. Compost amends both sandy and clay 
soils.  

7. Compost provides a balanced, slow–
release source of nutrients that helps the 
soil hold nutrients long enough for plants 
to use them.  

8. Composting saves money–you avoid the 
cost of buying soil conditioners, bagged 
manure etc.  

9. Feeding your plants well will improve 
your own diet. Plants grown in depleted 
soils have a reduced nutrient content. 

10. Home composting is a valuable tool in 
educating children about nature and the 
cycle of life. 

Source: 
http://www.recycleworks.org/compost/index.html 
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5.10.4 Hazardous Waste Management 

Hazardous waste is classified as any product with the potential of being 
dangerous or harmful to human and or environmental health; hazardous 
waste can be in the form of solids, liquids, gases, or sludge. This type of 
waste can be toxic, flammable (able to catch fire), caustic or acidic (can 
cause burns) or be extremely chemically reactive when combined with other 
substances. Some of the more common placed or widely used sources of 
hazardous waste include the following: drain cleaners, pesticides, fertilisers, 
floor cleaners, batteries, oil-based paints and thinners, and aerosols (air 
fresheners, etc.). The majority of these are found in the average household 
and a large number of cleaning agents are used in the hospitals, clinics, 
commercial entities and institutional workspaces.  

Promised the ease of maintenance of our homes and various workspaces, 
through the use of convenience products that are marketed to make us think that these goods will bring us better 
results such as less effort, more time, and a cleaner, healthier and improved environment in which to live. There 
is no disputing the appeal of modern convenience, but the immediate and long-term risks and effects of these 
practices on humans, animals, plants and the overall environment are not manifested in the minds’ of the society 
at large. Over the years there are reports of children being poisoned by harmful products usually the result of 
storage in food or beverage containers.  

Improper handling and disposal are at the heart of this deliberation of harmful wastes or materials. Materials of a 
hazardous nature are not designed simply to be discarded into the average household, office, business or school 
garbage makeup, but are to be handled carefully ensuring that the remaining contents do not threaten the 
environment and public health through air pollution and the contamination of underground and surface water. 
Apart from the ‘red mud’ from alumina processing which is stored in 
various types of pond systems, Manchester however, lacks the proper 
facility for detoxification or safe disposal of the majority of other 
hazardous wastes and the end result is all this waste that requires 
special handling spends its life in the Martin’s Hill sanitary 
landfill/dumpsite or littering gullies, drains and empty lots. With a lack of 
monitoring, sampling and analysis in place at this facility, the effects of 
hazardous materials on the site and its environs remains uncertain. 

The difficulty of hazardous waste management is also attributed to the 
cost of disposal, as special steps have to be undertaken (prior to 
disposal) to ensure that any potential threat to public health is eliminated. 
It is significantly higher when compared to the disposal of regular solid 
and liquid waste. Incineration has historically been the method of 
disposal for health care facilities and is appropriate for pathological65, 
anatomical66, non-anatomical biomedical waste. But although this is an 
effective method of disposal, there is still the possibility of toxins being 
released into the atmosphere and therefore proper air pollution control 
equipment is required. Manchester has a total of three hospitals, two 
found in Mandeville and the other located in Christiana and the non-
hazardous waste they produce on a daily basis can be comparable to 
domestic waste.  

 

                                                   
65 Relating to disease or arising from disease 
66 Pertaining to the human anatomy, or to the structure of an organism 

You cannot treat household 
hazardous wastes like other 
kinds of garbage because:  
 
1. Buried wastes can filter down into 
the soil.  
2. Wastes can clog storm water 
drains and overburden septic 
systems.  
3. Corrosive chemicals can be 
harmful to plumbing systems.  
4. Pouring household hazardous 
wastes into the ground can poison 
soils, plants and water for a long 
time. When it comes to the home, 
you must take the responsibility.  
 
Take some special care when you 
buy, use or dispose of potentially 
hazardous household wastes. Look 
for the words CAUSTIC, TOXIC, 
POISON AND OR CORROSIVE. 

Source: 
http://www.cust.idl.com.au/hwpmb/h
azardous.htm 

Hazardous waste on shelving 
unit.  
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There is also the issue of e-waste67 (electronic hazardous waste) in Jamaica and the Caribbean, which is the 
rapid increase in mobile phones, entertainment electronics (televisions, radios, video, and cassette recorders), 
large household appliances (ovens), computer hardware, and assorted electronics. Electronic waste can be a 
source of secondary raw material, but if not correctly treated, can be a major toxin source (lead, mercury, 
cadmium and a number of other substances).  

Jamaica possesses several existing legislations that are relevant to hazardous waste, but have failed in their 
level of comprehensiveness to address every single aspect of hazardous waste management. There have been 
evident weaknesses in setting standards, enforcement and monitoring the outcomes. This has made the actual 
implementation of practical and applicable solutions very difficult. Therefore, the minimisation of potential hazard 
waste should not be the priority; the priority should rest in avoidance or eliminating its generation by the various 
sources in the first place. Small changes in our daily routines can amount to big changes in the environment; 
additionally, the development of industrial processes that reduce hazardous wastes and pollution needs to be 
explored. There needs to be a transition in the culture and minds of the residents of Manchester, who in recent 
years have commendably become very environmentally mindful. Realising that we all have a role to play, and 
that as stakeholders, we all stand to lose the most if the natural surroundings we inhabit continue to be destroyed 
by both our own negligence and by the habits we perceive as being civilised as dictated to us by society.  

5.10.4.1 Actions 

1. Develop and implement new environmentally sound low-waste technologies for industries and manufacturing for 
example with support from non-profit organisations such as the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP). 

2. Develop a programme to collect electronics in working order and 
redistribute them to entities and organisation in need. Old computer 
hardware for instance should be donated to schools and or community 
centres to enhance their existing or develop prospective IT (Information 
Technology) learning and training. See Socio-cultural: Education: 
Training programmes section 

3. Establish and promote a public awareness program that highlights easier 
and cheaper alternatives to buying most types of products that contains 
sources of hazardous waste and the methods of hazard waste handling 
and disposal. For example replacing aerosol cans with refillable spray 
bottles or misters. Buying these products in bulk at the local hardware 
stores. The use of ‘essential oils’68 is also a popular alternative to 
aerosols.   

4. Promote the utilisation of hazardous waste (combustible materials) as 
fuel in cement kilns (Carib Cement Company Ltd.) as alternate fuel 
sources. This initiative will require the listing of all the sources (gas 
stations, auto repair shops, etc.) that generate this type of hazardous 
waste materials. It will also be necessary to have an educational 
program for the business owners and or marketers on which fuels are 
deemed as acceptable alternative fuels. 

5. Develop laboratory testing, analysing and training technicians programs 
with the assistance of the chemistry departments of tertiary institutions 
such as Northern Caribbean University, Knox Community College69 and 
some secondary institutions. These institutions will be employed to 
confirm acceptable alternative fuel sources from various hazardous 
waste generation sources in Manchester. Checklist of equipment 
necessary at this point includes (also refer to Appendix I): 

                                                   
67 Any refuse created by discarded electronic devices and components as well as substances involved in their manufacture or use 
68 Are droplets of water-like fluid contained in the leaves, stems, bark, flowers, roots and/or fruits of different plants, and give the plant its unique scent 
69 Knox Community College is the only tertiary institution offering Environment Science (B.Sc.). 

 

Things You  should Know : 
Aerosols   

� Synthetic room fresheners and 
fragranced cleaning products are 
full of TOXIC chemicals. 

� These products can contribute to 
an UNHEALTHY indoor air 
quality. 

� It can PROVOKE  or INDUCE 
skin, eye and respiratory 
reactions. 

� They are HARMFUL  to the 
natural environment. 

 

According to a study published in 
New Scientist in 1999, in homes 
where aerosol sprays and air 
fresheners were used frequently, 
mothers experienced 25 percent  
more headaches  and were 19 
percent  more likely to suffer from 
depression , and infants under six 
months of age had 30 percent 
more ear infections  and 22 
percent higher incidence  of 
diarrhoea . 

Source: 
http://www.grist.org/advice/possessions/2
003/03/18/possessions-cleaning/ 
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a. A bomb calorimeter  

b. A small centrifuge 

c. Some wet chemistry apparatus 

d. Sampling equipment 

e. And sample bottles 

6. Create a factory to produce potpourri70 that can be marketed as 
natural fragrances. Local flower and rose farms can be looked at 
as suppliers and future income generators for small farmers 
seeking to diversify their farms (greenhouse technology). This will 
be an alternative to traditional aerosols. See section on Growing 
and Diversifying the Economy.   

7. Support the ban on the disposal of electronic waste in the Martin’s 
Hill sanitary landfill until there is a facility in place to handle these 
specific types of consumer products. 

8. Create a program with the collaboration of major local electronics 
distributors to collect and explore the viability of shipping e-waste 
to processing industries in Europe. 

 

5.10.5 Sanitary Landfills: A Last Resort 

In 2006, Manchester generated an estimated 21,043.5 tonnes (46 million 
pounds) of solid waste, which would be roughly 250 pounds (113.3981kg) per 
person per year. The majority of this waste is sent to disposal sites, for 
instance the Martin’s Hill Disposal Site. In the past, this trash was all 
incinerated onsite, but since recently the waste is now being buried into cells. 
Solid wastes consist of all domestic refuse and non-hazardous wastes such 
as commercial and institutional wastes, street sweepings and construction 
debris. The sad situation is that about 70% of this so-called waste, which is 
arguably displaced resources, had the potential of being recycled. Materials 
such as paper, glass and aluminium offers an economical option of reuse of 
secondary materials71 that can be broken down and be reprocessed into new 
products. This reuse removes the pressure from non-renewable resources 
such as bauxite and forests ecosystems and potential health problems. 

It is a growing trend in Manchester that developments seem to be a daily 
happening, the biggest ones revolving around housing and commercial 
activities. These are prime sources of solid waste generation and household 
waste takes up majority of the space in a landfill. The reality, whether we choose to accept it or not, is that urban 
centres such as Mandeville and Christiana are running out of land space and there is an ever pressing need to 
reserve or outline areas for prospective sanitary and or municipal landfills with any developing area with an 
equally increasing population. This becomes increasingly difficult though, as with growing residential 
developments, more and more local residents present stiff opposition to the siting of new landfills or the 
expansion of landfills. This eventually creates the scenario of where this waste should be disposed, and the cost 
of transporting said waste to landfill sites outside the Parish emerges. 

 

                                                   
70 Any collection of miscellaneous and diverse items - dried flowers, natural fragrant plant material, bits of coloured wood, seeds, leaves and cones, which are 
used to provide a gentle natural scent 
71 Materials that have been manufactured and used at least once and are to be used again 

Waste produced by an office 
complex in one day. 

Dried flowers are a popular ingredient in 
potpourris. 
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Despite the attempts made at controlling improper garbage disposals in drains, gullies, along roadsides, open 
lots and other areas, the problem persists and this is evident in communities within the Parish. This in turn 
presents the opportunity for detrimental effects on public health and the environment. Due to the inadequacies 
and expense of garbage collection throughout many rural areas, the burning, burying and disposing of solid 
waste in bushes is a common practice. There is dissatisfaction throughout the Development Areas with the 
existing methods of waste collection and disposal and the failure in recycling and reusing initiatives. The lack of 
clear enforcement in improper dumping methods is also an issue that is strongly influenced by the amount of 
waste generated by a particular source that does not have the means and ways to properly dispose of it. 

In a polluted world, it has become essential to practice or to implement appropriate techniques in managing the 
waste generated by individual sources. The segregation of waste is an important step in handling solid waste in 
any landfill. The breakdown or decomposition of solid waste has the potential of releasing harmful gaseous 
products and liquids into the air and the 
underground water respectively. The modern 
landfills of today are designed and engineered 
to minimise contact with air and water required 
for degradation of waste materials to take 
place; this in turn preserves the waste as 
opposed to degrading it. The importance of 
source reduction or elimination is key to 
avoiding this occurrence in today’s Manchester. 

Each of us has a role to play if we are to build a 
sustainable future. It all starts with making a 
change in the homes, businesses, offices and 
schools. The adjustment of one person’s 
lifestyle to benefit the natural and built 
environment we live in, can amount to a 
significant revolution and a closer step towards 
achieving harmony with man and nature.   

5.10.5.1 Actions 

1. Identify and reserve post mined-out lands for future sites of both sanitary and municipal landfills located on 
the outskirts of urban/town centres and residential areas. The public’s involvement in this site selection 
process must be ensured.  

2. Create a landfill site that will be energy-efficient. This energy supply will be fuelled by the methane gas 
collected onsite by a site-specific collection system. (See section on Methane gas collection) 

3. Ban the use of polystyrene foam food containers through a Parish-wide regulation agreed upon by food 
handlers and restaurateurs and replace these containers 
with reusables (paper). This will help to save space in the 
existing Martin’s Hill Disposal Site by cutting down on the 
volume of synthetic materials stored in landfills. 

4. Encourage residents, public and private entities of 
Manchester to utilise all the sustainable ideas geared 
towards source reduction, waste diversion, generation and 
minimisation. This will make it possible to reach an 
attainable solid waste reduction amount on an established 
time basis (daily, monthly, annually and or target year). 

5. Rehabilitate any former sanitary landfill site into a useable 
and safe recreational site for local residents to utilise for 

A former sanitary landfill site converted into 
a beautiful and functional recreational space.  

The various garbage disposal methods common in 
Manchester.  
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both passive and active recreation. These sites will be ideal lands after twenty-years following the sites 
official closure.  

*Refer to other sections under Waste Management to gain ideas on ways to reduce waste creation  

5.10.6 Methane Gas Collection 

Landfill methane gas is the natural by-product of the decomposition of 
solid waste in landfills and is comprised primarily of carbon dioxide and 
methane. About 692.39 tonnes (over 1.5 million pounds) of waste per 
day is dumped in waste disposal at the Martin’s Hill dump and the 
breakdown of methane gas is released into the atmosphere. Other 
gases that are released into the air can also induce various kinds of 
diseases. In contrast to CO2, methane has 21 times the global 
warming72 potential. Natural decomposition of organic material, 
especially in wetlands, releases methane. It has been estimated that 
60 to 80 percent of methane emissions are induced by human activity.  

Sections of the dumpsite located in Martin’s Hill, Manchester has since 
been transformed into a sanitary landfill to reduce the burning of garbage and the creation of cells to dispose of 
domestic waste. With a lifespan of 7 years left on this site and the search for prospective sites underway, it is 
important to cover and install LandFill Gas (LFG) recovery systems to minimise methane emission. This type of 
system also allows for the opportunity to maximise potential energy recovery efforts. Methane or landfill gas is a 
viable alternative renewable energy source that can 
be utilised to offset future energy costs and 
demands in Manchester that will continue to 
increase with an increasing population. 

By preventing emissions of methane (a powerful 
greenhouse gas), it helps businesses; public and 
private organisations, energy providers, and 
communities protect the environment and build a 
sustainable future.  

5.10.6.1 Actions  

1. Develop and support the development of landfill gas 
(LFG) energy projects in Manchester for existing and 
future landfill sites through the assistance of various 
funding agencies. This will help to promote the use 
of landfill gas as a renewable, green energy source. 

2. Develop the Martin’s Hill Disposal Site into a sanitary 
landfill to later be utilised as a demonstration project 
site for LFG collection with the support of the 
National Solid Waste Management Authority and the 
Petroleum Corporation of Jamaica. The landfill will 
use the collected methane gas to maintain its own 
daily operations that require a steady energy supply 
to become a self-sufficient entity. 

 

                                                   
72 Gradual increase in the earth's surface and atmosphere temperature 

Environmental Benefits of Methane 

Global:  
� Biogas use for cooking reduces the need for fuel wood 

and charcoal. 
� Each biogas unit is estimated to reduce deforestation 

by 37 hectares per year.  
� Eliminates further greenhouse gas emissions.  

Local: 
� Preserved forests through reduced deforestation.  
� Promotes agro forestry practices in conjunction with 

livestock. This helps to:  
o Protect soil fertility  
o Prevent erosion and  
o Reduce the risk of overgrazing associated with cattle.  

 
Local Livelihood Benefits 

Health: 
� Reduced use of kerosene and wood for cooking 

improves: 
o Air quality in the home 
o Decreases respiratory and eye problems 

Poverty Alleviation: 
� Biogas production coupled with livestock rising and 

farming provides a cleaner fuel. 
� Increases income generation and job opportunities. 
� Produces manure slurry that is an effective organic 

fertiliser. 
*Successfully used in banana cultivation and vegetable 

gardening. 
 
Source: http://sgp.undp.org/ 

Methane collection pipe in the distance.  
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5.11 Energy  

5.11.1 Energy Today, For Tomorrow 

For any modern society, energy is fundamental to the quality of our lives. In recent decades, we have become 

totally dependent on an abundant 
and continuous supply of energy for 
living and working. It is one of the 
significant components in all sectors 
of modern economies.  

It powers homes, industries and 
transport and our overall modern way 
of life. It is projected that by the year 
2050, worldwide energy demand will 
be at least twice today's level. The 
cost of energy is also expected to 
increase in the future. 

Therefore it is important for 
Manchester to find energy sources 
that will be sustainable and diverse. 
This will help to offset the demand 
placed on traditional fossil fuels. 
Energy efficiency must also be 
stressed. There can be no greater 
motivation to explore alternative 

environmentally friendly energy sources than the protection of the natural environment. In Jamaica’s case, if 
current trends progress, there will emerge a greater demand and increasing dependency on imported fuel. The 
consequences of this practice would eventually end up in irregular energy supply and subsequently higher 
energy prices. 

5.11.2 Conservation and Efficiency  

The importance of energy efficiency and conservation is an increasing trend in both developed and developing 
countries globally for a number of reasons. With the phenomenon of global warming, rising fuel prices and the 
consequent fuel shortages, energy efficiency becomes a “burning” subject matter.  

In Manchester with expected increasing trends in housing developments, institutional development and 
expansion and commercial building construction there will continue to be the need for more and more energy 
supply putting a demand on the existing infrastructure. STATIN records an estimated 32,082 housing units in 
1991, this number then increased to 45,386 a decade later. This 41.5% increase in housing stocks potentially 
created the same amount of demand on the power company.  

Energy misuse is also a contributing factor when considering conservation, so it is important to propose and 
implement ways in which this can be minimised. Energy lost is not energy gained in this instance. 

Whenever energy is saved, not only is money saved, but there is also a reduction in the demand for such fossil 
fuels as coal, oil, and natural gas. Additionally, less burning of fossil fuels translates into lower emissions of 
carbon dioxide (CO2), the primary contributor to global warming, and other pollutants.  

 

 

Wigton wind farm in Manchester demonstrates the pot ential for 
renewable energy. 
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5.11.2.1 Actions  

1. Launch a public educational program to encourage households to purchase more energy-efficient appliances and 
other devices such as low-energy lighting. This will help to raise public consciousness on conserving non-
renewable sources, energy savings and efficiency. (See also section on Socio-cultural: Public Education) 

2. Create a public education program outlining ways to save energy to promote energy efficiency in the workplace. 
This will spill over into encouraging employees to save energy at home. (See also section on Socio-cultural: 
Public Education) 

3. Develop an energy-saving incentive program with the assistance of Jamaica Public Service to encourage 
efficiency in government organisations and private companies by returning a portion of the money saved on utility 
bills to the participating bureaus and businesses.  

4. Establish a body of energy experts and financial institutions that will provide design an energy-efficiency financial 
assistance (respectively) to business owners installing or implementing energy-conservation devices and 
measures. 

5. Promote the use of light sensors for public restrooms, parking lots, recreational spaces and other public facilities. 
This will cut down on unnecessary usage throughout the day and reduce monthly energy bills. 

6. Acquire the assistance of the University of Technology to have its third and final year architecture students 
design new commercial buildings that demonstrate energy-conservation. This will have to be suggested prior to 
the finalisation of the curriculum for the upcoming academic year. 

5.11.3 Renewable Energy Sources 

With the expected increases in fossil fuel prices for 
years to come, it is important to explore different 
sources to supplement energy needed to carry out 
daily activities. The consumption of non-renewable 
sources of energy has caused more environmental 
damage than any other human activity. The 
generation of electricity from fossil fuels such as 
coal and crude oil has led to high concentrations of 
harmful gases in the atmosphere. The result of this 
has been a variety of problems such as ozone 
depletion and global warming. The emission from 
vehicular traffic has also been a major problem 
especially in urban areas. The increased carbon 
emissions into the atmosphere from sources such 
as processing plants have also led to health 
problems in residences in close proximity to these 
sites. 

It is therefore important to examine alternative 
sources of energy. Sources such as the sun and 
wind can never be exhausted and therefore are 
categorised as renewable. They offer a myriad of benefits, the most important being fewer emissions into the 
atmosphere and its availability locally. Renewable sources are clean and limitless energy. This helps to promote 
a healthier community in which to live, as air quality is improved and it works in harmony with nature. The 
demands on electricity are also addressed, as power companies have more options to supply customers with 
more efficient power supply.  

Solar power is a technology most widely used in Manchester. It is mostly coupled with solar water heating, but 
has the potential to be the future energy source for a Parish such as ours. Solar power is equally a financially 
intelligent investment as well as an environmentally conscious decision. There are many advantages to such a 

Benefits of solar power 

Positive Financial Returns  
Many solar power projects are cash-flow positive from day 
one, based on creative and widely available financing 
vehicles 

Hedge against Rising Electricity Prices  
Solar electric power is not dependent on the existence, 
development or maintenance of a fuel delivery 
infrastructure, nor is it dependent on the cost of fossil fuels 

Renewable Power Generation  
Solar electric power is a 100% renewable energy source. It 
provides the advantages of other distributed generation 
systems without dependence on fossil fuels. 

Reliable and Low Maintenance  
With no moving parts, solar generation systems reliably 
power residential, commercial, public sector and power 
plant applications 

Zero Emissions  
Solar power produces no emissions and no noise. As a 
result, it can be easily sited in densely populated urban 
areas on rooftops, parking structures or on the ground. 

Source: http://www.powerlight.com/solar/benefits.php 
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venture, including the fact that it is not dependent on fossil fuel prices. 

Using wind power can offset pollution that would have been generated by the local utility company, as wind 
turbines produce no pollution. They reduce carbon dioxide emissions and help to reduce the depletion of our 
natural resources. It is recorded that, a small residential wind turbine in its lifetime can offset approximately 1.2 
tons of air pollutants and 200 tons of greenhouse gases (carbon dioxide and other gases which cause climate 
change). 

It is also particularly vital to experiment with other sources obtained through waste generation such as methane 
collection from landfills. From a global perspective, it is well known that the replacement of fossil fuels reduces 
the emission of greenhouse gases. Appropriate Rural Technology Institute (ARTI) estimated that for a typical 
urban household, biogas saves 100 kg of liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) or 250 litres of kerosene per year. This 
is equivalent to 300 to 600 kg CO2 annually. A rural family in Manchester could save an estimated 3 tonnes of 
wood per year, which would generate about 5 tonnes CO2 if it were burnt. The result of this energy source 
(biogas) means that more trees will be saved from cutting and burning on a yearly basis promoting sustainable 
forest (biogas is estimated to reduce deforestation by 37 hectares per year).  

Finding cleaner and more efficient fuel sources through available local resources is also pertinent to sustainable 
living and investments and these endeavours should be given as much support by both government and private 
organisations.  

5.11.3.1 Advisory Policies 

1. The siting of wind turbines must be done with the protection of scenic vistas and existing land uses (farming) in 
mind. 

5.11.3.2 Actions  

1. Establish specific areas of post-mined-out bauxite lands as prospective solar 
fields. Siting solar fields to built-up areas will not be a problem as no-emissions 
and or noise is produced. 

2. Explore the viability of constructing smaller wind turbines to generate the 
minimum domestic energy use to alleviate the pressures on the existing power 
company. These wind turbines (i.e., with rotors one meter or less in diameter) 
would be sold to homeowners and packages can be created for 3 or 4 
homeowners to use a single wind turbine.  

3. Promote the collection of methane gas released in sanitary landfills to be used 
as a renewable source of energy that will maintain the electricity needs to run 
the landfill’s daily operations. 

4. The Parish of Manchester should establish a partnership with the Petroleum 
Corporation of Jamaica to explore demonstration projects on ethanol 
production. This will involve constructing a small-scale facility to extract ethanol 
from local sugar cane crop production in neighbouring Parishes. 

5. Encourage crop and livestock farmers to invest in and incorporate biodigester 
systems with their farming systems that will enhance farms into cleaner and more energy-efficient entities. This 
system will utilise animal waste to produce biogas and organic fertiliser. The farmer will have a clean energy 
source for cooking and lighting. The assistance of United Nations Development Programme and USAID will be 
ideal starting organisations to help with the launching and implementation of this venture. Low-cost biogas 
systems such as tubular plastic biogas technology can be employed. 

6. Develop and implement training programmes for biogas technology. Local biogas technicians will be educated on 
the proper installation, maintenance and repair of biogas systems. This will also help in job creation for local 
residents. 

Solar street lighting is 
extremely versatile.  
Source:  
http://www.greenenergyworks.org.
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5.11.4 Renewable Energy in Action 

Manchester’s economy was traditionally agricultural based and this sector still remains an integral part of the 
area’s financial advancement. It also enhances economic diversification and as agricultural techniques evolve 
and advance with technology, it is important to look at all facets of ways in which the sector can constantly be 
improved and the interest of farmers secured.  

Water is a never dying topic and its delivery is as important as its 
sourcing. Main piped water and the implementation of the 
infrastructure has proven over the years to be expensive and the 
challenges of which are attributed partly to the natural terrain 
exhibited throughout Manchester. Also the feasibility of piping water 
to every existing housing unit in the Parish will never be achieved 
when economics are involved. It therefore necessitates innovative 
and practical ideas of ensuring water distribution to all areas, with an 
emphasis on the rural communities. 

As Manchester strives to retain its reputation as being a cool and lush 
environ, it is constantly bombarded with amplified the demand on 
energy supply by housing developments and commercial ventures. 
The result has the creation of more and more areas to be properly lit such as streets and parking spaces. 
Therefore it is important to implement specific features that can contribute to cost-saving and the enhancement of 
the local community.    

5.11.4.1 Actions  

1. Research methods and facilities in the areas of cold storage and explore the alternative sources of energy that 
can power these operations. This will help to ensure that crops are preserved and a surplus remains on the 
market in times of shortage. 

2. The establishment of a water distribution service using a photovoltaic pumping system that will supplement 
domestic, commercial, institutional and agricultural water use. This can be emphasised as an economically viable 
solution for isolated rural communities where piped water would have been too costly to implement (see also the 
Water section: Distribution).  

3. Promote the utilisation of solar powered lighting for large-scale housing developments, parks and parking lots. 
This will help to encourage cost-savings on electricity and fossil fuel bills and eliminate utility power lines that 
would come into conflict with street trees and greening efforts (see Replenishing the natural vegetation: Tree 
planting section). 

5.11.5 Rural Electrification 

Power supply to rural areas has been an initiative that was undertaken by the 
Rural Electrification Programme to expand service to these areas. By 2002, over 
500km of pole line extensions and the wiring of over 5,400 houses in several 
Manchester communities were successfully completed. Despite the efforts of both 
the Jamaica Public Service Company (the chief provider and distributor of power 
islandwide) and the Rural Electrification Programme to address the needs of the 
Parish, they have encountered increasing challenges. 

There is a lack of availability of effective funding to carry out projects of this nature. 
The inaccessibility of some rural areas due to the hilly terrain presents a degree of 
difficulty for utility pole and wiring installation. Many homes are located in isolated 
areas and it is therefore not feasible to string meters and in some instances 
kilometres of wiring to these houses. And finally, some residents find it difficult to afford these services due to 
their socio-economic circumstance.  

Solar lights used to light 
public parks. 

Stand-alone PV system that electrifies a 
residence. 
Source: http://www.seners.gr 
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5.11.5.1 Actions 

1. Explore and implement the development of off-grid73 rural electrification programs in specific areas of Manchester 
by using photovoltaic systems for residencies. This will be most practical and cost-effective in the areas that lack 
utility power lines. It has the potential to create a decentralised service in order to satisfy basic needs.   

2. Promote the development of renewable energy (solar) street lighting programs in areas such as Craighead, 
Mount Denham, Chudleigh, Brandon Hill, and Carters to enhance rural development and safety initiatives. 

3. Encourage private investors to buy into these systems to provide service to locals and to also generate additional 
income through selling excess electricity to established power companies. The forms of entity ownership will 
have to be closely examined.  

4. Develop a demonstration site for the potential of stand-alone photovoltaic systems based on public and private 
partnership. A primary, secondary and or tertiary institution could be recommended as the display area for the 
introduction of such technology. 

5. Review existing regulations that govern rural electrification in Jamaica. 

5.12 Housing and Building Design:  Green Building 
 

The term “green building” refers to an approach to design 

that places a high priority on environmental and resource 
conservation, economic efficiency, and human well-being.  It 
is a holistic approach that looks at all elements of buildings—
including design, materials used, construction practices, 
energy usage, and relation to the surrounding community—
over the entire lifecycle of the building.  It also aims to 
incorporate sustainability at every step of the building 
process, from the design phase to construction to demolition.  
Sustainable building practices minimise negative impacts to 
society while emphasising environmental, economic, and 
community benefits.   

With good design, green buildings can cost little more or no 
more to build than conventional buildings, and they are less 
expensive to operate and maintain.  There are many simple 
low-cost and no-cost options that can cheaply be 
implemented by builders that will also benefit the community.  
Other practices require a higher initial investment, but will 
recover the expense in the long-term.  Many strategies, 
especially simple ones, can be adopted in Manchester now, 
while others that are more common elsewhere in the world 
will need some time before they are viable.  (For example, the 
market for recycled materials in Jamaica is just beginning to 
develop.)  Still, Manchester can encourage green design and pioneer a shift in thinking toward sustainable 
building.   

Green building by definition covers many different factors, including site selection, urban design, stormwater 
management, energy efficiency, water conservation, and solid waste management.  As such, many actions which 
fall under the umbrella of green building are discussed elsewhere in this plan.   

 

                                                   
73 An electric utility's power transmission and distribution system. 

Reasons to Build Green  
 
Environmental benefits 
• Protect ecosystems and biodiversity 
• Improve air and water quality 
• Reduce waste 
• Conserve natural resources 
 
Economic benefits 
• Reduce costs, especially energy costs 
• Improve occupant productivity 
• Create and expand markets for 

sustainable products and services 
• Optimise life-cycle economic 

performance 
• Enhance local economy 
 
Social benefits 
• Improve occupant comfort and health 
• Enhance aesthetic qualities 
• Strengthen communities 
• Rediscover local heritage 
• Improve overall quality of life 
 
Adapted from U.S. EPA website. 
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Green design can also be affordable.  This housing development in Acapulco, Mexico 
was built in the vernacular style using local materials and labour from the community.  
Traditional architecture in Mexico—as in Jamaica—already utilises elements like open 
windows and shaded entrances to make houses comfortable without air conditioning.  

 Source:  Sustainable Building Design Book.   

All types of buildings can be designed with green principles.  This forensic lab in San Mateo, California, for instance, incorporates 
recycled building materials, energy efficient equipment, natural lighting, and water conserving fixtures.  It uses sustainable materials 
like bamboo flooring.  The entire roof is covered in solar panels.   

Source:www.recycleworks.org.   

Green design does not have to compromise style or luxury: this house in the Dominican Republic was designed with a layout that takes 
advantage of wind and sunlight to keep the house cool and well-lit.  Tall, slanted ceilings improve ventilation and aid natural lighting.  
Trees planted near the house provide shade.  In addition, the roof collects rainwater for reuse.   

Source:  Sustainable Building Design Book. 
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Site.  Location and site planning can have a large effect on the energy and environmental impacts of a building.  
When building orientation takes advantage of sunlight patterns and prevailing winds, energy demand can be 
reduced significantly.  In Jamaica the sun is close to directly overhead, so windows should be placed mostly on 
the north and south sides.  Buildings should also be designed in response to topography, a major factor in 
Manchester.  Topography can also determine wind patterns, so this should be taken into account as well.  Site 
plans can utilise natural drainage patterns to minimise the need for stormwater interventions.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

This illustrates a potential design for sustainable , 
low- cost housing in Jamaica. The longitudinal 
layout, elevated floor, and window pl acement 
create natural air circulation, eliminating the nee d 
for air conditioning . (Source: Lin, 2004) 

Potential Strategies 
Small buildings – low square footage and small footprint 
Multi-family dwellings 
Building orientation – long side perpendicular to prevailing wind 
Vernacular architecture 
Raised floor for ventilation beneath building 
Green roofs, eco-roofs, and rooftop gardens 

Trees can be strategically planted to direct wind 
patterns.    
Source:  greenbuildings.santa-monica.org 

Green design takes advantage of natural ventilation  to 
reduce the need for air conditioning . 

Source: www.port- 
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Landscaping. A good landscaping plan can help preserve ecosystems, enhance aesthetics, and conserve 
resources.  Plants used should be native to the area, reducing the need for watering.  Trees can shade the 
building to provide a cooling effect and can even be used to direct wind flow.  In addition, an attractive landscape 
plan enhances aesthetics and improves the quality of life for building occupants.   

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Building Form.  The building’s layout should be designed to maximise air flow and take advantage of natural 
daylight, strategies which conserve energy by reducing the need for air conditioning and artificial lights.  For this 
reason, window placement is important, and the use of skylights and slanted ceilings can enhance the effect.  
Windows that can open and are placed high up are good for security reasons as well.  Additionally, an open 
layout is beneficial, since it requires less building material and can easily be adapted to new uses.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Materials.  Construction of conventional buildings consumes large amounts of concrete, wood, metal, ceramic, 
and other materials.  Reducing the amount of materials needed and using more sustainable materials are key 
concepts in green building.  Buildings should be designed to minimise the amount of materials needed, a 
measure which also significantly reduces the cost of construction.  Choice of materials is also important; 
recycled, recyclable, locally produced materials and products made from renewable resources are preferable.   

In Manchester, even a small shift toward use of locally produced materials represents a great economic 
opportunity that would also benefit the environment.  At present, concrete is by far the most used construction 
material.  However, though inexpensive and easily available, conventional concrete is not always the most 
sustainable, as cement production requires large amounts of energy and produces large amounts of carbon 
dioxide, a greenhouse gas.  Moreover, cement must be imported, meaning that much energy is used in transport.   

Instead of using concrete for all parts of all buildings, other materials can be used in many situations. The 
traditional building technique of cut stone uses materials that are locally available, uses little or no energy, is 
sufficiently strong for most applications, is attractive, and, when well-constructed, lasts longer than concrete.  
Furthermore, by employing local skills this technique has the potential to create more jobs.  Another material with 
great potential is bamboo.  As a building material, bamboo is strong, lightweight, versatile, and durable. 

It can be cut to standard lumber sizes (and can comply with the International Building Code) or it can be 
manufactured into flooring or finishing.  Because it grows fast and stocks are quickly replenished, it is one of the 
most sustainable sources of timber.  As bamboo grows well in Manchester, this presents a tremendous economic 
opportunity.  The shift to bamboo construction could spur the creation of an industry that includes bamboo 
cultivation, harvesting, manufacturing, and construction.    

Potential Strategies 
Open, flexible layout – increase natural ventilation and can adapt to new uses without remodeling 
Inner courtyards – maximise window space and provide greenery. 
Window placement – small windows on south side, larger on north.  Shade windows from sun. 
Window choice – use windows that open and let in natural daylight. 
Skylights 
Light shelves 

Potential Strategies 
Minimum impact on site – preserve vegetation, topography 
Utilise natural drainage patterns 
Native vegetation - does not require watering 
Minimise impervious surfaces 
Trees to shade building, especially windows 
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Potential Strategies 
Minimise unneeded design elements – reduce materials used 
Building materials made from recycled products. 
Building materials that are recyclable  
Durable materials and finishes – reduce maintenance costs and overall material use 
Materials and fittings produced in Jamaica 
Sealed concrete as finished floor surface – additional flooring uses more materials 
Bamboo flooring 
Traditional materials like cut stone and Spanish wall 
Light-colored walls and floors 
Light-colored and reflective pavement and roofs 
Paints and finishes that contain minimum VOCs (volatile organic compounds) – improve air quality 
Wood certified by the Forest Stewardship Council or Sustainable Forest Initiative 
 

Bamboo construction does not have to be crude or fl imsy.  This bamboo home in Vietnam is modern, 
comfortable, and durable.  The structural supports (reinforced with steel), siding, and finishes are m ade 
from bamboo.   
Source: www.bambootechnologies.com 

This bamboo floor is both elegant and 
sustainable.  
Source: www.ecotimber.com/flooring. 
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Water Systems.  With an unreliable water supply in Manchester, plumbing systems which conserve water are 
important.  Water catchment systems, greywater systems, and water saving pipes and fixtures are all ways to 
conserve water.  Further discussion of these can be found in the Water Supply section of the plan. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Electrical Systems.  Reducing use of electricity saves money, conserves natural resources, and reduces air 
pollution.  Energy efficient light fixtures and electrical equipment can go a long way toward accomplishing this 
goal.  Even simple steps like strategic placement of lights can save energy.  This topic is discussed in more detail 
in the Energy section of the plan.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cooling Systems. Air conditioning and air circulation systems consume a tremendous amount of energy and 
also contribute to indoor air pollution.  In fact studies have shown that, in many places, indoor air quality is worse 
than outdoor.  Careful selection of cooling equipment can improve occupant health and save energy.  Of course, 
most buildings, if designed for natural ventilation, should not need cooling systems at all.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Construction Phase.  The actual construction of buildings can have a major impact on the surrounding 
environment.  During construction, steps should be taken to control stormwater runoff, reduce pollution, and 
ensure worker safety.  Instead of clearing the entire site, construction activities should disturb the minimum 
amount of land. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Potential Strategies 
Water-saving plumbing fixtures 
Insulated hot water lines 
Rainwater catchments 
Greywater recycling 
Solar water heaters 
 

Potential Strategies 
Efficient lighting spacing 
Energy-efficient light fixtures 
Energy-efficient appliances 
Highly efficient electrical equipment 
Daylight and occupant sensors to control lights 
Digital control systems to control energy use 
Solar energy 

Potential Strategies 
Separate outdoor air intakes from pollution sources, including exhaust from building 
High-quality insulation 
Filter air ventilation – reduce indoor air pollution 
Timed, energy-saving thermostats 
Avoid CFCs and HCFs (chlorofluorocarbons and hydro-chlorofluorocarbons) in cooling equipment – these 
compounds deplete the ozone layer 
 

Potential Strategies 
Local labour for construction 
Minimise disturbance to site during construction 
Stormwater management during construction phase 
Use precut material – the manufacturers optimise for cost and thus minimise waste 
Reduce worker exposure to pollution 
Demolition plan that maximises reuse and recycling of building materials 
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5.12.1.1 Actions 

1. Organise workshops to raise awareness and educate people about green design and building practices.  Two 
types of workshops are needed: general interest sessions for the public to introduce the concept of green design, 
and technical workshops to educate designers and developers about strategies they can use.   

2. Create informational material on green buildings that is available to developers and the general public.  Material 
should include simple brochures that introduce the concept as well as a detailed guide for developers outlining 
how to adopt green design principles.  The materials, especially brochures, should emphasise the economic 
benefits to the consumer.   

3. Establish a partnership with NCU (or other interested institutions) to develop a demonstration green building 
program.  One of the institution’s new buildings could be designed with sustainable building principles.  NCU 
could actively promote the concept of green building by publicising and giving tours of the model building.   

4. Require that new buildings make maximum use of natural daylight and ventilation through building layout and 
window placement and selection.   

5. Require new buildings to use low-flow toilets and shower-heads and efficient plumbing.  A standard should be 
established, but this standard should be flexible as technologies change.   

6. Require new buildings to use energy-efficient light fixtures, appliances, and electrical equipment.  Specific 
standards should be set, but should be flexible according to best available technology.   

7. Strongly encourage designs for new development to make use of building orientation and layout that maximise 
natural ventilation and daylight while minimising heat absorption.   

8. Train staff that handles building inspections and development approvals in the principles of green building design.    

9. Create an incentives program for green building.  The program would have a sustainability rating system for new 
development; buildings that meet the criteria will be eligible for a package of incentives, which may include 
reduced property taxes, reduced development application fees, reduced electricity and water rates, faster 
development approval, and free design guidance.   

 

5.13 Development Control 

Development control is the process through which the Council determines whether a proposal for development 

should be granted planning permission, taking into account the development plan and any other material 
considerations. The greatest obstacle facing the Manchester Parish Council is a combination of its outdated 
regulations and laws and lack of technical human resource. There is an adequate amount of development 
regulations in existence, but these have proven futile with the inability to properly enforce them. Additionally, the 
lack of enforcement has also been attributed to outdated fine systems, in situations where the fees or fines for 
non-compliance are too small to deter developers from choosing to violate the regulations and guidelines. In the 
last ten-years, Manchester has seen tremendous physical growth in the areas of housing construction and 
commercial establishments. The continuous development of housing, predominantly single-family units, have 
been owing to a large influx of returning residents to the Parish, the National Housing Co-operations (National 
Housing Trust) and resettlement programmes by the bauxite and alumina companies (WINDALCO and 
ALPART).  

Manchester is one of the fastest growing Parishes in Jamaica and the Manchester Parish Council receives 
several hundred building and subdivision applications on an annual basis. Currently, approximately fifty percent 
(50%) of all new developments in the Parish receive formal development approval from the Parish Council, but 
regardless, this number is still too low reflecting the inability of fines to encourage compliance on the part of 
developers. However, an estimated fifty percent (50%) of potential developers or future homeowners make the 
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effort to seek building approval, this is usually as a result of their need to access a financial institution loan or a 
National Housing Trust loan to either build or expand their housing unit/s, commercial complex, and so on.  

The occurrence of illegal developments in the Parish has also been blamed on the time period to receive a formal 
development approval. This lengthy process to approve or sanction specific development plans is sometimes the 
result of the separate centrally based agencies or organisations involved before approval can be granted by the 
Local Authority. Over the years this has proven to be a deterrent factor for most prospective applicants, 
especially large-scale developers.  

There has been some distortion of the 
planning processes due to a lack of 
public knowledge on the subject and 
also a large number of persons is 
unaware of the right they have to make 
a protest of a proposed development in 
there area within seven days of the 
developer posting the By-law declaring 
his/her intention for a specific 
development. In the past four years, the 
Planning Department of the Manchester 
Parish Council has attempted to 
educate the public on the processes 
and agencies involved in the planning 
approval process through the creation 
of brochures and posters. This has 
helped to a marginal extent, but the 
larger public is still aware of how the 
formal approval process is undertaken 
from submission to approval or refusal.  

Having the public educated on the correct procedure is also important and advantageous for the Council, as not 
only does it cut down on potential illegal developments in the Parish, but it also gets citizens involved in effective 
community policing. As a result of the significant amount of building development in the Parish of Manchester, it 
would be impractical for the Parish Council to identify all potential breaches of planning control, without the 
assistance of a large number of enforcement building officers and this would come at significant cost. Therefore it 
is vital to foster greater public involvement through a written, telephone or email complaint that can lead to 
potential or prospective enforcement investigations.  

5.13.1 Actions 

1. Create a by-law that requires customers to have a development approval permit from the Manchester Parish 
Council in order to access utility services, including electricity, water, and telephone services.  Without this 
permit, customers will not be able to access these utilities. 

2. Include a representative from each relevant national agency (e.g. NWC, NEPA, WRA, etc.) in Manchester Parish 
Council meetings to advise the approval process, rather than sending plans to Kingston for approval.  Ensure that 
the Parish Council staff is well versed in all development issues so that plans do not need to be reviewed by 
national agencies.  All resources provided by national agencies should be available at the Parish level.  The 
Department of Local Government, and the Ministry of Land and Environment will write an MOU with the other 
agencies. 

3. Revise the signage requirements for new developments with the following requirements: 

4. Signs must include comprehensive development information, including:  name and contact of developer, 
architect, engineers, and contractor; type of development, total floor area, building height, drawing of proposed 

A Stop Notice was served by the Manchester Parish C ouncil on this 
commercial development in Mandeville. 
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building, expected completion date, and contact information for Parish Council and the watchdog group (a 
recommendation to develop a land-use planning watchdog group is provided above).   

� Certain developments will require a sign (not all developments will require a sign) 

� All signs must be visible.   

5. Re-evaluate the fine system for development non-compliance, including examination of Certificates of 
Completion, and include a mechanism to ensure that the fine structure keeps pace with inflation.  These fines are 
contained under the Town and Country Planning Act and Parish Council Building Act. 

6. Create an independent, non-governmental 
watchdog group, with consideration of local 
knowledge and needs, to inform and make 
recommendations to the Manchester 
Parish Council’s development approval 
staff and to ensure that existing regulations 
are enforced, e.g. parking requirements, 
solid waste collection, access for 
emergency vehicles, delivery vehicles etc.  
The group will review the development 
plans, environmental impact assessments, 
etc. of non-conforming developments (i.e. 
developments in progress that the Parish 
Council and group members can clearly 
identify as being in violation of regulations) 
and/or developments that the public is 
concerned about.   

7. Encourage the assistance of the general public through a public campaign initiative. This will prove to be a crucial 
component to the success of planning enforcement actions of the Manchester Parish Council. 

8. Train members of the Manchester Parish Council planning department in Geographic Information System (GIS) 
skills, specifically the areas of modelling and forecasting, on an as-needed basis.   

9. Propose the conducting of building inspections with the assistance of certified engineers and architects to certify 
the structural integrity of a specific development (for up to 5 years). This will help to address the Manchester 
Parish Council’s problem of understaffing in the Roads and Works Department and also create additional time to 
conduct other inspections and monitoring. 

11. The Manchester Parish Council should propose as a requirement for building applicants to submit site-plans of a 
proposed structure/s or development/s to be vetted prior to the submission of the finalised detailed building 
drawings. The site-plan design will highlight the location of a surface or underground storage water tank, the 
intended layout of access roads for construction vehicles, proposed setbacks from roads to the actual building, 
existing vegetation (trees, shrubs, plants, etc.) and the trees selected for removal and the location of replacement 
trees. For properties in close proximity of an eco-sensitive area, a buffer zone and proposed fencing or partition 
should additionally be included. No clearing of the prospective site should begin without obtaining a permit and 
approval from the Local Authority that stipulates that the proposed site plans have met the prerequisites outlined 
by the Local Authority and the owner or developer can now continue with the proposed detailed building 
drawings.

Proposed signage requirements for new developments wit h 
rendering of proposed structure. 
Drawing by: © Erez Gitai  Sign design by: Manchester PDC 
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5.14 Disaster Mitigation and Management 

5.14.1 Natural Disasters 

Today’s Manchester becomes increasingly vulnerable to natural disasters due to the rapid urbanisation, 

concentration of populations in various town centres and communities and increasing rates of economic and 
social development. The occurrence of a natural disaster is the combination of a natural hazard (namely an 
earthquake, landslide, hurricane, etc.) and human activities (such as deforestation, mining, building construction, 
etc.). The outcome of human vulnerability is usually caused by the lack of an appropriate emergency 
management system leading to losses in both private and public buildings, finance and human lives. The 
consequential loss is heavily dependent on the capacity of the affected population to support or resist the 
disaster. Essentially, disasters happen when hazards encounter vulnerability. A natural disaster will never occur 
in areas that are without some level of vulnerability; case in point, flooding in uninhabited areas of Manchester. 
Arguably the term ‘natural’ can never be classified as such, as these disastrous events are neither hazards nor 
disasters without man’s or anthropogenic intervention. The nature of the hazard itself is one that can be 
measured based on the degree of loss, such as the threat to human life, individual buildings and so on.  

Manchester is mostly plagued by the threat of 
hurricanes, flooding in low-lying areas 
(predominantly in Central and South Manchester), 
storm surges, landslides, and earthquakes. In 2002, 
the communities of Porus and Harmons were 
severely affected by the rains of May to June; 
numerous other areas of the Parish also 
experienced disruption and damage. Although some 
of the areas throughout the Parish were naturally 
flood-prone areas, several were influenced by the 
vast removal of natural vegetation (deforestation) 
due to various human activities (agriculture, mining, 
residential developments, etc). Manchester has a 
history of construction taking place over sinkholes 
and the results of this have led to either flooding or 
collapse of buildings. Hurricane Ivan of September 
2004 devastated both the coastal areas of the 
Parish as well as the hilly interiors. Many structures 
in the urban and rural areas suffered damages in 
the form of roof leakage and or loss, loss of utility 
lines, loss of trees and damages to roadways. Town 
centres such as Mandeville were significantly 
affected and the scars of that event still remain at 
present. 

The Manchester Parish Council has recently 
undertaken mitigation efforts using Geographic 
Information System (GIS) to map areas previously 
flooded during hurricanes and torrential rainfall to 
potentially better inform prospective developers in these areas and additionally to effectively plan evacuation 
routes for residents in not necessarily low-lying zones, but those areas that experience flooding on a periodic 
basis. The Local Authority has also taken the initiative to map depressions across the terrain of the Parish to 
potentially highlight these locations as ‘no build zones’.   

Water from heavy showers take over this roadway in a 
district of the Porus DA. 
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5.14.1.1 Actions 

1. Enhance and develop spatial planning and land management efforts to assist in the prevention of natural hazards 
at the local level. This will require a more dynamic and involved role on the part of the Local Authority to support 
a sustainable settlement development and a sustainable land use plan that both scrutinises a proposed 
development measuring it against the possibility of an environmental disaster and simultaneously protecting the 
interests of the private and public stakeholder and or investor.  

2. Propose the designation of no-build zones in disaster-prone areas of Manchester.  This will be supplemented by 
the continued identification of all disaster-prone or potentially vulnerable areas and will then be classified as no-
build zones.  The use of GIS mapping and the establishment of a tracking database will be vital to the success of 
this endeavour. This information will be published and entrenched in legislation under the Town and Country 
Planning Act and the Forestry Act.   

Make reference to the sections on Water: Stormwater Management; Preserving Eco-sensitive Areas: Forest, Wetlands, 
Coral Reefs; Replenishing the Natural Vegetation: Tree replanting, Tree Preservation, Firebreaks.  
 

5.14.2 Man-made Disasters  

The impacts of human alteration to the natural and existing ecosystems 
have resulted in several widespread and long-lasting consequences 
evident throughout Manchester. The expansive natural forest cover has 
been cleared and uprooted over the many decades to make way or to 
forcibly accommodate bauxite mining, quarrying, agriculture and new 
and proposed housing, commercial, institutional and industrial 
developments that fail to practice or encourage methods that lessen the 
potential impact on the natural environment.   

The severe creation of ‘push’ factors due to flooding for instance has 
resulted in human migration and resettlement to other areas of the 
Parish. This in itself puts a strain on the economy of the area and creates 
the need for increase and or improvements in pre-existing social 
infrastructure and amenities (schools, jobs, transportation routes, etc). 
Areas in Alligator Pond in the last few years have experienced increases 
in storm surges and the removal of the sand dunes has not made the 
problem any better. Illegal housing developments (squatting) along the 
coastline with substandard building materials have also increased the 
vulnerability of inhabitants to the area. 

Loss and possible extinction of a number of unique flora and fauna have been attributed to habitat destruction 
and fragmentation. In some cases, many animals have migrated to other areas, which may have resulted in 
increased numbers in a specific animal population further putting stress on the existing carrying capacity of an 
area. 

Solid waste and its disposal are becoming one of the pressing issues of man-made disasters, bringing with it 
problems such as the pollution of precious groundwater, surface water systems (rivers, streams), wetlands and 
mangroves and the devastation of coastal ecosystems inclusive of coral reefs (Alligator Pond area) and potential 
tourist attractions such as bathing beaches. The improper disposal of plastic containers and chemicals 
(agricultural products, paints, oils, etc) has created breeding grounds for mosquitoes and has increased the 
number of aquatic plant life due to the high levels of nutrient in the surface waters.  

Over-fishing has been an island-wide phenomenon and the lasting effects are reflective of the daily catch of the 
local fishermen in Alligator Pond, South Manchester. The destructive and illegal practices of dynamite fishing, 
spear-fishing and using nets and fish pots below the required standard have led to reduced nurseries and 
fisheries and remnants of coral reefs that were once vibrant with marine biodiversity. The increased erosion of 

Push and Pull Factors 
 
The push factor involves a force, 
which acts to drive people away 
from a place, and the pull factor is 
what draws them to a new location. 
 
Push Factors  include: 
Unemployment 
Crime & Violence  
Lack of basic amenities 
Severe drought, flooding, fire, etc 
 
Pull Factors  include: 
Job opportunities 
Better educational opportunities 
Affordable housing 
Adequate water supply, electricity, 
etc 
Religious or political tolerance 
Cultural diversity 
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the existing sandy beaches and dunes in the area has suffered because of the destruction of its natural barriers. 

Overall man-made disasters are the result of man’s misuse and destruction of the natural environment and the 
over-exploitation of resources.  

Disasters are limited by scale or magnitude and affect vulnerable areas. So logically, when areas are made less 
vulnerable it eliminates the occurrence of any man-made disasters. Therefore, all efforts should be made on the 
part of all who live and work in Manchester, namely: Local Authority, businesses, schools, developers, private 
and public entities and communities. This approach will eventually create an area that has the resilience to 
overcome any potential disaster.  

5.14.2.1 Actions 

1. Ensure the structural integrity of buildings prior to being built, specifically those buildings located on fault lines, 
low-lying areas or moderately steep slopes vulnerable to various natural disasters. This will be done using 
adequate safeguards to civil engineering structures (seismic engineering) and a proper risk assessment of 
potential disaster. 

2. Create an inventory of major buildings liable to damage. This will require the participation of the general public. 
The benefits of this exercise will also help to enhance public safety. 

3. Promote the protection of human life and property in urban and rural areas through examination of potential 
climate change and the short and long-term risks of potential disasters. For example, the flooding in Harmon’s, 
Manchester that has led to damage of property, resettlement and loss of livelihoods. 

4. Continue to promote and develop risk management and hazard mapping in Manchester. This will ensure that the 
Local Authority knows the areas prone to specific disasters and the information made available to the public. 

Make reference to the sections on Water: Stormwater Management; Preserving Eco-sensitive Areas: Forest, 
Wetlands, Coral Reefs; Replenishing the Natural Vegetation: Tree replanting, Tree Preservation, Firebreaks; 
Waste Management. 

5.14.3 Deforestation  

The increase in the rates of deforestation has been largely due to the deliberate removal of tree cover for 
agricultural purposes (shifting cultivators who practice slash-and-burn), urban development, bauxite mining, 
quarrying, and the development of transportation infrastructure, furniture making and the use as fuel.  
Deforestation has also been attributed to slow efforts in the past and present to reforest areas in Manchester.  

Due to this practice, significant reduction and complete elimination in native biodiversity has been experienced. 
Increased soil erosion and faster movements of surface run-off are accompanying negatives of this phenomenon. 
Manchester has suffered the alteration of thousands of acres of natural vegetation cover that sadly will never be 
recovered through any replanting efforts that maybe attempted by any entity.  

The ground water and surface water systems have experienced reduction in volume along with increased 
sedimentation and or silting. Soil moisture content has been diminished and rainfall has become irregular in 
certain communities within the Parish due to the inability of the existing bare landscape to intercept, retain, and 
transport rainfall. The quicker movement of the water over the terrain has the potential of resulting in flash 
flooding and this has been seen in various sections of Manchester especially in the last decade. 

Forest systems have a large number of benefits to both man and the environment and should be used wisely and 
the removal procedures must be measured carefully to maintain the balance of the area. The many long-term 
gains of forested lands include carbon storage and the removal of pollutants such as carbon monoxide from the 
atmosphere. Trees are also valued for their beauty and the potential to be marketed as a tourist attraction (for 
e.g. Canoe Valley Area). See also, Tourism section. 
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5.14.3.1 Actions  

1. Promote the overall preservation and adequate reforestation of forested lands in the Parish of Manchester. These 
areas will help to enhance both the natural and the built environment by fusing more open spaces (wooded 
areas) with specific structural developments such as large housing developments. Additionally and most 
importantly as it regards disaster mitigation, these vegetated lands will capture and monitor surface run-off flow. 
This fusion will also make Manchester a more livable space and extremely appealing to potential tourists. See 
also the section on Growing and Diversifying the Economy: Tourism. 

Make reference to the sections on Preserving Eco-sensitive Areas and Replenishing the Natural Vegetation. 

5.14.4 Flooding  

Flood occurs when an area of usually low-lying lands becomes covered or submerged in some cases extremely 
by water. There are three types of flooding that can occur, the first is the overflow of rivers, then the rising of 
ground water leading to ponding and overland flow and finally, flash flooding attributable to natural and manmade 
drainage systems. From data gathered by Office of Disaster Preparedness and Emergency Management 
(ODPEM) and the Manchester Parish Council, it was found that a number of areas flooded or were susceptible or 
prone to flooding. In 2004, following the events of Hurricane Ivan, some of the areas flooded across the Parish 
were sections of Alligator Pond and Canoe Valley (along the South Coast Road), Brumalia Road, Newleigh, 
Greenvale, Waltham and Williamsfield.  

Throughout the various Development 
Areas of the Parish, the local residents 
have expressed their concerns over 
flooding occurrences in the past and the 
potential for future floods, whilst on the 
other hand, many communities seem 
unconcerned, as it is not a major issue 
in a majority of the densely inhabited 
areas of Manchester. The flood rains of 
2002 significantly devastated the quiet 
and humble Harmon’s community 
causing lands and everything on them 
to be submerged for over five months 
before the waters receded. More than 
44 hectares (109 acres) were inundated 
and the maximum depth of the water 
(excluding the mined out areas) was a 
total of 3m (10 feet). This area has a 
history of flooding that goes as far back 
as the year 1917 and again in 1933 

where high total annual rainfall was recorded. Fast-forward to mid-2005, just over seven decades later the 
Harmon’s Valley experienced the rising of water with contributions from Hurricanes Dennis and Emily; this 
resulted in the community being separated into three sections by waters.  

The typical effects associated with flooding often include physical damage to buildings due to floodwaters and in 
some extreme cases the inducing of landslides. The next outcome is the loss of life, whether it is people and or 
livestock as a result of drowning. This can then lead to epidemics and diseases such as an outbreak of diarrhoeal 
diseases. Water supplies get contaminated due mostly to dead livestock and septic systems and pit latrines; 
potable water then becomes increasingly scarce. It is the drinking of this contaminated water and a potential 
breeding ground for mosquitoes that are the chief sources of disease outbreaks. In the agricultural sector, 
flooding has been known to destroy large acres of crops and food supplies and this invariably creates a shortage 
and an increase in the demand for food. 

The history of flooding in Porus dates back to the early 1900s. 
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Flooding remains persistent in Manchester as watershed areas continue to be destroyed by the clearing of lands 
for various purposes as highlighted throughout specific sections of the plan (see the chapter entitled Cool, Clean, 
Green). The clogging of natural drainage systems such as sinkholes or depressions due to human activities 
(namely construction) has been an illegal practice as reported by the Manchester Parish Council and the end 
results have been the redirecting of surface runoff into other settlement areas. With the inconsistency in 
maintenance services and the upgrading of drainage infrastructure there emerges a greater free-flow of water 
especially along roadways and in housing developments (see also the section, Cool, Clean, Green: Water: 
Stormwater Management).  

Some developers have failed to anticipate future trends in 
population and as such have fallen short in creating new 
specifications for drainage systems that can accommodate 
the runoff from hard surfaces for instance that are 
generated by individual property (residential, commercial, 
etc). The lack of enforcement on the part of the 
Manchester Parish Council has been mainly attributed to a 
lack of human resources to effectively monitor 
developments throughout this vast Parish. This has 
however led to houses being illegally constructed in areas 
with a history of flooding, areas that are low-lying or in the 
path of a natural drainage system and in some cases 
houses have been built on top of natural sinkholes that 
have been dumped up by developers. These houses, 
having bypassed the formal approval system, lack the 
structural engineering to withstand the event of floodwaters. In the last few years, there have been reports of 
housing developments being built in locations with a history of flooding. The Local Authorities lack the power to 
stop proposed developments in areas such as these, as some exemptions are granted to housing agencies or 
entities under the existing Housing Act. 

The need for more sustainable approaches and best practices need to be examined to tackle this topic across 
the Parish and greater public awareness needs to be promoted. With the increasing trends of large-scale housing 
construction set to continue, better and more careful analysis must be taken on the part of developers to offset 
that which may be produced by 
any future increase in population 
of a specific area. Ensuring the 
safety of all Manchester’s citizens 
is vital to the longevity of any 
community and therefore that 
alone should be the driving factor 
to unearth innovative ideas to 
combat and mitigate the event of 
flooding.  

5.14.4.1 Actions 

1. Create a Flood and Coastal 
Defence Strategy Plan for high-
risk areas of Manchester. In the 
low-lying areas of Alligator Pond 
for instance, a good strategy will 
help to enhance the natural 
environment and boost the 
potential for tourism and 

Manchester has the lowest recording of flood events  when compared to the 
rest of Jamaica (between 1884-2000).  
Source: University of Mona, West Indies, Jamaica 

 

Houses in Amsterdam, the Netherlands along a 
canal built on stilts.  
Source: http://bispham2.mysite.wanadoo-members.co.uk/amsterdam/ 
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recreation possibilities. The preservation of sand dunes in this area of the Parish can be vital in protecting the 
land from the effect of recent and future climate change, potential sea level rise, storm surges and worst case 
scenario, tsunamis. The planting of dune plants (native) has the potential to strengthen these giant sand dunes 
and should help to build them up.  

2. Explore and invest in sustainable defence mechanisms. This will involve examining possible sources of 
(government and private) funding for both flood and coastal defence mechanisms and the designation of 
responsibilities to an organisation or the Local Authority geared towards maintenance of these structures.  

3. Propose an evacuation plan for communities. This will involve the identification of alternative road routes in and 
out of the areas in times of flood. The utilisation of the Geographic Information System (GIS) will be very effective 
to outline proposed routes based on past flood data of roads previously flooded during times of heavy rainfall. 

4. Encourage and support the mapping of flood prone 
areas in Manchester. The GIS technology should 
also be used to generate computer flood 
simulations based on rainfall amounts for example. 

5. Ensure that no future large–scale developments be 
allowed in areas with a history of flooding. This will 
be regularised and enforced through the Local 
Authority (Manchester Parish Council).  

6. Promote the construction of structures engineered 
to survive the forces of a flood. Structures should 
be constructed on an elevated area whether natural 
or man-made. Houses particularly can be designed 
to be built on stilts to provide much needed height 
from ground level.  

7. Promote public education that examines all facets 
of flooding to all residents, with an emphasis on 
those residing in identified high-risk areas of the 
Parish.  

8. Encourage and ensure the preservation of eco-sensitive areas in Manchester. These areas of importance include 
coral reefs, mangroves, wetlands and sea grass systems. See also, Cool, Clean, Green: Preserving Eco-
sensitive Areas. 

9. Encourage and implement best practices and approaches in flood control. This will examine all facets including 
the following: flood reduction, diversion and proofing. See also, Cool, Clean, Green: Water: Stormwater 
Management; Preserving Eco-sensitive Areas; and Replenishing the Natural Vegetation. 

5.14.5 Fire prevention 

The impacts of fires are far-reaching. Fires devastate livelihoods, ecosystems and landscapes. Wild land fires 
are predominantly caused by human activities due to unrestrained usage of fire for various purposes including 
the clearing of forest and woodland for agriculture, the maintenance of grasslands for cattle and goat rearing, the 
mining of natural resources (bauxite, marl, limestone, etc), structural developments (residential, commercial, 
industrial, institutional), resettlement programmes, recreational developments, charcoal production, rubbish 
clearance, and so forth. With this in mind, any good fire management plan or initiative therefore requires a more 
integrated, multi-sectoral, multi-stakeholder and holistic approach.  

In Jamaica, fire prevention has targeted ignition sources and has been reducing them through campaigns to 
improve general public awareness, enforcement of legislation, and improvements in techniques in control of 
existing fire. The extent of collaboration to undertake fire management is heavily dependent on the size of 
specific areas and the amount of organisations or bodies engaged. The Mandeville Fire Brigade has a tank with a 
20,000 gallons capacity to help fill their trucks on site; this also allows them the luxury of having a reserved 
supply in case of a fire emergency, should the main water be on lock-off. Despite this, there is still the problem of 

A concept drawing of a concrete stilt house that ca n be 
constructed in low-lying areas of Manchester.  
Design by: Phil Rodriques © 
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sourcing water after leaving the fire station; there is a large number of functioning fire hydrants across 
Manchester, the problem however are the constant lack of a satisfactory water supply in the existing mains and 
drought affected storage tanks especially in more remote areas of the Parish. This is a common dilemma across 
the island and this in itself contributes to the potential loss of lives and the extent of damage suffered by a 
building or property.  

The loss of human life and buildings and property are affected by fire damage attributable to a number of factors, 
including a building’s lack of proper access and exit (especially public buildings), narrow stairwells, the absence 
of fire escapes, lack of fire safety mechanisms (fire extinguishers, smoke alarms, exit signs), and the use of 
flammable-building materials. It is well known that the planning for fire protection in and around a building 
involves an integrated systems approach that will allow the designer to analyse the entire building’s components 
as a total building fire safety system package. The building analysis entails far more than code compliance or 
meeting the legal prerequisites for protecting a proposed structure. For that reason it is essential to be innovative 
and efficient in combining the code requirements with additional fire safety measures as well as other design 
approaches to realise a balanced design that will provide the ideal levels of safety.    

Agricultural lands are threatened 
mostly in times of drought because of 
the occurrence of bush fires brought 
on by the dry atmosphere conditions. 
Farm lands are also faced with the 
bad practice of slash and burn by 
traditional farmers in which cases 
these fires end up getting out of 
control and spread towards other 
neighbouring farming properties 
where damages become extensive 
and the negative effects multiply. 
Forest ecosystems (flora and fauna) 
have also suffered from the fires 
started by local residents and the 
results have been the loss of native 
plants and animals. The lack of 
proper monitoring of areas rich in 
biodiversity has been our undoing 
and the outcomes have been 
increased soil erosion, rise in 

temperatures, droughts, habitat fragmentation and migration of some animals and birds.  

From a health perspective, the inhalation of hot smoke (generated by industries such as Kirkvine Works, burning 
buildings, bushfires, etc) has been known to induce devastating effects on the respiratory systems and heart 
conditions in fire victims. There are three main problems related to smoke inhalation, namely: heat damage, 
asphyxiation74 and the irritation of the lung tissues. Chronic diseases such as asthma are associated with smoke 
inhalation and are a prevalent problem for citizens that are within close proximity of such sources. 

Every effort should be made to make the towns and communities of Manchester safer and healthier places to live 
by beginning with preventing fires in the homes. It is therefore vital to engage the community through public 
education on the prevention and methods of combating fires.   

5.14.5.1 Actions 

1. Prevent fires through damage minimisation efforts. The use of more fire resistant building materials (concrete, 
brick, stone, fire-resistant glass), the installation of sprinkler systems in high-rise and massive buildings (factories, 

                                                   
74 This occurs when the body fails to get sufficient supplies of oxygen to the tissues. 

The Mandeville Fire Station has some of the most de dicated fire-fighters 
in the country. 
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schools, etc.) and less flammable furniture and other equipments will assist in the reduction of fire damage. Filling 
or gas stations should have reserved water tanks on site with fire hose. 

2. Promote ‘Preparedness Against Home Fires’ through a 
public education project. Encouraging families or 
households to create their personal fire plan for their 
homes will help to reduce casualties and extensive 
structural damage. The household fire plan should include 
the identification of at least two potential exits, location of 
fire extinguishers, the regular checking and changing of 
batteries for smoke alarms or detectors and a first aid kit. 
This will help to promote the realisation of a safer and 
more secure life.  

3. Promote the development and use of low-cost and handy 
home fire alarm devices. This will include visual alarm 
signalling devices to ensure the safety of the hearing 
impaired, or as a backup for the probable failure of the 
audible alarm systems. 

4. Design residential buildings with uncomplicated layouts 
that enable firefighters to locate an area quickly. This will 
be accomplished through effective room layout, hallway 
and stairway designs. 

5. Protect heritage sites and buildings by creating site-specific Fire Management Plans. This will look at the 
installation of fire safety devices and other mechanisms that may include sprinkler systems, fire extinguishers and 
smoke detectors. To ensure the safety of potential tourists strategic exit points should be identified. (Make 
reference to the section on Cultural Heritage) 

6. Promote and educate local farmers on the benefits of planting greenbelts and creating man-made ponds to aid in 
wildfire mitigation and fighting. (Make reference to the section on Cool, Clean, Green: Maintaining and 
Conserving our Environment: Water: Rainwater Harvesting) 

7. Aim to achieve long-term forest fire prevention based on local communities’ active participation in planning, 
implementation and evaluation. This will be done through the creation of Fire Operation and Fire Protection 
Plans. 

8. Encourage and enhance a greater level of inter-agency collaboration that should increase the effectiveness of fire 
prevention and control. In an attempt to facilitate cooperation, standard protocols and operational procedures 
should be developed in the instances where these do not exist.  

9. Utilise the GIS as a tool to map the areas of Manchester most frequently affected by bush fires during the dry 
seasons (a bushfire-prone zone). The mapping of a bushfire-prone zone will be an excellent guide for the types 
of future developments in these areas. 

10. Make reference to the section on Replenishing the Natural Vegetation: Firebreaks/fire roads; and Land Use 
Planning: Waste Management. 

5.14.6 Soil Degradation: Desertification 

Desertification is perhaps one of the most frightening global processes of environmental degradation. With the 
large demands created by increasing populations that settle on lands for the cultivation of crops and the rearing 
of animals (locally in Manchester cattle and goat herding are most common) the major impacts have been the 
loss of biodiversity, loss of productive capability of lands and valuable grazing lands.  

As a result of bad farming practices namely slash and burn and overgrazing of livestock desertification becomes 
more and more prevalent. The issues of desertification were once thought to be a natural phenomenon of 
advancing deserts in distant developing countries such as the regions of Africa. However, desertification is more 

Combat Automatic Fire Extinguishing 
System (CAFES) 

This device can be widely applied at parking garages, 
generator rooms, boiler rooms and other locations 
where any inflammable liquid is placed. It is also 
effective in highly dangerous buildings or installations 
such as dangerous warehouses, powder plants, oil 
refineries, oil tank areas, oil carriers, gas stations, 
offshore oil production platforms, chemical plants, 
metallurgical enterprises, plane warehouses and 
transformer rooms. 

Foam/Water Spray 
Automatic Fire 
Extinguishing 
System.  

Source: 
www.steelgascylinder.com 
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about the degradation of lands mostly the result of anthropogenic factors and the effects of climate change. 
Statistics reveal that this phenomenon plagues one third of the earth’s surface and a total of roughly a billion 
people (one sixth of the world’s population). In addition, it presents potentially overwhelming consequences as it 
regards expenditure in both the social and economic sectors.  

The three main factors that influence desertification involves a combination of climatic change, increase in 
animals or livestock and population growth and movement. From a climatic standpoint, with less rainfall and 
increased drought come harsher conditions such as loss of soil moisture and the drying up of surface water 
systems in extreme cases (rivers, springs, and water holes). This further leads to the dying of existing vegetation 
including trees, shrubs and grasses. The loss of this protective vegetation cover results in more intensive soil 
erosion as the soil is left exposed to bare the full brunt of the weather elements (rainfall and winds). When the 
rain falls it washes away the topsoil and the rate of surface run-off is also accelerated leading to increased levels 
of sedimentation in nearby rivers. This increase in the sediment level in the riverbeds potentially leads to flooding. 
Global warming brings with it higher temperatures, increased evaporation (moisture loss) and reduced 
condensation75, which all contribute to lesser rainfall amounts and raises the occurrence of desertification. 

Arguably, overgrazing caused by an area’s inability to support a particular number of animals (carrying capacity) 
has inevitably depleted soils of their nutrients, stripped lands of their total vegetation cover (that help to bind the 
soil) and soils have been compacted due to the constant pounding of the animal grazers. The reduction in the 
percolation rate of soils again adds to increased surface run-off and loss of rainfall to replenish underground 
aquifers. The vegetation loss in a specific area cannot re-establish itself and therefore it requires man-made 
intervention for the restoration of native flora (see also, Replenishing the Natural Vegetation). 

The continued growth in population (high birth rates and low death rates) and movement (migration and 
resettlement) of people has led to increased developments 
and the intensified use of lands and resources for various 
purposes (urbanisation). Most civilisations have changed 
traditional farming methods in their history to maximise 
crop production and yield to guarantee food security for its 
population and in the process, developed bad and illegal 
farming practices that led to the destruction of natural 
forests and grasslands. The over-cultivation and excessive 
use of artificial fertilisers (agrochemicals) have reduced 
soil fertility levels and have left the soil exposed as 
sustainable farming techniques (organic farming) fail to be 
utilised by most local farmers. The collection of firewood is 
still a necessity in some rural and isolated areas of 
Manchester and this reduces the vegetation helping to 
increase the risk of soil erosion; this in the long-term is 
contributable to the issue of desertification.  

Manchester experienced a boost in structural 
developments in areas of housing, industry and 
commercial enterprises after the advent of the bauxite 
industry to the Parish bringing with it a much needed local 
economy, but negatively destroying the natural resources 
especially the vegetative cover and putting a greater 
demand on existing water supply. Knowing and 
maintaining the carrying capacity of any area is vital, 
because if the number of people is exceeded, the entire 

                                                   
75 Condensation is the process whereby water vapour in the atmosphere is returned to its original liquid state. 

Did YOU know? 
 

� Of the world's 5.2 billion hectares of agriculturally 
used drylands, 69 per cent is degraded or 
subject to desertification, according to UNEP. 

� In Africa, 73 per cent of the drylands used for 
agriculture is already degraded; in North 
America, the figure is 74 per cent. 

� World food production must increase by more 
than 75 per cent over the next 30 years to keep 
up with population growth, according to the Food 
and Agriculture Organization of the United 
Nations (FAO). Yet an area about the size of 
China and India combined -- 1.2 billion hectares 
-- has experienced moderate to extreme soil 
deterioration in the past 50 years, mostly in arid 
or semi-arid regions in developing countries. 

� UNEP estimates that desertification costs the 
world US$ 42 billion a year. Of the total, Africa 
loses some US$ 9 billion a year, Asia US$ 21 
billion, North America US$ 5 billion, Australia 
and South America US$ 3 billion each, and 
Europe US$ 1 billion. 

Taken from: Earth Summit+5  
 
URL:http://www.un.org/ecosocdev/geninfo/sustdev/desert.

htm 
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area of land has the potential to deteriorate faster. Deforestation and increased hard surfaces that restrict the 
amount of water that gets into soils is the price paid for a ‘civilised society” and clearly with large-scale erosion 
and loss of soil nutrients emerges the probability of encouraging partial or total desertification. 

At present, desertification is not seen as a peril in places like Manchester, but the reality is, once practices such 
as urbanisation, overcrowding, over-cultivation, deforestation and the general over exploitation of natural 
resources and overgrazing continue to be increasing trends for the future, then it is almost a certainty that soils 
will become dry and counterproductive; erosions will increase, agricultural yields will decline, loss of soil 
organisms, alteration of soil structure, riverbeds will rise and flooding predominantly in surrounding and low-lying 
areas shall take place. Throughout history land degradation was always evident, but today, the signs of 
degradation do not lie in historic or cultural traditions, rather they are rooted in advancements in technology and 
overexploitation on man’s part. 

It is essential that sustainable practices are adopted for instance, practicing proper crop rotation to protect the soil 
(moisture, nutrient level), protecting exposed soils by planting tree fences or green belts (see also, Preserving 
Eco-sensitive Areas: Forest & Replenishing the Natural Vegetation) and promoting more sustainable 
developments with emphasis on design and construction techniques. There is the need for greater public 
awareness to this global problem and as such the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) extended an 
invitation to the General Assembly of the United Nations to consider declaring an international year of deserts 
and desertification and in 2006 the General Assembly declared it the International Year of Deserts and 
Desertification (IYDD). This initiative highlighted the immediate need to tackle desertification and simultaneously 
revealed the implications it would have on the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), especially the ones that 
speak to the eradication of poverty and hunger and ensuring environmental sustainability.  

5.14.6.1 Actions 

1. Raise the general public awareness of Manchester residents concerning the disastrous potential of desertification 
and the implications for the local agricultural sector. The role that each individual, Non-Governmental 
Organisation (NGO), government organisation, private sector and Community Based Organisation (CBO) can 
play should be carefully outlined.  

2. Promoting the practicing of more sustainable farming techniques and improving traditional ones such as crop 
rotation and eliminating monoculture. (See also, Growing and Diversifying the Economy: Agriculture). 

3. Support local reforestation efforts. Ensure that tree-replanting programmes will be effective in the rehabilitation of 
specific areas that are potential zones for expansive soil erosion. (See also, Replenishing the Natural 
Vegetation). 

4. Support environmentally friendly developments. Green buildings are ideal to assist in reducing impacts on the 
natural environment. (Refer to the section on, Green Building).  
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6 Implementation: Putting It into 
Action  

6.1 Implementation Plans/Strategies 

It is essential to recognise that the fundamental factor behind the success of any good development plan is 

heavily dependent on its execution of advisory policies, actions and ideas. The Manchester Local Sustainable 
Development Plan has ensured sustainability, practicality and clarity in the Plan’s proposed policies and actions 
to make putting ideas into action achievable. The Plan indicates the visions of communities within Manchester 
and very clearly indicates actions to address the issues expressed and identified by its citizens. The success of 
any Plan will be heavily dependent on citizens’/stakeholders’ commitments and involvement in the actual 
implementation of suggested ideas. 

 

The following Chapter of the Plan offers an overview of the necessary projects, programmes and studies that can 
be implemented following the adoption of the Manchester Local Sustainable Development Plan. The timeline of 
projects, roles, responsibilities and budgets will have to be considered in more detailed discussions, forums, 
meetings and workshops with all the stakeholders that have been involved in the Plan and additionally 
prospective partners. These are the goals that need to be accomplished to get Manchester to its overall vision for 
the Parish by the year 2030 and beyond: 

 
� Adequate and Affordable Housing � Healthy People and Communities 
� Advancement of Education and Research � Improvement of Education 
� Advancement of Transportation � Land Use 
� Cultural Parish � New Investment Opportunities 
� Development Control � Physical Infrastructure 
� Disaster Prevention and Mitigation � Protected Open Space 
� Energy � Safeguarded People and their Assets 
� Environmental Protection � Tourism Boost 
� Green Building � Transformed Agricultural Sector 

ACTION ACTOR ROLE GOAL BUDGET ($) TIMELINE 
 

Establish and 
promote an 
incentives scheme 
through the 
Manchester Parish 
Council 

 
- Manchester Parish 
Council 
- Dept. of Local Gov. 
- Ministry of Finance 

 
Implementers and 
advocators of 
incentives 

 
Encourage 
applicants to 
consider tile field 
construction  

 
Discretion of MPC 

 
1 month – 6 
months 
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� Growth of Local Businesses � Well-designed Parks  
� Harnessed and Conserved Water Supply � Waste Handling and Reduction 

6.2 The Approval Process 

Improving and modernising the Local Planning and Approval System has been seen as the pathway to 

effectively approving both building and subdivision applications in an efficient manner. This will not only make the 
tracking of applications more systematic, but will encourage individuals to come into the Parish Councils and 
submit their intended applications for development.   

One such system that has been developed for just this purpose is the AMANDA System©. This is a database 
management system utilised in Jamaica to manage the development applications process at the National 
Environment and Planning Agency. The AMANDA System© has proven its efficiency by allowing its intended 
users to track development applications throughout the approval process, positioning the intended application to 
meet the targeted time frame within which the process must meet its completion. Additionally, the system allows 
for the storage of spatial data accompanying each application; thus making the projection to a Geographic 
Information System (GIS) easier.  

In an examination of the strengths of the AMANDA System©, it is thought that its implementation in the Local 
Authorities will make the development applications process more efficient, thus improving service delivery to 
existing and prospective applicants. Finally, it is assumed that having the AMANDA System© in all of the relevant 
agencies involved in the process will further enhance the development applications process.    

Manchester Parish Council is being considered at this point in time to be one of the pilot agencies to begin 
implementing this modernised application system within the approval process. Its accomplishment will be heavily 
dependent on the capacity of the Council’s Planning Department in terms of human resources. Once success 
has been derived, then the remaining Local Authorities may benefit as a direct result. 

 

6.3 Local Governance and Community Participation 

6.3.1 The Manchester Local Authority, Local Government Reform and Decentralisation 

Local governance is arguably a central component of sustainable 

development planning. One of the ways to promote local 
governance is through decentralisation of Central Government and 
the associated agencies and organisations and devolving 
responsibilities to the Local Authorities (Parish Councils). This has 
been the subject of intense deliberation in Jamaica in the last 
decade, owing to the fact that local governance additionally involves 
tackling controversial issues from the grassroots level and the 
sharing of power ultimately between the different levels of 
government.  

The need for greater power by the Local Authorities would 
potentially help them in ensuring that their mandates are properly and efficiently fulfilled. The demand for service 
delivery to local citizens of Manchester is on the increase and therefore the Manchester Parish Council must be 
in a position to follow through with its obligations. Greater flexibility, transparency and accountability are vital if 
the Local Authority has additional powers and responsibilities delegated to them in the future.  

Offices of the Manchester Parish Council, 
Mandeville. 
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6.3.2 Capacity Building at the Manchester Parish Council 

Building capacity and institutional strengthening promote better strategic and integrated approaches. The 
Manchester Parish Council with the assistance of the Manchester Parish Development Committee (PDC) and 
through funding provided by the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) applied for by the Canadian 
Urban Institute (CUI) was able to successfully hire two Planners in 2004 to help with enhancing the Planning 
Department of the Council. This effort in itself contributed to greater efficiency of that department in customer 
relations, management of existing databases, map digitization and creation, and a dramatic increase in revenue 
output as it regarded advertisement application fees. 

Manchester as part of promoting good governance, has for the last few years, shared its experiences with 
various agencies and organisations through networking mechanisms. This has been in an effort to highlight the 
progress achieved locally on the part of both the Manchester Parish Council and the Manchester PDC and the 
results of their many initiatives and strategies to date, be it successes or failures. Networking has proven effective 
and the improved information and data sharing between the Manchester Parish Council and the Manchester PDC 
with other government and non-government bodies is tremendous and invaluable; not only has it enhanced the 
existing local knowledge base, but also, it has helped to eliminate any duplication of efforts; this translates into 
savings on resources (capital, labour force, etc.) and time.  

6.3.3 Community Participation 

Improving local governance must look way beyond the 
transference of responsibilities and roles from Jamaica’s 
Central Government to the Local Government authorities and 
examine social equality (democracy) and the empowerment of 
Manchester’s citizens through intense community participation 
efforts. Manchester comprises of nine (9) Development Areas 
and the Parish in 2001 had an estimated population of just over 
185,000 persons. There continues to be steady growth due to 
current migration trends and lower deaths when compared to 
live births. Rapid urbanisation is also another attribute in 
Manchester’s growth, fuelled by the need for adequate services 
and infrastructure such as housing, education and health care. 
These two factors (population and urbanisation) help to justify 
the importance for local governments to have sufficient 
authorities to address the needs of their constituencies. Good 
governance must above all be transparent, accountable, 
strategic, and equitable.  

Since the undertaking of the Manchester Local Sustainable 
Development Plan, this Parish has recognised the 
importance of fostering local citizens’ input and in so doing 
make communities stronger. The workshops that were held 
in 2006 throughout all nine Development Areas gave civil 
society the opportunity to share their visions of Manchester 
for the next twenty years and to map various land uses 
adding a spatial dimension to their ideas, solutions and the 
types of land uses they wish to encourage for the future. 
When citizens are given the chance to point out the issues 
that their communities face to the various levels of 
government, it helps in the reinforcement of the relationship 
between the two parties (public and government), but more 
importantly it encourages the prioritisation of the projects or 

Alligator Pond Communities' involvement in 
Visioning and Mapping exercises.  
Photo: MPDC  

Youths from the Christiana Development Area 
making their group presentation at the Visioning 
and Mapping exercises.  
Photo: MPDC  
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decisions that the communities feel should be undertaken to tackle issues whether in the immediate, short or 
long-term.  

Community involvement can vary in terms of participation, but the important aspect is that there is actual 
participation. This level of civic involvement can make clean, safe and attractive neighbourhoods for citizens who 
realise the importance of shaping their society at large. 

6.3.4 Importance and Effectiveness of Local Governance 

In order for the Manchester Parish Council to truly be an entity that can take on the responsibilities that could 
potentially be devolved to them in the future, they must first transform the political and economic environment in 
which they have been operating with the intended changes that may come with Reform. It must be established on 
a foundation that moves away from merely being dependent on political resolve or personal resolve that fails to 
promote sustainability in developing the economy and social harmony of the Parish. The issue of accountability 
comes into play, as this is key in ensuring that the power granted is used correctly and in agreement with the 
wider public interest, and the greater good of many versus a few. From this point onwards, the Local Authority 
becomes accountable for their decisions made and their level of performance.  

One of the other important factors of good local governance is transparency. Transparency becomes integral in 
Local Government reform in that it offers clarity through open information systems to citizens. For instance, 
citizens should be involved in the viewing of certain processes. The Access to Information Act was designed to 
promote governmental accountability, transparency and public participation. This gives the public the opportunity 
to scrutinise government bodies and demand greater accountability on their part. The advantage of dissemination 
of information to both the private and public sector enhances or empowers individuals to make better decisions.  

Participation can never be reiterated enough and it can involve a variety of areas, such as the development of 
policies and decision-making, local and national elections and other aspects that help to bind the established 
democratic procedures. Involving the public makes for better decision-making and decisions taken eventually 
command greater support. Essentially, the democratic process supports accountability, transparency and 
participation.  

6.3.5 Encouraging Local Financing 

The Local Authority, referring to the Manchester Parish Council, is heavily services driven in providing for its 
many residents. Financing and funding are vital to any attempts of realising Local Government Reform and it is 
integral therefore to examine the potential for development of financial mechanisms within the Parish Council. 
This attempt to increase financing at the local level will attract greater accountability for such new responsibilities 
and additional funds on the local stakeholders’ or citizens’ behalf.  

The Manchester Parish Council recognises the importance of addressing local financing in order to operate their 
services at optimum level to meet the needs of the general public. It will be important for financial management 
and managerial capacities to be supported to take on the additional prospective responsibilities. Local 
government reform covers a wide variety of areas, but the financial aspect is just one of the many areas that 
have been found to be of great significance. Without a proper source of funding, the Council is placed in a limited 
position and therefore the redirecting of local revenue (Property Taxes for example) could possibly be one of the 
ways to assist in the increase of the local economy.  The flow chart below highlights how the funding will be 
redirected back to the Local Authorities, in this case, the Manchester Parish Council. 
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6.3.6 The Significance of Local Government Reform to Manchester  

Local Government Reform can help to create a Jamaica and more locally, a Manchester that can adapt to 
changing human realities (such as society decay). Both Central and local governments must recognise that Local 
Government Reform must not be about different players moving to the forefront to receive a transfer of power 
from one set of actors to another, but that each has a vital role to play in continued societal development. The 
reality is that Central government is usually far too disconnected from the day-to-day life of the average citizen to 
represent them in a manner that dispels the inadequacies of political representation. This we know is an 
important element to democracy. Non-governmental Organisations (NGOs) such as the Manchester PDC, by 
categorization, came into existence to put forward specific issues that are voiced by the local communities in the 
Parish. Local government, being the closest institution to the citizens, is therefore the suitable candidate to 
advocate for the innumerable concerns in Manchester.   

6.3.7 The Improvement of Life and Lives 

Local governance can transform the urban and rural areas of 
Manchester, as the Manchester Parish Council would be in a better 
place to serve the public and possess the economic resources 
(through increased returned local revenues such as Property Tax) 
necessary to offer improved and much needed services to its 
locals. Local Authorities are on the ground and are made aware of 
the ever occurring, ever recurring and ever evolving issues that 
many communities experience on a daily and or on an occasional 
basis. Additionally, population growth and urbanisation make it 
more important for local governments to have adequate authorities 
to address the needs of their constituencies. This, it must be 
emphasised, that this goes way beyond power struggles or any 
shift in rank, but merely seeks to adjust with the realities of the time 
where people empowerment and involvement proves to be the 

Parish Council 

Inland Revenue 
Department 

Department of Local 
Government 

 

Equalization 
Fund 

 

90% 

10% 

10% 

90% 

Under current Parochial (%) 

Rates/Finance Act (%) 

A proposed Flow Chart of Property Tax Funds develop ed by one of the Manchester PDC’s 
Sector Group on Local Governance. This would help i n redirecting additional revenue back to 
the Manchester Parish Council. 

Manchester recognises its future lies 
within the next generation. 
Photo: Hubert Morgan 
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winning component in all of the different aspects of good governance.  
 
 

6.4 Cool, Clean, Green: Environmental Protection 

6.4.1 Environmental Stewardship Programmes  

This will help citizens to recognise the value of protecting and preserving the natural environment and its assets. 

With our proximity to forests and water systems, we have an opportunity to maintain these eco-sensitive areas. 
With the existing and upcoming mining activities in specific parts of the Parish, other competing land uses and 
future developments, environmental responsibility will be vital especially as it relates to the reafforestation of 
areas devoid of vegetation/biodiversity and or areas that have experienced habitat fragmentation. 

Additionally, Environmental Activity Days will ensure that special attention is placed on the younger population 
through educational games and other activities. The success of the Alligator Pond Activity Day held at the local 
primary school will be the ideal prototype to help replicate this project throughout schools in Manchester.  

To help replenish the numbers of trees lost to development such as farming, mining, housing, and commercial 
activities, the formulation of nursery programmes will be an additional contributor for replacing lost natural 
vegetation. It will require that these plans be systematic and a specific number of trees or acreage of forests to be 
replanted be established before any undertaking. The Cocoa Walk Farmers Group located within the Cross Keys 
DA have put forward such a project to replenish the forests that were once abundant with Bull Thatch Palm trees 
and have set out to eventually help preserve this flora species. Projects like this that involve the full support of the 
local citizenry will guarantee an efficient execution.  

6.4.2 Urban Forest: ‘Oasis’ Plan  

In order to encourage more walking within our respective Town Centres to enhance the pedestrian experience, 
offer an alternative transportation mode, assist in the reduction of traffic congestion, add to the visual appeal of 
specific areas and improve the natural environment. This will undoubtedly be integral to have an effective urban 
and rural tree planting programme to create shaded streetscapes.  

Making this venture a success will require the 
intervention of several partners with various 
specialties and expertise. First off, the Utility 
companies will need to work jointly with the 
Manchester Parish Council and the Manchester 
Parish Development Committee in the identification 
of suitable/ideal areas to plant new trees. Tree ‘site 
criteria’ will need to be developed to systematically 
locate prospective plants especially along existing 
roadways and sidewalks. The next step will be to 
work closely with the Manchester Horticultural 
Society and the Forestry Department to carefully 
select the most appropriate plants that will grow to a 
specific height, require little or no maintenance 
(evergreen) and produce ample foliage.   With the 
assistance of the Horticultural Society and the 
Forestry Department, prerequisites or an evaluation 
sheet will be developed that delves into more details on each potential plant. These prerequisites or evaluation 
will highlight the specific features desired; such as:  

� What are the most suitable growing conditions (soil, rainfall amounts, climate, etc.)? 

This public space at the Manchester Shopping Centre  in 
Mandeville is the perfect example of a parkette.  
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� What is its growth rate per year?  
� What is its root system (shallow or deep or extensive, etc.)?  
� Will it attract bees, birds, smaller reptiles (lizards) and or insects?  
� Does it bloom? 

� Is it a decorative/ornamental plant?  

The ‘Oasis’ Plan will not solely create shade, but will offer rest points for pedestrians at established intervals. 
These rest points or parkettes will include seating (park benches), small water feature (bird bath or fountain) and 
properly landscaped with grasses, shrubs and flowers.  

Not only will pedestrian movement be enhanced, but employment will potentially be created as the trees and rest 
points/parkettes will necessitate proper and consistent upkeep that will involve watering, pruning, mowing, 
painting, etc. This Oasis team could potentially be an extension of the Manchester Parish Council or owned and 
operated by a private investor and or local businessman. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Identifying urban tree planting opportunities withi n Manchester’s Centres will be a first step in enco uraging more 
persons to walk. 
Design: MPDC, Source: Background image from Google Earth © 
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6.4.3 Wetland Zoning Plan 

Wetland areas are important environmental and potential economic assets to the South Coast of the Parish and 
Manchester as a whole. It will be vital for these areas to be preserved and protected in the most appropriate and 
practical manner possible. 

The approach to take will be to create a Sustainable Wetlands Zoning Plan that will clearly delineate five main 
zones/areas of   activity. Each zone will be limited to a specific activity in an attempt to preserve its existing 
features (flora and fauna). The proposed zones will include and permit the following: 

1. Cultural and Heritage zone: where cultural activities and or monuments will be preserved. 

2. Educational zone: where instructional activities will be permitted for the benefit of students, general public 
and tourists. 

3. Nurseries and fisheries zone: where specific fish and crustacean stocks are properly monitored. 

4. Recreational and tourism zone: where recreational activity will be allowed consistent with an area’s 
carrying capacity. 

5. Scientific zone: where non-destructive scientific research will be allowed in relatively undisturbed areas.  

The formulation of this zoning plan will require the collaborative efforts of the National Environment and Planning 
Agency (NEPA), Community Based Organisations (CBOs), the Manchester Parish Development Committee 
(MPDC), environmental experts, educational institutional representatives, and other stakeholders.  

 

 

Proper zoning of the wetland areas will promote its  longevity .  
Design: MPDC 
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6.4.4 Beautifying Beaches and Protecting Sand Dunes Plan  

Protecting our beaches along the South Coast will require a 
closer examination of old ideas/projects. Initially, a massive 
public education initiative highlighting the many benefits of 
our beaches will be pertinent. This will be aimed at 
behaviour modification to ensure that beaches are kept 
clean at all times by users/visitors. The second stage will 
require planned and effective solid waste management 
involving waste reduction and collection. Beach clean-up 
projects will only be effective after waste generation is 
tackled from all its potential sources.  

Sand dunes not only act as an eco-system to plants and 
animals, but protect the inland areas from storm surges and 
large swells. The LSDP suggests declaring sand dunes 
along the coastline of South Manchester (such as Alligator 
Pond area) ‘No Build Zones’, thus also helping to reduce illegal developments. The protection of sand dunes will 
additionally take replanting of native plants in order to stabilise the movement of sand via erosional activities.  

6.4.5 Sustainable Management of Coral Reefs 

Based on the extent of the damage and the existing threats to the remaining coral reefs along the South Coast of 
Manchester there will need to be a comprehensive sustainable management plan to protect coral reefs for the 
future. This plan will begin with a rehabilitation of damaged coral reefs through a pilot project on artificial coral 
reefs. The technology identified will be the Eco-Reefs®, due to its availability and also flexibility in its expertise. 
The extent of the damage will need to be mapped using Geographic Information System (GIS) technology so an 
assessment of the exact costing can be undertaken and funding sourced. 

During and post-implementation, organised workshops and programmes will be geared towards teaching and 
training local personnel about introductions to diving, water sampling, species monitoring and so on. There are 
numerous entities that are capable of providing this type of training, one such example is the Discovery Bay 
Marine Laboratory.  

In order to ensure longevity of this project, it will be important to create public education projects that will be 
directed to increasing the general awareness of coral reefs and their function and importance to both man and 
the coastal eco-system and the dangers they currently face without human intervention. Additionally, getting 
everyone involved will help to solidify the issue in all of our minds as something of necessity and as such it is 
recommended that a ‘Reef-Care Clean-up Programme’ be launched and held on an annual basis (see Chapter 2: 
The Natural Environment: Coral Reefs for more details). 

 
 

6.5 Creating Strong and Vibrant Communities 

6.5.1 Creating Parks and Open Space within Our Communities  

In order to achieve more parks and open space it will be essential to organise a ‘Parks and Open Space Group’ 

dedicated to seeking funding and the creation of parks in Manchester’s communities. This team will be comprised 
of volunteers from a variety of fields including:  

� Urban and Regional Planning  
� Landscaping  

Mining of the sand dunes in the Alligator Pond. 
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� Botany/horticulture  
� Contracting  
� Land and quantity surveying  
� Subdivision development 

Creating recreational opportunities will help to enhance the daily lives of children, adults and the elderly. It will 
also help to improve social/community integration through the creation of shared and equally accessible public 
spaces.  

A number of parks and recreational spaces will 
be sited and designed to take full advantage of 
the many scenic vistas (hills, mountains, 
forests and sea). Each park will ensure that it 
caters to the needs of a particular target 
group/demographic. The vibrancy of the area 
will be sustained and 
community/neighbourhood safety enhanced. 
Park spaces will be an additional outlet to plant 
more trees to provide shade, improve air 
quality and all the other benefits trees offer.  

There are undeveloped properties set aside in 
communities throughout Manchester devoted 
to this type of community development. The 
task will be to first identify these places and 
then design the best park based on 
questionnaires/meetings with the community 
members. This will involve asking about the 
type of features desired and a site visit by the 

proposed Parks and Open Space Group to examine the existing conditions (location, proximity, terrain, lot size, 
etc.). Each design will take full advantage of each space and ensure small lots are compact and fully functional 
parks that provide a minimum number of services to potential users.    

6.5.2 Cultivating a Cultural Parish 

By highlighting Manchester’s rich and unique cultural past, it creates ideally a pathway to progress to an 
enriched cultural future. A fundamental aspect of learning about ones cultural heritage is renewing and 
preserving community spirit and pride. The LSDP recognises this and proposes generating cultural growth in a 
number of ways.  

Creating cultural venues that will exhibit historic structures, monuments and sites in an interactive manner, 
allowing for the ease of dissemination of facts and information to prospective visitors to these facilities/museums. 
The educational institutions will be targeted as they possess an unlimited source of potential visitors and also are 
the major targeted group. They have the potential to safeguard the Parish’s rich history for generations to come. 
Furthermore, the possibility of incorporating more local history into school curriculum will be worth exploring with 
the help of the relevant authorities. 

Themed tours and tour packages must be examined in order to attract a potential market to sustain these 
proposed heritage ideas. It will be important to emphasise that to be truly sustainable, tours and other activities 
ought to be owned and operated by local people of Manchester.     

6.5.3 Safeguarding People and their Assets 

Ensuring the continued safety of Manchester’s citizenry will take a collaborative approach that will involve the 
Police forces, private security firms and neighbourhood groups. In the last two decades, it has become apparent 

An old water feature on the property of the Manches ter 
Horticultural Show Ground in Mandeville. 
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that there is a clear breakdown in the relationship between the citizens and the Police. The common trend of 
citizens involves withholding vital information from the police, owing to a number of factors, chief among them, 
being fear.  

In order to move forward, repairing the damaged relationship between the Police and the citizens of Manchester 
will need to be the first step. This will be achieved by improving community relations with increased Police 
presence in communities across the Parish. This serves to achieve the restoration of communication and trust 
through organised public meetings and workshops that allow for open forum discussions that give the citizenry 
the opportunity to offer their suggestions and express their concerns to the Police. Community policing will need 
to be revived through neighbourhood watch groups and other Community Based Organisations (CBOs), adding 
support to the limited human capacity and resources of the existing security force.  

 
 

6.6 Growing and Diversifying the Economy 

6.6.1 Transformed Agricultural Sector 

We know the agricultural sector has been the backbone of Manchester’s economy long before the arrival of 

bauxite mining. Even after the advent of mining operations into the Parish, agriculture still remains a major 
economic earner and a provider of jobs to the local population. Manchester possesses the land, ideal climatic 
conditions and human capacity, it will take however a greater effort to modernise the existing conventional 
farming practiced in the wider geography.  Greenhouse technology is seen as one route to get to this stage and 
has so far been extremely successful in the production of locally grown crops and has the potential to grow non-
traditional crops as well (such as strawberry).   

Modernising the agricultural sector will take a consolidated effort that will involve a variety of stakeholders 
including the private sector, Central 
Government, NGOs, CBOs, and donor 
organisations/groups. There will be the need 
to continue the implementation of 
greenhouse and tissue culture technology 
across the Parish, this project will need 
financial investments both locally and 
externally. Further growth of tissue culture 
research can be looked into by the existing 
secondary and tertiary institutions. In other 
to move crops to local and outside markets 
there will be the need for an efficient road 
network. Storage of crops to ensure 
availability of crops all year round will require 
investments in and the creation of adequate 
storage. Cold storage will be seen as the 
ultimate option to ensure preservation of 
crops. These facilities will be ran on 
alternative energy sources (solar, wind or 
bio-gas) to ensure optimum performance 
and a guaranteed all day source.  

The identification of suitable and available markets will be fundamental to offloading produce and ensuring 
economic viability for the average farmer. The transformation of the farming sector will involve the sharing of 
information to all farmers that will ensure the transference of knowledge on sustainable or best farming practices 
and revamping subsistence farming into business farming. Feasibility studies on specific new crops and 

Green house grown tomatoes in Devon, Manchester. 
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transitional crops will need to be undertaken to encourage the further diversification of crops. Creating value 
added products will be a component of transforming the sector; therefore the agro-processing industry will need 
to be explored. The longevity of the agricultural sector will also require programmes to help change the outlook or 
the stigma attached to farming in the eyes of the youth to make agriculture an attractive profession.      

6.6.2 Boosting Tourism  

The tourism industry will be developed through the maximisation of the Parish’s economic development potential 
with a sustainable tourism strategy from community tourism, eco-tourism and heritage tourism. There are existing 
entities already making strides in the areas of community tourism, namely the Countrystyle International Limited 
with their ‘Countrystyle Community Experiences’ that features Mandeville and the South Coast areas. The 
Manchester Parish Development Committee has also been assisting communities throughout Manchester with 
community tourism, eco-tourism and heritage tourism through the sourcing of funding from donor organisations 
and also guiding community based businesses on becoming properly registered as companies.   

When Manchester becomes a national and international traveller’s destination, to achieve the full prospective 
economic benefits and employment gain, it will be important to implement programmes that will encourage the 
education and training of local residents to satisfy any job demand. The preservation and restoration of 
Manchester’s cultural and heritage assets for future generations will take the creation of Sustainable Heritage 
Plans, tours, and adequate security to prevent or deter vandalism. The undertaking of such efforts will need to 
take the NGOs, private investors, local businessmen, tourism groups (TPDCo for instance), government 
agencies, and communities (CBOs). 

 

 

The South Coast Byway Corridor concept. 
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6.7 Responsible and Creative Use of Space 

6.7.1 Incentive Schemes/Policies 

The Development Plan possesses a myriad of new ideas, sustainable approaches and strategies that will help 

to steer Manchester into the next twenty-years and beyond. The introduction of any good idea can be difficult to 
implement without proper and intense public education, but more importantly in many cases, without an incentive. 
An incentive scheme essentially induces any entity to get specific ideas accomplished through implementation.  

Getting investors and developers interested and peaked about developing the Parish will take certain incentives 
that can in the medium to long-term benefit both the investor and the intended market. The Local Authority 
(Manchester Parish Council) will be an integral aspect of incentives. This can be accomplished through reducing 
building applications fees/rates in the event of a prospective developer putting in place community infrastructure, 
parks, disabled accessible sidewalks, solar streetlights, traffic calming infrastructure (speed humps and tables) 
and properly landscaped streets. Green building is also an idea that its implementation and buy-in will require an 
incentive scheme; this has potential to be designed by the Manchester Parish Council. From an industrial 
perspective and looking towards the idea of companies going ‘green’, a good starting point will be the exchange 
of ‘carbon credits’ through emission reductions.  

Other government organisations (such as the National Solid Waste Management Authority) and private entities 
can also get involved in the introduction of incentive schemes that will help to contribute to cleaner communities 
for instance through waste reduction, waste sorting and proper and effective waste disposal. Water conservation 
and energy conservation can additionally be approaches that incentive schemes can be built around to 
encourage more consumers to change their daily levels of usage and consumption. The idea behind incentive 
schemes will be to promote a ‘ripple effect’ across Manchester that will in the future make a significant dent in the 
way things have been going on for the last number of decades, allowing for more sustainable approaches to 
modern lifestyles. 

6.7.2 Locational Strategies for Industry 

There are numerous strategies that will be employed to choice the ideal location for a particular business, 
service or industry in Manchester. These are highlighted as follows: raw materials, power supply (renewable 
energy sources included), transportation, available markets, adequate labour supply, accommodating 
government policies, available lands and the general natural and built environment of an area.  

The modern industries are no longer limited by locating close to raw materials, but for industries such as agro-
processing, ideally it would be best to be located in rural farming communities were crops will be easily 
transported to prospective manufacturing plants. 

Locating a company in an area that already possesses power or utility connections to an existing grid will prove 
economical for any business venture in the startup and the long run. Transportation costs are always a 
consideration when undertaking a site selection as there exist both terminal and long-haul costs and therefore 
potential companies should be located along established transport networks (roadways and railways) and in 
areas that are absent of traffic congestion for easier movement to and fro. 

Post-mined-out bauxite lands present the suitable conditions for the development of any business or industrial 
venture; the lands are cheaper to purchase, the areas are usually undeveloped or underdeveloped that translates 
into less congestion, a cramped site and accessibility granted by an established bauxite haulage road network. 

Government policies will speak to introducing tax incentives to companies that will be attracted to areas that are 
undeveloped and where lands may be underutilised or derelict. These policies will also speak to compensating 
both local and foreign investors that will implement both high and low tech green solutions within the prospective 
developments that work with instead of against the existing natural environment in any area of the Parish. 
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Any industry or small or large-scale business initiative in Manchester will require both a natural and built 
environment that will attract a potential workforce or labour supply to desire to both live and work in a more 
pleasant overall surrounding. This will then point to locating in smaller towns within easy reach of an open 
countryside. The rural communities located in the North and South of Manchester will prove perfect to welcome 
these types of developments.  

6.7.3 Recycling Programmes  

With the increasing volume of solid waste in Manchester generated on an annual basis, it will be important to 
initiate a recycling programme for the Parish. The idea behind this will be in an effort to promote the three (3) R’s: 
reduce, reuse and recycle. This project will target all sectors of society in order to make sanitary landfills and 
dump sites a last resort in the future.   

Everyone will play a pivotal role in reducing, reusing and recycling waste produced in the homes, schools and 
offices. These areas will make excellent starting points to establish such a programme in Manchester. The 
objective is to create a multiplier effect with the waste minimisation from one household for example, spreading 
across an entire Parish.  

The implementation of this recycling programme will take a massive public education drive utilising educational 
materials on starting or setting up recycling programmes/projects in residential areas, workplaces and 
educational institutions. Additionally, the benefits to be gained in the short, medium and long-term will need to be 
highlighted. The various reading materials (brochures, newsletters, posters, exhibits, etc.) will need to be 
disseminated to the Manchester Parish Council, the Health Authorities, and Community Based Organisations, 
schools and workplaces and other public spaces (Post Offices, Utility companies, and so forth). The private 
sector will play a vital role in investing in these programmes. For example, certain supermarkets have the 
potential based on location to become paper drop-off and collection points in the implementation of a paper 
recycling programme.  

6.7.4 Waste Bin Plan 

This will involve working with the Manchester PC and 
the National Solid Waste Management Authority and 
Southern Parks and Markets and other private 
contributors to create plans to install waste (garbage) 
receptacles/bins strategically throughout the Centres of 
Manchester. This initiative will make it easier for the 
overall aesthetics of these Centres to be effectively 
maintained. The major thoroughfares (roads) will all be 
retrofitted with compact and attractively designed waste 
bins (made of metal, plastics and wood) that blend 
seamlessly with the surrounding built environment and 
natural scenery with smart landscaping techniques.  

The Town Centre of Mandeville for instance will have 
waste bins along roads that generate high volumes of 
pedestrian traffic and potential waste (garbage) on a 
daily basis. Some of these roads include: 

� Hargreaves Avenue 

� Main Street 

� Park Crescent 

� Manchester Road 

� Caledonia Road 
Mrs Joan Gordon-Webley, Executive Director, and her  
team from the NSWMA recognise the importance of 
keeping our town centres and its environs clean.  
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The proposed waste bins will be placed at an established interval and will not be an obstruction to the regular 
movement of pedestrians. The bins will be emptied on a daily basis by the former team of persons employed as 
‘street sweepers’, making their jobs more efficient and cost-effective. The garbage will then be collected by the 
assigned waste disposal service and taken to the prescribed waste disposal site. This project will present the 
opportunity to promote PET bottle collection and the importance of ‘waste diversion’ and reuse via specially 
marked containers positioned beside the waste bins. PET bottle collection will in the medium-term increase the 
amount of space in a typical disposal site and help to create additional jobs.   

Funding for this initiative will be sought through various sources that include both the public and private sector. 
Local High Schools throughout the Parish of Manchester will need to get involved and can offer assistance by 
volunteering their students in the wood and metalwork departments to build these waste receptacles. The 
students will be able to contribute to making Manchester a cleaner environment, whilst garnering additional 
experience in skilled labour.    

6.7.5 Advancement of Transportation 

Advancing the movement of people and goods in Manchester and connecting the Parish with the rest of the 
island is seen as being an integral component to the continued development of the area. Transportation 
infrastructure provides connectivity; this allows for the easier movement of industrial materials and manufactured 
products for instance. The survival of the agricultural sector relies heavily on adequate road networks to enable 
farmers to move their produce to outside markets. Housing developments are far more appealing with an 
effective road network that creates accessibility and promotes connectivity to surrounding neighbourhoods, 
communities, Town Centres and major thoroughfares (main road and highways). 

Diversifying and modernising the transportation system will involve a multi-faceted approach. One of these 
approaches will be the reintroduction of air and railway services that can efficiently transport Manchester’s people 
and goods to the rest of the country to maximise on its ideal central location. Undertaking and producing 
comprehensive Transportation Plans that addresses the congestion to Manchester’s Town Centres will be a 
necessity, examining methods of traffic alleviation. The law enforcement capacity will need to be provided with 
the necessary resources to ensure the highest level of safety and efficiency on Manchester’s existing and 
prospective transportation system.  

Maintenance of our current road network and future roads, rail and aviation routes will require adequate funding 
sources to prevent deterioration of surfaces and services as the case may be. Additionally, having an efficient 
and reliable public transportation system that also caters to the disabled persons will need substantial funding to 
continuously support the movement of people to their jobs, schools, shopping, and leisure across the Parish.   

6.7.6 Transforming Our Energy Reliance 

It will be of great importance to begin the transformation of our current energy sources and explore and 
implement alternative energy projects. Equally important will be the practicing of energy conservation, thus 
promoting efficiency within Manchester. Worldwide projections by year 2050, indicates that global energy 
demand will eventually double that of today’s demand.  

There will need to be public education programs that will target all householders to purchase more energy 
efficient appliances and devices, outlining ways to reduce energy usage in the workplaces, and developing an 
energy-saving incentives program with the leading power company and alternative energy companies with a 
vested interest in the Parish. It will be critical to establish a body of energy experts and financial institutions that 
will provide, design and set up financial assistance packages geared towards assisting business owners in (going 
‘green’) the installation of energy-conservation devices and other measures.  
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The exploration of renewable energy sources will be the main 
solution to solving the constant increases in fossil fuel prices. 
It will take the identification of suitable post-mined lands for 
the siting of potential solar fields and wind farms. The 
economic viability of constructing smaller wind turbines will 
need to be explored, as these will be intended for private 
purchase for homes, offices, schools and so on. Methane gas 
collection will also be another source of alternative energy 
and it is intended for future sanitary landfill sites within 
Manchester, this will make these waste disposal operation 
self-sufficient. Forging a partnership with the Petroleum 
Corporation of Jamaica will be pursued as this will give 
Manchester the opportunity to establish various 
demonstration sites in ethanol production for instance. 
Changing the conventional business run farm will take the 
promotion of integrating bio-digesters on the typical 
farmstead utilising the available waste produced by livestock. 
Furthermore, developing and implementing training 
programmes for renewable energy technicians will be central 
to maintenance and installation of these technologies. This 
will also be a new industry that will provide potentially 
hundreds of job opportunities for the local populous.  

Finally, overcoming hilly terrain and isolated communities 
across Manchester to expand and continue the current Rural 
Electrification programme will involve the implementation of 
off-grid systems, solar street lighting, demonstration sites, a 
review of existing regulations governing the rural 
electrification initiative and private sector/investors buying into the idea of these systems that will improve 
lifestyles, with an emphasis on the rural population.  

6.7.7 Building Green 

Green building brings with it environmental, economic and social benefits, all the facets that combine to create 
sustainability. It integrates design, materials, construction techniques, energy usage, and relation to the 
surrounding community. Encouraging this kind of approach to building design and construction will require the 
organisation of workshops directed towards increasing public education on the green design and building 
practices. As part of the sharing of information with the public and developers and others in the construction field, 
there will be the need to create informational material that will be properly disseminated.  

Future buildings in the Parish should maximise on building orientation, natural lighting and ventilation, install 
water-saving plumbing fixtures such as low-flow toilets and shower heads, and install energy-efficient light 
fixtures, appliances and other electrical equipment. To further encourage green building, or at the minimum some 
amount of green building inclusive features, an incentives program will be explored.    

6.7.8 Harnessing and Conserving Water Supply 

Addressing the water shortages and supply distribution in the Manchester will take a comprehensive approach 
that will involve water harnessing, upgrading of pipes, distribution, storage and conservation. The Manchester 
Parish Development Committee commissioned a Water Study for the Parish that identified potential water 
sources to increase the daily volume output to satisfy the need, along with pumps that required repairs.  

There will need to be programmes that promote water quality testing and monitoring of surface, underground 
water and storage (reservoirs and catchments). This will be integral in preventing and reducing water 

Energy saving bulbs can make a big difference 
through a multiplier effect. 
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contamination and also promoting healthier lives of residents. Maintenance and an upgrading programme will be 
necessary to improve delivery of services throughout communities and create training for volunteers to play the 
role of public health inspectors to boost capacity. Distribution will take exploring renewable energy sources and 
integrating them with existing and proposed wells and pumping stations. Strategic plans will need to be 
developed to site future storage tanks based on criteria that will include a growing population and elevations. 
Partnerships will need to be forged between the National Water Commission, the Manchester Parish Council, 
private investors and other interested parties (the National Housing Trust and the Bauxite companies for 
example).  

Converting, engineering and utilising where at all possible, the craters left by post-bauxite mining activities will be 
pursued for water catchment facilities that will provide added supply and distribution towards some domestic, 
commercial, institutional and agricultural uses. Practicing water conservation will help to save millions of gallons 
on our daily water supply through reducing our usage, water storage and grey water collection. Rainwater 
harvesting will be enforced by the Manchester Parish Council through the existing building conditions for 
residential approval and by public education initiatives that highlights the benefits and savings of rainwater 
harvesting. Lastly, the protection of the available surface and underground water sources will necessitate several 
approaches that will all work together to prevent sewage leak, oil seepage, and run-off from farms (artificial 
chemical and livestock excrement run-off and seepage). 

6.7.9 The Acquisition of Lands to Implement the Development Plan 

The acquisition of land will be a necessity to achieve some of the desired elements of the Local Sustainable 
Development Plan. The Local Planning Authority will also need to retain or dispose of some lands under its 
holdings when required or no longer required respectively. This will allow for the preservation of open space, the 
development of new roads (and widening thereof), social infrastructure (that may include community centres, 
health centres, schools, recreational spaces, and so on), public transportation centres, and any other feature that 
will take Manchester to its overall vision. The Land Development and Utilisation Act will support and allow for all 
this undertaking when it involves land swapping (property exchange). 
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Prototype Youth Information Centre to be constructe d on a section of the Brooks Park property in Mande ville. 
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6.8 Planning Tools for Implementing LSDP 

There are numerous planning tools available to assist the various actors involved in the implementation process 

of the Local Sustainable Development Plan (LSDP).  The following describes several of these.  
 

6.8.1 Zoning 

Generally speaking, zoning involves regulations and guidelines for land and building use.  As they are 
established by the National Environment and Planning Agency through Development Orders, zoning provides a 
powerful planning tool that defines the allowable utilisation of land for particular areas. For example, locales may 
be zoned as single family residential, multi-family residential, commercial, industrial, and heritage, etc.  
Furthermore, zoning may regulate the types of structure permitted, building heights, setbacks, and density.  In 
this way, zoning powers may be used to enforce the visions, guidelines and recommendations of the LSDP. 

 

6.8.2 Site-specific or District Redevelopment Plans 

Redevelopment plans seeks to change built environments through land use planning.  While improving the 
efficiency in the use of land and infrastructure, a balance between economic development, ecological 
preservation, and social equity must be a priority.  Redevelopment plans may focus, for example, on intensifying 
built-up areas.  In this case, redevelopment processes must consider existing infrastructure to integrate within 
surrounding built environments.  With respect to redevelopment in certain areas that are designated as mixed 
use and high density, it is crucial to assess local conditions including the detailed pattern of surrounding land 
use. Due to the projected increase in 
population, redevelopment planning is crucial 
so that development can be managed and 
foreseen. As brought forward in the LSDP, 
redevelopment plans will be pertinent in Town 
Centres of Mandeville, Asia, Newport, Porus, 
Williamsfield, and Mile Gully Development 
Area.  
 

6.8.3 Urban Design Guidelines 

Urban design guidelines are an integral part of 
implementing the LSDP. In translating the 
vision put forward in the plan into a tangible 
evaluative framework, urban design guidelines 
may assist in the review and approval process 
of various applications. They ensure that a most 
appropriate balance between the built and 
natural environment based on the unique 
characteristics of an area is established.  
Guidelines generally deal with matters such as 
streetscape design, public safety, and 
accessibility.  As promoted in the LSDP, it will 
be important in the future to establish guidelines 
with respect to the following: height of buildings; 
disabled access to buildings; pedestrian use of 
space; open spaces, both public and private; 
green roofs; parking lots, in terms of pervious 
surfaces and trees/vegetation; bus shelters, in 

This shopping complex directory promotes uniformity  in the 
display of business signs.  
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terms of design and seating; street lighting; public art display; billboard, in terms of layout, designs and location; 
as well as public cemeteries. Hence, in effect, urban design guidelines ensure that the principles of the LSDP are 
maintained and Manchesterians’ vision for the future of the parish upheld.  
 

6.8.4 Site Plan Control 

Site plan control is a form of development control. As a process, it provides power to Local Authority and other 
relevant authorities to review and approve applications based on location, design, accessibility, and most 
importantly, considerations of sustainability measures.  In this way, site plan control is an important planning tool 
that encourages development in Manchester to follow the vision and growth strategies put forward in the LSDP.  
 

6.8.5 Special District Zoning  

Special district zoning is an affirmative zoning technique used to achieve specific planning and urban design 
objectives in defined areas.   By taking into account unique characteristics of a particular area, this type of zoning 
stipulates tailored zoning requirements and incentives so as to ensure that the area flourishes rather than is  
overwhelmed by standard development.  Heritage zoning, for example, prioritises the preservation of the 
historical feel of an area; as such, zoning may be used as a tool for conserving historical built environment and 
place-based culture and tradition.  Areas may also be specially zoned as shopping districts, pedestrian-only 
districts, etc. Some examples of established shopping districts can be found along sections of Manchester Road 
in Mandeville and Main Street in Christiana. The Mandeville Town Centre has the potential to be zoned as a 
Heritage District with buildings found in and around Park Crescent (Court House and Parish Church) and also as 
a Pedestrian-only District (between Fridays and Sundays and on public and major holidays).  
 

6.8.6 Subdivision Control 

Customarily in the form of legislation, 
subdivision control is an essential tool used 
to influence the layout of lots and streets as 
well as coordinate the construction of public 
infrastructure to support homes and 
businesses.  It includes criteria, standards 
and restrictions for land development as well 
as measures for public improvement of the 
subdivision to be constructed.    

 
6.8.7 Building Code and Controls 

As a set of rules that establish minimum 
acceptable levels of safety for buildings and 
non-building, building codes and controls 
protect the health and general welfare of the 
public. They may apply to the construction of 
new buildings as well as alteration to 
existing ones, changes in the use of 
buildings, and the demolition of buildings or 
portions of buildings.    

The Jamaica Institute of Engineers is 
currently in the process of updating the 
country’s 100-year old building code. The 
new National Building Code regulations are 
to be based on International Building Code An Entertainment district/zone can provide nightlif e activities for 

local residents and visitors. 
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(IBC) of the United States-based International Codes Council (ICC).  The intention is that this new code will 
become legislation, and hence legally enforceable. 
 

6.8.8 Development Permits 

Development permits are granted as a result of applications for development which are in accordance with 
relevant guidelines, such as zoning and building codes. Generally, development permits are required for all types 
of development, including constructions and alterations for commercial, residential or industrial purposes.  As 
such, development permits may be used by the local authority to ensure that desired as well as safe 
development occurs in the area. 
 

6.8.9 Community Strategic Planning  

Community strategic planning is a process by which a community envisions its future and develops strategies, 
goals, objectives, and action plans to achieve that future. A focus on active community participation is at the heart 
of Manchester’s LSDP and planning, in general, in the Parish.  Maintaining community participation in the 
implementation stages of the LSDP is vital and demonstrates a continued commitment to and valuation of 
community-based knowledge and local governance. 
 

6.8.10 Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) 

Public-Private Partnerships (PPP) are alliances between public bodies, such as local government authorities, 
and private sector businesses. It is becoming more common that local government authorities draw on private 
sector expertise to assist in providing public infrastructure, community facilities, and other public services. The 
rationale behind PPPs is the recognition that the public and private sectors have unique characteristics that 
provide them with advantages in specific aspects of service or project delivery.  While undoubtedly not a 
substitute for strong and effective governance and decision making by government, as a method for 
implementing the LSDP the potential for and benefits of PPPs need to be explored.  
 

6.8.11 Development Charges 

The primary purpose of development charges is to implement improvements to the public realm.  As such, they 
provide assistance for financing infrastructure and public services required to accommodate growth and hence 
alleviate unnecessary burden on taxpayers.  The local authority may impose development charges via by-laws 
prior to issuing a building permit. 
 

6.8.12 Protected Area Zones 

Areas across Manchester that are seen as eco-sensitive and or vulnerable to human interference will need to 
effectively be preserved through protected area zoning. This will ensure the areas longevity and that human 
activity is properly monitored through established carry capacities and due restrictions. The Canoe Valley Area 
with its flora, fauna, geographic and marine features is the ideal example of one of the many areas in Manchester 
that will need to be looked after for generations to come (see also, 6.4.3 Wetland Zoning Plan, as a useful 
approach).  
   

6.8.13 Local Economic Development Plan (LEDP) 

A Local Economic Development Plan provides a blueprint for the future economic activity of an area. As such, it 
outlines a vision statement, goals and strategies for economic development as well as proposes an action plan 
and recommendations. Importantly, the LEDP must put forward to realistic economic expectations for an area by 
determining its strengths and weaknesses, assets and challenges. Emerging out of Manchester’s planning 
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process and the Local Sustainable Development Plan (LSDP), the creation of a LEDP for the parish is currently 
being considered.  
 

6.8.14 Urban Growth Management Plan (UGMP) 

It is important to find a balanced approach between land consumption for development and the preservation of 
green space in our cities. An Urban Growth Management Plan addresses this in providing a guiding framework to 
maintain and establish sustainable land use regulations and strategies.   

While Manchester is still classified as predominately rural, urban populations are growing. Growth, at an 
approximate rate of 34 percent, is occurring most prominently in Christiana, Porus, Williamsfield and Mandeville. 
Taking the high level of urban migration into account, the need for an UBMP for the parish of Manchester 
becomes imminent. The future of urban areas must be strategically planned for to ensure sustainable land use.  
A Manchester-based UGMP must be effective in directing growth in a manner consistent with the Local 
Sustainable Development Plan (LSDP) as well as defined policy objectives for sustainable and balanced growth. 

6.8.15 Public Education Campaigns/Programs/Initiatives  

Raising the level of community awareness is a key component to the process of fostering greater public issues 
education and is also beneficial to the acceptance of the Local Sustainable Development Plan in Manchester. 
The intent of public issues education is to create greater enthusiasm amongst local citizens by focusing on the 
facts and alternatives that are presented and or proposed for the betterment of the area.  

The success of any informed public debate starts off by cultivating community-wide awareness, interest, and 
knowledge regarding a particular issue. 
Simultaneously, the additional objective is to rid 
ignorance and the common misinformation that 
surrounds controversial subject matters. These Public 
education campaigns will highlight sustainable 
practices in areas such as agriculture, fishing, 
construction, energy usage and so on. 

Public education campaigns will take public 
presentations to varied audiences in groups, 
organisations, meetings and workshops. Employing 
the electronic media and print (newsletters, pamphlets, 
brochures, flyers, etc.) will be essential to the 
dissemination of information to a Parish-wide 
audience. Encouraging more readers will involve 
addressing the literacy issue within Manchester from 
the basic level to ensure that goals, visions and 
objectives can be understood by all. There will 
therefore emerge the need for extensive literacy 
programmes to be undertaken within specific 
communities.  

Public education must be kept apace with changes or 
advancement in technology and must therefore be 
properly monitored and evaluated to consistently 
modify public education programs to suit changes in 
realities. 

 

The Manchester Parish Council's Municipal Police he lp 
to enforce the on-street parking system.  
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6.8.16 Business Improvement Areas (BIAs) 

Generally speaking, a Business Improvement Area (BIA) is a non-profit association of business owners who 
jointly work to stimulate and promote business within a particular area.  It is common that the local governments 
assist business owners in establishing a BIA.  While BIAs stimulate economic vitality of business activities of a 
street or area, its benefits are also experienced by the surrounding community. BIAs, in this way, serve as an 
economic and social anchor, helping to stabilise and revitalise the local community. An area where BIAs would 
be a formidable venture is the Mandeville Public Market area, near sections of Manchester Road and Park 
Crescent.  

 
6.8.17 Traffic Calming Initiatives  

Considerations for the flow of traffic are important, since heavy traffic significantly impacts the health and well-
being of a community.  While traffic calming initiatives must be tailored to the unique situation of a locale, some 
actual examples include police enforcement, lower speed limit, parking controls, traffic circles, turn restrictions, 
changed street patterns, street closures, multi-way stop intersections and speed humps.  Also, many cities 
around the world have initiated car-free days that benefit not only the flow of traffic but also encourage walking 
and other alternative methods of transportation. A reduction in traffic may also result from car-sharing initiatives, 
becoming more prominent nowadays with the rise in gas prices.  
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Alligator Pond Sustainable Development Plan 
A. Overview Of Alligator Pond Development Area 

a. Community Involvement To Date 

B. Snapshot Of Alligator Pond Today 

a. Trends 

b. Current Projects 

C. Development Issues & Challenges 

a. Natural Environment  

b. Social Environment  

c. Economic Environment 

d. Built Environment  

D. Community Aspirations 

E. Existing Land Use 

F. Proposed Land Use 

G. Strategies & Recommendations 
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A. OVERVIEW OF ALLIGATOR POND DEVELOPMENT AREA 

The Alligator Pond Development Area lies in the Essex 

Valley formed by the Spur Tree Fault below the ridge of the 
Carpenter’s Mountains and extends south from Gutters to the 
Caribbean Sea, covering 4,351 ha (16.2 square miles). In the 
19th century, Alligator Pond was said to have been an 
important centre of boat building. However, it appears to 
have always been a very small and isolated village until its 
recent expansion. Alligator Pond is now one of the largest 
fishing beaches in Jamaica and within the past decade has 
also become a destination for informal tourism and an 
occasional entertainment venue. The town is also a gateway 
to the Canoe Valley proposed protected area and an 
important natural area in its own right.  

Until recently, the economy has been sustained principally by 
fishing and farming in Alligator Pond.  Both are unprofitable 
and overloaded, creating dependence on unsustainable 

alternatives.  Farming in the central and northern areas of the Parish has faced problems, including the impacts of bauxite 
mining, and the high level of unemployment. Recently, new investment in agriculture, an increase in returning residents 
and the emergence of tourism have contributed to growth.  The retail commercial sector is increasing in importance and is 
concentrated on the main road to the town of Alligator Pond and at the main beach. However, coastal tourism has begun 
to have a significant impact in terms of increased land prices, employment shifts, accelerating growth, illegal housing 
development and environmental degradation.  

 
a. Community Involvement to Date 

Community Involvement in Alligator Pond has been very strong over the past several years.  There is a very active 
Citizens’ Association that does fundraising activities and has implemented various projects for the benefit of the community 
such as the acquiring of the first computer and funds to open the Alligator Pond Computer Centre and Library on June 15, 
2007.  

Several workshops have been mounted, with the 2006 planning exercise being used to inform the sustainable 
development plan. This workshop was to serve four main purposes: formulate broad visions for the future of the DA and 
identify changes needed to achieve those visions, inform participants about the sustainable development plan, actively 
engage community members in the planning process, and revive the development area community group.   The land use 
planning aspect of the workshop was an appropriate next step for the Alligator Pond community, which had recently 
formed a citizens’ group and began to formulate action plans for the community.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The heartbeat of the Alligator Pond Development Are a. 
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B. SNAPSHOT OF ALLIGATOR POND  DA TODAY 

Development 
Area 

1991 2001 

Alligator Pond 8881 10792 

 

2001 Population Area 

Female Male Total  (Ha) 

5433 5359 10792 4530 

 
Source: STATIN, 1991 & 2001 
 

Projected Years 2011 2021 2030 

Projected 
Population 

12703 14861 16803 

 
Source: MPDC 
 
a. Trends 

The Alligator Pond Special Area, the area around the town of Alligator Pond, grew very slowly until the 1990s. It should be 

noted that the Alligator Pond “special area” does not refer to the entire DA.TPD expressed concern about the slow growth 
and noted the need for a stimulus.  In fact, through increasing tourism, sponsored relocation settlements and returning 
residents, the rate of growth quadrupled during the 1990s so that the projected 2015 population, 1,769, had been 
exceeded by the year 2001.  At the recent average rate, the population can be expected to reach 2,444 by 2015. 

Elsewhere in central and northern parts of the DA, several communities emerged in the 1990s as a result of mining 
relocation, including Montpelier, Baalbec and Prospect.  Growth has occurred also in the Lititz-Downs area and in the 
Rowes Corner area northeast of Alligator Pond.  However, the figure also shows an increase in density throughout the 
southern portion of the valley between New Forest and Alligator Pond.   It appears that increasing tourism, sponsored 
settlements and returning residents have spurred growth. In fact, the issue may now be one of appropriate growth 
management to retain and enhance the attraction of the town. 
 
b. Current Projects 
The REACT (Rural Enterprise Agriculture and Community Tourism) Project of USAID is a direct example of sustainable 
development plan implementation, incorporating economic development, community involvement, and biodiversity 
protection goals. Begun in 2007, the planning and funding will span over two years until 2009.  The communities of New 
Forest, Canoe Valley, and Alligator Pond are joining together to create a business enterprise that will own and operate the 
South Coast Tourism “By-way” Project.  The community tourism plan includes the creation of a “by-way” that will pass 
through the above mentioned communities, allowing visitors to experience such attractions as Alligator Hole, Canoe Valley 
trails, historic sites at Marlie Hill in Cross Keys, boating tours up Alligator River, and a visitor centre and craft market near 
Little Ochi, among others. The aim is to benefit all communities in the area, through direct ownership and management of 
the tourism enterprise, as well as to preserve the delicate ecosystems which are characteristic of the Alligator Pond DA.  

An Environmental Activity Day was held on July 3, 2007 to introduce the concepts of biodiversity and its importance and 
relevance to the children and the community of Alligator Pond.  Several games were planned along the themes of 
biodiversity protection, habitat protection, and solutions to human impacts on our environment.  The National Environment 
& Planning Agency (NEPA) presented stories of special protected species found in the area.  The Forestry Department of 
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the Ministry of Agriculture presented information to the children on the importance of trees for cleaning air, water, 
maintaining soil, and protecting biodiversity and helped the children plant trees on the school grounds.  

On June 15th, 2007, the opening ceremony for the Alligator Pond Computer Centre and Library was held at Alligator Pond 
Primary School. The Computer Centre was made possible by the efforts of many.  It was a dream that came into reality 
thanks to the hard work of the Alligator Pond Citizens’ Association.  A recycled container, turned into a beautiful and bright 
learning centre, will provide equipment in the form of five computers and many books donated by several individuals. 

A three-day Training Workshop was held on the 14, 15 & 16 of December, 2006 at the Alligator Pond Primary School by 
Dr. Enid McLymont, Chair of the Education Department at Northern Caribbean University.  The training exposed teachers 
to a new teaching technique, called cognitive coaching.  This technique is to be used by the teachers as a strategy in their 
teaching methods and lesson planning.  To date the school has seen improvements and coupled with the new Computer 
Centre and Library, the future will be that much better.  
 

 

Scenes from the Opening ceremony of the Alligator P ond Computer Centre and Library in 2007. 
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C. DEVELOPMENT ISSUES & CHALLENGES 
 
a. Natural Environment 

The entire DA lies on the Newport Limestone Formation. The limestone is 

highly karstic, with numerous solution features and caves. The 
groundwater level is six feet (6 ft.) above sea level and decreases towards 
the coast. The Alligator Pond community is underlain by low permeability 
red clay estimated to be at least 3m thick, resulting in swampy conditions 
and frequent ponding. Floods often reach 1.5 to 2.5m and the flood plain 
has been submerged by as much as 5m in the past.  Most of the valley 
that makes up the DA is intensive or extensive farmland or brush/scrub. 
The DA also includes some of the forested western slopes of the 
mountains that make up part of the forest ring around the DA. 

The Alligator Pond Community has at least five distinct habitats: open sea 
and beach, coastal dune, river and mangrove swamp, river flood plain, 
and scrub land, each with unique flora and fauna.  Extensive dunes are 
rare in Jamaica and the Alligator Pond dunes are especially valuable 
because of their size.  The river and swamp area support a large number of birds and a high diversity for such a large 
area. Species (as many as 47) include herons, jacana, warblers, moorhens and yellow warblers. The river and swamp also 
provide habitat for fish (mullet, chad, snook and snapper), shrimp (caught in pots), crabs, frogs and several crocodiles (a 
protected species).  

The coastal dune habitat is very disturbed as a result of construction, clearance of woodlands and grazing of goats. The 
construction of houses on the dunes has a number of impacts. The structures are in a location that is vulnerable to storm 
and earthquake damage and undoubtedly weaken the community’s protection against hurricanes. The intensity of human 
activity on the dunes jeopardises the integrity of Taino middens and other settlement remains. It also changes the 
aesthetic value of this central element of a designated Conservation Area. Removal of vegetation cover also increases the 
problem of blown sand that covers the roads in town.  In small numbers, human occupation was compatible with the area’s 
birds, animals and fish.  The Taino used Manatees without endangering their numbers. In more recent times, a number of 
factors have drastically impacted the species. The few remaining manatees are considered endangered.   

Fish stocks have also declined dramatically. Fishermen who used to make a living 
within sight of the shore now have to travel far into the deep sea to make their catch. 
Factors contributing to the decline are the increase in the number of artisanal 
fishermen due to high unemployment rates, destruction of coastal mangroves and 
seagrass beds, fishing methods, and pollution, which may also be affecting fish 
stocks and manatee habitat.  Pollution (from contaminated groundwater emerging 
as streams along the coast as well as surface water contamination), fishing methods 
and potential overuse of Alligator Cay for recreation also weaken the coral reefs. 
The reefs, which provide essential nursery habitat for juvenile fish, along with the 
wetlands and seagrass beds, are already threatened by rising sea temperatures. An 
assessment of carrying capacity of the inshore and deeper coastal waters and a 
fisheries management plan are needed to guide the future of the industry.  Fishers 
have recommended practices to remedy the situation, however they have not been 
fully implemented as of yet. The plan attempts to address this, as the future of 
fishing in Alligator Pond is of importance to the livelihood of the residents, as well as 
the maintenance of healthy ecosystems.  

Another issue the DA faces is waste management. The town is losing its once 
pristine beauty as it is littered with garbage dumped or washed up from the beach.  

Sanitation also presents a waste problem as the clay characteristic of the area is unsuitable for the use of pit latrines and 
absorption pits as a sewage disposal method. Due to the low infiltration rate, the pits are expected to fill frequently. The 

A local fish vendor proudly 
displays the catch of the day. 

Students listen keenly to activity instructions 
from Mrs Anne Sutton on the Environmental 
Activity Day. 
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movement of contaminants to the coast via the groundwater, as well as surface flows during floods, is of great concern.  
The plan suggests waste management and reduction strategies, as well as pollution prevention tactics for future 
implementation to address these challenges.  
 
 
b. Social Environment 
A 1996 survey in Alligator Pond Proper found that “Three-quarters of the 
present youthful population were employed on a full time or seasonal 
basis.” The remaining unemployed were usually those without any form of 
skills training. The problem of unemployment appears to have worsened. 
During data gathering, residents of Alligator Pond and Downs put a high 
priority on the need for jobs, especially for young people. Those in Butt Up 
and New Forest said that unemployment is a problem for all. Prospect 
citizens expressed concern about the rates of high school dropouts and 
teen pregnancy, which they see as causes of unemployment.  Those 
educated at the primary level have increased greatly since the 1980s; the 
challenge now being to encourage the youth to go on to high school, as 
many leave early to begin fishing.  This lack of secondary education has 
contributed to illiteracy in the area, and has begun to be addressed by the 
Ministry of Education through teacher training for the primary levels.   

There appears to be a lack of training opportunities in the DA and a great desire for improved opportunities for gaining 
skills locally. Some residents go as far as Junction, St. Elizabeth for training. Residents of Bottom Bay recall that in the 
1980s, the population learned skills from tradesmen (through formal or informal apprenticeships). This is an opportunity 
which no longer exists.  

Health concerns are related to a need for a family planning and health care centre, mining dust causing respiratory 
problems, and spraying (fogging) for mosquitoes. All are thought to be linked to some health problems.   
 
 
c. Economic Environment 
Alligator Pond fishing beach is the second largest in the island, supports perhaps the largest number of fishermen and fish 
vendors and is the main source of local income. Fishers go out to fish on a daily basis, even twice per day. Fishing is a 
seasonal occupation -- September to December have tended to be the 
most productive months and “fishermen are lucky if they have three good 
months of fishing within the period January to August.” They used to be 
able to make a living near the shore (Alligator Reef or “Cays”) but now 
have to go far out to sea.   Most fishermen work for someone who 
already owns a boat, because the cost of equipment is high and 
operating costs have risen as a result of longer trips.  The fishers 
participating in the Profile data gathering were clear about the need to 
stop over-fishing by finding alternate sources of income and prosecuting 
those who use illegal fishing methods. They recognise the risk of 
continuing practices that after a few years will leave no fish in the sea 
and thousands out of jobs.  The plan attempts to address this issue in 
the “Diversifying the Economy” chapter of the plan, and speaks directly 
to alternative income generating opportunities for the Alligator Pond DA 
later in this document.  

Agriculture in the Alligator Pond area is described by some as no longer profitable and by others as unsuited to soil 
conditions. However, community residents do farm and produce scallion, thyme, cucumber, melon and tomatoes on a 
small scale. This is especially the case in the areas north of the coast, for example in New Forest where farming is 
common and productive. Other areas have problems with crop failure due to lack of water.  

Youthful participants at a Youth Forum and 
Proposal Training Day held in New Forest in 
2006. 

The Littl e Ochie Seafood Restaurant relies 
entirely on the local fish stocks for survival. 
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Participants in the data gathering described how, historically, mining had provided a number of people with employment 
but had also reduced the income of farmers. At the time of the Profile publication (2003), Duff House appeared to be the 
only area with significant numbers employed in mining. This district in New Forest is seeking training in welding to be able 
to access jobs with ALPART more easily. 

Alligator Pond has begun to attract tourism on a small scale. Visitors include individual travelers, guests staying in 
Treasure Beach and coastal villas, and tourists brought to Alligator Pond by fishers who run boat tours to Alligator Pond 
and Alligator Cay. It is also a destination for food and entertainment. However, the area’s potential has yet to be 
understood and realised. This is on the verge of change, as mentioned in the “Current Projects” section, the area will be 
embarking on a tourism strategy through REACT and USAID that will be community owned and managed, and will 
expectantly bring many direct and indirect economic benefits to the communities involved.  
 
d. Built Environment 
In 1982 only 26% of households in Alligator Pond Proper had piped water. 
This improved to 33% by 1991. The 1996 TEMN survey found that 15% of 
dwellings had access to piped water via drums and tanks in their yards, 
while the rest used a public standpipe. It stated that “the importance of 
water to development throughout the DA cannot be over-emphasised.” 
Many residents of Alligator Pond and nearby districts with piped water have 
said that their pipes tend to run dry in periods of drought. 

There is also the issue of sanitation, with most dwellings using pit latrines, 
(this being noted above in the natural environment section as being 
insufficient due to the impermeability of the clay soils), leading to 
groundwater contamination and an influx of nitrogen and phosphorous into 
the waters, which affects the condition of the water for marine life.  

In terms of power and communication, landlines are still uncommon, 
although most households have cellular phones. Electricity is available to a 
majority of households, while road conditions, including street lighting are not yet up to the desired level of residents.  
 

Members of the Alligator Pond DA at the 
Visioning an d Mapping Workshop held in 
2006. 
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D. COMMUNITY ASPIRATIONS 

Residents of the Development Area have expressed elements of their vision (their aspirations) in a number of forums, 

from participating in Profile compilation in 2003 to planning and visioning meetings and workshops from 2004 to 2007.   

In Alligator Pond, the vision is to raise the standard of living through better education and skills training, control of over-
fishing, protection of natural environmental and cultural features, an improved town centre with community and commercial 
services, and new housing on safe sites along the main road and in now-marginal agricultural lands.    

Residents wish to focus on building up a small-scale, ecologically friendly 
tourism and seaside recreation industry based on the beaches, rivers, 
mountains, biodiversity and heritage sites of Alligator Pond, Essex Valley 
and Canoe Valley, together with fish processing and agro-processing 
industries.  They envision a community that is united, environmentally 
aware, culturally awakened and working towards holistic development.  

To complement Alligator Pond as a small, unique community tourism 
resort, the fine soils north of Alligator Pond, from Rowes Corner to 
Prospect, would be protected for improved, better organised and more 
profitable agriculture supporting growth in processing.  New housing would 
be located mainly in existing communities north of Alligator Pond.   

Objective 1:   As an integral part of the Heritage Coast, custodian of the 
Alligator Pond River, terminus of the Essex Valley and 
western gateway to Canoe Valley, Alligator Pond will, with care, experience significant benefits from 
community and nature tourism. 

Objective 2:   Through greater management of the marine environment and the productive capacity of soil, Alligator Pond 
communities will achieve and benefit from rejuvenated and modernised farming, fishing and processing 
industries. 

Objective 3: Growth will be managed to support the establishment or expansion of needed services in existing 
communities and to protect the productive capacity and aesthetic quality of agricultural and natural areas.  

 

Community Engagement Workshop held at 
the Alligator Pond Community Centre in 
summer of 2007. 
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E. EXISTING LAND USE 

This section looks at the existing land use within the Alligator Pond Development Area and the Alligator Pond Urban 

Development Area; and analyses how well lands are being utilised for the needs of the residents living in these areas. For 
the purpose of this document the difference between Development Area and Urban Development Area is outlined as 
follows: 

1. Alligator Pond Development Area: A group of communities within a specified geography area who associates 
themselves with a town area that meets their needs. Hence, these communities could become the rural area of 
the specified town area. 

2. Alligator Pond Urban Development Area: It is a defined centre that is urban in nature with an imaginary boundary 
that services the local community within a geographic area. 

The term “Existing Land Use” looks at the way lands within the Alligator Pond Development Area are being used/ 
consumed. The Land Use information is vital for studying three elements of land settlement which are: character, pattern 
and distribution. After understanding the three land settlement elements of an area, recommendations can then be made 
to govern and preserve “existing and future” use of land of the settlement or region. The land use information for the 
Manchester Sustainable Development Plan was formulated using two methods: 

 
A. A Land Use Survey 76 
B. Manchester General Land Use Map 77.  
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   
76 The general field land use survey is an outdoor activity done by a group of land use surveyor whose function is to record the existing uses on each property in 
a community. However this process was done only for the Township area in Manchester (Urban Development Areas) 
77 The Manchester Land Utilisation Map information is a collection of major land use activities such as Bauxite mining, Agriculture areas,  and forestry (proposed 
and existing) to cover the remaining Development Areas (rural areas) that was not covered by the Land Use Survey. The importance of this information is to give 
a genral idea of how the lands in the remaining area are being used. 
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E.1. ALLIGATOR POND DEVELOPMENT AREA (DA) EXISTING LAND USE 
 
Agriculture and Undisturbed Woodland Area 

The two dominant land use characters of the Alligator Pond Development Area are the agricultural use located on the 

plains, as well as woodlands. Agricultural uses, which take up 47% of the Development Area, are mainly found between 
New Forest and Downs in the northern hemisphere of the DA (except in the town area of Alligator Pond). Woodlands 
(40%), on the other hand, dominate the eastern escarpment of the steep hilly terrain (slopes greater than 20˚), that runs 
from Spur tree in the north down to the John Anderson in the south. 

In 2003, Rowes Corner residents, who supply Walkerswood with trimmed scallion, saw the possibility of a local seasoning 
factory.  That opportunity still exists.  Agro-processing is a very viable idea.  Processing of seasoning and sauces could be 
successful, considering the abundance of scallion, peppers, and thyme in the area.  Agro-processing guarantees relatively 
stable prices, whereas markets for crops alone are always fluctuating.   

New Forest farmers expect to see productive agriculture expand into lands between the main road and the foot of the 
escarpment.  They would like to see the more distant area used exclusively for agriculture to permit conventional 
agriculture to be conducted without conflicts with homeowners.   

There is a need to organise farmers to protect the environment (e.g. prevent eutrophication), establish an irrigation system, 
and to adopt organic farming practices.  An irrigation society already exists in New Forest, but a stronger, more 
comprehensive cooperative is needed.  Apparently the problem is that farmers are afraid of politics; they need a way for 
the cooperative to work around politics.   
 
Settlement and Shrub/woodland 
The residential settlement is sparsely dispersed throughout the Development Area with development concentrated in the 
Alligator Pond Township, New Forest and Downs communities. This land use consumes 13% of the Development Area. 
The residential properties that fall within the three main communities are of farmstead usage. The domestic water supply to 
the communities is serviced by three storage tanks and a pumping station located in New Forest, on the St. Elizabeth side, 
and is used for domestic/ household purposes and irrigation. However, during dry periods there is a disruption in the 
distribution of water supply. 

Residential development is occurring increasingly in scattered large single-family lots.  As discussed in Chapter 5 of the 
Parish-wide Plan, this is unsustainable in many respects.  New Forest residents welcome the possibility of a tighter centre 
to the community, providing commercial, farming and personal services, including a promised cold storage facility.  

The historic residential area on the north side of the commercial center was extended to the northwest by the NHT 
scheme, between the sand dunes and the wetland.  Construction has begun to encroach on the floodplain scrubland 
between the wetland and the river, the PRIDE housing site which occupied part of the dunes and the Alligator Pond 
depression (see Box 1 below).   

The rest of the original settlement lies to the north along the road to Rowes Corner and east along the road to Canoe 
Valley, where the very steep gradient and difficult accessibility of the Manchester Plateau escarpment, known locally as 
the John Anderson Mountains, restrict legal settlement to a narrow band.   

Housing development has encroached illegally and extensively on the dunes to the west of the commercial area.  A survey 
conducted in 1996, found that of the existing units, some 89, or 17%, were built illegally on the sand dunes.  In parts of the 
Alligator Pond Community it found that as many as 50% of houses have been constructed on “captured” land.  
 
Commercial, Institutional, and Industrial  
Commercial, institutional and industrial uses are minimal throughout the Alligator Pond Development Area. However, they 
still add to the economic and social survival of the residents. Commercial and industrial activities (light industry, e.g. 
bakery) are mainly concentrated in the Alligator Pond Township area and are associated with fishing, restaurants and 
retail. 
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The institutional uses, such as schools are mainly found in New Forest and Alligator Pond. These locations service the 
residents within the Alligator Pond Development Area, as well as the residents of the neighbouring Parish of St. Elizabeth, 
and residents in the south western section of the Cross Keys Development Area. The town of Alligator Pond possesses a 
police station that services the entire DA and a post office (while there are also postal agencies located within New Forest 
and Downs Communities). The only services that are not in place at the moment are a fire station, a transportation centre 
and a health centre. The closest health centre is located in Newport; making travelling for the residents very costly. The 
nearest fire station is situated in Mandeville. This is problematic for growing development within the area as time response 
may be delayed.  
 
Recreational 
On the topic of recreational use, there are not any formal parks or playing fields within the development area except for 
those that are built within the school institutions (mainly playing fields). However, these recreational spaces are usually not 
open to the public; and so, residents either gather in front of retail shops and/ or remain indoors.   

The main fishing beach, Grubbens (right) is lined with fishing boats and stalls catering to fishermen.  Just behind the beach 
is the original village center, known more popularly today as the Little Ochi complex; this establishment has the majority of 
the commercial uses.   

The Alligator River runs parallel to the beach for some distance before 
entering the sea. The mouth is only breached except during periods of 
heavy surface flow. Residents have used a river clearing as a source of 
water for non-cooking purposes, a laundry site and a place for bathing and 
swimming. Crocodiles are often seen in this area, especially in the rainy 
season.  The mouth has become an informal recreational area.  Other 
recreation uses include a community centre and several leisure spots. 

Informal commercial use of the Alligator Pond River and construction of 
guest houses along the road to Canoe Valley are evidence of the growing 
recognition of the town’s potential to attract community tourism.  

 
E.2. ALLIGATOR POND URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA (UDA) EXISTING LAND USE 

The citizens of the Alligator Pond Development Area have acknowledged that their existing Town (Alligator Pond Urban 

Development Area) needs to be strengthened. There is potential for growth mainly as a tourist destination. However, 
Alligator Pond has a fragile environment with a high level of biodiversity that needs to be protected. It exists on the 
southern (Sand Dunes & Beach) and western section (Alligator Pond River) of the town centre.  

The 2007 Land Use Survey of the Alligator Pond Urban Development Area (Township Area) reveals that the growth of 
development has expanded along the Ward Bay area in the eastern section, to the west towards Alligator Pond River and 
is now moving up north into Duff House. The development that falls along the beach area from Alligator Pond to Ward Bay 
is actually encroaching on sand dunes that when left undisturbed naturally protect the inland areas from storm surges. 
 
Informal Development 
It should be noted that the type of land use encroaching on the sand dunes is actually informal development (see land use 
map). The sand dunes can liquefy during storms or heavy showers, destroying the structures that are built on them 
causing a disastrous scenario. Also where the informal development lies on the western section of Alligator Pond along the 
banks of the Alligator Pond River, the area succumbs to flooding when the river overflows its banks. Since the town of 
Alligator Pond’s economic base is tied to the fishing industry, most of the residents choose to live close to where they 
work. However, the availability of land is limited within the town area; hence, each land use competes for space. 

The 2007 Land Use Coverage chart of Alligator Pond Urban Development Area shows that wetland areas and undisturbed 
woodland areas account for 15% of township area. The woodlands need to be protected as the area is subject to flooding 
and storm surges; in addition, the area also acts as a habitat for existing species. The aforementioned are threatened by 

Visitors paddle along the Alligator River  with 
local guides. 
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informal development that covers 14% of township land area and is still spreading. The remaining 71% of the land use 
coverage are occupied by various human activities (see Land Use Coverage chart). 
 
Competing Land Use 

Within the 71%, the major land use competitors are commercial, residential and industrial. Industrial use covers a total of 
thirty percent (30 %); while commercial use covers 12% of this area and can be seen spreading throughout the town with 
its major concentration in the central business district of Alligator Pond (see Land Use map). The centre includes a few 
independent commercial structures and some houses, a few of which reportedly rent basic rooms. Public buildings include 
a basic school, a primary school, a police station and a post Office. Residents identify the need for an improved post office, 
a health centre, public sanitary facilities, a sporting complex and a bank.   

The percentage house construction may be growing, based on recent observation of illegal development continuing on the 
eastern dunes (right).  Mining of sand is also going on illegally and openly in the eastern dunes. 

Currently, 96% of households in the Alligator Pond UDA are Single-family, while 1% is Double Family, and the remaining 
3% is Multi Family. The total number of dwelling units in the Alligator Pond UDA is 653 units, housing approximately 3,982 
persons, on 1911 acres (773 ha). Therefore, the current occupancy ratio is 6 persons/unit with a density of 0.34 du/acre 
(0.7 du/ha). To maximise space, it is recommended that the density be increased to 6 du/acre or 14du/ha.  
 
Areas under Development 
Areas under development cover 3% of the town land use space. This gives evidence that the town is still growing within its 
confined boundaries. After the developments are completed and identified, approved use would be absorbed within the 
three major land uses further expanding their growth. An illegal development would fall into the informal development 
category, thus expanding the growth of this use. Agriculture, which takes up less than 1%, does not add to the 
characteristics of the town and is threatened by other competing land uses. Space for recreation (mainly parks) is lacking; 
and as mentioned earlier, it is a vital component for the social enhancement to the residents of Alligator Pond. Therefore 
more space for recreational use is a necessity.  

If any further development is to take place in the township area, the available lands can be found in the derelict and 
disturbed woodland areas (see pie chart & Land Use map) which only cover 33% of the township land space. However, 
only a quarter of that 33% can be used for development that runs in the north eastern section of Alligator Pond Urban 
Development Area, along the foot of the John Anderson Mountain. The remaining three quarters should be preserved and 
reforested due to its eco-sensitivity. Space for future development within the town of Alligator Pond is running out. 
Therefore, another area with availability and suitability to absorb new development for the town of Alligator Pond is 
required and should be identified. 
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F. PROPOSED LAND USE 
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ALLIGATOR POND DEVELOPMENT AREA LAND UTILISATION
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Woodland Areas, 13%
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Power Utility Corridor, Less 
than 1%
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ALLIGATOR POND URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA 2006 LAND 
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G. STRATEGIES AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Alligator Pond DA Plan is not complete unless there is an implementation strategy to reinforce the community 

aspiration and the proposed land use in the following sectors; Natural Environment, Social Environment, Economic 
Environment and Built Environment. This can be achieved through a variety of planning tools the DA can bring to bear to 
make things happen through the influence of the Local Planning Authority, relevant Central Government Agencies and 
citizens to fulfil this DA Plan objective on a short, medium and long-term basis  

 
250 Leaders from across Manchester, with representatives from Alligator Pond deliberated over the Parish’s 
2030 Goals at the Manchester Planning Forum 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Participants voted on the Importance and Difficulty of attaining the goals in the 2030 Plans   
 
G.1. Natural Environment 
 

Participants’ felt protecting our environmental assets, while maximising the economic potential with a sustainable tourism 

strategy was extremely important but not extremely difficult – the following were examples of goals that were voted as 
needing “short term implementation strategies” by THE MPDC’s Partners: 

• Manchester will be at the forefront of promoting a ‘GREEN AGENDA’ to accomplish best practices in ensuring 
the preservation of our natural environmental assets, the reclamation of lands impacted by mining and the proper 
disposal of waste. 

• Promote the best environmental practices, enforce environmental laws and regulations to effectively manage and 
protect the Alligator Pond dunes/mangroves and the Canoe Valley area. 

• Implement and enforce policies to ensure proper planning to avoid building in areas at risk of flooding or subject 
to natural disasters. 

• Promote and sustain an aggressive tree planting/reforestation program across Manchester to account for the lost 
due to disasters or deforestation.  

 
 

 

Each table comprised of several DAs and 
was assigned a facilitator to offer 
assistance when needed. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Further develop Alligator Pond Town as an Eco-centre and declare it a protected area by the National 
Resource Conservation Authority (NRCA). By doing this the beaches, the sand dunes, river, mangroves, 
species, reefs would be protected by the laws that fall under the NRCA portfolio. 

2. Place environmental wardens and officers in the DA.  Develop a plan that will encourage collaboration 
between the Manchester Parish Council, The National Environment and Planning Agency, Forestry Department 
and citizens of the DA to have a warden post that will house officers and wardens in the Alligator Pond Town 
area to monitor and enforce the preservation of the natural environment in the DA. 

3. Enact the woodland areas that run along the hillside of the DA into the Forestry Act. The forestry act 
(managed by the Forestry Department) will ensure the natural greenery of the areas is protected from human 
activities and developments that will destroy the vegetation that runs along the hilly terrain. [The residents can 
lobby for this enactment with the help of their Local Authority and funding agencies (e.g. REACT). The areas to 
be protected are outlined in the proposed land use map] 

a. Create parks that will cater to each community within the Alligator Pond DA.  These parks will be 
both passive and active recreational spaces. This will also offer the opportunity to not only improve the 
lives of Alligator Pond citizens, but equally the natural environment. These parks could also act as 
gateways into the natural woodland areas.  

b. Reforest areas in the Alligator Pond DA.  

i. Encourage the reforestation/ tree planting of areas depleted of majority of its pre-existing 
natural vegetation (forests, woodlands, etc.) the result of, agricultural practices and housing 
developments in order to replenish the natural environment.  

ii. Tree planting along the roads and side walk should be encourage to increase the vegetation in 
the DA that will in turn encourage walk ability among community members.  

4. Create environmental education programs to raise environmental awareness. The citizens of Alligator Pond 
will be educated about protecting their natural habitat so as to retain the qualities of being an Eco-centre. Such 
programs can be achieve with the collaboration the Forestry Department, National Environment  and Planning 
Agency (NEPA), Manchester Parish 
Development Committee (MPDC), Rural 
Enterprise Agriculture and Community Tourism 
(REACT), other non-government and funding 
agency. 

5. Promote the rehabilitation of coral reefs 
along the South Coast of Manchester.   

a. Explore and implement Eco-Reefs® 
to be used as artificial coral reefs. 
This technology is available and the 
company regional specialists to assist 
with reef rehabilitation projects. This 
type of technology provides a myriad 
of benefits to the fishing industry of 
Alligator Pond as it can restore sea 
life to the area. Funding can be 
sought through numerous funding 
agencies whose mandate is to protect and enhance bio-diversity. 

 

 

Mangroves found along Alligator Pond River play a v ital role 
as a habitat for birds and fish. 
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G.2. Social Environment 
 

Participants felt upgrading the social infrastructure in the urban and rural communities was extremely important and not 

difficult – the following were examples of the goals that were voted as needing major policy shifts both locally and 
nationally: 

• Provide the Police and Fire Departments with the best training, and the most advanced tools to serve and protect 
the Parish’s population. 

• Improved access to health care to the rural population, especially children, the elderly, and the immobile 
population. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Developing new and upgraded social infrastructure within the Alligator Pond DA. Alligator Pond DA has 
the potential to become a major tourist destination (both local and foreign) as well as a population growth of 
35.8% by the year 2030.  Therefore for sustainability to be achieved the following is required for the region:-  

a. A Type III Health care facility to accommodate the anticipated population growth, and influx of visitors 
and jobs. Preferably to be constructed either in New Forest and Downs. 

b. A library and learning centre designed to accommodate residents and visitors to learn about the natural 
environment.  

c. A fire station located in New Forest and equipped to respond to the surrounding communities and 
neighbouring Parish (St. Elizabeth). 

d. Upgrading of the current police station.   

2. Build on strong community organisation.  

a. Continue active community involvement programs currently lead by the Alligator Pond Citizens’ 
Association in collaboration with other community base organisation, Funding Agencies, Government 
Agencies and non government organisations. The Alligator Pond Citizens’ Association needs to create 
a strategy to encourage more community participation. 

b. Establish a more organised fishers’ group or cooperation that can help to monitor and enforce proper 
fishing practice. 

c. Provision of housing to meet current and future demand.  

d. Through a stronger land use and zoning plan all housing developments should be redirected further up 
north the Alligator Pond Development Area and be discouraged within the Alligator Pond Local Planning 
Area. Those that  existing within the local Planning Area should be preserved except for those that are 
illegal and are encroaching on the sand dunes and banks of the Alligator Pond River. Those 
development should be relocated further up north in the DA were it is safe from natural disaster and 
made regularise development. 

e. Existing Farmstead housing should be preserved as well as the development of new ones to add to the 
security of food stock through agriculture within the DA.  Mixed housing development should be 
encouraged as a best practice to preserve and reserve lands for other land uses. This can be achieve 
through enactment in the Manchester Development Order and enforced through the Manchester Parish 
Council and the National Environment and planning Agency. 
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G.3. Economic/Community Development 

Participants felt the economic development potential was not that difficult to attain but at the same time extremely 

important, needing the Parish’s best “short term implementation strategies.” 

• Maximise the Parish’s economic development potential with a sustainable tourism strategy from Community 
tourism, eco-tourism and heritage tourism. 

• Promote the South Coast (Canoe Valley) as the environmental destination and the Mile Gully area as the 
heritage destination. 

• Educate and train residents of the Parish to gain jobs and achieve full economic benefits from Manchester being 
a national and international destination. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Designate land spaces for retail, mixed use, infill 
development and commercial in New Forest and Downs. 
Through a land use and zoning plan extend the Alligator Pond 
Local Planning Area boundary to cover New Forest and create 
one for Downs so as to enhance the centre to accommodate 
economic development that will create jobs for the Alligator 
Pond DA residence. This will take off development pressure off 
the town of Alligator Pond which is experiencing space 
shortage. 

2. Preserve and zone agriculture lands. This will prevent the 
loss of vital agriculture lands to other developments and the 
survival income of farmers. These lands will provide the food 
for:- 

a. Existing and future population growth of the DA. 
b. The future tourism industry and commerce in the DA. 

3. Support greenhouse technology in the Alligator Pond DA. The Alligator Pond DA has the potential to foster 
advanced growth in agriculture and with the availability of lands it is suitable to facilitate greenhouses on its 
remnant rich soils. Its excellent connectivity ensures that 
crops will be guaranteed to get to outside buyers and 
markets. 

4. Construct satellite farmers’ and fishery market/s. 
Develop and support a local farmers’ and fish market in 
which farmers and fishermen from the Alligator Pond DA 
are able to sell crops/produce and fish. This will 
eliminate potential transportation costs to more 
established public marketplaces such as the Mandeville 
Market. It also ensures a steady economic generator for 
farmers and fishermen as competition is reduced. Local 
farmers’ and fish market will also offer convenience and 
affordability to buyers (locals). The establishment of a 
fish market would prohibit fisher men from selling their 
catch on the beach in Alligator Pond.   

5. Designate a site for a fish processing Plant. This will 
create more jobs for residence of the DA and a security 

Fishermen and fish vendors are seen here on 
the Alligator Pond Fishing beach buying and 
selling the catch of the day. 

Artist rendering of the proposed Visitors' Centre t o be 
located in Alligator Pond. 
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for the fishermen. Through a land use and zoning plan, the plant should be located in New Forest as it is the 
closest to the Town of Alligator Pond the source of raw material (reduce travelling cost) and land are available to 
accommodate such activity. 

6. Designate proper fishing and recreational beaches. Creating these areas will create friendly atmosphere and 
accommodate persons who want to leisure and swim versus from the tradesmen who will use the fishing 
beaches to catch fish and store their fishing equipment. These two beaches can be income generators for the 
DA. 

7. Promote, with the assistance of REACT and the MPDC, Alligator Pond as a low intensity eco-tourism 
destination. This will be done with the involvement of the residents and REACT will assist  in: 

a. Publication of the range of community heritage and ecotourism attractions. 

b. Educate and engage residents as to employment and entrepreneurial opportunities and training 
requirements. 

c. Obtain the cooperation of partner agencies, such as the Jamaica National Heritage Trust. 
d. Increase the level of resource protection. 

e. Establish a management area plan that will (manage by residence) incorporate attraction of the Canoe 
Valley in the east, Sango Gully trail in New Forest and the ecological nature (river, wetlands, beach and 
sand dunes) of the Town of Alligator Pond. 

8. Encourage small scale cottages and guest house.  The guest house and cottage can be constructed into the 
derelict areas posed for redevelopment (see Land Use Plan) of the Alligator Pond Township area but once those 
limited spaces are filled other new development should be redirected into the northern area of the Alligator Pond 
DA. This will further add to the tourism package and provide jobs to the residents of the DA. The design of the 
cottage and guest house should be climate sensitive and the materials used for construction should not be of 
purely concrete in nature but other materials such as bamboo should be integrated.  

 

G.4. Built Environment 
 

Participants’ felt strengthening our existing communities (New Forest and Downs) and the existing infrastructure needed 

to support all households.  
 

• Provide Town Centres with the physical infrastructure (street lights, sewage system, water supply, 
telecommunications) to support all households in urban and rural Manchester. 

• 26% of the voters at the FORUM felt this GOAL was "Very Difficult but Very Important" while… 

• 56% of the voters at the FORUM felt the same GOAL was "Not Difficult but Very Important" 

 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Restrict new development to the north of the Alligator Pond DA. Focus new developments to the north 
“nodes” of New Forest and Downs to take the development pressure off the existing Alligator Pond town that 
is environmentally sensitive and short on space. New Forest and Downs are safe from flood & storm surge 
hazard. 

2. Strengthen the Built Infrastructure to maximise the potential Alligator Pond has to be a Major Tourist 
destination.  

a. Provide incentives for expanded retail, commercial and entertainment uses to attract both local and 
foreign investment 
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b. The infrastructure expansion has to be comprehensive, connecting to a broader sewage system, water 
supply, transportation, and preservation efforts 

c. Supporting local skill development, job development, economic development and housing development 
strategies 

3. All new development should be connected to a Sewage Treatment System - Improve the natural drainage 
of the Alligator Pond DA.  Gullies, canals and other drainage system are needed within the Alligator Pond DA to 
properly drain the land of excess water during rainy seasons away from developments and agriculture areas. 
These drainage systems should be designed using the Gabriel Basket78 technique to line the banks and floor 
instead of the conventional hard concrete method to allow percolation, stability and long life to the drainage 
system. 

4. Strengthen and improve existing Road Infrastructure in Alligator DA. Capitalise on the good road network 
that promotes connectivity in South West Manchester. This creates better access to the Canoe Valley and the 
popular Alligator Pond area.  

a. The road network, would need to be upgraded and widened allowing for more efficient movement of 
goods and services throughout the area. 

b. The haulage road that runs from ALPART Industry in St. Elizabeth to the Loading Dock in Newport, 
linking to the existing haulage road that runs from Newport to Williamsfield, should be developed when 
the bauxite company in the future terminates its service. It provides easy access for the movements of 
goods and services eliminating the need to travel via Spur Tree to Communities within the Alligator 
Pond DA 

5. Improve water supply and distribution.   

a. A Water Supply Plan to accommodate the added population, employment growth, and increase 
in visitors. The current New Forest pumping station provides water for the Alligator Pond DA but is 
unreliable during prolonged drought periods. Therefore, there is a need for more wells to be constructed 
in suitable areas that will not be contaminated by the salinity of the sea. (Preferred area, Downs). The 
pumps that will operate these wells should be powered by renewable energy sources such as the 
Wigton wind farm or by solar panels individually installed at each station. This will eliminate the cost of 
operating lifts and relay pumping stations that would have otherwise been traditionally run on electricity 
from the major utility provider. 

b. Construction of more catchment reservoirs and proper maintenance of existing ones to offset water 
shortage during prolonged drought periods. 

c. New developments and buildings should be enforced by the Local Authority to have water tanks be 
installed with the required capacity and design to take advantage to capture and store rainwater, as to 
reduce the dependency level on the national water system. Since Alligator Pond has the potential for 
growth, all new development submitted to the Local Authority for approval, should also be submitted to 
the National Water Commission so that they can plan ahead to provide additional water supply to these 
new developments. 

6. Encourage the use of tile fields and constructed tertiary wetlands for sewage disposal. A vital method of 
sewage disposal for the Alligator Pond DA as to protect the eco sensitivity nature and underground water source 
which would not be achievable using the conventional pit latrine. Large housing developments should each have 
their own constructed tertiary wetlands while single-family units can take advantage of the tile field method. 

7. Facilitate transportation enhancement within the Alligator Pond DA. 

a. Design and develop a transportation centre within the Alligator Pond area that will be able to 
accommodate public passenger vehicles. The preferred area would be in New Forest due to the 
shortage of space within the town of Alligator Pond This ensures that public transportation will be 

                                                   
78 Designed from cut river stones or other available stone; engineered, packed and wrapped with mesh wire to river banks to prevent the banks of river from 
erosion; suited for areas with consistently soft soil. 
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operated in an organised and controlled environment. It also eliminates street parking and reduces any 
disruption in traffic flow on adjacent thoroughfares. Its position also makes it a potential terminus for 
taxis and buses travelling from the Mandeville and Cross Keys DAs and towns from the neighbouring 
Parish of St. Elizabeth. The transportation centre should feature the following: 

i. Effective covering/roofing protection from the weather elements (sun, wind and rain). 

ii. Proper seating for waiting passengers. 

iii. Public restroom facilities. 

iv. Signage. 

For interconnectivity with the transportation Centre in New Forest transportation lay-bys should be 
created in Downs and in the Town of Alligator Pond to allow speedy pick-up and drop-off of passengers 
and tourists.   

b) A parking area for tour bus and visitor should be constructed in the New Forest and Downs and manage 
by the municipality to encourage walk ability. However between New Forest and the town of Alligator 
Pond bus shuttling should be encouraged so that the town can take advantage of being a pedestrian-
friendly area.  

8. Erection of solar powered photovoltaic street lights. Areas that are not connected to the national power grid 
or are connected but lack street lighting can take advantage of this renewable energy to provide lighting and 
security to the communities’ street. The greatest advantage is that when there is a power failure in the national 
grid the street lights will continue to be lit as their energy is derived from a battery unit that stores the sun’s 
energy during the day. 

9. Erection of directional signs. This will help both local and international tourists generally unfamiliar with the 
Alligator Pond DA to navigate their way around with ease. 

10. Construction of a Coast Guard facility. Preferable to be constructed in Wards Bay to monitor fishing activities, 
reduce and eventually eliminate bad fishing practices and additionally guard against smuggling on the south 
coast of Manchester. 
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A. Overview Of Asia Development Area 

a. Community Involvement To Date 
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a. Trends 

b. Current Projects 

C. Development Issues & Challenges 

a. Natural Environment  

b. Social Environment  

c. Economic Environment 

d. Built Environment  

D. Community Aspirations 
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A.   OVERVIEW OF ASIA DEVELOPMENT AREA 

The Asia Development Area lies immediately south and west of the Mandeville Development Area.  The town of Asia is 

approximately twelve miles south of Mandeville.  The area 
covers approximately 8,600 ha (32 square miles) in the 
southeast portion of the Parish.  The Asia Development 
Area is a farming area, which also contains a section of the 
coastal region with great environmental importance.   

Many of the names of the communities in Asia come from 
English settlers and are named after places in England 
(Lancaster, Pusey Hill).  However, no one has noted the 
origin of Asia and Java.  Also, one of the largest original 
properties was owned in 1920 by a Mr. Lewis (Lewisfield).  
It is now subdivided into the Java, Grove and Pleasant Hill 
properties.  Victoria Town was named after Queen Victoria 
-- said to have been the first place visited in Manchester 
when she came to Jamaica. Victoria Town was one of the 
first free villages after slavery.  The first jail, first prison and 
post office in the island were in Victoria Town.      

 
a. Community Involvement to Date 

At present, community involvement is centred on mining issues, involving meetings with the Joint Council, in order to 
address concerns. Some members of the DAC have been active participants in the MPDC Planning Committee and were 
part of the group proposing to advance the planning and local management of the Canoe Valley Protected Area and the 
South Coast Heritage Trail, under the auspices of the Parish Council and with the coordination of the MPDC.    Workshops 
held by the MPDC have included the visioning workshops carried out in 2006 where the community members mapped 
physical, social, and economic needs and aspirations for the future.  These concerns and aspirations have fed directly into 
the local sustainable development plan, and serve as the goals for which the plan works toward.   

Alligator Hole found in the Asia DA. 
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B.  SNAPSHOT OF ASIA  DA TODAY 

Development 
Area 

1991 2001 

Asia 6214 6933 

 

2001  Population Area 
Female Male Total  (Ha) 

3467 3466 6933 8603 
 
Source: STATIN, 1991 & 2001 
 

Projected Years 2011 2021 2030 

Projected 
Population 

6946 7665 8691 

 
Source: MPDC 
 

a. Trends 

The population of the Asia DA (in the Enumeration Districts currently assigned to it) was approximately 6,200 in 1991. 

The sex-ratio was balanced overall but showed wide variation from ED to ED (Table DA 5.1).  Participants in a number of 
districts noted a marked increase in out migration, both to other parts of Jamaica and abroad, since the year 2000 in 
response to the shortage of work. 

The impact of bauxite mining operations along with relocation or resettlement of neighbourhoods has contributed to the 
small population and growth rate.  The population is a relatively young one with approximately 57.2 % in 1991 being 24 
years old and under, along with ten percent (10%) being 65 years and older.  Migration is now changing this pattern. 
 
 
b. Current projects 
At the moment, there are no projects taking place within the Asia Development Area or Urban Development Area. 
However, a number of Community Based Organisations are currently active, including: the Asia Police Youth Club and the 
Asia JAS, which has recently involved 15 young adults as members of the farming group. 
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C. DEVELOPMENT ISSUES & CHALLENGES 

a. Natural Environment 

Like the rest of South Manchester, Asia has a dry climate. With no surface drainage except in the south and southeast, 

and with extremely permeable "red bauxite" soil over White Limestone, the area is heavily dependent on the catchment of 
rainfall, and therefore often suffers from drought. In the Java District, “drought affects the community immensely and 
sometimes there is no rainfall for six months.”  The Southern Manchester Plateau was at one time covered with forest.  
Only a few remnants now exist, mainly along the western edge of the plateau and along Sixteen-Mile Gully, which runs 
along the south-western boundary of the Asia DA. 

The greatest environmental issues facing Asia are 
the health of the coastal region, and the impacts of 
widespread mining. Protection of the quality of the 
coastal region is important both for its intrinsic value 
and services and for its potential to support an 
appropriate ecotourism and community tourism 
industry.  This requires protection of existing 
remnants of forest, protection of water quality and 
most of all avoidance of mining in the area.  The 
latter requirement raises a critical potential conflict 
because a number of local residents, in face of 
limited agricultural employment opportunities, look to 
mining as a source of employment.  Residents are 
now becoming aware of the environmental and 
health problems related to mining and its after-
effects.  Consequently, a full examination of the 
relative short and long-term benefits of mining versus 
other activities is needed by all stakeholders before a 
decision is taken.  

 
b. Social Environment  

Poor infrastructure and factors that have impacted the profitability of agriculture have contributed to extremely high levels 
of unemployment and consequent poverty. There appears to be a growing outward movement from the area, based upon 
the observations of residents in the four communities. This is evident in the population change expressed in the chart 
above. In terms of health, the DA faces high incidence of teen pregnancy, inadequate access to health facilities, and 
require assistance in care for the elderly as more young persons leave the area. Residents in Asia voiced needs for school 
refurbishing, additional schools to be built, and a program to tackle the high-school dropout problem. Some skills training 
programs are available, however, assistance with fees are required. The Asia citizens identified the need for recreational 
facilities and for more unity and socialisation among community members to help solve the social problems.    

 
c. Economic Environment 

Farming is still the main economic activity in Asia.  In the 1920s yams, breadfruit, and coffee were grown on a large scale.  
In the 1930s, the main crops grown were breadfruit, coffee and citrus.  In the 1960s, the planting of cash crops was more 
popular (i.e. corn, peas, carrots, etc.).   More recently, crops include yam, hot pepper, peppermint, pumpkin, tomato, 
callaloo, cabbage, and other vegetables. Fruit trees have also historically been income generators, however it has been 
noted by one resident that the youth are not caring for the trees and that they are dying out in some cases. There is also 
an issue with access to markets and demand outside of the community which hinders the income potential of the farmers. 

Roots of a native mangrove specie acts as a nursery  for young 
fish. 
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Economic development opportunities include (but are not limited to) agro-processing and tourism. The community 
residents have declared interest in mint processing for teas, hot pepper and ackee processing, as well as pineapple 
cultivation. Residents are also interested in meat and dairy production, natural products, and sustainable fuelwood 
plantations.   Lancaster residents recognise the attraction to visitors of the beauty of the country and the vistas from the 
Carpenters Mountains.  Community members are aware of the importance of Canoe Valley as a source of sustainable 
economic development.  However, except in connection with fishing, most Asia residents still need to be exposed to the 
ecotourism potential of the coast, the agricultural communities (agro-tourism), and other natural sites such as caves 
(geological tourism), etc. 
 

d. Built Environment 

In terms of mobility, Victoria Town residents are oriented towards Tollgate, Clarendon.  Other DA residents go to Asia, 
Newport and Mandeville for services. Road conditions are inadequate, therefore making travel difficult, and decreasing the 
mobility of the DA’s citizens. Today the cost of taxis is a deterrent to travel and in turn often reflects the poor condition or 
roads in some districts. For example, residents of Lewisfield, note that they have two choices, the Asia Clinic, 8½ miles 
away, and the Newport Health Centre, 7 miles away.   

A well and pumping station installed in Victoria Town in the 1970s supplies water to Victoria Town and other communities 
across South Manchester as far as Grove Town and Cross Keys.   In many districts, residents express a need for piped 
water.  In some communities, there is a high percentage of households with tanks.  However, they say they are inadequate 
in times of drought.  There is a need to increase the practice of saving rainwater, with more district catchments and more 
house rainwater butts as well as tanks.  Power and communication infrastructure are adequate in most areas, with most 
having received electricity by 1998, however it is not 100% inclusive of rural areas, and two communities stated the need for 
better street-lighting.  
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D. COMMUNITY ASPIRATIONS 

Residents of the Development Area have expressed elements of their vision (their aspirations) in a number of forums, 

from participating in Profile compilation in 2003 to planning and visioning meetings and workshops from 2004 to 2007 
(Section G).  Asia residents have hopes for development in their region that will increase services, employment, and 
overall living standards.  They articulated aspirations for their community in terms of social infrastructure, physical 
infrastructure, and economy & community needs.  

Social infrastructure needs were stated as: upgrade of health and school facilities, capacity in police stations, a 
multipurpose centre to host cultural and recreational activities, a playfield for the primary school, a fire station to respond to 
community emergencies, and housing and programming for the elderly.   

Physical infrastructure needs were stated as: improvement of road infrastructure; better transportation service that is 
efficient and creates direct linkages/routes to major towns, improved water supply (i.e. piped water), more rural 
electrification programmes, especially for street lights, and infrastructure for phone lines. 

Economy and community needs were stated as: a sustainable economic plan that will create easier access into untapped 
markets such as fast food chains and hotels, establishment of manufacturing and processing plants (i.e. agro-processing, 
value-added products), reforestation and creation of parks, reclamation of mined-out lands, skills training programs, and 
community policing.  

There are several issues regarding achieving the desired development in Asia. Bauxite mining persists, uprooting 
households and changing community dynamics. Strategies to address “life after bauxite” are critical for this DA; those that 
suggest alternative economic development, ways to utilise mined-out lands, and ways forward for appropriate land uses 
are all elements within this plan designed to address these issues.   

 

Scenes from the Community Engagement Workshop held in 2007. 
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E. EXISTING LAND USE  

This section looks at the existing land use within the Asia Development Area and the Asia Urban Development Area; and 

analyses how well lands are being utilised for the needs of the residents living in these areas. For the purpose of this 
document the difference between Development Area and Urban Development Area is outlined as follows: 

1. Asia Development Area: A group of communities within a specified geographical area who associate themselves 
with a town area that meets their needs. Hence, these communities could become the rural area of the specified 
town area. 

2. Asia Urban Development Area: It is a defined centre that is urban in nature with an imaginary boundary that 
services the local community within a geographical area. 

The term “Existing Land Use” looks at the way lands within the Asia Development Area are being used/ consumed. The 
Land Use information is vital for studying three elements of land settlement which are: character, pattern and distribution. 
After understanding the three land settlement elements of an area, recommendations can then be made to govern and 
preserve the “existing and future” use of land of the settlement or region. The land use information for the Manchester 
Sustainable Development Plan was formulated using two methods: 

A. A Land Use Survey 79 

B. Manchester General Land Use Map 80.  
 
E.1.  ASIA DEVELOPMENT AREA (DA) EXISTING LAND USE 
 

In the Asia Development Area there are four major land utilisation categories. They are the following: 

1. Undisturbed Woodland Areas 

2. Settlement and Shrubs/ Woodland Areas 

3. Prime Agriculture Areas 

4. Urban Centre, Town CBD 

 
Undisturbed Woodland  

Based on the Asia Development Area (DA) Land Utilisation chart, the dominant land use character is Undisturbed 
Woodland, which takes up 62% of the DA. They are located just west of Bossue and Prospect, as well as east of Pusey 
Hill. There are also sporadic locations along the main arterial roadway, going from Pusey Hill, eastward, just past the 
community of Park Hall.   
 
Settlement and Shrub/Woodland 
The second most dominant land use is the Settlement and Shrubs/ Woodland areas. This land use occupies 
approximately 36% of the Asia DA. Settlement patterns are dispersed throughout the DA. The Development Area is 
currently experiencing low-density development, since much of the land is used for agricultural or mining purposes. Also, 
since the northern part of the DA is characterised by gentle sloping terrain, which moves towards the lower eastern and 
southern region (which have steeper slopes), much of the settlement patterns are occurring in northern areas, rather than 
the outer portions of Asia.  

                                                   
79 The general field land use survey is an outdoor activity done by a group of land use surveyor whose function is to record the existing uses on each property in 
a community. However this process was done only for the Township area in Manchester (Urban Development Areas) 
80 The Manchester Land Utilisation Map information is a collection of major land use activities such as Bauxite mining, Agriculture areas,  and forestry (proposed 
and existing) to cover the remaining Development Areas (rural areas) that was not covered by the Land Use Survey. The importance of this information is to give 
a general idea of how the lands in the remaining area are being used. 
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The major road networks connecting the communities of Asia, Mount Pleasant, Pratville and Free Town, have served to 
connect these areas, in order to have the Central Business District (CBD) located directly in the middle of these 
communities. The Town CBD occupies less than 1% of the Asia DA (see Asia DA Land Utilisation Coverage chart).  
 
Water Supply 

The domestic water and irrigation supply to the Asia communities is currently serviced by five reservoirs in the DA, and 
one reservoir in the UDA (urban fence); one is near the community of Hermitage, another is located north east of Victoria 
Town, while the others are located in Plantation, Mannings, and near Frankfield. The reservoir within the urban fence is 
located just west of Pusey Hill. There is also one pumping station on the eastern region of the Development Area, just 
outside of Victoria Town that services the entire DA. However, since the only pumping station is located on lower terrain 
(0- 800 ft.), on the eastern portion of the DA, the pumping station may experience difficulty in supplying water upward to 
the higher western portion, even though it is a gentle change in the rise and the run of the land. Therefore, communities 
may often experience disruption in water supply, particularly during dryer periods. However, further studies need to be 
made in order to take advantage of the excess water that is currently being produced by the Victoria Town and Porus wells 
(see Water Distribution Section).  
 
Commercial, Institutional, and Industrial 
Commercial and industrial uses are scarce throughout the Asia DA, and are particularly minimal in the Asia UDA, where 
commercial lands take up 3% of the UDA, and industrial lands take up 1% of the UDA. The apparent absence of 
commercial services may be due to the impact of the bauxite mining operations, as well as the relocation or resettlement of 
neighbourhoods; wherein the Asia DA has experienced small population growth rates. Therefore, the low population 
densities of the communities within the Asia DA may not meet the necessary capacity to implement more commercial 
businesses and related services such as libraries, health centres, etc. However, this does not imply that the Asia DA is 
fully serviced.  

There are only two (2) schools that fall within the Asia DA boundary, and three (3) more that fall within the Asia UDA. 
There are also 14 churches within the Asia DA and UDA combined. However, there is only one Police Station and one 
Health Centre near the CBD (within the Asia UDA) that serve the entire Development Area. Also, there is no available Fire 
Station within the Asia Development Area. The nearest location is within Mandeville, Manchester, and May Pen, 
Clarendon, which could take up to 2 to 3 hours, respectively in response time.  

Therefore, in addition to requiring one or more fire stations within the Asia DA, there is also a need for more schools, multi-
purpose community centres, libraries, and park/playfields, as expressed by community members in the Visioning 
Workshops. Though there are playfields located next to the schools, within the Asia DA, they are inaccessible to members 
of the communities that do not attend these schools. The closest locations of these types of facilities are located in and 
around Mandeville and Porus, Manchester, and communities within Clarendon. However, travelling long distances to get to 
these areas is often not practical or feasible for members of the Asia DA.  
 
Agriculture 
The third most dominant land is Prime Agriculture Areas; taking up 2% of the Asia Development Area. They are primarily 
located along the southern border, upon the lower elevations of the Development Area, near Canoe Valley, and Milk Pen. 
The Prime Agriculture Areas are also located on the ‘slight clay’ soils of the DA. Though clay soils are often difficult to 
manage, they supply plant foods and nutrients for agriculture. 

Apart from the ‘slight clay’ located along the eastern border of the DA, and the ‘silt’-type soil found near the south-western 
portion of the DA, the rest of Asia is covered with ‘stony loam’. 

As such, it is important to promote much of the DA, particularly the southern region, to remain as a protected conservation 
area that is free from mining, in order to retain the prime agricultural uses (though minimal, but still important) that can 
serve as a major source of income for the Asia Development Area, and also to protect the local wildlife that are living in the 
wetlands. Currently the southern region makes up most of the 24% of the DA that is considered to be a non-mining lease 
area. Furthermore, since the low level marshlands are subject to storm surges during the rainy season, it is unfit to 
construct any kind of development in and around this area. Therefore, it is imperative that this area remains as a 
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preservation region in the years to come. Not only can it serve as an agricultural source for the DA and Parish, but it can 
also serve as an eco-tourism district.  
 
Mining 
Meanwhile, although 76% of land is currently under a mining lease, and only 7% of this portion is currently being mined 
(while 61% is still uncertain), it is still vital to consider ‘life after bauxite’, and continue to focus on the growth and nurturing 
of the other land use sectors of the DA such as undisturbed woodlands, settlement areas, prime agriculture areas, and the 
central business district.  
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E.2. ASIA URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA (UDA) EXISTING LAND USE 

The Asia Urban Development Area (Urban area) is the growing centre of the Asia Development Area. It is currently 

1,234ha (351acreas) in size, encompassing the following communities: 

1. Asia 
2. Nanpareil 
3. Free Town 
4. Pratville 
5. Pellen 
6. Goulbourne 
7. Pusey Hill 
8. Bossue and Prospect 

 
Urban Centre 
Citizens of the Asia Development Area and Urban Development Area have recognised the need for strengthening the 
emerging urban centre in order to accommodate further growth. By providing employment and less sprawled development 
within the urban fence, the surrounding DA, particularly near the southern region can be preserved and protected. The 
town of Asia/ Pratville is categorised as a Local Town, and is deemed to become a mining town in the short-term. 
However, Asia/ Pratville have the potential to become an Agro Industry/ Commerce Centre for South East Manchester and 
possibly for districts in South West Clarendon.  
Since much of the soil within the UDA, as well as the surrounding DA is stony loam, the land is conducive to absorbing the 
water too quickly, often requiring extra work and water, only 5% of the Urban Development Area is used for agriculture. As 
such, recommendations ought to be made to promote more commercial land uses within the Asia UDA, in order to bring in 
business from surrounding DAs, and other Parishes. Also, in order to ensure that future development remain in the north, 
close to the town centre, it is important to implement policies that designate the southern region, encompassing the 
wetlands and sensitive areas to be free from future mining and development prospects.  

The 2007 Land Use Survey revealed that growth has been slow, yet steady within the Asia UDA. Growth has been most 
visible around the Pusey Hill area. The slow growth rate can perhaps be attributed to factors such as mining, since much 
of the area is slated for mining purposes. Currently, 95% of the UDA is considered to be a mining area, with 94% of this 
portion being uncertain. More often than not, the mining leases require many of the buildings to be temporary rather than 
long term structures. Therefore, much of the commercial uses, making up 3% of the Asia UDA, are small retail shops that 
are owned by the residential properties. It is recommended that after reclamation low density residential development 
continue, while focus is placed on creating more permanent institutions and long-term commercial facilities.  
 
Competing Land Use 

The dominant competing land uses within the Asia UDA are residential and commercial. Residential consumes nearly one 
quarter (23%) of the Urban Development Area. Residential land uses are often clustered along the linear development of 
major roadways that link the many communities, including Asia, Mount Pleasant, Pratville, Parkhall, Pellen, and Pusey Hill. 
Currently, 96% of residences are Single-family, while 1% and 3% are Multi Family and Double Family, respectively. The 
size of the Asia & Pratville UDA is 3051acres (1235ha). There is a total population of 2, 880 persons, residing in 499 units. 
As a result, the current housing density of the Urban Development Area is 0.17du/acres (0.4du/ha). This is considered to 
be low density. Therefore, it is proposed that the higher densities be implemented through infill and future housing 
developments by creating town homes, and apartment buildings. It is recommended that the density be steadily increased 
to 6du/acre (14du/ha).  

A portion of the residential properties is complemented by agricultural lands, and institutions (2%) generally nearing major 
road networks, making efficient use of transportation routes for import and export. Also, since the UDA is a rural 
community, pit latrines are widely used. However, since the soil is dominantly ‘stony loam’, waste water often gets 
absorbed into the aquifers, compromising the quality of the water sources. Therefore, it is highly recommended that a 
central sewage system be implemented in the area to service the Urban Development Area as well as the Development 
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Area. Also, based on the GIS data, a good portion of the residential infrastructures could be made of wood. This may be 
correlated with the mining leases requiring much of the development to be temporary. Therefore, it is also recommended 
that new, low-density housing stock be constructed to improve the quality of life within the Asia UDA.  
 
Areas under Development 
Developing Lands currently makes up 8% of the UDA, demonstrating that the UDA is slowly but surely growing. After 
developments are completed and identified, the uses will be absorbed within the competing land uses of low-density 
residential, agriculture, commercial, and industrial. 

In addition, it is also important to provide recreational spaces for the residents of the UDA. Since only 1% of the area is 
derelict, the possibility of transforming some of the disturbed woodlands into parks and recreational facilities should be 
looked into. Also, according to the GIS data there is only one cemetery that serves the entire Asia UDA and DA. Therefore, 
the possibility of constructing another cemetery should be looked into. Since there are negative connotations associated 
with cemeteries, such as the devaluation of surrounding properties, placing them near the outskirts of the UDA, closer to 
the woodlands would be most fitting to service the population.  
 
Informal Development 
The Asia UDA is not heavily affected by informal development which accounts for less than 1%. However, policies should 
be put in place to ensure that things remain this way in the future, in order to avoid the negative impacts associated with 
informal development, such as threats to the natural environment.  The most prevalent land use in the Asia/ Pratville Urban 
Development Area is disturbed woodlands, which covers up to 55% of the urban fence designation. This particular land 
use runs along the eastern hemisphere of Asia, but can also be found surrounding the communities of Mount Pleasant, 
Free Town, as well as Bossue and Prospect to the west. As a result, there should be a fine balance between utilising some 
of the existing shrubs and woodland for future development, and preserving the rest in order to maintain the quality of 
climate, natural environment, and wildlife species. 
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F. PROPOSED LAND USE 
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ASIA DEVELOPMENT AREA  LAND UTILISATION 

Undisturbed Woodland 
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Agricultural Prime Areas, 
2%

Settlement and Shrubs/ 
Woodland Areas, 36%

Town CBD, Less than 
1%

Settlement and Shrubs/Woodland Areas

Undisturbed Woodland Areas

Agricultural Prime Areas

Town CBD

ASIA DEVELOPMENT AREA MINING LEASE PLAN

Non-Mining Lease Area, 24%

Mining Lease Area, 76%
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G. STRATEGIES & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Asia DA is not complete unless there is an implementation strategy to reinforce the community aspiration and the 

proposed land use in the following sectors: Natural Environment, Social Environment, Economic Environment and Built 
Environment. This can be achieved through a variety of planning tools the DA can bring to bear to make things happen 
through the influence of Local Planning Authority, relevant Central Government Agencies and citizens to fulfill this DA Plan 
objective on a short, medium and long-term basis. 

250 Leaders from across Manchester, with representatives from Asia, deliberated over the Parish’s 2030 Goals at 
the Manchester Planning Forum. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Participants voted on the Importance and Difficulty of attaining the goals in the 2030 Plans   

G.1. Natural Environment 

Participants of the Manchester 2030 Planning Forum felt that protecting the environmental assets, while adhering to 

sustainable planning goals was very important, and not difficult to achieve. Examples of the goals that were voted as 
needing “short term implementation strategies” by the MPDC’s Partners are as follows: 

• Work with current residents on best reclamation practices to achieve the best and highest use of mined lands for 
future uses. 

• Increased awareness and stewardship to achieve the protection of our environmentally sensitive lands against 
soil/ wind erosion, deforestation, etc. 

• Create an adequate amount of recreational facilities, parks, and open space, in our urban areas also preserving 
and protecting the forested areas, and greenbelts for which the Parish is known.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Develop an Environmental Stewardship Training Programme. This will help community members of the Asia 
DA to recognise the value of protecting and preserving the natural environment and its assets. With its close 
proximity to the Canoe Valley and the Portland Bight, the Asia DA has the opportunity to maintain these eco-
sensitive areas and potentially create economic spin-offs through eco-tourism. With the upcoming mining 
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activities in the area, environmental responsibility will be vital especially for the reforestation of areas absent of 
vegetation/biodiversity and or areas that have suffered from habitat fragmentation.  

 

G.2. Social Environment 

During the Manchester 2030 Forum, participants expressed the view that upgrading the social infrastructure, including 

social services and education, in urban and rural communities was of utmost importance, by voting the related goals to be 
very important and not difficult to achieve. The following are examples of the goals that were thought to require major 
support and leadership both Parish and Nation-wide: 

• Achieve the highest level of literacy, to provide the trained workforce needed to retain and attract the best jobs 
and people in the Parish. 

• Improve access to health care to the rural population, especially children, the elderly, and the immobile 
population. 

• Promote the importance of having the most skilled workforce to support all job sectors from manufacturing in 
Williamsfield, eco-tourism in South Manchester, agriculture in Asia and Mile Gully, and a diversified economy in 
Mandeville. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Promote civic education in the Asia DA. Develop strategies 
to address community awareness through education. This will 
be achieved through educational initiatives/campaigns, the 
dissemination of specific reading materials on local issues 
(mining, agriculture, the environment, etc.) and various 
workshops.   

2. Advance civic involvement in the communities of the Asia 
DA. Encourage community participation in the Asia DA in an 
effort to maintain the community vibrancy pre and post-bauxite 
mining activities. Through civic involvement the communities of 
Asia will be strengthened by social integration. This will ensure 
proper community planning that becomes a local asset to foster 
community re-development potentially through a collaborative 
effort with the Jamaica Bauxite Institute.  

 

G.3. Economic Environment  

Participants voted that the economic development goals were not difficult to achieve, and were extremely important to 

accomplish; hence, needing strong leadership and policy shifts. The following are examples of these goals: 
• Preservation and restoration of Manchester’s cultural and heritage assets for future generation (first “free town”, 

historic landmarks) 
• Develop new agricultural technologies and “best farming techniques” to maximise the quantity and quality of 

products to maximise year round production. 
• Develop and expand the agro-processing industry with improved production and marketing strategies to provide 

better access to markets for local farmers across the Parish. 
• Encourage residents of the Parish to support locally grown agricultural products. 

Local fisherman sets out for the day in hopes 
of a catch. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Create employment opportunities based on agriculture. Support and advance the agricultural sector in the 
Asia DA to ensure economic development and strengthening. This will be done through the introduction and 
promotion of greenhouse technology to transform traditional farming methods. Attract investments to the area 
that are more labour intensive, like agro-processing and packaging plants.  

2. Conduct research on agricultural opportunities based on land suitability. This will create strategic 
agricultural choices for local farmers based on a crop feasibility study. It will also allow for more informed 
decision-making as it regards farmers investing in transitional crops. Financial losses will be averted in the 
process due to the availability of educational reading material and data based on these crop studies in the Asia 
DA.  

3. Improve reclamation practices. Collaborate with JBI to re-examine existing reclamation practices. Emphasis 
must be placed on the creation of closure plans for each area slated for mining. This will aid in giving direction to 
appropriate land use designation in each area post-mining operations. 

4. Design Asia community from the ground up. The Asia DA will have the advantage of a clean slate on which to 
ensure that proper town layout and community level planning is embarked on to implement proper road networks, 
sidewalks to improve pedestrian safety, streetscapes, designated retail/commercial areas, parks, community 
centre/s increased compact developments, mixed use opportunities and so on.  

5. Create retail services and centres. Develop opportunities for retail/commercial investments in the designated 
Asia Central Business District (CBD). With the potential to utilise the infrastructure that will be left by the bauxite 
companies and the prospect of a new land use plan for the area, this will be an impetus to encourage local 
investors into this part of South Manchester. Additionally, citizens will have a local hub to support their needs 
reducing the dependency on neighbouring town centres in Clarendon (Toll Gate for instance) and leaving more 
revenue to grow and strengthen the local economic base.  

6. Collaborate with stakeholders in Clarendon. Develop and strengthen partnerships with stakeholders in the 
Parish of Clarendon (such as the Clarendon Parish Council) to work on potential regional plans to tackle 
problems shared by both Parishes especially in areas along the border. One such plan could potentially address 
reducing migration patterns between both Parishes. Another could speak to regional facilities to handle waste 
disposal (landfill site) and a crime management plan/initiative. 

 

G.4. Built Environment 

Participants felt that strengthening our existing communities, by addressing land use, physical infrastructure, 

transportation, and energy, will help in the prosperity and growth of Manchester. The following are goals that were voted as 
being very important to accomplish: 

• Enforce the highest development and construction practices for building both residential and non-residential 
buildings.  

• Ensure adequate funding of further studies to examine the availability and engineering, financial and 
environmental feasibility of developing new water sources. 

• Ensure adequate funding for an efficient and reliable public transportation system to support the movement of 
people to their jobs across the Parish. 

• Develop a state of the art Research and Development centre for renewable energy taking advantage of Northern 
Caribbean University’s and South Manchester’s wind farm (Wigton).  
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RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Enhance accessibility and connectivity in the Asia DA. This will be accomplished by a proposed turning over 
of the bauxite haulage roads to the Manchester Parish Council to improve community mobility and easier access 
to other neighbouring DAs in the Parish such as Mandeville. The road infrastructure will be integral to propel 
future community development. 

2. Improve water supply and distribution within the Asia DA. The mining companies utilise enormous amounts 
of water on a daily basis for its processing and cooling operations. This water infrastructure post-mining 
operations can help to address the water shortages and distribution problems experienced with the Asia DA. With 
adequate water supply, this will eliminate the challenges of siting suitable new residential areas to retain locals 
and attract new population. 

3. Encourage rural electrification in local communities. The power supply infrastructure will offer the opportunity 
to enhance communities in Asia through the improvement/upgrading of lifestyles. Safety will also be promoted 
with streetlights along the roadways. 
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Christiana Sustainable Development Plan 
A. Overview Of Christiana Development Area 
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A. OVERVIEW OF CHRISTIANA DEVELOPMENT AREA 

The town of Christiana lies approximately 20 km (12 miles) northeast of Mandeville.  The Christiana Development Area 

covers approximately 14,720 hectares (54.8 square miles) of hilly land, reaching elevations of over 900 m (2700 ft).  It 
extends to the Clarendon Parish boundary to the east, the Trelawny border to the north and the Mile Gully Development 
Area to the west.  As presently identified by the SDC, the Development Area includes seventeen communities: Christiana, 
Craighead, Pike, Coleyville, Robin’s Hall, Silent Hill, Spring Ground, Chudleigh, Top Hill, Chantilly, Cobbla, Walderston, 
Hibernia,  Devon, within which there are several smaller communities.  

Christiana is the highest ranked town next to Mandeville and as such enjoys a better standard of living than many of the 
other growth areas in the Parish.  It is the second most populous town in Manchester after Mandeville, accounting for 
almost five percent (5%) of the Parish’s population.   

 
a. Community Involvement to Date 

Christiana has active service clubs, especially the Rotary Club, which provides a tradition of agricultural ad marketing (i.e. 
the Christiana Potato Growers’ Association), and an increasingly active Development Area Committee.   DA residents 
have been active in the workshops held by the MPDC which have taken the form of information gathering for the 
Manchester Profile, as well as visioning workshops carried out in 2006 to inform the Manchester Sustainable Development 
Plan. Since then, the second draft of the Plan has been presented to the residents (June 2007), to gather further input and 
support.  

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scenes from the Visioning 
and Mapping Workshop 
held in 2006. 

In mid 2007 a Community Engagement Workshop was hos ted in the Christiana DA. 
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B. SNAPSHOT OF CHRISTIANA DA TODAY 

Development 
Area 

1991 2001 

Christiana 15993 39381 

 
2001  Population Area 

Female Male Total (Ha) 
20340 19041 39381 10943 
 
Source: STATIN, 1991 & 2001 
 

a. Trends 

The Christiana urban area recorded a population of 6,437 in 198281 and increased by 12% in 1991 to 7,235.  The average 

annual growth rate of 1.3% was considered to be relatively high but was lower than the 1.8% rate for Mandeville.   

Table 7-1 Christiana-Population Projections 2011-2030 

Projected Years 2011 2021 2030 

Projected 
Population 

62769 86157 107206 

 
Source: MPDC 
 

Growth appears to have accelerated over the 1990s and to have exceeded Town Planning Department (TPD) projections.  
The population of the Special Area as defined in 2001 was 8,243, 13.93% more than in 1991.82 Most communities along 
the Christiana main road showed a negative population growth rate. The TPD analysis prepared in 1996 suggested that 
these patterns reflected internal migration within the DA. Generally, Christiana is a relatively dense town with 
approximately 4.32 persons per hectare, as reported in 1991. 

The TPD projected that while the youngest age group would continue to decline as a percentage of the total population, 
the growth in actual numbers would require more schools along with employment, housing and social infrastructures to 
accommodate the future population. 

The urban areas of Christiana have a better standard of living than most parts of the Parish. However, there was 
considerable overcrowding in 1991 with 1,647 households in 1,340 units. Single-family detached units made up 97% of the 
stock in 1991. There were almost no town houses, while parts of commercial buildings, semi-detached and improvised 
units accounted for the remaining 3% in equal parts. 

 

b. Current projects 

In 2006, the Christiana Potato Growers’ Association successfully opened a tissue culture lab and greenhouse. The lab is 
used to produce disease free plants which are sold to local farmers. The tissue culture lab was designed with the intention 
of combating the problem of low yield resulting from infected planting materials. The lab produces healthy sweet potato 

                                                   
81 The 1982 Census recorded a population of 8,894 but used an area larger than the 1991 Special Area boundary.  
82 STATIN, 2001 Census of Population Preliminary Report, 2000. 
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slips (plant cuttings to initiate crop production) in three stages, beginning with the multiplication stage, during which plant 
varieties are collected and multiplied.  

To date, the greenhouse project has been tremendously successful.  It seems that there is a large market for healthy slips, 
as farmers tend to purchase them in large quantities (thousands per purchase). While farmers are still trying to come to 
grips with this new technology, the greenhouse in Devon has been doing extremely well and is willing to assist farmers 
with the necessary know-how and skills to make their dream of having a greenhouse a reality. As of June 2007, the 
greenhouse is still producing tomatoes, sweet peppers, and cucumbers along with their new additions, strawberries and 
scallion.  
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C. DEVELOPMENT ISSUES & CHALLENGES 

a. Natural Environment 

The Christiana Development Area is characterised by mountains 

that reach about 3,000 feet above sea level and the area is 
deeply dissected by the Hector’s and Cave Rivers, (which form 
the Parish boundary) and their tributaries. The mountains abound 
with streams of running water. The east-flowing Cave River is the 
leading supply of domestic water for Christiana and Spalding. 

Much of the Development Area is covered by St. Ann Clay Loam, 
Lucky and Union soils, which are moderately susceptible to 
erosion. The area is covered with mixed herbaceous woodland 
and shrub land subsistence plantation and with disturbed lowland 
montane seasonal evergreen forest. Cultivation is steadily eating 
into the forest and deforestation and disturbance of soils are 
having serious effects.   

Another prevalent environmental problem is inadequate garbage 
collection and disposal. This results in burning of garbage and the 
dumping of garbage and dead animals in inappropriate sites, including the Brockery River. Due to improper garbage 
disposal, there has been an increase in mosquitoes and rats in urban areas like Brockery.   

The rivers, Hector’s, Cave, Brockery and Dunco, are all in danger of becoming badly polluted. Garbage disposal is one 
cause but increasing densities and lack of sewage treatment are also responsible.  

 

b. Social Environment 

Christiana, as the only sub-regional centre in the Parish, has the majority of social services that is required of it. However 
great stress has been placed on these services from the surrounding communities where they are not in existence. There 
is no central open space or community centre. As such, the school playing fields or any convenient vacant lots are most 
often used. There is also no facility that could be used to provide training to residents who need to improve their skills. 

In 1991, 43% of the population of the Christiana growth center had completed schooling to primary level, and another 40% 
up to secondary level.  However, only 1% had completed university.   

DA Workshop (2003) participants identified the high rate of school dropouts as a serious concern.  They identified the 
causes are parental neglect and/or lack of financial means. Devon residents also observed that transportation costs to high 
schools in Christiana were a deterrent. Further deterrents are the difficulty graduates experience in accessing student 
loans and/or finding jobs.   

Community residents noted that one effect of the high drop-out rate is teen pregnancy. Other needs identified include 
improved housing for shut-ins, a facility for the mentally ill and homeless, and improvement in Health Centre services.   

Residents noted the need for more Police patrols.  They also recognised the link between more skills training and a 
decrease in unemployment and crime. 

 

c. Economic Environment 

The local planning area (Christiana town centre and surroundings) is well served with commercial and various office 
activities which are concentrated in the town centre and now extending in a linear pattern along the Christiana main road. 
As a result, the surrounding areas including Coleyville, Shooters Hill and Mile Gully rely on the goods and services offered 
here. Therefore, there is a high employment rate with the majority of jobs being in the service sector. The people 

The entrance to the Gourie Cave 
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experiencing high unemployment are mostly those on the periphery. However this is not due to job shortage but lack of 
skill and qualifications required for the positions. Industrial activities are visibly lacking in the area and this should be 
encouraged to provide employment and make use of the agricultural resources available. 

Outside of the township area, agriculture plays a vital role to Christiana’s economy and trade.  Major crops are banana, 
ginger, yam, sweet potatoes. This activity represents roughly 62% of the total land space and about 30% of the labour 
force. However, farmers have difficulty selling farming produce. The community members feel that there is a need for 
consultation with manufacturing companies such as Grace, Eve, Geddes and the local supermarket to discuss ways and 
means of using their produce. They want to find out why farmers are not benefiting from these local markets. It is 
recommended and expressed by residents (see Section D) that supplementary activities such as agro-processing should 
be developed so as to enhance the economy and at the same time ease the stress placed on the town centre. 

  

d. Built Environment 

The DA is filled with historical sites, including a number of Moravian churches, from Mizpah to Craighead, and the Hotel 

Villa Bella. In Christiana itself, management of traffic, parking and market activities will reveal a number of impressive 19th 
Century structures. These should be treated as important historic structures with potential for restoration. 

Less than half of the households in Christiana are connected to a piped water supply system.  A substantial proportion 
therefore depends on catchment tanks as their source.  

In terms of power and communications, some communities 
still lack electricity. The demand for electricity has risen 
considerably in Christiana as more modern housing units are 
built by the returning residents.  In addition the increasing 
commercial activities place a great stress on the present 
system.  As such emphasis will be placed on encouraging 
less energy intensive development such as agro-industry, 
and to discourage scattered settlements to ensure maximum 
and effective use of the existing electricity supply.   

Traffic congestion has been cited as a major problem in the 
Christiana town centre, where delays can be up to three 
hours. The densely developed town allows for little to no 
parking, and provides little pedestrian facilities. Hence, there 
is a need to improve the existing transportation facilities. The 
Sustainable Development Plan has goals for the entire 
Parish for increasing transportation efficiency, and ease of 
mobility for all residents through various proposed strategies. 

Like all growth centres in Manchester, the Christiana local planning area has no central sewage system, and it is unlikely 
that there will be any in the near future. This is due mainly to the lack of adequate piped water supply system.  Liquid 
waste treatment and disposal has therefore had to rely on improvement of traditional methods.  Where water is available 
the preferred method of disposal is by septic tank and absorption pits.  Where there is no water, house owners have had to 
resort to ventilated improved pit latrines and ordinary pit latrines. 

The hustle and bustle of the Christiana Town Centre . 
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D. COMMUNITY ASPIRATIONS 

Through the visioning workshop, the residents of Christiana DA identified many aspirations for the future development of 

their communities. These range from provision of services, to maintenance of infrastructure, to diversifying the economy.    

A strategy to engage youth, including skills training, sports, and job opportunities is envisioned for the benefit of young 
people and the future of the DA. An appeal to mining companies to give something back to the communities in terms of 
provision of services or infrastructure has been expressed.  

Relieving congestion in Christiana w/ a bypass road and transportation centre is a strong aspiration for the DA, as well as 
a comprehensive water system, to combat the water supply problem.  

In terms of the economy, farmers have expressed the wish for a more comprehensive farmers’ co-op and marketing 
strategy, and support greenhouses and diversification of crops.  Further economy diversification aspirations include agro-
processing, IT, apparel production, and development of community tourism based on the potential the area provides with 
its caves, birds, and other natural and cultural features.  

 

 

Participants at the Visioning and Mapping Workshop 
make their group presentation. 

Participants learn the value and role of the New 
Development Order. 
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E. EXISTING LAND USE 

This section looks at the existing land use within the Christiana Development Area and the Christiana Urban Development 

Area and together analyses how well lands are being utilised for the needs of the residents living in these areas. For the 
purpose of this document the difference between Development Area and Urban Development Area is outlined as follows: 

1. Christiana Development Area: A group of communities within a specified geography area who associates 
themselves with a town area that meets their needs. Hence, these communities could become the rural area of 
the specified town area. 

2. Christiana Urban Development Area: It is a defined centre that is urban in nature with an imaginary boundary that 
services the local community within a geographic area.  

The term “Existing Land Use” looks at the way lands within the Christiana Development Area are being used/consumed. 
The Land Use information is vital for studying three elements of land settlement, namely: character, pattern and 
distribution. Understanding the three land settlement elements of an area allows for the formulation of recommendations to 
govern and preserve “existing and future” use of land of that settlement or region. The land use information for the 
Manchester Sustainable Development Plan was formulated using two methods: 

A. A Land Use Survey83 

B. Manchester General Land Use Map84 
 

                                                   
83 A detail land use survey done in the field by land use surveyors whom record the existing uses on each property in a community. However this process was 
done only for the Township area in Manchester (Urban Development Areas). 
84 The Manchester Land Utilisation Map information is a generalised  land use data that base on a collection of major land use data such as Bauxite mining, 
Agriculture, forestry (proposed and existing) and  a generalised land settlement to cover the remaining Development Areas (rural areas) that was not covered by 
the Land Use Survey. The importance of this information is to give a general idea of how the lands in the remaining area are being used. 
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E.1. CHRISTIANA DEVELOPMENT AREA (DA) EXISTING LAND USE 
 

In the Christiana Development Area there are five major land utilisation categories. These are as follows: 

1. Prime Agriculture Areas 

2. Power Utility Corridor 

3. Urban Centre 

4. Settlement Areas, Shrubs & Woodland Areas 

5. Undisturbed Woodland Areas 

 

Agriculture, and Settlement Area and Shrub/ Woodland 

Based on the Christiana DA Land Utilisation chart, the dominant land use character is the agricultural use found on the 
prime areas on the undulating terrain of Straun Castle to Carters in the northern hemisphere and on the flatter regions of 
Devon, Chudleigh, Spitzbergen and Walderston in the south eastern hemisphere of the DA. These areas could serve as 
the food basket and income generator for the DA and therefore needs to be preserved. 

The second dominant land use is the Settlement areas and shrubs/ woodland. The undulating terrain of the Christiana 
Development Area (ranges between 2000ft to 3000ft) affects the layout of road networks and development, resulting in 
settlement patterns that are dispersed and linear85 in shape. The core centres of these settlements tend to be concentrated 
in the contour region of 2000ft to 2750ft as these areas consist of flatter and gentler slopes. It can prove to be cost 
effective to development, and therefore falls into the prime agriculture use areas. The residential properties that fall in 
these areas are mostly farmstead development. 
 
Urban Centre 

Hence, Allison in the south-west; Walderston in the south, Devon in the west, Colleyville and Craighead in the north 
(considered small centre) have taken advantage of these factors while Christiana has become the major town centre for 
the smaller centres. Christiana is the urban centre of the Christiana DA and occupies less than 1% land use coverage (see 
Christiana DA Land Use chart). It also sits on what were once prime agriculture lands. The domestic water and irrigation 
supply to these communities is currently serviced by nine storage tanks, and a pumping station at Spring Ground. 
However, the communities that use the storage tanks are faced with disruption in water supply during dry periods. 

 
Commercial, Institutional, and Industrial 

Although commercial and industrial uses are minimal throughout the Christiana DA, with the exception of the Christiana 
UDA, where commercial and industrial uses are intensive, they still add to the economic and social survival of the 
residents. However, their spatial layout is also affected by the undulating terrain of the DA. The institutional uses such as 
schools, health centres, postal offices, postal agencies and libraries are made available to service the Christiana UDA, 
Craighead, Walderston, Allison Run, Devon and Colleyville. The Christiana UDA is the only area that possesses a police 
station and fire station that services the entire DA. The fire station also expands its services into the neighbouring Parish of 
Clarendon and also into the Mile Gully and Williamsfield DA. 
 
Recreational 

Only six recreational areas are available in the Christiana DA with five located in the Christiana Urban Development Area 
(urban growth area), with the remainder in Devon (Christiana DA). Four of these recreational facilities are mainly playfield 
complexes are available to the public. It is within driving distance from communities in the northern hemisphere of the DA. 

                                                   
85 Settlements developed along a road way. 
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The remaining two recreational facilities are parks, which lack maintenance, and are only available to communities within 
the Christiana Local Planning, as its accessibility to the surrounding DA is not feasible.  

Therefore, while more sport complexes are needed in the northern sections of the Christiana DA, greater emphasis should 
be placed on the development and maintenance of additional parks in the DA as they both contribute to the creation of 
social bonds between community residents. Hence, more spaces for recreational uses with more emphasis on passive 
park spaces are necessities. 

The third dominant land use is the undisturbed woodland area that covers the steep hilly terrain throughout the DA. Some 
sections of the woodland areas are currently under forestry protection, but should be extended to cover the entire 
woodland areas (see Christiana DA Land Utilisation map).  
 
Mining 

Despite the five major land uses, there is a sixth land use that threatens the growth and prosperity of the other five land 
uses previously examined- this being mining. Approximately 46% of the Christiana DA is currently under the mining lease 
program, covering the north-west, west-central and south-west areas of the DA (see Christiana DA Mining Lease map & 
chart). However ten percent (10%) of the mining lease area will not be mined. The areas that will be affected by mining 
are: 

1. South-western communities within the Christiana Urban Development Area (Chudleigh and Spitzbergen) 
2. Mount Gerazim 
3. Devon 
4. Old Devon 
5. Ballynure and Clones 
6. Halifax 
7. Sections of Comfort Hall 
8. Mile Gully Pen 
9. Shooter’s Hill 

The areas that are not considered to be mined within the Mining Lease areas are Red Minister, Allison Run and 
Walderston. These communities should be used as part of the relocation program for those residents in the DA that will be 
displaced by the future mining operations. 
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E.2. CHRISTIANA URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA (UDA) EXISTING LAND USE 
 

The Christiana Urban Development Area (Urban area) is the emerging centre of the Christiana Development Area and it 

is 1,995ha (4,830acres) in size, covering the following communities: 
1. Clandon 
2. Spitzbergen 
3. Chudleigh 
4. Sedburgh 
5. George North 
6. Straun Castle 
7. Christiana 
8. Bronte 
9. Huddersfield 
10. Barracks 
11. Caines Shop 
12. Succeed 

 

Emerging Centre 

The citizens of the Christiana Development Area have acknowledged that the existing Emerging Centre needs to be 
strengthened to accommodate further growth, mainly as an agro-industrial and commerce centre. Christiana at the 
moment is a self-sustaining town but is further supported by the neighbouring town of Spalding; where citizens of both 
areas share the social and physical characteristics that exist in both towns. Therefore, to ensure that these social and 
physical facilities are efficiently used in a sustainable manner an integrated Christiana/ Spalding local plan is 
recommended.  

The 2007 Land Use Survey of the Christiana UDA revealed that growth has expanded into the agricultural lands of 
Chudleigh in the south west and into the watershed area of Straun Castle in the eastern area of the UDA. Although 
agriculture lands, which are vastly spread over the UDA, they are slowly giving way to other competing land uses. Despite 
this, agriculture remains to be the dominant land use, as shown in the 2007 Christiana Land Use Coverage chart, 
consuming 31% of the UDA. Agriculture is the primary income for most residents living in the Christiana Urban Area. 
 
Competing Land Use 

The competing land uses of commercial, industrial, institutional and residential have a 33% stake in the overall coverage 
of the Christiana UDA, with residential use being the most dominant competing land use. At the moment, 90% of the 
homes in Christiana are Single-family, while 2% and 8% are Multi Family, and Double Family, respectively. There are a 
total of 2,931 homes in the Christiana Urban Development Area, located throughout 4, 830 acres (1,955ha) of land. The 
total population of the UDA is 16, 186 persons. Therefore, the current housing occupancy is 6 persons/dwelling unit, with a 
current density of 0.6du/acre (1.5du/ha). As such, there is potential to increase the housing density. It is recommended that 
the housing density be increased to 6 du/acre or 14 du/ha.  

The other competing land uses offer economic stability to the Christiana residents with commercial use as the dominant 
economic competing land use. Most of the commercial use is concentrated within the town of Christiana (see Christiana 
UDA existing Land Use Map), forming a linear pattern along Main Street that is narrow in size. The size of Main Street 
along with other factors contributes to the traffic congestion that now exists. Therefore, the town is in need of a by-pass to 
relieve the town of congestion and to facilitate growth of the UDA. 
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Woodland 

Like Agriculture, the growth of competing land uses has put pressure on the region’s natural woodland areas, which 
makes up 28% of the UDA. The Christiana UDA 2007 Land use chart shows that 9% of the woodland is undisturbed, while 
19% is disturbed due to deforestation caused by various human activities (farming & coal burning) and natural disasters. 
Despite deforestation, the woodland areas coupled with the elevation (2000 ft.) of the Christiana UDA create a cool climate 
that is appealing to returning residents seeking ideal locations in which to reside. Special effort should be made to protect 
the available woodland areas through the Forestry Act. 
 
Water System 

The continuing growth of the competing land uses and agriculture also threaten the water quality and quantity of near-by 
water bodies (Cave and Swan River) that are used for domestic/ household and irrigation purposes. These water bodies 
form part of the watershed area that covers the eastern end of the Christiana UDA, the economic life line, which is very 
sensitive to development. Therefore, in order to accommodate future growth, (physical and economic) certain precautions 
must be undertaken (see Christiana UDA Land use Map). As shown in the Christiana UDA 2007 Land Use chart the water 
bodies have 2% coverage. 
 
Depressions/ Natural Drainage 

The depression/ natural drainage areas are gateways for surface water run off to under ground water aquifers and surface 
water bodies. They play an important role in the quantity of nearby water bodies that exist in the UDA but are threatened 
by competing land uses, by means of being “dumped up” for development. This increases the risk of an area succumbing 
to flooding, as well as reducing the availability of water sources to satisfy the needs of the UDA. The depression/natural 
drainage area can become an escape route for waste disposal that can affect the water quality by means of contamination. 
This eventuality would mean that the Christiana UDA would have to source domestic water supply elsewhere. This will 
then become costly to develop and service; which can then have a negative impact on the economic development of the 
UDA. It should be noted that the woodland areas, the water bodies and the depression/ natural drainage areas form the 
natural environment of the Christiana UDA and is vital to the sustainability of the region. Special effort should be made to 
ensure that these areas are maintained and continue to carry out their functions within the region. 
 
Cemetery 

Cemeteries also can have a negative impact on the natural environment of the Christiana UDA. At the moment the 
Christiana UDA land use map shows that the UDA has eight existing cemeteries scattered throughout the region. To date 
there is no record of any of these existing cemeteries giving problem to the environment. The only problem that the 
Manchester Parish Council is facing is the limited burial space within the cemeteries. Only three of the eight cemeteries 
are open to the public, where two are owned by churches and one by the Parish Council. The rest are family plots and are 
small in size. This poses a problem to the development of the Christiana UDA; reason being that they devalue the prices of 
surrounding properties. This poses a threat to the natural environment and is costly to relocate due to health hazards (an 
investor’s worst nightmare). The cemeteries owned by the churches are selective to whom they want to bury, i.e. church 
members. It should be noted that family plots are prohibited within urban areas. So in order for the Parish Council to 
continue providing burial services, a new public cemetery is needed; wherein the best areas would be the non agriculture 
land outside the UDA. 
 
Informal Development 

The Christiana UDA is not heavily affected by informal development which accounts for less than 1%. However measures 
should be put in place to ensure that this land use does not get out of control and that the current informal development is 
rectified as this can have a negative impact for future developments similar to the effect of cemeteries. 
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Recreation 

The Christiana UDA enjoys a mixture of parks and sport complexes which are located mainly in the southern region in the 
community of Sedburgh, Chudleigh and Spring Ground. However, the sport complexes tend to get more attention than the 
parks that are available. However, for the communities in the northern region, there are no such facilities. So in order to 
enhance the social life of the residents living in the northern hemisphere of the UDA  more spaces for recreational uses are 
necessary, while a proper maintenance program is needed for the existing parks in the southern region (see Christiana 
Land use map & Chart Coverage). 
 
Areas under Development and Infrastructure 

Areas under development covers three percent (3%) of the town land use space. Also there is current development that 
gives evidence that the town is still growing at a rapid rate within its confined boundaries. After the developments are 
completed and identified, approved use would be absorbed within the three major fast growing competing land uses, such 
as residential, commercial and industrial. 

There is still more room for growth in the future. This is evident in the vacant and derelict lands that are currently available. 
Also a quarter of the shrubs and woodland areas can be dedicated to development, while the remaining three quarters 
should be reserved for forestry reservation to ensure that the climate feature of the UDA is not lost. However, emphasis 
should be placed on creating more spaces for commercial development as the town of Christiana lacks such spaces (see 
Christiana Land use map & Chart Coverage). 

The infrastructure that is in place to support both towns of Christiana & Spalding occupies less than one percent (1%) in 
land use coverage. They are mainly a telecommunication network, water systems, municipal taxi and bus parks, and 
power substations that are currently under strain by the growing development of the Christiana UDA. As previously 
mentioned a Christiana/Spalding local plan is needed to ensure that the current infrastructure is improved to support the 
growing needs of the Christiana UDA area and its neighbouring town, Spaulding.  
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F. PROPOSED LAND USE 
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G. STRATEGIES & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Christiana DA is not complete unless there is an implementation strategy to reinforce the community aspiration and 

the proposed land use in the following sectors: Natural Environment, Social Environment, Economic Environment and Built 
Environment. This can be achieved through a variety of planning tools the DA can bring to bear to make things happen 
through the influence of Local Planning Authority, relevant Central Government Agencies and citizens to fulfill this DA Plan 
objective on a short, medium and long-term basis. 

250 Leaders from across Manchester, with representatives from Asia, deliberated over the Parish’s 2030 
Goals at the Manchester Planning Forum. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Participants voted on the Importance and Difficulty of attaining the goals in the 2030 Plans   
 

G.1. Natural Environment 

Participants of the Manchester 2030 Forum voiced their opinions of the need to protect Manchester’s environmental 

assets, while recognising the economic potential of a sustainable tourism strategy, by voting on the related goals to be 
very important and not difficult to achieve. It was expressed that various goals relating to the natural environment require 
“short term implementation strategies” by the partners of the MPDC. The following are examples of these goals: 

• Increased awareness and stewardship to achieve the protection of our environmentally sensitive lands against 
soil/ wind erosion, deforestation, etc. 

• Create an adequate amount of recreational facilities, parks, and open space, in our urban areas while also 
preserving and protecting the forested areas, and greenbelts that the Parish is known for. 

• Implement and enforce policies to ensure proper planning to avoid building in areas at risk of flooding. 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

 
1. Preserve existing forests and promote tree planting with an emphasis on watershed areas. This will help to 

ensure and enhance the natural climate within the DA. The Christiana DA has adequate water sources (surface 
and sub-surface) within the area. These can be safeguarded with a renewed onus to protect these water sources 
from the part of the citizens throughout all the communities. It will be important to have educational initiatives that 
highlight the risks of surface and sub-surface water contamination, along with the benefits and role of forest 
preservation to help reduce flooding, sediment intrusion and continued rainfall amounts to these areas to 
replenish the rivers and underground systems. A tree planting program will be encouraged in order to restore 
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deforested areas, with an emphasis placed on slopes. Additionally, it will help to strengthen the existing ‘Forest 
Ring’ and runs on the periphery of the Parish boundary. 

2. Protect surface/sub-surface systems/rivers, streams, and aquifers. This will ensure that the entire Christiana 
DA has the opportunity to acquire adequate and a high water quality supply. It will also present the opportunity to 
take advantage of additional water supply through the harvesting from a variety of sources including the 
following:  

• Aquifers 

• Underground rivers 

3. Preserve arable lands solely for agricultural activities. The Christiana DA is one of the biggest agricultural 
areas in Manchester. Preserving and protecting suitable agricultural lands will ensure that the overall economy is 
maintained.    

4. Identify and protect natural sink-holes/depressions. The Manchester Parish Council in collaboration with the 
Manchester Parish Development Committee has undertaken a program to identify all the natural 
sinkholes/depressions across the length and breadth of the Parish with the aid of computer technology 
(Geographic Information System (GIS)). Sinkholes contribute to the effective drainage of lands and reduce the 
potential for flooding in specific areas of Manchester.  

5. Create park spaces (passive/active). The creation of recreational park spaces will help to generate more 
options for the citizens of the Christiana DA. It will also assist in the preservation of some natural areas that are 
often threatened by competing land uses. Park spaces will enable both the young and old population to have 
well-organised and safe environments to improve their health through playing and exercising.  

6. Ensure the protection of existing development areas prone to landslides. This will be undertaken through 
tree planting programs, to ensure that proper and structurally sound retaining walls are constructed to stabilise 
soil and prevent and/or minimise the occurrence of soil movement and landslides.  

7. Declare landslide areas as “no-build” areas. The declaration of specific areas prone to land slippages will 
ensure that no development will take place in these areas. This will help to protect lives and steer investors into 
more ideal areas, thus saving them time and money.   

 

G.2. Social Environment 

Participants felt that upgrading social infrastructure in the communities of Manchester was not too difficult to achieve, with 

the right leadership and policies in place. They also expressed that the goals pertaining to the Social Environment were 
very important to implement as soon as possible. The following are examples of these goals: 

• Identify suitable lands and provide incentives for the building of public cemeteries. 
• Achieve the highest level of literacy, to provide the trained workforce needed to retain and attract the best jobs 

and people in the Parish.  
• Strengthen the Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Educational facilities and resources to continue Manchester’s 

reputation as a center of educational excellence. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Upgrade and expand health facilities to accommodate potential population growth in the Christiana DA. 
The Christiana town centre is a pull factor for neighbouring Parishes (namely Clarendon and Trelawny) and its 
proximity to Mandeville makes it prime for the potential for growth in population. The improvement and 
advancement of health/medical facilities will then be necessitated to accommodate any future growth. Further 
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strengthening of the health facilities can be accomplished through the upgrading of the existing Percy Junior 
Hospital to offset population increases.  

2. Develop mixed-use/site-specific housing developments. This will be in an effort to overcome development 
challenges and significant costs due to the hilly terrain throughout the Christiana DA. Site-specific housing 
developments will be accompanied by site-specific waste/sewage disposal systems to address any on-site 
conditions. Mixed-use housing developments will ensure that limited, but adequate amount of retail/commercial 
services are within close proximity of residential areas to help to alleviate the problems of trip generation that 
contributes to traffic congestion and the occurrence of on-street parking, especially within the confines of the 
Christiana town centre. These residential developments will have adequate recreational spaces/options for local 
citizens.  

3. Ensure adequate educational facilities to handle any increase in population size. The Christiana DA 
recognises the value of an educated population and has a number of reputable educational institutions as assets; 
namely the Knox Community College/Schools and the Holmwood Technical High School. It will be important to 
continue the modernisation of existing school facilities and ensuring that these facilities have the capability of 
accommodating any increases in population size to prevent overcrowding in classrooms. Prospective schools will 
be strategically located to ensure that an emerging need is fulfilled using an established ‘Site Selection Criteria’.   

4. Promote/support public education initiatives/programs/campaigns. This will assist in highlighting specific 
issues facing the Christiana DA, bringing about a high level of civic awareness and potentially behavioural 
changes in daily lifestyles/habits/practices. These public education programmes will be focused chiefly at the 
following: 

a. The environment – improper sewage disposal, surface water contamination, mining 

b. Bad/improper/poor farming practices – slash and burn, overuse of artificial chemicals 

c. Health issues – dangers of burning garbage 

 

G.3. Economic Environment  

It was voted that the economic development of Manchester was very important and not difficult to accomplish. Therefore, 

the MPDC and its partners need to take on strong leadership roles to see these goals through. Examples of these goals 
are the following: 

• Facilitate co-operation among farming stakeholders to better represent the Agricultural sector in the Parish’s 
strategic decision-making. 

• Develop and expand the agro-processing industry with improved production and marketing strategies to provide 
better access to markets for local farmers across the Parish. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Designate areas/districts for agro-processing plants. The Christiana DA leads the Parish in the 
implementation and use of greenhouse technology to transform the agricultural sector by significantly increasing 
crop yield. The diversification of crops grown will be an excellent basis on which to develop an agro-processing 
district. Value-added products will bring with it increased revenue and new job opportunities to a growing 
economy. These areas will be supported by cold storage facilities for year-round supplies of seasonal produce.  

2. Strengthen the existing public market to provide opportunities for vendors/local farmers. The Christiana 
Public Market is home to many local farmers within the Christiana DA and neighbouring areas. It will require 
major renovation to accommodate increase in vending numbers. This will help to alleviate illegal street vending 
and help to make the work of the Manchester Parish Council’s Municipal Police more manageable.  
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3. Support and promote the advancement and expansion of greenhouse technology. This will strengthen and 
safeguard the agricultural sector in the Christiana DA and the entire Parish of Manchester. Greenhouse 
technology stands to increase local job creation and has potential to generate economic spin-offs. 

4. Identify potential tourism opportunities and marketability of the area and its attractions. The Christiana DA 
possesses several natural features that have the potential to become local and international attractions. There 
are rivers, caves, flora and fauna, and magnificent scenic vistas. Additionally, the greenhouses and the use of 
this technology in farming also have an appeal that stands to be capitalised as a marketing and tourism product 
through potential group tours. Feasibility studies will need to be undertaken to examine the environmental and 
economic viability of such a venture.  

5. Strengthen commercial services in Craighead, Spalding and Chudleigh. There is limited land space within 
the existing Christiana town centre, so this will assist in offsetting its expansion to support any increases in 
population in Manchester and neighbouring Parishes (Clarendon and Trelawny) that will dictate the need for 
greater services. It will also reduce the amount of trips to the town centre (thus reducing traffic congestion) and 
increase employment distribution.  

6. Designate specific amounts of post-mined-out bauxite lands for greenhouse expansion. This will promote 
the growth of this technology throughout the DA and will ensure that lands are set aside solely for agricultural 
purposes. With competing land uses being the current trend, when post-mined out bauxite lands are disposed of, 
agriculture should be one of the highest priorities for reuse.  

7. Create new employment opportunities for youth/young professionals. In promoting a diversifying economy, 
new jobs will be essential in making this a true success. With the potential of expanding local revenue generation 
there stands the opportunities to create jobs in new industries in agro-processing, agricultural scientists in tissue 
culture and skilled workers for greenhouse design and assembly. This will reduce the threat of ‘brain-drain’ and 
Christiana will retain its young population to build a sustainable future. 

 

G.4. Built Environment  

Participants expressed that strengthening the urban and rural communities of Manchester and their infrastructure was 

needed, and that accomplishing the goals related to land use, physical infrastructure, transportation, and energy were all 
very important, and perceived to be not difficult to implement. Examples of these goals are: 

• Strengthen existing Town Centres across the Parish with commercial and retail land uses to better support 
communities’ needs and to relieve congestion in Mandeville. 

• Enforce the highest development and construction practices for building both residential and non-residential 
buildings. 

• Produce a public awareness campaign to reduce the dependence on traditional energy sources through 
education and energy conservation. 

• Produce law enforcement with the resources needed to ensure the highest level of safety and efficiency on 
Manchester’s transportation system. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Expand the rural electrification program via alternative energy. This will be essential in providing a basic 
amenity to rural communities that lack streetlights and electricity due to the challenges of hilly terrain, and 
isolated homes and communities. Off-grid systems and solar streetlights will be effective in addressing this issue. 
Communities in the Christiana DA such as Craighead are in need of electricity and street lighting.  

2. Utilise the most appropriate design features to address roads. Roads will be designed to address the 
existing narrow roadways with limited sidewalks to improve vehicular and pedestrian movement and to promote 
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safety. This ensures that roads will be built along existing contours, with an emphasis on areas prone to land 
slippages.   

3. Conduct a feasibility study to address congestion via a potential by-pass. A by-pass will allow for a marked 
reduction in the high volume of traffic on a daily basis through the most frequently used thoroughfare (Christiana 
Main Street). Lands will have to be identified for this transportation infrastructural development and will require 
the purchasing and swapping of land where appropriate. 

4. Improve the transportation centre. The Christiana DA with its connectivity to Mandeville has an effective public 
passenger transportation system and will therefore require a planned and adequate transportation centre that will 
alleviate the occurrence of on-street parking of some taxis and buses. This centre will feature all the necessary 
amenities (seating, restrooms, etc.) to make the wait, arrival and departure of passengers comfortable. 

5. Create underground parking to address the issue of on-street parking. The Christiana town centre is 
restricted by narrow roads with little or no road reservations. This presents a challenge to have on-street parking. 
There is also an insufficiency in the amount of parking required and provided by a specific development. It will be 
essential for proposed and new developments to have underground parking if the surface space is inadequate. 
The hilly terrain of some land commercial parcels will have the opportunity to explore the construction of split-
level parking facilities. 

6. Support ‘Park and Ride’ campaign. This will help to offset an influx of vehicles into the Christiana town centre. 
Municipal parking will need to be provided, in addition to private parking for customers to securely leave their 
private vehicles and go shopping or go to work by public passenger transport. This type of system will require a 
massive sensitisation campaign surrounding the concept highlighting the major immediate benefits and long-term 
advantages.  

7. Promote the development of catchments, storage tanks and water conservation. This will improve the daily 
water supply to residential, commercial, institutional, industrial and agricultural developments. Storage tanks will 
be constructed to allow for water to be gravity-fed taking advantage of the high elevations (hilly terrain) of the 
Christiana DA.  

8. Construct cold storage facilities powered by renewable energy. These facilities will preserve the excess crop 
produce and avoid any massive financial losses to local farmers. It will address and regulate the occurrence of a 
glut or shortage on the local markets. It will be essential, especially with growing greenhouse technology 
transforming conventional/traditional farming in Manchester, increasing productivity and crop yield. 

9. Promote road habilitation. This will ensure that roads are improved through resurfacing, repairs and so forth. 
The proper and consistent maintenance of existing and prospective road networks will extend its lifespan, 
requiring fewer repairs. This will result in lesser resources being spent over the long-term. 

10. Improve pedestrian movement. In a growing DA, it will be important to put in place sidewalks, crosswalks and 
pedestrian crossings where possible along roads to safeguard pedestrians. This will also help to promote 
walkability.  

11. Improve waste collection and disposal. Proper collection and effective disposal of waste will eliminate the 
practice of burning or incinerating domestic and commercial waste. Programmes promoting waste reduction, 
reuse and diversion will be integral in reducing the volume/quantity of waste produced/generated daily. 
Composting has great potential and the farm waste can be used as organic fertilisers. 

12. Promote proper sewage disposal methods. Site-specific sewage systems will be necessitated to address any 
leakage that would otherwise threaten the existing underground rivers and aquifers. Public education initiatives 
will be integral in spreading the message of effective sewage disposal and the effects of contamination to water 
sources (surface and sub-surface). 
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A. OVERVIEW OF CROSS KEYS  DEVELOPMENT AREA 

The Cross Keys DA lies along the southern edge of the 

Manchester Plateau between Alligator Pond to the west and 
Asia to the east. It includes much of the Canoe Valley coast. 
The name Cross Keys has a number of reputed origins, one of 
which may be that from the site you “look across cays.”  It is 
said that Rest Store (now Restore) got its name from a 
building at the top of the hill where travelers on foot from 
Alligator Pond could set down their bags and rest. The building 
eventually became a store.   

Cross Keys is sparsely populated with the majority of 
settlement being in Cross Keys Proper, Broughton and Grove 
Town. The main settlements are concentrated along major 
routes at an elevation of about 2,000 feet. A few other 
scattered settlements, Plowden Hill, Rest Store (Restore), 
Morley (Marlie) Hill, Cocoa Walk and Resource, lie at lower 
elevations. Although cultivation extends down to 1,000 feet in a few places, the escarpment of the plateau and the coast 
are unpopulated. As presently identified by the SDC and the MPDC, the Cross Keys Development Area includes four 
communities: Plowden, Cross Keys, Marlie Hill, and Grove Town, within which there are 16 districts.  

Cross Keys is predominantly a farming area. The forested escarpment and the Canoe Valley wetlands restrict settlement 
to the undulating plateau. The population is somewhat concentrated in Cross Keys Proper, New Broughton, Grove Town 
and Warwick along the main road from Alligator Pond to Asia. This historic route forms the “spine” of the South Coast 
Heritage Trail proposed by the South Coast Sustainable Development Study. 

The low density development pattern is being reinforced by new and often large houses reflecting the numbers of returning 
residents.   

 
a. Community Involvement to Date 

Cross Keys has an active Development Area Committee, meeting monthly to discuss issues affecting all community-
based organisations (CBOs) in the DA.  They have participated in all of the planning workshops held by the MPDC to date, 
including the 2006 planning workshop which included the visioning exercise from where the “community aspirations” (refer 
to Community Aspirations section below) are derived.   

Two of Cross Keys’ very active CBOs are the Canoe Valley Hiking and Trails Benevolent Society, and the Cocoa Walk 
Farmers' Group.  In 2006 the Canoe Valley group held a competition in the area schools for a new logo.  First, second, and 
third prizes were given to students who came up with the best ideas, which were showcased in ‘The Partner’, the MPDC’s 
newsletter.  Both groups’ activities are outlined in the “Current Projects” section following the “Trends” section below.  

Photo View from the edge of the Manchester Plateau,  
Cross Keys DA. 

Presentations being made to the young winners and e ntrants of the Canoe Valley Hiking and Trails Logo Contest. 
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B. SNAPSHOT OF CROSS KEYS DA TODAY 

Development 
Area 

1991 2001 

Cross Keys 7912 8602 

 

2001  Population Area 
Female Male Total  (Ha) 

4467 4135 8602 7846 

Source: STATIN, 1991 & 2001 
 

 

a. Trends 

The DA population in 1991 was approximately 4,000.  Of this total, about half, 2,077, lived in the Cross Keys Special 

Area. The area has always been sparsely populated but is clearly losing its relative share of Manchester’s population.  The 
Cross Keys Special Area represented 1.4% of Manchester's population in 1982.  The share dropped slightly to 1.3% in 
1991 but by 2001 it represented only 0.89% of the Parish total.  The TPD reported that in 1991 the 0-30 year age group 
represented 70% of the population, the 30-60 age group represented 20%, and the 60-90 age group represented 10%. 
This suggests a high level of out-migration. Migration of young people in the 18-26 age group seeking “a better life” has 
robbed the community of its energy for development. 

 
Cross Keys - Population Projections (2011-2030) 
 
Projected Years 2011 2021 2030 

Projected 
Population 

9292 10221 11057 

 
Source: MPDC 
 
b. Current projects 

The Cocoa Walk Farmers’ Group in central Cross Keys 
has re-organised with a goal of addressing the problem 
of deleted Bull Thatch Palm trees, which are endemic 
and threatened species. The species of palm is used in 
building and crafts, and has depleted severely over the 
years.  

The group is forming a co-operative to manage a tree 
nursery that will grow thatch palms, in order to supply the 
craft, furniture, and building markets. This endeavour will 
be funded by the Rural Enterprise Agriculture and 
Community Tourism (REACT) project of USAID, which is 
facilitated by the MPDC. It is hoped that this will 
eventually bring income to the community as well as 
restore a valuable resource, and part of Cross Keys’ 
natural heritage.  Artist rendering of guided bus tour with community stops, 

conducted by CVHTBS members 
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Within Cross Keys, the Canoe Valley Hiking and Trails Benevolent Society is actively involved in the REACT tourism 
project which will involve trails in Canoe Valley, the area the group has been fighting to protect for many years. 
Representatives of this group will form one third of the members responsible for managing the tourism project in the years 
to come. 
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C. DEVELOPMENT ISSUES & CHALLENGES 

a. Natural Environment 

The plateau slopes gradually from about 2,250 feet at Salmon Town and 2,000 feet at Cross Keys to the lowest placed 

community, Marlie Hill, at 1,250 feet.  Below this elevation, the escarpment becomes steeper, reaching the coastal plain at 
approximately sea level. 

White limestone underlies almost the entire DA 
except for the alluvium and mangroves of Canoe 
Valley and Alligator Pond.  Most of the DA is covered 
by Crane Sand, fertile and versatile with little 
susceptibility to erosion.  South Manchester, 
especially the coastal strip has a dry climate.  With 
no surface drainage and extremely permeable "red 
bauxite" soil over White Limestone, the area is 
heavily dependent on catchments of rainfall and 
often suffers from drought.   

The Southern Plateau was at one time covered with 
forest.  Only a few remnants now exist, mainly along 
the western edge of the plateau and along Sixteen-
Mile Gully.  Most of the escarpment is covered with 
semi-deciduous forest, evergreen drought-deciduous 
scrub and succulents, and lowland seasonal 
evergreen forest. 

The principal environmental issue is the lack of water 
and where to access additional supply.  Local 

stewardship and management of Canoe Valley needs attention, especially since it is a proposed protected area, with 
vulnerable ecosystems and will be involved in the south coast tourism project (refer to Current Projects section above).  

 

b. Social Environment 

Cross Keys residents identified as priority social problems the need for improvement in education and behaviour literacy in 
children. There is a general recognition that the level of illiteracy is high, especially among young males.  Health concerns 
are related to young mothers (teen pregnancies), and care for the elderly. 

The skills centre in Cross Keys used to train persons in the following areas: Dressmaking, Masonry, Carpentry and Home 
Economics.  The centre is now closed, persons who would like to gain a skill have nowhere near to go; they either have to 
go to Newport or Ebony Park Academy in Tollgate, Clarendon.  All the communities within the development area spoke on 
the issue of unemployment, especially for the youth who have finished school. In Salmon Town, persons have up to 5 CXC 
passes and no jobs. 

The DA is badly affected by praedial larceny, especially of goats and ground provisions, and break-ins, including shop 
break-ins.  No participants in the interventions reported domestic violence as a problem and several districts were 
described as peaceful.   

 

c. Economic Environment 

By far the predominant economic activity and source of employment in the DA is farming. The main crops are tomato, 
pumpkin, cabbage, sweet potato, escallion, corn and peas. In some areas escallion is dominant and accounts for about 
75% of the crops. Farmers in almost every district say that, after water, the greatest need is for markets.   Grove Town, 

Mr Hudlyn Pitter and Mr Rodrick Cassell stand besid e a native 
cactus plant inside the Canoe Valley. 
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farmers expressed the evolution as follows:  

Farmers in several districts noted the need for diversification of crops and access to the export market. Grove Town 
residents propose a factory to pack for export and take the ‘seconds’ –fruits and crops rejected for export – to juices, etc. 
from mango, naseberry, ackee, tamarind, guinep, sweetsop, melon and soursop.  They also propose a (sweet) potato chip 
factory.  In Smithfield people also see the need for more investors to come in the district to set up a fruit and vegetable 
canning factory.  

Residents of Restore include in their vision the reopening of the tool shop/pharmacy.  It would “make life easier” and save 
time now spent traveling to Porus and Mandeville. 

 

d. Built Environment 

There is a serious water supply problem in Cross Keys. It is a dry, drought-prone area. Traditionally, communities have 
stored rainwater in catchments and tanks for domestic purposes and it was noted by residents that this is less popular 
nowadays, and people rely on the Rapid Response trucks, which do not come often enough, or they must borrow water 
from those that do have catchments.   

Residents of Grove Town, New Broughton, Thatch Walk/Duncan and Cocoa Walk all noted the need for landline 
telephone.  Parts of some districts, Thatch Walk, Marlie Hill, Resource and Woodlands, lack electricity. Almost all the 
communities and districts visited reported the need for streetlights, or more streetlights. Concerning roads, roads off the 
main roads serving small districts and farms need better maintenance, so farmers can get their goods out.  
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D. COMMUNITY ASPIRATIONS 

Cross Keys DA has many aspirations for the future of its communities. 

During the visioning exercise of the Planning Workshop in March, 2006, 
residents brainstormed and communicated with each other in groups to 
determine their development needs. 

It was noted that citizens need to “understand where they are”, in terms of 
strengths and opportunities, weaknesses and threats. They have recognised 
the need for, and have expressed the desire for, sustainable projects in South 
Manchester.   

The aspirations have a focus on preservation, as the Canoe Valley area has 
already been proposed as a protected area and the recognition of its 
significance for the environmental health of the DA, and its potential for 
ecotourism is high. No future mining or purchase of land by bauxite 
companies is desired. Instead residents would like to strengthen the economy 
through agro-processing, value-added products, ecotourism, and sustainable 
agriculture practices. This would also include a re-opening of the central 
market, access to restaurant and hotel market, reclamation of mined-out 
lands for production, and cold storage availability for excess produce.  

Employment opportunities for young people are needed. The group 
recognised the links between employment and safety, and indicated that 
better opportunities for skills training would be useful.     

Social services, including the availability of post offices, fire station, a public 
cemetery, community centres, and medical care, and access to these 
facilities, particularly for the elderly, are expressed as important for the vitality 
of the DA.  

In terms of infrastructure, the residents have expressed an aspiration for 
improved road conditions, and overall transportation system improvements, 
and water supply improvements, for domestic and farming purposes (e.g. 
irrigation). 

The citizens feel the communities would benefit from public education, in 
terms of a library with internet access, programs at community centres, etc. 
This would help to sensitise and enhance the level of education of all 
community members, with the overall goal of increasing the quality of life and opportunity in Cross Keys.  

 

Scenes from the Visioning and Mapping 
Workshop in 2006. 

The Community Engagement 
Workshop held in mid 2007. 
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E. EXISTING LAND USE 

This section looks at the existing land use within the Cross Keys Development Area and the Cross Keys Urban 

Development Area and analyses how well lands are being utilised for the needs of the residents living in these areas. For 
the purpose of this document the difference between Development Area and Urban Development Area is outlined as 
follows: 

1. Cross Keys Development Area: A group of communities within a specified geography area who associate 
themselves with a town area that meets their needs. Hence, these communities could become the rural area of 
the specified town area. 

2. Cross Keys Urban Development Area: It is a defined centre that is urban in nature with an imaginary boundary 
that services the local community within a geographic area 

The term “Existing Land Use” looks at the way lands within the Cross Keys Development Area are being used/ consumed. 
The Land Use information is vital for studying three elements of land settlement which are: character, pattern and 
distribution. After understanding the three land settlement elements of an area, recommendations can then be made to 
govern and preserve the “existing and future” use of land of the settlement or region. The land use information for the 
Manchester Sustainable Development Plan was formulated using two methods: 

A. A Land Use Survey 86 

B. Manchester General Land Use Map 87.  
 
E.1.   CROSS KEYS DEVELOPMENT AREA (DA) EXISTING LAND USE 
 

In the Cross Keys Development Area there are four major land utilisation categories. They are the following: 

1. Undisturbed Woodland Areas 

2. Settlement and Shrubs/ Woodland Areas 

3. Prime Agriculture Areas 

4. Urban Centre, Town CBD 

The Cross Keys Development Area is located on sloping terrain, gradually moving from 2,250ft at Salmon Town to 1,250ft 
at Marlie Hill. It includes much of the Canoe Valley Coast, located just south of the Cross Keys DA. 
 
Settlement and Disturbed Woodland 

Based on the Land Utilisation Coverage chart, settlement and disturbed woodland areas are the most dominant land use 
in the Cross Keys DA, consuming 56% of the area. They cover much of the area east and west, surrounding the Urban 
Development Area. Settlement patterns are mostly found along major routes, at elevations of 2,000ft. However, around the 
escarpment, settlements are scarce, if not, non-existent. The Cross Keys DA is considered to be mostly farmstead 
development, with a sparse population. The farm uses in Cross Keys could act as a bread-basket for the rest of 
Manchester, with its diverse agricultural lands and produce, such as the mango-walk found near Great Valley.  

In the past, the Cross Keys Development Area, as well as the Urban Development Area was home to some of 
Manchester’s elite. However, many of them migrated to other areas of the Parish, country, or even overseas. Over time, 
the area has not been able to recover from the high rate of out-migration. Currently, the new and often large housing 
settlements are a reflection of ‘returning residents’ that have built up in the areas. However, measures need to be put in 
place to restore the Cross Keys area as one of the more vibrant and well serviced areas of the Manchester community.  
                                                   
86 The general field land use survey is an outdoor activity done by a group of land use surveyor whose function is to record the existing uses on each property in 
a community. However this process was done only for the Township area in Manchester (Urban Development Areas) 
87 The Manchester Land Utilisation Map information is a collection of major land use activities such as Bauxite mining, Agriculture areas,  and forestry (proposed 
and existing) to cover the remaining Development Areas (rural areas) that was not covered by the Land Use Survey. The importance of this information is to give 
a general idea of how the lands in the remaining area are being used. 
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Undisturbed Woodland  

Undisturbed woodland is the second most prevalent land use found within the DA. It covers nearly half (43%) of the 
Development Area. This land use can be found near communities in the north-west and north-east, for instance near 
Plowden, Westfield, Great Valley, and Gully Head; but the majority is located on the steep terrain of the Canoe Valley 
escarpment, and wetland area. Some farming can be found near the border of the escarpment and the settlement areas, 
near Marlie Hill and Durants, but much of the escarpment is covered with trees. In the past this area was used as a cocoa 
plantation. However, it no longer exists, and Canoe Valley is considered to be an area of undisturbed woodlands and 
wetlands.  

With regards to the environmental sensitivity of the area, Canoe Valley should continue to be a preserved conservation 
region, in order to promote green spaces, and the possibility of promoting eco-tourism into the Cross Keys Development 
Area. This can be argued by the land slide potential areas found in Canoe Valley around Cocoa Walk, Long Bay, and Gut 
River, along with the rest of the Development Area bordering the Caribbean Sea, which are areas vulnerable to storm 
surges. The western portion of Canoe Valley has the potential to be a tourist destination with the availability of sand 
domes, beaches, caves, and an old fort house. Currently, there are plans to implement the Canoe Valley trail, with the 
entrance located at Marlie Hill. Efforts, if not already in place, should be done to incorporate the abandoned Parish Council 
roadway, starting from Durants to Old Woman’s Point as part of this trail. Therefore, with present plans and existing 
potential as a tourist attraction, Cross Keys could prosper as an eco-tourist destination, with proper management and 
sustainable planning.  

Also, though much of the mining is currently concentrated in Newport, natural vegetation and trees need to be in place in 
Cross Keys in order to balance the climate and other effects that future mining will have in the area. The southward slope 
of the Development Area also means that Canoe Valley is susceptible to rapid drainage. Therefore, proper drainage 
facilities need to be put in place in order to secure the area, and roadways from flooding.  
 
Agricultural Prime Areas, Urban Centre- Town CBD 

Both agricultural prime areas and the Town Central Business District are not dominant uses within the Cross Keys DA. 
Agricultural prime areas cover only 1% of the land, while the Town CBD, of Cross Keys proper, consumes only less than 
1%. Prime agricultural land is found near Cuckold Point in the south, and west of Plowden in the north. This land use is 
found on ‘clay-loam’ soil, which offers an abundance of nutrients for plants and farming; while the rest of the Development 
Area, as well as the Urban Development Area are covered with ‘stony-loam’- a soil type that absorbs water rather quickly.  
 
Mining and Wind Turbine Farm 

According to the Cross Keys Development Area Mining Lease Plan chart, 38% of the DA is under a mining lease, and 
62% is a non-mining lease area. Though mining is not currently taking place in the Cross Keys DA (see Cross Keys 
Development Area Mining Lease Operation Plan chart), this type of activity in the future may disturb the growth and 
prosperity of the other land uses. At the moment, 18% of the land under a mining lease is considered to be uncertain, while 
11% of the land is pegged to be future mining reserves, and the remaining 9% has no interest for mining. Canoe Valley is 
the dominant area that has no interest for mining, along with the areas in and around Plowden, Westfield, and Rest Store. 
The future mining reserves are found along the north-western border, as well as near Great Valley, and Grove Town, while 
the eastern lands are the uncertain mining areas. Therefore, buffer zones (trees and green spaces) and water treatment 
infrastructures need to be put in place or conserved around these areas to ensure that growth development is not affected, 
and that the existing rivers and water reservoirs are not heavily contaminated. Also, based on the Community 
Development Workshop, residents would like to see Cross Keys prosper as an agro-processing industry, and have the 
mining lands be reclaimed for agricultural use.  

In addition, there is a Wind Turbine Farm located near the north-west corner of the Development Area, which is part of the 
national grid that contributes wind-power to the entire country of Jamaica. The potential of the wind-farms as a resource 
should be studied more closely to potentially provide power to areas in Cross Keys (as well as the rest of Manchester) that 
lack electricity, for instance in some parts of Thatch Walk, Marlie Hill, Resource, and Woodlands. Therefore, when 
reclaiming the mining lands, increasing the coverage of the wind mill farms should also be looked into.  
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Water Supply 

The area of Cross Keys and its environs currently has limited access to piped water. The wells located in proximity to 
these areas are low yielding (478-4151 m3/day) and depth to groundwater is greater than 180 metres or 600 ft below 
ground level. There are also three reservoirs located within the DA; one is located south-west of Plowden, the second is 
south-east of Gully Head, and the third is located north of Marlie Hill.  The Cross Keys area has always been prone to 
droughts; with many of the residents, including farmers, relying on rainfall and rainwater catchments and tanks for water 
supply. However, over the years catchments and tanks have become less popular with households. Therefore, residents 
are prone to running out of water supply, particularly during dry seasons.  

Communities in South Manchester, including Cross Keys, receive water pumped from wells near Victoria Town. Further 
south, Cross Keys is located near an estuary. This site can be a possible location for future wells, since the area is lower in 
elevation. However, one of the main problems that will have to be dealt with if future wells are to be placed here is saline 
water intrusion. Desalination of the water is necessary in order to supply potable drinking water to the Development Area 
and the surrounding region. 
 
Commercial, Institutional, Industrial, and Social Services 

Commercial, Institutional, and Industrial uses are scarce throughout the Development area, and do not constitute as major 
land uses. The Cross Keys Development Area is currently serviced by two postal agencies (near Trumphant and west of 
Port Mahon). There are also some commercial and industrial uses located near Wards Bay, Trumphant and Marlie Hill, 
and west of Port Mahon. The low amount of commercial, institutional, and industrial uses may be due to the low density 
population currently occupying the DA. However, this does not imply that the Area is fully serviced.  

Based on Community Visioning workshops, residents would like to see piped water infrastructures located near emerging 
growth centres, such as Plowden, Port Mahon, Marlie Hill, and Resource. Also, though there is an existing playfield near 
Cocoa Walk, residents would like to see more located in the area, particularly near the growth centres, to cater to the 
existing and future population. Access to post offices with bill payment facilities, health care facilities, libraries and 
community centres were also concerns raised by residents of the Cross Keys Development Area and Urban Development 
Area. Currently, Cross Key residents look towards Mandeville to use their bill payment facilities and to use the library 
services, such as internet access. The community can save time and money if these types of facilities were made available 
to them within their own Development Area.  

Also, since there is a police station located in the Cross Keys DA or UDA, but the residents would like to see increased 
police patrol around their communities, to help ensure their safety and well-being. Another service that is not present in the 
area is a fire station. At the moment, fire prevention services are not provided in Cross Keys or in the neighbouring 
Development Areas of Asia and Alligator Pond. Therefore, all three Development Areas look towards Mandeville or May 
Pen in Clarendon to provide this type of service. However, with response time taking up to 2 to 3 hours, it is clear that 
either the existing fire stations need to increase the number of their fleet, or another fire station needs to be put in place in 
or nearer to Cross Keys.  
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E.2.   CROSS KEYS URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA (UDA) EXISTING LAND USE 
 

The Cross Keys Urban Development Area (Urban area) is the growing centre of the Cross Keys Development Area. It is 

currently 1,915.2ha (4,732.6acreas) in size, encompassing the following communities: 
1. Cocoa Walk 
2. Great Valley 
3. Cross Keys 
4. Broughton 
5. Ainsley 
6. Hear Tease 
7. Good Hope 
8. Woodlands 
9. Buck Up 
10. Grove Town 
11. Smithfield 
12. Resource 
13. Booth 

 
Urban Centre 

Residents of the Cross Keys Urban Development Area and Development Area have recognised the need to strengthen 
the Urban Centre of Cross Keys in order to cater to the existing population, and to reverse the effects of the out-migration 
that happened in the past. During the early 1960s, the Cross Keys area had a vibrant market, thriving banks and gas 
stations. However, due to much of the elite population leaving Cross Keys, these services could not afford to stay open, 
and eventually became obsolete. Currently the Township or Urban Development Area of Cross Keys is categorised as a 
Local Town with the following potential: 

1. Agro Processing Industry 

2. Industrial Growth 

3. Commerce Growth 

4. Tourist & Heritage Growth 

5. Rapid Housing Growth 

6. Introduction of numerous Parks 
 
Shrub and Woodland, Undisturbed Woodland and Mining 

Based on the Cross Keys UDA Existing Land Use Coverage chart, Shrubs and Woodland consume nearly half (47%) of 
the Urban Development Area, while Undisturbed Woodland covers 11%. They are both dispersed throughout the UDA. 
Though the Urban Development area is recognised for being able to accommodate housing growth, as well as further 
growth in the commerce and industry sectors, it is also vital to the well-being of the UDA and surrounding DA to preserve 
the natural green spaces, and to promote more parks and open spaces in the UDA. Currently, there are recreational 
spaces found in the north and south of the UDA (consuming less than 1% of land use).  

By promoting the preservation of trees and green spaces, the cool climate of not only Cross Keys, but also Manchester 
can be preserved; particularly since the communities near the north east are slated for mining (17% of the land are future 
mining reserves), while 41% of the Cross Keys UDA is uncertain. Only 12% of the Urban Development Area has no 
interest for mining, while 30% is considered to be a non-mining lease area (see Cross Keys Urban Development Area 
Mining Lease charts). 
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Competing Land Uses and Cemeteries 

The dominant competing land uses within the Cross Keys Urban Development area are residential, industrial, agricultural, 
commercial, and institutional. The most dominant competing land use is Agriculture, taking up 21% of land use coverage. 
Agricultural uses are dispersed throughout the UDA, but are mostly found lining the major road networks, making use of 
the existing transportation network.  

Residential land use is the second most dominant, covering 14% of the UDA. Most of the residential uses follow the linear 
patterns of the main roads and 1st class roadways. Similar to the Development Area, the Urban Development Area is also 
considered to be low-density in terms of housing. Currently, there are 847 units in the Cross Keys UDA, making up 0.2 
du/acre or 0.4 du/ha. According to the Cross Keys Urban Development Area Family Unit chart, 96% of the houses in the 
UDA are single-family units, while 4% are double family units. Since there are barely vacant lots (less than 1%) and 
derelict areas (1%) in the UDA, future housing can be accommodated on part of the shrubs and woodland areas.  

Commercial and industrial uses are spread out in the Cross Keys UDA, consuming 2% and less than 1%, respectively of 
the area. Also, the institutional land use takes up 1% of the UDA. There are currently 4 schools that service the youth of 
the Cross Keys area. There is also a post office, health centre, and library that cater to the population. However, as 
previously mentioned these institutional uses often do not provide the services that the residents of Cross Keys need, for 
instance internet access, and bill payment facilities. Therefore, either these existing services need to be upgraded, or new 
ones need to be constructed in order to defer people from having to travel to Mandeville to find these services.  

Currently, there are several cemetery sites found within the Cross Keys UDA, near Resource, Hear Tease, north-west of 
Woodlands, and south-west of Cocoa Walk; often near residential, commercial, and industrial properties. Therefore, there 
is a need to control this type of development, since cemeteries often cause social concern, devaluation of surrounding 
properties, and environmental problems. Like mining, cemeteries also have the potential to disturb the growth and 
prosperity of the competing land uses.  

The Cross Keys UDA is not heavily affected by informal development which accounts for zero percent coverage of the 
land. Therefore, measures should be put in place to ensure that this land use remains significantly low and does not get 
out of control. 
 
Areas under Development and Infrastructure 

Lands currently experiencing development makes up one percent (1%) of the UDA, demonstrating that the UDA is slowly 
but surely growing. After developments are completed and identified, the competing land uses of residential, agriculture, 
commercial, and industrial will be the ones to absorb these spaces. Also, the infrastructure that is in place to support the 
Cross Keys UDA occupies two percent (2%) of the land use coverage. They are mainly telecommunication network, water 
systems, old railway station and power substations. As the Urban Development Area continues to grow, measures should 
be put in place to ensure that the current infrastructure is improved to support the current and future population.  
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CROSS KEYS DEVELOPMENT AREA  LAND UTILISATION

Settlement and Disturbed 
Woodland Areas, 56%

Undisturbed Woodland 
Areas, 43%

Agricultural Prime Areas, 1%

Town CBD, Less than 1%

Settlement and Disturbed Woodland Areas

Undisturbed Woodland Areas

Agricultural Prime Areas

Town CBD

 

 

CROSSKEYS URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA  2006 LAND UTILISA TION

Infrastructure 2%

Institution 1%

Derelict Areas 1%

Residential 14%

Vacant Lot Less than 1%

Industrial Less than%

Agriculture 21%

Depression/Natural Drainage -
1%

Recreation Less than1%

Undisturbed Woodland 11%

Cemetery less than1%

Areas Under Development 1%

Commercial 2%

Shrubs & Woodland 47%

Agriculture

Commercial
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Depression/Natural Drainage
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Infrastructure
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F. PROPOSED LAND USE 
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G. STRATEGIES & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Cross Keys DA is not complete unless there is an implementation strategy to reinforce the community aspiration and 

the proposed land use in the following sectors: Natural Environment, Social Environment, Economic Environment and Built 
Environment. This can be achieved through a variety of planning tools the DA can bring to bear to make things happen 
through the influence of Local Planning Authority, relevant Central Government Agencies and citizens to fulfill this DA Plan 
objective on a short, medium and long-term basis. 

250 Leaders from across Manchester, with representatives from Cross Keys, deliberated over the Parish’s 
2030 Goals at the Manchester Planning Forum. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Participants voted on the Importance and Difficulty of attaining the goals in the 2030 Plans   

G.1. Natural Environment  

Protecting the environmental assets of Manchester’s communities and maximising the economic potential of the Parish 

were considered to be very important and not difficult to achieve by the participants. Examples of the goals relating to the 
Natural Environment are as follows: 

• Increased awareness and stewardship to achieve the protection of our environmentally sensitive lands against 
soil/ wind erosion, deforestation, etc. 

• Implement and enforce policies to ensure proper planning to avoid building in areas at risk of flooding or subject 
to natural disasters. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Support the continued advocacy for the declaration of the Canoe Valley as a Protected Area. This will 
ensure the area’s preservation for generations to come. The environmental services and its tourism value and 
marketability will enhance the Cross Keys DA (climate, etc.) and help to drive its local economy.  

2. Ensure the success of the bull thatch nursery project. This will replenish the lost native bull thatch trees in 
the area, thus adding to the area’s diverse flora. A sustainable approach to using the bull thatch should be 
introduced and adopted to ensure their longevity.  
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3. Introduce and support a reforestation program in the post-mined-out areas of the Cross Keys DA. As a 
result of mining operations scheduled for specific sections of the Cross Keys DA, numerous trees and plants will 
be removed. This necessitates an organised tree-planting program potentially in partnership with the bauxite 
company. This area is usually affected by long dry seasons and proper reforestation will ensure increases in 
rainfall and an improved local climate. 

4. Create a network of parks and recreational opportunities within communities of the Cross Keys DA. This 
will enhance the lives of children, adults and the elderly. It will also help to improve social/community integration 
with the creation of shared and equally accessible public spaces. Some parks and recreational spaces should be 
sited and designed to take full advantage of the DAs many scenic vistas (sea and forests). Each park will ensure 
that it caters to the needs of a particular target group/demographic.  

5. Improve sanitation to combat water contamination problems. The area requires adequate and efficient water 
supply and a massive sewerage infrastructure program and public education drive. This will help to direct 
attention to the issue of surface and sub-surface water system contamination. Sustainable methods of sewage 
disposal, such as constructed wetlands will need to be studied in order to evaluate their feasibility and suitability 
to the Cross Keys DA. Composting programs have tremendous potential and value to this DA and can help to 
offset waste disposal amounts. 

6. Encourage water conservation. The Cross Keys DA currently experiences water shortages, water 
contamination and long dry seasons on a regular/daily basis. It is therefore important that as water supply and 
distribution is enhanced/ developed; residents of each community recognise that the onus is on them to promote 
efficient use of water. Storage tanks/underground cisterns, plumbing features and rainwater harvesting methods 
will need to be implemented and or practiced. A public education program will help amplify the message of water 
conservation across to the wider DA. 

7. Introduce/develop a water quality testing and monitoring initiative. This will be used to ensure that the water 
supply being ingested by the residents is safe for human consumption. Effective testing and monitoring will be an 
impetus to improve water found in both surface and sub-surface water-systems. The potential for waterborne 
diseases and outbreaks will be dramatically/ significantly reduced. 

8. Protect existing forests and the most eco-sensitive areas within mining leases of the Cross Keys DA. This 
will ensure the protection and preservation of forests and woodlands. Additionally, it is vital that any forested area 
that falls within a specific mining lease, that allowance be made for a certain percentage to be protected from all 
potential mining activities. This offers the opportunities for reduced habitat fragmentation, buffer zones and easier 
forest restoration efforts post-bauxite mining operations.  

 

G.2. Social Environment 

During the Manchester 2030 Forum participants felt that it was very important and not difficult to upgrade the social 

infrastructure within Manchester’s urban and rural communities. Examples of goals pertaining to the Social Environment 
are as follows: 

• Promote local and national knowledge of cultural heritage and current social issues through public education 
programs/ initiatives/ campaigns. 

• Achieve the highest level of literacy, to provide the trained workforce needed to retain and attract the best jobs 
and people to the Parish. 

 
Meanwhile, one goal in particular was voted to be very important yet difficult to achieve; therefore implying that the Parish’s 
best “long term implementation strategies” are needed. This goal is stated as follows: 

• Strengthen both urban and rural communities with the best delivery of all social services (health care, education, 
skill training) to all age groups throughout the Parish. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Develop social services within the Cross Keys DA. In an effort to facilitate the existing DA population and any 
expected changes in population forecast, the social infrastructure will require further development/enhancement 
in the following areas: 

a. A Type II Health Centre 

b. Fire station 

c. Updated police station 

d. Update library facility and service 

e. Post office 

f. Community centre/s 

g. Public cemetery 

2. Create public education campaigns/initiatives to foster cultural/ behavioural changes. These campaigns 
will be used to bring immediate attention to matters concerning waste disposal, the benefits of organic farming, 
potential health risks stemming from poor water quality and so on. Workshops will be held and published 
materials distributed throughout various communities within the Cross Keys DA. 

3. Support the development of facilities/activities to keep the elderly population active/involved. Manchester 
recognises the importance of creating a wholesome life for every aspect of its population and as such, the Cross 
Keys DA sees the need to create programmes targeted at the elderly. These potential/prospective programmes 
will help to enrich the lives of our senior citizens who remain a pillar of any and every community, as it is hoped 
they will in turn feel compelled to assist us in preserving our past/history. 

4. Re-open the skills training centre in the Cross Keys DA. This will ensure an educated local population with 
the prerequisites to help to fulfill the needs and demands of the job/employment market in Manchester and 
Jamaica at large. This re-opening has the ability to pull/attract a certain population into the DA, thus creating 
more potential customers/consumers to support a retail/commercial district and also the agricultural sector. 

5. Revitalise the level of community participation in local projects. Civic involvement cannot be 
reiterated/overstated enough as this is the impetus and catalyst to effect change in the Cross Keys DA. More 
public education programmes must be designed to highlight the benefits to be gained from a unified and active 
front, that recognises the interest of ‘many versus one’. 

 

G.3. Economic Environment 

Participants felt that the economic development potential of Manchester was very important and not difficult to attain. The 

following are examples of the goals that were voted as needing the Parish’s best “short term implementation strategies”: 
• Provide a “real time” distribution network for the export of the Parish’s agricultural products taking full advantage 

of the internet. 
• Facilitate co-operation among farming stakeholders to better represent the Agricultural sector in the Parish 

strategic decision-making. 
• Provide the financial incentives for economic development, the social and physical infrastructure needed to retain 

and expand the Parish’s industrial and manufacturing base.  
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RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Strengthen eco-tourism opportunities within the Canoe Valley Area. Cross Keys is seen as the gateway to 
the Canoe Valley Area and the natural features it possesses will provide the basis for the eco-tourism 
opportunities. These features include the following: 

a. The geology 

b. Scenic vistas (sea and land (forests)) 

c. Caves 

d. Fauna 

e. Rivers and beaches (Guts River, etc.) 

With the emergence of the REACT tourism project and the Canoe Valley hiking and trails brand, the Cross Keys 
DA stand to benefit economically from these ventures. 

2. Continue working towards the promotion of the heritage attractions. These heritage assets have the 
potential to become attractions through effective marketing. This can be greatly enhanced with sustained 
community involvement and the support of funding entities such as REACT. Further promotion of these heritage 
sites, with proper management will ensure their preservation.  

3. Develop marketing strategies to create better access to markets for agricultural produce and products. 
This will ensure that after crop maturity/harvesting, the local farmers of the Cross Keys DA will have readily 
available markets (opportunities) that extend outside the DA into the restaurant industry, supermarkets, hotels 
and potential small cottages/villas/cabanas.  

4. Develop and undertake crop feasibility studies. These studies on a variety of traditional and new and exotic 
crops will examine their potential for growth and introduction within the DA. Soil suitability and fertility will be 
tested to deduce the best transitional crop/s for any farmer interested in growing other new crops. These data will 
reduce the potential for losses in farmers’ monetary investment in a particular crop/s. The agricultural sector will 
be strengthened with such an approach. 

5. Revive the Cross Keys Market. With no central market place, 
the local farmers of the DA have no place to sell their produce. A 
redesign of the market facilities to accommodate local farmers will 
help to address this issue. The revitalisation of an adequate 
facility will contribute to not only convenience to the average 
consumer/buyer, but will also help to ensure farmers’ incomes. Its 
proximity to Alligator Pond and Asia DAs makes it the ideal 
marketplace for reviving/re-energising. 

6. Create commercial centres within the Cross Keys DA. With 
the huge potential for population growth and expansion of housing 
developments, the Cross Keys DA will require retail/commercial 
centres to cater to these potential market opportunities. The 
availability of lands provides the chance to identify strategic areas 
to direct retail/commercial activity. These centres will also cater to 
the needs of a seasonal/tourism population. Its strong road 
connectivity and proximity to neighbouring DAs make it the ideal 
Local Centre to add support of services.  

7. Promote/strengthen a small-scale cottage/villa industry. This will facilitate a diversification of the local 
economy of the DA, which is heavily dependent on farming for incomes and revenues. There will be an emergent 
need for accommodations with the potential success of the tourism projects underway. Also, the scenic vistas 
present the ideal/perfect panoramic backdrops for sustainable/’green’ villas/cottages. 

The tropical fruit tree may grow as tall as  

30m. 
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8. Create an agro-processing industry. The Cross Keys DA is a strong farming community and has the land 
availability to develop agro-processing industries that will create value-added products to bring more to revenue 
generation and economic diversification. This industry will require skilled labour and helps to reinforce the need to 
reopen the skills training centre to empower the young population with newly created employment opportunities. 
The agro-processing plants would also take full advantage of raw materials (fruits and vegetables) in the area. 
Processing plants have the potential to generate both local and international tourists groups through flexibility of 
hosting guided tours. These packages would allow for the following: 

a. Picture taking 

b. Product sampling 

c. Souvenir shopping in an onsite gift shop 

9. Utilise agro-wastes/organic wastes for fertilisers. This will improve and promote organic farming in the Cross 
Keys DA. It will help to reduce and over the long-term contribute to the elimination of sub-surface (underground) 
water contamination due to heavy and improper usage of pesticides and artificial fertilisers. Improper waste 
disposal will be reduced via composting and reuse of the organic wastes. There is also the opportunity to create 
an industry with additional jobs to package and sell compost/organic waste as fertilisers to the farming sector. 

10. Develop cold storage facilities. These facilities will preserve the excess crop produce and avoid any massive 
financial losses to local farmers. It will address and regulate the occurrence of a glut or shortage on the local 
markets. This technology has the opportunity and the potential to be powered by alternative energy sources in 
the form of: 

a. Wind (Wigton wind farm) 

b. Bio-gas (from organic waste) 

c. Solar fields (potential sites on reclaimed post-mined out lands) 

11. Explore new avenues for small business start-up/community-based micro-enterprise. This will ensure that 
residents with any good business idea/s will have an outlet to help them develop these ideas/concepts through 
sound business plans and initial capital. Constant/consistent exploration of realistic ideas will help to not only 
increase further economic and income diversification, but more importantly promote self-employment amongst 
local residents especially the younger demographic. 

12. Promote the idea of zone designation for the Canoe Valley Area. This will ensure that there are outlined 
areas to handle different activities within the area. These will be inclusive of the following suggestive zones: 

a. Education zone 

b. Scientific zone 

c. Tourism/recreational zone 

d. Fisheries/nurseries zone 

This will promote sustainability within the Canoe Valley through a raised civic awareness and appreciation for the 
environmental services and tourism value this unique area has to offer. 
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G.4. Built Environment 

During the Manchester 2030 Forum, participants voted that strengthening our existing communities and the infrastructure 

needed to support all the communities was very important and not too difficult to achieve. The following are examples of 
these goals: 

• Redesign the Mandeville Market keeping its vibrant character but providing better retail space, pedestrian flow, 
parking and other complimentary commercial uses. 

• Provide Town Centres with the physical infrastructure (street lights, sewage system, water supply, 
telecommunications) to support all households in urban and rural Manchester. 

• Provide better access to and from rural areas for the most efficient movement of people, distribution of goods, 
and services. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Improve road infrastructure to enhance connectivity in and out of the Cross Keys DA. This will help to 
overcome the challenges of the ineffective movement of people and goods (e.g. agricultural produce). 
Additionally, this step will advertently strengthen the existing road networks with the Cross Keys DA making way 
for the agro-processing and eco-tourism opportunities in the future. 

2. Develop an effective and efficient transportation system. The improvements and further strengthening of the 
roads will create the platform for an effective and timely transportation system with adequate public passenger 
vehicles on specific routes throughout the DA. This will be supported by a well-designed mini-transportation 
centre to accommodate taxis and buses. Cross Keys DA will also take advantage of its key location between the 
Asia and Alligator Pond DAs. 

3. Improve the rural electrification initiative through/via the potential expansion of the Wigton Wind farm. 
This will aid in addressing the lack of certain social amenities in many of Cross Keys’ existing communities. It will 
be a potential source of energy for cold storage facilities/equipment, enabling local farmers to preserve excess 
produce to handle shortages that may occur on the market. 

4. Increase water supply and distribution through the utilisation of alternative energy coupled with existing 
(water) pumping stations. This will increase 
development opportunities within the DA 
especially in areas that were once limited by 
hilly terrain. The local agricultural sector will be 
enhanced with new opportunities for proper 
irrigation of crops, and domestic lifestyles will 
evolve with adequate water supply to promote 
better sanitation.   

5. Encourage the reclamation of mined-out 
lands for future productivity. Properly 
reclaimed post mined-out lands will become an 
asset to foster greater community planning 
and development as land suitability would 
have been addressed. It therefore creates the 
opportunities for possible water catchment 
sites, recreational spaces, housing, 
greenhouse sites and retail/commercial 
districts.  

 

A view of the Wigton Wind farm as wind energy into converted 
into electricity. 
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Mandeville Sustainable Development Plan 
A. Overview Of Mandeville Development Area 

a. Community Involvement To Date 

B. Snapshot Of Mandeville Today 
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b. Current Projects 
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A. OVERVIEW OF  MANDEVILLE  DEVELOPMENT AREA 

The Mandeville urban and urbanising area has 

spread from its early 19th Century centre over to an 
extensive area of the central Manchester Plateau. 
The DA runs from Hanbury and Clark’s Town in the 
north to Knockpatrick and Ellen Street in the south 
and from Royal Flat in the east to Dunsinane in the 
west.  The Mandeville DA contains four (4) 
Development Nodes, twenty-two Communities and 
some 100 Districts as follows:  

• Mandeville Growth Node: Mandeville, 
Cedar Grove, New Green, Grove Place, 
Mike Town, Somerset, George’s Valley, 
Richmond, May Day, Ellen Street:, Old 
England  

• Royal Flat Development Node: Royal Flat, 
Comfort, Heartease 

• Hatfield Development Node: Spur Tree, Hatfield, Greenvale, Huntley, Fairfield 
• Knockpatrick Development Node: Knockpatrick, Pear Tree 

In the 18th century, the main route through the island from Kingston to Negril Point ran through South 
Manchester.  The area was popular for its gentle climate and wild beauty. The early population was sparse 
because the area’s hilly terrain was not suitable for an important resource such as sugar.   

Some large tracts of land belonged to absentee English owners. In addition to the name of the Parish, 
Manchester has a large share of districts named after places in Britain. 

Mandeville was established in 1816 as the Parish capital. The two most prominent landmarks, the Georgian-style 
Courthouse and the Parish Church, were built in the 1820's. 

Over the latter part of the 20th Century, Mandeville gained a reputation as one of the cleanest, most attractive and 
best run towns in Jamaica, factors that, along with the climate, have made it a center for large numbers of 
returning residents.   

 

a. Community Involvement to Date 

Many districts in Mandeville have Neighborhood Watch 
organisations and their residents are also members of other 
community based or private sector organisations, such as 
service clubs, and the Returning Residents’ Association or 
the Chamber of Commerce. The Mandeville Development 
Area Committee is active, meeting monthly, to table 
concerns from all DA community-based organisations.  

The town has six (6) community centres which are being 
used for a number of different purposes. They are 
maintained by citizens and service clubs in the areas in 
which they are located. Residents of Mandeville DA have 
been active participants in Planning Workshops held by the 
MPDC, which have helped shape the Manchester 
Sustainable Development Plan.   

The Mandeville Park has seen its share of change. 

Participants of the Community Engagement 
Workshop in Mandeville DA in 2007. 
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B. SNAPSHOT OF  MANDEVILLE DA TODAY 

Development 
Area 

1991 2001 

Mandeville 52524 62789 

 

2001  Population Area 
Female Male Total  (Ha) 

30473 32316 62789 16982 

Source: STATIN, 1991 & 2001 
 
a. Trends 

The 1991 population of the Mandeville Census Special Area was 39,945, making it the fifth largest urban area in 

the island, after Kingston, Montego Bay, Spanish Town and May Pen. The 1991 population of the entire 
Development Area, as currently delineated, was 52,524. The Special Area (redefined) had grown to 47,886 by 
2001.  It may reasonably be assumed that the DA population is now at least 60,000. 

 

Projected Years 2011 2021 2030 

Projected 
Population 

77400 102942 140002 

 
Source: MPDC 
 

Beginning in the late 1940s the bauxite industry has augmented Mandeville’s population with foreign nationals 
and persons from outside the Parish seeking employment.  For several decades the town has also been a 
primary destination for returning residents.  Observations suggest that the quality of local schools and, more 
recently, the increased ease of commuting and the expansion of Northern Caribbean University (NCU) have also 
attracted growth.  

The various sources of in-migration gave Mandeville an average growth of some 5.2% per year between 1982 
and 1991. Over the following decade, Mandeville’s growth rate averaged 2.1%. This apparent slowdown is 
illusory, the result of a larger base population. In fact, during the 1990s, Mandeville’s population grew by an 
average of 830 persons per year, compared with 555 during the 1980s and 1,100 during the 1970s.   

It can be anticipated that each influence on growth will continue over the coming decade, accelerated by the 
increased accessibility to Kingston provided by Highway 2000, further expansion of NCU and related activities, 
and possibly by the effects of climate change. The details of the 2001 Census, which cannot at present be 
mapped by ED, should help in assessing the significance of these trends and projecting their future effects. 

The growth will make continuing demands on land and infrastructure.  Moreover, because of the very low density 
of development in Mandeville, demand for land is driving up the price of land and housing units.  This in turn is 
increasing pressure on outlying communities in the Parish where building plots are less expensive. 

 

b. Current projects 

At the moment, there are no projects taking place within the Mandeville Development Area or Mandeville Urban 
Development Area. Community members often voice concerns over the lack of unity and cooperation with the 
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citizens of the Mandeville area. There are proposals to start community activities to educate residents about the 
importance of social groups, as well as proposals to start fundraisers (i.e. a walk-a-thon) to raise money to build a 
much needed community centre. 
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C. DEVELOPMENT ISSUES & CHALLENGES 

a. Natural Environment 

Mandeville occupies the centre of the Manchester Plateau at an elevation of 628.2 m (2,061 feet) above sea 

level, a cool, hilly district with an almost temperate climate.  Average temperatures tend to be a few degrees 
cooler than other towns.  They range from 13o Celsius in winter (December - January) to 31o Celsius in summer 
(July - August).   

Mining has modified the topography, especially along the southern side of town, and quarries operate in several 
outlying parts of the area. 

The area is entirely underlain by four formations of the White Limestone group.  All are relatively hard and 
resistant to weathering, highly permeable to water, which develop fairly thin, heavy clay "bauxite" soil cover and 
form relatively stable slopes resistant to slides and slumps. Geotechnical properties that could cause problems 
include: steep slopes, excessive settlement effects in sinkholes, flooding, and potentially unstable slopes due to 
faulting and jointing of bedrock. 

The hydrology of the Mandeville area is very simple.  The only significant surface stream drains westwards from 
Spice Grove. This small river forms several waterfalls, one of which has been contained to pipe water down to 
the Peppers Pump Station. Otherwise, the only surface water occurs after heavy rainfall, in the small gullies 
located along the fault scarps in the northern and eastern sections of the area.  Most water is very deep 
underground.  Deep wells have been attempted south of Mandeville where sometimes 1,000 feet of rock have 
been drilled without reaching the water table. This is due to the very high permeability and thickness of the white 
limestone. Thus Mandeville's water must be pumped from deep wells in Porus and Pepper, St. Elizabeth. 

The original forest cover was reduced or removed from a majority of the DA long ago.  The western edge of the 
Don Figueroa Mountains retains good quality secondary forest. 

Little is known about the area’s wildlife except that, with care, the forested areas remain important for bird life. 
Twenty-five of Jamaica’s 27 endemic bird species can be seen at Marshall’s Pen Bird Sanctuary. With more 
attention to retaining and replanting native trees, the bird population could be enhanced.   

Earthquakes are the most threatening to the natural hazards, especially with the proximity of the Spur Tree fault 
line. The potential damage from hurricanes is not as great for Mandeville as it is for coastal towns or towns 
further west or east. 

Mandeville's location is also less prone to natural hazards than towns that have rivers running through them. 
Sinkholes and natural depressions used to handle rapid run-off effectively and prevent storm floods, except on 
some roads after heavy downpours if drainage channels were clogged.  Recently, the growing practice of filling 
and building over sinkholes has made floods a routine occurrence. 

The general reliance on septic tanks and absorption pits suggests the need for monitoring of the quality of 
ground water and the quality of streams emerging from the plateau along the south coast.  With no sewage 
system, it also jeopardises the quality of water from any wells currently in use or successfully drilled in future. In 
some areas, densities are approaching the limits appropriate for on-plot systems. 

Another man-induced impact is the dust associated with bauxite mining, which many communities report as 
destroying fruit trees, zinc roofs, furniture and clothing and causing sinusitis and other respiratory problems.  
Some residents say that mining causes noise pollution “day and night.” Mining has also caused deforestation and 
has made it difficult for farmers to produce efficiently. 

Two final threats to the rapidly urbanising DA are solid waste and loss of land. The lack of recycling and high 
instance of disposable products such as plastic bags and bottles is contributing to unmanageable solid waste 
going to dump sites. The current trend of development, including large single-family dwellings, is using land that 
could be used for agriculture or preserved as green space or recreational space. The lack of density in residential 
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developments impedes transportation efficiency, increasing the distance people must drive to commercial areas, 
contributing to greenhouse gas emissions.   

 

b. Social Environment 

The diversity of social and economic conditions with the Development Area is reflected in a wide disparity of 
employment levels. In most parts of central Mandeville, the rate 
has been very low. However, in rural communities, especially 
where mining has disrupted farming, unemployment is a severe 
problem. Every rural community participating in Profile data 
gathering reported a lack of jobs and especially a lack of 
opportunities for young people, even with good high school 
records. High unemployment in these communities reflects the 
disruption of agriculture and the traditional rural economy both by 
mining and by the growth and encroachment of a new urban 
economy. The nature of the urban economy makes the situation 
worse by offering few manufacturing jobs and oversubscribed 
opportunities (such as taxi driving or restaurant and supermarket 
work) in the service sector.   

The Profile data gathering activities revealed a number of 
consequences of unemployment that exacerbate poverty. For example, in Ellen Street, the absence of work for 
women in the communities is linked to a high birth rate. In Greenvale residents say that only construction 
provides a little employment; otherwise the youth have nothing to do.  

An analysis of the capacity, enrolment and attendance at educational institutions at the various levels revealed 
some amount of overcrowding at public all-age, high/secondary and special schools. In Greenvale, citizens are 
concerned about the fact that some parents cannot afford to send their children to school.  They are also 
concerned about the number of dropouts from high school and others leaving high school without certification.   

Despite the issue of overcrowding, as might be expected, educational levels among citizens living in the 
Mandeville area in 1991 were significantly higher than among citizens of the Parish as a whole.  Some 32% had 
completed high school, compared with 27% Parish-wide.   

In terms of health, main concerns in areas south of Mandeville centre are due to dust from mining – causing 
respiratory and skin ailments. Other concerns are related to community and social health, which include teenage 
pregnancy and increased drug use. There is high pressure 
put on the Mandeville Hospital’s emergency services as 
many people from outside of the Parish use the hospital. It 
is also thought that a lack of rural health centres increases 
the pressure on the hospital, and that improvements in the 
outlying areas of the Mandeville DA would relieve that 
pressure.  

In regards to crime, the nature of reported incidents is 
generally non-violent, apart from domestic violence.  In 
some areas break-ins are prevalent but tend to be petty, 
seasonal and at a level that can be dealt with through 
increased police patrolling and strengthened 
Neighbourhood Watches.  The Mandeville Police have 
expressed concern that migration from elsewhere in 
Jamaica is changing the generally crime-free character of 
certain parts of Mandeville. 

The local law enforcers walk through the 
Mandeville Park. 

The gazebo in the Mandeville Park is a popular rest  
spot for daily visitors. 
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Although open space must be reserved in housing developments, there are widespread complaints about the 
inadequacy of recreational facilities – once described as “poor for a town the size of Mandeville”. Citizens related 
the number of idle young people on the street to this problem, adding that drug use and petty crimes could be 
linked to the lack of activities for the young to participate in. 

 

c. Economic Environment 

Mandeville is the major administrative centre in the Parish and as such public sector jobs, helpers and 
administrators are the largest employer of labour. Agriculture also plays an important role in this regard although 
it is only domestic crops that are grown. 

The mining industry does not contribute significantly to the employed labour force but is significant in the growth 
and development of the area. Meanwhile, tourism has been contributing more to the economy and employment 
in this sector and is on the increase. 

The sections of the town with high unemployment rates are Dunrobin and the area just north of Three Chains; 
while the central and surrounding areas have very low rates. 

The economy of Mandeville has gone through several transitions and performed several roles including those of 
traditional Parish seat, military base, recreational retreat, market town, center of the bauxite industry, home for 
expatriate workers and returned residents, business and manufacturing center and, increasingly, college town.            

In 1838, the agricultural economy shifted from coffee and pimento to Irish potatoes, other vegetables, citrus and 
cattle.  Now the impacts of mining (dust as well as the removal of topsoil) have virtually eliminated citrus and 
other fruit trees, while globalisation has impacted the markets for potatoes and cattle.  

A composite list of important physical resources listed by communities mainly includes commercial and personal 
service businesses. The only manufacturing businesses are block factories, furniture and woodwork shops, 
welding and mechanic businesses.  

The state of the Market has been discussed and debated for decades. 
Clearly, it makes a significant direct and indirect contribution to the 
town’s economy, supporting direct employment and numerous other 
services and businesses.  The congestion and confusion however, is 
not compatible with ideas of expanding the core as an administrative, 
financial and service centre. Many cities have seen their markets 
evolve from traditional through degraded, overcrowded and over-
diversified to underused or abandoned in the face of competition from 
supermarkets.  Increasingly, cities are discovering the benefits, in 
terms of attracting central area residents and tourists, of returning to 
well-regulated farmers’ markets. 

Key elements in the town’s economy are remittances (not mentioned 
in any of the communities, forums or focus groups), and drug trafficking, which is “really a hidden industry.” 

There is potential as there is in all parts of the Parish, for a diversification of the economy. The transformation of 
hotels into schools is an example of the Town’s adaptability.  The loss of tourism to the north coast provided the 
opportunity to build on the Town’s already established tradition as a center of educational excellence. As tourism 
on the south coast increases, Mandeville will also have potential for growth in this area.   

Thinking about “life after bauxite88” began a long time ago but has not really progressed.  Attention is being paid 
to Mandeville’s growth as a college town,89 not only with the continuing expansion of NCU but a range of tertiary 
and training institutions that draw students from around Jamaica and abroad. There has been discussion over the 

                                                   
88 Mandeville: What after Bauxite?  Article from an unnamed magazine in the Parish Library’s Local Collection, date ca. 1990. 
89 A College Town – satisfying everybody’s need for growth. The Observer, Outlook, June 23, 2002. 

Fruit vendor peels a pineapple. 
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years of the potential of floriculture. In the future, adhering to new environmental standards and assuming 
success in developing a local airport, flowers could be a valuable addition to the local economy.  There are 
opportunities, and an imperative, for expanding value added agro-processing as well as marketing and packing 
high unique and quality fresh fruit and produce.   

 

d. Built Environment 

The number of houses in the Mandeville Special Area has 
grown by 51 percent over the past decade, more than 
twice as fast as the population. The great majority of 
housing units are single-family, accounting for 93.7% of 
the stock in 1991.  The percentage in 2001 is not yet 
known and based on observation, may have declined 
slightly.  The dramatic 21% decline in persons per dwelling 
between 1991 and 2001 reflects a number of trends: the 
tendency for extended families to build separate quarters 
for the younger and older generations; increasing numbers 
of single-headed households resulting from separation and 
divorce; a declining birth rate; rising expectations and 
“standards;” and Mandeville’s continuing attraction to 
returning residents. It can be anticipated that each trend 
will continue over the coming decade, making continuing 
demands on land, and infrastructure and exacerbating 
higher land and housing prices and increased sprawl.  

The water supply in Mandeville is a challenging issue. Most districts now expect piped water supply.   Sometimes 
the availability of piped water leads to unsustainable practices, such as the abandonment of catchment tanks and 
the use of treated piped water for irrigation.  Reflecting rising expectations, the primary problem cited in many 
districts is “irregular and inadequate water supply.” This is so not only in Mandeville itself but also in less urban 
communities.  There are regular lock-offs, water pressure at higher locations tends to be low, and often there is 
no water in the pipes.  These conditions also affect Mandeville’s fire fighting 
capabilities.  With nearly 80 inches of rain per year, the solution must lie in 
catchments. 

The number of Mandeville residents using electricity is higher than the national 
average. However, poor electrical service has been cited as a concern, 
specifically by the Returning Residents Association.  

The road hierarchy of the Town consists of eight major roads and a network of 
secondary feeder and access roads. Three of the major roads collect and 
distribute traffic going west of the town while the eastern end is served by the 
remaining five roads. The circulation pattern in the central area is quite good 
and contributes considerably to the life and trade that go on in the commercial 
centre.  The problem is to enter and leave the town easily especially in the 
vicinity of the market. Parking spaces for privately owned vehicles are difficult 
to find outside of the shopping plazas.  Even these are now becoming 
congested as appropriate standards have not been used in determining 
requirements 

A parking meter that now 
seems like a remnant of the 
past. 

The entrance to the gated community of Moorlands 
Estate. 
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D. COMMUNITY ASPIRATIONS 

The visioning exercise held during the March 2006 Planning Workshop was successful in outlining the many 

aspirations Mandeville citizens have for the future of the regional centre.   

Visions for the future of Mandeville relate to physical characteristics such as the market, social services including 
recreation, infrastructure and challenges with an ever-increasingly busy town centre, education and healthcare, 
environmental concerns, and diversification of the economy.  

Recognising that the market is a hub of activity and energy for Mandeville, the goal of residents is to refurbish 
and improve accessibility so as to make it safer, more attractive, and a centre available and desirable to all 
residents and visitors. Accessibility would include planning for parking and ease of traffic flow. 

An improved education system with more schools, holistic education programs including environmental 
education, a focus on literacy, and more accessibility to education from the basic level to tertiary is envisioned.  

In relation to all other DAs where mining exists, the desire for stringent policing of reclamation of mined-out lands 
and utilisation of these lands is desired.    

Also common with other DAs is the need for road, water, and electricity infrastructure improvements. One major 
infrastructure need is sewage treatment. Integral to infrastructure improvements was noted to be better 
communication between the responsible parties (i.e. NWA, NWC, JPS).  

Recreation and tourism potential was outlined, with the promotion of cultural festivals, increase in recreational 
spaces (indoor and outdoor), promotion of heritage sites, and development of tourist facilities to increase tourism 
awareness for the Parish.   

Residents aspire to an improvement in social services such as policing, community programs for youth and 
disabled, and health services in outlying communities.  

A strong emphasis was placed on increasing employment opportunities through by various methods; sustainable 
community-based enterprises, increasing commercial development in town centres, and diversifying the economy 
with new opportunities in agriculture (e.g. agro-processing and greenhouses) and new industry.   

Finally, residents envision planned development of housing, with more efficient use of land, and attention to 
environmental issues such as preservation of land and protection of water and other natural resources.  
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E. EXISTING LAND USE 

This section looks at the existing land use within the Mandeville Development Area and the Mandeville Urban 

Development Area (Urban Fence Area); and analyses how well lands are being utilised for the needs of the 
residents living in these areas. For the purpose of this document the difference between Development Area and 
Urban Development Area is outline as follows: 

1. Williamsfield Development Area: A group of communities within a specified geography area who 
associates themselves with a town area that meets there needs. Hence, these communities could 
become the rural area of that town area. 

2. Williamsfield Urban Development Area: It is a defined centre that is urban in nature with an imaginary 
boundary that services the local community within a geographic area (Urban Fence Area).  

The term “Existing Land Use” looks at the way lands within the Mandeville Development Area are being 
used/consumed. The Land Use information is vital for studying three elements of land settlement which are: 
character, pattern and distribution. After understanding the three land settlement elements of an area, 
recommendations can then be made to govern and preserve the “existing and future” uses of land of that 
settlement or region. The land use information for the Manchester Sustainable Development Plan was formulated 
using two methods: 

A. A Land Use Survey90 
B. Manchester General Land Use Map91 

 

                                                   
90 A detailed land use survey done in the field by land use surveyors who recorded the existing uses on each property in a community. However, this 
process was done only for the Township area in Manchester (Urban Development Areas). 
91 The Manchester Land Utilisation Map information is a generalised  land use data map that is based on a collection of major land use data such as 
Bauxite mining, Township Areas, Power Utility Corridor, Agriculture, Forestry (proposed and existing) and  a generalised land settlement to cover the 
remaining Development Areas (rural areas) that was not covered by the Land Use Survey. The importance of this information is to give a general 
idea of how the lands in the remaining area are being used. 
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E.1.    MANDEVILLE DEVELOPMENT AREA (DA) EXISTING LAND USE 
 

In the Mandeville Development Area there are five major land use categories. These are as follows: 

1. Prime Agriculture Areas 
2. Power Utility Corridor 
3. Urban Centre 
4. Settlement Areas, Shrubs & Woodland Areas 
5. Undisturbed Woodland Areas 

 

Settlement Area and Shrub/ Woodland  

Based on the Mandeville DA Land Utilisation chart, the dominant land use is the Settlement and 
shrubs/woodland. The settlements found spreading along major roadways in the north and western section of 
the DA, forming a linear pattern, are farmstead. Only the Mandeville UDA and settlements in the south eastern 
tail of the DA is clustered and are urban in nature. Most of the settlement developments are found within the 
elevation of 2000ft, which has a gentle terrain. This land use occupies 40% of the Mandeville Development Area 
with the town of Mandeville being the largest town in the Parish of Manchester and serves as the regional centre 
for central Jamaica. Other growth nodes outside the Mandeville Urban Development Area are as follows: 

1. Old England 

2. Fairfield (Lincoln) 

3. Mount Prospect 

4. Newark (Spur Tree) 

The domestic water and irrigation supply to these communities is currently serviced by six storage tanks and 
wells located in the Porus Development Area and at Pepper in the neighbouring Parish of St Elizabeth. However, 
the current water system is poor, as the DA constantly faces water shortages especially during dry periods. The 
Mandeville DA is growing at a rapid rate and water is needed to sustain the daily activity of the DA; especially in 
the Mandeville UDA which has a high population density. 
 
Commercial, Institutional, and Industrial 

Both retail shops and small commercial activities exist throughout the DA, where most of the retail shops are 
located on residential sites owned by the home property owners. Large commercial and industrial uses are 
concentrated in the Mandeville UDA which is the growth centre of the DA and Manchester. The commercial uses 
are mostly large super markets, hardware stores, restaurants, banks and medical offices.  

The town centre located in the Mandeville UDA occupies 1% (see Mandeville DA Land Utilisation Map) of the DA, 
providing all the relevant institutional services such as schools, universities, health centres, hospital, postal 
offices, a transportation centre, a market, a fire station and a regional library. Postal agencies, health centres, 
schools and libraries are provided also in the DA servicing the communities of Fairfield (Lincoln) to Shirehampton 
in the west, Albion to Windsor Forest in south east and Grove Place and Somerset in the north.  The commercial 
and institutional infrastructure provides an economic and social stability for the residents of the Mandeville DA.  

With regards to the town centre, a lot of problems have arisen such as traffic congestion. Also, there is an issue 
of residential properties being taken over by commercial uses. It is recommended that the existing growth nodes 
outside the Mandeville UDA are strengthened to ease the pressure from the town centre. 

At the moment there are 3 cemeteries within the Mandeville DA; one is located at Fairfield while another is 
located within the Mandeville UDA. Only two are owned by the Manchester Parish Council while the other is 
private. To sustain the growing population of the DA, the Local Authority is in need of a new cemetery. 
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Recreational 

Eight (8) recreational areas that are available in the Mandeville DA that are all located in the Mandeville Urban 
Development Area (urban fence area). Seven of these recreational facilities are playfield complexes. However, 
six of the playfield complexes are available to the public while the seventh is private. The locations of the facilities 
are as follows: 

TYPE OF COMPLEX LOCATION ACCESSIBILITY 

Badminton Sport Club Complex Ingleside Public 

Manchester Golf Club Complex Brumalia Public 

Brooks Park Sport Complex Wint Road Brumalia Public 

Mike Town Community Centre 
Complex 

Mike Town Available mostly to residents of 
Mike Town 

New Green Playfield New Green Available mostly to residents of 
New Green 

Greenvale Sport Complex Greenvale Available mostly to residents of 
Greenvale 

Bloomfield Country Club Bloomfield Private 

Mandeville Park Mandeville Town Centre Public 

 

The Park is located within Mandeville town centre and is well maintained but its current design does not provide 
an atmosphere for persons to stop and play. All these facilities are not within walking distance and need to be 
driven to from the remaining communities outside the Mandeville UDA (Old England, Somerset, Huntley, Windsor 
Forest, Shirehampton, etc).  

Recreational use plays a vital role in creating a social bond between community residents. Land spaces for such 
uses should be reserved with more emphasis on passive park spaces to enhance the social growth of the 
communities in the Mandeville DA. 
 
Agricultural Prime Area 

The second most prevalent land use is Agricultural Prime Areas. This land use consumes 33% of the land, and 
is mostly found along Fairfield (Lincoln) to Huntley in the western end, Brumalia, Cedar Grove, Berwick, 
Richmond and Marshals Pen in the Mandeville UDA, Grove Place, Somerset and Lyndhurst in the North, and 
Belle Reuiro, Jones Depot and Windhill (Albion) in the south east. 

However, most of the agricultural lands’ primary function is cattle farming. These cattle farms are found in areas 
where the soil texture is stony loam which is low in nutrient content and retain water poorly, making high yield 
food farming unsuitable. This explains why a lot of the cattle farming activities are located in the north, central 
and western regions of the Mandeville DA. The poor quality of the soil in certain areas is also caused by mining 
activities that have removed the nutrients from the soil. 

Cedar Grove, Berwick, Richmond, Windhill and Belle Reuiro are located in the south eastern section of the DA, 
where the soil texture is clay loam. This type of soil is ideal for high yield food farming produce because of its 
ability to supply nutrients, as well as retain and drain water steadily. It is recommended that these agricultural 
lands be preserved (for farming) from the urban growth of the Mandeville UDA. 

Those agricultural lands within the Mandeville UDA have given way to the use of residential, commercial and 
industrial development and should continue to do so to fulfil the needs of the growing population within the urban 
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fence. Communal gardening should also be encouraged in large multi-family residential developments as well as 
small greenhouses for single dwelling units in order to maintain the tradition of subsistence farming. 
 
Undisturbed Woodland 

The third most dominant land use is the undisturbed woodland area, covering 26% of the steep hilly terrain of the 
Mandeville DA. The Mandeville DA is unique in character in that it sits on a plateau and its high elevation 
contributes to the cool and breezy climate often experienced by residents and visitors of the Development Area. 
The Mandeville DA terrain steeply rises from 500ft at the border of Manchester and St. Elizabeth in Don Figuereo 
Mountain to 2000 ft in the township area of Mandeville and gradually descends to 1000ft at Harmons in the 
central south-east.  

The Mandeville DA Land Utilisation map shows that there is not much undisturbed woodland left within the DA 
since most are replaced by farming, mining and settlement development. Therefore the remaining woodland 
areas should be preserved under the Forestry Act, where development of any kind will not be allowed, especially 
along the Don Figuereo Mountain located on the western end of the DA which is prone to landside, particularly if 
the current land cover is removed.  
 
Power Utility Corridor and Mandeville Central Business District (CBD) 

The Mandeville DA has a Power Utility Corridor which is the main corridor for the Jamaica Public Service 124 
kilovolt (KV) main line from Old Harbour Power Station in St Catherine. This is the heart of the main power supply 
to Manchester via Porus and Williamsfield and only occupies less than one percent (1%) of land coverage. This 
is an asset to the DA, since it will be cost effective to supply power to future developments.  

However, the utility corridor which connects to the power substation at Newark gives the area of Newark an 
industrial character due to the visibility of the high tension power steel infrastructure that exists, which branches 
off to the Parish of St. Elizabeth and the areas of Manchester. It is a possibility that as Mandeville DA grows the 
power infrastructure may need to expand to support the power needs of Mandeville and Manchester. Therefore it 
is recommended that some of the lands surrounding the JPS power substation be reserved for future 
development of the sub-station, and for industrial development. 

As aforementioned, the town centre being the Mandeville Central Business District (CBD) is located in the 
Mandeville UDA and occupies one percent (1%) (see Mandeville DA Land Utilisation) of the DA, providing all the 
relevant institutional services. However, the CBD is in need for expansion in order to ease its current congestion 
situation. Its current road patterns can be seen moving along Caledonia Road to the east into the residential 
communities. It is recommended that other growth nodes within the DA be developed to preserve the existing 
residential communities.  
 
Mining 

The mining operation has contributed to the economic, social and physical infrastructure development of the 
Mandeville Development Area from the 1950s, through provision of lots for housing development, haulage road 
for transportation and direct and indirect employment by the Alumina Company. The mining operation also has 
affected the spatial layout of the Mandeville Urban Development Area. As shown on the Mandeville DA Land 
Utilisation map the mining operation covers 78% of the DA which surrounds the 22% non mining lease area (see 
Mandeville DA Mining Lease chart), which is nearly the entire township of Mandeville and the communities on the 
north western section. The communities not affected are: 

1. Brumalia 

2. Fairbanks 

3. George Reid 

4.  A Section of Hatfield 
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5. Mandeville Central Business District.  

According to the Mandeville DA mining Operation Plan Chart, 26% of the Development Area is already mined out 
and certified, while 22% is uncertain of where mining will be done. Also 16% of the lands are future mining 
reserves mainly in the northern section of the DA, while 15% of the land has no interest for mining. There is 1% 
which is reserved for the bauxite waste disposal for the WINDALCO process plant at Kirkvine. These five 
operation plans fall within the mining lease area boundary. The process of mining seems to have ceased for now 
within the Mandeville DA. 

Most of the mined out and certified lands are concentrated in the south and east central regions of the DA which 
for most part are developed for housing and agricultural uses; but since the town of Mandeville is lacking space 
for commercial development and has the problem of traffic congestion, more of the mined out lands should be 
used for commercial, institutional and industrial development (see Mandeville Development Area LU map). 
 
Flooding 

Flooding within the Mandeville DA is not a common occurrence. The terrain structure and the soil texture of the 
area is primarily stony loam which does not retain water well. However, as development grows, harder surfaces 
are created which increase the rate of surface water run-off. This surface water run-off from hard surfaces 
exceeds the rate of water percolating through the soil. Hence flooding occurs in areas with depressions, which is 
often used by the DA to drain surface water. These depression areas are also gateways for surface water to 
replenish the underground water system that is used for domestic water supply. 

Most of the flooding occurs within the Mandeville UDA area which affects roads, businesses and homes (see 
Mandeville Hazard map). These depression areas should be preserved from development. As the UDA continues 
to grow it is recommended that a drainage canal system be introduced to help remove excess surface water run-
off as the current depression will not be adequate to drain both the DA and UDA.  

 

  

 

Flooding on the properties of the Cable and Wireles s Office and the RBBT Bank, Mandeville Branch. 
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E.2. MANDEVILLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA (UDA) EXISTING LAND USE 
 

The Mandeville Urban Development Area (Urban area) is the growth centre of the Mandeville Development Area 

and Regional Centre for the Parish of Manchester and western Jamaica. It is 6,632.8ha (16,390acres) in size, 
covering the following communities: 
 

1. Mandeville CBD 2. Hopeton 3. Newlieigh 
4. Brumalia 5. Retreat 6. Woodlawn 
7. Caledonia 8. Kingsland 9. Heartease 
10. Battersea 11. Section of Newark 12. Hanbury 
13. New Green 14. Knockpatrick Square 15. Ingleside 
16. Balcarres 17. Cedar Grove 18. Three Chains 
19. Fairbanks 20. Hillside/Littleton 21. Mount Nelson 
22. Greenvale 23. Section of Albion and 

May Day 
24. New Hall 

25. George Reid 26. Waltham 27. Richmond 
28. Bloomfield 29. Perth 30. Georges Valley 
31. Coffee Piece 32. Redbank 33. Dunsaine 

 

Urban Centre 

Over the last fifteen years the Mandeville UDA has experienced a boom in development, especially in areas that 
were once under mining operation. However, as the UDA grows, urban problems have risen such as traffic 
congestion, unemployment, high land price, water shortage, drainage and flooding. Adding to this situation, 
Mandeville being a regional centre for western Jamaica is experiencing an influx of people from other Parishes 
seeking employment and utilisation of services that may not be available in their Parishes. 

Citizens of the Mandeville Development Area have recognised that their current regional urban centre needs to 
be strengthened, despite the available services provided. In order to accommodate the rapid growth of the UDA, 
the commercial and industrial district of Mandeville needs to expand. The capacity level of existing social services 
needs to be upgraded. Also, the introduction of large recreation parks is needed to enhance the social needs of 
the UDA residents. 

However, with the future passage of Highway 2000 road development, the Mandeville UDA would have to 
position itself to take advantage of the economic potential that the Highway 2000 project would bring to 
Mandeville. The Mandeville UDA has the potential to become a tourist destination and this can be enhanced with 
the help of Highway 2000 as a means of transporting tourists from Montego Bay to Mandeville in a short period of 
time. The Mandeville UDA has the potential to become a regional place of higher learning. This can be achieved 
by further development of the existing and new tertiary institution92. In doing so, it will help diversify the current 
economy of the Mandeville UDA. 
 
Spatial layout of the UDA 

In 1993 the spatial distribution of development in the Mandeville UDA was concentrated in the central, western 
and northern section of the UDA. These areas were not covered by the mining lease program which accounts for 
44% of the UDA. The communities that benefited were: 

1. Brumalia 2. Ingleside 3. Section of Hanbury 

4. Greenvale 5. New Green 6. Mike Town 

                                                   
92 Knox Community College has established a centre here on Ward Avenue and a new university (International University of the Caribbean) has also 
opened a centre at 54 Ward Avenue. 
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7. George Reid 8. Newleigh 9. Bloomfield 

10. Section of Hatfield 11. Caledonia 12. Buena Vista 

13. Battersea 14. Bloomfield 15. Mandeville CBD 

 

The remaining 56% of the Mandeville UDA is under the mining lease program, so development in those areas 
was slow as mining was the first priority (see chart). 

The spatial layout of Mandeville is well clustered with numerous street layouts in a web-like structure, most of 
which is too narrow to deal with traffic flow. The developments in the non-mining lease areas are mostly single-
family residential development with commercial activity concentrated within the Mandeville CBD which extended 
down on Ward Avenue, west of the CBD, Caledonia Road in the north, and further down Manchester Road into 
Newleigh in the south. A few commercial uses can be seen dispersed in the residential neighbourhoods. 
Institutional and industrial uses are also dispersed within the residential neighbourhood. The remaining lands 
within the area are large vacant lots and agricultural lands that are now expensive to acquire (see Mandeville 
Existing LU 1993 map). The development within the non-mining lease area occupies the highest point of the 
Mandeville plateau giving the town its cool climate feature. 

In 2006, 27% of the mining lands are mined out and certified, while 24% have no interest for mining and six 
percent (6%) are reserved for future mining (see Mandeville UDA Mining Operation chart). The mined-out and 
certified lands are reclaimed for various land use developments which are concentrated in the eastern, southern 
and south western end of the Mandeville UDA. These are the areas that have experienced rapid growth in 
development for the last fifteen years as mining has ceased in these areas. The types of development are mainly 
residential and commercial curtailed within the UDA fence of Mandeville.  

However, the availability of lands within the Mandeville UDA is becoming scare, causing developers to seek 
lands to develop in the outer region of the UDA fence. This is unfortunate, since the current land usage is not fully 
maximised- with homes currently occupying half (½) to 3 acre lots. These large amounts of land can be 
developed to accommodate higher densities. This waste of land space causes a sprawl effect into the DA of 
Mandeville, Newport and Williamsfield; changing the hammer shape of the existing Mandeville UDA fence. 

Within the Mandeville UDA fence four commercial growth nodes (aside from the existing Mandeville CBD), and 
an Institutional growth node have been established. These nodes need to be further developed to meet the 
growing demands of the UDA. The institutional node is the Northern Caribbean University campus and adjacent 
lands in Cedar Grove and the commercial nodes are (see Mandeville UDA Existing LU map): 

1. New Hall 

2. Hatfield 

3. Kingsland 

4. Royal Flat 

 

Competing Land Uses 

The competing land uses of the Mandeville UDA are agriculture, commercial, industrial, institutional and 
residential with a total coverage of 57% of the UDA. The most prevalent competing land use in the Mandeville 
Urban Development Area is residential, which covers 32% of the urban fence designation. This land use has 
11,930 residential homes that house approximately 53,424 Mandeville UDA residents. Therefore, the occupancy 
ratio of the Mandeville UDA is 4 persons per dwelling unit. The Mandeville UDA Family Housing Type chart 
shows that the Mandeville UDA is a low-housing density area with a density of 2.3 du/acre (dwelling unit per 
acre) or 5.6du/ha (dwelling unit per hectare) within the residential areas; however, the housing density within the 
entire UDA is less than 1du/acre or 1.7du/ha.  Single-family housing units are the largest housing unit types in the 
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UDA, while multi family units are the lowest, only making up 5% of the family units (see Mandeville UDA Family 
Unit chart). 

Although these residential developments are low in density, home owners are slowly converting their single-
family units into double units which have outgrown the multi-family units to meet the growing rental demand from 
persons outside the area seeking jobs and working in Mandeville (see Mandeville UDA Family Unit Chart). 
However some of these double family units are not approved by the Parish Council. This unplanned conversion 
of homes increases unplanned population densities which puts a pressure on the existing social infrastructures, 
such as water supply. It is evident that there is a need and demand for more multi-family units within the 
Mandeville UDA. 

Since the Mandeville UDA forms part of the Gut and Alligator Hole watershed area, an increase of unplanned 
density will also increase the rate of sewage disposal from homes, which uses septic and absorption pit systems. 
This can lead to the pollution of the underground water table that lies beneath the UDA, affecting wells at 
Marshall’s Pen and Comfort. Mandeville is already facing water shortage from the Porus and Pepper wells, and if 
the Marshall’s Pen and Comfort wells get polluted, then there will be pressure to source additional water from 
other sources which could put a strain on the available water reserve from those areas. Also, it will be too costly 
to supply water from those areas to Mandeville due to the hilly terrain of the UDA. It is recommended that the 
Local Authority put in place a monitoring system where residents have to apply to have their single-family units 
converted into multi-family units so as to monitor the density ratio,  as well as allowing for the Local Authority to 
plan ahead to improve the physical infrastructure of the Mandeville UDA. 

As aforementioned, there are two soil types that exist within the Mandeville UDA, stony loam and clay loam. The 
clay loam, which is fertile, is found on the south eastern section of the UDA; while the stony loam covers the rest 
of the UDA. It should be noted that the stony loam soil does not retain water well as it has a high water 
percolation rate versus the clay loam that has a slow water percolation rate. Despite the difference in water 
percolation rate between the stony and clay loam, the Mandeville UDA has become subjected to flooding despite 
the numerous depression areas used to drain the Mandeville storm water. The flooding is being caused by the 
increase of impervious surfaces from development which affects a lot of businesses and homes, especially within 
the CBD (see Mandeville UDA Hazard map). 

Like housing, rental-units play a vital economic role to some residents of the Mandeville UDA, likewise 
agriculture, which is the second competing land use. It covers 16% of the UDA and is widely dispersed with large 
tracts of lands concentrated in the southern and north western section of the Mandeville UDA. However, 
agriculture is rapidly giving way to the other four competing uses and should be allowed to do so but in 
moderation. It is recommended that the large tracts of agricultural lands be reserved as it plays a vital role in 
income and food supply to both the DA and UDA, while smaller tracts can be used for infill development. 

Commercial, Institutional and Industrial uses cover nine percent (9%) of the UDA with each having a three 
percent (3%) share (see Mandeville UDA 2007 Land Use chart). These uses are widely dispersed throughout the 
UDA. Despite this, there is a concentration of commercial use in the Mandeville CBD, Royal Flat, from Greenvale 
to Hatfield and Newark, offering economic and social stability to the Mandeville residents on a large scale. The 
commercial uses are small and large retail shops, supermarkets, banks, hardware, and offices, whereas the 
institutions are Government agencies, health services, and schools.  

Although the uses are clustered along the development of major roadways that links the communities within the 
UDA, making efficient use of transportation routes for movement of goods and service, the Mandeville CBD holds 
the bulk of the commercial and institutional uses. But the current physical infrastructure is not keeping pace in 
having to deal with the traffic congestion generated from these sites. Also there is a need for more commercial 
space for the growing commercial use. It is recommended that Newark, Hatfield, Royal Flat be strengthened with 
similar commerce and commercial use so as to reduce traffic congestion in the Mandeville CBD, while at the 
same time, where appropriate that commercial site be allowed to have 5-storey buildings to increase commercial 
density 
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The types of industrial activity are limestone mining, metal and woodworks industries, mechanic shops and 
manufacturing. Limestone mining is currently conducted on the western section of the Mandeville UDA (behind 
Greenvale) that provides the building material for the development of the UDA. However, the road to this site 
goes through residential areas of Red Bank and Hatfield which is problematic. The noise and dust from the trucks 
that service the quarry site affect the residents, as well as destroy the neighbourhood roads. Residents of Mike 
Town suffer the same fate as trucks form the Somerset quarry in the Mandeville DA. It is recommended that: 

1. Service roads be built for the service trucks 

2.  More trees are planted along the existing road to filter the dust. 

3.  All service trucks are equipped with a tight lid covering to avoid marl materials from escaping. 
 
Woodland 

The 2007 Land Use Coverage chart of the Mandeville UDA shows that 68% of the region is in its natural 
woodland state with 15% of the woodland being undisturbed. Also, 17% is made up of shrubs/woodland due to 
deforestation caused by mining, farming, physical development and natural disasters. The undisturbed woodland 
areas are relatively small and are dispersed throughout the UDA. Where feasible, some of these small tract lands 
can be converted into recreational parks and also used for infill development. The same principle goes for the 
shrubs and woodland uses. 

However, the few large tracts that are concentrated on both the eastern and north western section of the UDA 
(see Mandeville UDA 2006 LU) should be protected through the Forestry Act. It can also be justified by the need 
for a reforestation program to protect the soil. The soil texture of the UDA is stony loam which has a high erosion 
rate if left exposed to the weathering elements. This can cause severe damage to physical infrastructure and loss 
of human life by way of landslide and flooding. The same principle can be applied to the shrubs and woodland 
uses. 
 
Depression/Natural Drainage Area 

The depression/ natural drainage areas are gateways for surface water run off to underground water aquifers 
and surface water bodies. They play an important role in the quantity of these systems. Although few in numbers, 
they are under threat by competing land uses. A few of the depression areas are already being dumped for 
development while others are converted into sewer pits. The ill effects of some these activities have led to 
flooding in some areas of Mandeville (see Mandeville UDA Hazard map). It should be noted that the woodland 
areas and the depression/natural drainage areas form the natural environment of the Williamsfield UDA and is 
vital to sustainability of the region. Special effort should be made to ensure that these areas are maintained and 
continue to carry out their function within the region. 

However, some of the drainage and depression systems within the Mandeville UDA are either too small or 
inadequate to deal with storm water run off, which has increased due to increased impervious surfaces from 
development. It is recommended that the local and national authorities look into investing in a large network 
drainage system for the Mandeville UDA. 

 
Informal Development   

The Mandeville UDA is not heavily affected by informal development which accounts for less than 1%. However, 
measures should be put in place to ensure that this land use does not get out of control and that the current 
informal development is rectified as this can have a negative impact for future developments by devaluation of 
surrounding property. 
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Cemeteries 

Currently the Mandeville UDA land use map shows that the UDA has four existing cemeteries located at Grove 
Lane (owned by the Local Authority), Greenvale (privately owned by a funeral home); Main Street and Parish 
Church (owned by church groups). To date, there is no record of any of these existing cemeteries giving problem 
to the environment. The only problem that the Manchester Parish Council is facing is the limited burial space 
within the cemeteries. The cemeteries owned by the churches are selective to whom they want to bury, i.e. 
church members. It should be noted that family plots are prohibited within urban areas. The cost to bury at the 
family plot in Greenvale is expensive while the cemetery owned by the Local Authority has no more burial spots.  

In order for the Parish Council to continue providing burial services, a new public cemetery is needed; wherein 
the best areas would be in the Albion area that falls in the outskirts of the Mandeville DA closer to the woodland 
areas or the large tract of woodland in Berwick. This new public cemetery can be shared with the Newport and 
the northern section of Asia DA.  
 
Areas under Development 

Areas under Development currently make up 2% of the UDA demonstrating that the town is still growing within 
its confined boundaries. Although there is a lack of space for new development, there is still more room for 
growth especially for high density development. This can be achieved by encouraging infill development in the 
limited vacant and derelict lands that are currently available, which account for 7% coverage of the UDA.  
 
Infrastructure 

The infrastructure that is in place to support the Mandeville UDA occupies less than 1% of the land use 
coverage. They are mainly telecommunication networks, water systems, transportation hubs and power 
substations. As the Urban Development Area continues to grow, measures should be put in place to ensure that 
the current infrastructure is improved to support the growing population and that land is reserved for the 
expansion and relocation of a transportation centre. However many roads within the Mandeville UDA need to be 
improved in order to ease the traffic congestion that they now bear (see Road Improvement table).  

Similar to the Williamsfield DA, the citizens of the Mandeville DA should lobby with the Central government to get 
the railway system back in operation since there is great economic potential to be exploited, which can then 
boost the tourism and the business economies of the UDA and DA.  
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MANDEVILLE DEVELOPMENT AREA LAND UTILISATION

Settlement and 
Disturbed Woodland 

Areas, 40%

Undisturbed Woodland 
Areas, 26%

Agricultural Prime 
Areas, 33%

Town CBD, 1%

Power Utility Corridor, 
Less than 1%

Settlement and Disturbed Woodland Areas

Undisturbed Woodland Areas

Agricultural Prime Areas

Power Utility Corridor

Town CBD

 
 

MANDEVILLE URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA 2006 LAND UTILISA TION

Agriculture, 16%

Cemetery, 1%

Commercial, 3%

Derelict Area, 1%

Areas Under Development, 2%

Industrial, 3%

Institution, 3%

Recreation, 1%

Residential, 32%

Vacant Lot, 6%

Undisturbed Woodland, 15%

Shrubs and Woodland,
 17%

Depression/Natural Drainage 
System,

 Less than 1%

Informal Development,
 Less than 1%

Infrastructure, Less than 1%

Agriculture

Cemetery

Commercial

Derelict Area

Areas Under Development

Industrial

Informal Development

Infrastructure

Institution

Recreation

Residential

Depression/Natural Drainage
System

Shrubs and Woodland

Vacant Lot

Undisturbed Woodland
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F. PROPOSED LAND USE 

The phase of development based on trend assumptions  for the period 2007- 2030 
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G. STRATEGIES & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Mandeville DA Plan is not complete unless there is an implementation strategy to reinforce the community 

aspirations and the proposed land use in the following sectors; Natural Environment, Social Environment, 
Economic Environment and Built Environment. This can be achieved through a variety of planning tools the DA 
can bring to bear to make things happen through the influence of the Local Planning Authority, relevant Central 
Government Agencies and citizens to fulfil this DA Plan objective on a short, medium and long-term basis.  

 
250 Leaders from across Manchester, with representatives from Alligator Pond deliberated over the 
Parish’s 2030 Goals at the Manchester Planning Forum 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Participants voted on the Importance and Difficulty of attaining the goals in the 2030 Plans   
 

G.1. Natural Environment 

Participants felt protecting the environmental assets of Manchester, while maximising its economic potential with 

a sustainable tourism strategy was very important, yet not too difficult to accomplish. The following are examples 
of goals that were voted as needing the Parish’s best “short term implementation strategies”: 

• Manchester will be at the forefront of promoting a ‘GREEN AGENDA’ to accomplish best practices in 
ensuring the preservation of our natural environmental assets, the reclamation of lands impacted by 
mining and the proper disposal waste. 

• Increased awareness and stewardship to achieve the protection of our environmentally sensitive lands 
against soil/ wind erosion, deforestation, etc. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Preserve existing forestry, woodlands and or individuals trees within the Mandeville DA. This will 
be done through the enforcement of the Forestry Act that refers to tree preservation. Mandeville’s 
notably cool climate be restored and will continue to be maintained through the additional preservation 
of open spaces with forested areas. Also reforestation opportunities should also be identified to 
revitalise the forest ecosystems across the Mandeville DA.  
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2. Promote a broad environmental education drive. This could also be coupled with existing school 
curriculum to emphasise the importance of environmental preservation and regeneration through a 
variety of methods inclusive of tree planting programmes.  

3. Educate and promote to local farmers proper and more environmentally conscious agricultural 
practices. These will be cognizant of proper and minimal use of chemicals and also highlight the 
viability of promoting organic farming.   

4. Develop a Waste Management Plan for the Mandeville DA that will address all the tenets of 
waste collection and disposal. This plan will identify future land fill disposal sites and examine the 
introduction of new ideas to the locality including waste reduction, waste diversion, recycling 
programmes, composting initiatives and a disposal bin layout plan for the town centre of Mandeville. 
The launch of a behaviour or cultural change campaign will help to raise public consciousness. 

5. Evaluate and incorporate the findings and ideas from the Manchester Water Study Report to 
further develop and implement a Water Plan for the Mandeville DA. The Water Plan will attempt to 
tackle the daily water shortages, distribution (pipes) to local communities and seek to identify any 
additional water sources (aquifers, etc.) to build upon the daily water supply (in gallons). 

6. Encourage Water conservation strategies in the Mandeville DA. This strategy will help to add to the 
daily water supply through the use and reuse of grey water, rainwater, the installation of water-saving 
plumbing fixtures, etc. for irrigation purposes, laundry, toilet flushing and so forth.   

 

G.2. Social Environment 

Upgrading the social infrastructure in both the rural and urban communities was voted to be very important and 

not difficult to accomplish. The following are examples of goals pertaining to improving the social environment of 
Manchester: 

• Identify suitable lands and provide incentives for building public cemeteries. 
• Achieve the highest level of literacy to provide the trained workforce needed to retain and attract the 

best jobs and people to the Parish. 
• Strengthen the Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Educational facilities and resources to continue 

Manchester’s reputation as a center of educational excellence. 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Provide incentives for the creation of a historic district designation for the town centre. This will 
include existing sites and buildings such as the Parish/Anglican Church, the Mandeville Courthouse, 
and so on. A historic district will aid in the historical preservation of specific section/sites in the town, 
strengthen local culture and also become an avenue to promote local and international tourism. Any 
new buildings constructed/developed within this zone should reflect architectural features that help to 
maintain the character of the surrounding older structures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The historic Mandeville Court H ouse.  
St. Mark’s Anglican Church, the 
Parish Church of Manchester. 
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2. Strengthen community-based organisations for community planning, economic development 
and implementation. The Development Plan recognises the importance of the input of local residents 
and therefore strong community groups can be an impetus and catalyst to identify the human resources 
they possess and the economic opportunities they can therefore capitalise on. Residents will then be 
able to provide more opportunities for the youths and prospective young professionals in an attempt to 
overcome the “brain-drain” phenomenon.  

3. Creatively design and develop 
entertainment centres and sport 
complexes/multi-purpose facilities that 
can cater to the social and physical 
needs of both a young and an old 
population. These facilities should be able 
to accommodate a minimum seating 
capacity of 1,000 persons, soundproofed 
where applicable, and should be 
strategically located to reduce the 
occurrence of traffic congestion on main 
roads and have the space to handle a large 
influx of vehicles at any given time/event. 
These will be indirect incentives to have 
youth and young professionals remain within 
Manchester.  

4. Ensure that as part of strengthening 
existing and or a new node that a health-care facility is developed to support the local residents.  
The available and projected population will help to guide the type of health-care facility needed within 
the area.  

5. Create a network of park spaces across the Mandeville DA. Parks in close proximity of each other 
will be linked by walking and cycling trails to promote connectivity and walkability.  

*Refer to map below 

 

The Mandeville Public Hospital. 
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G.3. Economic Environment  

Participants felt that improving the economic development potential of Manchester was very important, and not 

too difficult to achieve. The following are examples of goals that were voted as needing excellent “short-term 
implementation strategies”: 

• Facilitate co-operation among farming stakeholders to better represent the Agricultural sector in the 
Parish’s strategic decision-making. 

• Provide the financial incentives for economic development, the social and physical infrastructure 
needed to retain and expand the Parish’s industrial and manufacturing base. 

• Promote the South Coast (Canoe Valley) as the environmental destination and the Mile Gully area as 
the heritage destination. 

 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Strengthen the college/university presence in the community.  

a. Encourage community service programmes within tertiary institutions.  

b. The tertiary institutions will be recognised as more than just an educational facility but more 
importantly as a tool for community building and upliftment. 

Proposed green spaces throughout the Mandeville Urb an Centre  
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2. Promote the diversification of the Mandeville DA’s economy. This will be achieved through: 

a. Identifying the potential for new industries to address Manchester’s post-bauxite economy in 
the future and to retain all our professionals (with an emphasis on the youth). 

b. Government incentives for local and trans-national investors to develop in specific 
communities. 

c. A holistic Marketing Strategy for any investment opportunity/idea that will utilise/enlist the 
assistance of entities such as the Rotary and Lions Club and the Manchester Chamber of 
Commerce.  

3. Encourage and support efforts to introduce incentives for a redesign/building of a new 
Mandeville Marketplace. 

a. Reduced building approval fees for submission of building application and building plans. 

b. Introduce incentives for the inclusion of Green Building Standards in design. 

4. Develop planned transportation centres/nodes 
in specific communities (based on public 
transportation study) to accommodate public 
passenger vehicles (buses and taxis). This will 
ensure a designated space for passengers to 
acquire modes of transit and also, it will help to 
relieve congestion on all the smaller roads in the 
communities of the Mandeville DA. 

a. Lay-bys will be designed and constructed 
where there is adequate road 
reservation. 

b. Create a Bus Shelter Plan for 
communities throughout the Mandeville 
DA. These will be strategically positioned 
along all major thoroughfares/taxi/bus 
routes.  

5. Integrate components of the Northern 
Caribbean University’s (NCU) Development 
Plan into the overall vision of the Manchester 
Local Sustainable Development Plan. 

a. Promote the idea of making the NCU 
area a new town centre/growth node that 
will become a place to also live, work, 
and play. 

b. This will examine the strengthening of surrounding communities within the Mandeville DA. 

6. Strengthen the interaction/relationship between Mandeville and Highway 2000. This will open 
opportunities for commerce, trade, and easier commuting (reduction in travelling time). It is important to 
take every advantage of this transportation infrastructure to maintain the vibrancy and simultaneously 
advance Mandeville’s and the Parish’s economy and enhance human capital. 

a. Plan and design signage along the proposed leg of Highway 2000 to highlight interesting 
sights (such as historic buildings, shopping, restaurants, parks, etc.) and rest stops in the 
Mandeville Town Centre and the entire DA.  

Mr. Robert Bryan stands proudly in front his 18th 
century Great House of the Newark district. 
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7. Encourage retail/commercial uses that promote walkability/leisure shopping/entertainment, 
nodes with retail services inclusive of farmers’ markets/supermarkets. 

a. Design sections of the town to accommodate store-by-store shopping. 

b. Promote covered walkways with either man-made covering (piazza) or natural vegetation or a 
combination of both to provide shade that will enhance the shopping experience. 

c. Strategically located farmers’ markets within all major communities within the Mandeville DA. 
This will allow local farmers to sell their produce and afford residents convenience.  

 

G.4. Built Environment 

During the Manchester 2030 Forum participants voted that strengthening Manchester’s communities was very 

important, and should not be too difficult to achieve. The following are examples of goals that relate to improving 
the Built Environment: 

• Strengthen the expanding neighbourhoods- Perth, Knock Patrick, Greenvale with retail and commercial 
uses to better support communities needs and to relieve congestion in Mandeville. 

• Ensure adequate funding of further studies to examine the availability and engineering, financial and 
environmental feasibility of developing new water sources.  

• Provide better access to and from rural areas for the most efficient movement of people, distribution of 
goods, and services. 

• Produce a public awareness campaign to reduce the dependence on traditional energy sources through 
education and energy conservation.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Develop and implement building approval criteria (for 
residential, commercial and institutional developments) to 
promote transparency and accountability within the Local 
Authority. This will provide a systematic evaluation of all 
prospective sites for development within the Mandeville DA and 
Manchester as a whole.  

2. Develop and design a Transportation Plan for the Mandeville 
DA to relieve the congestion within the Mandeville Town 
Centre. This will be holistic addressing all tenets of transportation 
management including the following: rural and urban road networks, 
rerouting traffic flow, parking facilities, traffic signals, road signage, 
sidewalks, crosswalks and pedestrian crossings. Expansion of the 
existing road networks, particularly those found within the 
Mandeville Town Centre will be examined. The existing post-bauxite 
haulage roads will attempt to be integrated into the current road 
networks to divert heavy-duty traffic en route to neighbouring 
Parishes. 

3. Design a multi-storey mixed-use marketplace on the existing site of the historical Mandeville 
Market. This will feature individual stalls/stores where vendors can display their wares, provide 
adequate customer parking facilities, and display a building design that preserves and recognises 
architectural detailing of said market.  

4. Create/Design a Town Centre Land Use Plan. This will facilitate opportunities for future infill 
developments, new investment opportunities, more compact development and expansion and creation 

Traffic congestion during 
midday on lower Manchester 
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of green spaces. This land use plan will be influenced by the layout of transportation networks. The 
efficient use of land and the rebuilding of the town centre will be the fundamental ideas.  

5. Provide adequate parking for both private and public users/customers. This will be accomplished 
through the utilisation of municipal parking, 
underground parking, on-street parking (in outlined 
areas) and multi-storey car parks. These parks will 
recognise the importance of incorporating natural 
vegetation (ornamental trees and plants) into the 
hardscapes. New sites will have to be identified and 
earmarked to facilitate public transportation. Also, the 
creation of a transportation centre to handle all the 
taxis and buses that traverse in and out of the 
Mandeville Town Centre will be a logical solution.  

6. Conduct research into road use patterns. An 
examination of pedestrian shopping routes and 
willingness to walk (distance) will be undertaken.  

7. Develop an Enforcement Plan that speaks 
specifically to traffic management in the Mandeville Town Centre. This will help to clamp down on 
illegal on-street parking for instance. Congestion will be reduced through planned vehicular movement 
and proper enforcement. 

a. A plan to resynchronise the traffic signals at the major intersection of Ward Avenue, Perth 
Road, Manchester Road and Caledonia Road. 

b. Create a new traffic circulation plan throughout the Mandeville Town Centre and its 
peripheries. 

c. Enforce traffic and parking violations along all roads. 

d. Improve roads where necessary through expansion and upgrading with adequate signage. 

e. Regulated delivery hours within the Mandeville Town Centre to eliminate heavy-duty trucks on 
roadways.  

8. Create a plan that tackles market vendors and street 
vending through a Mandeville Market expansion and 
redesign. This will involve the identification of new 
designated spaces for vendors. The market design will 
ensure that each vendor has an equal opportunity to display 
his/her produce and other wares to potential buyers. This will 
eliminate the need for vendors to be located at the entrance 
of the market or selling illegally on the streets. 

9. Enhance the handing over or transference of 
responsibilities for private roads in residential and 
commercial developments. Subsequently the developer 
having facilitated the required minimum maintenance period outlined by the Local Authority, will hand 
over all responsibilities concerning private roads to aforementioned authority. 

 

 
 

Vendors display fresh produce 

The Cobblestone parking lot is softened by 
trees and plants. 
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Parish of Manchester 
 
 
 

Mile Gully Sustainable 
Development Plan 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Manchester Parish Council 

Manchester Parish Development Committee  
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Mile Gully Sustainable Development Plan 
A. Overview Of Mile Gully Development Area 

a. Community Involvement To Date 

B. Snapshot Of Mile Gully Today 

a. Trends 

b. Current Projects 

C. Development Issues & Challenges 

a. Natural Environment  

b. Social Environment  

c. Economic Environment 

d. Built Environment  

D. Community Aspirations 

E. Existing Land Use 

F. Proposed Land Use 

G. Strategies & Recommendations 
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A. OVERVIEW OF MILE GULLY DEVELOPMENT AREA 

The Mile Gully Development Area lies northwest of Mandeville Development Area. It extends from the St. Elizabeth 

Parish boundary along the ridge of the Don Figueroa Mountains to the Christiana Development Area to the north and east  

As presently identified, the DA includes eleven communities: Auchtembeddie, Bethany, Comfort Hall, Evergreen, Good 
Intent, Harry Watch, Litchfield, Medina, Maidstone, Mile Gully Proper, and Oxford.  

The communities of the Mile Gully 
Development Area emerged at the 
end of slavery from British-owned 
properties. Mile Gully is still 
characterised by large properties 
which are used mainly for cattle 
rearing and citrus growing.   

Nearly all the villages have taken the 
names originally given by the English 
settlers to their properties. The most 
notable exception is the name Mile 
Gully, which did not originate in the 
area and is now used to identify only 
the central community. Mile Gully’s 
settlement pattern included a few 
large properties and hundreds of 
small settlers’ holdings. This 
ownership pattern changed in the 
1940s after the discovery of bauxite 
in Jamaica.  The multinational 
bauxite/alumina corporations bought 
all the large properties (Weir, Martins 
Hill, Grove Place, Greenvale, 
Richmond Hill93).  The companies also purchased at least half of the land owned by the small settlers, who remained as 
tenants of the corporations.  The Government of Jamaica bought back the lands, leasing them back to the corporations 
under a special agreement for mining.   

Mile Gully is steeped in history.  It was a petition of the inhabitants of Mile Gully, May Day and Carpenter's Mountains to 
the Jamaica Assembly in 1814 that created the Parish of Manchester.   

While there are many ways in which Mile Gully communities can celebrate the products of Emancipation, the many great 
houses and associated features are integral parts of the Parish’s and Jamaica’s history, and therefore deserve protection 
and interpretation.  

Moravian settlements, churches and schools provide the basis for community tourism and a Moravian Trail through the 
Parish. Recognising its importance in Parish and Jamaican history, residents of Maidstone proposed and are planning a 
museum and community tourism around the free village.  Sites include an old slave hospital, old houses, a burial ground 
and farms. In addition to showcasing the history of slavery and Emancipation, this effort could be an anchor on a Moravian 
trail through the Parish.  

 

 

                                                   
93 All are WINDALCO properties, except for Richmond Hill, owned by Kaiser.  Information provided by Hugh Nash, A History of Mile Gully 

The Oxford River, one of the Mile Gully DA's best k ept secret. 
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a. Community Involvement to Date 

Mile Gully’s Development Area Committee has been inactive for some time, suggesting there is a need for an intervention 
by the SDC or MPDC to help re-organise community-based organisations and the DAC.  

There are community members currently involved in the REACT heritage tourism project (see “Current Projects” below), 
and undoubtedly as the project continues to get under way, individuals will come together to work and develop this 
opportunity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Visioning and Mapping Workshop in 2006  Community Engagement Workshop in 2007 
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B. SNAPSHOT OF  MILE GULLY DA TODAY 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Source: STATIN, 1991 & 2001 
 

a. Trends 

The 1991 population of the community was estimated at 15,000 to 20,000 and its twelve schools at about 4,000 students. 

Mile Gully is a slow growing town which is rural in nature and which has experienced minimal changes in its traditional 
living standards over the last ten years.  It is also the least populated growth center in Manchester representing only about 
one per cent of the Parish's population in 1991. 

Between 1991 and 2001 the Mile Gully Special Area population grew by 9.8%, compared with the 16% growth in the 
Parish. 
 
Projected Years 2011 2021 2030 

Projected 
Population 

20011 21320 22499 

 
Source: MPDC 
 
b. Current projects 

The Mile Gully Development Area members from the Manchester PDC have been meeting to discuss the plan to develop 
several heritage sites from neighbouring communities into tourist attractions.   

Representatives from the communities of Auchtembeddie, Oxford, Medina, Mayfield, Maidstone and Evergreen have 
compiled a list of potential sites and an interim committee has been formed to organise the project.   

The REACT Project funded by USAID, headed by Mr. Hugh Cresser, Dep. Chief of Party responsible for tourism went on a 
tour of the Mile Gully Area on July 12, 2006 with Mrs. Angella Edwards, PDC DA Coordinator and Mr. Stevie Williams,  
President of the Mile Gully DA to explore possible potential for tourism in the area.   The project was put on hold due to 
funds, however, as of August 2007. The project has been re-started as new funds have become available. Implementation 
will begin at the end of September 2007.  

 

Development 
Area 

1991 2001 

Mile Gully 17569 18702 

2001  Population Area 

Female Male Total (Ha) 

9733 8969 18702 15149 
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C. DEVELOPMENT ISSUES & CHALLENGES 

a. Natural Environment 

Hills and valleys rise to 1,700 feet above sea level in Mile Gully itself and to about 2,500 feet at the high points in the 

villages of Bethany and Maidstone on the lower slopes of the Don Figueroa Mountains. 

Most of the DA is covered by Bonnygate Stony Loam, a highly erodible soil which has low value for growing vegetables.  
The area is suitable, however, for both citrus trees and timber trees.  

The DA is characterised by underground water 
systems. This makes it difficult for communities 
to become aware of the importance of protecting 
water quality. 

The hills are covered with perennial green 
vegetation of indigenous trees and shrubs 
interspersed with pastures in the valleys and 
hillsides.   

Much of the hill-vegetation has never been 
disturbed since the island was settled by the 
Spaniards in 1494 and is believed to have 
ecosystems of significant botanical value.  As an 
example, unique types of orchids have been 
found and one of the hills is now used as an 
orchid sanctuary. 

In Maidstone, residents noted that people used to 
be aware of the natural erosion problem and 
practiced replanting. During the 1970s, 

deforestation for lumber, yam sticks and firewood became a way of life and continues for various uses, including farming.  
Residents believe replanting is necessary and will happen with more awareness and availability of seedlings.     

In Comfort Hall, residents listed the following: poor drainage, (unspecified) environmental hazards, tree/forest depletion, 
abandoned/useless structures, and a high rate of illegal housing construction. A majority of the residents burn their 
garbage. 

The Maidstone residents also expressed concern about the increase in population, bringing more garbage, the growth of 
plastic waste, which is often improperly disposed of and reduced garbage collection.  In many districts, environmental 
awareness is limited to concern about garbage disposal and mosquito breeding. 

Along with the historic landmarks are natural heritage sites that need to be protected as well. These include breathtaking 
views from many hill-tops, outcrops of interesting limestone formation, sink holes and caves.  These assets are identified 
on the land use map and have to be safeguarded or else they will get lost in the onslaught of development. 

 

b. Social Environment 

In terms of health, many districts expressed two concerns: the cost of reaching health services, and better care for the 
elderly. 

NEPA’s Planning Division (formerly TPD) projected declining school population to 2015.  There is no problem of 
overcrowding, although there are needs for repairs and improvements.   

The series of waterfalls along the course of the Ox ford River.  
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Residents of most communities speak of high levels of unemployment, especially among youths.  According to the SDC 
1999 sample survey, the principal places of employment in Comfort Hall were schools and the Comfort Hall Orchard Farm 
(citrus orchard). However, since then the citrus orchard has closed, affecting jobs.  

Several districts report unspecified concerns about crime but most describe their areas as peaceful. 

The area is well served with educational and recreational facilities. Recently a community centre and playfield was 
completed which can accommodate most sporting activities.  What is lacking, however, is a public cemetery, and this 
situation needs to be addressed as burial now takes place in family plots.  

There is strong interest in several communities in establishing factories to process local produce. The Maidstone 
community is anxious to find another opportunity for a locally owned and managed business.  Residents say a processing 
factory would assist in the disposal of goods (orange, carrot, mango). 

There is also interest in achieving growth through production of traditional and innovative natural products, such as the use 
of dried orange peel as a mosquito destroyer, for example. 

 

c. Economic Environment 

Agriculture dominates the Mile Gully economy.  In addition to the WINDALCO cattle operations, Mile Gully has been 
recognised island-wide as the leading producer of citrus seedlings by private small farmers.  Citrus nursery farmers 
produce varieties of sweet oranges (Valencia, Parson Brown), tangerine, mangerine, ortanique, grapefruit, and lime. The 
"Irish potato” was brought over to Jamaica by the Moravian Missionaries from Germany and first introduced in Bethany, 
Mile Gully. 

Citrus has provided a major source 
of local employment.  However, the 
closure of the Comfort Hall orchard 
in the late 1990s had a major 
economic and social impact on the 
surrounding area. 

The Maidstone cheese factory 
represents a local success in agro-
processing. Established by the 
community in the 1970s, it was later 
bought by a private owner, but has 
now closed. It also affected 
employment in the area. The factory 
used to make goat cheese. 
Meanwhile, the growing Jamaican 
market for goat cheese would 
suggest the viability of reviving this 
production. 

There is a small quarry near 
Greenvale.  Otherwise there is no 
mining in the DA. Until recently 
there has been no mining; however 
exploration has begun in 2007. 

The closure of the Jamaica Railway depressed local economic activity and growth in the town of Mile Gully.  In the 1990s, 
remittances became a significant source of income.  However, the undeveloped nature of the DA, its countryside, vistas, 
caves and historic sites and great houses all seem tailored for a major coordinated effort to build a community tourism 
industry. This is currently being undertaken by the MPDC in partnership with USAID’s Rural Enterprise Agriculture and 

The Weir Church, more popularly called the 'Duppy' Church. 
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Community Tourism (REACT) project through the Mile Gully Development Area Committee (as noted in “Current Projects” 
above).  

 

d. Built Environment 

The 30 villages are relatively far apart.  The road system is extensive and expensive for the government to maintain 
especially as it is in steep hill-country with mostly hard white limestone formation. Public transportation is by taxi cabs and 
a few mini-buses with no reliable schedule.  Road maintenance is required for more efficient travelling between 
communities. 

The majority of the households are without a piped water supply system.  Rain catchment tanks and other water collection 
devices therefore continue to play a vital role in the supply of water to residents.  Provision should therefore be made for 
the collection of water in all new developments. 

In view of the lack of a piped water supply system the traditional pit latrine continues to be used by a substantial proportion 
of the households as the means of sewage disposal.  Under the circumstances this is considered to be appropriate, but in 
order to ensure a healthy environment it is critical that these be constructed in an environmentally sound manner.  Where 
water is available, either from catchments or septic tanks, absorption pits are sometimes used. In terms of power and 
communications, Mile Gully DA is lacking in comparison with other DAs.  
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D. COMMUNITY ASPIRATIONS 

Mile Gully DA’s February 2006 Planning Workshop established many aspirations for the future of the DA, with an overall 

goal of lifting the standard of living for all citizens.  

Mile Gully envisions a population that is well-educated, well-informed, with more stable families, higher incomes and more 
commitment to participatory governance. They see improved basic education, and an adult training centre which focuses 
on agro-processing and trades as some of the means to achieving this.  

In terms of infrastructure, they see their needs for achieving their vision as reliable piped water supply for domestic and 
agricultural use, a streamlined and more structured 
transportation system including improvement of roads, 
an extension of rural electrification program, access to 
internet, and development of alternative/renewable 
sources of energy.   

Mile Gully residents aspire towards a diversified 
economy that provides good opportunities for all 
residents and one that allows them to remain in Mile 
Gully. This will include agro-processing industries and 
the development of sustainable eco- and community 
tourism based on historical assets. 

Final items they view will help in the positive 
development of the DA include the provision and 
improvement of social infrastructure to strengthen civil 
society including upgrading of community centres and 
properly designed residential developments to enhance 
civic pride and community spirit. 

 

A clear reflection of the level of community partic ipation in 
shaping their DA's visions.  
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E. EXISTING LAND USE 

This section looks at the existing land use within the Mile Gully Development Area and the Mile Gully Urban Development 

Area; and analyses how well lands are being utilised for the needs of the residents living in these areas. For the purpose of 
this document, the difference between Development Area and Urban Development Area is outlined as follows: 

1. Mile Gully Development Area: A group of communities within a specified geography area who associates 
themselves with a town area that meets their needs. Hence, these communities could become the rural area of 
the specified town area. 

2. Mile Gully Urban Development Area: It is a defined centre that is urban in nature with an imaginary boundary that 
services the local community within a geographic area.  

The term “Existing Land Use” looks at the way lands within the Mile Gully Development Area are being used/ consumed. 
The Land Use information is vital for studying three elements of land settlement which are: character, pattern and 
distribution. After understanding the three land settlement elements of an area, recommendations can then be made to 
govern and preserve the “existing and future” uses of land of that settlement or region. The land use information for the 
Manchester Sustainable Development Plan was formulated using two methods: 

A. A Land Use Survey94 

B. Manchester General Land Use Map95 
 

                                                   
94 A detailed land use survey done in the field by land use surveyors who recorded the existing uses on each property in a community. However, this process 
was done only for the Township areas in Manchester (Urban Development Areas) 
95 The Manchester Land Utilisation Map information is a generalised  land use data that is based on a collection of major land use data such as bauxite mining, 
agriculture, forestry (proposed and existing) and  a generalised land settlement to cover the remaining Development Areas (rural areas) that were not covered by 
the Land Use Survey. The importance of this information is to give a general idea of how the lands in the remaining areas are being used. 
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E.1.    MILE GULLY DEVELOPMENT AREA (DA) EXISTING LAND USE 
 
Settlement & Shrub, Woodland, Agriculture 

The three dominant land use characters of the Mile Gully Development Area are the non-arable, the woodlands and the 

agriculture uses. The non-arable area(s) of the Mile Gully DA is the dominant land use. It has a few agricultural activities 
such as pasture farming within its character, but is predominantly residential settlement and shrub/ woodland96.The 
undulating terrain of the Mile Gully Development Area ranges between 750ft to 2,750ft. This affects the layout of road 
networks and development, resulting in residential settlement in the non-arable and arable areas being sparsely dispersed 
throughout the Development Area. Hence, small and large developments tend to be concentrated in Comfort Hall 
(Evergreen) in the north-west; St Paul’s in the West, Mile Gully Urban Development Area in the South-East, and Maidstone 
in the South, as the terrain in these areas are flatter in relation to other areas in the DA. The undulating terrain of the Mile 
Gully DA and distance between the four major communities (5 miles apart) makes transportation to be a very expensive 
venture for commuters.  
 
Water Supply 

The domestic water supply to the communities is currently serviced by ten storage tanks, with an additional well currently 
being drilled in the Mile Gully Urban Development Area. This well may be used to distribute water supply for domestic/ 
household purposes, mining operation and irrigation within the Urban Development Area. However, the communities that 
use the storage tanks will still have to face disruption in water supply during dry periods. 

 
Commercial, Institutional, and Industrial 

Although commercial and industrial uses are minimal throughout the Mile Gully DA, they still add to the economic and 
social survival of the residents. However, their spatial layout is also affected by the undulating terrain of the DA. The 
institutional uses such as schools, health centres, postal agencies and libraries are available, but are widely dispersed. 
They are primarily concentrated in communities in the central to south area of the DA. The Mile Gully Township is the only 
area that possesses a police station that services the entire DA. The township also has a post office. The only services 
that are not in place at the moment are a fire station and a transportation centre. The nearest fire station is situated in 
Mandeville and Christiana. This is problematic to development within the area as time response may be delayed. 
 
Recreational  

Only two recreational areas are available in the Mile Gully DA, and they are located in both the Mile Gully Urban 
Development Area and in the Wee Bit community (New Hall). The nature of these two recreational facilities is mainly to act 
as a playfield complex made available to the public. It is within driving distance to most communities in the DA. The Mile 
Gully DA is in need of more sports complexes, especially parks (lacking in the area), as they both create a social bond 
between community residents. Therefore, more spaces for recreational use with emphasis on passive park spaces are a 
necessity. 
 
Woodland and Agriculture  

The next dominant land use is the woodland areas, which covers the steep hilly terrain throughout the DA. Some sections 
of the woodland areas are currently under forestry protection. Such protection should be extended to cover the entire 
woodland areas (see Mile Gully DA Land Utilisation map). 

The third dominant land use is the agricultural use found in the arable prime areas (see Mile Gully DA Land Utilisation 
map). The Mile Gully Development Area is highly characterised as a farming community with a high concentration of 
arable lands; which have no limitation factors to the use of agriculture. These areas consist of the following: 

                                                   
96 Lands that have experienced a significant amount of deforestation (70%) and have the potential to be either reforested or developed into other land uses.  
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1. Evergreen 
2. Providence 
3. Green Hill  
4. Greenvale 
5. Weir Pen 
6. Inglewood 
7. Topsham 
8. Richmond Hill 
9. Mile Gully 
10. Endeavour 
11. Coley Mountain  
12. Petersfield 
13. Maidstone 
14. Ballynure to Hibernia 
15. Chudleigh 

Also, a few of these areas are under threat by 
mining operation and development, predominately 
in the south section of the Mile Gully DA (see Mile 
Gully DA mining lease map). The mining operation 
is new to the DA. Approximately 63% of the Mile 
Gully DA is under the mining lease program, with 
mining already beginning in the Mile Gully Urban 
Development Area. The areas affected are: 

1. Communities within Mile Gully Urban 
Development Area, 

2. Coley Mountain 
3. Petersfield 
4. Maidstone 
5. Green Hill 
6. Ballynure & Clones 
7. Hibernia 
8. Section of Comfort Hall 

Evergreen and Green Hill, although categorised as 
prime arable areas, have both experienced the 
threat of flooding over the years; with the last experienced devastation occurring in 2006 (see Mile Gully DA Disaster map). 
The existing characteristics of these areas should be preserved, with no further physical development being allowed to 
take place. 
 
Mining 

Currently, 37% of the Mile Gully Development Area is not under a mining lease operation plan. With the remaining 63%, 
1% is being mined, while another 1% has no interest for mining. Also 17% is considered to be a future mining reserve, 
while 44% is uncertain. 

 

 

Rehabilitated post-mined-out bauxite lands now bein g used for 
agricultural purposes. 
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E.2.    MILE GULLY URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA (UDA) EXISTING LAND USE 

The Mile Gully Urban Development Area (township area) is the local centre of the Mile Gully Development Area, and it is 

1,773ha (4381 acres) in size covering the following communities: 

1. Mile Gully  
2. Richmond Hill 
3. Green Vale 
4. Litchfield 
5. Inglewood 
6. Bushy Park 
7. Skull Point 
8. White Hall 

 

Existing Local Centre 

The citizens of the Mile Gully Development Area have acknowledged that their existing local centre needs to be 
strengthened. There is potential for growth mainly as an industrial and commerce centre. With the strengthening of these 
two economic developments, the Mile Gully DA can become more independent. The current situation is that residences 
depend on Mandeville and Christiana for certain economic needs and services that are lacking in the Mile Gully UDA. Also 
with the future passage of Highway 2000, the Mile Gully UDA will have to position itself to take advantage of the economic 
potential that the Highway 2000 road development will offer to the Mile Gully DA.  
 
Mining Lease 

The entire Mile Gully UDA is under the mining lease program which has hampered the growth of development within the 
area (see Mile Gully DA Mining Lease map). Nevertheless, as mining is taking place and as lands are being reclaimed, the 
areas within the Mile Gully UDA can open up to new development.  
 
Woodland 

The 2007 Land Use Coverage chart of the Mile Gully UDA shows that 63% of the region is in its natural woodland state; 
with 35% of the woodland being undisturbed, and 28% being disturbed. The disturbance is due to the deforestation caused 
by various human activities (farming & coal burning), as well as natural disasters. Despite the coverage of deforestation, 
the woodland areas coupled with the elevation (2000ft) of the Mile Gully UDA, creates a cool climate that is appealing to 
returning residents seeking an ideal location in which to live. Special effort should be made to protect the available 
woodland areas through the Forestry Act. 
 
Settlement Pattern 

The remaining 37% of the land use coverage is occupied by various human activities (see Land Use Coverage chart) that 
are heavily concentrated along the main road, which forms a linear settlement type pattern. There are three linear 
settlements which is the main growth node in the Mile Gully UDA; Mile Gully township area, Grove Place (Crawle & 
Litchfield) and Busy Park (Bushy Park and Inglewood); (see Mile Gully UDA Existing Land Use map). 
 
Competing Land Use 

Within the 37%, the major land use competitors are the agriculture, residential and industrial uses. Industrial covers a total 
of 34%, while agriculture use covers 17% of this area and is a major income generator for the Mile Gully UDA residents. 
The reason for this has to do with the soil fertility of the area which produces crops of high quality. Another reason is based 
on the effect of being under a mining lease program that limits physical development; which makes the agriculture use a 
dominant income generator of the area.  
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With regards to residential uses, 97% of the homes are Single-family dwelling units, while one percent (1%) and two 
percent (2%) are Multi-family and Double Family, respectively. Currently there are a total of 620 units in the Urban 
Development Area, with a population of 2, 659 persons. Therefore, the UDA has 4.2 persons/ dwelling, and 0.14 du/ acre 
or 0.34 du/ha (Mile Gully UDA is 4,381 acres). The housing density is proposed to be increased to 6 du/acre or 14 du/ha.  

Half of the industrial land use coverage in the Mile Gully UDA is attributed to the mining operation, a new player to the 
area, which affects and directs the physical development of the other land uses. Therefore, land uses such as commercial 
and institutional, which both occupy a one percent (1%) stake in the area, will be able to expand after post mining, since 
more lands will be opened up for development through the land reclamation program. This will help to further diversify the 
economy of the Mile Gully township area. Areas under development covers another one percent (1%) of the town land use 
space, along with current development, which gives evidence that the town is still growing within its confined boundaries, 
though at a slower rate. After the developments are completed and identified, approved uses will be absorbed within the 
commercial, industrial, institutional and/or residential land uses; effectively further expanding their respective growth. 

The Mile Gully UDA is not heavily affected by informal development which accounts for less than one percent (1%). 
Measure should be put in place to ensure that this land use does not get out of control, and that the current informal 
development is rectified. If not, there can be negative impacts for future developments. Also, space for recreation (mainly 
parks) is lacking, and as mentioned earlier, it is a vital component for the social enhancement to the residents of Mile 
Gully. Therefore more spaces for recreational use are a necessity. 
 
Areas under Development 

Furthermore, when the rate of development increases after post mining, the available lands to absorb these new 
developments will be in the derelict and disturbed woodland areas (see pie chart & Land Use map); which only cover 
28.9% of the township land space. These same lands are tendered to be mined and will be available for development after 
the post-mining era, especially for resettlement, as some residents will be affected by the mining operation. Also, lands 
within these areas should be reserved from development for the passage of Highway 2000 Road Development. 
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MILE GULLY DEVELOPMENT AREA LAND UTILISATION

Settlement & Shrubs/ 
Woodland Areas, 30%

Undisturbed Woodland 
Areas, 41%

Agricultural Prime Areas, 
29%

Town CBD, Less than 1%

Settlement & Shrubs/ Woodland Areas

Undisturbed Woodland Areas

Agricultural Prime Areas

Town CBD

 

 

 

MILE GULLY URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA 2007 LAND 
UTILISATION

Agriculture, 17%

Commercial, 1%

Derelict Building, 0%

Areas Under Development, 
1%

Industrial, 5%

Institution, 1%

Residential, 12%

Shrubs and Woodland, 28%

Undisturbed Woodland, 35%

Recreation, less than 1%

Infrastructure, Less than 1%

Informal Development, Less 
than 1%

Cemetery, Less than 1%
Vacant Lot, less than 1%
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F. PROPOSED LAND USE 
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G. STRATEGIES & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Mile Gully DA is not complete unless there is an implementation strategy to reinforce the community aspirations and 

the proposed land use in the following sectors: Natural Environment, Social Environment, Economic Environment and Built 
Environment. This can be achieved through a variety of planning tools the DA can bring to bear to make things happen 
through the influence of Local Planning Authority, relevant Central Government Agencies and citizens to fulfill this DA Plan 
objective on a short, medium and long-term basis. 

250 Leaders from across Manchester, with representatives from Asia, deliberated over the Parish’s 2030 
Goals at the Manchester Planning Forum. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Participants voted on the Importance and Difficulty of attaining the goals in the 2030 Plans   
 

G.1. Natural Environment 

Participants of the Manchester 2030 Planning Forum felt that protecting the environmental assets, while adhering to 

sustainable planning goals was very important, and not difficult to achieve. Examples of the goals that were voted as 
needing “short term implementation strategies” by the MPDC’s Partners are as follows: 

• Work with current residents on best reclamation practices to achieve the best and highest use of mined lands for 
future uses. 

• Increased awareness and stewardship to achieve the protection of our environmentally sensitive lands against 
soil/ wind erosion, deforestation, etc. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Examine the Tree Preservation Act under TCP Act and Forestry Act to include the proposed forestry ring 
in the Mile Gully DA. This will help to enforce the preservation of the natural greenery with the collaboration of 
the Forestry Department and NEPA. The residents can lobby for this enactment with the help of their Local 
Authority and funding agencies (e.g. REACT) 
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2. Designate suitable reclaimed mined out lands for reforestation. This should be a collaborative effort between 
the mining companies, NEPA, Manchester Parish Council and the Forestry Department to ensure that native 
species plants are replanted on all lands designated for reforestation projects. 

3. Identify and Zone areas threatened by flooding as “Flood Prone Areas”. Evergreen and New Hall 
community in North West Manchester experience phenomenal flooding, with the last occurrence experienced in 
2006. The existing characteristics of these communities should be preserved and no further development should 
be encouraged into these areas, enforceable through the “Manchester Development Order” (see Mile Gully 
Hazard Map). 

4. Create parks that will cater to each community within the Mile Gully DA. These parks will be both passive 
and active recreational spaces. This will enhance the quality of life for the citizens of Mile Gully and increase the 
quality of the natural environment. 

5. Improve monitoring of building developments through the creation and enforcement of approval criteria 
to minimise deforestation. Prior to residential building approval or land cleared for development, a plan should 
be submitted to the Local Authority showing the ratio of vegetation expected to be removed. This will help to 
maintain existing vegetation and the time needed to replant trees.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G.2. Social Environment 
 

During the Manchester 2030 Forum participants felt that it was very important and not difficult to upgrade the social 

infrastructure within Manchester’s urban and rural communities. Examples of goals pertaining to the Social Environment 
are as follows: 

• Promote local and national knowledge of cultural heritage and current social issues through public education 
programs/ initiatives/ campaigns. 

• Achieve the highest level of literacy, to provide the trained workforce needed to retain and attract the best jobs 
and people to the Parish. 

Parks can be created in any size space. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Construction of a new Fire Station.  This is a long term initiative that is vital to the growth of the Mile Gully 
Development Area. It will be triggered by the current mining operation, the passage of Highway 2000, and the 
potential development of heritage tourism. This should be enforced through proper planning with the collaboration 
of the Manchester Parish Council, Department of Local Government and Fire Brigade. This development will 
increase response time, to communities five (5) miles apart, which would be lost by the response of the 
Christiana and Mandeville Fire Station. 

2. Establish a heritage educational program for community participation and cooperation. This can be 
achieved with the collaboration of the Rural Enterprise Agriculture and Community Tourism (REACT), the 
Manchester Parish Development Committee (MPDC), the Jamaica National Heritage Trust (JNHT), Social 
Development Commission (SDC) and any other interested parties in engaging the citizens into a unified program 
that will foster a strong cultural cohesion between communities of the Mile Gully DA.  This program should help 
the residents recognise the importance of community participation. 

3. Provision of housing to meet current and future demand.  

a. Development for housing within the Mile Gully Development Area will be slowed due to the present 
mining operation which has first preference. However, as the mining operation in each phase is 
completed, land should be reclaimed to facilitate housing developments. 

b. Resettlement of homes in the Mile Gully DA for mining should be concentrated within the development 
area in order to reduce the loss of migration and income to other DAs or Parishes.  

c. Existing Farmstead housing should be preserved, along with the development of new ones to add to the 
security of food stock through agriculture within the DA.  Mixed housing development should be 
encouraged as a best practice to preserve and reserve lands for other land uses. This can be achieved 
through the enactment of the Manchester Development Order and enforced through the Manchester 
Parish Council and the National Environment and planning Agency. 

4. Provision of a Public Cemetery. As part of the Manchester Parish Council initiative to site four regional 
cemeteries within the Parish of Manchester, Mile Gully Development Area would be a suitable location. This is 
due to the fact that lands will be available after mining. This will allow the Parish Council to carry out their 
mandate to stop burial in yards- a task which has proven to be a burden for future development. 

 

G.3. Economic Environment 

Participants voted that the economic development goals were not difficult to achieve, and were extremely important to 

accomplish; hence, needing strong leadership and policy shifts. The following are examples of these goals: 

• Preservation and restoration of Manchester’s cultural and heritage assets for future generation (first “free town”, 
historic landmarks) 

• Develop new agricultural technologies and “best farming techniques” to maximise the quantity and quality of 
products to maximise year round production. 

• Develop and expand the agro-processing industry with improved production and marketing strategies to provide 
better access to markets for local farmers across the Parish. 

• Encourage residents of the Parish to support locally grown agricultural products. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Designate land Spaces for retail, mixed use, infill development and commercial in the town of Mile Gully, 
Maidstone, St. Paul’s and Comfort. This will encourage more development that will create job opportunities and 
enhance the lives of citizens of Mile Gully DA Maidstone, St. Paul’s and Comfort do not have to be commercially 
extensive to the extent that is needed of the town of Mile Gully. 

2. Preserve and zone agricultural lands. This will prevent the loss of vital agriculture lands to other developments 
and retain the income of farmers. These lands could provide food for existing and future population growth of the 
DA and the future heritage tourism industry and commerce of the DA. 

3. Support greenhouse technology in the Mile Gully DA. The Mile Gully DA has the potential to foster advanced 
growth in agriculture and with the availability of lands it is suitable to facilitate greenhouses on its remnant rich 
soils. Its excellent connectivity ensures that crops will be guaranteed to reach outside buyers and markets. 

4. Engage farmers of Mile Gully DA to invest in horticulture and organics farming. These are strong and 
viable markets which farmers of Mile Gully 
can exploit both locally and overseas. 
Also the climate of Mile Gully is suitable 
for the growth of many Horticulture and 
organic plants such as orchids which is in 
great demand world wide.  

5. Establish linkages with the hotel 
industries in Jamaica with farmers of 
the Mile Gully DA. This will provide 
security for the farmers’ produce and 
increase their income. 

6. Revamp the coffee and pimento 
farming industry in Mile Gully DA. This 
can be achieved by establishing a linkage 
with the Williamsfield coffee/pimento 
factories and the farmers by providing 
security for produce and increasing supply 
for export demand. 

7. Promote the Mile Gully DA as a 
heritage tourism destination with the assistance of REACT and the MPDC (see below, Mile Gully DA 
Heritage & Tourism Attraction map). This will be done with the involvement of the residents and REACT 
assisting in: 

a. Publication of the range of community heritage site attractions. 

b. Education and engagement of residents for employment and entrepreneurial opportunities including 
training requirements. 

c. Garner the support of partner agencies, such as the Jamaica National Heritage Trust and NEPA. 

d. Increase the level of resource and biodiversity protection. 

e. Establish an area management plan that will (managed by residents) incorporate the attractions of the 
Oxford Cave site in the North, the Slave Plantation trail, the scenic views in Mayfield, and the historical 
buildings and culture in Maidstone. 

8. Diversify the agriculture economy of Mile Gully DA by establishing agro-processing plants. This will add a 
“high end value” to various agriculture produce that farmers can make an income and security of produced (e.g. 
canned carrot juice or dry flavour products of various fruits). 

Representatives from USAID and US Forestry Departme nt tour of 
the Essex Valley in September 2006. 
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9. Research/develop approaches to farming in the Mile Gully DA. This can be achieved with the collaboration of 
the Rural Agriculture Development Agency, Jamaica Agriculture Society and farmers of the DA. They can find 
best farming practices, along with suitable and profitable produce that will be sustainable for farmers of the Mile 
Gully DA. 
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G.4. Built Environment 

During the Manchester 2030 Forum, participants voted that strengthening our existing communities and the infrastructure 

needed to support all the communities was very important and not too difficult to achieve. The following are examples of 
these goals: 

• Redesign the Mandeville Market keeping its vibrant character but providing better retail space, pedestrian flow, 
parking and other complimentary commercial uses. 

• Provide Town Centres with the physical infrastructure (street lights, sewage system, water supply, 
telecommunications) to support all households in urban and rural Manchester. 

 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Evaluate the design of Highway 2000 to accommodate the opportunities of Mile Gully DA. The Mile Gully 
DA is slated to become a Heritage Tourism destination for North West Manchester. The design of Highway 2000 
should also encourage tourist travelling between Montego Bay and Kingston to be able to make a brief stop in 
Mile Gully.  

2. Conversion of mined-out craters to water catchments. This will help to boost the water supply to citizens of 
Mile Gully who are faced with water shortage. 

3. Improve Water Distribution. This will help to address the 
need for tap water to communities that does not have the 
infrastructure. The bauxite companies, the Manchester 
Parish Council and the National Water Commission should 
collaborate to ensure that communities have access to tap 
water and where pumps are needed, alternate energy such 
as solar pumps should be encouraged in the design of the 
distribution system. 

4. Provision of fire hydrants. Where there is a tank or a water 
distribution line in a community, the erection of hydrants is 
critical to fire brigade to fight fires.  

5. Erection of solar powered street lights. Areas that are not 
connected to the national power grid or are connected but 
lack street lighting can take advantage of this renewable 
energy to provide lighting and security to the communities’ 
streets. The greatest advantage is in the event of a power 
failure in the national grid, the street lights will remain lit as 
their energy will be powered by a battery unit that stores the 
sun’s energy during the day. 

6. Facilitate transportation enhancement within the Mile 
Gully DA.  

a. Design and develop a transportation centre within the Mile Gully area that will be able to accommodate 
public passenger vehicles. This would ensure that public transportation would be operated in an 
organised and controlled environment. It would also eliminate the pressure on street parking and 
therefore reduce any disruption in traffic flow to adjacent thoroughfares. This position would also make it 
a potential terminus for taxis and buses travelling from Mandeville, Christiana, other communities within 
the Mile Gully DA and towns from the neighbouring Parish of St. Elizabeth (Balaclava).  

Fire hydrants are vital in effective fire fighting.  
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b. Reviving the national railway system would enhance the movement of goods and services from the Mile 
Gully DA to and from Kingston, Montego Bay, and effectively improve connectivity with other 
communities in the County of Middlesex. This will further enhance the heritage potential of the DA. 

7. Strengthen the social, economic and the physical characteristics of existing and potential growth 
centres: 

a. Mile Gully 

b. Comfort Hall 

With Mile Gully as the major town, boosting Comfort Hall will enhance the lives of residents in the far north east 
who find it difficult to travel to Mile Gully for service which is more than five (5) miles away. Comfort Hall would 
return some of the income to the Parish which is currently enjoyed by Balaclava. 
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Newport Sustainable Development Plan 
A. Overview Of Newport Development Area 

a. Community Involvement To Date 

B. Snapshot Of Newport Today 

a. Trends 

b. Current Projects 

C. Development Issues & Challenges 

a. Natural Environment  

b. Social Environment  

c. Economic Environment 

d. Built Environment  

D. Community Aspirations 

E. Existing Land Use 

F. Proposed Land Use 

G. Strategies & Recommendations 
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NEWPORT DRAFT SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

 
A. OVERVIEW OF NEWPORT DEVELOPMENT AREA 

The Newport Development Area is located immediately south-west of the Mandeville Development Area.  The town of 

Newport is approximately five miles south of Mandeville.  The area covers approximately 36 square miles in the southern 
portion of the Manchester plateau, the area known as the Carpenters Mountains. 

As presently identified by the SDC and the MPDC, the Newport Development Area includes five communities and 23 
districts, including Newport, Swaby’s Hope, Snowdon, French Park, and Rose Hill.  Many place names in the Newport 
Development Area (Berkshire, Epsom, Downs, Heathfield, Newberry, etc.) suggest that the landscape reminded early 
settlers of the soft chalk hills (“downs”) of southern England. 

The Newport DA was originally a farming area. Newport itself grew out of a crossroads in the late 18th and early 19th 
centuries as a farm supply and market town. Bauxite mining has significantly impacted the settlement and land use. Many 
community residents recalled major farming landowners in the area who sold their land to the mining company.  The result 
was a significant change in the area’s economy and a change from regular employment to part-time or seasonal 
employment.  In addition, settlement patterns have been altered by mining and relocation. 

 
a. Community Involvement to Date 

The Newport Consultative Council has been ineffective and continuous operation for over ten years and is linked with the 
DAC.  The Consultative Council has prepared a plan for the expansion of the centre of the town of Newport.  The expansion 
will occupy 9.5 acres donated to the community by ALPART. The plan provides the opportunity to achieve the sustainable 
transformation of this attractive historic town as a strong regional centre. Additionally, The Newport JAS group has been very 
active.  The group consists of 53 members, 30 being active.   

 

 

Participants from the Newport DA Visioning and Mapp ing Workshop in 2006. 
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B. SNAPSHOT OF NEWPORT DA TODAY 

 

Development 
Area 

1991 2001 

Newport 11837 14462 

 

2001 Population Area 
Female Male Total  (Ha) 

7219 7243 14462 9380.75 

 

Source: STATIN 1991& 2001 

 

a. Trends 

The population of the Newport DA (in the Enumeration Districts currently assigned to it) was approximately 11,500 in 

1991. The sex ratio was balanced overall but showed wide variation from ED to ED.  Residents of Swaby’s Hope Proper, 
with 70-80 households estimated that about 40% of persons are about 60 and over.  They also noted a high percentage of 
residents who are under 30, suggesting the effects of migration on the more established working age groups.  

 

Projected Years 2011 2021 2030 

Projected 
Population 

17087 20180 23256 

Source: MPDC 

 

b. Current projects 

The Newport JAS group has been given three (3) acres of land from Neil Smith for utilisation. The group plans to plant an 
acre of cassava, and an acre for sweet potato. The other acre will be used to plant peas, beans and pumpkin. The group 
believes in independence even though at times assistance will be needed from the relevant authorities.   
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C. DEVELOPMENT ISSUES & CHALLENGES 
 
a. Natural Environment 

The Newport DA occupies the gently rolling or eastward sloping uplands of the southern portion of the Manchester 

Plateau.  Most of the area lies above 1,500 feet and reaches over 2,700 feet just north of Rose Hill. The entire DA is 
underlain by White Limestone and is highly fractured. It is overlain by bauxite deposits and bauxitic soils.  However, the 
quality of the bauxite deposits is relatively low in the southwestern half of the DA, lying to the west of the Spur Tree/Sixteen 
Mile Gully fault.   

South Manchester, especially the coastal strip, has a dry climate.  With no surface drainage and extremely permeable "red 
bauxite" soil over White Limestone, the area is heavily dependent on catchment of rainfall and often suffers from drought.   

The climate of the South Manchester plateau has been altered by bauxite mining and the associated removal of trees, 
which formerly attracted rainfall. This has also slowed percolation and has broken the force of the drying coastal winds.  
The Southern Manchester Plateau was at one time covered with forests.  Only a few remnants now exist, mainly along the 
western edge of the plateau and along Sixteen-Mile Gully. 

The Removal of trees for mining has made the community vulnerable to strong windy conditions.  Deforestation, dust and 
noise pollution are principal environmental problems.  In an area once well-known to bird shooters, it is now said that there 
are no more birds. There is also an issue with illegal dumping. Apart from these concerns, environmental problems were 
not recognised as priority issues.  In fact, solid waste and pollution from pit latrines are a major cause for concern. 

 

b. Social Environment 

Newport has some concerns regarding education. Residents noted several basic school problems such as closure, 
relocation, and poor condition, such as lack of electricity (specifically Edinburgh). 

Virtually all the districts spoke of unemployment as a primary problem; unemployment is affecting all age groups. Newport 
does, however, benefit from a skills training centre. At the time of the Profile’s publication, the Newport Vocational Training 
Centre offered courses in: Furniture Manufacturing Electrical Installation, Food Preparation, Information Technology, 
Entrepreneurial Training, Welding, and Secretarial Studies. 

The area is serviced by a health centre which provides adequate services; however there are concerns about the 
following: teen pregnancy, need for assistance to the disabled, substance abuse, and a need for community outreach to 
take care of the elderly. 

Only one district, Heathfield, listed crime as being a problem. Heathfield residents also reported a substance abuse 
problem.  Generally, when asked about the crime rate, residents indicated that it was not a significant problem. 

A majority of districts stated the need or desire for new or improved meeting, sporting and training space and facilities. 
Some communities are within what used to be considered walking distance of each other.  This suggests the desirability of 
sharing some facilities and achieving some greater degree of specialised functions.  

 
c. Economic Environment 

In the 1970s, many people lost their steady livelihood as ALPART bought large farms in the DA. Since that time, many 
residents have been unemployed, under-employed or seasonally employed.   

Judging by the input of Community residents, the principal economic resources are ALPART (current mining operations 
and the plant at Nain), local commercial and service businesses, and businesses in Mandeville.   

Mining has brought fundamental changes to what was a predominantly farming economy. Because of environmental 
changes and the difficulty of obtaining land to farm, residents believe that farming opportunities are limited. Young people 
are therefore seeking training and employment in trades such as construction.   
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In areas that have not been mined, sweet potato remains the major crop, mostly planted by older farmers.  Younger 
farmers tend to plant vegetables.  “Vegetable and sweet potatoes are usually balanced on market.”   However, after 
mining, changes in the soil and micro-climate make farming more difficult.  

The residents of Swaby’s Hope were pleased with the “Boer” revolving goat project, one of the projects given to the 
community through ALPART, RADA and JBI; perhaps helping to compensate for diminished fertility. Despite the 
difficulties, there remains a strong desire among residents to be able to farm. This suggests the opportunity for new 
technologies such as greenhouses and other alternative farming practices that will better utilise the degraded lands.  

Residents of Swaby’s Hope, Rose Hill and the town of Newport have identified potential opportunities for alternative 
(nature and heritage) tourism.  As other communities add to the list, a future network may emerge.  

Other opportunities exist due to the proximity of NCU which will be explored in the “Recommendations” section below.  

 
d. Built Environment 

There is a need for additional housing in the DA, in common with other DAs, to accommodate the trend towards more 
nuclear families and single heads of households, as well as a desire for improved housing conditions. 

Water supply is an issue in Newport. The great majority of households in the Newport DA continue to rely on catchment 
tanks, as they have done traditionally. Those without catchment tanks get water from the Parish tank or ALPART drums. 

The area is generally electrified; however there is a lack of telephone service. A majority of districts included one or more 
additional street lights in their list of infrastructure needs. The operating cost of conventional street lighting represents a 
major burden at present and is unsustainable in the long term. 

Newport is bisected by a main road running north-south through the centre of town leading from Knockpatrick to Rudds 
Corner via the town centre. The other sections of the growth centre are interconnected by minor roads accompanied by a 
few bauxite haulage roads. 

To promote the smooth flow of goods and people via an appropriate road network, some of the existing roads will need to 
be improved. The need for road improvements was frequently mentioned and the expansion of the route taxi system was 
cited as a need, indicating the need for better transportation or options in modes. 
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D. COMMUNITY ASPIRATIONS 

Newport DA citizens’ participation in the visioning exercise as part of the March 2006 Planning Workshop revealed many 

aspirations for a future of increased quality of life.   

Most residents claimed they would like the development of commercial and social services in Newport so that they do not 
have to travel to Mandeville as frequently. As a sub-centre, it would draw people from South Manchester, including 
Alligator Pond and Canoe Valley.  Desired social services included a library, museum, police station, community centre, 
playfields, and a computer training centre.  

It was recognised that increased development would generate more 
traffic and increase the demand for parking.  The group proposed 
locating a public transportation centre, and came up with other 
strategies to combat this issue.  

There was general agreement that the existing environment for 
disabled persons is dismal and needs to be improved. Participants 
agreed that the community needs more opportunities for recreation. 
Most importantly, a community centre is needed as a meeting place 
for activities. 

The community was in agreement that agriculture would still be an 
important part of the economy in twenty years. Use of the land 
outside of the area designated for urban growth should strike a 
balance between housing and farming needs. The construction of a 
cold storage facility would help stabilise prices by storing surpluses. 
Likewise, agro-processing facilities and a central market would 
provide a market for crops.  This would also create needed 
employment opportunities.  

Enhanced education including sanitation in schools and adult skills 
training were stated as needs, in order to achieve of the vision of 
their DA.  

In terms of mining, the community is concerned, as is common with 
other DAs where mining occurs. Concerns lie wherein bauxite 
companies should be held more accountable for reclamation of land 
in a timely manner, as well as provide greater returns to the 
communities for use of the land.  

Participants were visionary in their ideas about the reuse and 
reduction of waste as a means to solve the solid waste problem that 
occurs throughout the DA and Jamaica on the whole.  

Finally, Newport residents recognise the historic characteristics of the Town and envision a museum or some way to 
showcase these aspects. This would benefit the communities and potentially bring income to the DA.  

Scenes from the Community Visioning and 
Mapping Workshop in 2006. 
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E. EXISTING LAND USE 

This section looks at the existing land use within the Newport Development Area and the Newport Urban Development 

Area; and analyses how well lands are being utilised for the needs of the residents living in these areas. For the purpose of 
this document the difference between Development Area and Urban Development Area is outlined as follows: 

1. Newport Development Area: A group of communities within a specified geography area who associate 
themselves with a town area that meets their needs. Hence, these communities could become the rural area of 
the specified town area. 

2. Newport Urban Development Area: It is a defined centre that is urban in nature with an imaginary boundary that 
services the local community within a geographic area 

The term “Existing Land Use” looks at the way lands within the Newport Development Area are being used/ consumed. 
The Land Use information is vital for studying three elements of land settlement which are: character, pattern and 
distribution. After understanding the three land settlement elements of an area, recommendations can then be made to 
govern and preserve the “existing and future” use of land of the settlement or region. The land use information for the 
Manchester Sustainable Development Plan was formulated using two methods: 

A. A Land Use Survey 97 
B. Manchester General Land Use Map 98.  

                                                   
97 The general field land use survey is an outdoor activity done by a group of land use surveyor whose function is to record the existing uses on each property in 
a community. However this process was done only for the Township area in Manchester (Urban Development Areas) 
98 The Manchester Land Utilisation Map information is a collection of major land use activities such as Bauxite mining, Agriculture areas,  and forestry (proposed 
and existing) to cover the remaining Development Areas (rural areas) that was not covered by the Land Use Survey. The importance of this information is to give 
a general idea of how the lands in the remaining area are being used. 
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E.1.    NEWPORT DEVELOPMENT AREA (DA) EXISTING LAND USE 

In the Newport Development Area there are four major land utilisation categories. They are the following: 

1. Undisturbed Woodland Areas 

2. Settlement and Shrubs/ Woodland Areas 

3. Prime Agriculture Areas 

4. Urban Centre, Town CBD 

 
Settlement and Disturbed Woodland Areas, and Agriculture Areas 

Based on the Newport Development Area (DA) Land Utilisation chart, the dominant land use character is settlement and 
disturbed woodland areas, taking up nearly half (47%) of the land coverage. Mining has a huge role to play in this 
particular distribution breakdown, being that most, if not all of the DA is or was mining land. Settlement patterns around the 
UDA are often found along the roadways, on gentle sloping terrain, and are clustered on areas that have been turned over 
from former mining use. Much of the DA has a suburban feel, since most settlements are of residential, rather than 
farmstead usage.  

The second most prevalent land use is Prime Agriculture Areas. This land use consumes 31% of the land, and is located 
mostly in the north-west, and south-west of the Development Area, spreading from Newark to Providence, to Knockpatrick, 
and around Rudds Corner and Rosehill. The area encompassing Rudds Corner and Rosehill are settled on ‘clay-loam’ 
type soil. Clay soils are ideal for agricultural purposes because of their ability to supply nutrients, and retain and drain 
water steadily. The north-west area on the other hand is located on ‘stony-loam’, which absorbs water rather quickly.  
 
Undisturbed Woodland, Power Utility Corridor, and Urban Centre- Town CBD 

Undisturbed woodland covers less than one quarter (22%) of the Newport Development Area, encompassing the south 
western communities of Berkshire down to Mount Forest, and Blenhem, to Enfield, to Hunterston, as shown in the Newport 
DA Land Utilisation Map. It is important to promote the conservation of these areas in order to filter the pollution and 
possible climate change that can be attributed to human activities, such as mining.  

In addition to the three major uses, there are also the land uses of Power Utility Corridor and the Urban Centre- Town 
Central Business District. Both take up less than 1% each of Newport DA. The Newport CBD is less dominant in terms of 
land use coverage than most other CBDs perhaps due to the presence of Newark in the DA, and Snowdon and Newport in 
the Urban Development Area, which are considered to be other growth nodes that service the Newport residents.  
 
Mining and Landslide Potential Areas 

The entire Newport Development Area is under a mining lease. According to the Newport DA Mining Operation Plan 
Chart, 45% of the Development area is already mined out and certified, while 33% has no interest for mining, 12% of the 
land are future mining reserves, 6% is currently being mined, and 3% is unknown, as well as 1% being a loading station. 
Areas currently being mined are located in and around Rickwick, Glasgow, Knockpatrick, Coffee Grove, Woodstock, 
Lewisfield, and Woodlands. This prominent land use threatens the prosperity and growth of the major land uses. 
Therefore, it is important to not only reclaim land uses for continuation of the major land uses, but also to ensure that the 
natural environment is also protected and reserved.  

Another factor impacting the growth of the land uses are the hazardous land slide areas located along the western portion 
of the DA, and part of the Newport UDA. Since these areas are considered to be prime agricultural areas, it is 
recommended that these areas continue to be used for farming purposes, rather than future residential or commercial 
settlements. Any major intensification to cater to the increasing population should be focused on the eastern hemisphere 
where the slope of the terrain is less undulating or steep. Also, much of the housing development has already settled in the 
east due to the heavy mining taking place in the west.  
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Commercial and Institutional 

The Newport Development Area is currently serviced by a post office in Knockpatrick and a postal agency in Rose Hill. In 
addition, there is also a post office located within the Urban Development Area, just north of Bethel, and a postal agency 
south of New Heathfield. There are also several schools located near the south by Woodlands and to the north of Berry 
Hill. There are no major commercial centres within the DA; where much of it is concentrated within the Newport UDA. Most 
commercial uses are small shops owned by the residential property owners. Since most of the mining haulage roads were 
turned into residential arterial roadways, much of the residential development occurred around these areas, for instance 
near Wales (inside the UDA). However, these areas are lacking in commercial and social facilities. Within the Newport 
UDA, there is a community centre, health centre, market, and police station. For other services, such as a fire station 
Newport residents share social services with Mandeville, Cross Keys, and Asia. 

Based on Community Visioning Workshops, many of the residents in the Newport would like to see a Health Centre 
located at Rosehill to service the population. Also, since Rosehill is pegged as a growth node, residents would also like to 
see a Library, a new school, piped water, and a park/ playfield, located here. In terms of parks/ playfields, the Newport DA 
is lacking in parks, open spaces, and sports facilities. It would be beneficial to implement more into the area, in order to 
promote social and physical activities to bring the community together.  

Also, Ellen Street is another community that is an emerging growth centre. Therefore, residents thought that a new school, 
police station, health centre, and community centre would be necessary in this area as well. Also since much of the growth 
is occurring in the east, it would be best to implement these types of social infrastructures in order to cater to the growing 
population. Furthermore, the gated community development of Morelands, located over hundreds of acres of land in the 
north-west, will greatly affect the surrounding communities of Ebenezer, Marlborough, Newark, and Spur Tree. Therefore, 
commercial and social services need to be put in place around this area as well. 
 
Water Supply 

As previously mentioned the Newport DA is serviced by several water reservoirs. In addition, there are also a few surface 
water sources found in streams and rivers located near Bikes Pen, and Brussels. Also, Newport is considered to be 
located on the Manchester Highlands limestone formation. This area is classified as an aquifer, but generally has low 
porosity. Rainwater flows down the slope of the land, from west to east, and dissolves the limestone bedrock, and opens 
up cracks as it goes downhill. As a result, an extensive network of underground water channels has emerged. These are 
associated with sinkholes that act as a natural drainage for surface water runoff. Also, communities in south Manchester, 
such as Newport, receive water pumped from wells near Victoria Town. 
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NEWPORT URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA FAMILY UNIT

Single Family Unit, 89%

Double Family Unit, 9%

Multi Family Unit, less 
than 1%

Single Family Unit

Double Family Unit
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E.2.    NEWPORT URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA (UDA) EXISTING LAND USE 
 

The Newport Urban Development Area (Urban area) is the growing centre of the Newport Development Area. It is 

currently 1,346.3ha (3,326.8acreas) in size, encompassing the following communities: 
1. New Heathfield 
2. Plinlimmon 
3. Heathfield 
4. Mount Blow 
5. Snowdon 
6. Blenheim Town 
7. Blenheim 
8. Bethel Isle 
9. Wales 
10. Newfield 
11. Ryde 
12. Newport 
13. Abingdonnewbury 
14. Ledwick 
15. Welkin 

 
 
Urban Centre 

Citizens of the Newport Development Area and Urban Development Area have recognised the need to strengthen the 
Newport Urban Development Area in order to service and accommodate the growing population. Currently, the 
communities of Newport and Snowdon are recognised as growth centres. The Township or Urban Development Area of 
Newport is categorised as an Emerging Centre with the following potential: 

1. Increased Industrial Growth 
2. Increased Commerce Growth 
3. Tourist & Heritage Growth 
4. Rapid Housing Growth 
5. Introduction of numerous community parks 
6. Reshape Town of Newport 
7. Sharing of a proposed North East to South West Mandeville By-Pass with Mandeville 

 
Shrubs and Woodland, and Undisturbed Woodland 

According to the Newport UDA Existing Land Use Coverage chart, Shrubs and Woodland cover 34% of the Urban 
Development Area, while Undisturbed Woodland covers less than 1%. Though the population is growing, and is in need of 
more residential, commercial, and institutional uses, it is also important to preserve green spaces in order act against the 
mining that is taking place within the UDA and the surrounding DA. The community could benefit from the addition of more 
parks and open spaces, to act as a place where Newport residents can gather and socialise. Furthermore, there is a 
conveyor belt that runs east-west along the north of the Newport UDA, into St. Elizabeth. There are also existing haulage 
roads in the north. It is important to place trees and fauna around these areas in order to act as a buffer zone to filter the 
emitted dust and smog from the automobiles, and conveyor belts that are transporting soil, dirt, and/ or other mining 
products. 
 
Competing Land Uses, Spatial Layout of UDA, and Mining 

The dominant competing land uses within the Newport Urban Development Area are residential, industrial, agricultural, 
commercial, and institutional. The most dominant competing land use is Agriculture, taking up 22% of land use coverage. 
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Agricultural uses are dispersed throughout the UDA, but are mostly found lining the major road networks, taking advantage 
of the existing transportation network. Much of the agricultural land is located on ‘stony-loam’, which also covers a large 
amount of the UDA; but there is also ‘clay-loam’ type soil found near Newport, and at the north-east corner near 
Plinlimmon. These areas are ideal for agriculture and should therefore be encouraged to continue.  

Residential land use is the second most dominant, consuming 15% of the Urban Development Area. They follow the linear 
patterns of the roadways found within the UDA. Similar to the Development Area, much of the houses are located on the 
eastern portion of the Newport UDA. This may be attributed to the land slide zone located on the south west of the UDA. 
Therefore, industrial uses, and green spaces should continue around these areas. At the moment, much of the industrial 
uses are in existence around Ledwick, and Newport, covering 14% of the land. In the eastern portion, there are vacant lots 
around Wales, New Heathfield, and Plinlimmon, consuming 8% of the area. These vacant lands should be used for 
residential, commercial, and institutional development.  

At the moment, 781 housing units sit on 463 acres of residential land. Based on these statistics, the housing density for 
residential land use is 4 du/ha. However, in terms of the entire UDA, the housing density is less than 1 du/acre. Therefore, 
there is still room for growth and intensification, particularly in the vacant and derelict areas (1% of land use). According to 
the Family Unit Chart, 89% of the homes in the Newport UDA are comprised of Single-family Units, while 9% make up the 
Double Family Units, and less than 1% is Multi Family. With regards to institutional (2%) and commercial (1%) land uses, 
they are minimal and dispersed throughout the Newport UDA. As previously mentioned, there is a main market located 
close to Newport, which services the UDA, and surrounding DA.  

Similarly to the surrounding Development Area, mining plays a huge role in impacting the growth and development of the 
competing land uses within the Newport UDA. The entire Urban Development Area is under a mining lease plan. At the 
moment, 54% of the lands are mined out and certified, while 39% have no interest for mining, and 7% is being mined. 
Much of the industrial mining taking place is located near Welkin and Abingdon, Newbury. 
 
Areas under Development, Infrastructure, and Informal Development 

Areas under development currently consume 3% of the land use in the Newport UDA, while infrastructure only takes up 
less than 1%. The area is steadily growing, with developing lands being absorbed by the competing land uses of 
residential, agricultural, commercial, and industrial. This type of land use is mostly found among residential developments. 
The infrastructures that are in place to support Newport are mainly telecommunication networks, water systems, and 
power substations.  

The Newport UDA is not heavily affected by informal development. This type of land use only occupies less than 1% of the 
Urban Development Area. Measures should be implemented to ensure that informal development is controlled and 
remains in the low to non-existent numbers. Currently, there are no public cemeteries within the Newport UDA. There are 
however, some private cemeteries owned by churches. Since cemeteries often cause environmental problems and social 
concern, there is a need to control this type of land use as well. If a public cemetery is to be put in place, it must be 
ensured that it is not near residential areas, or near sensitive lands, like the land slide areas for example.  
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NEWPORT DEVELOPMENT AREA LAND UTILISATION
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F. PROPOSED LAND USE 

Rough illustration of a new town centre layout for Newport. 
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G. STRATEGIES & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Newport DA is not complete unless there is an implementation strategy to reinforce the community aspiration and the 

proposed land use in the following sectors: Natural Environment, Social Environment, Economic Environment and Built 
Environment. This can be achieved through a variety of planning tools the DA can bring to bear to make things happen 
through the influence of Local Planning Authority, relevant Central Government Agencies and citizens to fulfill this DA Plan 
objective on a long, medium and short term basis. 

250 Leaders from across Manchester, with representatives from Asia, deliberated over the Parish’s 2030 
Goals at the Manchester Planning Forum. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Participants voted on the Importance and Difficulty of attaining the goals in the 2030 Plans   
 

G.1. Natural Environment 

Participants of the Manchester 2030 Forum voiced their opinions of the need to protect Manchester’s environmental 

assets, while recognising the economic potential of a sustainable tourism strategy, by voting on the related goals to be 
very important and not difficult to achieve. It was expressed that various goals relating to the natural environment require 
“short term implementation strategies” by the partners of the MPDC. The following are examples of these goals: 

• Increased awareness and stewardship to achieve the protection of our environmentally sensitive lands against 
soil/ wind erosion, deforestation, etc. 

• Create an adequate amount of recreational facilities, parks, and open space, in our urban areas while also 
preserving and protecting the forested areas, and greenbelts for which the Parish is known. 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Create parks that will cater to each community within the Newport DA. These parks will be both passive 
and active recreational spaces. This will also offer the opportunity to not only improve the lives of Newport 
citizens, but equally the natural environment. 

2. Reclaim post-mined-out lands. Ensure the proper reclamation of post-mined-out bauxite lands. This will help 
to strengthen the existing availability of lands. Proper reclamation will ensure that valuable forest and 
agricultural lands are safeguarded solely for those purposes.  
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3. Reforest areas in the Newport DA. Encourage the reafforestation/tree planting of areas depleted of majority 
of its pre-existing natural vegetation (forests, woodlands, etc.) the result of mining operations, agricultural 
practices and housing developments in order to replenish the natural environment.  

4. Support renewable energy development. Expand the Wigton Wind Farm in Cross Keys to generate sufficient 
amounts of renewable energy that can be offset to communities in the Newport DA that are within close 
proximity of this site. This will help to address the challenges of running/installing utility lines to (isolated) areas 
without electricity.  

a. There are other opportunities to enhance renewable energy in the Newport DA and Manchester at 
large. Ethanol production may become a viable option in the future and facilitated by the Northern 
Caribbean University with their venture to develop a site dedicated to Research and Development (R & 
D). 

 

G.2. Social Environment 

During the Manchester 2030 Forum, participants expressed that upgrading the social infrastructure, including social 

services and education, in urban and rural communities was of utmost importance, by voting the related goals to be very 
important and not difficult to achieve. The following are examples of the goals that were thought to require major support 
and leadership both Parish and Nation-wide: 

• Achieve the highest level of literacy, to provide the trained workforce needed to retain and attract the best jobs 
and people in the Parish. 

• Improve access to health care to the rural population, especially children, the elderly, and the immobile 
population. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Upgrading social infrastructure within the Newport DA. In order to accommodate the existing population and 
future population growth in the DA, the necessary social infrastructure will need to be implemented, upgraded 
and expanded where appropriate. This will include the following: 

a. A Type III Health Care facility. 

b. A new police station that will be able to handle the staff capacity. 

c. Upgraded library facilities that will have more reading material, furniture and any other miscellaneous 
items/equipment. 

d. Develop adequate housing to address demand. These developments will be mixed-use and compact in 
nature/character.  

 

G.3. Economic Environment 

Participants voted that the economic development goals were not difficult to achieve, and were extremely important to 

accomplish; hence, needing strong leadership and policy shifts. The following are examples of these goals: 
• Preservation and restoration of Manchester’s cultural and heritage assets for future generation (first “free town”, 

historic landmarks). 
• Encourage residents of the Parish to support locally grown agricultural products. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Generate economic spin-offs through the expansion of Wigton. The potential expansion of the existing wind 
farm facility will ensure the creation of new jobs (maintenance, engineers, etc.). It presents the prospect to retain 
professionals and skilled labour leaving nearby educational institutions, namely the Northern Caribbean 
University and the HEART Trust NTA within the Newport DA and Manchester. The excess power supply can be 
sold to the existing power company in Jamaica.  

2. Develop commercial/retail services to support South-Central Manchester. The Newport DA and the close 
proximity of its existing and proposed new town centre to Mandeville and the Northern Caribbean University 
provides the opportunity to create/develop commercial/retail services to support the residents and student 
population in the area.  

3. Support greenhouse technology in 
the Newport DA. The Newport DA has 
the potential to foster advanced growth 
in agriculture; and with the availability of 
lands it is suitable to facilitate 
greenhouses on its remnant rich soils 
post-mining activities. Its excellent 
connectivity ensures that crops will be 
guaranteed to get to outside buyers and 
markets.  

4. Construct farmers’ market/s. Develop 
and support a local farmers’ market in 
which farmers from the Newport DA are 
able to sell crops/produce. This will 
eliminate potential transportation costs 
to more established public 
marketplaces such as the Mandeville 
Market. It also ensures a steady 
economic generator for farmers as 
competition is reduced. A local farmers’ 
market will also offer convenience and affordability to buyers (locals).  

 

G.4. Built Environment 

Participants felt that strengthening our existing communities, by addressing land use, physical infrastructure, 

transportation, and energy, will help in the prosperity and growth of Manchester. The following are goals that were voted as 
being very important to accomplish: 

• Redesign the Mandeville Market keeping its vibrant character but providing better retail space, pedestrian flow, 
parking and other complimentary commercial uses.  

• Enforce the highest development and construction practices for building both residential and non-residential 
buildings.  

• Ensure adequate funding of further studies to examine the availability and engineering, financial and 
environmental feasibility of developing new water sources. 

Greenhouse technology has the potential to transfor m conventional 
agriculture. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Strengthen the physical character of the Newport DA. The Newport DA will be made stronger through 
capitalising on its good road networks that are able to promote connectivity in South Manchester. This gives it the 
advantage of creating access to reclaimed post mined-out bauxite lands that have the potential to be developed. 

2. Improve water supply and distribution. The Wigton wind farm and its relative closeness to the Newport DA 
allows for the expansion of this facility in order to use the renewable energy to additionally power water pumping 
stations. This will eliminate the cost of operating lifting, and relay pumping stations that would have otherwise 
been traditionally run on electricity from the major utility provider. 

3. Develop reclaimed mined-out lands into commercial/retail uses. The Newport DA has available lands and 
their close proximity to Mandeville and the Northern Caribbean University provides the opportunity to 
create/develop these accessible and vacant spaces into a variety of land uses that will be able to support the 
residents and student population in the area.  

4. Facilitate transportation enhancement within the Newport DA. Design and develop a transportation centre 
within the Newport Town Centre that will be able to accommodate public passenger vehicles. This ensures that 
public transportation will be operated in an organised and controlled environment. It also eliminates on street 
parking and reduces any disruption in traffic flow on adjacent thoroughfares. Its position also makes it a potential 
terminus for taxis and buses travelling from the Asia and Cross Keys DAs. The transportation centre should 
feature the following: 

a. Effective covering/roofing protection from the weather elements (rain and sun). 
b. Proper seating for waiting passengers. 
c. Public restroom facilities. 
d. Signage. 
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Porus Sustainable Development Plan 
A. Overview Of Porus Development Area 

a. Community Involvement To Date 

B. Snapshot Of Porus Today 

a. Trends 

b. Current Projects 

C. Development Issues & Challenges 

a. Natural Environment  
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c. Economic Environment 
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PORUS DRAFT SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

A. OVERVIEW OF PORUS  DEVELOPMENT AREA 

The Porus Development Area covers some 5,075 ha (19.6 square miles) in the Milk River watershed.  Porus extends 

from the Manchester-Clarendon Parish boundary and the base of the Manchester Plateau almost into Williamsfield.  Its 
situation between the hilly regions of Coffee Grove to the north and Redberry to the southwest produced a generally linear 
growth pattern avoiding the worst of the periodic flooding.  However, more recent development to the west and south of the 
town has occurred in flood-prone areas.  The density of development is relatively low, so there is substantial yard 
cultivation and fruit trees are common.  As presently identified by the SDC and the MPDC, the Porus Development Area 
includes three communities and over 30 districts: Porus, Harmons, and Scott’s Pass.  

The area has gone through significant 
changes, including the effects of the closure of 
the railway, the expansion of road traffic, and 
the growth of suburban Mandeville.  It showed 
the highest rate of growth of all nine 
Development Areas between 1991 and 2001 
but is now challenged by extensive 
groundwater flooding, the expansion of bauxite 
mining, and the proposed construction of 
Highway 2000. 

There are many versions why Porus got its 
name. Oral tradition has it that Columbus 
travelled south from St. Ann; and where Porus 
is today, he encountered a Taino settlement.  
Some say that Porus was the name of a 
member of the Columbus party.  Others say it 
came from “Poor Us” carved on a banyan tree 
by railway builders working far from home.  

The town of Porus was established in the 19th 
Century as a natural market place and service centre along the east-west highway.  The construction of the railway and 
the station in the 1920s reinforced its role.  Due to the building of the Porus station, many activities developed in the area.  
Norman Manley established a buying station at Roxborough and people came from all over Manchester to sell their 
produce. 

The building eventually burned down and Norman Manley then built a Community Centre in 1939 on the site.  This was 
the most outstanding community centre in Jamaica.  People came from all over Jamaica for many different activities at the 
centre, making Porus a household name in the country.  Porus was so progressive that people from other parts of 
Manchester migrated to the town. 

 

a. Community Involvement to Date 

Porus has had many organisations which helped to bring about self-development and self-reliance: Jamaica Welfare 
which brought the credit union, trades, church organisations, Mizpah Burial Scheme, and Musical Programs. The town has 
also benefited from outstanding contributions by community persons: school and community playfield was donated by 
WINDALCO (formerly ALCAN) through deliberations by Ms. Rose Thomas; she also raised funds for all the schools in 
Porus, and made cricket one of the main sports in Manchester; Leslie Smith helped to raise funds for the primary and high 
schools; Sam Daley assisted the community to obtain the Health Centre in 1998.  

Currently Porus has an active Development Area Committee (DAC) which meets monthly to discuss issues within each 
community of the DA. They have been participants in the Planning Workshops held by MPDC in 2006 and 2007 to discuss 

Students of the Porus High School make their way ho me after school 
ends. 
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visions and aspirations for the future of the DA, as well as to provide input into the Manchester Sustainable Development 
Plan 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Porus DA Workshop hosted by the SDC and the 
PDC. 

Community Visioning and Mapping Workshop held at th e Porus Community Centre in 2006. 

Scenes from the Porus Community Engagement Workshop  in the summer of 2007. 
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B. SNAPSHOT OF PORUS DA TODAY 

Development 
Area 

1991 2001 

Porus 10034 11619 

 

2001 Population Area  

Female Male Total 
(Ha) 

5807 5812 11619 
 
5076 

 

Source: STATIN 1991 & 2001 

 

a. Trends 

The 1991 population of the Porus DA (in the Enumeration Districts now assigned to the DA) was 10,034.  According to 

STATIN, the Special Area’s growth has been rapid over the past decade – from 5,094 in 1991 to 6,549 in 2001, the fastest 
rate (28.54%) of all of Manchester’s Special Areas. The town of Porus has a fairly evenly distributed population, with 
densities slightly higher along the main road than among the communities to the north.  

Between 1982 and 1991, there was an increase in the share of the population made up by females. This could suggest 
out-migration of males in response to slow growth during the decade.   

The TPD anticipated a continuation of the previous decade’s slow growth.  It projected that by the year 2015 Porus would 
have a population of 5,580, adding only about 20 persons per year.    

In fact, the projected population was substantially exceeded in 2001. The growth likely reflected land availability, the 
accessibility provided by location on the A2 road and the expansion of mobility by road after the lowering of the imported 
vehicle duty in 1993. 

Table __  Porus Population Projection 1991 – 2015 

Projected Years 2011 2021 2030 

Projected 
Population 

13204 15185 16967 

 
Source: MPDC 
 
Based on its projection the TPD expected that the young and old population to continue to decline. It therefore advised a 
primary focus on providing jobs for the growing adult age group and a secondary focus on upgrading social services and 
facilities.  While the former must always be a priority, the high growth rate can now be expected to place greater 
demands on social facilities. 

 

b. Current projects 

The Girls Brigade was started in November 2005 with 27 girls at the Church of the Living God, Trinity Porus. This brigade 
was started by Pastor Derrick Turner with assistance from Mrs. Maxine Hamilton. The aim of the group is to build self-
respect, self-esteem and the girls’ overall holistic development.   
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The Church of the Living God has gone a step further in introducing an Education Fund to the community of Porus for 
children who are unable to go to school. This fund covers areas such as: Porus, Old Porus, RedBerry, Watermouth, 
Reeveswood, Trinity, Melrose, Clarkes Town, and Broadleaf.   

The Porus Craft & Agriculture Association was started in January 18, 2000 by Pastor Turner with a membership of 123 
farmers and 30 craft members. Within the group there is a day for each farmer. The In-Tech centre has now re-opened in 
April 2006 since its closure in October 2005 with new management in place.  A concert will be held as a fund-raiser to 
assist with the expenses being undertaken at the centre. 

 

 

These two stroll on by the historic Porus Craft Mar ket. 
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C. DEVELOPMENT ISSUES & CHALLENGES 

a. Natural Environment 

The Porus DA is a largely flat area surrounded on three sides by steep hills. The Milk River is formed by a number of 

tributaries draining the hills north of Coffee Grove.  The river flows along the base of the hills on St. Ann soils. When it 
reaches the area of Cuffy Sand, on which the Town of Porus is built, it flows underground. Near the south-eastern edge of 
the Cuffy Sand, the groundwater resurfaces and flows in a narrow ravine south to Scott’s Pass.  When the river reaches 
the Clarendon Plains, it widens. 

Global climate change is reflected in more frequent and more intense weather events. The potential exists for storm 
systems to remain stationary over central Jamaica more frequently in future. The potential for a shorter flood return period 
is one factor that needs to be taken into account in planning for the future of Porus. 

The surrounding hills are quite heavily vegetated. However, coffee cultivation and other activities resulting in removal of 
tree cover have undoubtedly reduced the water retaining capacity of the soil in the watershed.   Several other factors 
appear to have contributed to the severity of the flooding in Porus. These factors may have included high velocity runoff 
from the Melrose Bypass and deforestation in the upper reaches of the Milk River watershed. The deforestation is related 
in part to bauxite mining. However, the pits created by the mining of deep bauxite deposits west of Porus appear to have 
acted as detention basins. Without them the flooding might have been even more severe. 

A substantial area along the Coffee Grove Ridge is suitable for tree farming and is an area that would benefit from 
intensive tree farming. 

Inadequate sanitation is an environmental problem that affects the entire Parish. However, the potential for flooding in the 
Porus area means that the concentration of pit latrines could also pose a direct health threat.  Due to the lack of a central 
sewerage system individual methods of disposal including pit latrines, and septic tanks and absorption pits are commonly 
used. These methods if not properly constructed will pose a serious threat to underground water sources.   

One of the most vital water sources for residents in and around Porus including Mandeville is located south east of the 
local planning area boundary, and there are others used by mining companies within the urban limits. Since piped water is 
not a common service to most households these methods of disposal will remain. Special effort must therefore be taken to 
ensure that these facilities are properly constructed and meet the required standards. 

 

b. Social Environment 

Most people in the small districts travel to larger centres for all of their business, banking, health services needs, etc. 
Some travel to Kingston, Mandeville, and May Pen for work and schools. 

Unemployment is a significant issue, with limited jobs 
available with ALPART; most graduates of high school 
resort to service jobs or continue with traditional farming.  

A Type III Health Centre, one of the largest in the Parish, 
opened in Porus in 1998. It offers dental, post-natal, child 
health and welfare, mental health, family planning, 
gynaecology, dressing, and curative services.  It also 
offers physician and pharmacy services once a week.  

Participants of the interventions in Porus (town centre) and 
surrounding communities did not indicate any particular 
health problems. However, one of the outer-lying 
communities, Harmons cited the following problems 
related to health: fly and mosquito nuisance, dust, water 
stored in drums or tanks becoming very dirty due to the 

Porus has one of the largest Health Centres in Manc hester. 
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mining, and assistance being needed with food and health service for shut-ins. 

Although there is a large central open space in Porus local parks are needed in housing areas for children who need to be 
supervised.   

 

c. Economic Environment 

Porus is located on the fringe of the bauxite deposit area and hence no mining activity takes place in close proximity to the 
town. Although the economic benefits may filter down from the plant at Kirkvine the principal economic generators include, 
agriculture retail trade and personal services with very little industrial activity.  There is however, a need to diversify and 
improve the economic base especially in agriculture and industry where the crops produced can be processed thus 
creating jobs for a wide cross section of the community. There are a few coffee plantations in the northern communities 
(Coffee Grove) and cash crops in the south.   

Most people in the small districts travel to larger centres for all of their business, banking, health services needs, etc. Some 
travel to Kingston, Mandeville, and May Pen for work and schools. Unemployment is a significant issue, with limited jobs 
available with ALPART. Most graduates of high school resort to service jobs or continue with traditional farming. This 
indicates that the town of Porus could be strengthened to provide services and employment. 

A majority of the land surrounding Porus and throughout the DA is controlled by the bauxite industry, mainly by JAMALCO 
and in the southwest by ALPART.  

The decision to route Highway 2000 through Porus will have a significant impact on the prospects of the DA for future 
commercial, tourism and industrial activity. There is a risk that the town will be by-passed, indicating a need to plan for this 
scenario, and how the town will adapt. Potential for a highway exit advertising the historic features and other offerings of 
Porus may be one strategy for the area to maintain its function of a town in which people stop along the way.  

 

d. Built Environment 

Porus receives public water supply from a well 
located just south of its boundary. However, 
only just over half of its households have water 
piped into their dwelling while others rely on 
standpipe. Construction of catchment tanks, 
especially in agricultural areas, will be 
encouraged by the planning authority as a 
supplement to the present water supply 
system. 

In terms of sanitation, pit latrines are used by 
70% of the households although roughly 10% 
more households were using a water closet (at 
the time of the Profile publication). In terms of 
power and communications, some districts 
lack electricity, street-lighting, and phone lines.    

As households grow and the population 
increases, the demand for housing rises. 

There are no housing schemes or land settlements within the limits of the planning area. Hence, housing development is 
done on an individual basis.  The buildings are usually constructed on subdivision lots, which are approximately 0.06 
hectare in size. Most of the existing communities have access to basic services. Therefore, where there are large lots, 
infilling can be encouraged to lessen the need for land that will require the necessary infrastructure 

The traditional houses in the Porus area are still found to in good 
structural condition. 
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There is a lot of traffic movement within the boundaries of Porus, particularly along the main road, which is the major 
thoroughfare for vehicles traveling the Kingston to Savanna-la-mar route.  This has resulted in the highest number of traffic 
accidents, among all the towns in the Parish of Manchester, being recorded here.   

Most of the commercial activities are located along the main street, with a minimal amount of off street parking facilities. 
This has often resulted in a chaotic situation as the vehicles parked along the street obstruct the free movement of those 
passing through.  Highway 2000 will alleviate these problems; however there is concern for its affects on the economy of 
Porus.  
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D. COMMUNITY ASPIRATIONS 

Residents of the Porus DA participated in the Planning Workshop in January 2006, where they completed a visioning 

exercise outlining the aspirations for the future of the areas in which they live.  

Porus residents envision enhanced civic participation and 
pride through an active and responsible management of the 
community centre. They also envision the population having 
skills that capitalise on knowledge of community persons and 
community resources as well as public relations to make 
persons aware of the availability of services and training 
offered at the centre.  

In terms of social services, residents envision improved 
access to basic and infant schools that are equipped to cater 
from the nursery level upwards, improved sporting 
infrastructure, improvement in garbage disposal and 
collection, regular cleaning of roads, and other essential 
public services. Additionally, a solution for the flooding 
problem is needed.  

Agriculture could be improved and made more effective through the development of agro-processing and value-added 
products, education, awareness and training for farmers, and agricultural development/ replanting of fruit trees on bauxite 
lands.  

Porus is particularly affected and concerned about the 
results of the completion of Highway 2000 and transportation 
in general. Residents suggested ways to cope with the 
changes, such as improved access to rural areas through 
road construction and upgrades, adequate construction to 
facilitate proper drainage and better maintenance of roads. 

Porus residents aspire to increased education and 
awareness of existing tourism potential and prospective 
aspects for the future of the community which would include 
restoration of historic sites, and development of a craft 
industry.  

In terms of housing development, Porus residents envision 
properly planned areas, including established “no building 
zones” and plans for mixed income housing developments. 

Finally, Porus desires, as other DAs with mining activities do, 
more dialogue and better cooperation with bauxite 
companies on all issues. 

Group discussion during the Visioning aspect of the  
Planning Workshop in January 2006.  

The Porus Community Centre, the oldest in the entir e 
Jamaica. 
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E. EXISTING LAND USE  

This section looks at the existing land use within the Porus Development Area and the Porus Urban Development Area; 

and analyses how well lands are being utilised for the needs of the residents living in these areas. For the purpose of this 
document the difference between Development Area and Urban development area is outlined as follows: 

1. Porus Development Area: A group of communities within a specified geography area who associates themselves 
with a town area that meets their needs. Hence, these communities could become the rural area of the specified 
town area. 

2. Porus Urban Development Area: It is a defined centre that is urban in nature with an imaginary boundary that 
services the local community within a geographic area 

 
The term “Existing Land Use” looks at the ways lands within the Porus Development Area are being consumed. The Land 
Use information is vital for studying three elements of land settlement which includes: (i) character, (ii) pattern and (iii) 
distribution. After understanding the three land settlement elements of an area, recommendations can then be made to 
govern and preserve the “existing and future” use of land of the settlement or region. The land use information for the 
Manchester Sustainable Development Plan was formulated using two methods: 
 

A. A Land Use Survey99 
B. Manchester General Land Use Map100.  

 
 

                                                   
99 The general field land use survey is an outdoor activity done by a group of land use surveyors whose function is to record the existing uses on each property in 
a community. However this process was done only for the Township area in Manchester (Urban development areas). 
100 The Manchester Land Utilisation Map information is a collection of major land use activities such as Bauxite mining, Agriculture areas,  and forestry (proposed 
and existing) to cover the remaining Development Areas (rural areas) that was not covered by the Land Use Survey. The importance of this information is to give 
a general idea of how the lands in the remaining area are being used. 
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E.1.    PORUS DEVELOPMENT AREA (DA) EXISTING LAND USE 

In the Porus Development Area there are four major land utilisation categories. They are the following: 

1. Undisturbed Woodland Areas 

2. Settlement and Shrubs/ Woodland Areas 

3. Prime Agriculture Areas 

4. Urban Centre, Town CBD 

 

Undisturbed Woodland 

Based on the Porus DA Land Utilisation Chart, the dominant land use is undisturbed woodland, found primarily along the 
edges of the Porus Development Area. Nearly half (46%) of the DA is covered by undisturbed woodland, which contributes 
to the cool climate and windy conditions generally experienced by residents and visitors in the Development Area.  
 
Settlement and Shrubs/ Woodland 

The second most dominant land use is Settlement and Shrubs/ Woodland areas. This land occupies approximately 33% of 
the Porus Development Area. The area is currently experiencing low-density settlement patterns, clustering near 1st class 
road networks throughout the DA. Much of the settlement in the DA is found in the western portion, bordering the 
Williamsfield DA, are mostly farmstead. Settlements are clustered around Robinsons Run, Harmons, Saint Tooles, Saint 
Jago, Reeves Wood, Browns Town, and Webbers. However, much of the settlement is found in flood prone areas, as 
shown in the Porus Development Area: Hazard Map. The community of Harmons and Green Pond in particular are located 
within a gorge, with valleys sloping inwards to the towns. Therefore, measures should be taken to promote future growth in 
areas outside of these flood zones, located on land with higher elevations, such as Saint Tooles.  

As a result of these environmentally sensitive areas, it is recommended that much of it remains as a conservation area, in 
order to prevent further intensification, and to conserve the greenery, and cool climate for which the Porus Development 
area is widely known. Also, the eastern low lands of the DA, bordered by Milk River could benefit to be promoted as a 
conservation area, or possible eco-tourism and historic attraction.  

Although the town of Porus, found within the Urban Development Area, currently acts as the Porus Central Business 
District, making up 1% of the land use coverage, Harmons is steadily emerging as a growth centre, servicing the 
communities found in the southern region of the Porus DA. Meanwhile, Webbers and Browns Town often look towards 
Williamsfield to acquire services since it is closer in distance than either Porus or Harmons. As previously mentioned, Saint 
Tooles should be promoted as an emerging growth centre outside of Harmons, to ensure that low density development 
remain in the community of Harmons. However, in terms of servicing the north-west portion of the DA, it is recommended 
that Little Hampton be also promoted as a growth centre in order to avoid out-migration from the residents of Webbers and 
Brownstown, looking towards Williamsfield for services.  
 
Agriculture 

The third most dominant land use is agriculture, covering 20% of the Porus DA. Agricultural areas are found in 5 general 
areas: at the south-eastern corner near Mango Tree, around Harmons, near the north-west corner at Webbers, Browns 
Town, Terra Town and Little Hampton, around Reeves Wood and Ramble, as well as along the eastern border, near 
Clarendon Park, where a Power Utility Corridor is also in place (making up less than one percent (1%) of land use 
coverage). Much of these agricultural lands are located on soil types of ‘clay’ and ‘clay loam’. Clay-type soils are typically 
ideal for agricultural use because of their ability to supply ample amounts of nutrients in the soil. 
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Water Supply 

The Porus water system is made up of three (3) installed wells, two (2) operating wells, and four (4) installed lift pumps. 
This system is the primary source of water not only for the Porus Development Area, but also for Mandeville and 
Clarendon. The underground river in the Banana Ground/ Melrose Hill areas provide an abundance of water to the Porus 
pumping station at the foot of Melrose Hill. Water is seasonally available from the upper reaches of the Milk River and from 
numerous streams in the eastern part of the basin. However, during wet periods, there is an overabundance of water, and 
many areas in the DA particularly Porus and Harmons are subjected to flooding. The flooding may be attributed to water 
from underground springs or rivers surfacing easily because of the low water table. However, the general hydrology of the 
Porus Development area is still not fully understood.  

Therefore, it is recommended that the Water Resources Authority investigate this situation, in order to make use of the 
excess capacity, and additional outputs that can be abstracted from the Porus wells. The Victoria Town and Porus wells 
are currently operating at less than their optimum abstraction rate. There is excess capacity in these systems, which can 
be increased to supply an extra 35,000 persons with potable water. Therefore, studies should also be made to find efficient 
technologies that can take advantage of this situation. 

Also, there are two more pumping stations just outside of Trinity, and two reservoirs near Saint Tooles and Harmons. It is 
apparent that most of the wells are located in the Porus graben, and in the lowlands of the south and west. This is 
attributed to the slope of the land, which permits rainwater to flow down along gravity and collect in the aquifers. In 
addition, the graben-like structure of Porus permits sufficient water storage, which can be pumped steadily through the 
wells. Overall, though some parts are subject to flooding, drilling for water is easy due to the low water table found 
throughout the Porus DA, and the good percolation and drainage rate of the dominant soil type, that being ‘stony loam’.  

However, because of the large amount of human activity taking place, such as mining, efforts need to be put in place to 
ensure that the water being pumped is thoroughly desalinated and dechlorinated, to ensure higher quality of potable water 
supplies. Also, the water sources, particularly the rivers, providing surface water, should also be protected and conserved. 
The depression/ natural drainage areas are gateways for surface water runoff to under ground water aquifers and surface 
water bodies. They affect the quantity and quality of near by water bodies that exist in the UDA. This increases the risk of 
an area succumbing to flooding, as well as reducing the availability of water sources to satisfy the needs of the UDA.  
 
Mining 

Mining is a prominent aspect of the livelihood of the Porus DA. However, it also poses a threat on the growth and 
prosperity of the other major land uses. Approximately 94% of the Porus DA is designated as a mining lease area. All the 
communities except for Green Pond and a portion of the mid-west border have a future related to mining. Nearly three 
percent (3%) of the Porus DA is mined out & certified, while nine percent (9%) are future mining reserve areas, and ten 
percent (10%) are currently being mined, respectively. However, based on the Porus DA Mining Lease Area Operation 
chart, 55% of the DA is uncertain.  
 
Commercial, Institutional, and Industrial 

Commercial, Institutional, and Industrial uses are scarce in the Porus DA, and do not constitute as major land uses. The 
apparent absence of these uses may be attributed to the dominance of mining in the Development Area, wherein any 
development taking place after the mining leases may have to be temporary. Much of the existing commercial spaces are 
small shops owned by local residents. Also, there are only four primary and basic schools in the Porus DA, while the high 
schools are located within the Porus Urban Development Area. 

Based on Community Visioning Workshops, residents of the Porus DA would like to see the existing schools upgraded, or 
relocated to another place. A suggestion was to place a school near the south of the DA, at Robinsons Run. Also, in 
addition to the already existing health centre and post office at Harmons, residents would also like to see another health 
centre just south of Saint Tooles, in order to service the steadily growing population. In order to service the social needs of 
the community, it was suggested that community centres be located just north of Robinsons Run, outside of Reeves 
Wood, and two more south west of Saint Tooles. It was also voiced that the DA could be improved with more commercial 
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and entertainment services, particularly along the 1st class roadway south of Saint Tooles. These complexes can not only 
serve the residents who live in the south, but also residents in the neighbouring Parish of Clarendon. Community residents 
also voiced their concerns regarding garbage disposal and pick up, and suggested that garbage collection is required in an 
around Harmons, as well as Reeves Wood.  
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E.2.    PORUS URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA (UDA) EXISTING LAND USE 

The Porus Urban Development Area (Urban area) is the growing centre of the Porus Development Area. It is currently 

1636.4 ha (4,043.7 acres) in size, encompassing the following communities: 

 
1. Porus 
2. Arcadia 
3. Tax Hall or Compass Hall 
4. Trinity 
5. Old Porus 
6. Whitefield Hill 
7. Ayton Field 
8. Coffee Grove 
9. Greenwich 
10. Redberry 
11. Waite-A-Bit 
12. Dawkins Porus or Encombe 
13. Spring Grove 

 
 
Urban Centre 

Citizens of the Porus Development Area and Urban Development Area have recognised the need to strengthen the Porus 
Urban Development Area in order to service and accommodate the growing population. The Township or Urban 
Development Area of Porus is categorised as a Local Town with the following potential: 

1. Agro Processing Industry 
2. Industrial Growth (with the passage of Highway 2000) 
3. Commerce Growth 
4. Tourist & Heritage Growth (Porus as a Historic Town) 
5. Rapid Housing Growth 

Furthermore, the construction of Highway 2000 will severely impact Porus and the surrounding communities. It is strongly 
suggested that the Highway 2000 not directly run through the UDA, but have exit ramps in order to be able to access the 
shops and stands that will be displaced once construction of the Highway is completed. This aspect can also be promoted 
as a tourist attraction for visitors.  
 
Shrub and Woodland, and Undisturbed Woodland 

According to the 2007 Land Use Chart Shrubs and Woodland cover 31% of the Urban Development Area, while 
Undisturbed Woodland consumes 19% of the Porus Urban Development Area. They cover much of the centre of the UDA, 
located near Redberry, Trinity, Porus, Old Porus, Waite-A-Bit, Tax Hall or Compass Hall, and Spring Grove. Since the 
population is projected to increase throughout the entire Parish within the next 20 years, it is recommended that part of the 
shrubs and woodlands be used for residential and commercial intensification, while the rest be put under conservation 
protection. Furthermore, the areas that are flood prone zones should be prohibited from any further development, 
particularly around Trinity and Redberry.  
 
Competing Land Uses and Mining 

The dominant competing land uses within the Porus Urban Development area are residential, industrial, agricultural, 
commercial, and institutional. The most prevalent competing land use is Residential, taking up 19% of the UDA. 
Residential settlement patterns are mostly found along the 1st and 2nd class roadways running through Tax Hall or 
Compass Hall, Porus, and Old Porus. According to the Family Unit Chart, 98% of residences in the Porus UDA are Single-
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family Units, while approximately 2% are Double Family Units, and less than one percent (1%) is Multi-family Units. 
Currently, there are approximately 1,367 units in the Porus UDA, with a housing density of 1.8 du/ acre in the residential 
areas, and a housing density of 0.3 du/ acre in the entire UDA. Overall, the current density is relatively low, and could 
benefit to increase over the years to come. Therefore, in order to cater to the increasing population it is recommended that 
development occur on the vacant lots (1% of land use coverage), in addition to some of the shrubs and woodland. 

In terms of commercial and institutional uses, there is currently a train station (not in use), post office, health centre, library, 
market, community centre, and 4 schools around the town of Porus. Not only do these services cater to the UDA and the 
DA, but they also generate people coming from the neighbouring Parish of Clarendon. Commercial and institutional uses 
consume three percent (3%) and one percent (1%), respectively, of land in the Urban Development Area of Porus. 
However, based on the Community Visioning process, recommendations were also made to implement another library 
near Trinity, as well as a basic/ primary school, since a majority of the schools in Porus are secondary schools. There is 
also a desire for a fire station to be constructed in Porus in order to service the UDA and the DA. Since the surrounding 
Development Area of Williamsfield also lacks a fire station, Porus relies on either Christiana DA or the Parish of Clarendon 
to provide fire prevention services. With regards to the train station, a revitalised railway system may spur economic 
growth in the area, and effectively provide a viable means of mass transit. Not only will this promote alternatives to 
automobile usage around Porus, but also for the rest of Jamaica.  

Furthermore, the Porus UDA also has the potential to prosper as an agro-processing industry area. Currently, agricultural 
and industrial lands make up 7% and 15%, respectively, of the land use in the Porus UDA. Lands used for agriculture 
purposes are scattered throughout the UDA, but are dominantly clustered near Trinity, Tax Hall or Compass Hall, and 
Spring Grove; while industrial lands are mostly found around Dawkins Porus or Encombe.  

However, with the current existence of mining leases within the area, the prosperity of all of the abovementioned land uses 
is threatened. At the moment, 77% of the Porus Urban Development Area is considered to be under a mining lease, with 
only 57% of the UDA lands having no interest in mining (see Mining Lease Area Operation chart and Mining Lease Plan 
chart). Also, 16% of the land is currently being mined, while none of the areas are considered to be a future mining 
reserve, and four percent (4%) is already mined out and certified. At the moment one percent (1%) of the lands under 
mining lease operations is uncertain. The area that is currently being mined can be found near Spring Grove, and Dawkins 
Porus or Encombe, while the land in and surrounding the town of Porus is considered to be the 23% of land which makes 
up the non-mining lease area.  
 
Areas under Development and Infrastructure 

Lands currently experiencing development makes up two percent (2%) of the UDA, demonstrating that the UDA is slowly 
but surely growing. After developments are completed and identified, the uses will be absorbed within the competing land 
uses of residential, agriculture, commercial, and industrial. Also, the infrastructure that is in place to support the Porus 
UDA occupies one percent (1%) of the land use coverage. They are mainly telecommunication network, water systems, 
old railway station and power substations. As the Urban Development Area continues to grow, measures should be put in 
place to ensure that the current infrastructure is improved to support the growing population. The citizens of Manchester 
especially those living in the Porus DA and UDA should lobby with the Central government to get the railway system back 
in operation; since its reinstatement could be beneficial not only to the development of Porus, but also Jamaica. 
 
Informal Development 

The Porus UDA is not heavily affected by informal development which accounts for a little less than one percent (1%) 
coverage of the land. However, measures should be put in place to ensure that this land use remains significantly low and 
does not get out of control. At this time there are no public cemeteries within the entire Porus DA. Cemeteries that exist are 
small family plots that are dispersed throughout the region. The continuation of this practice may pose a problem to the 
development of the Porus UDA, since cemeteries often devalue the prices of surrounding properties and pose a threat to 
the natural environment, if not controlled. Therefore, family burial plots should be prohibited and all burials should be 
redirected to a new public cemetery constructed preferably in the Coffee Grove area that falls in the outskirts of the 
Williamsfield DA closer to the woodland areas.  
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F. PROPOSED LAND USE 
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G. STRATEGIES & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Porus DA Plan is not complete unless there is an implementation strategy to reinforce the community aspiration and 

the proposed land use in the following sectors: Natural Environment, Social Environment, Economic Environment and Built 
Environment. This can be achieved through a variety of planning tools the DA can bring to bear to make things happen 
through the influence of Local Planning Authority, relevant Central Government Agencies and citizens to fulfill this DA Plan 
objective on a short, medium and long-term basis. 

250 Leaders from across Manchester, with representatives from Porus, deliberated over the Parish’s 2030 
Goals at the Manchester Planning Forum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Participants voted on the Importance and Difficulty of attaining the goals in the 2030 Plans 

G.1. Natural Environment 

The goals pertaining to the Natural Environment were generally cast towards being very important, yet not difficult to 

achieve. Citizens of the Manchester, and representatives from other parts of Jamaica recognised the need to create an 
environmentally sound community, and the benefits that can be gained from doing so. The following are examples of the 
goals that were voted as very important and needing short to mid term implementation strategies by the MPDC’s partners: 

• Manchester will be at the forefront of promoting a ‘GREEN AGENDA’ to accomplish best practices in ensuring 
the preservation of our natural environment assets, the reclamation of lands impacted by mining and the proper 
disposal of waste. 

• Create an adequate amount of recreational facilities, parks, and open spaces, on our urban areas, while also 
preserving and protecting the forested areas, and greenbelts that the Parish is known for. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Preserve the existing watershed areas. The Porus DA has adequate water sources (surface and sub-surface) 
within the area which can be safeguarded with a renewed onus to protect these water sources from the part of 
the citizens throughout all the communities. It will be important to have educational initiatives that highlight the 
risks of surface and sub-surface water contamination and the benefits and role of forest preservation in order to 
help reduce flooding, sediment intrusion and continued rainfall amounts to these areas to replenish the rivers and 
underground systems. 
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2. Promote tree-farming programs. This will help to enhance reforestation efforts post-mining in several areas of 
the Porus DA (through the creation of nurseries to supply trees). Additionally, these tree-farming programs will 
allow for a new economic source, as the trees planted will not only be timber, but will include a variety of fruit 
trees. These fruit trees will then be able to supply local fruit vendors in the proposed craft/ fruit vending area. 
Finally, tree-farming brings with it the opportunity to encourage carbon sequestration and will help to reduce soil 
erosion and surface run-off.  

3. Improve air quality with the collaborative efforts of the 
mining companies. With concerns regarding health risks 
(lung related problems) mostly attributed to dust generation 
from the mining activities within the area, it is important to 
ensure that this is controlled at a minimum. Ensuring air 
quality monitoring/ methods can control dust emissions. This 
can also be achieved by reserving sections of forests within 
mining leases to play a dual role of being dust and noise 
buffers to further protect the health of citizens in close 
proximity to these mining activities. 

4. Creation of park spaces and sport facilities. Creating 
recreational opportunities for the population across the Porus 
DA will help to improve daily lifestyles and build better 
cohesion between all the communities through the promotion 
of social integration in both relaxing and active settings/ 
environments. The vibrancy of the area will be sustained and 
community/ neighbourhood safety enhanced. Park spaces 
will be an additional outlet to plant more trees to provide 
shade, improve air quality and all the other benefits trees 
offer.  

5. Preserve agricultural lands. The Porus DA is traditionally a 
strong farming community and continues to display a high-
level of enthusiasm for this sector. By ensuring the 
preservation of agricultural lands, this will eliminate the 
competition with all other forms of development, notably mining and housing which have resulted in resettlement 
of displaced families to other areas. Also, it is with this in mind that their demands necessitate immediate 
intervention to safeguard lands suitable for agricultural productivity. The increases in available agricultural lands 
will help to improve fruit and vegetable supplies for potential value-added industries such as agro-processing 
development within the DA.  

6. Promote environmental stewardship. This will help community members of the Porus DA to recognise the 
value of protecting and preserving the natural environment and its assets. With its close proximity to forests and 
water systems (Milk River watershed for instance), it has the opportunity to maintain these eco-sensitive areas. 
With the existing and upcoming mining activities in the area, environmental responsibility will be vital especially 
for the reforestation of areas lacking vegetation/ biodiversity, and/ or areas that have suffered from habitat 
fragmentation. 

 

G.2. Social Environment 

Participants expressed that upgrading the existing social infrastructure, including education was necessary to the well-

being of Manchester’s communities. The following are examples of goals that were thought to be of extreme importance, 
but not being difficult to achieve: 

The ortanique orange was developed in 
Manchester. 
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• Promote the importance of having the most skilled workforce to support all job sectors from manufacturing in 
Williamsfield, eco-tourism in South Manchester, agriculture in Asia and Mile Gully, and a diversified economy in 
Mandeville. 

• Promote local and national knowledge of cultural heritage and current social issues through public education 
programs/initiatives/campaigns.  

 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Revitalise the Porus Community Centre. The Porus Community Centre is the oldest on the island and is a 
landmark within the Town. In recent years, the community centre has fallen into disrepair and poor management, 
but is still heavily utilised by locals for various activities. There is the immediate need for improvement in the local 
management of the community centre in order to update and maintain the facilities for the betterment of the 
Porus community for the future. 

2. Maintain civic involvement within the Porus DA. The community of Porus has the opportunity to enhance civic 
participation in the area, which will prove to be integral since the area has a reputation of vibrancy. This can be 
accomplished through the creation of more community-based projects (such as creating park spaces), greater 
public education on the importance of civic participation and by an endorsement to refurbish and properly 
maintain the facilities of the community centre. 

3. Upgrade the educational infrastructure. There is an existing problem with overcrowding in the local schools 
and this can affect the students’ abilities to learn. Therefore, in order to ensure an educated population it will be 
necessary to expand and improve the school infrastructure to handle increases in the schools’ populations and to 
alleviate any potential for overcrowding in the future. The Porus High School, for example, is a major institution in 
the DA that requires immediate improvements in its facilities to accommodate the student population.   

4. Increase dialogue with mining companies. This can be done through the formation of a community council in 
all areas slated for mining. A strong community council will help to increase communication between the 
community and the mining companies. This is a model that can be replicated in other parts of Manchester, as it 
will give the community the opportunity to coordinate post-mining sustainable development projects and 
encourage potential new investments (such as tree farming, housing developments, and so on) in the Porus DA. 

5. Improve the health centre to handle adjustments in population. It is integral for the social services to be at 
the optimum, wherein health care is one of the top priorities for any area that believes in the growth and 
sustenance of their local population. Upgrading of the existing health centre facility will ensure improvements in 
medical care, which is especially important with major health concerns caused by the aftermath of flooding and 
dust generated from bauxite mining operations within the area.  

6. Explore the feasibility of a fire station 
in the Porus DA. The closest fire service 
to the Porus DA is in Central Mandeville 
(a total of 10 miles/15.9 km away). This 
brings into account the average response 
time to any emergency in the area and 
also the sufficiency of this time to handle 
an immediate and dangerous situation. 
With the area having the potential to 
become a historic town (due to its strong 
historical assets) and opportunities for 
new housing developments (overall 
growth) it is logical to examine the 
possibility of locating a fire station within 
the area to protect these infrastructures.  

The Mandeville Fire Station. 
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G.3. Economic Environment 

A majority of the goals regarding the economic environment were perceived to be very important, yet not too difficult to 

achieve. The following goals are examples which were voted to need the MPDC’s partners’ short-term implementation 
strategies: 

• Develop new agricultural technologies and “best farming techniques” to maximise the quantity and quality of 
products to maximise year round production. 

• Re-establish the Parish as a leader in financial services and retail trade to support the growing population and 
jobs. 

• Maximise the Parish’s economic development potential with a sustainable tourism strategy from Community 
tourism, eco-tourism and heritage tourism. 

 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Develop agro-processing and craft industries. This will create much needed job opportunities for the local 
residents. Agro-processing will help to protect agricultural lands under threat from other types of development 
through value-added production. The introduction of a craft industry will encourage and develop the creative 
sector of the population by providing an outlet to create and more importantly contribute to the diversifying of the 
local economy of the Porus DA. The craft industry will be the main suppliers of authentic local crafts and arts to 
sell to tourists and outside markets as souvenirs.  

2. Provide signage along the Highway 2000 for local attractions. Plan and design signage along the proposed 
leg of Highway 2000 to highlight interesting sights (such as historic buildings, shopping, restaurants, parks, etc.) 
and rest stops in the Porus Town Centre and the entire DA. 

3. Create a central public market with craft and fruit vending. This will be sited within the Porus Town Centre. 
With the advent of the second leg of Highway 2000 (by-pass) it will be important to ensure that there will not be a 
decline in potential buyers from local vending posts along the main thoroughfare that runs through the Porus 
Town Centre. A well-designed craft/ fruit vending area will need to be developed to centrally accommodate all the 
vendors that would be by-passed because of the new Highway. Some design elements to be included in the 
future craft/fruit vending market will be: 

a. Colourful and vibrant stalls made of natural materials (wood, thatch, etc.) 

b. Semi-pervious/paved walkways 

c. Properly landscaped with native shade/ornamental trees and plants/flowers 

d. Rest rooms connected to constructed wetland 

e. Ample parking spaces and lay-by for vehicles to pull-off the road safely 

f. Covered (flexi-glass) outdoor seating areas 

*See below, Artist rendering. 

4. Utilise farmers’ co-op to educate and train local farmers within the Porus DA. The DA is traditionally a 
strong farming community and there is the opportunity to strengthen this human resource through a proper and 
effective training program for farmers with an emphasis on recruiting young farmers. Some areas of focus will 
include the following:  

a. Organic farming (mulch) 

b. Composting 
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c. Proper use of artificial chemicals (pesticides and fertilisers)  

d. Water contamination 

e. Seeking markets for produce 

An extension of the program will examine the introduction of greenhouse technology to advance the conventional 
farming methods and increase productivity to supply effectively the potential agro-processing industries within the 
Porus DA. Education and training for local farmers will help to ensure that the local agricultural sector remains a 
mainstay of the economy. 

5. Promote tourism through the transformation of Porus as a historic town. The Porus DA has a lot of pride in 
its past, once seen as the major ‘gateway’ into Manchester and the town of Mandeville from the east; it is rich in 
history and historical assets. These include a number of potential heritage sites of buildings such as the 
community centre, the oldest in Jamaica which can be attached to tour packages. With its proximity to Mandeville 
and the second leg of Highway 2000, the Porus town centre has an opportunity to capitalise on this to attract 
potential visitors/ tourists into the area. With the construction of a by-pass, this may potentially result in a 
lessening of high volumes of daily traffic that would facilitate a pedestrian-friendly town with places for street-side 
cafes and restaurants. This proposed transformation maybe critical in preserving the area’s community vibrancy 
for the future.  

6. Utilise Highway 2000 for increased market access for agricultural produce, value-added products, and 
crafts. This will open opportunities for commerce, trade, and easier transportation of goods (reduction in 
travelling time). It is important to take every advantage of this transportation infrastructure to maintain the 
vibrancy and simultaneously advance Porus’ and the Parish’s economy and enhance human capital. Additionally, 
with the proximity of Porus to existing railways, this could potentially be an alternative for the movement/ 
transportation of local products to and from outside markets. This transportation infrastructure will help to 
determine future sites for industrial/manufacturing entities/ enterprises within the DA. 

 

Artist rendering of a proposed new public market for  Porus ’ craft and fruit v endors . 
Design: Phil Rodriques, MPDC 
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G.4. Built Environment 

Based on the voting results, 57% of the participants thought that the overall Built Environment goals were very important 

and not difficult to achieve; while only 6% of the voters found these goals to not be so important and very difficult to 
accomplish. The following goals represent those which over 70% of the voters found to be not difficult yet very important: 

• Preserve the historic character of the Mandeville Town Centre through redesigning/ designating stricter building 
codes, signage, parking, architectural design, etc. 

• Strengthen the expanding neighbourhoods- Perth, Knockpatrick, Greenvale with retail and commercial uses to 
better support the communities’ needs and to relieve congestion in Mandeville. 

• Ensure adequate funding for both the maintenance of our current road network and for future roads, rail and 
aviation needs. 

Meanwhile, there was one goal that was voted as being very important yet difficult to achieve. Hence, it is suggested that 
this particular goal requires strong leadership from the MPDC and its Partners, along with “long term implementation 
strategies”. The following goal is stated as: 

• Reintroduce air and railway service that efficiently transports Manchester’s people and goods to the rest of the 
island to maximise its central location. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Designate land space for future commercial developments. This will help to add support and strengthen the 
existing retail/commercial district in the town of Porus. The existing commercial area runs along the major 
thoroughfare that also supports the connectivity to Mandeville and is therefore limited/restricted by the availability 
of space for potential expansion. The area has the available lands for development and infill development 
opportunities in derelict areas to direct potential commercial construction. 

2. Upgrade water infrastructure and promote efficiency of usage. The Porus DA has adequate water sources 
(surface and sub-surface systems) but lacks the necessary infrastructure to supply and distribute this precious 
resource to its citizenry, especially those located in hilly and isolated areas. The use of renewable energy on 
pumping stations can be one solution to tackle this problem; the other will have to address the need for more 
pipes being implemented. The farming sector will be enhanced through proper irrigation of crops/produce and set 
the stage for agro-processing developments within the Porus DA. A program should be developed that highlights 
the importance of water conservation and examines the risks of water contamination. This will help to reinforce 
the highest level of Environmental Stewardship.  

3. Designations of ‘no build zones’. This will enforce and outline where all forms of development should be 
undertaken. It will also ensure that disaster prone areas will be abandoned and/or remain in their natural state. 
Some of these areas where no build designations would be applicable includes: Harmons, Redberry, Green Pond 
and Trinity. The existing GIS data has already identified all the natural depression areas and this will in addition 
help to secure and/or improve the natural drainage of the area.  

4. Create a Land Use Plan to promote sustainable communities for all new developments. This will ensure 
that land uses are properly planned and laid out in a sustainable manner that will help to strengthen land uses in 
communities through compatibility and also help to promote compact developments that can foster walkability 
and provide options in modes of transportation. These sustainable communities will have all the appropriate land 
uses within it, inclusive of retail/ commercial developments and park/ recreational spaces.  

5. Improve existing road networks and the railway to enhance the movement of goods and people. The 
Porus DA has a strong road network encouraging adequate connectivity throughout the area. It also allows for 
connectivity with Mandeville that is a support centre for a myriad of services not found within the Porus Town 
Centre and the rest of the DA. The enhancement of the road infrastructure will ensure greater and more efficient 
movement through the reduction of vehicular wear and tear and reduction in average travel/trip time. The re-
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establishment of the existing railway infrastructure will contribute to the improved movement of goods and 
people. This will be an asset to the potential agro-processing industries to transport agro-processed/value-added 
products and craft products to outside markets. 

6. Encourage infill development in derelict areas. This will ensure that valuable lands (such as agricultural lands) 
are protected from emerging developments. In addition, new developments will be directed into areas that once 
had and require some amount of developments to re-energise the area. Ultimately, infill development will 
encourage optimum usage of available lands throughout the Porus DA.    

7. Improve waste collection and 
disposal within the Porus DA. This 
will ensure a systematic collection 
and disposal of the waste generated 
by the Porus DA. Proper waste 
disposal will improve the natural 
environment and protect/safeguard 
resources such as rivers (surface and 
sub-surface). It also necessitates a 
Waste Collection Plan with strategic 
locations for communal skips/ dumps 
introduced and installed along 
specific road networks within the DA. 
One facet of this waste issue will be 
implementing a program that 
examines ‘waste reduction and 
diversion’, as the community has an 
onus to ensure that the waste 
produced is kept at manageable 
amount/quantity.  

8. Provision of adequate parking facilities. This will help to eliminate the problem of traffic congestion along town 
roads usually the result of on-street parking. More organised parking spaces/facilities will enhance pedestrian 
safety as the full use of narrow roads and their sidewalks are usually blocked/ hindered/ impeded by parked 
vehicles. Porus has the potential to become a ‘Historic Town’ and this means potential tourists (local and foreign) 
coming into the area. This would call for planned parking facilities and lay-bys in instances such as along the 
Craft/Fruit Vending area.  

 
 

 

Revitalising the rail service will be integral in m oving people and goods 
effectively across Manchester. 
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A. OVERVIEW OF WILLIAMSFIELD DEVELOPMENT AREA 

The town of Williamsfield is approximately six miles northeast of Mandeville, in the valley between the Manchester 

Plateau and Shooter’s Hill. Williamsfield began as a small town, located on the Kingston to Mandeville main road, which 
became an active market and processing centre for the surrounding agricultural communities. After extension of the 
railway in the 1930s the town became Manchester’s agro-processing hub.   

The DA is Manchester’s centre of manufacturing and the location of the WINDALCO Kirkvine Works at Shooters Hill. While 
outlying parts remain devoted to farming, the area also contains growing residential developments. The DA has gone 
through significant changes, including the effects of the closure of the railway, the expansion of road traffic, and the growth 
of suburban Mandeville. Though the area lost some of the population after closure of the railway, it may see new growth, 
based on the construction of Highway 2000 (depending on the final route of the Highway).   

The growth of Mandeville and its suburbs has accelerated since the mid 1980s.  Thus, these two events may account for 
the fact that the town retains its old-time character, which to many is an attractive feature. The Williamsfield Great House 
has been identified as a national monument by the National Heritage Trust.  Located off the Williamsfield to Mandeville 
route, the house is a fine example of local architecture and should be protected.   

The entire town of Williamsfield needs to be treated as a historic settlement, with special protection for the railway station, 
the pond, and historic structures along the main street, including restoration of façades.  

 

a. Community Involvement to Date 

Williamsfield has a very active Development Area Committee. It meets monthly and coordinates with other community-
based organisations such as the Bellefield Community Development Committee on projects for enhanced community 
development.  

Several communities within Williamsfield participated in the first annual “Best Community Contest”, held island-wide, where 
communities take on improvement projects and are judged in relation to other entrants.  

 

SDC and PDC Community 
Workshop held at the 
Kirkvine Sports Complex. 

The Williamsfield DA 
Community Engagement 
Workshop hosted in the 
mid-summer of 2007. 
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B. SNAPSHOT OF  WILLIAMSFIELD DA TODAY 

Development 
Area 

1991 2001 

Williamsfield 9463 12508 

 
2001 Population Area 

(Ha) 
Female Male Total   

6279 6229 12508 4241 

 
Source: STATIN, 1991 & 2001 
 

a. Trends 

In 2001, the Williamsfield Census Special Area held only about 2.8% of Manchester’s population. However, between 1991 
and 2001, it had the second fastest growth rate in the Parish, averaging over 2.5% per year.  This was slower than the 
4.8% average annual growth recorded between 1982 and 1991, the highest in the Parish for the period.   

 

Projected Years 2011 2021 2030 

Projected 
Population 

15553 19441 22940 

 
Source: MPDC 
 

Williamsfield’s growth has been due to: 

• The profitability of its agriculture, agro-processing and industry;  
• Its role as a dormitory town for the Kirkvine Mining Plant;  
• Bauxite resettlement developments; and, more recently,  
• Its popularity as a location for suburban residential development, especially among returning residents.  

Despite the rapid population growth in this growth centre, the town of Williamsfield and much of the DA have retained their 
rural character. Based on the assumed continuation of an average annual growth rate of 2.1%, the TPD estimated that by 
2015, the Williamsfield population would more than double to approximately 7,013. According to the 1982-1991 trends in 
the younger and older age groups, it was also anticipated that there would be “a greater need for educational and health 
facilities, among other social services and infrastructure, in order to facilitate the future population.” 

The 2001 population total suggests that the projected growth rate might even be exceeded. 

 

b. Current projects 

Williamsfield’s Development Area Committee is currently undertaking two major projects. Funding proposals have been 
prepared for a community-based (owned and managed) commercial centre which will provide essential services and retail 
services to the residents, in order to reduce trips to Mandeville as well as to provide local  employment and income 
opportunities for residents. 
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A second major project being undertaken is a bio-gas plant at Bellefield High School where organic waste will be used for 
fuel to create energy for the school.  The project is an example of progressiveness in the Parish and what can be 
accomplished at the community level.  
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C. DEVELOPMENT ISSUES & CHALLENGES 

a. Natural Environment 

The town of Williamsfield lies in a narrow pass between the Manchester Plateau and the mountains to the east. There is 

little surface drainage. However there is a landmark in the centre of Williamsfield which is a natural pond. Its level reflects 
rainfall volumes and changing groundwater levels. 

A band of lowland seasonal evergreen forest 
remains on the slopes of Melrose Hill east of 
Williamsfield, along with extensive disturbed forest 
remnants.  In 1998, 30% to 40% of the DA was used 
for large and small-scale agriculture and agro-
forestry.  

In terms of environmental issues and concerns, DA 
residents spoke of the prevalence of sinus and other 
respiratory illnesses, which they believe is related to 
the Kirkvine plant. Other bauxite/alumina-related 
problems are: 

• Acid rain on produce (fruit trees are greatly 
affected); 

• Dust and emission from WINDALCO; 
• Rotting of zinc, grills; 
• Offensive odor from the mud lake; and 
• Noise pollution from pumps and pipes 

 
People in Cool Shade (Kendal) speak of a bad (caustic) smell “from bauxite” that pollutes the area, especially at night, and 
of “cloudy mist coming from the WINDALCO plant” that “damages roofs and pollutes water in tanks.” These and other 
problems listed are not compensated by the bauxite company, which pays only for dust nuisance. 

Deforestation continues to be a serious concern, as more and more forests are removed indiscriminately for cultivation. 
Another factor is the number of households relying on wood and charcoal for cooking fuel, which increased up to 1991. 
This has led to further deforestation especially in agricultural communities where dependence on this type of fuel is the 
greatest.   

Garbage disposal is also a continuing environmental problem. The absence of containers or skips and collection in a 
number of districts (including Bombay and Free Town) means that garbage is buried or burned.  As a result, poor garbage 
management creates a mosquito problem. 

  

b. Social Environment 

Migration out of Williamsfield is a problem as many go to live elsewhere in order to find work. For instance, after leaving 
high school or university, students have difficulty finding work.  Therefore, some leave the area in search for employment 
opportunities.   

Two clinics serve the Williamsfield DA: Bellefield, a Type II Health Centre; and Bombay, recently upgraded from Type I to 
Type III. For other needs, residents go to Mandeville. Health problems mentioned most often during data gathering were 
dust-related sinusitis and teen pregnancies. 

The TPD noted a great need for a secondary school as approximately 31% of the school population fell in the age group of 
15 - 19 years. There was no overcrowding in schools in 1996. However, in addition to the need for a secondary school, 
more schools for all educational levels will be needed to the support the rapid increasing population. 

An all too familiar sight within the Williamsfield DA. 
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In Williamsfield, residents speak of little or no crime and an excellent relationship with the police. Common problems 
elsewhere are praedial larceny and domestic violence.  A suggested solution to the former is for the JAS to organise 
volunteer wardens.   

The area fosters industry because of its proximity to the main highway, to fertile and productive agricultural areas suited to 
coffee, cocoa, pimento and citrus, to Mandeville, and to a major labour force. Those advantages will be reinforced by the 
arrival of Highway 2000, scheduled for 2007, and in the longer term (+20 years) by the reopening of the railway. In 

addition, and most significantly, three of the 
manufacturing factories are long-established firms 
which can serve as models for future start-ups. 

The Development Area’s agriculture has gone 
through several transitions from a mix of large 
plantations and subsistence farming to 
predominantly small and subsistence farming; and 
from large-scale coffee, oranges and bananas to 
cattle and dairy plus mixed vegetable cultivation.   

Williamsfield and its immediate environs are 
surrounded by mining lease lands, some of which 
have been mined out and returned to grasslands, 
some of which are being mined and some of which 
are to be mined, in some cases in the near future.  
Communities north and east of Williamsfield fear that 
imminent mining activities will impact farming and 
livelihoods. 

 

c. Economic Environment 

Williamsfield's main economic activities are bauxite mining and processing, as well as agriculture and agro-
processing/manufacturing. Agriculture is mainly concentrated in the northern and eastern communities – Bellefield, 
Davyton, Cumberland/Cave Valley, Banana Ground and Blue Mountain.   

With such a wide range of opportunities in agriculture, mining, manufacturing, retail trade and transportation, roughly 91% 
of the labour force was employed in 1991. However, in late 2003, all districts spoke of the high unemployment as a primary 
problem in their area. Several communities see lack of skills as a major setback.  A skills training centre is the first item in 
Bellefield’s vision for the community. 

Nevertheless, Williamsfield remains the industrial hub for the Parish, with five manufacturing companies: 

1. Picka Peppa  
2. Jamaica Standard Products 
3. Cocoa Factory 
4. WINDALCO 
5. Jamaica Drip Irrigation 

 

d. Built Environment 

One site has been identified by the National Heritage Trust as a national monument- this is the Williamsfield Great House. 
It is located on the Williamsfield to Mandeville route and is a fine example of local architecture which should be protected. 

In terms of infrastructure, Williamsfield is a dormitory town relying heavily on commercial and social services in Mandeville. 
This has created much strain on the Parish's capital infrastructure and amenities.   

The 20/20 Cricket Finals held in the Comfort distri ct in August 
2006. 
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The road network consists of the main highway (Melrose bypass) from Kingston to Savanna-la-mar, which is located at the 
edge of the town, with one branch passing through the middle of the town. This route connects to the main road from 
Kendal and Shooters Hill in the west, to Hope Village and Bellefield in the east, on to several Parish Council roads and 
tracks.   

With regards to housing, almost all of the units found within the study area are mostly detached three bedrooms, single-
family residences.  There is no evidence of multi-family or high density developments such as town houses or apartments. 
This can be attributed to the unavailability of land for development and the absence of infrastructure such as a central 
sewer system. 

The absence of central sewage disposal systems in the Parish has resulted in the use of pit latrines and septic tanks and 
absorption pits. There are no future plans for the construction of a central sewage system in Williamsfield; hence, existing 
methods of disposal will continue for sometime yet.   

Williamsfield also has no dumpsites, or areas with collection of garbage.  In the more rural communities garbage is 
normally burnt or used as mulch in order to avoid garbage accumulation. Meanwhile, the more modern communities in 
proximity to Mandeville have efficient garbage collection and disposal facilities, with collection being done on a regular 
basis. 

The majority of households within Williamsfield’s urban limits rely on private water supply from catchment tanks. This will 
continue to be the main source of water supply for a long time since there are no other options due to the high cost 
associated with the provision of public piped water supply in this area.   
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D. COMMUNITY ASPIRATIONS  

The citizens of Williamsfield envision the DA as the manufacturing hub of Manchester. Building upon the strong presence 

of industry in the area, this would entail further diversification of the economy and additions to the manufacturing and agro-
processing sector.  Many of the smaller communities within the DA would like to see agro-processing and essentially 
employment opportunities in their communities.  

Relating to employment is the strengthening of education. Residents would like to see improved literacy, skills training, and 
basic school additions in order to achieve better education.   

Citizens recognise the need for new or stronger community 
organisations to represent their interests. They feel that special 
interest groups, such as the JAS, youth clubs, PTA and Golden 
Age clubs, have too narrow a focus - “We need something to 
bring everyone together.”   

People in many parts of the DA feel the need for piped water.  
Several communities or districts feel the need for more 
streetlights, and electricity. Phone lines are also lacking in 
some areas. 

Residents emphasised the importance of road repairs. They 
also noted that drains need to be cleaned and said they needed 
“sanitary inspectors to visit the area to ensure that garbage and 
other things are not thrown around in the environment.”  

Farmers feel the need for advocacy for land. They feel the 
farming area is going to be mined out and that they require 
assistance to lobby for the government to protect agricultural 
lands for the future.  

Services such as banking, storage for produce, and others need to be strengthened. This would complement the 
aspirations noted by community persons of increased commercial opportunities such as cocoa processing, butter and 
cheese production, and the resuscitation of rail service. 

Mr. Desmond Wilson, Chairman of the Williamsfield 
Development Area Committee, envisions a brighter 
future for the DA . 
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E. EXISTING LAND USE  

This section looks at the existing land use within the Williamsfield Development Area and the Williamsfield Urban 

Development Area (Urban Fence Area); and analyses how well lands are being utilised for the needs of the residents living 
in these areas. For the purpose of this document the difference between Development Area and Urban Development Area 
is outlined as follows: 

1. Williamsfield Development Area: A group of communities within a specified geography area who associates 
themselves with a town area that meets their needs. Hence, these communities could become the rural area of 
that town area. 

2. Williamsfield Urban Development Area: It is a defined centre that is urban in nature with an imaginary boundary 
that services the local community within a geographic area (Urban Fence Area).  

The term “Existing Land Use” looks at the way lands within the Williamsfield Development Area are being used/consumed. 
The Land Use information is vital for studying three elements of land settlement which are; character, pattern and 
distribution. After understanding the three land settlement elements of an area, recommendations can then be made to 
govern and preserve the “existing and future” uses of land of that settlement or region. The land use information for the 
Manchester Sustainable Development Plan was formulated using two methods: 

A. A Land Use Survey101 

B. Manchester General Land Use Map102 
 

                                                   
101 A detailed land use survey done in the field by land use surveyors who record the existing uses on each property in a community. However, this process was 
done only for the Township area in Manchester (Urban Development Areas). 
102 The Manchester Land Utilisation Map information is a generalised  land use data that is based on a collection of major land use data such as Bauxite mining, 
Agriculture, forestry (proposed and existing) and  a generalised land settlement to cover the remaining Development Areas (rural areas) that was not covered by 
the Land Use Survey. The importance of this information is to give a general idea of how the lands in the remaining area are being used. 
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E.1.    WILLIAMSFIELD DEVELOPMENT AREA (DA) EXISTING LAND USE 

In the Williamsfield Development Area there are five major land use categories. These are as follows: 

1. Prime Agriculture Areas 
2. Power Utility Corridor 
3. Urban Centre 
4. Settlement Areas, Shrubs & Woodland Areas 
5. Undisturbed Woodland Areas 

The terrain of Williamsfield DA is unique in character, in that it is comprised of three mountain ranges: Shooters Hill, Blue 
Mountain and Melrose Hill. All three form a triangular buffer that protects the large plain of Williamsfield (Urban Area), 
which lies in the centre. The terrain gradually rises from 1250ft in Williamsfield to 3000 ft at Blue Mountain area in the 
north-east, 3000ft at Shooters Hill in the north-east and 1750ft at Melrose Hill in the south-east.  
 
Agriculture 

Based on the Williamsfield DA Land Utilisation chart, the dominant land use character is the agricultural use, with 36% of 
coverage found on the flatter regions of Williamsfield UDA, Blue Mountain, and Melrose, as well as Greenwich in the south 
and eastern sections of the DA. These prime agriculture areas can serve as the food basket and major income generator 
for the DA, and therefore needs to be preserved. A third of these prime agricultural lands are used for dairy production 
which is managed by the Alumina Company, WINDALCO. Although located within the Williamsfield UDA, these dairy lands 
surround the WINDALCO plant and act as a buffer zone for the plume emitting from the factory, which is harmful to other 
land use developments and human health. Every effort should be made to ensure that this buffer zone is maintained. 
 
Undisturbed Woodland 
The second primary land use is the undisturbed woodland area. It has 35% coverage of the steep hilly terrain of the DA, 
adding to the elevation and the cool climate (see Williamsfield DA Land Utilisation chart). Also, the south eastern region of 
the DA forms part of the Milk River watershed region which replenishes the underground water system. It is a source of 
domestic water supply accessible by pumps and wells in the Porus DA that supplies water to the residents of Williamsfield, 
Porus and Mandeville (see Williamsfield DA Land Utilisation map).  
 
Settlement Area and Shrub/ Woodland 

The settlement area and shrub/ woodland category is third, with coverage of 27%. It is cost effective to develop in 
Williamsfield DA due to its gentle terrain (1250ft to 3000ft) and availability of flat areas. Settlements found in the flat areas 
are: 

1. Coffee Grove 

2. Blue Mountain 

3. Banana Ground 

4. Williamsfield UDA (Urban Area) 

These settlements are separated by hills resulting in the formation of a cluster settlement, all within driving distance of the 
town centre. The only settlement that is linear103 in feature is that of Davyton which is logged between two hills, forcing 
most of the developments to take place along the Bellefield to Bombay main road. The residential properties that fall in 
these areas are mostly farmstead development. The domestic water and irrigation supply to these communities is currently 
serviced by one storage tank and five pumping stations all owned by the alumina company (WINDALCO). They are 
located at: 

1. Content 

2. Hope 

                                                   
103 Settlements that developed along a road way. 
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3. Russell Place 

4. Williamsfield 

5. Melrose 

However, the communities that use the storage tank are faced with disruption in water supply during dry periods. The 
Williamsfield DA has a Power Utility Corridor which is the main corridor for the Jamaica Public Service 124KV main line 
from Old Harbour Power Station in St Catherine. This is the heart of the main power supply to Manchester via Porus and 
Williamsfield. This is an asset to the DA, since it will be cost effective to supply power for future developments.  
 
Urban Centre 

The urban centre of the Williamsfield DA is the Williamsfield square that occupies one percent (1%) land coverage (see 
Williamsfield DA Land Utilisation chart). It sits on what was once prime agriculture land. The industrial nature and absence 
of commercial development (due to the buffer zone surrounding the alumina plant) are major drawbacks to the urban 
centre, and therefore affect the growth of the town square. Hence, the citizens of the Williamsfield DA satisfy their 
commercial needs by travelling to the nearby town of Mandeville, which is four (4) miles away.  
 
Commercial, Institutional and Industrial 

Retail shops are the only type of commercial activities found in the DA (except within the UDA) and are concentrated in 
the cluster settlements that are both farmstead and residential in character. Therefore most of the retail shops are located 
on residential sites owned by the home property owners. Commercial and large industrial uses are concentrated in the 
Williamsfield UDA due to the flat nature of the terrain of this area, adding to the economic and social survival of the 
residents. The institutional uses such as schools, health centres, postal offices, postal agencies and libraries are available, 
servicing the Williamsfield UDA, Coffee Grove, Banana Ground, Content and Davyton. The Williamsfield UDA is the only 
area that possesses two police stations that services the entire DA. However, it lacks a fire station. The DA has to access 
fire service from the neighbouring town of Christiana, approximately 10 miles away, and Mandeville which is approximately 
4 miles away. 
 
Recreational 

Only six (6) recreational areas are available in the Williamsfield DA, and are all located within the Williamsfield Urban 
Development Area (urban fence area). Four of these recreational facilities are playfield complexes made available to the 
public. It is within driving distance to communities (Content, Blue Mountain and Banana Ground) in the eastern section of 
the DA. The remaining two recreational facilities are a park and camp facility. The Park is located within Williamsfield town 
square and is well maintained but lacks seating furniture; while the camp facility is located in Kendal.  

Recreational use plays a vital role in creating a social bond between community residents. Due to the spatial layout of 
Content, Blue Mountain and Banana Ground, they all lack recreational facilities. Land spaces for such uses should be 
reserved, with more emphasis on passive park spaces to enhance the social growth of the communities. 
 
Mining 

Despite the five major land uses, there is a sixth land use that negatively affects the five land uses- this threat pertains to 
mining. Approximately 72% of the Williamsfield DA is under the mining lease program covering the north-west; west-
central, central, south, and south-east areas of the DA (see Williamsfield DA mining lease map & chart). The remaining 
28% of the DA is not affected by mining.  

The areas affected by mining are: 

1. Northern communities within the Williamsfield Urban Development Area (Bellefield and Williamsfield) 
2. Section of Coffee Grove 
3. Blue Mountain 
4. Banana Ground 
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However, mining in the Williamsfield DA has been around since the 1950s, with 34% of the lands already being mined out 
and reclaimed. These mined-out lands have been developed for agriculture, road network expansion and housing 
development. Therefore the communities that are on reclaimed lands are: 

1. North-western and southern communities within the Williamsfield UDA (Kendal, Hope Pen, Comfort and 
Melrose) 

2. Russell Place 
3. Section of Hanbury 

The areas that are not considered to be in the mining lease area are Content, Greenwich and a section of Davyton, which 
has coverage of five (5%). These communities should be used as part of the relocation program for the residents in the DA 
who will be displaced by the mining operation, in addition to the 28% of the DA that do not fall within the mining lease 
program and areas that are already reclaimed and do not form part of the WINDALCO plant buffer zone. 
 
Flooding 
Another factor that affects development in the Williamsfield DA is flooding which is confined to the lower terrain areas of 
750ft to 1200ft (see Williamsfield Flood Prone map). This contour region has a few depression areas located in Melrose 
Pen and Williamsfield UDA (Content and Shooter’s Hill). It should be noted that these areas form part of the of the Milk 
River watershed system and are constantly subjected to flooding. The existing characteristics of these areas should be 
preserved, with no further physical development allowed to take place. 
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E.2.    WILLIAMSFIELD URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA (UDA) EXISTING LAND USE 
 

The Williamsfield Urban Development Area (Urban area) is the growing centre of the Williamsfield Development Area and 

it is 2,170ha (5,361acres) in size, covering the following communities: 

1. Williamsfield Square 
2. Hope Village 
3. Kendal 
4. Wesley Mount 
5. Section of Hanbury 
6. Comfort 
7. Melrose Housing Scheme 
8. Bellefield 
9. Davyton 
10. Shooter’s Hill 
11. Russell Place 
12. Content (Napierston) 

Over the last seven years the Williamsfield UDA has experienced a boom in housing development, with the latest housing 
project being Phase 3 of the Melrose Mews Housing Scheme. Undertaken by the National Housing Development 
Corporation this scheme has over 400 residential lots. However, no provision is made for commercial use to service the 
needs of its future residents. This has added to the current situation faced by the residents of the Williamsfield DA which 
has to source their commerce and commercial needs from the already congested town of Mandeville. 
 
Urban Centre 

Citizens of the Williamsfield Development Area have recognised that their current local urban centre is weak and needs to 
be strengthened in order to accommodate the rapid growth of the UDA. The town of Williamsfield is categorised as an 
Emerging Centre and is deemed as an industrial town. However, with the future passage of Highway 2000 road 
development, the Williamsfield UDA would have to position itself to take advantage of the economic potential that the 
Highway 2000 project would bring to the Williamsfield DA. Therefore, the Williamsfield UDA has the potential to attract 
more industrial and housing development and also has the potential to diversify its economy by attracting commerce, as 
well as commercial and recreational uses that will lower the DA dependency level on Mandeville for jobs and commercial 
services. 
 
Spatial layout of the UDA 

The 2007 Land Use Survey map of the Williamsfield UDA revealed that a majority of the development occurs on the hilly 
terrain and not on the Williamsfield plain area. These are mainly housing developments that continue to spread 
southwards of the UDA into the DA (into areas of Melrose Pen and Browns Town), engulfing the few agriculture lands that 
are available. At the same time, it creates a sprawl effect on the urban area into the neighbouring Mandeville DA. Most of 
the new housing developments are high density, with provision of their own central sewage treatment plant. As 
aforementioned in the DA land use section, a majority of the lands on the flatter region of Williamsfield area that surrounds 
the WINDALCO plant forms part of a smoke plume and mining buffer zone for the plant, forcing development to sprawl on 
the hilly terrain of the UDA. It should be noted that 97% of the Williamsfield UDA is under the mining lease program, where 
32% of the area is being mined. Also 60% of area is already mined out, reclaimed and certified for various land use 
development (see Williamsfield Mining Lease & Mining Operation Plan Chart). 
 
Woodland 

The 2007 Land Use Coverage chart of the Williamsfield UDA shows that 46% of the region is in its natural woodland state 
with 12% of the woodland being undisturbed while 34% is shrubs/woodland due to deforestation caused by mining, 
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farming, physical development and natural disasters. The undisturbed woodland areas are relatively small and are 
dispersed throughout the UDA with the majority being in the Blue Mountain area, which is currently being mined. However, 
the undisturbed woodland areas are rapidly being lost to competing land uses, comprising mainly of mining and housing 
developments. Special effort should be made to protect the available woodland areas through the Forestry Act, as well as 
the need for a reforestation program to protect the soil. This is justified by the existing soil texture of the UDA, which is 
stony loam. This particular soil type has a high erosion rate if left exposed to the weathering elements and can therefore 
cause severe damage to physical infrastructure and loss of human life by way of landslide and flooding. 
 
Water and Drainage 

The depression/ natural drainage areas are gateways for surface water run-off to underground water aquifers and surface 
water bodies. They play an important role in the quantity of these systems. Although few in numbers they are not under 
threat by competing land uses as they are located on land owned by the Alumina Company. It should be noted that the 
woodland areas, the water bodies and the depression/natural drainage areas form the natural environment of the 
Williamsfield UDA and is vital to sustainability of the region. Special effort should be made to ensure that these areas are 
maintained and continue to carry out their function within the region. 
 
Competing Land Use 

The competing land uses of the Williamsfield UDA are agriculture, commercial, industrial, institutional and residential with 
a total coverage of 44% of the UDA. The most prevalent competing land use in the Williamsfield Urban Development Area 
is industrial which covers 15% of the urban fence designation. The types of industrial activity are bauxite mining, alumina 
processing and manufacturing. Bauxite mining is the most prevalent industrial activity that reshapes both the physical and 
natural environment. This is currently being done in Blue Mountain, Williamsfield and Shooters Hill areas. At the moment, 
97% of the UDA is under a mining lease, with 34% of these lands already being mined, and 33% already mined out and 
certified. There is only one alumina processing plant in the Williamsfield UDA which is the only one in the Parish of 
Manchester that takes the bauxite from the bauxite mining quarries. The manufacturing industries are found in 
Williamsfield Square, Russell Place and Kendal, together with the other two industrial activities, they are a major source of 
income to the residents of the Williamsfield DA. 

Residential is the second most competitive land use that consumes about 14% of the Urban Development Area. This land 
use has 1,680 residential homes that house approximately 9,903 Williamsfield UDA residents. Therefore, the occupancy 
ratio of the Williamsfield UDA would be 5 persons per dwelling unit. The Williamsfield Family Housing Type chart shows 
that the Williamsfield UDA is a low housing density area, with a density of 2.1 du/acre (dwelling unit per acre). However, 
the housing density within the entire UDA is less than 1du/acre.  Single-family housing units are the largest housing unit 
types in the UDA, while multi-family units are the lowest (see Williamsfield Family Housing Type chart). This type of 
residential development complements the soil type that exists in the area. 

As aforementioned there are two soil types that exist within the Williamsfield UDA, stony loam and clay loam. The clay 
loam is found on the northern region of the UDA that is fertile and has a slow water percolation rate. This slow rate can 
subject an area to flooding if found in a low line or valley area such as Kendal, Shooters Hill and Williamsfield (see soil 
type map). The stony loam covers most of the UDA. The soil has a high water percolation rate. Most of the housing 
developments are mostly constructed in areas that have the stony loam soil type. Although these residential developments 
are low in density, home owners are slowly converting their single-family units into double and multi-family units to meet 
the growing rental demand from persons outside the area seeking jobs and working in Mandeville but cannot afford to 
either purchase or rent a home in Mandeville. Therefore, Williamsfield provides the comfort zone. However this unplanned 
conversion of homes increases unplanned population densities which will put a pressure on the existing social 
infrastructure such as water. 

Since the Williamsfield UDA forms part of the Milk River watershed area, an increase of unplanned density will also 
increase the rate of sewage disposal from homes. Most homes use septic and absorption pit systems, which increase the 
amount of effluent from these systems. This can lead to pollution of the underground water table that lies beneath the 
UDA. If this happens, Williamsfield will have to look to Porus for sources of domestic water supply. This can be costly to 
source; which is a current problem in Mandeville. It is recommended that the Local Authority put in place a monitoring 
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system where residents have to apply to have their single-family units converted into multi-family units to ensure that the 
Williamsfield UDA remains typically low density. 

Similar to housing, where rental-units play a vital economic role to some residents of the Williamsfield UDA, the agricultural 
sector (the third competing land use) is just as vital, covering 12% of the UDA. However, three quarters of the agriculture 
land that exists within the UDA surrounds the WINDALCO alumina plant and forms part of a smoke plume and mining 
buffer zone for the plant. About 50% of the agriculture lands are used mainly for dairy farming and are owned by 
Commissioner of Lands leased to the Alumina Company (WINDALCO) while the rest are leased to farmers. It is 
recommended that these agriculture lands are protected as it plays a vital role in income, and acts as buffer zone and food 
supply to both the DA and UDA. 

The remaining competing land uses are commercial and institutional. They are splintered throughout the UDA with 
concentration in the Williamsfield Square, Kendal and Bellefield, offering economic and social stability to the Williamsfield 
residents on a small scale. The commercial uses are small retail shops while the institutions are public services, such as 
schools. The three areas are the growth node of the Williamsfield UDA and are clustered along the development of major 
roadways that link the communities within the UDA, making efficient use of transportation routes for movement of goods 
and services. These already established areas should be further developed for commercial development so as to avoid 
any one node from becoming congested.   
 
Informal Development 

The Williamsfield UDA is not heavily affected by informal development which accounts for less than 1%. However, 
measures should be put in place to ensure that this land use does not get out of control and that the current informal 
development is rectified, since this can have a negative impact on future developments by devaluation of surrounding 
properties. 

At this time there are no public cemeteries within the entire Williamsfield DA. Cemeteries that exist are small family plots 
that are splintered throughout the region. This can pose a problem to the development of the Williamsfield UDA; reason 
being that they devalue the prices of surrounding properties and pose a threat to the natural environment, if not 
maintained. Therefore, family plot burials should be prohibited and all burials should be redirected to a new public 
cemetery constructed preferably in the Bellefield area that falls in the outskirts of the Williamsfield DA, closer to the 
woodland areas. This new public cemetery can be shared with the Christiana DA. 
 
Areas under Development 

Areas under Development currently make up one percent (1%) of the UDA demonstrating that the town is still growing 
within its confined boundaries. There is still more room for growth over time. This is evident in the vacant and derelict lands 
that are currently available. Also a quarter of the shrubs and woodland areas can be dedicated to development while 
another quarter can be dedicated to the expansion of recreational use which now enjoys a two percent (2%) share of the 
UDA. Most of the recreational uses are sport complexes so more emphasis should be made in the development of more 
parks. The remaining half should be set aside for forestry reservation to ensure that the climate feature of the UDA is not 
lost.  

The infrastructure that is in place to support the Williamsfield UDA occupies three percent (3%) of the land use coverage. 
They are mainly a telecommunication network, water systems, an old railway station and power substations. As the Urban 
Development Area continues to grow, measures should be put in place to ensure that the current infrastructure is improved 
to support the growing population and that land is reserved for a taxi park, which is lacking in the area. The citizens of 
Manchester especially those of the Williamsfield area should lobby with the Central government to get the railway system 
back in operation as there is so much economic potential to be exploited. This could be beneficial to development of the 
Williamsfield DA.  
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F. PROPOSED LAND USE 

 

Schematic drawing of the potential land use of the Williamsfield Town Centre. 
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G. STRATEGIES & RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Williamsfield DA Plan is not complete unless there is an implementation strategy to reinforce the community 

aspiration and the proposed land use in the following sectors; Natural Environment, Social Environment, Economic 
Environment and Built Environment. This can be achieved through a variety of planning tools the DA can bring to bear to 
make things happen through the influence of the Local Planning Authority, relevant Central Government Agencies and 
citizens to fulfil this DA Plan objective on a short, medium and long-term basis.  

 
250 Leaders from across Manchester, with representatives from Alligator Pond deliberated over the Parish’s 2030 
Goals at the Manchester Planning Forum 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Participants voted on the Importance and Difficulty of attaining the goals in the 2030 Plans   
 

G.1. Natural Environment 

The goals pertaining to the Natural Environment were generally cast towards being very important, yet not difficult to 

achieve. Citizens of the Manchester, and representatives from other parts of Jamaica recognised the need to create an 
environmentally sound community, and enjoy the benefits that can be gained from doing so. The following are examples of 
the goals that were voted as very important and needing short to mid term implementation strategies by the MPDC’s 
partners: 

• Manchester will be at the forefront of promoting a ‘GREEN AGENDA’ to accomplish best practices in ensuring 
the preservation of our natural environment assets, the reclamation of lands impacted by mining and the proper 
disposal of waste. 

• Increased awareness and stewardship to achieve the protection of our environmentally sensitive lands against 
soil/wind erosion, deforestation, etc. 

• Work with current residents on best reclamation practices to achieve the best and highest use of mined lands for future 
uses. 

• Implement and enforce policies to ensure proper planning to avoid building in areas at risk of flooding or subject to 
natural disasters. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Enhance existing parks. Parks are important spaces that facilitate social integration and exercise. The existing 
parks found within the Williamsfield DA will be aesthetically pleasing and will ensure functionality. Each park will 
be customised where necessary to meet the needs of the local residents and adapted to the site’s layout, relief 
and size. Sloping lands can be terraced for example to accommodate tiers that can facilitate seating and scented 
gardens. Aspects of the parks or leisure spaces should ensure the inclusion of the following areas: 

• Gardens and a water feature (fountain or bird bath) 

• Children’s play area 

• Sitting areas 

• Jogging and walking trails 

• Amphitheatre 

2. Create and support Reforestation programs. The area has lost acres of the natural forest/ vegetation as a 
result of man-made developments/ activities. Competing land uses continue to deplete this invaluable resource. 
Reforestation programs will aim at replenishing numbers, with the assistance of entities like the DAC,  
Community Based Organisations (CBOs), and local schools to provide intensive labour, along with the Forestry 
Department (Williamsfield Office) and the WINDALCO nurseries to supply plants/ seedlings/ trees. Renewed 
forest systems will also help to clean the air, attract rainfall, retain soils (especially along hilly terrain) and act as 
noise buffers from industrial activity.  

3. Support air quality control— testing 
and monitoring by JBI. This will 
reassure and address all citizens’ 
concerns regarding the effects of dust/ 
industrial emissions from the Kirkvine 
Plant. The Jamaica Bauxite Institute 
(JBI) on behalf of the National 
Environment and Planning Agency 
through a Memorandum of 
Understanding performs the Air quality 
testing and this information can be 
sought through NEPA. Citizens of the 
DA can also advocate for reports of the 
Health Impact Assessments (HIAs) 
from the Ministry of Health- 
Environmental Health Unit. This 
information can then be posted at 
public locations and/ or via DA 
community meetings to increase public 
education.   

4. Protect existing watershed areas. The protection of existing watershed areas in the Williamsfield DA will 
ensure that underground (sub-surface) water systems are consistently supplied. This will result in the sustenance 
of the Parish’s water sources.  

5. Preserve the ‘Forest Ring’. The opportunity of creating a ‘Forest Ring’ will be achieved through conservation 
and reforestation programs in the areas along the Parish boundary; all stakeholders within the Williamsfield DA 
should support this goal. A Forest Ring will assist in the generation of opportunities in nature tourism. 

 

The Emancipation Park in New Kingston is abuzz with  life whether day 
or night. 
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G.2. Social Environment 

During the Manchester 2030 Forum, participants expressed that upgrading the social infrastructure, including social 
services and education, in urban and rural communities was of utmost importance, by voting the related goals to be very 
important and not difficult to achieve. The following are examples of the goals that were thought to require major support 
and leadership both Parish and Nation-wide: 

• Achieve the highest level of literacy, to provide the trained workforce needed to retain and attract the best jobs 
and people in the Parish. 

• Promote the importance of having the most skilled workforce to support all job sectors from manufacturing in 
Williamsfield, eco-tourism in South Manchester, agriculture in Asia and Mile Gully, and a diversified economy in 
Mandeville. 

 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Strengthen social services in Williamsfield. This will be essential in order to accommodate the existing 
population and any future population growth in the Development Area (DA). The necessary social infrastructure 
will need to be implemented, upgraded and expanded where appropriate. These facilities will include the 
following: 

a. Upgrade of the existing Williamsfield Police Station 

b. Type IV Health Centre/clinic 

c. Upgrade of the Post Office 

d. Library facility with renewable energy (solar, wind, bio-gas, etc.) 

2. Sustain the high level of civic 
involvement in the DA. This will be crucial 
to arrive at community planning at the 
highest level. Further strengthening of the 
current Development Area Committee 
(DAC) and all other CBOs will maintain the 
vibrancy of the entire Williamsfield DA. The 
Williamsfield DA have recently embarked 
on two elaborate projects:  

a. A ‘state-of-the-art’ commercial 
centre  

b. A bio-gas project 

These initiatives will require tremendous 
support to become a reality. 

3. Protect historic buildings and sites. This 
will preserve important historical assets 
within the area that possess rich historical 
significance to sustain our past. These buildings and sites will also be areas of interest to the general public to 
have guided tours and so on.  

4. Record/video interviews of older citizens (maintain the past). The Williamsfield DAC recognises the 
importance of recording and documenting information provided by some of its oldest citizens. The initiative will 
ensure that real-life experiences are video recorded so that there can be a continued transference of knowledge 
with an emphasis to the younger population.  

The Williamsfield Post Office and Police Station ar e located right 
next door to one another.  
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G.3. Economic Environment 

A majority of the goals regarding the economic environment were perceived to be very important, yet not too difficult to 

achieve. The following goals are examples which were voted to need the MPDC’s partners’ short-term implementation 
strategies: 

• Develop new agricultural technologies and “best farming techniques” to maximise the quantity and quality of 
products to maximise year round production. 

• Maximise the Parish’s economic development potential with a sustainable tourism strategy from Community 
tourism, eco-tourism and heritage tourism. 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Develop/ enhance the Banana Ground community to handle neighbouring communities in Clarendon. 
Manchester recognises the importance of strengthening places and the creation of regional centres. As a result, 
plans to enhance economic development will be encouraged. The community of Banana Ground is ideally 
located to support neighbouring communities in the Parish of Clarendon with commercial/ retail services. This will 
help to reduce unnecessary travelling to major towns; but more importantly economic opportunities will be 
created. 

2. Increase commercial/ industrial mixed-use via land use and zoning plan. The DA has a lot of available 
bauxite reclaimed lands that can be utilised to improve on the limited commercial/ retail services in the area. It will 
facilitate the future siting of prime industrial zones that can support a major manufacturing hub. The development 
of a possible Eco-Industrial Park needs to be examined in this stage of designing land use and zoning plans. 
Mixed-use developments will also promote more compact and higher density developments and assist in 
preserving other available lands for agriculture and forests.  

3. Rehabilitate post-mined-out lands for greenhouses. It will promote the growth of this technology throughout 
the DA and will ensure that lands are set aside for solely agricultural purposes. Greenhouse technology will 
strengthen and safeguard the agricultural sector in the Williamsfield DA. Greenhouse technology stands to 
increase local job creation and has the potential to generate economic spin-offs. 

4. Strengthen existing growth centres. This will be achieved through the development of commercial/ retail 
services, improvements and expansion of social facilities based on the population and improvements in road 
infrastructure. Developing smaller growth centres within the DA will result in the strengthening of the Williamsfield 
Town Centre. There could be numerous economic growths from this strategy/ approach.  

5. Introduce/ encourage skills training programs driven by market needs. This is integral to support an area 
that will have manufacturing and greenhouse facilities in the future. It will require a capable workforce to supply 
the local job demands. Providing training that will be based on current trends in the types of employment will 
ensure that all those who are successfully trained will have a better opportunity to secure employment in the 
current job market. 

6. Create economic opportunities to capitalise on the prospective Highway 2000 (greater market access). 
New and existing developments in areas of commerce and trade will create greater market access as a result of 
easier transportation of goods (reduction in travelling time). It is important to take every advantage of this 
transportation infrastructure to maintain the vibrancy. It is also important to simultaneously advance 
Williamsfield’s and the Parish’s economy and enhance human capital. Additionally, with the locality of the 
Williamsfield manufacturing facilities to existing railway and other road networks to major Centres (Regional, 
Emerging and Local). This will help to determine future sites for industrial/ manufacturing entities/ enterprises 
within the DA. 
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7. Develop a recycling plant. This venture/project will be integral to contribute to the reduction in amount/volume 
of wastes created in the DA. Recycling requires large amounts of energy but there is an opportunity for sourcing 
adequate and clean power from steam generated from the existing WINDALCO Kirkvine Plant to run some of the 
proposed plant’s operations. A recycling plant makes a good complement to the proposed idea of an Eco-
Industrial Park with its feature of cleaner production and energy efficiency.  

8. Promote locally owned and operated businesses. Entrepreneurship will be fundamental to foster local 
businesses and create economic generation through the provision of services and employment for locals.   

 

G.4. Built Environment 

Participants felt that strengthening our existing communities, by addressing land use, physical infrastructure, 

transportation, and energy, will help in the prosperity and growth of Manchester. The following are goals that were voted as 
being very important to accomplish: 

• Ensure adequate funding of further studies to examine the availability and engineering, financial and 
environmental feasibility of developing new water sources. 

• Ensure adequate funding for an efficient and reliable public transportation system to support the movement of 
people to their jobs across the Parish. 

• Develop a state of the art Research and Development centre for renewable energy taking advantage of Northern 
Caribbean University’s and South Manchester’s wind farm (Wigton).  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES 

1. Convert craters into water catchments through design and engineering. This prospective water 
infrastructure (post-mining operations) will help to increase the water supply and distribution to the DA and other 
neighbouring DAs. With adequate water supply, this will eliminate the challenges of siting suitable new 
developments that will assist in retaining locals and attracting new population. 

2. Introduce and promote the use of 
solar streetlights. This will be 
essential in providing a basic amenity to 
the communities that lack streetlights 
due to the challenges of hilly terrain and 
isolated homes and communities. The 
Williamsfield DAC also displays a keen 
interest in renewable energy usage and 
will be an ideal area to implement this 
technology to help improve lives. There 
is the need for the expansion of the 
telecommunication infrastructure in 
parts of the DA; where wireless 
systems installation will need to be 
explored as a practical solution.  

3. Support the replication of the biogas 
project. Williamsfield DA has 
undertaken a Biogas project and this 
will need tremendous support to get off 
the ground. The success of this project is important and its replication will need to be supported. Biogas as a 
renewable energy source is a practical approach to offsetting energy cost in Manchester and can be coupled with 
composting projects and local farms for material.  

This mined-out crater became a reservoir after heav y showers. 
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4. Direct development by using bauxite mining information and data. The available bauxite mining information, 
namely mining schedules, leases and mapping data will help to guide development throughout the DA, as 
investors and developers will know in advance where the most appropriate areas are located to undertake their 
projects. This will save time and money, along with any other resource needed for development.  

5. Upgrade/ improve existing road infrastructure—regular drain maintenance. This will ensure that roads are 
improved through resurfacing, repairs and so forth. The proper and consistent maintenance of existing and 
prospective road networks and drains will extend its lifespan, requiring fewer repairs. This will result in lesser 
resources being spent over the long-term and fewer flooding occurrences. Sidewalks will also be implemented 
into existing and future road developments to ensure safe pedestrian (especially students) movement throughout 
specific parts of the area. 

6. Designate appropriate areas for future housing developments. With the available bauxite mining information 
the Williamsfield DA will be in a position to prioritise and identify the lands best suited for housing developments. 
The challenge of these developments will be the cost due to the hilly terrain. Therefore, it will necessitate 
innovative housing designs that adopt to the contours of the area. Split-level or tiered developments can be 
examined, as well as higher density residential developments as a cost-effective approach to reduce overall 
construction expenditures.  

7. Support rehabilitation of the railway to move people and goods (manufactured products for example). 
The Williamsfield DA has a strong road network encouraging adequate connectivity throughout the area. It also 
allows for connectivity with Mandeville that is a support centre for a myriad of services not found within the 
Williamsfield Town Centre and the rest of its DA. The re-establishment of the existing railway infrastructure will 
contribute to the improved movement of goods and people. This will be an asset to the potential manufacturing 
hub in this area, allowing for the effective transport of manufactured products to outside markets. The second leg 
of Highway 2000 and the linkage of road networks to Porus, Mile Gully and Christiana will additionally strengthen 
the idea of a manufacturing hub. 

8. Improve waste collection and disposal--- 
waste reduction/ diversion/ composting 
with farmers. Proper collection and 
effective disposal of waste will eliminate the 
practice of illegal and improper burning/ 
incinerating of domestic and commercial 
waste. Programs promoting waste 
reduction, reuse, and diversion will be 
integral in reducing the volume/ quantity of 
waste produced/ generated daily. 
Composting has great potential and farm 
waste can be used as organic fertilisers. 

9. Create a Land Use Plan to promote 
sustainable communities for all new 
developments. This will ensure that land 
uses are properly planned and laid out in a 
sustainable manner that will help to 
strengthen land uses in communities 
through compatibility; as well as help to promote compact developments that can foster walkability and provide 
options in modes of transportation. These sustainable communities will have all the appropriate land uses within 
it, inclusive of retail/ commercial developments and park/recreational spaces. 

10. Research and create Eco-Industrial Parks. A relatively new concept, Eco-Industrial Parks (EIPs) have amazing 
possibilities in this part of Manchester. The Williamsfield Town Centre with its existing manufacturing facilities and 
the Kirkvine Plant has the makings of this sort of community of manufacturing. EIPs bring with them 
environmental, economic, and social performance through a collaborative effort on the part of all the businesses 

This freight train is a familiar sight within the W illiamsfield area. 
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involved. Williamsfield is the ideal candidate to be a demonstration project. This idea requires in-depth economic 
and environmental research and feasibility studies. 
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9 Glossary 
 
Access/Egress: The ability to enter a site from a roadway and exit a site onto a roadway by motorised vehicle.  
Adverse Impact: A negative consequence for the physical, social, or economic environment resulting from an 

action or project.  
Affordable Housing: Housing capable of being purchased or rented by a household with very low, low, or 

moderate income, based on a household's ability to make monthly payments necessary to obtain housing. 
Housing is considered affordable when a household pays less than 30 percent of its gross monthly income 
(GMI) for housing including utilities.  

Agriculture: Use of land for the production of food and fiber, including the growing of crops and/or the grazing of 
animals on natural prime or improved pasture land.  

Air Pollution: This is the concentrations of substances found in the atmosphere that exceed naturally occurring 
quantities and are undesirable or harmful in some way.  

Analysis: The examination of a subject, particularly its component parts and their interrelationships.  
Aquifer: An underground, water-bearing layer of earth, porous rock, sand, or gravel, through which water can 

seep or be held in natural storage. Aquifers generally hold sufficient water to be used as a water supply.  
Arable: Land capable of being cultivated for farming.  
Archaeological: Relating to the material remains of past human life, culture, or activities.  
Biomass: Plant material, used for the production of such things as fuel alcohol and non-chemical fertilisers. 

Biomass sources may be plants grown especially for that purpose or waste products from livestock, 
harvesting, milling, or from agricultural production or processing.  

Buffer Zone: An area of land separating two distinct land uses that acts to soften or mitigate the effects of one 
land use on the other.  

Building: Any structure used or intended for supporting or sheltering any use or occupancy.  
Carrying Capacity: Used in determining the potential of an area to absorb development: (1) The level of land 

use, human activity, or development for a specific area that can be accommodated permanently without an 
irreversible change in the quality of air, water, land, or plant and animal habitats. (2) The upper limits of 
development beyond which the quality of human life, health, welfare, safety, or community character within 
an area will be impaired. (3) The maximum level of development allowable under current zoning.  

Census: The official enumeration of the population conducted by the Statistical Institute of Jamaica every ten-
years.  

Central Business District (CBD): The major commercial downtown center of a community. General guidelines 
for delineating a downtown area are defined by the U.S. Census of Retail Trade, with specific boundaries 
being set by the local municipality.  

Character: Special physical characteristics of a structure or area that set it apart from its surroundings and 
contribute to its individuality.  

Circulation System: A network of transit, automobile, bicycle and pedestrian rights-of-way that connect origins 
and destinations.  

Clustered Development: Development in which a number of dwelling units are placed in closer proximity than 
usual, or are attached, with the purpose of retaining an open space area.  

Commercial: A land use classification that permits facilities for the buying and selling of commodities and 
services.  

Commercial Strip: Commercial development, usually one store deep, that fronts on a major street for a distance 
of one city block or more. Includes individual buildings on their own lots, with or without on-site parking, and 
small linear shopping centers with shallow on-site parking in front of the stores.  

Community Centre: A public facility in which educational, therapeutic and/or recreational programs are 
provided.  
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Community Park: Land with full public access intended to provide recreation opportunities beyond those 
supplied by neighborhood parks. Community parks are larger in scale than neighborhood parks but smaller 
than regional parks.  

Composting: The treatment of solid organic refuse through aerobic, biologic decomposition.  
Conservation: The management of natural resources to prevent waste, destruction, or degradation. 
Convenience Goods: Retail items generally necessary or desirable for everyday living, usually purchased at a 

convenient nearby location. Because these goods cost relatively little compared to income, they are often 
purchased without comparison shopping.  

Criterion: A standard upon which a judgment or decision may be based.  
Density, Residential: The number of permanent residential dwelling units per acre of land.  
Developer: An individual who or business that prepares raw land for the construction of buildings or causes to be 

built physical building space for use primarily by others, and in which the preparation of the land or the 
creation of the building space is in itself a business and is not incidental to another business or activity.  

Development: The physical extension and/or construction of urban land uses. Development activities include: 
subdivision of land; construction or alteration of structures, roads, utilities, and other facilities; installation of 
septic systems; grading; deposit of refuse, debris, or fill materials; and clearing of natural vegetative cover 
(with the exception of agricultural activities). Routine repair and maintenance activities are exempted.  

Disability: Physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of the major life activities of an 
individual, or a record of such impairment, or being regarded as having such an impairment.  

Diversity: Differences among otherwise similar elements that give them unique forms and qualities. e.g., housing 
diversity can be achieved by differences in unit size, tenure, or cost.  

Duplex: A detached building under single ownership that is designed for occupation as the residence of two 
families living independently of each other.  

Dwelling Unit: A room or group of rooms (including sleeping, eating, cooking, and sanitation facilities, but not 
more than one kitchen), which constitutes an independent housekeeping unit, occupied or intended for 
occupancy by one household on a long-term basis.  

Ecology: The interrelationship of living things to one another and their environment; the study of such 
interrelationships.  

Economic Base: A theory for understanding the local economy that breaks that economy into a basic and a non-
basic sector.  

Ecosystem: An interacting system formed by a biotic community and its physical environment.  
Elderly: A person greater than or equal to 65 years of age. 
Endangered Species: A species of animal or plant is considered to be endangered when its prospects for 

survival and reproduction are in immediate jeopardy from one or more causes.  
Environment: The physical conditions which exist within the area which will be affected by a proposed project, 

including land, air, water, mineral, flora, fauna, noise, and objects of historic or aesthetic significance.  
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA): A technique used for identifying the environmental effects of 

development projects. 
Erosion: (1) The loosening and transportation of rock and soil debris by wind, rain, or running water. (2) The 

gradual wearing away of the upper layers of earth.  
Fast-food Restaurant: Any retail establishment intended primarily to provide short-order food services for on-

site dining and/or take-out, including self-serve restaurants (excluding cafeterias where food is consumed on 
the premises), drive-in restaurants, and formula restaurants required by contract or other arrangement to 
offer standardized menus, ingredients, and fast-food preparation.  

Fault: A fracture in the earth's crust forming a boundary between rock masses that have shifted.  
Finding(s): The result(s) of an investigation and the basis upon which decisions are made. Findings are used by 

government agents and bodies to justify action taken by the entity.  
Flood Plain: The relatively level land area on either side of the banks of a stream regularly subject to flooding. 

That part of the flood plain subject to a one percent chance of flooding in any given year is designated as an 
"area of special flood hazard" by the Federal Insurance Administration.  
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Footprint; Building Footprint: The area of a building measured from the exterior surface of the exterior walls at 
grade level. 

Geological: Pertaining to rock or solid matter.  
Greenhouse Effect: A term used to describe the warming of the Earth's atmosphere due to accumulated carbon 

dioxide and other gases in the upper atmosphere. These gases absorb energy radiated from the Earth's 
surface, "trapping" it in the same manner as glass in a greenhouse traps heat.  

Groundwater: Water under the earth's surface, often confined to aquifers capable of supplying wells and 
springs.  

Groundwater Recharge: The natural process of infiltration and percolation of rainwater from land areas or 
streams through permeable soils into water-holding rocks that provide underground storage ("aquifers").  

Guidelines: General statements of policy direction around which specific details may be later established.  
Habitat: The physical location or type of environment in which an organism or biological population lives or 

occurs.  
Handicapped: A person determined to have a physical impairment or mental disorder expected to be of long or 

indefinite duration. Many such impairments or disorders are of such a nature that a person's ability to live 
independently can be improved by appropriate housing conditions.  

Hazardous Material: Any substance that, because of its quantity, concentration, or physical or chemical 
characteristics, poses a significant present or potential hazard to human health and safety or to the 
environment if released into the workplace or the environment. The term includes, but is not limited to, 
hazardous substances and hazardous wastes.  

Highway: High-speed, high-capacity, limited-access transportation facility serving regional and county-wide 
travel. Highways may cross at a different grade level.  

Hillsides: Land that has an average percent of slope equal to or exceeding fifteen percent.  
Historic; Historical: An historic building or site is one that is noteworthy for its significance in local, state, or 

national history or culture, its architecture or design, or its works of art, memorabilia, or artifacts.  
Historic Preservation: The preservation of historically significant structures and neighborhoods until such time 

as, and in order to facilitate, restoration and rehabilitation of the building(s) to a former condition.  
Hotel: A facility in which guest rooms or suites are offered to the general public for lodging with or without meals 

and for compensation, and where no provision is made for cooking in any individual guest room or suite.  
Household: All those persons--related or unrelated--who occupy a single housing unit.  
Householder: The head of a household.  
Housing Unit: A house, an apartment, a mobile home, a group of rooms, or a single room that is occupied (or if 

vacant, is intended for occupancy) as separate living quarters.  
Identity: A consistent quality that makes a city, place, area, or building unique and gives it a distinguishing 

character.  
Impact: The effect of any direct man-made actions or indirect repercussions of man-made actions on existing 

physical, social, or economic conditions.  
Impervious Surface: Surface through which water cannot penetrate, such as roof, road, sidewalk, and paved 

parking lot. The amount of impervious surface increases with development and establishes the need for 
drainage facilities to carry the increased runoff.  

Implementation: Actions, procedures, programs, or techniques that carry out policies.  
Incineration: The burning of refuse at high temperatures to reduce the volume of waste.  
Industrial: The manufacture, production, and processing of consumer goods. Industrial is often divided into 

"heavy industrial" uses, such as construction yards, quarrying, and factories; and "light industrial" uses, such 
as research and development and less intensive warehousing and manufacturing.  

Infill Development: Development of vacant land (usually individual lots or left-over properties) within areas that 
are already largely developed.  

Infrastructure: Public services and facilities, such as sewage-disposal systems, water-supply systems, other 
utility systems, and roads.  

Institutional Uses: (1) Publicly or privately owned and operated activities such as hospitals, convalescent 
hospitals, intermediate care facilities, nursing homes, museums, and schools and colleges; (2) churches and 
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other religious organisations; and (3) other non-profit activities of a welfare, educational, or philanthropic 
nature that can not be considered residential, commercial, or industrial.  

Integrity: As used in historic preservation, the degree to which authenticity of a property's historic identity has 
been maintained, evidenced by the survival of substantial physical characteristics that existed during the 
property's historic period.  

Inter-agency: Indicates cooperation between or among two or more discrete agencies in regard to a specific 
program.  

Issues: Important unsettled community matters or problems that are identified in a community's general plan and 
dealt with by the plan's goals, objectives, policies, plan proposals, and implementation programs.  

Landscaping: A general term used for the means by which, where appropriate, development is made to fit 
visually into its surroundings by use of space and control of siting and layout and use pf trees.  

Landslide: A general term for a falling mass of soil or rocks.  
Land Use: The occupation or utilisation of land or water area for any human activity or any purpose defined in 

the General Plan.  
Land Use Classification: A system for classifying and designating the appropriate use of properties.  
Land Use Regulation: A term encompassing the regulation of land in general and often used to mean those 

regulations incorporated in the General Plan, as distinct from zoning regulations (which are more specific).  
Lease: A contractual agreement by which an owner of real property (the lessor) gives the right of possession to 

another (a lessee) for a specified period of time (term) and for a specified consideration (rent).  
Light (duty) Rail Transit (LRT): "Street cars" or "trolley cars" that typically operate entirely or substantially in 

mixed traffic and in non-exclusive, at-grade rights-of- way. Passengers typically board vehicles from the 
street level (as opposed to a platform that is level with the train) and the driver may collect fares. Vehicles 
are each electrically self-propelled and usually operate in one or two-car trains.  

Lot: A lot is a portion of a subdivision, plat, tract, or other parcel of land considered as a unit for the purpose of 
transferring legal title from one person or entity to another.  

Marine Life: Living organisms existing in the sea.  
Microclimate: The climate of a small, distinct area, such as a city street or a building's courtyard; can be 

favorably altered through functional landscaping, architecture, or other design features.  
Mineral Resource: Land on which known deposits of commercially viable mineral or aggregate deposits exist.  
Mining: The act or process of extracting resources, such as bauxite, marl, oil, or minerals, from the earth.  
Minipark: A small neighborhood park of approximately one acre or less.  
Mitigate, v.: The action of reducing or minimising the severity of the impact or likelihood of a risk or an event.  
Mixed-use: Properties on which various uses, such as office, commercial, institutional, and residential, are 

combined in a single building or on a single site in an integrated development project with significant 
functional interrelationships and a coherent physical design. A "single site" may include contiguous 
properties.  

Multiple Family Building: A detached building designed and used exclusively as a dwelling by three or more 
families occupying separate suites.  

Multiplier Effect: The recirculation of money through the economy multiplies its impact on jobs and income. For 
example, money paid as salaries to industrial and office workers is spent on housing, food, clothes and other 
locally-available goods and services. This spending creates jobs in housing construction, retail stores (e.g., 
grocery and drug stores) and professional offices. The wage paid to workers in those industries is again re-
spent, creating still more jobs. Overall, one job in basic industry is estimated to create approximately one 
more job in non-basic industry.  

Municipal Services: Services traditionally provided by local government, including water and sewer, roads, 
parks, schools, and police and fire protection.  

Neighborhood Park: City- or County-owned land intended to serve the recreation needs of people living or 
working within one-half mile radius of the park.  

Noise: Any sound that is undesirable because it interferes with speech and hearing, or is intense enough to 
damage hearing, or is otherwise annoying. Noise, simply, is "unwanted sound."  
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Non-conforming Use: A use that was valid when brought into existence, but by subsequent regulation becomes 
no longer conforming. "Non-conforming use" is a generic term and includes (1) non-conforming structures 
(by virtue of size, type of construction, location on land, or proximity to other structures), (2) non-conforming 
use of a conforming building, (3) non-conforming use of a non-conforming building, and (4) non-conforming 
use of land. Thus, any use lawfully existing on any piece of property that is inconsistent with a new or 
amended General Plan, and that in turn is a violation of a zoning ordinance amendment subsequently 
adopted in conformance with the General Plan, will be a non-conforming use. Typically, non-conforming 
uses are permitted to continue for a designated period of time, subject to certain restrictions.  

Non-urban Land Use: Land use that is not urban.  
Office Use: The use of land by general business offices, medical and professional offices, administrative or 

headquarters offices for large wholesaling or manufacturing operations, and research and development.  
Open Space Land: Any parcel or area of land or water that is essentially unimproved and devoted to an open 

space use for the purposes of (1) the preservation of natural resources, (2) the managed production of 
resources, (3) outdoor recreation, or (4) public health and safety.  

Outdoor Recreation Use: A privately or publicly owned or operated use providing facilities for outdoor recreation 
activities.  

Overlay: A land use designation on the Land Use Map, or a zoning designation on a zoning map, that modifies 
the basic underlying designation in some specific manner.  

Ozone: A tri-atomic form of oxygen (O3) created naturally in the upper atmosphere by a photochemical reaction 
with solar ultraviolet radiation. In the lower atmosphere, ozone is a recognised air pollutant that is not 
emitted directly into the environment, but is formed by complex chemical reactions between oxides of 
nitrogen and reactive organic compounds in the presence of sunlight, and becomes a major agent in the 
formation of smog.  

Parcel: A lot, or contiguous group of lots, in single ownership or under single control, usually considered a unit 
for purposes of development.  

Park Land, Parkland: Land that is publicly owned or controlled for the purpose of providing parks, recreation, or 
open space for public use.  

Parking, Shared: A public or private parking area used jointly by two or more uses.  
Parking Area, Public:  An open area, excluding a street or other public way, used for the parking of automobiles 

and available to the public, whether for free or for compensation.  
Parking Management: An evolving TDM technique designed to obtain maximum utilisation from a limited 

number of parking spaces. Can involve pricing and preferential treatment for HOVs, non-peak period users, 
and short-term users.  

Parking Ratio  The number of parking spaces provided per 1,000 square of floor area, e.g., 2:1 or "two per 
thousand."  

Parking Space, Compact: A parking space (usually 7.5 feet wide by 16 feet long when perpendicular to a 
driveway or aisle) permitted in some localities on the assumption that many modern cars are significantly 
smaller, and require less room, than a standard automobile. A standard parking space, when perpendicular 
to a driveway or aisle, is usually 8.5 feet wide by 18 feet long.  

Peak Hour/Peak Period: For any given roadway, a daily period during which traffic volume is highest, usually 
occurring in the morning and evening commute periods. Where "F" Levels of Service are encountered, the 
"peak hour" may stretch into a "peak period" of several hours' duration.  

Performance Standards: Zoning regulations that permit uses based on a particular set of standards of operation 
rather than on particular type of use. Performance standards provide specific criteria limiting noise, air 
pollution, emissions, odors, vibration, dust, dirt, glare, heat, fire hazards, wastes, traffic impacts, and visual 
impact of a use.  

Personal Services: Services of a personal convenience nature, as opposed to products that are sold to 
individual consumers, as contrasted with companies. Personal services include barber and beauty shops, 
shoe and luggage repair, fortune tellers, photographers, laundry and cleaning services and pick-up stations, 
copying, repair and fitting of clothes, and similar services.  
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Planned Community: A large-scale development whose essential features are a definable boundary; a 
consistent, but not necessarily uniform, character; overall control during the development process by a 
single development entity; private ownership of recreation amenities; and enforcement of covenants, 
conditions, and restrictions by a master community association.  

Planter Strip: A piece of land located between the rear of a curb and the front of a sidewalk, usually used for 
planting low ground cover and/or street trees.  

Policy: A specific statement of principle or of guiding actions that implies clear commitment but is not mandatory. 
A general direction that a governmental agency sets to follow, in order to meet its goals and objectives 
before undertaking an action program.  

Pollutant: Any introduced gas, liquid, or solid that makes a resource unfit for its normal or usual purpose  
Pollution: The presence of matter or energy whose nature, location, or quantity produces undesired 

environmental effects.  
Preservation: As used in historic preservation, the process of sustaining the form and extent of a structure 

essentially as it exists. Preservation aims at halting further deterioration and providing structural stability but 
does not contemplate significant rebuilding. (See "Historic Preservation.")  

Prime Agricultural Land: Land used actively in the production of food, fiber, or livestock.  
Prime Farmland: Land which has the best combination of physical and chemical characteristics for the 

production of crops. Prime Farmland must have been used for the production of irrigated crops within the 
last three years. Prime Farmland does not include publicly-owned lands for which there is an adopted policy 
preventing agricultural use. (See "Prime Agricultural Land.")  

Principle: An assumption, fundamental rule, or doctrine that will guide general plan policies, proposals, 
standards, and implementation measures. The State Government Code (Section 65302) requires that 
general plans spell out the objectives, "principles," standards, and proposals of the general plan. "Adjacent 
land uses should be compatible with one another" is an example of a principle.  

Private Road/Private Street: Privately owned (and usually privately maintained) motor vehicle access that is not 
dedicated as a public street. Typically the owner posts a sign indicating that the street is private property and 
limits traffic in some fashion. For density calculation purposes, some jurisdictions exclude private roads 
when establishing the total acreage of the site; however, aisles within and driveways serving private parking 
lots are not considered private roads.  

Protect, v.: To maintain and preserve beneficial uses in their present condition as nearly as possible.  
Public and Quasi-public Facilities: Institutional, academic, governmental and community service uses, either 

owned publicly or operated by non-profit organisations, including private hospitals and cemeteries. (See 
"Institutional Uses.")  

Rare or Endangered Species: Animals, birds, fish, plants, or other living organisms threatened with extinction 
by man-made or natural changes in their environment.  

Reclamation: The reuse of resources, usually those present in solid wastes or sewage.  
Reconstruction: As used in historic preservation, the process of reproducing by new construction the exact form 

and detail of a vanished structure, or part thereof, as it appeared during a specific period of time. 
Reconstruction is often undertaken when the property to be reconstructed is essential for understanding and 
interpreting the value of an historic district and sufficient documentation exists to insure an exact 
reproduction of the original.  

Recreation, Active: A type of recreation or activity that requires the use of organised play areas including, but 
not limited to, softball, baseball, football and soccer fields, tennis and basketball courts and various forms of 
children's play equipment.  

Recreation, Passive: Type of recreation or activity that does not require the use of organised play areas.  
Recycle, v.: The process of extraction and reuse of materials from waste products.  
Redevelop, v.: To demolish existing buildings; or to increase the overall floor area existing on a property; or both; 

irrespective of whether a change occurs in land use.  
Regional: Pertaining to activities or economies at a scale greater than that of a single jurisdiction, and affecting a 

broad geographic area.  
Regulation: A rule or order prescribed for managing government.  
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Rehabilitation: The repair, preservation, and/or improvement of substandard housing.  
Remodeling: As used in historic preservation, making over or rebuilding all or part of an historic structure in a 

way that does not necessarily preserve its historical, architectural, and cultural features and character.   
Research and Development Use: A use engaged in study, testing, design, analysis, and experimental 

development of products, processes, or services.  
Residential: Land designated in the City or County General Plan and zoning ordinance for buildings consisting 

only of dwelling units. May be improved, vacant, or unimproved. (See "Dwelling Unit.")  
Resources, Non-renewable: Refers to natural resources, such as fossil fuels and natural gas, which, once 

used, cannot be replaced and used again.  
Rezoning: An amendment to the map and/or text of a zoning ordinance to effect a change in the nature, density, 

or intensity of uses allowed in a zoning district and/or on a designated parcel or land area.  
Right-of-way: A strip of land occupied or intended to be occupied by certain transportation and public use 

facilities, such as roadways, railroads, and utility lines.  
Risk: The danger or degree of hazard or potential loss.  
Runoff: That portion of rain or snow that does not percolate into the ground and is discharged into streams 

instead.  
Sanitary Landfill: The controlled placement of refuse within a limited area, followed by compaction and covering 

with a suitable thickness of earth and other containment material.  
Sanitary Sewer: A system of subterranean conduits that carries refuse liquids or waste matter to a plant where 

the sewage is treated, as contrasted with storm drainage systems (that carry surface water) and septic tanks 
or leech fields (that hold refuse liquids and waste matter on-site). (" Septic System.")  

Scenic Highway Corridor:  The area outside a highway right-of-way that is generally visible to persons travelling 
on the highway.  

Septic System: A sewage-treatment system that includes a settling tank through which liquid sewage flows and 
in which solid sewage settles and is decomposed by bacteria in the absence of oxygen. Septic systems are 
often used for individual-home waste disposal where an urban sewer system is not available. (See "Sanitary 
Sewer.")  

Shopping Centre: A group of commercial establishments, planned, developed, owned, or managed as a unit, 
with common off-street parking provided on the site.  

Siltation: (1) The accumulating deposition of eroded material. (2) The gradual filling in of streams and other 
bodies of water with sand, silt, and clay.  

Site: A parcel of land used or intended for one use or a group of uses and having frontage on a public or an 
approved private street. A lot.  

Slope: Land gradient described as the vertical rise divided by the horizontal run, and expressed in percent.  
Soil: The unconsolidated material on the immediate surface of the earth created by natural forces that serves as 

natural medium for growing land plants.  
Solid Waste: Any unwanted or discarded material that is not a liquid or gas. Includes organic wastes, paper 

products, metals, glass, plastics, cloth, brick, rock, soil, leather, rubber, yard wastes, and wood, but does not 
include sewage and hazardous materials. Organic wastes and paper products comprise about 75 percent of 
typical urban solid waste.  

Storm Runoff: Surplus surface water generated by rainfall that does not seep into the earth but flows overland to 
flowing or stagnant bodies of water.  

Street Furniture: Those features associated with a street that are intended to enhance that street's physical 
character and use by pedestrians, such as benches, trash receptacles, kiosks, lights, newspaper racks.  

Street Tree Plan: A comprehensive plan for all trees on public streets that sets goals for solar access, and 
standards for species selection, maintenance, and replacement criteria, and for planting trees in patterns 
that will define neighborhood character while avoiding monotony or maintenance problems.  

Structure: Anything constructed or erected that requires location on the ground (excluding swimming pools, 
fences, and walls used as fences).  

Subdivision: The division of a tract of land into defined lots, either improved or unimproved, which can be 
separately conveyed by sale or lease, and which can be altered or developed. "Subdivision" includes a 
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condominium project as defined in Section 1350 of the California Civil Code and a community apartment 
project as defined in Section 11004 of the Business and Professions Code.  

Subsidize: To assist by payment of a sum of money or by the granting of terms or favors that reduce the need 
for monetary expenditures. Housing subsidies may take the forms of mortgage interest deductions or tax 
credits from federal and/or state income taxes, sale or lease at less than market value of land to be used for 
the construction of housing, payments to supplement a minimum affordable rent, and the like.  

Substandard Housing: Residential dwellings that, because of their physical condition, do not provide safe and 
sanitary housing.  

Substantial: Considerable in importance, value, degree, or amount.  
Sustainability: Community use of natural resources in a way that does not jeopardise the ability of future 

generations to live and prosper.  
Sustainable Development: Development that maintains or enhances economic opportunity and community well-

being while protecting and restoring the natural environment upon which people and economies depend. 
Sustainable development meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 
generations to meet their own needs. (Source: Minnesota State Legislature.)  

Sustainable Development Plan: A compendium of city or Parish policies regarding its long-term development, 
in the form of maps and accompanying text. May also be called a “Development Plan,” “General Plan,” "City 
Plan," "Comprehensive Plan," or "Master Plan."  

Telecommuting: An arrangement in which a worker is at home or in a location other than the primary place of 
work, and communicates with the workplace and conducts work via wireless or telephone lines, using 
modems, fax machines, or other electronic devices in conjunction with computers.  

Topography: Configuration of a surface, including its relief and the position of natural and man-made features.  
Tourism: The business of providing services for persons traveling for pleasure, tourism contributes to the vitality 

of the community by providing revenue to local business. Tourism can be measured through changes in the 
transient occupancy tax, or restaurant sales.  

Townhouse: A one-family dwelling in a row of at least three such units in which each unit has its own front and 
rear access to the outside, no unit is located over another unit, and each unit is separated from any other 
unit by one or more common and fire-resistant walls. Townhouses usually have separate utilities; however, 
in some condominium situations, common areas are serviced by utilities purchased by a homeowners 
association on behalf of all townhouse members of the association. (See "Condominium.")  

Transit: The conveyance of persons or goods from one place to another by means of a local, public 
transportation system.  

Transit-oriented Development (TOD): A mixed-use community within an average 2,000-foot walking distance of 
a transit stop and core commercial area. TODs mix residential, retail, office, and public uses in a walkable 
environment, making it convenient for residents and employees to travel by transit, bicycle, foot, or car.  

Transit, Public: A system of regularly-scheduled buses and/or trains available to the public on a fee-per-ride 
basis. Also called "Mass Transit."  

Trees, Street: Trees strategically planted--usually in parkway strips, medians, or along streets--to enhance the 
visual quality of a street.  

Trip: A one-way journey that proceeds from an origin to a destination via a single mode of transportation; the 
smallest unit of movement considered in transportation studies. Each trip has one "production end," (or 
origin--often from home, but not always), and one "attraction end," (destination).  

Trip Generation: The dynamics that account for people making trips in automobiles or by means of public 
transportation. Trip generation is the basis for estimating the level of use for a transportation system and the 
impact of additional development or transportation facilities on an existing, local transportation system. Trip 
generations of households are correlated with destinations that attract household members for specific 
purposes.  

Urban: Of, relating to, characteristic of, or constituting a city. Urban areas are generally characterised by 
moderate and higher density residential development (i.e., three or more dwelling units per acre), 
commercial development, and industrial development, and the availability of public services required for that 
development, specifically central water and sewer, an extensive road network, public transit, and other such 
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services (e.g., safety and emergency response). Development not providing such services may be "non-
urban" or "rural." (See "Urban Land Use.")  

Urban Design: The attempt to give form, in terms of both beauty and function, to selected urban areas or to 
whole cities. Urban design is concerned with the location, mass, and design of various urban components 
and combines elements of urban planning, architecture, and landscape architecture.  

Urban Land Use: Residential, commercial, or industrial land use in areas where urban services are available.  
Urban Open Space: The absence of buildings or development, usually in well-defined volumes, within an urban 

environment.  
Urban Reserve: An area outside of an urban service area but within an urban growth boundary, in which future 

development and extension of municipal services are contemplated but not imminent.  
Urban Services: Utilities (such as water, gas, electricity, and sewer) and public services (such as police, fire, 

schools, parks, and recreation) provided to an urbanised or urbanising area.  
Urban Sprawl: Haphazard growth or outward extension of a city resulting from uncontrolled or poorly managed 

development.  
Utility Corridors: Rights-of-way or easements for utility lines on either publicly or privately owned property. (See 

"Right-of-way.")  
Vacant: Lands or buildings that are not actively used for any purpose.  
Viewshed: The area within view from a defined observation point.  
Warehousing Use: A use engaged in storage, wholesale, and distribution of manufactured products, supplies, 

and equipment, excluding bulk storage of materials that are inflammable or explosive or that present 
hazards or conditions commonly recognised as offensive.  

Watershed: The total area above a given point on a watercourse that contributes water to its flow; the entire 
region drained by a waterway or watercourse that drains into a lake, or reservoir.  

Wetland: A transitional area between terrestrial and aquatic systems where the water table is usually at or near 
the surface, or the land is covered by shallow water. Under a "unified" methodology now used by all federal 
agencies, wetlands are defined as "those areas meeting certain criteria for hydrology, vegetation, and soils."  

Wildlife: Animals or plants existing in their natural habitat.  
Woodlands: Lands covered with woods or trees.  
Zoning: The division of a city or county by legislative regulations into areas, or zones, which specify allowable 

uses for real property and size restrictions for buildings within these areas; a program that implements 
policies of the General Plan.  

Zoning, Incentive: The awarding of bonus credits to a development in the form of allowing more intensive use of 
land if public benefits--such as preservation of greater than the minimum required open space, provision for 
low- and moderate-income housing, or plans for public plazas and courts at ground level--are included in a 
project.  
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10 Appendices  
 

Appendix 1: Manchester LSDP Themes from the Parish 
Profile Process 
 

In addition to the visions provided through the 2006 Development Area workshops, a significant number of workshops and 

meetings were held during the preparation of the Manchester Sustainable Development Profile, which provided compelling 
insights on what the LSDP should seek to achieve.  The following 26 key themes for action emerged from these meetings. 
While the current draft of the LSDP addresses a majority of the themes, some will require further attention in a future draft.   
 
Growing our economy. How can the Parish retain and attract new businesses and investment? What actions can we take 
to explore and open up new markets for high quality or organic foodstuffs and alternative forms of tourism that focus on 
community and heritage resources? How might we support continued growth in the tertiary education sector to cement 
Mandeville’s position as a hub for post-secondary studies? 
 
Preparing for life after bauxite. How can the Parish prepare to diversify its economy in preparation for the exhaustion of 
exploitable bauxite reserves? Are there ways to retain and enhance the viability of farming, agro-industries and tourism in 
the face of continued expansion of mining operations? 
 
Creating cluster economies. How might we foster collaborative business ventures in areas such as production, 
processing, packaging, marketing and facility development that would lead to the establishment of “cluster economies” for 
the Parish’s agriculture, agro-processing and community tourism sectors? 
 
Becoming a community tourism destination in the Caribbean. How can we create the partnerships necessary to 
organise, package, market and sell our significant tourism assets, leading to our vision of Manchester becoming a 
community tourism “brand” in the Caribbean? Are there opportunities to collaborate with St. Elizabeth, building on and 
strengthening their growing success in this area? What would it take to establish a Visitor Information Bureau in 
Mandeville, with appropriate marketing and road signs to bring the service to the attention of tourists? 
 
Supporting small and medium enterprises (SME). What steps can the Parish Council take to create or encourage 
favorable conditions for the incubation, growth and skills development of the SME sector? 
 
Attracting returning residents. How can Manchester retain its attraction for returning residents, who contribute so much 
to the life and economy of the Parish? 
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Controlling flooding. How can we control the extensive deforestation, inappropriate mining activities and construction in 
drainage ways and over sink holes that is resulting in erosion and has been a contributing factor to the devastating floods 
felt recently by Porus and Harmons?  

Protecting our old growth forests. What steps might be taken to protect the ring of remaining old growth forests that 
encircle the Parish? How might we take advantage of the tourism potential of this natural heritage in a way that contributes 
to our conservation objectives? 
 
Managing development along the south coast. Are there immediate steps we can take to manage development along 
the south coast and to protect our marine and coastal resources in a way that preserves natural habitat, improves 
productivity in the coastal fishery and builds our community tourism industry? 
Preserving the Canoe Valley coastline. What co-management strategies could we adopt that would empower local 
communities to work alongside the Parish Council, the MPDC and national agencies to preserve the unique and pristine 
Canoe Valley coastline and to prepare it for sustainable community tourism development? 
 
Making the South Coast Heritage Trail a reality. How can we get organised to construct the South Coast Heritage trail 
in a way that sustainably and equitably benefits participating local communities? 
 
Using our rich cultural heritage to promote tourism. Is there an opportunity to strategically adapt and expand upon the 
Jamaican National Heritage Trust’s existing inventory of archaeological sites as a local tool for improved conservation of 
our cultural and historic assets, and to use these as a platform to promote tourism? 
 
Improving access to health services. How can we use our limited funds to improve access to health services by outlying 
and remote communities and by persons at risk or in need? 
 
Tackling crime. What can we do to reverse the upward trend in crime in the Parish? What changes can we make to 
improve police response? Are there opportunities to introduce “community policing” approaches that would enhance 
citizen-police cooperation in reducing crime and rooting out criminality? 
 
Investing in our children. What changes can we make to better prepare our children to succeed in their lives and in the 
world? Are there steps that can be taken locally to improve school enrolment (especially for males), combat illiteracy and 
improve job skills? 
 
Protecting our countryside through intensified urban development. Are there opportunities to preserve the 
countryside, farmland and important natural areas by focusing future population growth within Mandeville and other urban 
growth areas? What improvements would need to be made to infrastructure, in particular sewage treatment facilities, to 
pursue this objective? As we proceed to higher densities, what steps can we take to discourage unauthorized construction 
and to ensure new development meets plan and building code standards? 
 
Creating attractive town centres. What measures might be adopted to make our town centres more orderly, clean and 
pedestrian-oriented places? How can we fight traffic congestion, establish and enforce stricter parking standards and 
eliminate road and sidewalk obstructions in and around taxi parks and markets? What steps can the Parish council take to 
better control and regulate the change of use of premises? 
 
Serving the needs of our rural communities. How can services and infrastructure be expanded or better shared to 
serve the needs of a large and growing number of rural communities? 

Improving dialogue with the mining companies. How might the citizens of the Parish work to improve their dialogue 
with the Bauxite companies to determine where future mining is and is not appropriate, and to provide more certainty to 
communities about the phasing of mining activity and resettlement?  

Making Highway 2000 work for Manchester. How can the people of Manchester take an active role in planning for the 
desirable routing for Highway 2000, thereby building on its positive impacts for the economy while minimising its negative 
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impact on the environment and communities? Do the major mining company haul roads offer an opportunity for a southern 
ring road around Mandeville, possibly connecting to Highway 2000? 
 
Establishing a commercial airport in Manchester. How can we move ahead the building of an airport for our Parish, 
providing impetus to the growth and development of our economy? 
 
Pursuing a clean and green agenda. What steps can we take to make our communities cleaner and greener? Is there an 
opportunity to launch a public education campaign to combat littering and to stop illegal dumping along roadsides, in 
gullies and in sinkholes? What can we do to improve our solid waste management practices, to adopt a 3R (reuse-reduce-
recycle) approach and to improve our sanitary landfill standards? 
 
Improving our water supply and protecting our water sources. How should we go about increasing and/or improving 
access to water by under-served communities? What can we do to promote water conservation and creative re-use? In 
preparation for future population growth, how can we tap new and economical water sources, while at the same time 
avoiding negative impacts on ecological systems that depend on ground water and springs? Is there an opportunity to take 
advantage of wind-driven energy to pump our water and thereby lower costs for consumers? 
 
Exploring natural systems for sewage treatment. Is there an opportunity to explore the establishment of small-scale, 
non-mechanical systems for the treatment of sewage, using wetland-type treatment ponds to polish effluent before it goes 
back into the ground or into watercourses? Could this naturally treated effluent be reused for irrigation purposes? 
 
Enhancing our public market facilities. How can we re-establish markets in growth areas to provide easier access for 
farmers to wholesale and retail markets and to take pressure off overburdened facilities in Mandeville and Christiana? How 
will we make decisions about the future of our two existing markets? 
 
Strengthening the PDC as the voice of citizens in Parish affairs. How can we continue to strengthen the Parish 
Development Committee and its constituent bodies within the development areas to act as a strong, non-partisan voice for 
citizens in local planning, decision-making and governance? How can we enhance the working relationship between the 
PDC and the Parish Council, to allow the PDC to assume a more formal citizen advisory role to council and as a primary 
interface for the Parish council with civil society? 
 
Pursuing local self-governance. How can Manchester lend its constructive voice to the movement for increased 
autonomy for local governments in Jamaica, including entrenchment of the role of local governments in the Constitution, 
establishment of city and town councils, and decentralisation of planning, service delivery and revenue-raising powers and 
responsibilities?    
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Appendix 2: Aspects of the Manchester LSDP Planning 
Process 
MANDEVILLE BUSINESS SECTOR WORKSHOP 

In addition to the community workshops, which were convened Parish-wide, the MPDC also organised a one-evening 

workshop with prominent business people, government officers, and elected officials to discuss pertinent planning issues 
in the Central Mandeville Area.  The purposes of this workshop were to expose these individuals to the LSDP planning 
process and garner stakeholder support for the process, while completing visioning exercises to gauge stakeholder opinion 
on various important planning issues affecting Central Mandeville’s development.    

SECTOR WORK GROUPS  

Additional information for the LSDP has come from sector work groups, which have been organised in the areas of 
mining, agriculture, environmental protection, physical infrastructure, and social infrastructure (which includes social 
services and community services).  Each group is made up of decision makers, professional experts, and interested 
community members in each of these areas. Civil society has had a voice in determining what should be addressed in the 
LSDP, and these multi-stakeholder work groups have helped identify practicable means of achieving desired objectives.  
The meetings, scheduled from April to July 2006, developed goals, targets, and action plans that have been incorporated 
into the LSDP itself. By convening these multi-stakeholder panels and including decision makers from different sectors, it is 
hoped that the stakeholders will be more likely to support and implement the LSDP.   

STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIONS  

In addition to the work groups, the MPDC has organised a number of stakeholder consultation meetings in the following 
areas: local government reform, disaster management, environment, water conservation, and agriculture. Stakeholder 
consultations started in June 2006 and will continue over the next several months as the LSDP is refined.   

The purpose of these meetings is to get input directly from key stakeholders with expert information.  The visioning 
exercises from the workshops and the goal setting exercises from the work groups have formed the basis of what the 
discussions were meant to achieve.   

THEMATIC STUDIES  

The MPDC will prepare four thematic studies which will help inform policy in the LSDP, in the areas of housing, 
environmental protection, water infrastructure, and development in Central Mandeville.  Although the work groups and 
other inputs will provide a strong basis for writing policies, these studies will provide a greater level of detailed information 
and analysis in these specific areas.   

These studies will include data collection and analysis and provide recommendations.  The final reports will present the 
research findings, provide an analysis of the findings, and outline recommendations for policies and planning efforts.  
These recommendations are intended to be used directly in formulation of policies in the LSDP.   

LAND USE SURVEY  

In partnership with Manchester Parish Council, MPDC has been conducting a land use survey of the Parish of Manchester 
since July 2005.  To date, the survey has completed data collection in the urban areas of all nine Development Areas in 
Manchester which consists of Alligator Pond, Asia, Christiana, Cross Keys, Mandeville, Mile Gully, Newport, Porus and 
Williamsfield.  The survey will provide basic data on land characteristics and the various activities that occupy land in 
Manchester.  The data will be used to analyse the current pattern of land use and will provide assistance for policy 
development and land use proposals in the Manchester LSDP.   
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Manchester Population Projections 1991— 2030 (Growth 
Assumptions) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Please note: 

*These figures were arrived at through a number of calculated assumptions coming out of the Development Plan, 
examining a variety of scenarios and circumstances such as: migration patterns, unemployment, job creation, education, 
mining, and resettlement and so on. 

 

 1991 2001 2011 2021 2030 

Alligator 
Pond 

8881 10792 12703 14861 16803 

Asia 6214 6933 6946 7665 8691 

Christiana 15993 39381 62769 86157 107206 

Cross Keys 7912 8602 9292 10221 11057 

Mandeville 52524 62789 77400 102942 140002 

Mile Gully 17569 18702 20011 21320 22499 

Newport 11837 14462 17087 20180 23256 

Porus 10034 11619 13204 15185 16967 

Williamsfield 9463 12508 15553 19441 22940 

Manchester  140427 
 

185788 234965 297972 369421 
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Hospital Beds (Per 10,000 Population) Data from most 
recent year available 
 

 

*1.8 hospital beds per 1,000 population in the year 2005. 
Source: Health in the Americas 2007, Jamaica 
 

Definitions: Hospital Beds: includes in-patient and maternity beds (excludes cots and delivery beds).  

Sources: WHO, World Health Statistics 2007, available at: http://www.who.int/whosis/en/.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*This would cover 240,000 patients (with 408-432 beds) or 64.96% of the entire population by the year 2030. 

 
 
 

Rank Country Name Rate per 10,000 Year 

57 Jamaica 17 2005 

Year 1991 2001 2011 2021 2030 

Health Centre 
Types 1-5 

Type Type Type Type Type 

Alligator Pond NA NA 3 3 4 

Asia NA NA 2 2 2 

Christiana NA NA 5 5 5- (x 2) 

Cross Keys NA NA 2 3 3 

Mandeville NA NA 5 5 5- (x 2) 

Mile Gully NA NA 4 4 5 

Newport NA NA 4 5 5 

Porus NA NA 3 4 4 

Williamsfield NA NA 4 4 5 

Manchester 
Patients 

_ _ 160000 175000 240000 

Beds   272- 288 297.5- 315 408- 432 
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Agencies, Interests and Individuals Participating in the 
Manchester Planning Process on Draft I of the Manchester 
LSDP 
MPDC Work Group Members 
Lead facilitator:  Sanjay Coelho 

Facilitators:  Brittany Gurr, Lisa Rayle & Phil Rodriques 

 
Mining  
Evan Williams, WINDALCO 

Captain Barry Smith, ALPART 
Grace Foster-Reid 
Marcia Edwards, WINDALCO 
Villair Barrett, NEPA 
Carlton Maxwell, ALPART 
Mr. Perkins, La Morna 
Clarence Osbourne, JBI 
Shanti Persaud, JBI 
Dr. Ross-ALPART 
Antony Goffe, Renewable Energy Consultant  
Alison Massa 

 
Agriculture 

Alvin Murray, CPGCA 
Percival Palmer, MDPC 
Wilford Allen, SDC 
Cherley Wilkinson 
Everton Meikle 
Harold Finlayson 
Dalcie Wright 
Cherricha Jacobs, HEART Trust 
Carlton Stephens 
Neil Scott 
W. Davis, CARDI 
Jeffrey Daley 
Kirk Thompson 
Derrick Turner 
George Swaby 
Hudlyn Pitter 
Hyacinth Levy 
Neville Henry, RADA 
 
Environment  
Grace Foster-Reid 

Anne Sutton  
Anthony Goffe, Renewable Energy Consultant 
Alison Massa   
Winston Naylor 
Patrae Campbell 
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Ansell Palmer 
 
Social Infrastructure  
Livingston Morgan, Fire Department   

Mr. Sloley, Chief Public Health Inspector 
Mr. Longmore, Chamber of Commerce 
Millicent Lynch-Brown, Children’s Development Agency 
 
Physical Infrastructure  
Dewaine Larmond, Manchester Parish Council 

Wayne Mitchell, Manchester Parish Council 
Dwight Myers  
Faye Manning, National Land Agency  
Jerome Alexander Thomas, J. Alexander Thomas Designs  
Camille Delgado, ODPEM 
Anthony Goffe  
Vlora Alberga, Manchester Horticultural Society  
Robert John, NSWMA  
Howard Brian, Silver Streak Taxi Company 
Eric McLeish, NHT 
Sean Rowe, Manchester Parish Council  
Kevin Dunkley, Manchester Parish Council 
Counsellor Fairbourne Maxwell, Manchester Parish Council 
Counsellor Clinton Dietrich, Manchester Parish Council 
Dennis Ellis, NWC 
Errol Douglas, WRA 
Howard Hendricks, NWA 
 
MPDC Staff  
John O. “Jackie” Minott, Chairman 
Ivan Green, Vice-Chairman 
Mr. Samuel Miller, Manager 
Angella Edwards, Development Area Coordinator 
Tamara Stewart-Lewis, Information Officer 
Paula Campbell, Administrator  

 
The LSDP Team  
Sam Miller, MPDC Manager 
Sean Rowe, Director of Planning, Manchester Parish Council  
Sanjay Coelho, CUI/CIDA Intern 
Brendan Cormier, CUI/CIDA Intern 
Lisa Rayle, US Peace Corps Volunteer 
Brittany Gurr, York University/CUI Intern 
Angella Edwards, MPDC DA Coordinator 
Tamara Stewart-Lewis, MPDC Facilitator 
Phil Rodriques, Long-Range Planner, Manchester Parish Council and MPDC 
Ryan Wallace, GIS Planner, Manchester Parish Council   and MPDC 
LSDP Draft I Writers:  Sanjay Coelho, Lisa Rayle  
LSDP Draft I Editors: Brittany Gurr, Lisa Rayle &  
Phil Rodriques 
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Siting Study: Mandeville High School  
Manchester Parish Development Committee/Parish Council planning staff has conducted a site selection study of the five 
(5) possible locations for a new Mandeville high school put forward by the Ministry of Education and five additional 
locations.   

 
RECOMMENDATION 

As a result of the study, the Parish of Manchester recommends construction of the proposed new high school on a site in 
the New Hall/Richmond area (104 acres/42 hectares), to the east of central Mandeville.  The second preference is a site 
in the Mount Nelson area (42 acres/17 hectares), northeast of central Mandeville.  (Maps of the sites are attached.)  

 
RATIONALE 

The preferred locations offer adequate space on publicly-owned land in areas of rapid growth.  They would avoid 
contributing to the concentration of schools in central Mandeville and can be accessed from many parts of the region 
without the need to travel through central Mandeville. 

Both sites are served by established transportation routes and other basic services.  Essential commercial services exist in 
the vicinity of the New Hall site and may be expected in future near Mt. Nelson.   

Both sites avoid the risk to student safety of location on a main highway or near undesirable uses or activities.  They also 
avoid the noise impacts of location in an area of intense commercial activity and the risk of disturbance to adjacent 
residential areas.   

Finally, the sites require no clearing of vegetation, are free of potential hazards to students and not significantly 
constrained by the presence of sinkholes, depressions or areas subject to flooding.  

 
SITE SELECTION PROCESS 
 
1. Staff established a set of 20 criteria for selecting a site for a high school in the Mandeville area.   

The criteria, attached, reflect input to the Manchester Sustainable Development Planning process received from 
participants in numerous visioning workshops and working group sessions as well as analyses and conceptual 
planning carried out by staff during draft plan preparation. 

2. Next, staff examined the five proposed sites and identified five others.  Three of the five new locations are in areas to 
the south of Mandeville that are anticipated as future growth centers.  However, these were set aside as the new site 
is to serve an immediate rather than a long-term need.   

3. The third step was to array the possible sites against the criteria, assigning a simple positive or negative score.  In 
some instances, no score was possible because of the need for more information about the site in question. 

4. Finally, the positive scores were added, ranking the seven sites as follows: 

1. New Hall/Richmond 

2. Mt. Nelson 

3. Marlborough 

4. Kingsland and Williamsfield (tied) 

5. Villa Road   

Mile Gully could not be ranked due to uncertainty about the precise location proposed.  However, it is not likely that it 
would score higher than the front-runners. 
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SITE SELECTION CRITERIA 
 

1. Site should be on an established transportation route 

2. Not on main highway for reasons of student safety 

3. Avoid busy intersections* 

4. Not in areas experiencing traffic congestion 

5. Not where areas will be mined in order to avoid: 

� Need for relocation; 

� Noise and equipment disruption 

� Air pollution 

6. Not in a commercial area where outside level of activity could disrupt the school 

7. Somewhere offering some commercial services, stores and restaurants 

8. Not in highly populated residential areas, where school would be a noise nuisance 

9. Where power, telecommunications, water, roads already present 

10. Away from hazards (such as bauxite pit edges) 

11. Where a minimum of 15 acres are available 

12. Away from undesirable uses 

13. Preferably public ownership 

14. Proximity to emergency services 

15. Site that does not require site clearance 

16. Proximity to basic and primary schools 

17. Site should contribute to the long-term dispersion of schools  

18. Avoid sinkholes, depressions and flood-prone areas 

19. Close to a community to serve as a disaster shelter 

20. Serves growing population 

 
* Note:  Not scored in the absence of precise siting information 
 

 
COMPARISON OF SITES 

 
SITE 1  

Villa 
Road 

2  
Kings-
land 

3.   
 Mile 
Gully 

4. 
Williams-
field 

5.  
Marl-
borough 

6. 
New Hall/ 
Richmond 

7. 
Mt. 
Nelson     

8. 
 Knock- 
Patrick 

9.  
Old 
England 

10.  
Perth/ 
Newark 

CRITERIA           

1. On established transportation route  + + ? + - + +    
2. Not on a major highway - - ? - + + +    
3 Not near an intersection           
4. Not a congested area - - ? + + + +    
5 Not an area to be mined + + - - + + +    
6 Commercial services nearby + + ? - - + -    
7 Not in a major commercial area - - ? + + + +    
8 Not in a heavily populated - - + + + + +    
9 Infrastructure exists + + ? + + + +    
10 Not affected by  hazards + + ? + + + +    
11 Minimum site available - ? + - + + +    
12 No undesirable uses + - + + + + +    
13 In public ownership - + + + + + +    
14 Emergency services nearby + + - + - - -    
15 Site clearance not needed + + + ? + + +    
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16 Near primary and basic schools + - - - - ? +    
17 Aids dispersion of schools - + + + + + +    
18 Avoids sinkholes, flood areas + + ? - + + +    
19 Can serve as shelter + + + + - + +    
20 Serves growing population - + - + + + +    
 + 11 12 7 12 14 17 17    
 - 8 6 4 6 5 1 2    
 ?  1 8 1  1     
            
 Rank 5 4 ? 4 3 1 2    
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